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PREFACE

The I992 InTernaTional Conference on Plasma Physics is held as a joinT
conference of The 9th Kiev InTerhaTional Conference on Plasma Theory and The
9*“ InTernaTional Congress on Waves and lnsTabiliTies I'n Plasmas wiTh The Tom EPS
Conference on ConTrolled Fusion and Plasma Physics in Innsbruck, AusTriai from
29 June To 3 July 1992, The conference is organized by The IniTuTe of Ion Physics
of The University of Innsbruck.
The programme, formaT and schedule of The Conference were deTermined by
The inTernaTionaI Programme CommiTTee, which also selecTed The plenary and
Topical inviTed IecTures based on suggesiions from The InTernaTional Advisory
CommiTTee of The ICPP and from oTher members of The scienTific communii‘y.
Some Topical inviTed IecTures were seiecied from among The conTribuTed
papers, The programme included 12 plenary. 35 Topical inviTed IecTures
presenTed orally, and 532 posTer conTribuTions,

Innsbruck, IVIay I992 The EdiTors
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HIGH CURRENT, HIGH POWER H-MODES lN JET

T 'l‘ C Jones, B Balet, .\«l Brusati, M Bures, M Hugon. K D Law'son‘,
P J Lornas, P D Morgan, H W Morsi, l’ Nielsen, G Sadler, R Sartori,

D F H Start, D D R Summers, A Tanga, A Taroni, K Thomsen and D J Ward
JET Joint Li’nderln/(I'Hg, Abingdon, Oxfords/are 0X14 SEA, UK

I CHI/tam Laboralm‘y, UKAE/l ,l Ifurcuom Fusion Association,
Abi/tgtlon, 0.xf0n/shire 0X14 301?, UK

The range of plasma currents accessible in the JET double null X-point (DNX) configuration
has been increased. The maximum plasma shaping capability has been employed at plasma
“mam up to SMA. For plasma currents of JMA and above, the Iield null was formed
outside the vacuum vessel. The resulting plasmas were, strictly speaking, limiting directly on
the X-point dump plates. Nevertheless, H»modes were readily obtained in these
configurations, including the SMA case in which the null was located approximately Sent
bevond the surface ofthe dump plates. Up to lOMW lCRH and l7.\t D" NBI were applied
.inrthc l'l-mode; global confinement and fusion performance are examined in the range of
plasma currents 3~5MA including data for discharges with and without sawteeth, and with
varied proportions of ICRH and .\'BI heating. The discharges interacted predominantly with
the top CFC graphite voint dump plates, which formed a continuous toroidal surface whose
geometry had been optimised with respect to the incident power distribution, By operation
at sulliciently high density or with a D; gas pulT localised in the X—point region , in excess of
ZUMJ conducted energy into the scrape—olflayer could be tolerated without large C inlluxes
(blooms) even at maximum power, In this way, H-modes could be maintained for up to 2.5 s
\\l[l1 nearly stationary stored energy content, with D-D neutron production dominated by
thermonuclear reactions, and with equivalent QDTBOQ.

Magnetic configuration The poloidal licld system was symmetrically configured; the maximum
shaping amplifier current of SORA was utilised and the primary circuit was operated with 35kA
less current in the end subcoils, the maximum permissible difference current, to give the
plasma equilibrium shown in Fig.1 at SMA. A slight upward shift, necessary to avoid the
possibility of damage to the bottom Be X~point dump plates before completion ofcritical tile
characterisation experiments, was applied using the vertical position control system. In order
to optimise the match of the plasma boundary to the shape ofthe lCRl’l antennae, a reduced
subset of the vertical field coil was energised which resulted in increased plasma triangularity,
The combination of high plasma current and large elongation posed a serious potential
problem of very large mechanical vessel forces in the event ofloss of vertical position control,
eg during disruptions. A major factor in the development of these discharges was the
successful commissioning of automatic protection in which the shaping and plasma currents
were ramped down upon detection of a disruption precursor, namely the onset of a quasi
stationary mode (1/. This measure substantially reduced the mechanical forces experienced by
vessel components due to disruptions, and no in»vessel damage at all was sustained.

Global confinement Fig.2 gives the plot ofdiamagnetie stored energy versus plasma loss power
I’M— d\Vm,-,,‘tlt. The data are for 3-5.VIA ll-modes in the DNX configuration taken in the
199172 operating period. Despite the marginal nature of the X-point configuration at LlMA
and above many ofthc discharges featured ELM-free phases and the data in Fig.2 is restricted
to such cases. Time traces for the highest power H-mode discharges at JMA and SMA are
shown in Figs.3 and 4 respectively; the former attained the highest ever stored energy of



12.73“, for 23MW total input power. The 4,\rl:\ data set in Fig.2 includes discharges with
early Xipoint formation where the main heating pulse was applied before the onset of
sawteeth, and, as a result the solid points are mainly representative of sawtooth-tree periods.
In sortie cases, a monster sawtooth developed during the main heating pulse after the start of
normal sawteeth; Fig.4 shows such an example, in which IONIW 1)” .\‘Bl was supplemented
by 1.5MW l'laninority lCRll. Fig.2 :lso indicates the stored energy expected on the basis of
the 1990 ITER H-mode empirical sealing 32;“ which is almost linear with plasma current. The
main result is that WE,” scales with current more weakly than linearly. especially between 4
and SMA. However, there is substantial scatter in the data and the SMA data set is not
extensive. Previously observed saturation of L-mode confinement current scaling at high 1,,
(c.g., 3, ) suggested ellects due to sawteeth at low tint and unfavourable NBI power deposition
profiles at high n_.. The present samooth-l'rec data and in addition, lack of any systematic
dill‘erence between confinement of NET and lCRll dominated discharges rules out either of
the aforementioned deleterious effects. The tnost likely explanation for the H—mode data
remains the progressive reduction in edge shear in the plasma as the X-point tnovcs further
away at high current. There is some evidence for this clTect at 3.\rlA where there is scope for
significant variation of the X-pomt position, although unfortunately the range of this
parameter in the EMA DNX data set does not overlap the values at 4—“ TA.

Impurity influxes The evolution of DJ and C111 emission (measured on vertical viewing
chords), Km and radiated power Pm shown in Fig.3 are typical ofthe behaviour at high power.
_\'0 sudden large (I inllux is observed to occur ((i bloom), although there is a jump in I’m, on
termination of the ll-mode following removal ofthe heating power. Such bloom resilience was
generally observed when pre-programmed D1 gas injection into the Xipoint region was
employed as in Fig.3. Comparable resilience was also observed at sulliciently high density of
the X-point target plasma (<nu:'~3XIOWITT3) cg. Fig.5. The bloom limits under these
conditions were not fully explored, bttt are at least a factor two better than low density hot-ion
[limodes in terms of energy lost by conduction from the bulk plasma. Nevertheless, ZN, can
still rise to a large value, particularly during ELK/[Tree periods {Figs} and 4). [-‘or the data
within a given range of PW,’ < n_.> , the average value of nD/nc decreases strongly with plasma
current This trend implies either enhanced impurity confinement in the bulk plasma or a
reduction of screening; certainly the latter would be expected at high current in the absence
ofany tlivcrtor plasma when the X-points are external.

Fusion performance The present DNX Ilimode data is plotted in the T, versus [Ir-,(O)IET,(U)
plane in Fig.6, labelled according to plasma current. The T.(O) values are mainly from charge
exchange spectroscopy and deuteron dilution is derived from the bremsstrahlung ZN. Much
of the data falls in the region in which T.~Tu irrespective of heating method, a natural
constraint due to ion-electron coupling when Tf-l‘STr. 4. A few points taken at low density
with XBI heating enter the hot ion regime where T. >> _.; these shots have the highest
equivalent QM and measured Qua within the present D.\'.\I dataset, but were not optimised for
hot-ion performance and the singlemull configuration (SNX) was favoured for maximum

. According to Fig.6 thefusion yield studies including the preliminary tritium experiment ,2)
best discharges with 'f.~T. achieve Qm equivalent of 0.2-0.3. The best conditions are
obtained without sawteeth due to more peaked temperature profiles; n..(r:) was generally flat
or slightly hollow for the moderate to high density shots similar to Figs.3~5. Pulse 23945,
whose time traces are given in Fig.5, is identified in Fig.6 and represents steady conditions of
n”, T, and IE held for over two seconds. The experimental QDD values may be taken as a third



coordinate in the T, versus nD(0)tET,(O) plane and a smoothed surface of average QDD

obtained. Assuming Qm/q~200, the average experimental QDD values scale to within a
fiictor~2 01~ the equivalent QD-r inferred from '1',(())and nD(0)IET,(0), as expected if the DD
reactions are mainly thermal in origin. A significant Feature ol‘lhe data in Fig.6 is the lack of
improvement of QM equivalent in going to high current; this can be explained in terms of
degraded nD/nc which offsets the gain in t,.;. The present data has lower performance than the
best SNX hot—ion ll-modes, which attain QDT equivalent of~1 KS}. This is due in part to the
improvement in global confinement of. the latter over standard H-mode confinement at 3N1A
by as much as 50%, equalling or exceeding the confinement gain obtained by going from 3
to SNIA in the DNX configuration.

Conclusions Purity of the background (pre~b|oom) plasma, and scaling of confinement weaker
than linear with current are identified as factors limiting the H-mode fiision yields in the
misting JET high current double-null configuration. The ll-mode regimes presented here
therefore have potential for further development in the JET pumped divertor phase, resulting
in at least improved nD/n, and possibly better confinement in optimised X-point magnetic
configurations designed for currents up to oMA.
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Influence of divertor geometry and boronization on ELM-free H-mode
confinement in ASDEX

F. ter, O.J.W.F. Kardaun, A. Kus, O. Vollmer, U. Stroth, F. Wagner, ASDEX-, NT-Teams
Max—Planck-Institut ftir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM-IPP Association

D-8046 Garching, FRG

1. Introduction

The confinement desirable to reach ignition in ITER must be improved by a factor of two abovethe usual L»mode [l]. The H-mode is one of the most promising regimes to reach this goal. It istherefore of importance to identify the conditions that possibly influence the H»modeconfinement. In particular, the question was risen whether the divertor configuration might playa role [2]. This question can be addressed in the ASDEX tokamak which went through 3 maindivertor configurations [3} First: the original divertor ("DV»I”,1980-1986) a so—called closeddivertor for which the by-pass conductance between divertor chamber and main chamber wascomparable to the divertor neck conductance. Secondly: an open divertor ("DV-H open”,l987-‘1989) for which the by-pass conductance was clearly larger than the neck conductance. Thirdlyand finally: this divertor DV-II was made tight ("DV—II closed",1989- 1990) and theconductance was again of the order of that of the divertor neck. During this last experimentalperiod the vessel was boronized whereas the wall conditions were stainless steel for the twoother cases. In the open divertor the neutral gas density in the main chamber was higher than inthe closed cases. The influence of the configuration was shown in [3] for ELMy discharges: forthe open divertor the confinement of such discharges was on the average 30% lower than in theclosed case. This was attributed to an increase of the ELM activity possibly linked with thehigher neutral density In ref [3], was also shown that the power threshold for the open divertorwas higher than for the closed ones.
A study of the influence of the divertor configuration on the intrinsic H»mode confinement mustbe performed with ELM—free (H*) discharges analysed under similar conditions to avoid thenon—quantified influence of the ELM activity. This is the aim ofthe present paper.
2. Experimental conditions and analysis
ELMtree discharges in ASDEX required an adequate positioning of the plasma column withrespect to the vessel and a heating power above the threshold of ELMy discharges [4]. Underthese conditions, ELM—free discharges in ASDEX were fairly reproducible An example of thetype of ELM-free discharges used in the present work is given in Fig. 1.
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The ELM-free phase is clearly shown by the Ha signal drop in divertor‘ as well as by the
increase of the electron density and of the plasma energy.
Fig. 2 gives the Ip/Bt operational window of the 11* discharges analyzed for this paper. Due to
the higher power threshold for DV—II
open [3]. the H* operation waslimired
during this period. The available datasets
for the three divertor configurations only 2 5
allow the comparison of hydrogen NBl— '
heated deuterium plasmas. This
introduces a small uncertainty on
confinement due to the isotope effect.
This error remains small because,
although the species concentrations in 1.5 _

3 r

a,
m

I‘J l

DVI
the plasma core are not precisely known, 0 Dvrr open
they are probably reproducible for . ova clam,
similar discharges under comparable 1 1 '
conditions. This should allow a rather 0,1 0,2 0 3 0.4 0.5
fair comparison of the confinement time I [MA]
for the three divertor configurations. p
The confinement time analysis was
performed at the time point where dW/dt : 0.3 P101. W is the plasma energy, P1m is the total
heating power Plot: POH + Pabs , with POH residual Ohmic power and Pubs NBI power
absorbed by the plasma. The reasons for this choice of the analysis time point are that, at this
stage of the discharge, the H—mode is well developed but that the radiation in the plasma core is
still small compared to the central heating power. Therefore, the confinement time is practically
not affected by radiation losses. Moreover, due to this condition, the confinement time is
measured well before the discharges reach the beta limit. These two important conditions would
not be fulfilled if the analysis were made at the maximum of the plasma energy.
The confinement time is derived from the diamagnetic loop measurement by the expression:

”CE = d / PL with PL: Ptot — dW/dt. The error on the confinement time is estimated to be
i15%. Under the conditions of the discharges considered here (rather high density), this
measurement includes a 10% — 15% contribution due to the of fast beam ions.

Fig. 2. Operational windowfor the 3 configurations

3. Results
To get an impression of the experimental reproducibility for comparisons with the following
results, we analyzed one series of 28 boronized 14
11* discharges performed consecutively with 28 discharges
identical operational machine parameters. The 13 ’ DVIlClOSCd .
results are given in Fig. 3 which shows the
confinement time normalized to the
corresponding L—mode scaling presented in [6].
This distribution has a mean value of 1.76 and a
standard deviation of 0.04. This means a relative
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error of 2.3% which is 6 times narrower than the 4 _ [
assumed experimental error on IE. This estimate {—il‘
from Fig. 3 is an absolutely lowest value of the 3 ' l, ‘3 ,
experimental error. It does not include any 0 l , I j ! l 14
systematrcal error or changes wrth plasma and 16 1.65 1.7 1-75 1.8 1.85 19
machine conditions from day to day over a long
period of time, as it is based on a small number
of homogeneous discharges.
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Fig. 3. Statistical distribution oft/re
normalized confinement time.



A Good visualisation of the influence of the divertor configuration is provided by theB
. .cortfin€m6m quality factor, TE/lp , plotted versus PL rn Fig. 4.
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The two closed versions have the same quality factor and the same power dependence: TF/Ip :
0.26 PL‘0'62- The lack of points with PL > 1.7 for DV-II closed is due to the limited availableNBI power during this period. The quality factor for DV—II open is systematically 15—20%
lower than the closed versions and has a somewhat stronger power dependence: TE/Ip : 0.22PL-0-71. The difference between closed and open configurations is only slightly larger than themeasurement errors (i15%). The change due to the open configuration for these ELM-freedischarges is however about half of that for the ELMy discharges [3], in agreement with thehypothesis [3] of an increased ELM degradation of confinement with the open divertor. It mustbe noticed, as shown by Fig. 4, that the boronization (DV-Il closed) did not improve theconfinement time as it did for Dlll»D with the VH»mode [7]. The change of the confinementtime with divertor configuration is not a particular feature of the H-mode. In fact the L—modestudy described in [6] shows similar effects. Normalizing the H—mode confinement during the

33 discharges ‘ 69 dischargesDV1 34 discharges DVll closed ,‘DVII open 1

l 1251.51.75 2 2.25 2.5 1 12515175 2 2.25 2.5 1 1251.51.75 2 2.25 2.5f f fll H ll
Fig. 5 a. Fig. 5 b. Fig. 5 C.Statistical distribution 0ftlze normalized confinement time for (he 3 cornfiguralions.
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three periods with the corresponding expressions for the L-mode taken from [6] gives the PL
mode enhancement factor relative to the ASDEX L-mode. The results are given in Fig. 5 a—c.
For each of the 3 periods, the mean enhancement factor is between 1.7 and 1.8. The
degradation for DV-II open is comparable for the L and H mode as shown by Fig. 5 b. As

indicated in [6], the power degradation for the L—mode is also stronger during this period. This

common behaviour of the H and L mode confinement suggests a global effect on transport. The

broader spectrum found for DV-I is due to a larger scattering of the data both for the L and H

mode. It is not yet clear whether this scattering is due to the measurements or is actually due to

confinement changes. The shape of the distribution for the DV-II open case is possibly related

to the restricted H—mode accessibility during this period due to the higher power threshold.

4. Conclusion

The confinement time of ELM-free vode phases have been studied for the three different

divertor configurations of ASDEX. The results are believed to represent the behaviour of the

intrinsic H—mode confinement. They indicate that the open version had a 15% to 20% lower
confinement time than the closed ones. This affects both the H and L mode as shown in [6]

such that the enhancement factor remains roughly constant.
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VH—MODE DISCHARGES IN THE Dlll—D TOKAMAK"

CM. GREENFIELD, G.L. JACKSON, K.H. BURRELL, J.C. DEBOO, LiL. LAO,
TH. OSBORNE, C. RETTIG,l D.P. SCHISSEL, T.S. TAYLOR, J. WINTER‘

General Atomics, San Diego, California, USA

introduction. A regime of very high confinement (Vii—mode) has been observed in divertordischal'gCS in DIlI—D.1 The VH—mode, first seen following the initial boronization of the DIH—D
vessel2 in 1991, exhibits total energy confinement a factor of 2.5 to 3.5 greater than that predicted
by the ITERSQ-P L—mode scaling relation}3 Also, confinement of thermFd energy alone is greater
than 1.6 times that of the JET/DIH—D H—mode scaling“ and in many cases has exceeded twice
that amount.

VII—mode is observed during a long (308 sec) ELM-free phase of the discharges. At thebeginning of the ELM-free period, the plasma appears to be in H—mode, with confinement near
that predicted by the JET/DIII~D scaling. In the usual H—mode, confinement is observed to
decrease or remzu'n constant over time. In the present discharges, confinement has been observedto remain nearly constant for up to hundreds of milliseconds, after which the behavior sharply
deviates from H—mode as the confinement begins to increase over time (Fig. 1). This increase inConfinement continues until the occurrence of a beta-related (E > 2.81/aB) global MHD event,
which rapidly decreases the plasma stored energy with a temperature reduction across the entire
profile. Magnetic measurements indicate that at least in some cases, this event includes both an
internal n : 1 mode and a more localized high ~ 17. mode near the edge. After this event, the
plasma relaxes into an ELMing H—mode phase.

As a consequence of the boronization, the plasmas in these discharges are unusually clean,
with very low radiated power (Prad/Paux S 0.25). In previous Himode discharges, the radiated
power increased during the ELM-free phase, sometimes reaching levels comparable with the
input power if the ELM-free period was long enough. Also, Zefi' is constant or decreasing over
the length of the discharge, with a central value of :1. It is noted that most of the energy in
these discharges is thermal energy, with 310% contained in fast ions.

We have obtained VHimode over a wide range of conditions on several different occa-
sions. In all cases, boronization of the vessel was required. Most of the VH—mode discharges to
date have been double-null divertor configurations, although we have also been able to achieve
VH—mode in a single-null configuration with high triangularity (shape similar to double~null, but
biased toward the lower null). VH—mocle has been obtained at plasma currents of 1 to 2 MA,
with toroidal fields of 1.6 to 21 T and moderate to high (4—16 MW) neutral beam power. Low
ohmic target density (2 3 x 1019 rn’3 with JP = 1.6 MA) is found to be essential. Discharges with
higher target densities result in the early onset of ELMs, which limit the time available for the
development of VH~mode. Although the data set is insufficient to determine how confinement
scales with plasma current, it is consistent with a linear scaling.
lntcmal Features of VH-mode. The high confinement of the VH—mode is seen to coincide with
the broadening of the steep temperature—gradient region of both the ions and electrons in the
outer portion of the plasma. The radial electric field shear region seen in H—mode broadens,
corresponding to a decrease in turbulence. The current profile also shows a unique feature:
modeling indicates that a region of high current density develops near the plasma edge, which
is caused by a large bootstrap current. This is believed to be associated with the access of the
outer portion of the plasma volume to the second regime of ballooning stability.

* This is a report of work sponsored by the US. Department of Energy under Contract No.
DEACO3-89ER51114.

1 University of California, Los Angeles, California, USA
‘ Kernforschungsanlage GmbH, Jfilich, Germany
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The transition from the Lemode to 0-4
lI—mode in these discharges looks quite
similar to that seen previouslyfi”$ Within 73
100 ,us of the transition, density fluctua‘ %
tions decrease inside the separatrix (p > .J“
0.9); as shown by refiectometer and FIR
scattering measurements; within 1 msec of
the transition, a shear in the electric field
develops in this region (both time scales
above represent the temporal resolution of
the measurement). Over the next few tens
of milliseconds, the F111 scattering shows
a decrease of about a factor of 2 in the am—
plitude of the density fluctuations in the
bulk of the plasma around p : 0.8, similar

— MHD

0.3- - - - thermal

to that seen previously.7 1:200 3300 3400 3500 3600

When the VH—mode develops out
of the H—mode in the present discharges, 3' n P
the electric field shear region is seen to 2_ TEMHD/T EHBSV
'broaden and move deeper into the plasma
(Fig. 2). Although the data are income 1' e'mal I‘EJET‘DIH'D
plete, indications are that the density fluc- 0
tuations in the region 0.7 < p < 0.9 de- 3200 33'00 34'00 3500 3500
crease further by a factor of about 2. time (msec)

Examination 01.1011 (fi'OITl GER) and FIG. 1, Time traces of a doublenull divertor discharge
ElEC'CrOD (from Thomson scattering) tem— which evolves from H— to VH—mode. Shaded region de~
perature profiles during the ELNI'fi'ee notes transition from H— to VH—mode. Shot 7222011, :
phase (Fig. 3) shows that the steep gradi- 1,5 MA, BT = 2,1 T, PNBx : 125 MW,
ent regions seen near the edge in Hemode
continue to extend deeper into the plasma
during the transition to VH—mode. Whether this effect is strongest for the ions or electrons
varies somewhat from shot-to-shot. The density profiles (Fig. 3) develop in a way that is roughly
consistent with “normal” H—mode, with the usual increase of density over time.

Timedependent transport analysis using the ONETVVO9 code shows that the single~fluid
diffusivity Xcfi' during the early (Himode) phase of the ELM-free period is approximately the
values previously obtained for Il—mode discharges with similar parameters. At the time of the
sudden increase in confinement, however, Xefi‘ decreases sharply, by as much as afactor of 2 to 4
(Fig. 3), most notably in the region 0.5 g p < 0.9 with little change in convection or other power
balance terms, Note that the region of largest decrease in Xefi corresponds to the region of in-
creased electric field shear. Accordingly, one possible explanation for the VH-mode confinement
improvement is electric field shear stabilization of turbulence. The VH—mode bulk confinement
improvement would then be a further extension of the bulk confinement improvement seen in
H—rnode.a’10

Bootstrap Current and Implications. As previously mentioned, after boronization, we find that
DIIl—D discharges have low radiated power, low neutral density and low recycling. These con-
ditions lead to rather low 71:01) and high T501), and therefore low collisionality (11* 20.6 at
p :00). This combined with the high pressure gradient seen in H—mode make the conditions
ideal for production of a large bootstrap current near the edge.

Modeling with the ONETWO code reproduces this high edge bootstrap current (Fig. 4).
The resulting current profile shape is consistent with the results of modeling the equilibrium
with the EFITD“ code. Although it is possible to generate an equilibrium from the magnetics
data which does not contain the bump in the current profile, the best fit (lowest X2) is obtained
when this feature is included.
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plasma during VH—mode. Shot 73290, 1P :
1.6 MA, BT : 2.1 T, PNBI : 10.6 MW.
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p' d t d

This large e ge curren pro uces low FIG. 3. The profiles ofthe VH—rnode contain steepshear, which in this high triangularity plasma
configuration, is associated with possible ac-
cess to the second regime of stability to bal-
looning modes.12 In the VH—mode discharges

gradient regions which are extended further inward
than those in H—mode. Transport analysis shows
that this corresponds to a decrease in the single-
fluid diffusivity, most notably in the outer half of the

studied, it appears that access to second sta-
bility may be correlated with the improve-
ment in confinement.

plasma. ShOt 72220, 1,, : 1.6 MA, BT : 2.1 T,
PNBl : 12.5 MW.

In Fig, 4, we see that the confinement begins to improve after the bootstrap current has
begun to increase. The MBC code13 predicts that when the bootstrap current at p : 0.85
reaches 50 A/cmz, 30% of the plasma volume will have entered the second stable regime to ideal
ballooning modes. Note that this calculation requires the edge current density to be known
with greater accuracy than is available, so this result is qualitative. However, for any reasonable
value of edge current density, the MBC code prediction is similar. With the assumption of zero
current density at the plasma edge, the (first) marginal stability pressure gradient is below the
measured pressure gradient.

Conclusions. We have observed a regime of very high confinement (VH—mode) in the boronized
DIH—D tokamak, during which the confinement has been observed to exceed 35 times that of
the ITERBQ-P L—mode scaling relation. In this ELM-free phase, confinement is seen to increase
with time, and is terminated by a global MHD event which is associated with high fl. Low
radiated power, Zcfl‘, and a low fast-ion fraction are also characteristics of the VH—mode.

In the VH—mode, we observe that the steep gradient regions of the temperature profiles
are extended inwards more deeply than previously seen in H—mode. This high-gradient region is
also seen to correspond to an extended radial electric field shear layer, and a decrease in density
fluctuations of perhaps a factor of two below H—mode. Transport calculations in this region
show a sharp decrease in the single—fluid heat difl’usivity.
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Another remarkable feature
of these plasmas is the existence
of a region near the plasma bound-
ary with high bootstrap current,
which modeling predicts to corre»
spond with a significant fraction
of the plasma volume accessing the
second regime of ballooning stabil-
ity.

Although a causal relation~
ship has not been established
between these characteristics, it is
believed that both the electric field
shear stabilization of turbulence
and the second stability access play
important parts in the observed
confmernent improvement. Further
experimentation and analysis is ex-
pected to shed some light on these
issues.
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CURRENT SCALING OF PLASMA CONFINEMENT

J.P. Christiansen, C. Challis, J.G. Cordey, C, Gomiezzano, C. Gowers, G. Kramer,
J. O'Rourke, A. Taroni, F. Tibone, B. Tubbing, P.M, Stubberfield,

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 BEA, UiK.

1. Introduction

The dependence of global confinement properties in a Tokamak upon global plasma parameters
has been well established empirically and is often represented by for example the ITER89P

scaling law for L-mode plasmas /1/

TE = 0048 J” R“ n‘“ 1,,”85 Bf2 FM K05 A05 (1 )

IE is the confinement time which scales with respectively minor-major radius, density, current,

field, power, plasma elongation and ion mass. The dependence of local confinement, the local

thermal diffusivity 1, upon local values of representation plasma parameters, i.e.

x=x(x,n,BP, 5.. EWT, K,A,Lj,) (2)

is however not very well known; in (2) x is a flux surface label, 0 S x S 1, BP the poloidal
field, T the temperature, 5 the shear and Lj denotes scale lengths like (Vn/n)‘1. The scalings of
(1) that are best determined are those with lg), n and P; the origin of such sealings must arise
from the ED, 5, n, T and Lj scalings of x. This can be seen from the relation derived by Callen
et al/2/

1; . P(x) (Lt
Ll NU) )1(X)V' <l|2 > X (3)

where W1 : g e N(x = 1)T(x = l) and N(x) is the total particle inventory up to radius x with

n(x) : “C(X) + ni(x); the effective diffusivity x is calculated from

x = ‘7") (4)
eV’ <|Vxl2> ncTC, + niTi’)

V and P(x) are the total volume and power inside a flux surface x and the prime denotes a
derivative w.r.t. x while the angular bracket represent a flux surface average.
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Several authors claim to be able to explain the Bp, n, T, Lj dependence of 1 required to yield

the sealing (1). in this paper we examine the link between the scaling with lq, of (1) and those

with ED, Lj of (2). The stttdy is based on data from a series of experiments on IET in which

all global parameters of (1) are held constant except for l¢ which is ramped up or down by a

factor 2. The ramping of total current during the time TRAMP decorrelates Id) from the steady

state profile shape of the current density L1) over a period of many confinement times since

TE < TRAMP < Tn (5)

Typical values for JET are In 2 5 sec. IRAMP : 2 see, I]; ? 0.2 - 0.5 sec. The ramp is needed

to investigate if the origin of the [0 settling of IE is purely due to at BP dependence of x or if

shear is important.

The JET diagnOStic measurements are used in TRANSP calculations and a set of consistency

checks are made. Such checks inelttde cross-correlations of data on loop volts, diamagnetic

energy, poliuinietry, interferometry and soft x-rays /3/. An example of a consistency check is

given by Fig. 1 showing the evolution of qw at three radlii as calculated by TRANSP and as

inferred from polarimetry data. The diffusivity x is calculated from (4); Ti (x) is calculated by

assuming x1 = 0t x (Neoclassical) Ct being determined by Ti (x = 0) from the x—ray crystal

spectrometer. The ’l‘RANSP calculations show that the resistive field diffusion during the

current ramp with a neoclassical resistivity provides a good description of the data.

2, Global confinement

Data from 8 ramp up or down pulses and 2 reference pulses with no ramps is analysed. Fig. 2

shows the time evolution of stored energy W for 4 pulses: l : 1.5, MA, 3 MA 1.5 ramped up

to 3 MA and 3 MA ramped down to 15 MA. W evolves on the resistive diffusion timescale In

and not on the ramp timescale TRAMP. AT t = 10s W a 3 M] for lg, = 1.5 and 3 MA: W does

therefore not depend on I), alone but also on some measure of the Jq) shape, e.g. internal

inductance E}. Data fitting to: log W : log C + 2n log n + 21 log 14, + ZP log P + 21 log [i

yields

)2/3 (6)W : C (t; I;

3. Local transport

Ramping l¢ causes changes to BD to propagate inwards from the edge where the applied

voltage changes during the ramp as shown in Fig. 3 with ABp/ABpmax vs time traces at three
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radii. The changes propagate (by resistive diffusion) faster for the ramp up than for the ramp

down pulse, the latter starting from a higher Tc in the outside region. To demonstrate that no

"action at a distance" mode] needs to be invoked we Show in Fig. 4 AX/(AXmax) vs time for

.\'= 0,55, 0.65, 0.75. The changes Ax start at x = 0.75 some 2 sec. before they reach

x = 0.55. Therefore x is linked to the resistive Field diffusion, i.e Bp, q or shear s. Since this

particular JET data does not determine the n or T dependence of x, the well known "bowl-

shape" of the x (x) profile cannot be described either; this is because density and power are

kept constant. We therefore represent at each radius x the diffusivity by
1 fl. . . .

lmodet : lo Cz 5‘ qw- A fit or the data on x to Xmodel serves to determine the

dimensionless parameters Cx, t1 and X at each radius. While CX describes the "bowl shape"

itself we choose the diffusivity x0 as either the Bohm (1 ~ T/Bp) or gyroiBohm (x ~ T3/2/Bp2)

forms. For both forms we find some shear dependence in the outer region. A regression

analysis on the data gives the following result if we take into account that both x0, 5 and qw

depend on El,

1~Bi§sfl , ~2<y<71 , il<p<0. (7)

4, S ummarv

The JET current ramp experiments decorrelates, at constant plasma parameters n, B,» etc, the

current lq, from its shttpe L3). The global and local scalings Eqs. (6) and (7) are fully

consistent. This can be seen by inserting (7) in (3) assuming P‘fx) : P5(x), n = no. For y = 1
or - 2 Eq, (3) gives TE ~hi L1) or 1i I193 respectively. Since X : x (Bp), Eq. (3) shows that IE

depends on some integral involving Bp, eg. the internttl inductance 6i or the llux inductance

hi.
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DEPENDENCE OF CONFINEMENT ON PLASMA ION SPECIES IN JET

F. Tibone, B. Baler, M. Bures, J, G. Cordey, T. C. C. Jones, P. J. Lomas, K. Lawson,

H. W. Morsi, P. Nielsen, D. F. Start, A. Tanga, A. Taroni, K. 'I'homsen, D. J. Ward
IET .loint Undertaking, Abingdon Oxon OX14 3EA, UK.

In a recent experiment in JET the composition of both the target plasma and the

injected neutral beams (N13) has been varied to investigate the dependence of confinement on

ion species. Hydrogen, deuterium and helium~3 were used in limiter discharges (with plasma

current of 3 MA, toroidal field of 3 '1‘ and elongation 1.4 — 1.5) with several seconds of NB

heating, leading to stationary sawtoothing L—mode plasmas. In hydrogen and helium

plasmas, the residual concentration of deuterium was measured to be 5 10%.
The auxiliary power for hydrogen NB injection, was limited to 5 7 MW. We compare

here hydrogen and deuterium data for a density scan with PNB : 6.0 i 0.5 MW. In these

discharges the electron density profile remains approximately constant during the heating, in

the absence of external gas puff. Its shape is — regardless of the ion species - parabolic at low

density and becomes less peaked at high density. The effective ionic charge varies over the

density range from 3.0 to 1.5, with marginally better plasma purity in deuterium. Both
Ohmic power and power lost by radiation are ~ 20 — 30% of the total input; the fraction does

not change systematically with the isotope used.

The NB power deposition profiles on electrons and ions, as modelled using either the
PENCIL or the TKANSP code, are the same to within 10% for hydrogen and deuterium at
any given density. The particle source also has a similar radial distribution, but is stronger in
hydrogen than in deuterium, as a result of the lower injection energy and of the higher
proportion of input power in the fractional energy components.

The time evolution of a pulse in deuterium (140 keV D° -> Dr) is compared with that
of a similar pulse in hydrogen (100 keV H° —> H+) in Figure l. The total diamagnetic energy
content is 15 - 20% larger in deuterium. A similar difference is observed in the measured ‘
electron temperature profile, at all radii. The central Tc signal in Figure 1 shows that the
sawtooth period is very sensitive to the change in ion species , with major internal disruptions
occurring twice as frequently for the lighter isotope.

In order to highlight systematic differences in global and local energy confinement,
hydrogen and deuterium plasmas have been analysed using the same diagnostic signals and
modelling assumptions. Data from microwave interferometry and electron cyclotron
emission are used for electron density and temperature profiles. Ion temperature profile
measurements in the deuterium discharges show that T1: Ta within 10% at all radii, which is
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consistent with the

independent measurements
of D-D neutron yield and

energy content For the

hydrogen plasmas, where the

T1 profile measurement is

not available, we have also

assumed Ti 1 Tc. This is

equivalent to assuming that

heat losses through the ion

channel are at least as

important as through the

electron channel 20“ is

assumed to be radially
uniform, and equal to the

average value inferred from

a vertical visible

Bremsstrahlung measurement; together with the measured 'I‘e, this is found to be consistent

with the measured loop voltage and neoclassical resistivity. The radiative power loss is

assumed to take place predominantly in the vicinity of the plasma edge.
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The behaviour of the

inferred kinetic energy
replacement time is shown in
Figure 2a for the Limode
density scan, indicating an

average improvement ~ 15 7

20%
hydrogen to deuterium.

when going from

A
similar result is found with

Ohmic heating only, but this

result is less firm owing to

larger uncertainties in the

determination of Wkin and

P0“. With NB hCfllillg’ihC

improvement in deuterium is

larger if one considers the
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total energy replacement time,

including the non—thermal part

of the energy as estimated by

the PENCIL code (Figure 2b)

Note that the increase in fast ion

energy with isotope mass might

also be responsible for the

change in sawtooth behaviour.
Inte

l)(
s)

Particle confinement is

significantly worse in hydrogen

than in deuterium, since similar

density profiles are sustained in

_ spite of stronger beam fuelling,

Figure 3 shows the electron

confinement time

Tp E Inc / Fe where Fe is the

local electron flux. for a radial
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position well outside the region affected by sawteeth. An “effective” diffusion coefficient

for the electrons, defined as ratio of local particle flux to density gradient, is found to be 50%

larger in hydrogen than in deuterium Correspondingly, the convective contribution to the
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local heat loss is

systematically larger in H+,

accounting throughout the

plasma for ~ 20% of the total
heat flux (as opposed to ~

10% in D+). In Figure 4 a
one‘fluid thermal
conductivity defined

as cf E ’ ((ltot ‘ 3/2rtotTc )/

[(nc +n-I)VTC] is plotted as a
function of the average input

power per particle, at two

different radial positions

This transport coefficient is
only marginally - if at all -
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larger in hydrogen than in deuterium. The difference in global confinement in Figure 2a

appears therefore to be due at least as much to the change in particle confinement as to a

change in conductive energy transport.

The comparison between confinement in deuterium and helium—3 is based on a series

of discharges at higher density, with additional NB power up to 12 MW and an injection

energy ~ 140 keV for both

ion species. The helium A0

plasmas have 10% larger ”He

volume, lower impurity 0.5e

content and a larger fraction
of the auxiliary power 0.4- 5; 353$

heating the electrons. As a a A AA 0

shown in Figure 5, no 30-3” a:

significant difference is j ‘ 5.‘

observed in the estimated H

thermal energy replacement 0'2—

time; inclusion of the fast ion
energy would again make 0'1?

the total confinement in E

deuterium marginally better. 0 1‘. 1‘0 i555

There is no clear evidence P—dW/dt (MW)

for a difference in particle Figure 5

confinement. The one—fluid effective thermal conductivity is inferred to be ~ 20% larger in

the outer region of the He3 plasmas, where more power has to be conducted away because of

significantly lower radiative losses.

In summary, observations in JET point to a weak dependence of thermal energy

confinement on the ion species used, and do not support the hypothesis of a scaling of ”[15

with the square root of the ion mass. In hydrogenic plasmas, particle confinement and

sawtooth activity display the strongest isotopic dependence. Their effect on the energy

balance, together with the increased fast ion population and possibly a modest decrease in

conductive heat transport, seem to account for the observed improvement ~20% in energy

confinement from hydrogen to deuterium.
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ENERGY CONFINEMENT OF FTU OHMIC PLASMA

F Alladio, F. Bert0n*, (ELM, P. Buratti, O. Tudisco and FTU team, A. Bruschi**,
' F. De Luca+, A. Jacchia”, P. Mantica

Associazione EURATOM—ENEA sulla Fusione, Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati,
C.P. 65 - 00044, Frascati, Rome (Italy)

Introduction _ _
FTU (3:0.3 m, R=0.93 m) has been operated in a Wide range of the plasma

parameters /1/: line averaged density ne (2x1019: 2.5x1020 m-3) magnetic field Bt
(4:8 T). Plasma current I (0.2:1 MA) and hydrogen, deuterium and helium as working
gases. Most of the performed plasma discharges are included in a subset of the
operation space defined as ne (2x1019:l.5x1020 111-3), Bt=6 T magnetic field, Ip
(0.35:0.75.MA), hydrogen and deuterium. FTU operates with a stainless steel wall and
an inconel limiter.

Plasma energy content has been evaluated making use both of the kinetic and
magnetic measurements. Plasma geometry is obtained as the reconstruction of the
plasma equilibrium from the data the magnetic diagnostics. The electron temperature
”fa has been measured by ECE analysis and the ne profile is reconstructed using the
equilibrium geometry and data from a 5 points DCN interferometer. Diamagnetic
energy and equilibrium beta are also available. zeff is measured by an array of
bremsstrahlung radiation detectors. Passive NPA and neutrons provide informations on
the peak ion temperature Ti while the Ti profile is computed by solving the ion energy
balance equation as in /2/. A database containing the confinement results for 500
plasma pulses has been prepared, choosing the most stationary conditions of each
discharge.

The most striking feature of FTU plasma is the variety of the ne profiles which
can be divided in two classes: flat profiles (ne0/<ne> between 1.2 and Z, becoming
flatter at high ne) and peaked profiles (neg/<ne> between 2 and 3 irrespectively of the
ne value). Te profiles /3/ are in close agreement with the peaking factor expected
using Spitzer resistivity and the assumption that the safety factor q on axis is 1
(qa=Teul‘5/<Tel‘5>)~ The volume averaged Te scales as <Te>=Ip1~2 rte-013 (hydrogen
values are 30% lower than deuterium or helium). Zen" from plasma resistivity without
neoclassical corrections is in agreement with Zeff from bremsstrahlung measurement
/4/. Zen" depends on tie and ohmic power Pnh as Zen: Poh/<l‘le> and at low currents it
attains the values Zeff =1+2 while at high current Zeff>3. Ti from NPA is in agreement
with the neoclassical prediction (error bars i15%). For deuterium plasma the
experimental neutron flux is typically a factor 2 lower than the neoclassical
prediction. This difference can be explained by the deuterium dilution both due to low
2 impurity and hydrogen contamination. Poh ranges from 0.5 MW at low current to
2 MW at high currents with a small ne dependence. Plasma energy content W scales as
W=Ip neo-6 (H and He data are 20% lower than deuterium).

Confinement Results
In Fig. 1a,b the confinement time IE as a function of ne is shown respectively for

deuterium, helium and hydrogen plasma. The scaling of 13E with the ion species in FTU
is similar to FT /2/ while the [E dependence on ne shows that the saturation of the
increase with :12 takes place at ne= SXI019 m-3, while FT value was ne=1020 m-3. In
the analysis of FT data /2/ it was pointed out that tE saturation took place at the
same ne at which Ti=Te, Zefi=1 and at which the sawtooth period IST saturated. FTU

a
ENEA Fellow
lstituto di Fisica del Plasma, Assoclazione EURATOM-ENEA-CNR, Mllano, Italy

+ Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita' degll Studi di Milano, Milano, ltaly
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Fig 1: Energy confinement time vs line data show that TFTe at the same He 35
averaged density a) D,He b) H FT and also L does not show any

saturation at ne igwer than in FT. Zeff on
the contrary is greater in FTU than in
FT and its importance in r saturation
can not be ruled out. In Fig. Z r is
shown versus neq both for FT and TU
deuterium plasma. The increase of [E
from FT(a=O.Z m, R=O.83 m) to FTU is a
factor 1.7 which is somehow smaller
than the NeoAlcator scaling aR2 (factor
1.9). Lackner-Gottardi scaling which
was able to provide the best fitting to
FT data /Z/, is again in good agreement
with FTU data. The dependence of
saturated IE (ne>6><1019 111-3) from other

0 2 4 6 plasma parameters has been examined.
No strong dependence of r on ne peak~

Ipne(MA,1019m'3) ing factor has been found in stationary
Fig 3: Plasma energy versus [9 neO-B conditions. If the resistive voltage Vr is
(deuterium) included between the considered para-

meters the scaling L'Exnellfi/Vr is found

which corresponds to the total energy content scaling Wr—Ip {190.6 as previously quoted.
The scaling is shown in Fig. 3 for all the deuterium data in the full ne range. This
scaling is also found in FT data and in ASDEX /5/. It is not clear if this scaling

originates from the combined effects of the ohmic constraint, which connects the
average of the TE3/2 with Ip,Ze§r and Vt, and of the observed Zeff dependence on Poh and
ne, or indicates an intrinsic plasma behaviour. A dependence of W on I and on plasma

radial velocity ur is suggested by the poloidal Ohm‘s law constraint f6]. ur has been
evaluated by assuming a constant value for neutral density at plasma edge
no(a)=l><1015 m'3. The poloidal Ohm's law expression which neglects the plasma
viscosity has been used in computation of W foreseen by the constraint. The
comparison between computed and experimental W shows that a good agreement can 7

be found that by changing n0(a) of less than an order of magnitude around the chosen
value.

60
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Fig 4: Measurement and simulation of the Fig 5: Heat pulse conductivity vs averaged
time evolution of Te perturbation power balance conductivity

Heat Pulse Propagation
The temperature perturbation induced by sawteeth are measured with a 12

channels grating polychromator with a spatial resolution better than 3 cm. The
channel spatial separation is about 4 cm. Coherent addition of many sawteeth is
performed in order to improve the S/N ratio. Typically from 2.0 to 100 sawtooth cycles
are added during the flat—top of the discharge obtaining, at the last significant
channel, a S/N ratio ranging from Z to 6. The Fourier analysis of the temperature
perturbation shows that the heat pulse behaviour is diffusive for frequencies ranging
from 100 to 500 Hz. The xfou value and the damping time I: are obtained following Ref.
/'7/ as: _1'f0u:3 m/4rp'2R, 1/t=3 m(R2—1)/4R where R= (A'/A+l/Zr+1/2rn)/¢i', A and it) are
the amplitude and the phase of the harmonic component of of temperature
perturbation, the prime indicates the derivatives respect to the radius r. rim and
xHP=A(r2)/9Atp are in good agreement in the whole range of density analyzed so far
independently of damping constant. The measured damping time is also in good
agreement with e—i equilibration time /8/. Figure 4 shows typical temperature signals
and their simulation with a damped diffusive model and a reduced transport inside the
inversion radius. A database containing the time—to-peak XHP for 85 discharges at 5.7 t
with three different gases (H,D and He), has been made with plasma current ranging
from 350 to 700 kA, line density from 0.3 to ZXIOZD m-3 , 26.11 from 1 to 7 and qcvl from
3.2 to 7. The comparison of x“? with a volume averaged pOWer balance conddctivity
xPB is shown in Fig. 5 where different marks are for different gases. Data of different
gases clearly separate in two groups (D, HeHe).The result of least square fit for
deuterium yields _\'HP=2.2 IPB whilst with a greater dispersion xHP:l.5 l—PB for the H-
He group, this is a consequence of the fact that xPB (as IE) is different for different
gases whilst IHP is almost insensitive to the gas species.

Peaked Density Profiles
Peaked density profiles (neg/<ne> 22) can be obtained in FTU by means of a

programmed outward displacement and/or by a decrease in the gas puffing rate. These
actions lead to the development of a very strong density gradient at the edge which is
subsequently lost and the density profile starts to peak. A detachment of the internal
side (R >O.B m) of the Te profile becomes pronounced when the density profile
peaking begins. Such evolutions of ne and Te profiles can occur both in Hydrogen as
Well as in Deuterium plasmas and the peaked density regime can be sustained up to
l 5. A number of plasma parameters bear signs of ne peaking (Fig. 6a). At Bt=6 T in the
plasma current flat top, the maximum value of flp+li/Z, as deduced from the magnetic
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measurements, increases from 1.1 to 1.65 at Ip=350 RA and from 1.05 to 1.20 at

500 kA. The increase of the maximum value of [1‘m ,as desumed from the kinetic

measurements, is is from 0.27 to 0.8 at 350 kA and from 0.25 to 0.40 at 500 kA. Only a

slight increase (0.9 to 0.95) in ppm/2 is detected at Ip=700 kA. The plasma internal

inductance seems not to be much affected by ne evolution: maximum variations of 11/2

of 0.15 have been observed. The neutron emission is remarkably enhanced and,

although ne goes up by a factor of two, the peak Te does not decrease. A hysteresis

loop in the behaviour of the dynamic total energy confinement time t =W/(VIp—dW/dt)

is observed (Fig. 6b): at the end of the He rise and then during ne ecay, until the

density profile remains peaked, the dynamic IE is very near to the Neo-Alcator value

I NA=0.066 nego qcyl R2 a (s) for values of ne q such that IENA <80 ms. On the other

hand for values of neq such that I NA >80 ms the dynamic YE decreases with neq. The

data of the dynamic IE are not in contradiction with the steady state analysis as

values of IE >80 ms are observed for time intervals not longer than 80 ms. Whereas

the agreement of flpDIA from the diamagnetic measurement with fipKIN is quite good, a

remarkable discrepancy is observed with the equilibrium reconstructed fipEQ during the

density profile evolution. An intriguing possibility is that the extra energy detected by

the equilibrium measurements is plasma toroidal rotation: as a matter of fact during

the peaked density regime an (m:2.+3,n=1) MHD mode structure appears and rotates

toroidally in the direction opposite to 1p at a speed of 1X105 m/s. It has to be recalled

that an explanation for the long standing question of the shapes and modifications of

ne profiles in tokamaks connected to plasma toroidal rotation was put forward by Itoh

and Itoh /9/.
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Global Energy Confinement in TORE SUPRA

g T Hgagg, J.P. Bizarro, B. de Gentile, Th. Hutter, L. Laurent, X. Litaudon,
D. Moreau, Y. Peysson, G. Tonon, D. van Houtte.

Dépmement de Recherches sur la Fusion Controlée, Association Euratom—CEA
Centre d‘Etudes de Cadarache — 13108 Saint—Paul-Lez-Durance— FRANCE.

r _ , The global energy confinement behaviour of mixed Ohmic/Lower Hybrid driven

Tore Supra plasmas has been analysed at various densities. Incontradiction with L—mode ITER

scaling law, this analysis indicates that the global energy confinement time depends strongly on
the plasma density and the isotopic dependence seems not to be observed. The thermal electron
energy content of steady-state discharges is in good agreement With the offset linear Rebut~
Lallia scaling law.

During current ramp experiments, the global energy confinement time was found to
depend on the internal self—inductance ( li ). Improved confinement has been obtained for a
steady-state 0.8MA plasma where the plasma current profile is peaked by LH waves ( Ii z1.8 ).
In this case, the global Confinement time is found to be about 40% higher than the value
predicted by the Rebut-Lallia scaling law.

High power LI-l experiments have been carried out at BT = 3.9 Teslas on axis, a plasma
current 0.5MA SIP S 1.6 MA and at various densities (2x1019 in3 S ne(0)s 9x1019 m'3). A
maximum total power (OH + LH + ICRF) of up to 7.5 MW was injected into the plasma. The
bulk electrons are heated by slowing down of suprathcrmal electrons. At high densities,
116(0) = 5 x 1019 m3, the temperature on axis increases linearly with power and the profile
peaking, defined as Te(0)/<Te>, was almost unchanged indicating that all of the plasma volume
was heated. At lower densities the electron heating occured preferentially in the center of the

plasma (within the small surface, pz03), thus the volume averaged temperature was practically
unchanged: for example, at ne(0) = 2.2 x 1019 m3, the central electron temperature reached 8
keV with 3.6 MW LH power injected [1].

In figure 1, the diamagnetic
energy. Wdiav for both He and
D2/1.6MA plasmas at a central
density of 4.5 x 1019 m'3, is
plotted versus total input power.
This shows that the total energy
content increases linearly with the
additional power and reaches 0.75 : _
MJ at a maximum input power of 2
4.2MW LH + 2.5MW ICRH + Va:
0.8MW OH. Nevertheless. the "'5
power degradation of the global 3 '
energy confinement time, defined
as TE = Wdia / (Plot - dia/dt). is
found to be more pessimistic than
L-mode scaling law (TE (1 P05): TE
drops from 0.253 to 0.15 when the 0 A P ( MW )
total injected power varies from the 0 2 4 6 8 10
ohmic level of 1.5MW to 7.5MW.
We plotted in this figure the ITER EM 1: Energy content deducedfrom diamagnetic
predlcttons calculated for the measurements versus total power
effective mass M=l and M=2.
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With M=2, ITER values are always two times higher than the experimental values, especially
at low densities (ng(0) = 2.4 x 1019 m‘3) where the most important discrepancy was found.
However the fit seems to be better with M=1, although the hydrogen content was negligible in
all of these discharges. Therefore, the isotopic dependence of the energy confinement time is
not clearly observed. It should be noted that we can neglect the fast particle contribution in the
energy balance. Indeed, during high frequency modulations of the LH power, the energy
content of the fast electron tail could be deduced from the time evolution of the magnetic and
diamagnetic signals and was found to be lower than l% of the total plasma energy content.
With additional lCRF power, the fast ion contribution was larger due to their longer slowing
down time, but never exceeded 10% of the total energy. Moreover, for some discharges where
both ion and electron energy contents were available ( from charge exchange, interferometry
and Thomson scattering diagnostics), we foundd = WC+W1 by assuming that the ion and
electron density profiles were the same and n,- was between 0.7 » 0.8 ha. Generally, the ratio
Wdia/Wc was found to be between 1.6 and 1.8.

The global confinement time
versus the total power is plotted in
figure 2 together With the ITER Plasma D2 &HC 1p: 1 6MA
scaling corresponding to M=l. B=3.86T R = 2 34111 a = 0 73‘;1
These data contain both helium and ’ ' ' '
deuterium 1.6 MA discharges and x : n6 (0) = 2.2x 1019 m'3
three different density regimes o . n (0) _ 4 lO‘9 m'3
(n (0)=2.4x1019 m-3 4.5x1019m-3 0'3 i 2 ° I ‘ 19 .36 , +.nc(0)—6x10 m
and 6X10” m‘3)- i T ITER 89-P (M=l)A significant dependence of
the global confinement time upon
the plasma density is observed, in a ’3
regime where the ohmic power is Til
still an important component of the P
total input power: the global
confinement time increases by a
factor of two when the central 0-1
density rises from 2.4 x 1019 m'3
to 6 x 1019 m‘3. This density effect
can be attributed to the
reminiscence of the neo-Alcator O

ohmic heating scaling, but is not 0 2 4 6
described correctly by the ITER
scaling in which the density Pt0[(MW)
dependence is negligible. Instead,
we have compared the thermal figure 2: Global confinement time versuselectron energy alone, obtained
from interferometry and Thomson
scattering diagnostics, with the
offset linear Rebut—Lallia scaling
law [2]:

total power at dWerent densities

W§‘L = 2.6 x 10-2 E3” 233 BE,” 1;,” (xalR)“/12 + 1.2 x 10-?I 1,, sgf’z (KazRY'Z
in units of 1019 m3, Teslas, MA, MW, Ml, meters and seconds. This comparison is shown in
Fig. 3, and we find the experimental results in fair agreement with the prediction over the
whole density range, for Ip = 1.6 MA and IP = 1 MA, and for total input powers ranging
from 0.8 MW to 7.5 MW.

However, it must be noted that the global confinement follows fairly well the Rebut-
Lallia law only for the Tore Supra standard steady—state regime.
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Indeed, when we include the_current ramp data, the experimental values were found to
no more given by the Rebut-Lflllla scaling: first, the global confinement lSvOl'Cl‘ than the

during plasma current ramp-up and, second, it Is better than the predicted one during
in —down. This behaviour of the confinement time could be explained by the current profile

3:. gndence of the global confinement. The ratio between the experimental confinement time
and the fitted values is plotted versus internal self»inductance in figure 4, where the Rebut-
Lallia values were calculated by taking Wi = Wdia ~ We When the ion energy content
measurements were not available. As shown in this figure, for 11 varying between 0.9 to 2.8,

this ratio rises from 0.8 to about 1.5 approximately as (11/110)0~7 [3], where 110 is a standard
value of the internal inductance 1n the stauonnaty discharges (110:1.25 for qa=3 - 4).

be _
predicuon

l Ip = Cte (dli/dt = 0) A d/dt >0

X 1p = Cte (dli/dt ¢ 0) o d/dt <0
05 W1 ' I I I l/ 2 EXP R44] ,7 I
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Figure ,3 .' Electron energy content
versus Rebut-Lallia prediction
Plasma He&D2, 1p = 1/1.6MA,

Figure 4 .' Electron energy content
normalized to Rebut-Lallia prediction
versus plasma self inductance
1p =0.5 ~ 1.6 MA, B = 3.9 T,B = 3.9 T

30,: 0.3 —7.5 MW,
11C (0) = 2 — 6 x1019 m-3

Pm: 1.5 _ 4 MW
ne (0) = 2 — 4.5 x 10‘9m-3

In order to obtain steady—state plasmas with a high value of the li parameter, a series of
experiments were performed in which the plasma current was ramped down from 1.7MA to a
0.8MA plateau (with d/dt = - lMA/s) at a central density of 2.4 x 1019 m‘3, during the LH
power application. With such a scenario, 1i is higher than the one which is obtained without LH
power. As shown in figure 5, during the 2.9MW LH pulse the quasi— stationnary value of li
reaches about 1.8 instead of 1.4 (qa value is about 7 in this case), thanks to the modified current
profile. As a consequence, an improved confinement was obtained while 11 and central density
current obtained from Faraday rotation measurements were constant during about one second:
the confinement time was about 40% higher than the Rebut-Lallia prediction (we note that the
diamagnetic energy was not correctly calculated during the 1.7/0.8MA ramp~down because the
eddy current effect due to the rapid drop of the plasma current was not estimated). During these
experiments, the bulk electrons were heated the whole plasma volume. The central temperature
reached 5 keV and the peaking factor, Te(0)/<Te>, rose from 2 to 4, and the volume averaged



temperature increased from 0.7 to 1.4 keV (figure 6). A weak increase of the ion temperature
was also observed.

V7 T38324
3f 5 Te (keV)

n—ctlo'gmo °
1.

0 3 LH
3

2 x2
OH 0 o

1 1
1(0)(MA/m2)

0
---: Rebut-Lallia 0 0.5 l

P
Figurg Q : Te profile with and
without LH at lp=0.8MA

t(s)

F{gage .5 : Time evolution ofdifi‘erent parameters (shot T58324)
line-averaged density, plasma current, LH power,
plasma internal inductance, central curent density (from Faraday rotation
measurements), diamagnetic energy, electron and ion energy contents, and
electron energy given by Rebut-Lallia law

Summa r1
Global confinement studies during RF additional heating up to 7.5MW injected power

have shown a more significant density dependence than the ITER 89-13 law would predict.
Moreover, the effective mass dependence was not observed. The electron energy content,
however, follows fairly well the offset linear RebutvLallia scaling.

Current ramp experiments have shown that confinement depends on the plasma internal
inductance, Ii. The ratio between the experimental confinement time and the predicted one
reaches 1.5 above ii = 2 following a (ii/1,0)0-7 scaling.

Using LH waves, a series of promising experiments have been investigated in order to
obtain a high and stationnary value of 1i parameter, in which an improved confinement has been
obtained for steady—state plasmas where the confinement time was about 40% higher than the L»
mode prediction while 1i was constant (li=l.8) during ls.
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[3]: M.C.Zarnstorlf, in Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, Proceedings of the 13m
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Energy confinement in the tight aspect ratio
tokamak, START

L C Appel, MAW—kl: S J Fielding, K J Gibson, J Hugill, J Li, S J Manhood, A W Morris,D C Robinson, A Sykes, M F Turner, M Valovié and M J Walsh
(Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB, UK. Euratom/AEA Fusion AssociationlUMIST, 13.0. Box 38, Manchester, M50 IQD, UK.)

Introduction
START is the world’s first tokamak operating at aspect ratios A S. 1.5 [1]. It pro-
vides a unique opportunity to extend heating “and confinement studies to a regime
where toroidal effects are greatly enhanced. Various scaling laws have been derived toempirically describe confinement in tokamaks but to date these laws have only beenapplied to a regime where the aspect ratio is greater than 2.3. At low aspect ratio
existing scaling laws diverge, with predicted energy confinement times varying by upto an order of magnitude. One of the primary aims of the START experiment is to testconfinement predictions at low aspect ratio. In this paper we compare the measuredenergy confinement with various scaling law predictions.

Experimental Results
The energy content of tile plasma has been separately determined from measurementsof the electron density and ion and electron temperatures, and from the plasma dia-magnetism.
In recent flatetop discharges, the electron temperature profile was determined frompulse height analysis of SXR measurements made with a scanning Si(Li) detector.The measured temperatures of ~300eV, with a. flat profile out to 0.13m(Fig.1), areconsistent with spectroscopic observations from low-Z impurity charge states.The line-integrated electron density is measured along a. horizontal tangential chordusing an HCN(337nm) interferometer. The plasma dimensions and hence the HCNpath length are determined from CCD observations of the H,. emission. Line of sightdensities of up to 8><10mrn"'J have been measured.
Central ion temperatures of up to 150 eV have been measured using a neutral parti'cle analyser (NPA), with high resolution Doppler spectroscopy of CV yielding similarvalues. Approximate ion temperature profiles are constructed from Doppler measure-ments of other impurity ion emission lines, Fig.1.
Because of the flatness ofthe temperature profile and lack ofinformation on the densityprofile we use the following approximation for the plasma stored energy:

3
WP : Elm—1&7; ‘l’ 7Ti)V

Where p is the ratio of the volume average to line-of—sight~average density (Fig) and7' is the ion depletion factor. With density profiles of the form (1 e 142/112)” and
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0 < o < 4, then 1 < p < 0.5. We choose p : 0.75 (corresponding to a : 1) with a
probable error of < i025 and 7 : 0.7 corresponding to e/:2 with carbon as the

dominant impurity. Fig.2 shows the time history of the relevant plasma. parameters for
these kinetic measurements. At current flat-top (t:23.5ms) Ru 2 0.20111, 0. 2 0.15m,

K» 2 1.3,],7 2 llOkA, fr, 2 5 ;,_ 10mm”, BAR”) 2 0.48T and PV,, is estimated to be

390i155J. The ohmic power is calculated from P0,, : 141,, — g (0.25tURUI,I,‘;’). At
t:‘23.5ms L, ~0, VL ~21, P0}, ~230kW giving r;;:l.7:t:0.7ms, where it is assumed

that f; m 0, RU ~ 0, and corrections due to finite l'i/ (not included) are estimated at
less than 15%.
START has no conventional diamagnetic loop, The plasma (liamagnetism has been

estimated from the difference of toroidal flux, ACE, measured across the poloidal gap

on the vacuum tank. The main toroidal field flux is compensated for using the sig»
nal from a Rogowski coil, mounted on one of the toroidal field coils. Errors resulting
from the flux diffusing into the tank wall, and stray signals induced by ohmic heat;

ing and vertical field currents7 are subtracted numerically using vacuum shot data.

Any residual signal before and after the plasma current is treated as a linear drift

and subtracted out. The absolute error from the correction procedure is estimated at

-l-.D.5m. Fig.3 shows data. from two similar discharges with opposite toroidal field.

The spike in A‘I’ in the first part of the current rise is believed to be generated by

poloidal currents flowing along the field lines before the tokamak magnetic field con-

figuration is formed After major radius compression there is a quasi-stationary phase

(23.5—24.51113) during which the plasma dimensions show little change (IRHI < 8771/5)
and (liamagnetic measurements are possible. In order to determine the plasma energy,

i'Vdm, from AQ. toroidal corrections must be considered. Free boundary equilibrium

calculations have been performed to quantify this relationship. For small poloidai beta

where [3,) E 2 (P) (idly/(I‘L'Iii)

87TB,§A(I)
#1 E —/ a

(#11112)-

Parameters C' and D depend on plasma geometry and current profile. For t:24ms

in Fig 3., R” :5 0.18m, a 2 0.13m, re 2 1.3, I}, :: 82kA, BAR”) :3 0.52T and

calculations give C : 0.62 + 0.171,, D : 0.59. l, is estimated by simulating the

measured vertical field 3,; at the inboard side of the plasma and agreement is obtained

with fip—I» l./2 A: 0.78. From this, with A4) : 0.47i 0.05mlIVb we find: L3,, : 0.32 i0.'2,

l. g 0.92 and Wm : 170 :h 100.]. Similarly, from the measured rates of By, Jim and

no we obtain 1', e 65.5" and m," s —20kW. ‘0: these values P0,. 7 Wm e 290kW
and T1; = 0.6 i 0.4mm.

An attempt was made to derive the density dependence of p; from the diamagnetic

= Can/3p.

data, however no change was observed within experimental error over the density

range 1—2,. : (2 , 7) x 10mm”. Note that extrapolation from conventional tokamak
data predicts saturation of energy confinement in START at 71.. z 3.6 x 10mm”.

The measured values of T5 are compared with scaling law predictions in the Table.

it can be seen that in all cases the measured values exceed conventional aspect ratio

predictions.
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75(ms) T150115)
Scaling R0:0.20rn,a : 0.15m Ho=0.l8m,u : 0.13m
Law [2] 1,,:110kA,fie = 5 x 10‘9m-3 Ip:82kA,fiu = 5 x 1019m-3

l Experiment Kinetic Diamagnetic
Method 1.7:1':0.7 0.6i0.4

Neo-Alcator 0.52 0.44
Rebut-Laflia 1.15 0_51

T-10 0.59 0.53

Conclusions

Two independent experimental estimates have been made of the energy confinement
time for ohmic discharges on START. When compared with scaling law predictions
the results show that confinement at low aspect ratio is at. least as good as for a
conventional tokamak of similar dimensions.
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Confinement Scaling for the ASDEX L-Mode in Different Divertor Configurations
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1. Introduction
We present some results of confinement studies on a L—Mode database which covers 10 years
of operation of ASDEX. During this period, ASDEX has been modified several times. The

most important modifications were made on the 2 divertors. Operation of ASDEX started

With closed divertors (DV-I), went through a period with open divertors (DV-II open), which
allowed for high neutral gas recycling through by—passes, back to situations with first the by-
passes in the upper and later in the lower divertor closed. In addition, different techniques of
wall conditioning were employed on ASDEX so that discharge conditions under stainless steel,

carbonized and boronized walls can be studied.
In global energy scaling expressions subtleties like divertor type and wall coating are not

always taken into consideration. The systematic differences due to such effects which can
occur from one tokamak to the other are then hidden in the dependencies on geometrical
parameters. For example, improved energy confinement due to a specific divertor of a small

tokamak compared to a larger tokamak with a different divertor would lead to a softened
dependence on major radius. This will lead to inaccuracies when extrapolating to future
devices. Beside documentation of the ASDEX L—Mode, one of the goals of this paper is therefore
to investigate the influence of the divertor type on the global diamagnetie and MHD confinement
times. Furthermore, we give first results of the scaling of the thermal energy confinement time,
which is more relevant when comparing to transport theories.

2. Description of the Database
In total, 2131 different observations have been stored in the database, each consisting of data
for about 100 plasma parameters. The same type of variables were defined and stored as in
the ASDEX contribution to the ITER H-mode database. In addition full profile information
is available for 1096 validated cases. Kinetic values for the thermal energy content are stored
as well as the estimated contribution of fast ions. Only time points from phases with station-
ary values of the plasma parameters were included. The values are understood to represent
sawtooth averages. Sawtooth-free discharges and others, which transition later into the H-
mode were labeled as subsets and not yet included in the analyses. The ranges covered by the
database are listed in Tab. 1. For comparison to ohmic confinement scaling, for each discharge
the preceding ohmic phase has been stored in the database.

3. Energy Content from Magnetic and Kinetic Data
A comparison of diamagnetic and MHD plasma energy contents, E"“‘ and , at sufficiently
high density, to avoid dominant contributions from‘ fast particles, was made as a check for
systematic measurement errors. ‘

EAIHD

Another important check and a prerequisite for the investigation of thermal confinement
times is to compare both energy measurements to the corresponding estimates from kinetic



quantities:

L‘In

EW’L’ : as,” + (1.5 — 0.75a)E,.... + 1.513.... (2)
Inn

“-1.” c,E,El' + 1.5autz
(I)

We compared all discharges for which the electron energy content, Ez", Could be calculated

from Thomson scattering measurements for electron temperature and density profiles. It was

not possible to include ion temperature and Z4] profiles. Therefore, the ion contribution had

to be taken into account by a factor c,.
The rotation energy E,,,, contributes by not more than 10% (see Fig. 1). We estimated it

using scaling laws for the toroidal torque and the central rotation velocity [1]

For the fast particle energy content, Ej,,_.,,, and the fraction of it into the perpendicular

direction, 0;, Kardaun and Stiibler derived formulas based on Freya code simulations for a

number of different temperature and density profile combinations:

V L” : ‘3 joy—1‘7] .J5 EilfipiLylitffl ( EU. )(?.:'I . (3)

The units are [10“’m‘”, 5 x 10"eV, MW, J]. PM, is the total injected power and E the

energy of the main beam component. Eq. 3 is valid for D —; D'i' injection; for H —r D+ the

same formula with a different constant was postulated. and the thermal energy is calculated
iteratively with help of eq. 1.

In Fig. 1 we depict the comparison of results from Eq. 1, 2 and 3 to the magnetic data. From

the comparison at high densities we estimated the ion contribute to be 85% of the electron

contribution: c. : 1.86. This factor is taken the same for all discharges. At lower density

no agreement between kinetic and magnetic measurements is found. One possibility is that

MonteCarlo codes like Freya underestimate the fast ion population and that slowing down of

fast particles might be slower than expected. At lower densities roughly a factor of 2 higher fast

ion content is needed to restore agreement in Fig. 1. The discrepancy can not be explained by

a change in the ion contribution which is with 85% of the electrons more likely overestimated.

We also employed the database to find an alternative relation for the fast ion energy content.

We resolved eq. 1 for E13,“ and fitted a power law to data calculated from this formula. The

result, Eh”, showed a stronger density dependence. Using this formula for the fast particle

content gives very satisfactory results also for the comparison with EMHD as shown in the upper

part of Fig. 1. The few discharges for which E;,,,, overestimates the corresponding magnetic

measurements by more than 20% are discharges at low density and high heating power. An

improved fit for these discharges we could get when we took saturation effect account in adding

(log fig)”, into as additional regression variable.

Divertor 1,, A min,max B, A min,max Pm, A min,max fic A min,rnax

type kA '1‘ MW 10mm“3
DV—I+II 359 59 98,463 2.23 0.25 1.26282 1.59 0.58 (152,399 3.57 1.47 0.77,12.7

DV—I 353 56 242,452 2.28 0.22 186,282 1.58 0.57 072,3.60 3.32 1.18 159,886

DV—II c. 350 58 218,449 2.26 0.18 1.89280 1.57 0.50 074,2.83 3.37 1.37 1.51,12.7

DV—II a. 364 27 287,420 2.21 0.08 187,2.45 1.74 0.59 093,2.97 3.79 1.21 1.92,10.5

Table 1: Ranges of the database in the various divertor configurations: Mean Values, standard
deviation, minimum and maximum. The first row represent the entire database, the other rows

various subsets which were used for the regression analyses.
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Figure l: The dill'erent contributions to Eliiii and Ell/Ii”) normalized to Ed” and EMU“,
respectively. Left hand side: 1.513;},18, (O), Efl‘ (A)‘and the sum Ellf’,‘ (I) according to Eq. 1.
Right hand side: 1.51?“ (D) and the sum Eff/H" (.) according to Eq. 2. In the upper part
the alternative expression Ejiw is used,

4. Power law expressions for the confinement time
In table 2 results from regression analyses of the energy confinement time are listed. The

data set was restricted as follows: qty. 2 2.5, I" 2 QOOkA and B, 2 2T; in order to single out
discharges in which last particles tend to dominate thermal ions and those which might not yet
clearly transition from ohmic to L—mode conditions, a, 2 2.5 x 1019m-3‘ and PM, 2 0.5MW
were used as additional restrictions Relaxing any of the constraints does not alter the results.

The energy confinement time we calculate from both, diamag‘netic (fight) and MHD equi—
librium (TE/NU) measurements. As input power we use the sum of ohmic and neutral beam
heating, corrected for shine through losses: PM : PM, + PM

The agreement of the scaling laws for 71’5““ and riv’Hl'jis satisfactory. The most remarkable
result is a substantial change of the current dependence when going from a closed to an open
divertor. Discharges in the open divertor configuration show a much stronger dependence on
current than discharges done in closed divertor configurations. The diil'erence in B: scaling,
although statistically significant, should be talren with some caution, since it relies only on
about 10% of the discharges. Omitting B, as a regression variable in DV—H open does not
notably change the dependence on the other variables. The rmse increases only by 02%.

The current dependence in DV-ll open could not be estimated with the same accuracy as
in the other cases, because there are only very few discharges hat higher 1;: in this subset.
Nevertheless, the dill'erence to the scaling of closed divortor discharges is significant and could
be a key to the different scaling on finds for other tokamaks with open divertors Ref. [2].

The power degradation is weaker for r ”I’D than for 7"“ because Elm”) is more sensitive to
the fast ions which are better conlined and of increasing importance with increasing power. In
addition one finds a worse degradation for discharges done in the open divertor configuration.

The isotope effect is present in all scaling expressions. It is weaker in the open divertor
configuration. From ASDEX it is known that the improvement in energy confinement of D
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L-Mode scaling for TE”
Selection 6 I]: _ 777117207“ if B, TE TE Obs. rmse
DV—I+II -7.9:l:.1 .75:l:.02 -.52::.0l .35zlz.01 10:12.01 .08:t.03 .032 .038 1473 10.5
DV—I -7.1l:h.2 .65dc.03 —.44d:.02 313303 .12i.02 .24:i:.07 .035 .041 406 10.2
DV-II -8.1i.1 .78i.02 —.50:t.01 .33i.01 141.01 .07i.03 .032 .039 1067 9.2

closed -7.6:l:.1 .68:l:.02 -.43:l:.01 293102 .17:l:.01 .09i.04 .032 .037 319 7.4
open -11.1i. 5 1.24:1: 08 «74:17.02 .20i.02 17:12.02 58:12.15 .028 .039 235 9.0

L-Mode scaling for TEN”J
DV—I -7.1i.3 .64i.04 -.33i.02 .39;i:.03 .03:l:.02 .18:l:.09 .043 .051 406 12.5
DV—II c. -7.5:i:.1 .70:l:.02 -.35i.01 .28i.02 .05i.01 .08:l:.04 .036 .043 319 6.2
DV—II o. -10.7i.5 122i.1 -.G{H:.02 .18i.03 .09i.03 .41i.19 .031 .042 238 11.3
L-Mode scaling for T;"
DV—I -7.1:l:.2 .55:l:.04 -.06:t.02 253503 .47i.02 .07i.07 .026 .030 1106 10.5
DV—II c. -7.5.Jc.3 .55:l:.04 -.73i.02 ,21i04 .65i02 .00:l:.07 .020 .023 319 13.1
DV—IIo ~10 83:.4 1..08:t1 - 8.25: 02 .l7rl:. 02 .48:l:.03 .63:l:.12 .020 .026 236 7.3
Combined OH and L-Mode scaling for TE“

.37: 01[.15i 01] 063:. 03".031].038||1942f121
.1... T111110 1!.Table 2. Power law scaling coellicients for T,- and TE for dillerent divertor configu—

rations: DV-1: both divertors closed; DV- II periods with closed and open divertors. Number
of included observationsl root mean square error and TE values in s for two typical discharges
(1,. : 350[kA] ("j and 1,. : 450[1~A] (“113... = 2[1\[1V],ml..= 2, fi, = 3(10‘9m-3], B, = 2[T])
are given.

versus H discharges is connected to more peaked density profiles in D discharges. One could
speculate, that enhanced recycling in DV—ll open lowers the capabilities of the density profile
to peak and that a similar reason might be responsible, that open divertor tokamaks have less
clear sings of the isotope dependence of confinement.

1f the data from the ohmic phases are included in the regression (5. Tab. 2) the scaling does
not alter substantially. The power dependence is somewhat stronger but the current scaling
remains the same within one standard error.

For the thermal confinement time we used the diamagnetic measurement for the total energy
content and substracted the fast ion contribution according to our alternative formula. for Eh“.
The scaling laws for the thermal confinement time show the same trends as discussed above.
But they show different aspects like a stronger dependence on density and a worse degradation
with power. Further work is in progress to investigate wether the density dependence can be
related to the density dependence in the linear ohmic confinement regime.

Acknowledgement: We would like to thank M. Porbadnik, E. Speth and O. Vollmer for the
support in extracting the database.
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Recycling Perturbations of Supershot Plasmas1
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Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey USA 08543

Introduction

Thermal heat transport in the core (r/a S 0.5) of beam-heated TFTR plasmas varies by
more than a factor of five between Limode and supershot plasmas for the same IP, 137, and Pb.
Operationally, this variation is strongly correlated with the density of the ohmic target plasma,
which in turn is determined by the particle recycling coefficient of the carbon-carbon composite
inner bumper limiterl but the mechanisms underlying this correlation are. not understood. initial
theoretical explanations for reduced transport rates in supershots focussed on stabilization of
the ion-tumperature-gradient-driven turbulence (lTGD'l‘), which might be expected in peaked-
density plasmas. However, local heat transport was not observed to increase when the threshold
for ITGDT was greatly exceeded by transiently flattening the density profile with a pellet or with
a gas puflll]. This result does not exclude suppression of ITGDT as the cause of improved T}:
in supershots, but it does indicate that supershot temperature profiles are not marginally stable
with respect to a strong transport mechanism. More recently, Mynicld'Z] has suggested that
orbit-averaging effects should reduce heat transport in supershot plasmas due to the high ratio
of fi/TL, which is 23 in supershots versus ~1 in L-mode plasmas This paper describes studies
of the edge ion temperature, which is an important parameter if T5 is controlled by lTGDT.
and perturbative studies of the effect of edge recycling and density on the evolution of supershot
plasmas.

Sealing of Edge Temperatures

The scaling of edge ion temperature is of considerable interest for transport mechanisms
involving lTGDT, since the threshold is related to 7]; E d(logT;)/(1(log71;), which, qualitatively,
causes the central T,- to be. a multiple of the edge Ti. Iligher edge ion temperatures might be
expected in supershot plasmas due to reduced ion-electron coupling (due to lower edge density),
or to reduced convective or atomic physics losses (ionization, charge—exchange) arising from thelower neutral density. Fig. la,b plots the measured 7} and 7} 10 cm inside the plasma edgeas a function of total beam power divided by local electron density for a variety of lpniodeand supershot scans. The edge 7‘C scales rather simply with power—per-particle, showing littledependence on the recycling status of the limiter, But recycling strongly affects the edge T,:
temperatures of only a few hundred eV are obtained by saturating the limiter with deuterium.while temperature of 1—3 heV are obtained under low-recycling conditions. Pulling near—unityrecycling helium gas into an otherwise lowvrecycling plasma systematically reduces the edge 1;.To ascertain the causes of higher edge T,- in low-recycling plasmas, edge transport in thesescans has been analyzed using the SNAP equilibrium transport code, For this study, the iontemperature was measured by chargeexchange recombination spectroscopy, electron temperatureby Thompson scattering or by ECE radiometry, and electron density by a lO—channel microwaveinterferometer. Plasma composition was inferred from a single-chord visible ln’emslitrahlungmeasurement (ZEN assumed flat) and from soft x-i'ay measurements of the metallic impurity\

lWork supported by US. DOE contract DE-ACOXVTG-Cll0-3073,
2l\lassachnsetts lnsitutc of Technology
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Figure 1: (2r,b) Measured 7‘. and TE 10 cm inside the plasma edge in various scans. Low recycling: Pb scan (7»
2] MW) at 1,7 : 13 MA. Variable recycling: variable helium in target plasma at {11:22 MW, 1,, = 1.11 MA)
or (P1,:16 MW. IP = 1.3MA). Helium high recycling: P,, scan (1121 MW) 21!. 1,, : 1.3 MA. Deuterium
high recycling: Pl, scan (247 MW) at IP=1,2 MA, H! t: 3.5 x 10‘9m’“ and density scan at I, 2 1.2 MA,
PL. = 8 MW. (:2) Maximum edge T. allowed by ion-electron coupling. (d) RaLio oftoLnl heat flux to convection.
(e-l) TRANS? analysis of transport following helium puffinto a supershot plasma Curves: are normalized in
their value in the shaded region.
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t Neutral transport modelling by the DEGAS code [3] was used to estimate the total
conten I rte rate from wall neutrals (with factor '2—3 uncertainty) from measurements of the

"finalisibii intensitv along a poloidal array of 5 sightlines viewing the inner bumper limiter.

BDa 1:111)“ thermalization and power delivery to the thermal plasma was calculated by a numerical

50(l3ti0n to the Fokker-Planclt equation. . . . .

SurpriSinlv atomic physics processes (ionization and Charge exchange? remain a small term
~ the edge power balance even in higherecychng plasmas. lhe volume-integrated power loss
”:31 “lated from known atomic cross sections and a neutral density profile consistent with the Do

Legisurements typically represents only ~5% of the power being conducted and convected into
the edge region by the ions. .

Next, we consider a crude calculation to assess the conjecture that. the L-mode edge I is

determiIIEd primarily by ion-electron power coupling Neglecting all other loss processes. the edge
T.‘ will rise until the total power transferred from ions to electrons in the edge volume equals the
power conducted and convected into the edge by the ions. For the calculations shown in Fig lr.

the “edge” plasma volume is defined as the outer 20% of the minor radius, with a constant. 7h- and

Te equal to the measured values at r/a : 0.875. At high beam power, ion—electron coupling alone
would limit the edge Tr to values of order 1-2 keV in higlrrecycling plasmas. considerably larger
than the edge Tr actually obtained. This result suggests mechanisms other than ion-electron
coupling are dominant in the edge, but we caution that measurements of net I}. and especially
ZEN are difficult in the 10 cm region just inside the plasma edge. .

Finally, we consider whether convective power flows (Le. the energy carried by the radial
particle flux) represents a substantial loss term, which could impose low edge T,- in high-recycling
plasmas. Fig. 1d plots the ratio of total heat flow (conduction + convection. ions -t— electrons)

to a convective term RT“ +. f‘cTc for the high-recycling deuterium scans. at 10 cm inside the
plasma edge. The relatively large values of this ratio (5710) suggest that convection could be
the dominant edge transport mechanism only by assuming a large convective multiplier (Le.
gm“, : 2.5FT) m that the neutral density is near or above the upper bound of the estimated
factor 2-3 uncertainty,

To summarize, low-recycling plasmas do obtain considerably higher edge ion temperature
compared to high recycling plasmas Assuming that some form of lTGDT controls transport
in L-mode and supershot plasmas, this behavior could. in principle, establish a favorable edge
condition in supershots that would improve confinement everywhere. We are unable to clearly
identify a mechanism associated with recycling or high edge density responsible for the low edge
T; in Lemode plasmas.

Time- Dependent Pert urbations

To explore the effects of recycling on transport in more detail. a reprmlucible series of su-
pershot plasmas was perturbed by strong helium gas puffs and by lithium pellet injection. both
just prior to beam injection and during beam injection. The lithium pellet transiently perturbs
the plasma density but does not increase recycling, while helium puffing increases both density
and recycling. As shown in Fig. ‘2‘ the plasma fully recovers the favorable supershot TE following
pellet injection with a few hundred milliseconds. This is also true for pre beam pellets which
increase the target density a factor of ~7. lly contrast, TE drops rapidly (time scale sf TE) and
permanently to near L-mode values following a helium gas puff. The plasma's ability to attain
supershot confinement following the preebeam lithium pellet injection implies that supershots do
not result from high Tg/TE being driven in the initial period (first ~100 ms) of beam injection
in supershot target plasmas — whose low density, in principle, allows the ions to be heated on a
time scale considerably shorter than 7'5.

This section discusses the time response of the local transport coefficients (\1‘, \e) to the
helium pull“y as analyzed by the TltANSl’ timeedependent transport rode using measured profiles
01- “€(R3f)i Telltt), 'TrtRJ) and other diagnostic data (including tftll from singlechord visible
bremsstrahlung emission‘ and neutral density from Do emission). For this analysis. the evolution
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of the helium density following the puff was calculated from a particle transport simulation

using a particle diffusivity D(r) taken from measurements in similar supershot and L-mode

plasmas. There is good agreement between measured diamagnetic beta, total neutron emission,

and collimated neutron emission with TRANSP‘S simulations, providing some confidence that
the assumed helium evolution is reasonable.

5
ss-m.

_ We (10“3 rn'3) He 953.
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3.0 35 40
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Figure 2: Evolution of supershot plasma perturbed by a lithium pellet or a helium puff.

Plasma conditions prior to the helium pull were typical of moderate-power supershots (Tgo :

‘21 keV , Tea : 7,5 keV, neg = 5 X 1019m‘3, TE 2 2.372'm0d"), with a Core power balance
dominated by convection. The density introduced by the helium pull, which propagates to the
center in ~100 ms, causes a local adiabatic temperature response, a. transient dump of beam—ion

energy into the thermal plasma (Wham decreases 0.6 MJ in 200 ms), and changes in beam power

deposition and power split between ions and electrons. The global thermal energy confinement
time decreases about 35% during the 200 ms following the puff, due to rather large {factor ~Al)

increases in core x,- and smaller increases at the edge. Fig. 1(eel) illustrates the plasma response
All quantities except x,- and x5 are expressed as a ratio to their value prior to the pull. An

interesting feature of the data is that power flows and confinement in the core (r g 30 cm)
deteriorate before they do further out in radius, despite the fact that the perturbations of local
density and temperature propagate inward. This behavior is more suggestive of phenomena that
involve a threshold (or, more generally, a sensitive dependence on gradients) than with forms of
turbulence which yield transport that varies smoothly with local plasma conditions. The data
does appear to exclude a. major role for j(1) as a cause of improved confinement in supershots,
because the core transport increases on a time scale much shorter than the current penetration
time (which is ~seconds).

[1] ZARNSTORFF, M., BARNES, C., EFTHIMION, P., HAMMETT, G., HORTON, W., 01 al.,
Advances in transport understanding using perturbative techniques in TFTR, in Plasma
Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research 1990, volume 1, lAEA,Vienlia, 1991.

[2] hi1YN1CK,Il. and ZWEBEN, S., Nucl. Fusion 32 (1992).
] HEIFETZ, D., ERHRARDT, A., RAMSEY, A., DYLLA, 11., BUDNY, R.., MCNEILL, D.,

MEDLEY, 3., and ULRICKSON, M., J. Vac. Sci. Technolr A 6 (1988) 2564.



SIMULATIONS OF BEAM-FUELED SUPERSHOT—LIKE PLASMAS NEAR IGNITIONa

Mil—ill]! L. Grisham, D.L. Jassby, J. Manickam, D. McCune, K. M. McGuire,

S. A. Sabbaghb, S. D. Scott, D. Stotler, Fl. Wieland, M. C. Zarnstorft, and S. J. Zweben
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University,

Princeton NJ 08543, USA

In certain conditions. neutral beam injection (NBI) and low recycling result in supershot

plasmas/ti These are characterized by peaked density profiles and high central ion temperatures.

We discuss the potential advantages of NBI lueled supershot-like plasmas in tokamaks operating

near ignition. The goal is to investigate the feasibility of these plasmas to aid in the design of future

advanced tokamaks.

NBl has been very successful in advancing tokamak plasmas close to ignition conditions.

The primary benefits of NBI are heating and particle fueling, but the plasma currents generated by
the beam ions are also of considerable interest. The optimal injection energy Ejnj for the beam ions
depends on the desired role of the NBI. For central particle fueling, Em] should be low to maximize
the particle current at fixed PB. but high enough to penetrate to the center, For healing and current
drive, higher Em} is preferable for deepest penetration. With the standard positive ion beam
technology, the neutralization efficiency becomes too low for useful power densities if Em} is
significantly greater than about 120 keV. Negative ion beam sources would be useful for heating
and current drive at very high Einj (500 keV or more), but the fueling rate of N81 is too low be
practical. It seems generally accepted that future tokamaks which operate closer to ignition will have
to be fueled and heated by means other than NBI since it is argued that the beams with low Em] can
not penetrate deeply into the dense plasmas of interest.

We show that contrary to the standard belief, for certain plasmas which are close to. or at
ignition conditions, D and T neutral beams with Einj < 120 keV can penetrate into the core This
offers potential solutions to some of the challenges for ignited plasmas. For instance, the Nat
sources of D and T in the plasma core might keep the Zeff low by displacing impurities and the He
ash. If the core fueling rate is 10 times the DT fusion rate, and if the He concentration is 10 “/0 of the
fuel concentration, then the He should be displaced by the NBI ions along with thermal D and T,
maintaining a steady state, Also it may prove difficult to replenish the fusing D and T if the inward
pinch velocity is small. Pellet injection may be too disruptive for steady state ignition. Also pellets
will not'penetrate deeply when the plasma temperatures become too high. Unlike pellets, the NBI
penetration becomes deeper as the temperature increases, Other potential uses of NBI are beating

a Work supported by the US DOE Contract No. DE»ACOZ-76-CHo—3073.
Department of Applied Physics, Columbia University, NY, NY 10027, USA/1/J.D. Strachan, M. Bitter, A.T. Ramsey, M. Zarnstorlf, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 58 (1987) 1004.



for reactor startup, or heating ions to complement the electron heating of the (1 particles in tokamaks

operating close to ignition.

Yet another possible advantage of NBI is that supershoHike profiles with peaked density

profiles may be produced, and these profiles appear advantageous for several reasons. The region

of high density is concentrated in the region of highest temperature, so the pressure and stored

energy are used efficiently to maximize the DT fusion rate. The fusion power depends roughly on

(n2T2> whereas the stored energy depends on <nT>. MHD stability calculations/ll have shown
that the TFTR plasmas with more peaked pressure profiles have increased stability at high [3. Also

long pulse tokamaks will need large noneinductive currents, such as the bootstrap current. The

bootstrap current is maximum where the gradient of the plasma pressure is maximum, which should

be centrally located, as is the case for supershot profiles. A study of the ignition probability in BPX

has shown that peaked profiles can significantly reduce the operating parameters required to

achieve a desired fusion performance level relative to those needed with flat profiles/3r. Lastly,

supershots might be used for reactor startup, with central ignition/M in a supershot that later might

develop into an Lemode or Hemode plasma.

There are disadvantages which may preclude NBI from being of use in commercial reactors

One is the problem of shielding the neutrons since the neutral beams need straight lines of flight

into the plasma. Also it an electrical power reactor were fueled continuously and entirely by NBI,

economics imposes a lower bound on DDT and an upper bound on Em}. The Carnot cycle would

convert the fusion yield Y to electricity with an efficiency n which is typically about 1/3. Some fraction

of this electricity, 1, would be diverted to the NBI system, and converted to injected power P3 with

an efficiency v which is typically also about 1/3 using positive ion beams, Then

1_ l. _ W
QDT T PB ' tvn it)

must be greater than 50 to keep f small enough to be attractive, say less than 20% , it vn : 10%.

Also. the rate of D and T deposition must be at least as large as the DT fusion rate it NBI is the only

fueling source. Each fusion reaction generates 17 MeV of fusion yield, so

WY— : .,._.F’e., . < PB... (2)
17 MeV lvn 17 MeV 2Einj

requires Einj <t MeV if v1] is about 0.1. Thus with f = 0.1, Einj = 100 keV could balance the DT

fusion rate. in orderforthe NBI fueling rate to be much larger than the burnup rate, Ejnj would have

/2/ J. Manickman, V. Arunasalam, C. W. Barnes, MG. Bell, et at, "Stability of TFTR Plasmas",
in Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, (IAEA, Vienna) 1 (1989) 395.

/3/ D. Stotler and R. Goldston, Fusion Technol. 20 (1991) 7.
/4/ M. Redi, SJ. Zweben, and G. Bateman, Fusion Technol. 13 (1988) 57.
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to be too small for penetration Due to these bounds and potential disadvantages. NBI may be

useful only ‘0‘ P
We give specific examples of NBI fueled supershot-Iike profiles in which the fueling rate is

rototype reactors, or for partial fueling of power reactors.

greater than the DT fusion rate. The NBI penetration depends on the plasma profiles and NBI

parameters We studied NBI for the tokamaks in the following Table,

Generic tokamaks and plasmas with NBI fueling greater than the fusion rate

fokamakclass R(m) a(m) BfT) '(MA) "eiol Teiol PB QDT lbootiMA)

SmallR 1.3 0.47 12 13 6 16.5 16 3.6 1.0

MediumR 3.0 0.69 5 3.5 4.4 15 30 5.7 3.1

LargeR 7.0 11 12 6.5 3.6 47 50 29 5.8

The units of he. Te, and P3, are 1020/m3, keV. and MW respectively. and lboot is the calculated

bootstrap current. The small Ft case is similar to the proposed lGNiTOR tokamald The medium Ft

case is similar to the proposed SSAT/6/, although DT is not planned to play a significant role in this

tokamak. The large Ft case is similar to the ARIES-t reactor/7i. The plasmas for all three were

chosen to have an elongation and triangularily of apprOXImately 1,8 and 0.3 respectively, and a

relatively small minor radius which facilitates NEll penetration along the midplane. The plasma

boundaries are compared in Figure l.

Finure 1 Cross sections of plasma boundaties F'QU‘Q 2 “9 profiles ml the large R Simulations

Sa‘l‘l'l'l'l‘l'l’l‘l‘
4 a u

Largen 4—: w:

2 MeotumR : :

E SmallR ”F3; _-

c _ _
>— -. _ _

0 g . _
32L .—

.2 g :
l— _

.‘1 : _
o .,,|.|.l.[.li1..rl.

0 2 4 5 8 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.8 i.0

RU“) x~ria

5/ B. Coppi. M. Nassi, and LE. Sugiyama, Physioa Scripta, 45 (1992) 112.
/6/ K. Thomassen‘ R. Goldston, et al., "Steady State Advanced Tokamak (SSATlf'

UCFtL-ID-109807 (1992).
/7/ F. Nejmabadi, RW. Connl et al.. "The ARIEset Tokamak Reactor Study."

UCLA—PPG-1323 (1992).
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The plasma transport for these unexplored plasmas is unknown, so we assumed density

and temperature profiles representative of supershots, scaled to give the desired fusion yields.

The he profile is assumed to have a peaked central region proportional to (1—(2x/3)2)2 and a broad

pedestal proportional to (1 -x2), where x = the squ‘areeroot of the normalized toroidal flux. Examples

are shown in Figure 2. The electron and ion temperatures are assumed to be equal and

proportional to (1 -x2).
The TRANSP plasma analysis code was used to calculate steady state conditions in these

plasmas. The simulations calculate the heating profiles of the neutral beams and of the fast a

particles/8l. They also predict the neutron emission profiles and the current profiles from the
bootstrap and beam driven currents. The predicted (1 parameters include profiles of the adensity,

average energy, slowing down time. and Ba.

TRANSP calculates the transport coefficientsrequired by the assumed profiles. These

can be compared with those measured in presently operating tokamaks, or with theoretical

predictions. The penetration depends on he, T5, and Em]: We choose Einj=110 keV, with the lull

and half energy fractions of the TFTR beam lines. and we explored bounds on he and Te. As fie

increases, the beam penetration lo the center decreases. This is shown in Figure 3 for the large Ft

tokamak with 25 MW of D and 25 MW of T NBI into the densities shown in Figure 2. The thermal D

fueling rates from NBI and wall recycling forthe intermediate density case are compared with the DT

fusion rate in Figure 4. The thermal T fueling rates are comparable to the thermal D fueling rates.

Figure 3 Varaiion of NBI fueling rate with nE Figure 4 Fueling and burnup for the Q DT: 29 case
21 21

10 :fiqwrlrrtltlwu 103r[.|.l.liltl.lr[.l.:

E QDT=13 D E 3 D E
v 0 =29 - - S _
_ 0T SNBl _ _ NBI SD _

@1020: —_ 31020: W” —:
w I I {U : ..m : g 3 : :

“" : : m : Sfusion -
E . _ E s _

£1019; —: 51019; -:‘

: ZSMWDONBI : : :
18 18

‘0 ‘l‘l'l'l'l'l'l'l’l‘ 1° 'l'l'l‘l‘l'l'l'l'l'
0.0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0,8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

x ~ r/a x ~ r/a
The other examples given in the Table also have predicted core beam fueling rates greater

or equal to the DT fusion rates. The calculated bootstrap currents, as shown in the Table, can be

large. We conclude that NBI fueled supershot-Iike plasmas could play an important role in future

advanced tokamaks.

/8/ RV. Budny. MG. Bell, H. Biglari, M. Bitter, el al. Nucl. Fusion 32 (1992) 429.
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THEINVESWGAHON OF PROPERTES OF OHMm AND ION—CYCLOTRON

PLA5MA HEANNG WITHE CONDHKDNS OF BORCwflZED TOKAMAK HRST

WALL

AziYIJV F. A. , Buzl‘xi.nskij O. I . , Cher nobaj A. P. , Dmitriev V. I. ,

Iakl'IVPnk“ V. P. , Karuaev A. If, Kovan I. A. , Krasilnikov A. V. ,

Mi 1' “(JV 5'. V. , Monakhov I. A. , Petr 0v A. A. , Pet rov V. G. ,

Pulfnov D.V., Romannikov A.N, Semenev 1.8., Sharapov V.Mf,
w.

Sotnikov S.M., Tugarinov S.N., Zakharov A.P.

TRlNlTl , Troitsk, Moscow region. 142092. Russia

0 luttitute of Physical Chemistry. Academy of Science,
Moscow, Russia

Diff: ent methe‘; ef the first wall coating with the

low 3 materials are new actively investigated in View of the

hm of impurity centent reduction and plasma thermal1.ti

aiion in t:.amak discharge. Recent experiments have. 7

ShUHU that the use of graphite limiters and pretectien

:crflcnfi favuurs reduction of the plasma effective charge,
hm: AL the same time it leads to significant gas flux from

the walls during both ohmic and auxiliary heating. The
”ion appeared to he very effective way of the1‘; ‘Jlli'

impurity e ntrel and the gas release.

An original method of the first wall boronization was
tested recently on the T—llM tokamak [1]. The method is
based on carborans ( C_B ilk ) decomposition in helium
discharge. The elaborated technique of the wall conditioning
allowed to improve characteristics of the ohmic stage of the
tokamak diecharge and to rise the ion—cyclotron heating
efficiency.

The distinctive feature of the T—llM tokamak
construction ( R = 70 am. ET = 1.2 T. IP 2 150 KA ) [2] is

complex structure of its first wall. In order to maximize
the stabilizing role of the copper shell it is placed inside
the SS vacuum chamber ( ach : d5 cm ) in the nearest

vicinity of the plasma and is protected from erosion by thin
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molibdenum screen. The extended surface of the vacuum

chamber interior makes the problem of the wall conditioning

on TellM especially important.

As a result of the wall boronization application the

ohmieally heated discharges ( IP : 80 KA, aP : 20 Cm )

ared to be much more stable with higher achievable

meters ( n,“ 2 3.5‘10” Cal-3, T9 : 350 , 400 eV ) and
r plasma thermal ieolation. Particularly after the

boroniaation the tatal radiative loeeee power was registered

twice as low as before the boronizatien in \epite of the

tutal atered energy increase. The 1,b decrease of the

discharge circumference voltage after the boronization

EtJld be noted 31:31.1“

The main eomponentu of the ICRF heating system on

T llM are: the high power triode autogenerator with the

selective feedback circuit ( 2 MW. 17.3 MHz. 100 me 1.

matching 3/4l coaxial feeders (50 fl) . the poloidal 1/3 turn

lump antenna which is placed at the low magnetic field side

of the tohamak. The compact modular resonant antenna of

T—ilM ie the TSP high power ECEH antenna prototype. It is

basically tank circuit with very low characteristic

impedance ( p 2 18 OHm ) which is achieved by the special

deeign of the parallel plate vacuum capacitor and its

location inside the tokamak standard port in the vicinity of

the current loopr All elements of the antenna are mounted on

the port flange and are enclosed by the metal casing with

radial slate on its plasma facing side‘ The modular

principle of the construction allows independent antenna

assembling and tuning. The antenna is capable to deliver up

to 1 MW RF power to the plasma, the surface density of

radiated power is being 5 KW/cmé

The experiments on ionrcyclotron heating were performed

in conditions of the fast magnetoeonlc wave dumping on

hydrogen minority in D—plaema ( nH/nD z 5+20 % ), The fast

wave eigenmode reennanoee with low quality factor were

observed. The RF generator switching on during the plaema

deneity fall caused recurrence of the eigenmode tracking
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'me which has been discovered earlier on TO—Z tokamak
regl
[3]. RF POW
was accompan

er input without boronization ( nH/nD : 20 % )

ied by significant increase of the radiative

losses pow6r PR (Fig.1). The value of delivered RF power

P i 100 KW was limited by the major discharge disruptions.

Ti: ICRF heating efficiency ain 13this conditions was not

higher than n 2 1.0 eV/(KW em 10 J.

The wall boronization notably changed the picture of

ICEF heating (Fig 2). During the RF pulse the radiative

losses remained nearly the same as in the ohmic stage. (The

F increase just after the RF pulse is explained by the lack
P.

of plasma equilibrium control ) RF power input in conditions

of “H/nn 2 7+lO % led to effective deutron heating (Fig.3).

The ion heating efficiency increased thrice comparing with

the discharges without boronisation (Fig.4). It should be

noted that observed heating efficiency decrease with the

delivered RF power rising can be explained by poor

confinement uf RF—aeeelerated high energy protons in low

density plasma. In discharges with more dense plasma

3.5~1013 Izm‘a the heating efficiency has typical valueR1'1

0; n 2 3.5 eVr(KW cm3 1013). The reduction of additional gas

flux from the chamber walls during RF heating was also

registered after the boronization.

The results of investigation of the tohamak first wall

boronization encourage further efforts On delivering up to

1 MW RF power during ICRF plasma heating on T—llM, certain

measures on plasma equilibrium control improvement and

plasma current rise being also necessary.

[1] Azizov E A., Buzhinskij 0.1.. Belov A.M.. et.al.. to be

published in Journ.of Nucl. Mat., 1992.

[2] Mukhuvatov V.SA Heating in Toroidal Plasmas, Free.

Joint Grenoble-Varenna Int, Symp , Como, 1980, Vol.11,

p.781.

[3] Kevan I.A.,Kovrov F E.,Monakhov I.A., Proc. 17”1 Eur.

Conf. on Cont. Fus. and Pl. Heat., Amsterdam, 1990,

Pt.I11, p.991.
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CONFINEMENT SCALING FOR KINETIC ENERGY IN
TOKAMAK L-MODE PLASMAS

T. Takizuka

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka Fusion Research Establishment
Naka-machi,_Naka-gtm, Ibaraki—ken, 311-01 Japan

1. Introduction

Scaling for the global energy confinement in tokamak L-mode plasmas has been studied
by many authors with the use of the ITER confinement database [1]. Dimensionally correct

analysis by Lackner and Gottardi [2] showed the L»modc confinement determined a gyro-

Bohm type transport ; 1}; ~ BO-8 (n/P)O-6, while the analysis by Christiansen et a1. [3]

indicated that a high—[3 collisional model can describe the L—mode confinement ; TE ~ 8114

“0.16/pO-6 (TB is the global energy confinement time, B the magnetic field, n the plasma
density, and P the heating power). The dependence of ”CE on n6 is weak [1,3], which has

been explained to be a decreased beam penetration at higher density and an increased beam
ion contribution at lower density [1]. The parameter dependence of TB is found to be not

unique among different tokamak devices. Even in the JT—60 tokamak, dependence of IE on
such plasma current IP is different between for limiter discharges and for divertor discharges

[1]. The causes of these facts have not been clarified yet, and should be explained physically
in order to use scaling expressions accurately for designing future tokamak reactors.

In the present paper, we analyze in detail the kinetic database of the JT-60 tokamak [5]
in order to identify a satisfactory transport model for L-mode confinement and to clarify the
cause of the above mentioned difference in JT-60 limiter and divertor discharges.

1 O
2. Results .

The database used here is of neutral beam :6" ‘
heating experiments in the IT—60 tokamak with (LE _
the circular plasma cross section. Data points ‘7;
for limiter discharges and divertor discharges C; _
are 55 and 67, respectively. Major radius R is 1‘:
3.0-3.1m, minor radius a is 0.8-0.9m, plasma
current Ip is 1—3MA, toroidal magnetic field B[ 1 5
is 3-4.5’1‘. Data for two types of wall materials,
TiC/Mo (44 pts) and Graphite (78 pts), are
included. As is shown in Fig.1, the density Fig.1 Correlation between fig and Ptlp0v5

Pt lp0-5(MW MA0'5)
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control 111 graphite-wall-divertor discharges is difficult and the line averaged electron density

115 depends strongly on the plasma current IP and total heating power Ft. The note Mo/D, in

the figure means a TiMo wall-divertor discharge, Mo/L a TiC/Mo-wall—limiter, C/D a

graphite--wall—divertor and C/I. a graphite—wall- limiter discharges. Data for TiC/Mo wall, on

the other hand, spread widely in the P[- as plane and they enable us to separate the Pt

dependence and n3 dependence of the energy confinement.

Since there are many data points for IP

=1.5MA and B[ =3.9»4.5T (73 pts), we analyze

at first these data set. Figure 2 shows Pro-5

dependence of the total stored energy W101,

which agrees well with the prediction by ITER

89F scaling law. Thefie dependence of W101 oc

Eco-25 is a little stronger than the prediction.

The standard deviation 0 from a fitting expres—

smmwmflECifiobJWJ%WMm
C is a constant for ): (W/Wfit - l) = O and (52 =

N’l): (W/Wfit - l)2 with N data points. The

fraction of beam ion energy in Wm is usually

8-20% and sometimes becomes up to 50%.

W
to

‘(M
J)

fie (1019m'3)

30

w
t°,

/P
,fl

-5
(M

J
IM

W
0-

5)

Fig.2 Dependence of Wtot on Pt andfie

The dependence of the kinetic energy Wk on PL and as for Ip=l.5MA is studied now;

k—- C Pt”? nean To determine a suitable set of (01p an), we search for the minimum

of 6 Figure 3 shows the standaid deviation as functions of (1p and (in We also refer the

61-pts subset excluding very‘low»density data points, and take account of the dependences

of We, the electron energy, and

W1, the thermal ion energy, as

wefit 1x Ptapfican and Wiflt Dc

ptGPfiiOln. Subscripts k0 and
kl denote the total kinetic values

for 73 pts and for 61-pts subset,

i the ion component and e the

electron component. Values of
thermal ion density 31 are

measured from figures of profile 0 0'2

database in Ref. [4], and the ratio

ni/ne is affected by impurity as

0.4 0.6 0.2

Fig.3 Standard deviation (5 vs otp and an
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well as by We and Pt. Although the minimum of GkO is at (ap:0.25, an=0.5), other
minimum5 of (,l 65 and (Si are at on: > 0.3. This is due to the correlation among ni, he

and pt. We set therefore the following fitting forms;

wrfit = Ck tail/3 Eel/2, wefit = Ce 139/3381”. and Wifit = Ci PIZ/SEi1/2~
The cause of larger 61 value is supposed to be the error in the measurement of Wi or the

existence of unknown parameters such as m value or effect of sawtooth oscillations. The
scatter in Wk/kit is found mainly due to the scatter in Wi/Wif—It and the value of o for a
fitting form Wk/Wkfi‘ o: (W1/Wifit)O-5 is drastically reduced to o = 5.3% from GkO = 9.8%.
On the other hand, the correlation between Wk and We is weak; Wk/kit ac (WdWJWO-4

with o = 8.7%. which is only 1% reduction from GkO- If we identify the cause of larger 01

value, we can make a scaling expression with small Gk, which consists of only physical
quantities without using (Wj/Wifi‘)0'5. From the viewpoint of physics, at present, we use

only uncorrected scaling expressions hereafter.

Next we study the dependence of Wk on IP and BI . There are 17 points for IP : 1MA

and 12 points for lp = 2MA, and the scaling of Wkfit Dc PHI/3361” fits well these data. The

IP dependence is found to be Wk cc 1})”2 in the range of IP = 1-3MA. The Bt dependence,

on the other hand, is difficult to be determined accurately because of small number of data

for lower Bt. ; Wk Dc BtuB with O < 0.3 < 1. Finally we have a fitting expression for the
kinetic energy confinement Lime TEk ;

TEkfit = Cttfie Ip 3,)1/2 Pia/3,
where we choose (13 equal to 0.5 for simplicity. Justification of this scaling is demonstrated
by Fig.4, where all 122 points are plotted and O‘k is 11.5%.

2 i l ' I ' ""l"" l I I

-_ . _. . .

"'3 o H o ‘
WW .0 _ 0we"?.'-. . .

__ . __ . _

0‘ l I l I VPIIIIIIII| I l I

0 10 20 300 5 100 1 2 3 4
P, (MW) fie(1019m'3) UM")

Fig.4 Dependence of ”flak/Tigkfit on P[,T'l-e, and 1p
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The present result differs much from former results by using the database of total stored

energy. Power degradation of TEk is stronger than that predicted by the gyro-Bohm

transport model. The ne dependence of THC is rather strong compared with that of 15.

These differences originate in the effect of beam ion component. There is no discrepancy in

the parameter dependence of TEk between divertor and limiter discharges, and the difference

in T}; between them is due to lower density in divertor operations. Lastly we note that this

expression is also applicable to the ohmic confinement at higher density (so called saturated

ohmic confinement) without change of any coefficients.

3. Summary and discussion

By detailed analysis of the kinetic database of JT»6O experiments, we obtain a scaling

expression, TEk o< (fie 1p Br )1/2 Pt‘2/3, for L-mode discharges as well as for ohmic

discharges at higher density. The beam ion component plays important roles in the global

confinement property. There are significant differences between parametric dependences of

TEk and ”[5.

The effective heat diffusivity X near r/a = 2/3 is almost proportional to a2/4’CEk, and the

effect of edge transport on TEL; is found to be small. The present result suggests that the

energy confinement in $kk L~mode plasmas is described by a collisionless or weakly-

collisional high—B transport model _ We presume the heat diffusivity of a form x ac q3/2

[31/2 (p/a) (T/CB), where q is the safety factor, [3 the ratio of plasma- to magnetic- pressures,

p the Lannor radius, and T the temperature. The size scaling of TEk predicted by this model

becomes "£13k o< 1p :12 (he q )1/2 Pia/3, where the aspect ratio dependence cannot be

determined. The effect of the heating profile, i.e., a decreased beam penetration at higher

density, has not been considered here. The applicability of the present result and model will

be checked by using new database of JT-GO and JT-60U experiments.
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THE EFFECT OF CURRENT PROFILE CHANGES
ON CONFINEMENT IN THE Dill—D TOKAMAK“

J.R, FERRON, L.L. LAO, T.S. TAYLOR

General Atomics, San Diego, California, USA

Experiments in the DIlI—D tokamak have demonstrated that the effect of changes in the
current profile on plasma confinement varies with the discharge shape. The results are similar in
many respects to those from other tokarnaks.1‘3 In all cases, a rapid change in the plasma current
in an L—modE, circular or moderately elongated, discharge has been used to produce a transient
change in the current density profile. Although the detailed results vary among tokamaks, it
,5 generally observed that during and immediately following a negative plasma current ramp,
the stored energy does not follow the L—mode scaling that predicts that confinement should
be proportional to the total plasma current. The stored energy changes on the time scale of
the relaxation of the current density profile rather than the shorter time scales of the energy
confinement time or the change in the total current. Because of the discharge shaping capability
of the DIlI—D tokamak it has been possible to extend these current ramp experiments beyond
the kmode, moderate elongation case (K. g 1.5) to highly elongated (I: S 2) double-null divertor
discharges in H—mode. In separate experiments, a rapid change in the discharge elongation has
also been used to vary the current density profile. This paper shows that the dependence of the
plasma confinement on the current profile changes when the discharge shape is changed. This
variation with discharge shape provides evidence for a model that predicts that changes in the
local magnetic shear resulting from the changes in the current profile can result in decreased
local transport.

In L—mode, nearly circular, inside-wall-limiter discharges in DIII—D the plasma confinement
varies approximately linearly with the internal inductance, ii. To demonstrate this, a rapid
decrease in the plasma current has been used to induce transient changes in the current density
profile. Higher values of 2,- result from a more peaked current density distribution and from
a region of zero or negative current density in the outer portion of the discharge produced by
the negative surface voltage that drives the current ramp. With a factor of 2 decrease in the
current and a current ramp rate of dI/dt z —4 MA/sec, 1,- increases from 1 to as high as 2.75.
The time evolution of this type of discharge is illustrated in Fig, 1 along with the evolution of
a comparison discharge for which the plasma cm‘rent was constant. Here, It : 1.2, the neutral
beam power is constant at 10 MW and 11a z 6 x 10191114. The thermal stored energy shown
in the figure is obtained by subtracting the calculated value of the energy of the unthermalized
fast ions from the total stored energy calculated from the MED equilibrium reconstruction. The
thermal stored energy changes by less than 10% during the current ramp. If the confinement
time depended only on the total plasma current the stored energy would be expected to decrease
by a factor of 2 on the time scale of the current ramp, a period of approximately 37-19. Instead,
about one second is required before the factor of 2 decrease is complete, the same time scale as
the relaxation of the current profile, or the decay of lg.

The observed changes in the thermal stored energy occur because of changes in the elec-
tron temperature and density. On the time scale of the current ramp, there is no measurable
change in the electron density or ion and electron temperature profiles. After the current profile
relaxation, both ng and Te have decreased by 20% to 30% while there is still no change in the
ion temperature. The data in Fig. 2, obtained from several discharges during the current profile
relaxation, show that there is an approximately linear relation between t,- and the confinement
time. The figure shows the confinement time normalized to the JET/DIH—D scaling law for

* This is a report of work sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No.
DE—ACO3—89ER51114.
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FIG. 1. The time evolution ofan L—mode, 5:1,2 FIG. 2. The observed scaling of thermal energy

discharge during and after a rapid current ramp confinement normalized to theJET/Dlll-D H—mode

(solid lines). The dashed lines show a comparison energy confinement scaling as a function of lg.

discharge for which the plasma current was con-
stant.

H—mode4 which has no I; dependence. There is nearly a factor of 2 improvement in confinement

obtained through modification of the current density profile and the discharges with the highest

values of l; have confinement close to that observed in Hemode.

In similar experiments with high elongation (rs = 1.95), high triangularity (6 = 0.85)]
double—null divertor, Hemode discharges there is a large change in stored energy during the

current ramp. The time evolution of this type of discharge is illustrated in Fig. 3. Here the

neutral beam power is constant at 6.3 MW, 115 : 1.1 X 1020 m‘a, and the discharge is in a

steady—state H—mode with ELMs by 2100 ms, well before the beginning of the current ramp.

During the factor of 2 current ramp, the stored energy decreases to 65% of the value present

before the ramp even though E,- increases from 1 to 2.8. The current ramp is followed by a period

of nearly constant stored energy, even as Z.- decays, which lasts until 3500 ms. The change in

stored energy during the current ramp is accompanied by a drop in electron density of as much

as 60%, primarily in the outer half of the discharge, and a 30% drop in electron temperature.

There is some variation with time of the ELM character in these H—mode discharges, but

this variation has no effect on conclusions drawn about the connection between the current

profile and confinement. During the ramp the elongation decreases from 1.95 to 1.75 because of

the effect of the increase in l.- on the control of the discharge shape. This results in a decrease

in the ELM frequency which lasts until 3500 ms. The rapid drop in stored energy during the

current ramp cannot, however, result from the change in ELM frequency since a decrease in

ELM frequency would be expected to result in an increase in the confinement time. The period

of constant stored energy before 3500 ms during which the ELM frequency is approximately

constant and E.- decays indicates a weak dependence of the confinement on [.2 The slow drop in

stored emery after 3500 ms coincides with a slow increase in the ELM frequency. A comparison

of confinement in the period after 4000 ms with the confinement in the period before the currmt

ramp agrees only approximately with the linear scaling of 1' with total current that is commonly

observed in H-mode because of the difference in ELM character in these two periods.

The observed changes in the global confinement are consistent with a model of the diffu-

sivity which depends on both the plasma current and the local current profile. In both the low
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”'I/k—m“ elongation discharge and the high elongation dis-
Ip (MA) charge, on the short time scale of the current

20 ramp, the current density change is localized to
the outer portion of the discharge. Scaling of en—
ergy confinement with the total plasma current
has been well established for both L—mode and
Hemode, so in the case of the negative current
ramp in the circular discharge, the local change
in the current density profile must ofl'set the
change in plasma current because there is no net
change in local transport and no not change in
confinement In the doublenull case, the effect
of the local change in the current profile must be
weak because the confinement scales with cur—
rent during the ramp. These observations are
consistent with theories that link pressure gradi-
ent driven turbulence and energy confinement.5
These theories suggest that the level of transport
is proportional to the ratio of the local pressure
gradient to a function of the local magnetic shear

i which is approximately the critical pressure gra-
0,0 3000 4000 5000 dient for the onset of instability (Pc'm). An in-

2000 crease in the local magnetic shear which results
from the change in the current profile can result

FIG. St The time evolution of an H—mode, double in an increase in Pc’rit’ offsetting the decrease
null divertor discharge during and after‘a rapid cur— which would result from a decrease in the total
rent ramp (solid lines). The dashed lines show a current.
comparison discharge for which the plasma current _ . _
was constant. A Simple test of this idea has been made

using a global parameter, [3, rather than the lo—
cal parameter, P" The time evolution of the

energy confinement is compared to the ratio of the critical beta to the measured value of beta:
,- 0¢ “fight/fl). Since fl 0( 'rPDuX, we expect that the time evolution of energy confinement will
be similar to the time evolution of the critical Value of beta: 1' or hmZm/Pnux). Here or and 7
represent unknown power laws, Pflux is the auxiliary heating power which is constant in these
experiments, and learn is obtained from the integral of Pc'm, The pressure gradient driven mode
which might be responsible for the turbulence is not known at this point, so we use the well
established stability theory6 for the infiniteen, ideal ballooning mode to provide a value for flu“.
The modes actually responsible for the turbulence would be expected to be unstable at values of
fl below ,6c for the ideal mode, but the assumption is made here that the value of the critical
pressure gradient which drives the turbulence scales in the same manner as PC’rit for the ideal
mode.

TIME (msec)

In both the near-circular discharge and the strongly shaped discharge the time evolution
ofnhcmul is similar to that of the critical beta for the ideal ballooning mode. Figure 4(a) shows
the result of calculations for the n : 1.2, Lemode discharge shown in Fig. 2. With no change
in the form of the current profile, the factor of 2 change in the total current during the ramp
would be expected to be responsible for a factor of 2 change in ficriti However, ideal ballooning
stability calculations show that in a circular discharge the value of fin.“ increases nearly linearly
with [he so that the change in total current is ofiset by the change in lg and the values of flu.“
before and after the ramp are nearly equal. [35m decays slowly as the current profile relaxes,
as does murmur Numerical calculations for a strongly shaped discharge such as the double-null
divertor show that the scaling of ficrit with l; is much weaker than it is in the case of the circular
discharge6 Thus an increase in E1- would be expected to have a smaller effect on confinement.
Figure 4(b) illustrates the calculated time evolution of flair for the discharge in Fig. 3. There is
a comparable, large, difi‘erence in both nhamnr and ,c after the current ramp compared to the
value before the current ramp. In the period after the current ramp, as £5 decays there is only
a small change in both flu.“ and Tthcrmnl-
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This difference between the circular and the strongly shaped discharges in the comparison
of the time evolution of final and nhemml provides the evidence for a connection between the local
magnetic shear and the effect of the current ramp on confinement In the near circular discharge
the confinement remains constant during the negative current ramp because the increase in local
shear can offset the decrease in the total current. In contrast, in the strongly shaped discharge
the change in magnetic shear has a weaker effect and as a result the effect of the total current
dominates the changes in confinement during the current ramp.

A rapid increase in the discharge elongation, at constant total current, has also been used
to make the current profile more peaked. Changing ts from 1.2 to 1,8 in 200 ms in an L—mode,
inside wall limiter discharge increased E, from 1.1 to 1.7. When the peak value of It is below 1.8,
the discharge remains in Limode. In this case, a comparison with a discharge with K. constant
at 1.8 shows that there is a small increase in confinement that results from the increase in l,
but that most of the increase in confinement probably results from the increase in Ii. This is
consistent with the idea that in more strongly shaped discharges, changes in l, have a weaker
effect on confinement, as in the doubleenull experiments

In summary, for low elongation discharges there is a linear dependence of energy con-
finement on the internal inductance and for strongly shaped discharges, such as a double-null
divertor or an elongated limiter, the dependence of energy confinement on I,- is much weaker.
This behavior is consistent with a model that proposes that a local change in the magnetic shear
can reduce the level of transport which results from pressure gradient driven turbulence. This
model has been tested using global parameters and been shown to be consistent with the time
evolution of the data.
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HEAT TRANSPORT WITH STRONG ON/OFFAXJS HEATING

b B Balct D, Boucher, JG. Cordey, D.G. Muir, S.V. Neudatchin* and G. Schmidt+

y JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 SEA

* LV. Kttrchatov institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, Russia

+Prineet0n Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, U.S.A.

1) Law In this paper we describe recent experiments on JET in which

cotiipflmons have been made between on and off-axis ICRH following pellet injection. The

P150“ for the injection of the pellet is twofold, first to suppress the sawreeth by flattening the
Li

current profile
axis heating. regions in which the heat flux Q is » ve can be examined. Previous experiments

with off-axis ICRH on JET (1') were done without pellet injection and although both the

and second to provide a large heat sink in the plasma centre, such that with off-

tgmperature profile and the energy content were sensitive to the location of the resonance, the

heat flux was always outward. These experiments along with the more recent JET experiments

are in sharp contrast to many other experiments (3) (3) ('4) in which the temperature profile is

somewhat insensitive to the location of the heating profile. One key difference between the

JET ICRH experiments and other experiments is the lack of sawtoothing in the JET data, as

well as flattening the temperature and density profiles sawteeth may also disturb the fast

ion/electron heating profile.

2, Dgsgrimion of the data The main plasma parameters are shown in Fig. l, for the

off and equivalent On axis heated pulses, In both pulses, a4 mm pellet is injected 3.8 secs

after the commencement of the discharge, just after the current reaches its flat top, this causes

the central temperature to drop by approximately 2 KeV. The time development of the electron

temperature profiles after the injection of the pellet are shown in Fig. 2, Immediately after the

start of the heating it can be seen that an off—axis peak in the temperature is formed at the

resonance position for the off—axis heated peaks. Seine 0.2 secs later the profile has become

profoundly hollow and remains hollow for a further 1 sec. The reason for the peaking being

the ohmic heating which is peaked on axis 2 secs after the start of heating. In contrast the on

axis heating pulse has a strongly peaked electron temperature profile throughout.

3. Transport Analysis Both interpretative (TRANSP) and predictive codes have

been used to analyse the data. The power balance consists of five significant terms, the ICRH

(PICRH) and ohmic (POH) input terms, the thermal inertia (W) and radiation (Fwd) loss temis

and the conductive heat flux, the convected heat flux is very small. The radiation loss term is
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. . 1 u , . .also very small in the plasma centre being ~; 01 the ohmic heating term. The equation for the

total (ion + electron) conducted heat flux Q has the form

p P P _ P
09 = iRH + fro” — jw 7 J‘I’rad , (1)

D (1 L7 0

where S is the sttrface area of the flux surface p. (p 5 horizontal width of the magnetic surfacg
normalised to the width of the outer magnetic surface). For the off-axis heating case, initially
in the plasma centre the thermal inertia term is larger than the power input terms which are
mainly ohmic hence the heat flux Q is initially A ve.
The development Q versus -nVTe is shown in Fig. 3 at several different radial positions for the
two radial positions close to the plasma centre both Q and 7 nVTe start negative at the
beginning of the heating phase, then eventually become positive after passing close to the
origin. Moving out further in radius on the outboard side of the resonance the starting point
moves fttrther away from the origin but the cutves are still approximately straight lines and
extrapolate to pass close to the origin. At the outermost radii 0.6 < p < 0.8 there is not a
sufficient range in - nVTe to make a meaningful extrapolation.
To investigate further the region in which q and ~nVTe are negative, an inward heat pulse
propagation technique (5) has been developed, using the grating polychrometer data in the
region R = 3.58 —> 3.12m. Essentially the time dependent heat transport equation is solved
with the boundary condition imposed at R = 3,58 and Xe varied to obtain the best fit to the
polyehrometer data at locations nearer the centre, a typical example is shown in Fig. 4. It is
found that the Xe vru‘ies from 0.7 tug/s if one ignores the ohmic heating altogether down to 0.3
mZ/s when one includes the ohmic heating, and that the maximum value for the inward heat
velocity is 0.4 m/s. This is in agreement with the interpretative analysis presented in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 5 we compare the X‘s of the on and off—axis heating pulses at the same time t : 4.8 5
just before the first sawtooth in the on axis heating case, The x's are very similar in the region
p > 0.5, but in the inner region the off—axis heating X is lower, The lower value ofx in the
off-axis heating case no doubt being due to the lower value ofT or VT.

4. Discussion From the results presented in Figs (2) - (5) the following conclusions
can be drawn. In the absence of sawtecth the electron temperature profile responds strongly to
the location of the heating profile (Fig. 2). and there is no evidence of any significant heat
pinch in the total Q (Fig. 3). Hence a model of the form

Q : —){nVT (2)
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describe the data. In principle it should be possible to determine separately the
can adequately . .

VT 1nd r/R dapendence of x from these pulses and our future studies Will be concentrated
T. 1 "
nthis direction.

We have also comp

ne form as Etl (2) with a stronuly nonlinear form for X as a functioH of VT
tired the data with an existing transport model namely the RLW (5) one,

which is of the szn

The fit to [he off-axis heating case which is shown 111 Fig 5, is good, indicating that this

as the riaht behaviour of Q with VT at low values of VT of either sign.
model h
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ENERGY CONFINEMENT IN HIGH PERFORMANCE JET D-T PLASMAS

S bberfield 13 Balet, JG. Cordcy, D.P. O‘Brien, K. Thomsen, M. von Hellermann. Iu ' ' .PM JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, U.K.

i It has been shown previously that high fusion performance JET
plasmas are obtained in the hot Ion H-niode regime (I). This regime was therefore chosen for
the tritium experiments in JET (2), and in the course of these experiments a number of pulses
having good central confinement were obtained. However the good confinement is only

maintained for a short time before the ion temperature falls causing a dramatic drop in the

thermal-thermal component of the neutron yield. The degradation of the performance does not
clearly follow the same pattern in each discharge and careful analysis is needed in order to

understand the sequence of events. The ll/gD transport analysis code TRANSP (3) is being
used to analyse the performance of these pulses. Details of the results obtained for one
discharge are described in this paper. It is important to get an understanding of the good
Confinement regime since, if it can be extended in future JET experiments, values of QDT

substantially above unity could be obtained.

High Pgrf'ggmange IET Pulses Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the thermal
confinement time for four discharges compared to the value predicted by the DIII-D/JET
H-mode confinement scaling law (4). The first pulse #18246 is a conventional medium density
H-mode discharge with similar neutral beam heating power to that in the series of hot ion
H<mode pulses and the confinement does indeed follow the DIll-D/JET scaling law. Pulse
#26087 is the best pure deuterium discharge, its thermal confinement being about double that
predicted by the confinement scaling law. The third pulse #26095 is a deuterium-tritium
discharge, with a 1% mixture of tritium in deuterium introduced into one PINI. It shows the
largest enhanced confinement phase of any discharge in this series and it is a factor 2 above the
DIII-D/JET scaling law and a factor 3 above the Goldston L—mode scaling law (5). The last
pulse #26148 is a tritium—deuterium discharge with a 100% mixture of tritium introduced into
two PlNlSt All these three pulses show a period of enhanced confinement prior to a decrease
of the thermal confinement some time before the neutron yield falls and the plasma returns to
the normal H-mode confinement regime. The degradation in confinement leads to a large heat
flow to the X-point target which causes the "carbon bloom".

x rim n l D Diagnostic data is used wherever possible to define plasma
parameters and the consistency of the data is checked by comparing measurement and
simulation of neutron rates (2), and other quantities. The pulse with the longest period of
enhanced confinement #26095 was chosen for the initial extensive analysis with TRANSP.
The large influx of impurities, the so called “carbon bloom”, which always occurs at the end of
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these pulses is not obviously triggered by an MHD event in this particular discharge. Figure 2

shows the time evoltrtion of data from charge exchange recombination spectroscopy for the ion

temperature Ti and Zcff at 3.15 and 3.9 m, the data points marked by the symbols are available

at 50 ms time intervals. Figure 2 also shows the time behaviour of the C111 light emission

from the plasma edge which does not start to increase until 13.75 s. The total neutron yield

also given in Figure 2 falls at the same time. The ion temperature profile is fairly constant from

13.25 5 until 13.7 s when it falls. The value of Zeff at the edge is steadily increasing at a slow

rate until 13.7 s when it increases sharply,

Results of transpgfi analysis The power balance is dominated by the ion

channel, the principle losses being equipartition and conduction. The pulse has good central

confinement (x; z 0.2 m2/s) during the high confinement phase as shown in Figure 3a and the

conductivity is only a factor 2 to 3 above neoclassical. Near the edge the conductivity is an

order higher than neoclassical. During the normal l-l-mode phase the conductivity is higher

across the whole radius. Figure 3b shows that Xi at the edge is increasing slowly until 13.7 s

when it increases abruptly, The central value remains roughly constant until that time.

As the density rises throughout the discharge there will be sotne reduction in the fast particle

deposition rate at the plasma centre. Figure 4 shows firstly the injected power, there is a loss

of about 1 MW between 13.56 and 13.7 s, The central density rises steadily as shown in the

second trace except during the sawtooth at 12.8 s. The drop in the central particle deposition

rate is shown in the third curve but the heating of the thermal plasma within the inner third

continues to increase slightly until 139 5 due to increased beam heating with increased density,

The loss in good confinement does not therefore appear to be connected to any degradation in

the beam heating.

Discussion The reasons for the {mutation of the enhanced confinement phase arid its
. . 1 dn

loss are not clear. Attempts have been made to correlate the change in Xi wrth "— 1% near the
D

centre of the plasma and it is possible that as the density profile flattens the good confinement

disappears. However, it is difficult to come to a firm conclusion due to the poor time

resolution of the data.
These pulses exhibit sortie of the. satire characteristics foutid in the DIII~D V—l-l mode (6);

particularly steep edge gradients and a large edge bootstrap current as shown in Figure 5. The

fact that the predicted value of the bootstrap current density is larger than the total current

density at the edge is confirmed by the measurement of a negative loop voltage. Previous

analysis of a similar JET pulse (7) shows that this sort of current profile permits entry to the

second region of stability and therefore may improve the stability against ballooning modes. A

possible explanation of the improved confinement in the VH»mode is that a significant portion

of the plasma near the boundary has entered the second stable region to ballooning modes (8).
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I “give analysis of more pulses is needed to understand the enhanced confinement phase1 EX 5

Fig. 1: The thermal confinement
times for pulses #18246, #26087,
#26095 and #26148 compared to the
values from the JET—DllIAD H—mode
SClllil‘lg law. C: confinement collapse,
D: decay of neutron yield.

AI

and its collapse
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yield Ynn. C: confinement collapse,
D: decay of neutron yield.
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DETERMINATION OF THE ION THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY FROM NEUTRON

EMISSION PROFILES IN DECAY

1 j_M.AdamSZ, S.Conroy, O.N.Jarvis, F.B.Marcus, G.Sadler and P.van Belle

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire. OX14 313A, UK.

1National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya—464, Japan
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ZAEA Industrial Technology, Harwell Laboratory, Oxon, OX11 ORA,U.K.

5am
spatial profiles of neutron emission are routinely obtained at the Joint European Torus (JET)

from fine—integrated emissivities measured with a multi-charmel instrument [1]. It is shown

e manner in which the emission profiles relax following termination of strong heating
that th

(NBI) permits the local thermal diffusivity (Xi) to be obtained
with Neutral Beam Injection

With an accuracy Of about 20% The radial profiles 0f Xi for small minor radius (r/a < 0.6)

o be flat and to take values between 0.3 and 1.1 mZ/s for H-mode plasmas with

= 3.1 MA and toroidal field BT = 2,3T. The experimental value of Xi is
were found t

plasma current Ip

smallest for Zeff : 2.2 and increases weakly with increasing Zeff. The experimental results

disagree by two orders of magnitude with predictions from an ion temperature gradient driven

turbulence model.

discharge # 22871

Concept
105?

Fig. l, opposite, shows an example Of rCBntre

co
un

ts/
s

._. 0 DJ

the time evolution of the line—

integrated neutron emissivities (raw

data) of the central chord and that ol'

the uppermost chord of the JET —upper

ll-.-
NBI

neutron profile monitor [1] during and

co
un

ts/
s

after periods of neutral beam injection .

for discharge 22871. The dotted line ;

indicates the time at which the 10 "

subsequent analysis was performed.
The similarity of the decay rates for the
two time-traces is a result of X1

Po
we

r
[M

W
]

possessing a flat radial dependence for
/ < ' ‘ Ora 0.6. The time trace of the input 9 10 11 12 13 14

power of the 80 keV neutral beam is
also shown.

Time [s]
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When the N'Bl is terminated, the neutron emission starts to decay. li there is no significant

MHD activity, the neutron decay rate immediately after the NBI termination is due to an

approximately equal admixture of beam-plasma and thermal interactions, with the beam

particles slowing down classically. After a full slowing down—time of the beam particles, the

decay in neutron emission is due primarily to the cooling of the thermal plasma ions. This is

the time interval of interest. The local ion power balance of this region can be expressed as:

(HIV
(“I :QuiTQcond

3718(Z,—-7',) la ‘82}
2* —'——+7"rr VI»7 1

2 far 1'82' I)“ )X‘( )81' ( )

The convection and charge exchange losses are considered to be negligible [2,3] and have

been omitted from eq.l. In the present work, the ion temperature profile, "1".(1‘), and the

change in the ion stored energy, dWi/dt, were provided by the neutron profile monitor. The

line—integrated neutron emission recorded by the 19 chords were analyzed by means of the

ORION code [4], which assumes that the magnetic flux surfaces are contours of the neutron

emissivity, YD(r)r Here, a parabolic function, Yn(r) :Yn(0)(l—r2)(‘, where r = r/a= was used.

The parameter a was determined by the fitting procedure to an accuracy of 5-20 "/0.

If the relationship between the neutron emission rate and the ion temperature can be

expressed as Yn= V: nd2 Tifi, then the change of the local neutron emissivity can be related to

the change in the ion stored energy by

ldWi _l l_%_ 1 3 ignd

177—13 31,. a: T ,3. ”d 97 (23)

'T eT- ' 9T '
:M+72_.l_i “11,111.“i (2b)

”dTirei 3ndTi 7' 8!‘ 8r

This is the equation used to obtain Xi in the present paper. During the time interval of the

analysis, the change of plasma parameters was moderate so that the contributions from the

second term of the right side in Eq.(2a) and from the first term of Eq. (2b) were small For

the remaining terms of e2a) and (2b), only relative changes in the values of [1d, T5, T1, Yn
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d the X values are detennjned primarily by the neutron emission decay constant
an i ‘ *usrteCded . — _ . t. , ,' . a ' - . ‘ 't . , . factor of T1. Furthci (lLtdllb of the analysts are piov1ded 1n1 profile peaking .

find the racial

Rafi}

Results and Discussions
I

h

'— K harges were 56166t from the range 22866-22890 of smgle-null (uPPEr) discharges

NM dlbc O; the HflmOde Study Programme. The plasma current 1;, was fixed at 31 MA and

m“ :3???“ BTW 23—35 T. The Zone defined by X1 i AM for 22871 and 22874 is shown

:12; 2' In the most reliable 1'Cgi0n for the Present analysis, ie. 0.25 < r/‘a < 0.55, the m0)
f‘les were found to be flat, The neoclassical predictions [5] are also presented.

pro 1

4
Pulse number 22871

1.2—
1 0 . zefl:2.2

Fi07 The Vi profiles for discharges Ewe
:'-' I ' 12E _

72871 and 22874 are shown opposttc. 7‘; 06

The hatched areas indicate the regions 0-4“ ' 1.. ,. » ..

of X' i AX} The neoclassical Xi 0-2‘\L /I_
I l . . . 0 'fr'm l

profiles are indicated. For discharge Pulse number22874 g7, Mew)
- 1.2~ ‘—'—“

22871, the sum of the ueoclassrcal Xi Zcfl=4.3 a.__ uneg)
. . 1.0-

and that ofthe ion temperature gradlent

model (although scaled down by over

an order of magnitude), is shown by
the solid line to illustrate its radial

dependence, 0 ‘ l a- ‘ . E
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

The theoretical models of the ion temperature gradient driven turbulence were tested in the
parameter range of 0.5 < 77i < 4.5. The experimental X1- values are typically two orders of
magnitude less than the theoretical predictions [6]. The flat Xi profiles of the present analysis
also disagree with the theoretical predictions in that they do not show any major changes near
amt. In fig 2(upper), the theoretical values from the ion temperature gradient model [6] have
normalized to the experimental data and then added to the neoclassical Xi for comparison



with the experimental results for discharge 22871 in order to illustrate the region of r/a for

which abrupt changes in Xi are to be expected.

In Fig.3, the experimental Xi(r/a=0.3) are plotted against Zeff. They are much larger than the,

simple neoclassical predictions except for high Zcff,

Fig.3. The Zefl' dependence of XiEXp
(r/a=0.3) values for discharges 22866-

22890, which were single null
discharges with Ip=3.lA. The dashed

BEDline connects the calculated X1-

values.

Conclusions

1t has been shown that, under appropriate circumstances, neutron emission profill

measurements can be analyzed directly to obtain reasonably accurate estimates of local io I

thermal diffusivities. For clean plasmas, Zefr" '1 3, the experimental Xi values are much large

than the predictions of neoclassical theory but much smaller than those of the ion temperatur

gradient driven turbulence model.
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LOCAL POWER BALANCE ANALYSIS
IN oHMIC AND ECR HEATED PLASMAS IN RTP

1A, Konmgs, G.M.D. Hogeweij, NJ. Lopes Cardozo,
2—K-

A.A.M. Oomen5, F. C. Schiiller, and the RTP team

FoM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen', Association Euratom-FOM,

PO. Box 1207 3430 BE Nieuwegein, the Netherlands

INTRODUCTION
zen Tokamak Project (RTP) is dedicated to the study of steady»state and

sport processes in tokamak plasmas. In this paper we report on the

d -5tate analysis in ohmic and electron cyclotron resonance heated (ECRH) plasmas,

stea'yried I m, Zen and PECRH. The global energy confinement time is compared to

furl}: lawsllThe electron thermal diffusivity Xe(?‘) is obtained by solving the local power

Sign: equation. A comparison is made to the Rebut-Lallia model, which attributes

ailomalous transport to turbulence in the magnetic field topology.

The Rijnhui
perturbative tran

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

In the RTP experiment (R0 : 0.72 m, a = 0.164 m, HT 3 2.4 T, pulse duration ~ 250

ms) ohmic plasmas are obtained with 715(0) : 1 to 9 - 1019 m‘s, 12(0) : (0.6 - 0.9) keV
and Zen = 2 , 4 (2,3,; = 1 - ‘2 after boronization of the vacuum vessel). Additional ECR
power is launched from a single gyrotron (200 kW, 60 GHz, 100 ms, Oamode, TE“) from

the low field side. With the localized ECR power deposition, a power density of ~ 50
MW/ma is obtained and temperature gradients up to 50 keV/m are reached.

Te-profiles are obtained from a scannable singlepoint Thomson scattering system and
a 207channel ECE radiometer. A 19-chord FIR interferometer yields 11.:(7‘) after Abel

inversion. Further diagnostics include magnetics, soft X—ray pulse height. analysis, an 80-
channel 5—camera SXR tomographic system, XUV spectroscopy, hard X-ray and visible
light monitors, a bolometer and a neutral particle analyser.

LOCAL POWER BALANCE ANALYSIS

A local power balance analysis is performed using an adapted version of the SNAP trans-
port code from TFTR, Princeton. In a 1-dimensional analysis, the electron heat flux (MT)
in steady state is obtained from the power balance equation for electrons:

0 3 , ,
Pohmic + Pncnn — Pei — Pma — (qel = akin-:12) m 0

The ohmic power density (pohmjc) is calculated from the loop voltage assuming neoclas-
sical resistivity and the current distribution. The ECR power deposition (pECRH) is de-
duced from measurements of the single pass transmitted power and by rayvtracing studies.
Electron—ion coupling (pay) is included using the classical equipartition term, where T, is
measured by the neutral particle analyser. Radiation losses (pmd) are estimated from
XUV-spectroscopy and bolometry, and are modelled by the predictive transport code
ICARUS [1]. The electron heat diffusivity is given by xfBU‘) : ~q6(7‘)[nc(r)VTc(r)]'1.
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REBUT - LALLIA MODEL
The Rebut—Lallia transport model [‘2] describes enhanced thermal transport in terms of
chaotic magnetic field zones. The electron heat flux is given by:

VTE c H
qt? : ncXcmeoVTs + n5X§Ea(l T (—VT—J) ' V15 ' HlVTL‘ — (VT€)El Hql I

where

VT 2V7). T r q2
,“L : E __._‘E e 1.. _ 1 Ze —— .“em “[r. + n. l T.+r,( VB)v 1" ”(VqBTRW)

Here Xmeo is the neoclassical thermal diffusivity, q the safety factor, r and R are the
major and minor radius, respectively, and H is the Heaviside step function. The critical
gradient is given by:

.8 W 33MVT.)c = ‘ (—fi
q 715(kTE)

where 7] is the plasma. resistivity,j the current density and ET the toroidal magnetic field.
The dimensionless parameters a and [3 are tuned by confinement studies in JET. The
same values have been used in this study. The effective electron thermal diffusivity is
given by:

) 1/‘2

RL RL (V115),-,, : ,- . 1 7—— .xc .\e,neo + xesnoml VT. )

The model leads to the global energy confinement scaling law [3]:

TE = 2.5.10-2 n3“ 21,44 3;” I}!2 (Rab)“/” P51 + 1.2-10'2 1P (Raw/2 2,7,1”

in units [5], [-1019 m'a], ['1‘], [MA], [m] and [MW]. The second term must be included for
additionally heated plasmas.

RESULTS
Ohmically heated plasmas with "9(0) 2 1.5 to 9-1019 m’3 (11a ~ 3.5 , 7) and ECR heated
discharges with new) = 1.5 to 4- 1019 m'3 have been analysed. The energy confinement
time is compared to the Goldston scaling law [4] and the Rebut-Lallia scaling (see Fig. 1).
For low density and low power ECRH, an improved confinement is observed [5].

The results of the local power balance analysis for varied 1p and PECR“ with constant
density are summarized in Table 1. The radiation losses are obtained from the bolometer
data. During ECRH, the total radiated power does not change significantly. For TAT), a
smooth curve has been fitted through the measured data points, within the experimental
error bars. The electron thermal diffusivity from the experiment and from the Rebut-
Lallia model are given at p : 0.5. There is a good agreement between the model and
the experimental observations within a factor '2. Figure 2 shows a typical result for low
density, ECR heated plasmas for PECRH = 60 and 180 kW.
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fl; Pym P111113 1P 11(0) VTu Zen W TE \§3 1’?(kw) (kW) (kW) (kA) (kevi (kW/m) (kn (ms) 1m~/s1 1m /s1
p:0.5 [2:05 p=0.5

"150' 00 30 125 1.2 5.1 1.3 0.9 1.5 3.8 2.9
235 180 125 1.3 10.3 3.7 1.1 2.7 1.2 2.1
142 0 90 0.8 5.5 1.5 0.0 3.8 2.5
90 00 30 90 1.2 7.0 1.0 0.8 5.5 2.2 1.2
98 180 90 1.0 8.3 2.1 0.9 3.2 4.7 2.1

130 0 6D 0.0 4.3 2.6 0.4 2.9 4.0
50 60 30 60 1.3 5.7 1.8 0.7 5.8 2.6 2.7
47 120 00 1.3 10.7 1.0 0.6 3.5 3.2 4.3
83 180 60 1.4 8.6 3.0 0.0 2.2 4.8 4.1
Table 1: Local power balance analysis for plasmas with density 715(0) : 2.1") - 1019 m_3. for
various plasma currents and additional ECR power TE- and niciprofiles are obtained by Thomson
scattering. From NPA measurements T.- : 0.7 T5 in ohmic phase. The thermal diffusivity Xe from
local power balance analysis and the Rebut-Lallia model are calculated at r/a = 0.5. For some
profiles no bolometer data is available.

For ohmically heated plasmas, the difference between the electron temperature gradii
ant and the critical gradient is very small, as shown in Fig. 3. ln this case. the temperature
profile calculated by the Rebut-Lallia model should be compared to the measured profiles.

CONCLUSIONS
For varied 1p, 71c, Zell and PECHH1 a global and local transport analysis has been performed.
The global confinement is consistent with both the Goldston and the Rebut~Lallia scaling
law. The local power balance analysis shows for ohmic plasmas an electron temperature
gradient which approximates the critical gradient. For ECR. heated plasmas. the thermal
diffusivity from the Rebut-Lallia model corresponds to the local power balance \‘EH Within
a factor 2.
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Figure 1: The observed 7‘}; versus Goldston scaling (a) and Rebut-Lallio scaling (b). Profiles
are measured by Thomson scattering and heterorlyne ECE. Difi‘ercnt symbols mean: (I): ohmic,
Thomson scattering; (a): PECRl-I : 180 kW, Thomson scattering; (*): PECHH : 60 kW,
Thomson scattering; (A): ohmic, ECE; (A): I’Ecmq : 180 kW, ECE; (I): ohmic, helium
plasmas. (El): PECRH : 180 kW, ECE, helium plasmas.
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Figure 2: “(1') from steady—stale local power balance (full line) and from the Rebut-Lallia
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Additional ECRH power is 180 HIV ((1) and 60 kW ((7).
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The liiiiihuizen tokamak project (.RTP) is dedicated to the-study of transport processes in
tokamaks. In addition to the examination of steady state conditions of plasmas wrth ohrrnc and
intense additional heating, temperature and densrty perturbations are used for transport analysrs.

In this paper we report both on the analysts of sawtooth‘rnduced heat and densrty pulses and
on transport studies by means of ECR input power modulaticm.

Diagnostics used are a ZO-channel heterodyne ECE radiometer for the Te-profiles and a 19—
chord interferometer for the ne—profile. The perturbations are also followed with a 5-camera, 80—
channel SXR tomography system.

Enxnmendngmhdau .
The RTP tokamak has a stainless steel vessel with Ro=0.72 m, r0=0.23 tn and a polorda]

carbon limiter, usually at 0.164 m. The toroidal field used was 2.14 T; Ip=60—145 kA. For
additional heating and power modulation, two 60 GHz, 200 kW gyrotrons are available, one
from the low field side in O~m0de, one from the high field side in X—mode. The results reported
here have been obtained with LFS heating only. In the experiments Z6“ has been varied by
using hydrogen, helium and nitrogen as puffing gas.

Tcniusu in '
Two different techniques have been used in the analysis. One method uses the ACCEPT

code, fitting a numerical solution of the linearized transport equations to the signals, taking into
account possible coupling between the heat and density perturbation and the effect of damping
and inward propagating particle and heat pinch terms. The other method uses Fourier
decomposition of the signals, thus deriving a frequency dependent diffusion coefficient from the
phase velocity and the radial amplitude decay of each harmonic component of the signals; see /1/
for a detailed description of the method.

Both methods have been compared using sawtooth induced heat pulses in JET, and checked
against the extended time—to-peak method. The three methods have proven to give consistent
results; see /2/.

Sawto ind h ni l in mic ndE Rheat l .m ‘ .
Sawtooth induced heat and density pulses have been studied in ohmic plasmas with central

densities of 3 to 10*101? m‘3. A wide Zcff ran e has been covered by using H, He and N as
puffing gas. Values of x” between 3 and 8 m /s are found. In most cases, the density pulse
propagates with the heat pulse, indicating that the time evolution of temperature and density isdominated by a single, fast eigenmode of the system /3/. Sometimes indications are found thatthe density pulse also contains a slow part. Results are summarized in Table l; a typical case isplotted in Fig.1. In high density hydrogen plasmas the density pulse often shows an asymmetry
between low and high field side, as reported earlier /4/.
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discharge nr. pufling new) Zeff sawtooth xm'“ Table 1_ 'nc determined
gas 1019m‘3 period (ms) (mzls) WithtAtCI'l . 1:123:13”;

R19910423.012 H2 10.0 1.3 2.1 3.0 ffifirgéfa; 115.145 M
R19910423.053 He 9.2 1.9 1.7 5.5 The Zeffvaluer have been
1219910423057 He 70 2.4 1.7 5.7 “flirtaéegnfgoféfije ’00PR19910424019 N2 4.2 2.8 0.6 8.3 g,,j‘,§,,,g a “gndtgrd T.
1219910424020 N; 5.5 4.4 0.9 6.3 profile.

For comparison, some discharges with 60 and 180 kW ECR heating with the LFS gyrotron
have been studied. Because of the cutoff limit, this is only possible in low to medium density
plasmas, nc(0) = 2—3*1019 m3. Te profiles tend to be very peaked during ECR heating, thus
causing large sawtooth crashes of 330% of the unperturbed value in the centre. In this regime,
values of 76"“ are found from 6 mzls for clean plasmas with Zen: 1.5, to 8—9 for dirty plasmas
with Zeff: 4.

Results of ECR power mmlilgtjgn and comparison with sgwtgeth
Power modulation experiments have been performed with central resonance ECR heating,

using a 60 GHz, 200 kW gyrotron, either from the low field side in O-mode, or from the high
field side in X‘mode. Modulation frequencies between 0.1 and 1.0 kHz have been used, with
duty cycles from 0.1 to 0.8. Experiments have been performed at 60, 90 and 125 kA.

At RTP, best results are obtained with a modulation frequency of 300—500 Hz, a central
density of 2.5»3.5”‘1019 m'3, and with plasma current 90 or 125 kA. At higher density,
refraction of the EC beam is a problem; at lower density, the power deposition profile is too
broad and suprathermals contaminate the ECE signals.The 60 kA experiments suffer from a
large modulated plasma displacement. In Fig.2 a typical example is given.

At 125 kA, big sawteeth continue during the power modulation with well separated
frequency; see Fig.3. This gives the opportunity to derive xi“ from both the modulation and
the sawteeth in the same time window. For the sawtooth case, the ACCEPT and Fourier
methods of analysis have been used and show good agreement. Results at 90 and 125 kA are
summarized in Table 2. For these dischargesaxms‘ was also determined for the ohmic part of
the discharge, with about the same values as 76““ dining the modulation.

disc/large m'. puffing [p 128(0) nf xi’m's’ 95‘1”" xmc'Pm
gas kA 1019m'3 ACCEPT Fourier Fourier

R19920224.023 H2 90 3.2 1.1 4.2 3.9 7.5
R19920226.017 H2 125 2.8 1.7 5.4 6.3 12.l
R19920226.045 N2 90 2.8 3.1 - — 7.8
Rl9920226.041 N2 125 3.6 2.9 9.6 11.2 15.3

Table 2. 1"“ determined from power modulation and sawteeth. For one of the 90 M
cases the sawteetlt were too weak to determine a )5”.

Discussion
As is seen from table 2, xincvl’m is always larger than 70”“. Work is still in progress to find

the cause for this difference. One explanation could be an effect of the ECRH power deposition .
profile extending from the plasma centre out into the radial interval 2 < r < 8 cm where )6u is
determined (only 65% of the power is deposited within 2 cm from the plasma centre, according
to ray tracing calculations). A similar effect is reported in /5/. A second effect which could
contribute to increase the observed m-F’m values at high current (125 kA), is the presence of
the sawtooth activity. Since the inversion radius is at r z 5 cm, an m=1 island could be present
in the measurement region of xinC-P’“, causing a flattening of the phase profile.
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The results presented here have been compared with local power balance analysis. Typical
values for )0“) at r/a=0.5, i.e. in the measurement region of X”, are 2.5 to 4 in ohmic and ECR
heated plasmas with central density 25*1019m’3, /6/. So c is only a factor 2 higher than 99’",

The heat pulse propagation shows no dependence on the size of the sawtooth crash, ranging
from 5% in 90 kA ohmic plasmas to 30% in ECR heated plasmas, thus justifying (a posteriori)
the linearization of the problem. For power modulation experiments the relative temperature
perturbation is 5%.

Conclusions .
RTP has proven to be able to perform very successful power modulation experiments.

There are however still some uncertainties in the determination of x‘mvpm, in particular the
power deposition profile. .

The Fourier and simulation method give consistent results for 96"“; the values exceed b
by only a factor of 2. Although the diffusion coefficient shows a significant scatter, it is weakly
increasing with zeff. The variation in the data has not yet been large enough to draw a definitive

. conclusion. The density pulse is generally dominated by a single, fast eigen mode.
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and a broader peak at 15 KHz caused by the sawteeth.
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Electron heat diffusivity Xe was measured by the heat

pulse propagation of the electron cyclotron heat and the

sawtooth Collapse signals and both values are agreed with

each others. Further Xe decreases when the sawtooth is

stabilized by the lower hybrid current drive in the ohmic
heating plasma.

Recently the intense studies to understand the tokamak

transport have been carried out. The determination of the
electron heat diffusivity (Xe) from the propagation of the

heat pulse after a collapse induced by sawtooth oscillations
(STO) has been made on several tokamaks/lA6/. We have
measured Xe by propagation of the heat perturbation induced
bv a short ECH pulse. Experiments were carried out in the WTe
3 tokamak with major and minor radii of R265cm and azZOcm,
respectively. The toroidal field was BT§1.75 T, and the
plasma current was Ips150 kA. Microwaves from a gyrotron
(0/2n256GHz, c§200kw) were transferred through circular
wave guides to a Vlasov antenna with an elliptic reflector
placed along the major radius and injected into the plasma
from the low—field—side. The sharply focused wave,
propagating as X mode with an angle of o=84° to the toroidal
field, is absorbed at the second—harmonic ECH resonance
layer, R22: and produces local heat pulse around Race. The
perturbations caused by the ECH pulse and by sawtooth are
measured with a soft X—ray (SXR) detector array installed on
the radial port in WTeB.

Fig. 1 shows the time evolution of SXR signals at
various spatial positions on the sawtoothing plasma. The
difference between the STD and EC” pulse can clearly be seen.
The STO pulse (open arrows) is propagating faster and the
amplitude decreases faster than the ECH pulse (closed
arrows).

A short ECH pulse is capable of making a monopole
perturbation to the electron temperature profile, that is, a
localized perturbation which has the same sign everywhere.
While, the initial perturbation of sawtceth has a dipole
character, that is, the perturbation is negative inside the
inversion radius but positive between the inversion and
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mixing radius. Analysis gives the following expressions for
the delay time of the heat perturbation induced by both ECU
and STO;

31.1:l .. B r? (l)
and XS

7 1
T7'0 2 479‘ r2 (2)

So Xe can be determined by plotting TEVH and 15'0 versus N
which give the straight lines with a slope inversely
proportional to x» in both ECH and STD cases. The difference
is, however, that Til” is a factor 9/(8/3):3.375 times
smaller than TEE“.

r=0.0c:m

r=1.5cm

r=2.90m

r=4.4cm

r=5.80m
r=7.3cm

r=8.7cm e: l
r=10.1cm

r=1150m

55 56 57 58 59

Time (ms)

Fig. l Tllustration of the ECU and the STO pulse propagation
for a sawtoothing plasma at Bx:l.015 T, Ip:79 kA, qi:3.7, and
n;=0.5x10'3 cm 3. The waveforms are measured by a SXR
detector array installed on a radial port and have been
normalized to the same excursion height. The times are after
the initiation of the discharge. The ECH power is applied
from 56.2 ms to 56.9 ms and its resonance layer is located
r=0.0 em (magnetic axis). Black and white arrows show the
peak position of the ECH and the STO pulse For each detector.
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To examine the difference, the delay times for ECH and

TO pulses are plotted against r2 as shown in Fig. 2. Fits by
S lines to the remaining data points weighted' ht
jiggrging to their standard deviations are also showfl there.
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Fig. 2 illustrative plot of 13‘” and TECH versus r2 to
determine xt For the data shown in Fig. 2. Close and open
circles show the delay time of ECH and STD pulse
respectively. x9 is determined by the slope of fitting lines.

The slope of the lines for minor radii between 6 and 10 cm
are At/Ar2 : 0.0l45 + 0.00l3 s/m? for STD and 0.0448+ 0.0035
5/11]2 for EC“, respectively. From these slopes the values
x. YV and XeEEH can be determined by using Eqs. (1) and (2)
as follows,

Ar? +l
X» ’0 = T7 At 2 7.8 .- 0.8 1112/5 (3)

and
3 Ar?

x95?” = 7 T = 8.4 t 0.7 (112/8. (4)

The conclusions from the values in Eqs. (3) and (4) are: l)
the values determined by both methods are coincident within
error bars and 2) x9 is not enhanced during a sawtooth period
including a sawtooth crash. if there is enhanced transport
due to the sawtooth crash, the STO pulse propagates under an
enhanced condition, while the ECU one does not. Consequently,
Xeilfl should be larger than xgEEH. However the experimental
results show that XEGTD and XetCH are equal, so there is no
enhanced transport due to the sawtooth crash.



Next. we measure x. by using the short ECH pulse for the
OH discharges superposed by LHCD. in Fig. 3, Xe is plotted as
the function of PLH and xe is decreased abruptly with PL”,
where STO is stabilized. The effect ascribed to LHCD are as
follows: 1) when injection power of LH wave, PL”, is sma11
the periods of STD increases, but STO persists and 2) when
PLH increased STO is stabilized and m:1 oscillations appear
and 3) the more increased PLH attains the complete
stabilization of both the STD and the m=1 oscillations, as
shown in Fig. 3. We are now investigating why this change of
the transport appears with the stabilization of STD.

STO No STO, No m=1
B I l

3
NE 4' ’

>5 O
2— (I) O O‘

U I I l

o 100 200 300
PL" (kW)

Fig. 8 Xe determined by the ECH plotted against the injection
power of LH wave. LHCD superposes in the OH plasma at
Br:1.015 T, Ip=79 kA, qL=3.7. and nc=0.8x10‘3 crn-3 and the
ECH (PLE:200 kW) is applied on the magnetic axis. The
boundary of STD or m:l oscillations are shown on the top of
the figure.
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Llntmfiufli-Qfl
In the next few years, transport analysis at JT-60U will be performed using different per~

mrbations. diagnostics and analysis techniques. Some experimental data concerning transient

processes and perturbations at JT—60U have been analyzed to obtain information about heat

(and density) transport in the plasma. Using the present diagnostics capabilities, data has

been analyzed to test different techniques (see also Ill). In this paper the first results of the

analysis of heat pulses caused by sawtooth crashes are given and the resulting heat diffusiviv

ties are compared with those obtained from power balance analysis.

11 Expgrimgnlal ggflditigns and analysis

Sawteeth induced perturbations have been looked at for a number of ohmic and beam

heated shots. The sawteeth induce both temperature (HP=heat pulse) and density (density

pulse = DP) perturbations which are moving out from the so-called mixing radius which is

determined by the q : 1 surface. For the shots for which power balance analysis has been

performed so far /2,3/, the set of two Soft X-Ray (SXR) arrays with a total of 64 channels is

the only diagnostic with enough spatial and temporal resolution to analyze these perturbai

tions. The disadvantages of the SXR are that the signals depend on both the temperature and
the density, and that the signals are line integrated emissivities, not local values. The signals
still could be used for eg. a heat pulse analysis in case the perturbation seen on the SXR
signals is mainly caused by the perturbation in the electron temperature. Because the HP is
generated near the center of the discharge and its amplitude is largest there, the perturbation
of the line integrated data tends to be dominated by the perturbation at the flux surface tan—
gent tothe line of sight of the channel. The characteristic shape of a heat pulse signal is an
initial rise and then a relatively slow decrease back to the original value. The perturbation at a
specific spatial location can be characterized by the time between the sawtooth crash and the
peak of the perturbation (ttp = time-to-peak). A plot of the ttp versus spatial location gives in-
formation about the transport in the plasma. Assuming cylindrical geometry and fully diffu—
sive transport (in the perturbation), the electron heat diffusivity can be derived from the
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A .2
Chan e of the ttp with radial position according to /4/: XHP = 1— —1— (Eq. 1). For the spatial

g c 9 Attp
location the r/a value of the tangent flux surface is used and the geometry is taken into

7

account by the horizontal minor radius a and the ellipticity E: XI? = a; gift/[4:3- (Eq. 2).

Because the analysis is donejust outside the mixing radius. the spatial location of the analy—

sis depends on the plasma current and the magnetic field. This dependence of the perturba-
tion on the mixing radius also gives a restriction on the currents for which the analysis can be

done. Only shots with l 2 3 MA have large mixing radii and therefore large enough ampli—

tudes to be seen on the SXR data. In the ohmic shots the amplitudes are still small and there-

fore the signal to noise level is small. The S/N was improved by averaging over a number of

sawteeth, for which the AVERSA code obtained from JET was used. The neutral beam

heated signals have larger amplitudes and the time between sawteeth is very large. Therefore
the analysis has to be done on a perturbation caused by one single crash. Because the data

acquisition of the SXR cameras is set-up to look at very fast phenomena. there is a lot of

high frequency noise which is filtered out by the application of a smoothing procedure.

Sawtooth crashes near the end of the neutral beam heating were chosen to avoid a strongly

increasing background of the SXR signal due to the rising density.

The time-to-peak versus the square of the normalized minor radius has been plotted in

Fig. l for a two different Ohmic discharges in deuterium at 4 T. The difference between
these shots is that one of them has a highly elongated configuration while the other one has '

the stand configuration filling the JT-60U vacuum vessel. The two lines are best fits of
straight lines to the data. The intersections with the abscissa give the mixing radii of r/a =

0.34i0.03 (high elongation, 3 MA) and 0.45i0.()4 (standard configuration, 3.3 MA). The
slopes can be used to calculate x1? according to Eq. 2, using a = 0.87 m, e = 1.64 and a =

0.97 m, E =l.46 respectively. The resulting values for xHeP are (2.3i0.3) mZ/s and (2.8i0.4)

mz/s. so the value for the standard configuration is slightly larger than that for the high
elongation case. A power balance analysis, yielding XPCB, was done for both shots. Because

there is no ion temperature data available, an ion heat diffusivity xi which is constant over

the minor radius was used to calculate the ion temperature profile. The resulting (calculated)
neutron rate is very sensitive to the assumed value of xi and agrees in both cases with the

experimental neutron rate for Xi = 1 mz/s. At r/a :05, this procedure yields XPEB = 1.0 mz/s

and 7(1): = 0.8 mZ/s respectively. So while x123 is similar for both cases. x}? is a factor of 2

to 4 higher. A similar plot of ttp versus the square of the normalized minor radius is given in
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Fig 2 for a beam heated high elongation plasma. Note that the ttp is given by the open

circles and is larger than in the Fig. 1 for the Ohmic case. The 1ncrease is linear for (r/a)“<

O 3 and the resulting value for XHP =.(0 441-0. 04) m“/s being much smaller than the value

for XHPin the ohmic case. This is contrary to what was expected because for discharges with
C

additiona

of the experimental information is used, namely the time—to-peak value of the
l heating the heat conductivity is normally larger. In this analysis however, only

part
e,(perimental signals. The SXR signals can have widely different shapes while still having

the same time to-peak values. To characterize the shape of the SXR signals the time in

which the signals reach half the peak value (time- to half peak: tth) can be compared to the

up, The tth is also plotted in Fig. 2 (closed circles) and is at most 25% of the ttp, indicating

that the SXR signals have a relatively steep rise and a long flat top.

i
The results described above are quite unexpected: l) the values of x}? for both ohmic shots

are quite different though the confinement times and the x? values are similar; 2) cP

smaller for the beam heated case than for the ohmic plasmas as opposed to what can be ex

pected from the degradation of confinement with power Though the experimental SXR data

shows clear differences in the timeetopeak, one still has to consider that this diagnostic is

not ideal for this kind of analysis. First the perturbation seen 011 the SXR data might not be

caused by a pure temperature perturbation but also by a density perturbation. Second the

analysis method used to obtain the values for XI? assumes that there is no coupling between

the temperature perturbation and the density perturbation which is ceitainly caused by the

sawtooth crash /5/. Third the data is line-integrated instead of local. As for the comparison
between x}? and x28 one also has to consider the error bars on the latter: thought the results

are very sensitive to the electron density, the values of 7&3 of the ohmic discharges are rea-

sonable when compared with the confinement times of about 700 ms. There is however an

indication that the ttp of the SXR is slower than that of the temperature: as found at JET the

D0L signals go up when the temperature pulse reach the edge of the plasma. For both Ohmic

shots the Da signal peaks at around 10 msec which is earlier than could be expected from an

extrapolation of the SXR ttp to the edge. So the ratio between X? and XPCB is probably big-

ger than stated above. One or more of the effects described above could also explain why the

value of xi? found for a beam heated plasma is smaller than that in the Ohmic case: a strong

indication is the small ration between tth and tip which should be between 0.4 and 0.5 ac—

cording to simulations with a single diffusive equation.
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First results of the analysis of heat pulses induced by sawteeth in JT60-U are given and a

comparison with power balance results is made. The values of x}? are at least a factor of 2 to

4 higher than 9823 for ohmic shots. The heat diffusivity from the ttp is unexpectedly low in

beam heated plasmas, but the shape of the SXR signals indicate that this can be caused by a

density perturbation. Also effects of line integration effects should be considered. More

experiments with improved diagnostic capabilities are necessary to resolve such effects.
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I I r i
In fusion plasma experiments, the physics of heat and particle transport is one of the most

important problems and is not fully understood until now. ESpecially, in tokamak plasmas,

many experiments have been performed to determine local transport coefficients as the particle

' and heat diffusion coefficients, D and x. In these experiments, source modulation methods are

popular and effective, and many kinds of sources have been used to analyze the response of

the corresponding plasma parameters. For example, the response of the electron temperature

was analyzed using modulation of additional heating power”, and the electron and impurity
densities were analyzed using modulations of working gasz) and of impurity injection”. Here,
we Show the experimental results of gas puff modulation experiments performed on JT-60U

plasma.

E' .. 1C 1""
In these experiments, the injection of hydrogen working gas was modulated sinusoidally

during the steady state phase of ohmically heated plasma. As a result, the electron density and
temperature were modulated in the same form with some phase delay. The injected gas is
ionized in the peripheral region of plasma and becomes a particle source for the electron
density. As the source profile is highly peaked in the peripheral region, the particles penetrate
into the inner region with a characteristic time delay which is dominated by the transport. In
these experiments, we used the Hialpha intensity as the particle source signal.

The discharge conditions were plasma current of 2.5 MA, toroidal magnetic field of 4.0 T,
major and minor radii of 3.29 and 0.90 m, plasma ellipticity of 1.58, effective safety factor of
4.5, and the line averaged electron density of 1.8-4.0)(1019 m'3. The modulation frequency of
gas puff was scanned from 1 to 7 Hz, and the same quantity of gas puff was injected. The
configuration of the outermost magnetic surface of these discharges is shown in Fig.1.

The perturbations of electron density, electron temperature and H-alpha intensity were
measured using the FIR interferometer, the ECE Fourier spectrometer and the spectroscopic
method using the optical interference filters, respectively. In these discharges, the
measurement chords of the interferometer were located at radii of r/a=0.67 and 0.30 (a is
plasma minor radius), which are shown as U-l and U—2 chords in Fig.1. We used the



experimental data from the l-l-alpha/ch.l and 2 to prevent the effect of the high recycling region
near the divertor plate.

llll Expgtrimenta I Results
In Fig.2, the modulated quzmtities of the H~alpha intensity. the chord integrated electron

density (U-l chord) and the electron temperature at r/a:0.5 in a case of f:1 Hz are shown. A

slight phase difference can be recognized between the H—alpha intensity and the electron

density. The modulation ofthe electron temperature is out of phase with respect to the density,
i.e. the phase difference is about 7:.

The measured amplitudes of the density modulation were plotted in Fig.3 as a function of
the modulation frequency. In the figure, open tutd solid Circles represent the data measured

from the U-1 and U—2 chords. The amplitude decreases with the increase of the modulation
frequency in the both measurement chords. In Fig.4. the phase differences between the H-

alpha intensity and the electron density are plotted. The phase measured at U-l chord decreases

with the frequency, but the one at U72 chord is almost constant or slightly decreasing. These
data points intersect in the region of f23—5 Hz. This peculiar feature is caused by the line
integral of the measurement.

The modulation of electron temperature was measured only in a case of f=l Hz. In this
case, both values of modulation amplitude and phase delay decrease with a increase of radius.

The analysis of this temperature penurbations is now under consideration.

IV. Analysis Qf Dengily Mgdulmign

In order to determine the particle diffusion coefficient, we simulated the experimental

results by numerically solving the particle diffusion equation. In a cylindrical geometry. the

dynamics ofthe plasma density is described using a particle diffusion coefficient D turd a flow

velocity V as

@:-%3rl‘+s
at ar (I)

l“:-Dai -Vn
9r (2)

where n, F and S represent the particle density. flux and source, respectively. We analyzed

Eqs.(l)—(2) using a simple numerical method“. Dividing the density and source terms into
equilibrium and perturbed parts as n(r.t)=n0(r)+n(r)exp(imt) and S(r,t):SQ(r)+S(r)exp(icnt),

Eqs.(1)~(2) are rewritten as follows
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1 8D an 8V ,an t 1g_ V_. XL+LinvlufliH§:0
_. + —+-BIZ r Dar ar D1" D 1. D D (3)

where n(r) and S(r) are complex functions.

To obtain a solution of Eq.(3), a set of appropriate boundary conditions and profiles of

D(r),V(rlaJ1d S(r) are necessary. In this analysis, we used the boundary conditions Bn/arzl) at

:0 and n:0 at r:a. In these discharges, the equilibrium density profile unfr) was found to he

almost flat. Therefore. it could be inferred that the inward pinch term is negligible, i.e. V20.

The source profile S(r) is peaking in a peripheral region, and it is considered that the half width

of the edge source region is estimated to be about 0.05 m5). To represent the source profile

with this half width. we used a functional form ofS(r):S(a)(r/a)l5.

To determine the particle diffusion coefficient D(r). we have calculated the chord integrated

density perturbation using Eq.(3), and compared with the experimental results. In this

calculation, it was assumed that a profile forth of the diffusion coefficient is D(r)=(D(O)-

0(a))(1.(r/a)3)+D(a), where D(()) and D(a) are the center and edge values. The best fitted case

was D(0):0. 15 and D(tt)=0.8 Il/SEC, and it was confirmed the profile of D(r) increases with

an increase of radius.

V t alpsign

Gas puff modulation experiments were performed on JT-60U plasma using a sinusoidal

modulation of hydrogen working gas. The experimental results were zutalyzed using a

numerical solution of the particle diffusion equation. The obtained particle diffusion

coefficients were 0.15 mZ/sec in the central region and 0.8 nil/sec in the peripheral region.

From the experiments, a high particle confinement in the core region was confirmed. In the

next experiment. a dependence on isot0pe will be examined.

A 'kn \'l‘ 'm’n '
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Fig.1 The plasma configuration and the
measurement chords of FIR interferometer and
“*ll monitor.
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amplitudes of the chord integrated electron density.
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IMULTANEOUS SAWTOOTH MEASUREMENTS OF THE THERMAL’G S
“flaggfiqeacertc ELECTRON DIFFUSIVITIES FROM THE TEXT TOKAMAK

Peter J. Catto and J, R. Myra
Lodegmr Research Corporation, 2400 Central Ave. Boulder, Colorado 80301 USA.

Roger D. Bengtson and A. J. Wootton
1 Center, The University of'l‘exas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712 USA.Fusion Researcl

The pioneering work of Cullen and Jahns1 demonstrated that the electron temper-

ature PErturbzttions produced by internal disruptions provided an important diagnostic of

the electron heat conduction coefficient or thermal diffusivity in tokamaks. Subsequent

work improved the mathematical modeling}4 and investigated additional effects such as

spatially and temporally varying diffusivitiesfl.S the coupling of the density and heat

fluxesP’S perturbations to the diffusivities,7>8 and perturbations itt sources and sinks in

the heat transport equationdv‘) Retention of these effects generally lowers the measured

value of the thermal diffusivity )(C and thereby removes mttch of the discrepancy between

the heat pulse and power balance measurements.

Nearly all investigations of sawtooth phenomena focus on thermal particles; how—

ever. energetic electrons are also sensitive to internal disruptions. Barnes and Straehan10

observed sawtooth oscillations on hard x-ray detectors due to the increase in thick target

bremsstrahlung emission caused by runaway electrons striking the limiter. They Sllg’

gested the hard x-ray sawtooth events as a useful transport measure, investigated the

parametric dependence of the time delay to the sawtooth peak. and noted that external

heating helped to increase the amplitude of the signal beyond the background noise.

The question quite naturally arises as to whether the underlying loss mechanisms

of the energetic and thermal electrons are related.“ To help answer this question it is

useful to have heat pulse propagation models capable of determining botlt the thermal and

runaway or energetic diffusivities, during the discharge if possible. Previous Green's

function solutionszv:4 are inadequate because they are obtained on the semi-infinite domain

(0 g r < 00) and. therefore, fail near the limiter4 (r = a) as well as inside and in the vicinity



of the mixing radius (r = b). Moreover, a radially increasing diffusivity is needed5 to

obtain good fits of the data over a range of r. Finally, at the large r -= a where the runaway

diffusivity is measured in TEXT, single crash models may no longer be valid. Because t

energetic diffusivity may be substantially less than its thermal value”'13 the delay time to
the sawtooth peak may become comparable to or greater than a sawtooth period.3-4

Convenient mathematical models appropriate for simultaneously measuring the

thermal and energetic electron diffusivities by their responses to internal disruptions are

used to analyze simultaneous soft and hard xrray data from the TEXT tokamak, An

eigenfunction expansion technique is employed and first applied to a constant diffusivity,

single sawtooth crash model. This model is unable to give a satisfactory fit to the TEXT

soft x-ray data frotn disparate radii even with an initial condition of a flattened temperature
profile out to the mixing radius.

A more sophisticated single crash eigenfunction expansion model having a

parabolic radial dependence for the thermal diffusivity and a flattened profile initial con—

dition substantially improves the fit to the TEXT soft x'ray data. The parabolic diffusivity
model is a potentially important extension of previous analytic models. It provides a

parabolic fit to the thermal diffusivity over a wide range of radii without the extensive

numerics normally needed to solve the diffusion equation with a spatially varying diffusion

coefficient. Fitting TEXT soft xrray data, for which there is simultaneous hard rray data,
gives Xc(r:0) = 2.4 mz/sec and p = 15 in lhe parabolic thermal diffusivity model

'7r~xe = xe(1=0) (1 + 5:) . (1)
The exu‘a freedom provided by the parabolic model allows a much improved fit to the soft
x-ray sawtooth peaks.

Single sawtooth crash models assume that the perturbation becomes vanishingly
small before the end of a sawtooth period. However, for a given sawtooth period, a single
crash tnodel will fail if the energetic diffusivity is significantly smaller than its thermal
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b ause the maximum of the response (which scales as the diffusion time) shifts to a
value 6C

t'all)’ mgr time, which eventually exceeds the sawtooth period. Consequently,
subsifln 1 '

l' 16 crashes are of particular concern for the runaway electron response in TEXT
mu UP

the obgefv’fliolls of the thick target bremsstrahlung from the limiter are made at r = a
since * ‘

hard x—rav detector and the runaway diffusivity D is expected to be much smaller than
bya .

its thermal vitluel HZ Xe'

A periodic crash model makes it possible to measure energetic diffusivities for

smaller D than can be measured with a single crash model. In the long sawtooth period

limit the single crash results are recovered. But for shorter sawtooth periods, periodic

crush modifications“ alter the temporal behavior of the lower eigenfunctions, thereby

changim7 the response and allowing TEXT hard x-ray data to be fit by more than one value
‘ c

of the energetic diffusivity Using the periodic crash model to fit the simultaneous hard

x-ray data one finds that more than one value of the energetic diffusivity is possible

because of the uncertainty in the delay to the sawtooth peak by multiples of a sawtooth

period. The highest value of D ~ 5.6 mZ/sec cannot be ruled out at this time. However,

only the next lower value of D ~ 0.6 IUZSCC seems consistent with previous measure-

met‘llSH'lZ and it could not have been obtained by a single crash model. Still lower values

of D seem unlikely because the amplitude of the response to a crash decreases dramati-

cally as the delay to the sawtooth peak increases.

The runaway electron losses in TEXT are due to the stochasticity of the intrinsic

magnetic fields,”12 If the energy loss mechanism for the thermals were the same thenl‘1

D/xc(0) ~ (Er/Tc)“2 > l, where Er ~ 1 MeV for the runaway electrons at the limiter and

Te ~ 1 keV for the core electron temperature. The simultaneous soft and hard x—ray data

give D/xe(0) S i. As a result, the thermal losses in TEXT are not due to the intrinsic

stochasticity of the fluctuating magnetic fields.
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Introduction
ually assumed that electron heat transport is governed by a diffusive process

is US . . .It s the entire magnetic surface, and consequently that Xa(r) is a useful characteristic
cros , . .a mini Experimentally Xelr) is derived from the (quasrlstationary energy balance.
ua - , .tic mpiemer‘tmg this standard procedure, pertubation methods have been applied to
0 . , .

calculate the Ara-values from the radial propagation of tranSIents on the TB- and ne—
rofilesn’z’sl An intrinsic pertubation source of such transients is the sawtooth collapse

p ' . , .
phase occuring under many discharge conditions in tokamaks.

Previous analyses were based on observations along one radial direction only addressing

the question whether and to which extent the Xe-values derived from heat pulse

propagation differ from those obtained from the stationary power balance.

The present paper reports on the simultaneous observation of heat pulse propagation

along two opposite radial directions, i.e. along both the high field side (HFS) and the low

field side (LFS).

At TEXTOR (R :‘l.75m, 3:0.46ml the

radial heat pulse propagation after a
tExTOR vii???” ,I‘ 2;, Wit 3'5.

r? it ‘ sawtooth crash was studied in ohmically
‘ heated discharges (ID = 350KA, BT = 2.25T

f i‘ ‘ and na=2.1 *10130m'3l. The propagation
Eg f“ ‘ time was measured using a ten channel
r—' ‘ heterodyne ECE-radiometer system. Two

radiometers, one on the LFS
(102-112GH2) and one on the HFS
(1374150GHzl, are tuneable in frequency.

The ECE-diagnostic with a spatial
resolution of Ar = :Oi5cm was operated

Abb. 1 Temperature profile showing also the With a time ”350'“t 0i At=100l13- The
regions covered by the tuneable radiometers. frequencies of the tuneable radiometers

were varied (after each discharge) in steps
of 1GHZ corresponding to a radial stepwidth of Ar=1cm on the high field side and
Ar=2cm on the low field side (Fig. 1).
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To-profile development during the sawtooth

1-96

crash
The Too-profiles were deduced from local ECE-measurements after a coherent averaging

“n
o

o
E’ , .

Qg
5_'4.,

§ 1-- Tu(100tis)-Te(0ps)
2-- T. (soaps) - Tu (Ops)

ii
"a no [cm i"

procedure. Initially, the sawtooth crash
starts at the LFS and moves then towards

the HFS as is shown in curve 1 in Fig. 2.
where the temperature differences AToa

between the Too-profile immidiately before
and lOOps after the onset of the sawtooth
crash are plotted. However, already 200/45
later, i.e. 300m; after the onset (curve 2),
the pattern has become rather more
symmetric in shape. Furthermore

comparing curve 1 and curve 2 we found
that the radial position, where the

Abb. 2 Temperature difference ATolrl before
and after the onset of the crash (curve 1:
100/15; curve 2: 300115).

temperature changes in the plasma center
are largest, has moved more inward.
Comparing this development with the

corresponding dynamics of the no-profile,
measured by a multichord interferometer located I80” toroidally away from the
ECE-diagnostic, suggests the existence of an m : 1, n =1 helical structure before the start
of the sawtooth crashl‘ll. Therefore we ass
helical line winding around the q=1 surface

Heat pulse propagation analysis

In order to obtain a reference frame for the
analysis of the heat pulse propagation in

the radial direction of the HFS and the
LFS, the unperturbed electron pressure
profiles (poo-profiles) where constructed for

two cases: (i) immidiately before the onset
(ii)

millisecond after the sawtooth crash. For

of the sawtooth crash and one

this purpose the no-profile was taken from

the The
isobar radii in the interesting radial range

interferometric measurements.

(16 s r 5 350m) were deduced from the
poo-profiles and conicide within a margin of
0.1 s Ar 5 0.30m. With respect to these

radii, a distinct and systematic difference

time that the heat pulse is launched from a

r: l- villi» ;_i:ir [mm

' Resultsobservedfromluneableladiomatars /

HFS

1 m :L. n. 7 21:0
lsahnr Radius lam}

Abb. 3 Heat pulse propagation time versus
isobar radius (observed by the tuneable
radiometers)
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the HFS and LFS heat pulse propagation time has been found, lying outside any
between

uncertainty 0f t
tiousIY equal propaga

f more than 2cm would be required. The heat pulse propagation time

Fig. 3. The time difference between HFS and LFS increases with

he relative isobaric positions before and after the crash. In fact, to obtain

tion speeds along both directions an inward shift of the whole
fic

plasms column 0

table is shown I“
g radius of the isobar and yields a time difference of At: 1 ms for an isobar radius

increaSln

of 30cm. These resu
profiles were taken as reference frames.

Its remain essentially the same if. instead of the peeprofiles, the

T .profiles or the ”e"
e

In a further experi

R R ”'0 7cm R’Ro='8-OCFI1 with fixed radiometer frequency settings we obtained again. 0, .
rradial heat transport on the LFS than on the HFS.

ment where the horizontal plasma position was changed from

a faste

Attempt of an interpretation

We cannot interpret these heat pulse propagation data with the concept of a

predominantely diffusive process across the entire magnetic surfaces and with Xa(r) being

a useful characteristic quantity. Instead, the primary electron heat transport appears to be

mainly driven by some kind of poloidally localized (i.e. here the LFS) "break down" of the

magnetic barriers, followed by heat equilibration parallel to the magnetic field lines

towards the HFS. This is in analogy to the pulsating flow of water in an axisymmetric

circular cascade which consists of bassins that are not properly aligned in horizontal

direction but slightly tilted to one side. In order to examine this hypothesis, the electron

heat transport time TT between the LFS and the HFS along the magnetic field lines has

been estimated.

In the case of a collisionless plasma the transport of heat is associated with the

movement of particles. Assuming a local heating of the electrons, caused by the radial

movement of the heat pulse on the LFS, a temperature gradient along the isobar is

created. This temperature gradient is balanced by the electric field between the electrons

and the ions. The electric field drives the ions to the HFS. The characteristic time rT for

the propagation of the heat from the LFS to the HFS is given by equation 1, where ATE

is the largest temperature difference between the HFS and the LFS on the same isobar.

- -RTr: L equ.(1)
,IA Te/mi

when the heat pulse crosses this isobar. For an isobar radius of r=30.5cm we observe

ATB=5eV. Assuming the standard current profile we obtain q :2.34 at an isobar radius

of r=30.5cm. The time difference between LFS and HFS results then to TT:800ps.This
estimated value is in reasonable agreement with our experimental observations.
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Derivation of Xe-values
Although, according to our interpretation, the use of a xeir) is misleading in this case,
Xavvalues are derived in order to permit the quantitative comparision with previouS

experiments of this kind. Since outside of an isobar radius of r224cm no significant
density pulse pertubation was observed by the interferometer,xe can formally be deduced

from the assumption of a diffusive process using equation 2 according to refla‘sl.

2 2
r — .

X, = rmu equ. (2)
81;,

The mixing radius r was deduced from the linear dependence between heat pulsel

propagation time and the radial ECEvposition for an isobar radius for r 2 24cm. This yields
Xe = 1.7m2/s on the HFS and X9 = 2.9m2/s on the LFS.
According to our interpretation, however, the real heat pulse driven Xe at the HFS would

be smaller and would be substitute that part of the heat flow which is not supplied by

parallel transport from the LFS. By contrast, "Xe" at the LFS has not only to compensate

for this, but can even become still larger considering the amount of localization of the

radial transport there.

Conclusion
At the toroidal position of the ECE»diagnostic, used to measure the time-resolved
Te-profiles, we observed a much faster heat pulse propagation towards the LFS than

towards the HFS. The time delay between HFS and LFS increases with increasing isobar
radius reaching values of the order of one millisecond. This suggests that the primary and
predominant heat transport during the sawtooth crash occurs localized at the LFS and that
the HFS is subsequently fed from the LFS by parallel heat equilibration along the
connecting magnetic field lines. This questions the concept of a simple diffusive transport
across the entire magnetic surface and the use of a xe(rl to characterize this process.
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Introduction

Transport understanding is an essential task for the development of a future tokamak

fusion reactor. In a general formulation, the dependence of particle and electron energy

fluxes on density and temperature gradients, may bevwritten as:

F = —DVn —DTn?— nV

q=Q_%1‘1‘:—aVn—aT—nTU

where both fluxes are related to both gradients, and the particle and energy pinches V and U

may depend on any other force as could be the parallel electric field. The transport

coefficients must be expected to be functions of local plasma parameters such as B, q, n, T,

Vn. VT,.. etc. This means that the fluxes may be non—linear functions of the gradients.

Transport analysis in the steady state gives values, from experimental data, for fluxes

and gradients. This is not enough to determine the values of the six transport coefficients. A

perturbative experiment, such as the simultaneous measurement of density and temperature

pulses induced by a sawtooth collapse, give us the incremental transport coefficients or the

derivatives of the fluxes with respect to the gradients. By making a coupled analysis of both
pulses as is described in ref [1], we can obtain values for the four derivatives: ar/avn,
aF/BVT, Bq/BVn and aq/BVT. The combination of both steady and perturbative studies in

discharges with different plasma parameters could give us a better picture of transport

processes in a tokamak.

Experimental results.

TJ-I is an ohmically heated tokatnak ( R=30cm, a=10cm, IS60kA, ESLST ) In order

to make the steady state transport analysis the density and electron temperature profiles were

obtained from Thomson scattering measurements [2]. Particle flux was estimated from a

neutral influx simulation code compared with Ha measurements [3]. The electron energy

flux was calculated assuming for the ohmic power a current profile given by Spitzer

conductivity and the classical electron—ion energy transfer rate. The radiation profile was
measured by a bolometer array. To make the perturbative analysis, the temperature pulses
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induced by sawtooth were measured with soft»X—ray tomography [4L and density pulses

with microvawe interferotneter and a two—channel reflectometer [S I.

We start with the results of the perturbative experiments. Following the method of

coupled analysis of ref [1], the density and temperature pulses are combinations of a fast and

a slow eigenmodes. By least square fitting to the experimental pulses we obtain these fast

and slow eigenvalues and their relative contribution to each pulse. A typical fit is shown in
figures 1 and 2. As can be seen in the TJ-l tokamak temperature pulse goes mainly with the

fast component and density pulse with the slow one plus the effect of pulse overlapping.

Fig. 1. Temperature pulse in TJ-I Fig. 2, Density pulse in TJ-I
in 3.5
t.. 3 ..
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From this data the matrix A that rules the pulse propagation is obtained:

off“ _ iAtt Atzjvz fi/n
at T/T — [A21 A22 T/T

A __ ar _: ar
”_ aVn nBVT

2 l at 2 l a \
A21:’[A11_’71) A22 :’[A12 ‘7 q J3 TBVn 3 naVT

For a plasma radius r/a : 0.4 not far from the inversion one, local density : 2.x1019m‘3 and

At: =

B : l'l‘ the experimental results are typically the following:
All=l.2i0.lm2/s A12=O.Oi0.3m2/s
A21=O.8i0.3 mZ/s A2225.9i0.1m2/s

By changing plasma parameters, matrix coefficients scale with the inverse of local density

and the square of magnetic field Aij = AUG/n132
We are interested in the matrix D, DT, Xn and x. If the nonlinearities of the fluxes in

the gradients are negligible, they can be obtained readily from the A matrix. The matrix

obtained in this way, normalized to the value of I), and compared to the results of TEXT and
IET [6], is:
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TJ — I TEXT JET

1.0 0.0 1.0 0.4 1.0 —1.6
1 DT/D L2 03( j 03( ]

D X ID 76/13 0.0 7.4 0.0 3.4 0.0 11.7

uh; of the three machines are compatible with a null contribution of the density
The res

d‘ tIO the conductive heat flux, but they show very different results in the contribution
gm ten
f perature gradient to the particle flux. None of the matrixes shows Onsagcr’s

0 tern ‘ 5
etry It must be remembered that nondiagonal terms are affected by large errors, and

symm -

that TEXT resu

er of magnitude in TJ—l and JET, and the absolute values of D in the three machines are
1ts came from a non pure sawtooth analysis [4]. The ratio x/D is around one

0rd . .

compatible with a scaling in l/B,

To CheCk the reliability in TM 0f ”‘6 “Cgligibility Of nonlinearities, we represent in

figure 3 the total energy flux versus the predicted flux using the coefficients obtained from

the sawtooth analysis Q: 41.2 x (2.x1019/n) x ( 2.5 TVn + 7.4 nVT ) in r/a:0.4 and B=1.T,

for different discharges with different values of density, current and temperature. As can be

seen the agreement is very good, what implies than nonlinearities are not important and the

heat pinch is not needed for r/a:0.4. The agreement also means that x obtained from

sawtooth coupled analysis and x from steady state transport analysis have roughly the same

value.

rigs Heatflux (kVt2)in TJJ
300

250-5-

7, 200—} 0 .
= .
g : '0 . o
2150-: o 0'. o
a . .0
E: : I"m100—- o: o. o

50—1 0

0F....:....:....I....:....:....

u so 100 150 200 250 300
war. coefficients from sawtonlh analysis

From the previous results we can expect to have a good description of transport in the plasma

core, writing the fluxes in TJ-I as: F = —DVn _ “V q = ‘XHVT
If we also assume that the value for the ratio x/D=7.4 is valid for different plasma radius,

we can determine from steady state analysis the radial profiles of x and D, together with the

particle pinch V.
Figure 4 shows the ratio between the obtained pinch V and the neoclassical value

versus the plasma radius, for two discharges with roughly the same parameters but one with
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and the other without sawteeth due to a different 74” profile. As can be seen the factor in the

plasma core is of order one. Going to the plasma edge, for q > 2, the factor becomes

negative what means that there are outwards convection. Figure 5 shows the radial profile of

D for the discharge without sawtooth, compared with the neoclassical value and with the

scaling 1/11. The experimental value is one order of magnitude greater than the neoclassical

one in the plasma core.

Fig-4 V/Vmci“ “-1 Fig.5 D(mzs")inTJ-l
— — 'wilhaut sawtooth
—with “Month

experimental
0.l-— — -ncnclussical

»\ ----- 1/" m

\
\
\
\

0.01 .. i" i ..\:. ..:..
l O 02 0.4 06 ()3 l

Discussion and conclusions.
The results obtained in this work allow us to describe the transport in the plasma core

(r/a < 0.6 ) in a way valid to explain at the same time the steady state and the sawtooth pulse

propagation. In this description the particle flux is independent of the temperature gradient

and have a pinch very close to the neoclassical Ware pinch. Nevertheless, the diffusion

coefficient is an order of magnitude higher than the neoclassical one. The conductive electron

heat flux depends only on the temperature gradient with a heat conductivity seven times

greater than the diffusion coefficient.

The fluxes are linear in the gradients of temperature and density. Transport matrix has

not Onsager’s symmetry, although the nondiagonal terms could be affected by large errors.

This means that the plasma distribution function is not too close to the Maxwellian one, for

the velocities which gives the main contribution to the transport. This and the high value of

x/D can suggest a transport mechanism dominated by the faster electrons. For example

transport due to some kind of magnetic activity.
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MAGNETIC TURBULENCE MEASUREMENT FROM PELLET

STRIATIONS: FIRST COMPARISON WITH ENERGY TRANSPORT

M.A.Dubois, B.Pégourié, R.Sabot , G.T.Hoang

Association Euratom—CEA sur la Fusion Controlée, CE Cadarache, 13108 Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, France

INTRODUCTION

Ablation of matter during pellet injection in Tore Supra is monitored by fast Hot signal

acquisition. It is well known that the stronger dips in this signal are explained by the encounter

of rational surfaces (e.g. in the vicinity ofq =1). Assuming this explanation to be valid for the

whole set of striations, we have been able to deduce (1 profiles from the Hot signals, by

identification of the more important dips. These q profiles always exhibit shear plateaus on

rational surfaces which do not appear systematically, but with a seemingly unpredictable
frequency. Interpreting these shear plateaus as due to preexistent magnetic islands, we

compute the local field line diffusion coefficient and derive a profile of the electron thermal

conductivity.

q -PROFILE DETERMINATION

Method
Striations during pellet ablation have been related to resonant surfaces. The mechanism

can be understood as follows. Let us define: (DP and Vp the pellet diameter and velocity; R the

major radius of the torus; r the minor radius of the resonant surface and v,, the electrons

parallel velocity. For rational values of qzm/n, the energy reservoir available to ablate the

pellet is smaller than elsewhere in a ratio mCDp/rt‘r (z m/150 in Tore Supra). If Tp=<l>pp (the

time during which the pellet intersects a given magnetic surface) is longer than t/FZIIRm/v”

(the time of transit of the electrons on a closed field line, i.e. the time required to empty the

tube of flux of its energy), a striation can appear whose depth is close to I///‘I:p. For typical
parameters of ohmic discharges on Tore Supra, striations can exist for every m smaller than
15 to 20.

In a previous paper [1], it is shown that the rational (1 -values should be associated
with a shear plateau to yield a striation. The analysis of the strong dip observed on the Hat
signal when a pellet crosses the (1:1 surface supports this interpretation since shear plateaus as
wide as 15cm are measured on JET [2]. Moreover, the fact that striations do not appear
systematically on every strongly rational surface suggests that the shear plateaus are due to
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preexistent structures which the pellet may or may not intersect depending on the poloida]

phase (X or 0 point) and turbulence activity (width of the island). Supporting this idea, we

show in a recent paper [3] that, even though the striation associated with the q=3/2 surface can

not always be identified on every Hot signal of a series of about 10 pellets. it is clearly visible

on their average. It is therefore highly tempting to associate each striation to shear plateaus due

to small scale magnetic islands and to use the Hot modulation to determine the q —prof1le with a

high accuracy.

The identification of the q -profile is performed in two steps:

-1- From each Hot signal, a set of radii ri and depths (1(1’1) are extracted for the most visible

striations (the attenuation factor ot(r) is equal to the ratio of the Hot signal divided by the value

of its envelope at the same radius). To detemiine the q -profile is then equivalent to identify the

corresponding 4 i=mi/ni yielding the best possible agreement between the or; and the

theoretical values (IN/13px.
—2- The optimal set of (m, m) is determined by simulated annealing (a minimization method

which allows to avoid local minima). The functional to be minimized is built requiring the

solution to follow three constraints: q must increase with r, the experimental (1i must be in

agreement with the theoretical bounds of the striation depths (oti Z (T/I/Tp)i) and, with a much

lesser weight, (1 (r) must approach the rough q -proftle given by the equilibrium code

IDENTC. The width of the shear plateaus is calculated according to [1].

Experimental results

We present results for two ohmic discharges: i) shot #4159, with a safety factor at the

edge q (a)=3.8 and ii) shot #6435 for which q (a)=2.8. During shot #4159, the inductance

[Mk/2 varies and therefore the position of rational surfaces is expected to vary: we present on

Figure 1a the q profile for only one pellet (with the Ha signal and the envelope used to

compute the (1;). The same (1 profile (on which each plateau is labelled with its corresponding

m and n values) is compared in Figure 1b with the one given by 1DENTC. Shot #6435 is

more interesting since the inductance stays constant: Figure 2 displays the q —profiles deduced

from the three last pellets injected during this shot (a horizontal adjustement of the Ha signal

of 4mm - that is below the experimental error — has been effected for the last pellet). The q -

profile given by the code IDENTC is identical and the profiles determined from the striations

analysis are within a i5% range. A careful analysis of the signal shows that for the last pellet,

all the striations corresponding to rational surfaces with m S 9 are present.
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COMPARISON WITH ENERGY TRANSPORT

We assume that the measured shear plateaus 5r correspond to small scale magnetic

islands and more precisely to the island-like KAM torii remnants of interacting islands in a

stochastic sea (See e.g. [4]). In these conditions, one can deduce for each striation the

equivalent separau‘ix width 85 (as would exhibit each island if isolated) from the relation

5r=1.7SsBXP('5JD' where 1 is the separation between two adjacent resonant surfaces (this

relation was derived numerically and is valid for 55/l>0.6). A stochastic field line diffusion

coefficient between two successive surfaces. Xsm, can then be deduced following [5]. A

rough estimate of the electron energy diffusion coefficient is then given by:

(H - mug/(21:12
2a / V//

Vthe as a first approximation. Figures 3a and 3b show, for the two shots

Xe = Xsro

We use V//=

mentionned above, three Xe profiles obtained from this method for three different pellets and a

fit of the averaged value. In fact, only averaged values can be compared to energy balance

results since magnetic turbulence creates intermittent percolation paths rather than a smooth,

constant value of X6 (see [6] for an illustration).

The average value of the order of lmzs‘1 and the tendency of X6 to slowly increase

with r are in good agreement with the valueof Xe obtained by transport analysis. A detailed

comparison will be presented in a forthcoming study.
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1 . W
The mechanisms underlying the energy confinement behaviour in ohmic tokamak

dischaIgCS are not yet understood. It is well known that the confinement time increases with

the average density and saturates above a critical value of the density, but several

explanations exist for this saturation: the onset of ionic turbulence, an impurity content effect

on Drift Trapped Electron Modes. or flu modes stabilization by the increase of [3 (see ref.1

for a review). Tire present study is an analysis of a set of ohmic discharges in TORE

SUPRA with lp:l.6 MA , B=4 T , R:2.35 m and a=(l.78 m, where the average density

was increased from 0.9 to 4.2 1019 m‘3. For these plasma parameters the energy

confinement time given by magnetic measurements saturates for <ne> 2 2.5 1019 in”3

(fig.1). It is emphasized here that the onset of ionic turbulence is unlikely in TORE SUPRA.

This conclusion relies on a transport analysis and turbulence measurements by C02 laser

scattering, whose results are presented in this paper.

2-W
A local transport analysis has been performed using the LOCO code [2]. Electron

density and temperature measured by interferometry and Thomson scattering are input data

to this code. Tire ion heat diffusivity is adjusted so that the calculated ion temperature agrees

well with the one measured by charge exchange. Figure 2 shows the electron and ion heat

diffusivities in the gradient zone (r=2/3a) as a function of average density. The electron heat

diffusivity XTc decreases with <nc> for <ne> S 2. 1019 m'3, while the ion heat diffusivity

t also decreases, from 0.9 to 0.5s1. The latter values are well above the neoclassical

estimate (the ratio is close to 15 at low densities). For <ne> 2 2. 1019 nr3. c saturates at
a value close to lmzsl, while 7m saturates at a value close to XTJZ. This behavior can only

be guaranteed up to <nc> = 3. 1019 m'3, where error bars on x11 become too large to
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allow a clear conclusion. The saturation of 11-“ is also confirmed by heat pulse analysis [3]

which shows a similar behavior, except that values obtained for XTc are larger than the ones

given by LOCO: a classical result in tokaniaks. The change of slope seems also to occur for
a larger density. The saturation of the confinement time therefore seems to be well explained
by a saturation of the electron heat diffusivity. The variations of ion and electron

diffusivities with density are apparently similar, although a degradation of XTi (or XTc) at

very large densities cannot be excluded. Note that the saturation of the energy confinement
time with density occurs after the saturation Of x-re at <nc> = 2. 1019 m'3 : this is because
eqttipartition is not yet attained tmd 25“ is not at its minimum value at this density. The cause

of the electron heat diffusivity saturation cannot be clarified in these experiments. The

effective charge nutnber vtuies in fact as l/<nc>, and the average electron temperature as

<nc>'m: it is therefore not possible to know if the key parameter is the impurity content, the

Collisionality or the plasma beta.

3 - TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS
Density fluctuations are measured in TORE SUPRA by using a C02 laser scattering

experiment, ALTAIR |4|. This diagnostic allows localized measurements and its heterodyne

detection permits the direction of wave propagation to be measured. The level of turbulence

integrated over frequency, for a wave number ki:600nrl and a scattering volume localized
at the edge, is indicated in fig.2: it shows a good correlation with the electron heat
diffusivity. Fluctuation spectra at low and high densities are shown in fig.3: it turns out that
waves propagating in the ion diamagnetic direction exist at all densities. There is therefore
no onset of an ionic turbulence at <nc> = 2. 1019 m‘3. Whether there always exists an

ionic turbulence in TORE SUPRA remains an open question. It is nevertheless possible that

this ion feature. is due to a doppler shift linked to the inversion point of the radial electric

field near the edge. This hypothesis is under investigation : preliminary calculations based

on pure electron drift turbulence and a shear layer localized at r/a:0.90:0.03 give a
reasonable agreement between calculated and measured spectra [5]. Finally, it must be

stressed that the theoretical threshold for ionic turbulence is never reached in TORE SUPRA
ohmic discharges, a result which supports the above conclusion [6].

IV.-CONCLUSION
The saturation of the energy confinement time in TORE SUPRA is governed by the

behavior of the electron confinement. This appears through a saturation of the electron heat
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I ~ - correlated to similar variations of the density fluctuation level. Ion heat transport
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of the electron drift turbulence.
the saturation of the confinement time seems to be correlated with the
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t qr: iuicrowai'e i-ellectoinetry has been more and more used as a convenient
recell .‘U r " .

I“ f tl pl'iSm“ turbulence study in the toliamalt. However some problems haveor ic < ~method
lm‘ii encountere

and amplitude

d in experimental data interpretation connected with the coupling of the
oscillations in the output reflectometei' signals The decoupling

PM“ i ,. .
{the oscillations ma} li' . .

U . tion‘w‘ Df [hr plasma edge turbulence in the Turiian 3 tokaniak were carried outi‘stlgfi ~ ‘

achieved with the crossrdetcction reflectonieters. The initial

iiiv
with the simple

i similar to tl\t.)Si‘
V

I '

drastically decreased Just after the li ll transmon. The honiodyne

homodyne reflectonieter [1]. Some features of the received signal haw
of the DilliD tokaiiiak ['2]. Namely the> high frequency spectralheel

components were
‘

- V '

ll tometcr'oiitput signal is well known to be influenced by phase oscillations (fringes)H‘ (‘1‘ .

and anlplitudp am. For the fringe component has not been evidently observed in the

output signal tlii strong amplitude modulation is assumed to be existing near the 'l'uman—

3 iokamak periphery.

The crossrdvtrrtion (or sillt‘it‘t'mllie) rcllectometcr has been used for the decoupling
Df the phase and amplitude oscillations. The simple Single antenna scheme has been

designed for this purpose (l’ig. 1). There are two similar liomodyne channels in which the

reference signal phases have been timed to obtain lllt’ additional phase shift w/ZZ between

two output signals of detector sections. This shift is achieved using the adjustable short.

circuits in thi- directional couplers. The shift ”yr/2 could be measured and tuned while
observing thi 2D phase diagram on the osc11loscope. The sme. and cosme output Signals
are amplified and memorized in the digital form with the sampling step of l or 0,5 [is. The

corresponding algorithm has 1w“) used for ”I“ Step by SI'k’l) Phase calculation provided
the phase jump is no more than ft to exclude the phase ambiguities

The cross detection rcflectometer was installed on the ’l‘unian—fl tokamak, The main
tokamak and reflectometer parameters as follows: R : 55 cm, a : 211 Clll‘ B. : 0.4 —
0c 1: iP : 00 — I30 Kit, r : 16 — 26 cuiz (0 or x niodv), n: = (0.3 7 as) x
[0m cmfia (O — mode), n: = (0.1—0.5) x 10'3cm’3tx —- modet Here : FilTliCI‘OWElVL‘
probing frequency, nC —cut—off layer electron density The experiments were performed in
the various tokamak discharge condition : with the ohmic Hr mode. initiated by means of
gas pulling or radial electric field switching on and in the fast current ramp down, The
circular antenna of 6 cm in diameter placed at the low magnetic field side was taken to
probe the plasma A few experiments Were made with low gain antenna with the 2 cm
liorii diameter, The antenna was taken for plasma probing along the central vertical
chord.

While using the cross-detection reflectometer the amplitude and phase oscillations
could be treated separately The Fig. 2 shows the typical calculated phase and amplitude
spectra The amplitude spectra are commonly broader than the phase ones The step by
Stap reconstruction procedure allows to obtain the phase evolution over the all period of
the discharge. The calculated phase is observed to correspond to the actual Clllioll- layer
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displacement. only in a few ms just. after the plasma current start and during the period of

plasma decay after current disappearance. The data obtained in these periods prove the

correct action of the total cross-detection scheme, During the main tokamalt dischaJ-ge

the rate of the phase changing is observed to be anomalously large (Fig, 3). The 100n-
per division is here. So this phase variation is equvalent to cut—oil~ displacement which
happened to he large than toltamal; minor diameter. lt is clear that the long time periodS

of phase rump up or down are not due to the cutoff movement and are of another origin,

It is important to note that the runaway effect are. strongly connected with the discharge

condition changing. Fig 3 illustrates difl'erent (zines of plasma condition changing due

to the application of various potentials to the biased electrode. At zero potential the
phase run away sing change was observed just after the spontaneous improvement of the

confinement. and the Dc, emission fall down. Fig. 3(l)) shows the event of the positive
potential application to the biased electrode which leads to the DO emission uprising

and to the fast phase run away. The negative potential application initiates the well
defined Lei] tranSition (Fig 3(e)) and prevents thr- phase falling down observed Without

potential. The phase run away change occurs after the two fold fast current. ruinpdown

(Fig. 4). One can see the phase run away is slowinpy ui‘f in a few ms after the runipdown,

The phase runaway phenomena may he induced hv different. reasons. According to

simulation experiments the fault of the a/Q phase shift can not be responsible for the

anomalous phase changing. The low level Secondary reflection between antenna horn and

plasma was stated to he unimportant as well. The phase distortion could he happened

if the high frequency range of spectrum is virtually lost. However the experiments with

two different sampling steps [l and 0.5/15) have shown the same phase behavior.

As we assume the phase run away effect is induced by the gratingelike cuteol'l‘ layer

which rotates in the poloirlal (or toroidal) direction. For the case of assimetrical grating

groove the rotation liads to continuous shift. of the cut' off layer in the antenna direction

with the speed of V: : Vfié/M (Here: a is the depth of grating groove modulation,

Arr the poloidal wave length of the fluctuation). The microwaves are reflected from this

rippling layer and interfere into the antenna directivity diagram. As a result the Doppler

frequency shift have to he appeared (2. The frequency shift leads to the linear phase
uprise Qt. Such ell'ei'l is known to he commonly used in the laser interferometry for

the frequency shift due to the relation of the rellection grating. With this view the

experiments with the low gain antenna are worth to he mentioned. Because of the wide

directivily diagram the wide range. of the reflection angles is accessible and so the. profile

of the plasma grating and its displacement could be determined, While using the low

gain antenna the phase run away disappeared just after the L—Il transition and the cut—

off layer displasemeut was observed by well defined fringes. The phase run away effect

would occur also due to the strong back (or forward) scattering process. The scattering

has to induce the frequency shift signal and therefore the linear phase changing provided

the existence of the radial component, of the plasma \vave veloscity. The assumption on

the gratingelike plasma fluctuations is in accordance with the theoretical outlook on the

tokamak turbulence [3]. According to this theory the high puloidal wave number islands

which are turned over their magnetic an s form the gratingelilre space structure. These

plasma perturbations perhaps could he observed using the crossidetection rcflectnmetry

technique.
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. _

ntral chord and toroulnl magnetic field. Note that three

*(‘lroli densriy
ration 01 the

“Ode ‘Vll‘ll reflection from vacuum chamber wall at the low field side was
(“ll

modes of ope
rrel—grneter I

(I). Wit
d into reflectometer mode [11). Further I3K increase led to the entrance

te
l (-n-cd lithe H, increase the upper t'lli’Dli layer occurred in plasma and diagA

0‘5
.

mastic [ransinute
{FCR law” into the plasma from the high field side. In this case the probing beam

0 < ' , ,
. .

“Hip-”ed in the vicinity of UHR layer and only scattered radiation was received (lll).
t s: ‘ . . , , -

Two ADC was used for data at‘qSlLlOHI l M117, sampling rale during the whole

tll‘Cllflrge and '20 MHz one during :30 its. The spectra of signal in interferometer and

rellcrtonietcr n

well defined PP'fik Connected Willi low frequent.V fringes. MllD oscillations were.
iodes were different. First spectrum was falling down up to '200 KHz

with

also observed.

the plasma edge

were investigated With “N following Parameters: B. 1 0.2 'l‘.l|;. : 50 liA,Ne : — 2 x

-3'11. the discharge with low plasma density (About lnlat'in‘”) lhcsc nirillamous

Contrary, in reflectornctcr mode spectrum was broader: 500 lillz near

and up to 1.512 M H2 in inner part of plasma column. The discharges

1013:!“

New 30 strong l
t observed. In discharges with Ne : 2x 1(ll3cui“

hat no any fringes connected with slow Cuefl‘ layer motion due to El
3 >

change were no the fringes were detected

and density profiles we
he irriniparison of averaged density Dhtnined from the profiles and 27re reconstructed. Fig. 6(a) presents the profile obtained from data

shown on Fig. 5 T

nini interferometer data (only one central Chord was available) shows a good agi'eeiiirjnt.

II is possible to estimate the radial distribution of turbulence intensity because the cute

off layer moved through the large part of minor radius during the. discharge. On Fig. 6(1))

we present the averaged power of refleclouicter signal with frequencies upper ‘2t liilz

normalized On fringe. amplitude Us/Uf. This distribution consist of well defined peaks.

On one hand they would be connected with distribution of resonance magnetic surfaces,

but on other hand they would reflect. the change of turbulence intensity in whole plasma

rolumn due to Bt change.
In conclusion the authors express the gratitude to Tuuian 3 and FT 2 groups for

their assistance in performing the experiments.
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ARTICLE FLUX [N A TOKAMAK: FUNDAMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL

l:jONSTRAINTS ON THE FORM AND RELATION TO FLUCTUATIONS

B. Richards, M.E. Austin, R.V. Bravencc, D.L. Brower,

RE. Phillips, D.W. Ross, W.L. Rowan, PM. Schoch, D.C. Sing,

P.M. Valanju, A.J. Wootton

Fusion Research Center,University of Texas, Austin, Texas, USA

K.W- Gentle,

R. Gandy. W.L. Li.

The local density may be significantly (~lO%) modulated in a tokamak by control of
the gas feed; the electron temperature and the level of density fluctuations are also modulated.

Prof“ a transpOl'l analysis of such experiments in the TEXT tokamak, the perturbed particle

and energy fluxes can be determined and compared with the equilibrium values as a function

of minor radius. The analysis implies that the particle flux does not obey Fick's law Tz-DVn

.. additional terms are required —- and that the amplitude of electrostatic turbulence is not an

index of T. The energy flux is equally complex.

The continuity equations for the equilibrium, You), and perturbed, F1(r). particle flux

with Cl“)[ time dependence are

$3? rI"0)=SO(1') (1)
icon] 2.; §7<nrn+sitr> (2)

in terms of the density n(r) and the source S. The radial shape of 80(1') is determined from a

neutral particle penetration code, and the scale factor is fixed by the measured particle

confinement time (absolute “or measurements.) Then F0 follows from direct integration of

Eq.(l). The density is measured with a multichannel interferometer, from which seven
independent chord integrals are determined. The amplitude and phase of the Fourier

component at the imposed modulation frequency to are determined for each chord and
subjected to a extensive transport analysis as discussed in /l/. from which T1 is easily
inferred. The magnitude of the flux ratio, [I'll/l" , is plotted in Fig. l for a typical discharge
of average density 3.2 x 1019/m3, 200 kA plasma current, and 2 T toroidal field. This
dimensionless ratio makes it easy to compare equilibrium and perturbed transport. Results for
three different perturbation strengths are shown, indicated by the amplitude of the central
density perturbation amplitude, |n1(0)|/n0(0). To demonstrate the linearity of the process, F1
o< n], the data for the weaker perturbations is also scaled to the strongest. If linearity were

perfect, the three uppermost curves would superimpose.
From Fig. l, which has been confirmed for various conditions and at values of

|n1(0)|/n0(0)sl).15, the linearity of the process is quite clear, but the values of |I‘1|/l"O are
My large. Since these perturbations are not steep, IVnIIIVnO~|n1|/n0, such large
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values are inconsistent with a simple Fick's law F=-DVn, for which |F1|/F0~|n1 l/nO. N01

even a nonlinear D can explain the observations. No homogeneous function of the local
variables. c.g.

r = Ca naltVn)azTa3(VT)a4 (3)
can be satisfactory. Since all perturbations (Inl l/no. lTlllTO, etc.) are small, linearization of
Eq.(3) could produce a large |F1IIFO only if some of the (xi were quite large. of order 15 for

this case. Besides being physically unsatisfactory. such large values of an exponent would
imply a nonlinearity in the response for the perturbation amplitudes here, contrary to the

observed linearity. The resolution of this inconsistency is the use of an inhomogeneous form
for l", in this context usually termed a diffusive—convective (D and V) model. and in other
contexts an offset model. Such models naturally accommodate a small equilibrium F0 as the

balance of two larger terms while permitting large, but linear, 1"]. These experiments require

such models.

6 .

4s.
Fl

ux
R

at
io

[0

‘ ‘x -002‘
--—---___0.01‘\~

0 I I I -\

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Fig. 1 Ratio of perturbed to equilibrium particle flux as a function ofminor radius.

Another common working hypothesis of the same sort as Eq.(3) is the statement that

I‘m ( Haul}. with B~2 and 5 being the amplitude of the turbulence responsible for the

transport. The electrostatic turbulence is measured in these experiments by a Heavy Ion Beam

Probe and represented by the rms value of density fluctuations h integrated over all frequencies

(above 5 kHz to include only turbulence) and wave numbers within the range of the instrument
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.1 kp < 0 25) which seems to include the spectral peak. 45 ith Other

' 2 s - .
(0<k<2 cm ‘ _ ‘ I

ters. both the equrlrbrtum turb

31‘ are measured‘ a clear diStiDCtion because the 30 HZ modulation
Ulence IEVCI no and the Fourier component associated

parame

with the modulation at a),

h less than the frequencies 0

x is shown in Fig- 2. which repeats the particle flux data for the“he turbulence_ The absence of a simple relation between
is muc

4

bulcnce level and particle flu
r . . . .

w perturbation. and includes the assocrated modulation tn the turbulence
case of Fig. 1, largest

.
.

l The 6% density modulation is associated With a lO%-20% modulation in the lUl‘bulence

i“: a reasonable Phi/Sim] CffCCt, but much too small to account for the large perturbed flux.
‘vc ,

Tbh simple relation belWCGrt turbulence level and flux is Quite wrong; the relation must be
e

h more subtle The turbulence 10V€1 Should not be used as an indicator of transport rates.
n‘lUC '

Particle Flux Ratio6

4

2
Turbulence

O 0.6 0.80.2 0.4 r/a

Fig. 2 Ratio of perturbed to equilibrium pru'ticle llux and perturbed to equilibrium

turbulence level. I Ell/50.

Using a calibrated Electron Cyclotron Emission system to measure TCO(r) and T310),

:1 similar analysis (/2/) can be performed on these ohmic discharges to obtain the energy fluxes

q0(r) and q1(r). The modulation frequency is sufficiently high that the current distribution is

frozen; the ohmic dissipation is modulated only through the temperature modulation of the

conductivity. The simplest models, for which energy and particle are transported together

with q=0tkTF (0t~5) are clearly inadequate, as shown in Fig. 3. In fact, examination of the

perturbations suggests that the energy transport may be as complex as the particle transport.
In Fig. 4, estimates for the conducted energy Q = q - (5/2)kTeF in the electron channel are

shown for the equilibrium and perturbation as Q1/Q0 and compared with the electron
temperature gradient T'l/T‘O. Both the amplitude and phase for each quantity are shown.
Neither is consistent with a simple sort of q = KT' relation. However, these results do not
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Eq.(3) could be possible, the lincarization of which would give Q1 = AT'1 + BT1 + Cnl +...,

which could provide an adequate resolution of the paradox of Fig. 4.

4o— o.4- -4
\ Tem .Grad.<n> A ,‘ p Q

l I‘I0.3

20 - \3 0.2

0.1

0 ——-———- 0 - - - -4
0 0.5 ”a 1 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1r/a

Fig. 3 Ratio of energy to particle flux Fig 4. Amplitude (left) and phase (radians,

times temperature for the equilibrium at right) for the ratio of perturbed to

several densities. equilibrium temperature gradient (dashed)

and convected energy llux (solid).

The complexity of the relations among particle flux, energy flux, and turbulence has

also been demonsu'ated in experiments using ECRH to induce temperature modulation. Local

turbulence levels have been modulated in the absence of apparent local changes in any driving

term and without changes in local transport.
This work was supported by the U.S. Department ol‘ Energy under Grants DE-FGOS-

88ER53267 and DE~FG05-88ER53266.
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[ntrOdUCtion

Monster

and Ion Cyclot‘ I on
H brid wave

Lower y 100 keV /1/
Resonance

in excess of

limiters alter

thermal electron5.

nature

Experimental conditions

The observations described in
have been carried out inthis paper

3 MA, 3.1 T limiter Deuterium

plasmas with centrallq elcrOH

density “Cd 4 2 S 10 m and

temperature Tau : S - 10 keV.

Effective electron heating was

achieved through H minority (10 Z H

concentration), Central resonance

ICRH at 6 MW power level. Lower
Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) was
applied in these discharges at 1.5
MW coupled power level with a
nairow pOWer spectrum peaking at N“
= 1.8 i 0.2 corresponding to an
Electron Landau Damping resonant
energy of 100 keV. The application
of LHCD produces a loop voltage
drop 5 30 Z in these conditions and
the combined effect of the residual
electric field and synergism with
the IC Fast Wave /1/ leads to an LH
induced fast electron density nru =
107 He in the energy range 100 to
300 keV, corresponding to ~ 2 % of
the total electron energy (figi 1L
The fast electron profile is
assessed by means of the FEB
diagnostic /2/ and is found in
these plasmas to be peaked on axis
with a half width at half maximum :
rqzl — 0.5 m.

Two series of experiments have

L, Porte,
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SIGN OF FAST ELECTRONS AFTER A MONSTER SAUTOOTH CRASH

P.Froissard,
M.Stamp

M. Brusati,
F.RiminL

T Joint Undertaking, Abingdon. Oxon, OX14 3EA, United Kingdom

sawteeth have been produced during Lower Hybrid Current Drive
Heating campaigns

generates fast electrons in the plasma bulk with energies
'lhe fast electrons aie observed to reach the

the sawtooth crash well in advance of the heat pulse due to
Analysis of this process could give an insight into the

of the turbulence responsible for anomalous transport in tokamaks.

in these experiments the

Pulse No: 27755

> 1.0 :7. - , .... . \NJ—7

0,5 t. 'f‘ww’yM/dw~._r/w — 0 5
acc,, ‘ i_0.Mjiw

Ke
V m r

Z'_..1Wt pm;
0 U

103
54

‘

Time (55)1

Fig. 1 — Time evolution of the main
plasma parameters for the JET pulses
in these experiments. (a) Plasma
current. (b) ICRH ( ) and LH (4e)
power. (c) Loop voltage (~») and
internal inductance ( ). (d) Central
electron temperature from ECE (4.)
and LIDAR ( ) measurements. The
arrow indicates the sawtooth crash
where the fast data acquisition

window was set. (e) FEB emission in
the 100 — 150 (as) and 200 ~ 250 ( )
keV energy windows.
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PulseNo:27755 been carried out for plasmas leaning

10F '] 7 W '7’ ‘ either on Ithe beryllium or on the

07—y— 7’ ifi'i’_’*“""‘r—1 carbon llrnLter. Both sets of data

40: A] El ‘l lead to the same conclusions as far

as the dynamics of fast electrons is
concerned.

Scaling studies have shown that the
inversion radius increases with the
sawtooth period /3/ and that the
heat pulse propagation time
decreases with increasing mixing
radius. These observations indicate
that the heat wave propagation time
is much shorter for a monster
sawtooth crash than the 20 i 30 m5
of a normal sawtooth collapse, In
addition, the time behaviour of the
Ha emission at the plasma edgee———————— .— H 7* ex» ‘ ‘

33L ” // (limiter or X-point tiles) after a
a y"’“’\u«u,\axr/~ sawtooth crash mainly reflects the
34; cin \ 1‘ arrival of the heat pulse

22~ ‘kus\,_,_
l;'_k‘(_77“"“‘:;;go 1oé”o in the experiments reported here the

' 'hl Hu and C111 emission signals from
Turns (3) the carbon limiter show a small

Fig. A — Blow—up of the time interval increase starting immediately after
around [he sawtooth crash selected in the crash and lasting about 1 ms.
[lgi 1, showing the growth of the m:1 This behaviour is ascribed to the
mode, the sawtooth crash as detected arrival of fast electrons on the
by the central soft Xeray Channel and limiter, and the observed amplitude
the behaviour of Ho and C III is consistent with the fast electron
associated with the arrival of fast energy content. Subsequently, these
and thermal electrons at the limiter. Signals exhibit a S to 40 fold
All units are arbitrary. increase 2 to 5 ms after the crash

when thermal electrons reach the
limiter (fig. 2L

The time evolution of the electron cyclotron emission measured by a
heterodyne radiometer at frequencies where there is contribution to the
overall signal by fast electrons outside rqzl show a Structure about 0.5 ms
long. it occurs at the time of the sawtooth crash and is superimposed on
the thermal signal (fig. 3). Similar observations can be made in absence of
LH‘ suggesting that fast electrons could be also created during the flux
reconnection process

The arrival of fast electrons at the limiter while the sawtooth is
actually collapsing may be explained by the fast growth of the instability
which starts about 0.25 ms before the crash. In JET, this instability iS
measured as an m=1 displacement in the plasma centre and as a fast poioidal
magnetic perturbation bB lasting about 0.5 ms at the edge. The n=1

component of bB' aZl’ is identical to the mil radial plasma shift. For

monster sawteeth, be”:1 is the dominant harmonic with a poloidal mode

number m=inttqwl and can reach a maximum of a few 10—3 T at the crash. The
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- a r .. increase' with the relative central tern erature
maximum amPh ”d” or b9n=1 b p

AT (0% (O) and with the sawtooth period /4/ Note that the sawtooth
drOP

is only observed at the wall on large machines oi tight aspect. _ 1 tn
instabtl1 ’ JET! 'I‘FTR and DlII—D, probably because of strong mode[itioy such as
Coupl ini'v

Consequences for the nature of the turbulence

"htse observations are consistent with the existence of magnetic
bulence in the tokamak plasmar This turbulence would result from a

“(lure of islands of the size of the ion Larmor radius and a Chaotic

ffégion. where the .magnetic field PulseNE 24914
link the inside to the , “

trans“ time (s 1 ms] to their
rclatiViStlL collision time [a 20 , 4f L—

Consequcntly they follow —6e , >.10 ms ll

initiate of the plasma /5/ The 5— B(.(n=1) I "l. ’1“t .m_.__

100 300 koV electrons generated by 0 T] V", kw Mb“

the 1H waves; have a O 3-O. 5 mm 75 l i ,‘

Larmor radius at most and are —10— . ‘

collisionlcss, when comparing their _27 SXR, 1

the magnetic field lines closely 2- Bell
and are expected to I‘eaCh the

limiter before thermal electrons 1’W;

do. V

. , . 1'2, ECE
Quasi-neutral i ty in the it

chaotic region arising from island t1—
overlap is ensured by a radial 1MQL’LHWVV‘WVL‘” r
ambipolar electric field directed t7£86~——1—1229173%
outwards in the reference frame 01' Tmie(s)
the islands /5/. When the fast
ulcCthS are ejected at the plasma Fig. 3 7 Similar to fig. 2, where the
edge alter the monster sawtooth fast electron behaviour is monitored
crash, quasi~ncutrality is by the Be II detector and the non
maintained by the increase of the thermal EC emission radiometeru
radial electric field

It has been shown that the chaotic field lines satisfy a diffusion
process across the island chains /6/ Under these conditions, the transit
time t of the fast electrons assumed to be collisionless is given by:
t= 1 Ell /{3 0. 75) v, where R is the major radius, N the number of
crossed island chains between the q=1 surface and the limiter '3 the
overlapping parameter and v the velocity oi the electrons along the iield
lines

When comparing the predictions of this formula with experiment, two
phases have to be considered:
ale During the sawtooth instability, the large amplitude of EOn=1 measured
at the edge indicates that N = intwl modes are coupled and that y is
probably larger than 1, the value corresponding to the steady state. qw is
between 3.6 and 5.6 for the pulses investigated. This phase leads to verysmall values for t [5 0.1ms).
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b)— After the sawtooth crash and after l3 has decreased substantially, N
611:1

is of the order of 15 7 30 and 3 = 1 as in steady state conditions. The
corresponding transit time is larger (0.1 S t E lms].

The measured values for t of 0—1 ms are consistent with the abQVe
equation, when considering the velocity and spatial distributions of the
fast electrons, with the fast electron population being mostly omitted
during phase .1).

Conclusions

Ll-l induced fast electrons in the energy range 100 — 300 keV, located
near the q = l surfane are observed to be ejected by the plasma following a
monster sawtooth collapse in less than 1 ms, well before thermal electrons
(~ 5 ms in these experiments). The diffusion speed is of the order of 5 103
m/s.

‘l‘hoso values are consistent with a diffusion mechanism based 0n

inagnetic stochasticlly, in the initial phase of large b0 fluctuations

during a sawtooth crash,
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Electron Temperature and Density gradients across
magnetic m=2 structures in RTP

Ph van Milliuelly A.C.A.P. van Lammeren, NJ. Lopes Cardozo, F.C. Schiiller, M.Verreck

B. - ”
tuut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen' P.O.Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein,

Insti
POM The Netherlands

Intt'Oduaion . . .
investigates the existence of temperature and pressure gradients across m=2 magnetic

E;:§:p§e(15UT61nfliltS of both Ta and he in a very large m/n=2/1 island preceding a disruption

analysed- The Ta and he perturbanons are compared to the posttion and w1dth of the island

:ededuced from magnetic measurements, and we investigate whether there are closed

isothemml and isobaric surfaces within the island. Further, the incremental current in the island

O-POim is computed, and the coupling between the m:1 and m=2 modes is considered. The

results are discussed in the context of the theory of tearing modes and transport in the collisional

outer region of the plasma.

g]:zlptaurflcaadrfiagflesacs
The experiments are performed in the RTP tokamak (R0=O.72m, a:0.165m, circular cross-

section, boronized vessel). The discharge under study had BT=2.l4T, lp=145 kA , q(a)=2.8(),

with ne(0)=6x1019m'3. Diagnostics include: 20 channel ECE heterodyne radiometer and 6—

channel grating polychromator, 19-channel FIR interferometer and single channel 2 mm

interferometer, magnetics, neutral particle analyser, soft X—ray pulse height analysis. The

magnetic diagnostic consists of a set of 12 Be pick-up coils and 12 saddle loops. The 139 pick-

up coils are located at rcoi1=0.213 m. The ZO-channel radiometer measures 2"‘1 harmonic ECE

X-modC, from which Ta is deduced. The radial resolution varies from =15 cm at R 2 0.62 m to

:25 cm at R = 0.82 m. The noise equivalent temperature is typically 23 eV at 10 kHz video-

bandyvidth. The computation of Te includes optical depth effects, using the nc—profile from the

interferometer. The channels of the FIR-interferometer have variable spacing. For this study,

the spacing of the 14 available channels was 2.4 cm on average. 7»(FIR)=432ttm; the

intermediate frequency between the plasma and reference beams is 1 MHZ, allowing high time

resolution. The accuracy in the line-integrated density is better titan 2-101 m" .

Experimental results.
Fig.1 gives an overview of the discharge under study: the current plateau of 145 kA is reached

at tlOtns; note the sawtooth activity on both the central interferometer channel and the central

temperature, and the occurrence of strong MHD activity starting at t=135ms, leading to a minor

disruption at t=l43ms and a major disruption at t=147ms. The mode activity is shown in Fig.2,

where the contributions of the different m-numbers have been separated.

Magnetic measurements
We concentrate on the strong m=2 mode around t=142ms, i.e. prior to the minor disruption.
The radial island width (w) can be expressed in terms of the radial field perturbation at the
rational surface: w=4{(sgr)/(mB 9))0-5 [1] where r is the amplitude of the radial field

perturbation due to the island, s=31nqlalnr is the shear, and all quantities are to be evaluated at

the radius r2 of the q=2 surface. ,(rg) can be deduced from measurements of 6 outside the

plasma: §r(r2)=§e(rcott)(rcoit/I2)2. From the amplitude of the m=2imode 82:47 TS‘1 (Fig. 2)

and the frequencyf =4.7k_Hz at t=142 ms it follows that fie(rmu)=l.5x10'3T. To determine r2,
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the q-profile is approximated by a parabola, which is fixed by q(a) and the sawtooth inversion
radius (rim,=6cm, as deduced from Te-sawteeth): q: 0.73 + 2.06 (r/a)2. This procedure leads to
{2:13 cm and w:6.i cm. The corresponding incremental current in the 0—point is §I=1.1kA,
running anti—parallel to 1p.
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Figure 1. Evolution of plasma current. line integrated density and central electron temperature
Figure 2. Evolution oi the mode activity (magnetic measurements) in the disruptive phase.
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rature measurements

Fig.3fl shows TAR) at the minimum and maximum of an oscillation, fig-3b shows T(R,t) in a

contour plot The oscillations 111 the region 0.60<R <0.64 m are in phase with the oscillations at

0 30<R<0~88 m and are attributed to the m/n:2/1 mode. The oscillations in the regions

0.64<R<0'70 m and 0'74<R<0'80 have OPPOSite phase and are associated with the m=n=1

“low All mOdeS have the same frequency, indicating that they are coupled and have the same

(owid‘fl mOdE number (11:1), aSSUming toroidal rotation. The modes are coupled in such a way

that the 0‘90““ Of the “1:1 mOde locks to the X~point at the high field side of the m=2 mode.

Tern

Densitv measurements
To interpret the oscillations of the interferometer signals, line integrated signals were simulated

with an “1:2 mode structure, Gaussian in the radial and poloidal directions. The amplitude, the

radial position, and the radial and poloidal width are determined from a fit to the measured data,

vieldingir=13e5 cm, radial full width at l/e: 6 cm. This agrees well with the position and size of

the island as deduced from the magnetic measurements. The amplitude (nmax—nmmVZ = 0.67

1019 “1-3, which is 30% of the local time-averaged density.

Phase relation of the B, n, and T oscillations
After correction for the different toroidal locations of the diagnostics, it is found that the Be , T6

and n6 oscillations are all nearly in phase. Since s>0, the island 0-point corresponds to a

minimum in Beacon). Hence, the observations show that the m=2 0-point is a relatively cold

region with low density. There is a phase difference (=5(]°) between the Te and tie oscillations.

This could be due to a non—zero poioidal rotation: (co/mg = 0.2 would be sufficient to explain it.

Profiles
Assuming the classical magnetic island structure, with magnetic surfaces forming closed, nested

tubes within the island, an in~out symmetry is expected for pa, and for Tc because of the good

thermal conduction along the field lines. In our experiment, neither Te nor ne show such a

feature: see contour plot. With w=6cm, the island covers 3 channels of the Te diagnostic, so that

a local flattening of the profile should be observable. The typical shape of flux surfaces of an
island is sketched in the Te—contour plot (Fig 3b). This shows that only for T62 250eV the Tc—

contours may follow the flux—surfaces. At lower T0 the Tc-contours cross the flux contours at

increasingly large angle. For tie the situation is similar.

Discussion and Conclusions
From the above observations we conclude that flux surfaces may be isothermals and isobars
down to Tc=250 eV, below which temperature increasing gradients of Tc and p6 are maintained

on a flux surface. The absence of a flattening of the T‘s—profile across large m=2 islands was

also reported in JET [2]. In m=l islands in JET, however, a local minimum in Tc could be

demonstrated [3]. A possible explanation could be the reduction of the transport over the island

flux surfaces because of a very large local if value (which then needs to be 0(102), with

vanishingly small shear), in combination with the high collision frequency in the low TC plasma.

To make this explanation work, an anomalous collision frequency is required which exceeds the
classical value by two to three orders of magnitude. This also produces a crossfield diffusivity

close to the experimental value, but predicts a far too large resistivity. An alternative possibility
is that the observed m=2 magnetic perturbation is not a magnetic island, but a m=2 helical

defomiation (kink) of the plasma.
Aclotowledvemcnts
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142.0

Figure 3a. The electron temperature at the minimum and maximum of the m=2 oscillation (EOE-data)
Figure 3b. Contour plots of the electron temperature and density during the strong m=2 mode activity.
The position ot the m=2 magnetic island, as deduced from the magnetlo measurements, is indicated.
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PROFILE CONSISTENCY ON FTU

P. Buratti, M. Zerbini, G. Bracco, S.E. Segre*, V. Zanza.
Associazione EURATOM—ENEA sulla Fusione Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati,

C.P.65 - 00044 Frascati (Rome), Italy

1 — Introduction
The analysis of several tokamak experiments /l,2/ has revealed that the

electron temperature profile shape is not influenced by plasma parameters such as

currentY density and magnetic field, excepting a dependence on the edge safety
factor q£1 for r/a<0.6. Both this dependence and the law governing the peaking

factor, i.e. T(0)/<T> =qa, can be explained as effects of the sawtooth instability that
keeps the central q close to one.

In this paper we present the first observations on the shape of the electron
temperature profile on FTU tokamak (major radius 0.935 m; limiter radius 0.3 m;
magnetic field BEE t).

Z — Database Description
Electron temperature profiles have been obtained from second harmonic

electron cyclotron emission as measured by Fourier transform spectroscopy. The
plasma is viewed along a major radius on the equatorial plane; spatial resolution is
better than 3 cm both in this direction and in the transverse one. Averaging on many
profiles makes detector noise and signal fluctuations negligible excepting the edge
region. Systematic errors could arise from inaccuracies in the spectral calibration
but selection of data at fixed magnetic field makes them ininfluent. Profile
distortions due to finite optical thickness (r) at low temperature and density are
avoided by restricting the analysis to regions with P 1.5.

Stationary periods have been selected in FTU discharges, requiring for plasma
current and density variation times much larger than the resistive diffusion time;
plasma horizontal position has been required to be constant within 1 cm and the
maximum allowed vertical displacement was 3 cm. Only stationary intervals longer
than 0.1 s have been considered. Temperature profiles have been precompressed by
averaging within each stationary interval; data with suprathermal signatures (bursts
in raw signal or profiles with a bump at the outer edge) have been discarded and only
intervals with more than 10 valid profiles have been considered. Selecting data with
B=5.8i0.l t we obtained 415 compressed profiles, originated from 28855 raw
profiles. The explored plasma current range was 301+771 kA; the range for line
average density ne was 1.6+Zl.f>><l[l19 mi“. The database only includes ohmic
discharges with poloidal limiter; a few ones with low current, low ne are sawtooth
free.
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3 - Profile Shape Analysis
Measured temperature profiles (Fig. l) are monothonic from the center to the

edge and symmetric about the center. Three regions can be clearly distinguished: 1)
a central region, in which the profile is flat or convex; 2.) an intermediate region,
with mostly concave profile and large gradient; 3) a cold external region. In some
cases, only the second region is present, i.e. the profiles are almost triangular; this
is typical of non-sawtoothing discharges. The size of the third region is practically
negligible for almost all the data, but the exceptions (detached plasmas) are
important.

The central flattening can be attributed to sawtooth; if we define the flat
region as the one in which Tlr)/T(0)20.95, we find for the radius Ff of this region
that rr/azl/qu, Where a is the radius of the last closed magnetic surface within the
limiter and qa is the safety factor.

For a quantitative study of profile shape, we consider the quantity ST:aT'/T‘,
i.e. the inverse fall-off length normalized to plasma radius, rather than the
normalized temperature itself, so that the results do not depend on the choice of an
arbitrary normalization point.

At r/a=O.Z, ST increases with qu (fig. 2a); this is simply a consequence of the
variation of rr with qfl. At low qa, ST does not depend on he, while at high qn it
decreases for increasing n9.

At r/a:0.45, ST is independent from ne at low qfl, while at high q£1 it strongly
increases with n9 (fig. Zb). Larger values of r/a are not considered since some
profiles could be distorted by finite 1 effects.

A closer inspection to data with large ST revealed that these originate from
detached profiles; we then repeated the analysis replacing the nominal plasma
radius, a, with the hot plasma radius ah. The definition of such radius is rather
arbitrary, but we verified that different reasonable choices do not change much the
results. The definition T(a},)=0.ZT(O) has been adopted to avoid finite t effects.

Assuming that all the current flows within ah, we can define an effective safety
factor cm; for low current detached discharges, qh takes the same values as for high

r(m)

Fig: 1: Electron temperature profiles at low current, without sawteeth (solid line); low
current, detached (dashed); high current (dotted-dashed).
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(triangles). II) The same for ST(0.45).

current discharges; inspection of T(r/ah)/T(O) shows that profiles with currents

differing by a factor two, but with the same qh, can be superimposed very well.

Profiles are free from finite 1 effects up to r/ah=l. At r/ahSO.5, we find that
5h=ahT'/T increases with qh; this is nicely consistent with the fact that l‘f ranges up

to 0.5 ah.

For r/ah20.b (to be compared with r/a:0.45), the spread in Sh is much smaller

than the one found for ST at r/a=0.45, and detached discharges can no longer be

distinguished. The residual spread can be ascribed to mild dependence on plasma

parameters; regression analysis at r/ah=0.7 gives tqh—nmne-n 1".

4 - Explanation of Detachment

The reduction of the equivalent minor radius of the plasma, occurring in many

low current FTU discharges, may be explained in terms of the constraint imposed by
the poloidal Ohm's law to the plasma profiles /3/. Using the notation of /3/ we can

write

dp/dr : —1EBp11+q‘-’s’ “Ki + vrB‘fu +r“‘-’K)1x12m1 +q3+qflywxflzu (l)

(ly’porlldpli’dfl:(El/71)+[B|)x‘rt1+‘2qz+q2r73‘BK)l.‘[2ml +q3+q3fil2w2n (2)

vr is the radial plasma velocity which is given by:

vrlr) : (Inner! Igr' Sfr')clr' (3)

where S(r), given by S(r):Si0n(r)+SWL-(rl is the particle source strength. Siun is the
source strength due to ionization of neutral atoms. This term is proportional to the '
neutral atom density, nu, and is dominant when S(r) is significant. SreC represents the
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Fig 8: Comparison ofthe electron temperature profile obtained from the integration of
eqs. (1) and (2) with the experimental one.

contribution due to ionnelectron recombination which is proportional to the product

neni.
If n3 is determined by the analysis of neutral particle emission measurements as

described in /3/, v, can be calculated by eq. (3). Using the experimental density
profile eqs. (1) and (2) can be integrated, starting from the experimental value of
T€(0). The ion temperature profile, required to integrate eqs (1) and (2), can be, self
consistently, calculated by the ion energy balance using the neoclassical thermal
conductivity.

The electron temperature profile obtained from the integration, for a 350 kA
FTU discharge, is shown in Fig. 3 compared with the experimental one. In this case
the effective radius is as low as 15 cm, that is about half the nominal radius.

5 — Conclusions
The shape of electron temperature profiles on FTU shows, besides the usual qfl

dependence in the plasma core, a strong dependence on density.
The hot plasma radius ah can be significantly smaller than the nominal one

(detachment); normalizing the radial coordinate to ah, the dependence on density

disappears.
Plasma detachment may be explained in terms of the profile constraint imposed

by the poloidal Ohm's law.
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Theory—Based Transport Simulation of
Tokamalis: Density Sealing

E—S. Ghanem. Jon Kinsey, and Clifford Singer
Department of Nuclear Engineering

University of lllinois at Urbana—Champaign, USA.

Glenn Bateman, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

There has been a sizeable amount of work in the past few years using theoret—
ically based flux-surface—average transport models to simulate various types of
experimental tokamak data. Here we report two such studies, concentrating on
the response otthe plasma to variation ol'the line awraged electron density. The
first stud} reported here uses a transport modeldlescribed by Ghaneni et a1 [1 ]
to examine the response of global energy confinement time in ohmically heated

discharges. The second study reported here uses a closely related and more
recent transport model described by Bateman [‘2] to examine the response of
temperature profiles to changes in line-average density in neutral—beam—heated
discharges Work on developing a common theoretical model for these and other
scaling experiments is in progress [3].

1 Density Sealing in Ohmic Plasmas
In applying the model ol'_Gliane1n et al. [1, ii] to scaling of global energy confine~
nient in ohmic discharges, our primary interest was the relative importance of
resistive ballooning and ion temperature gradient effects. The total anomalous
flux—surface—averaged radial energy flux in this work was a sum of drift/77; effects
of the form

QDR:_07)71IE ficfl+<fi;iT~ fiedl )fiin] DDR (1)()7' (3r 0

and resistive ballooning effects of the form QRB : —A§ \‘Z‘s'bfl‘llnrlTe/ari Here
the ion temperature gradient threshold function, fl”, : {1+expl—4(77.-—n}"]}'1,
changes rapidly from zero towards unity as the logarithmic derivative of the ion
t"HUPGFMUW, 7]; = Ln/LT‘ = alnTg/Blnn, exceeds a prescribed value of nl’l
The remaining parameters in these formulas not described below are given by
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Ghanem et al. [1. l]. The methodology of the present study is to vary the value
of nf" from zero (beyond the theoretically expected 77, effect) through unity
(approximately the theoretically expected 17,7 effect) to infinity (no :7. effect)_
We then see whether or not the saturation of global energy confinement time
with increasing line average density disappears as fat is made to disappear.
The results we show will be for discharge parameters typical of the [\SDEX
experiment, where we expect neoclassical effects to play relatively little role.

The demonstrable contribution of large n, effects in this model to saturation
of energy confinement with increasing density may be connected to the differem
multipliers of the basic diffusivity, DDR : w;/(0.3p,)2. where w; : 0.3c5/Lm
p, = L‘s/m“, cS : [kE/(m;)]1/2, L,1 : —n/(6n/0r), kg, is Boltzman‘s con.
stant, Tg is the electron temperature, 771, is the ion mass, and 7‘ is the midplane
halfwidth of a flux surface. These multipliers are f” : cl/Emirlll, (ll/i/c’) for
drift waves, and

2T, L, L,‘ ”3
= — 2

fl (Te LT. R0) ( )
for 77, effects (where 1/: is the electron collisionality and Rn : r/c is the ma«
jor radius [4]). \Vithin much of the plasma, the density scale length factorI
Ln. in f, increases with increasing line—average density for two reasons. First.
we impose an experimentally calibrated increase in density near the plasma
boundary density with increasing line—average density [5] Second, we include
a Monte—Carlo model of neutral gas fuelling, with feedback as in the expert
mental operations to match a line average density evolution scaled up or down
proportionally from detailed information for a reference discharge. Together
with neoclassical particle fluxes and an anomalous particle flux of the form
FD" : ~0.3ffl[1 — f,,,v,/(1+ u;)]f1CDDR(6n/0r), this gives flatter density pro-
files as the line—average density increases. (Here the curvature stabilization
coefficient ft; is near unity, and a leading coefficient in the drift model has
been independently adjusted empirically to match a sizeable set of profile and
confinement data [4],)

The increasing contribution of resistive ballooning energy fluxes with in-
creasing plasma density in the present study results from the wellrknown “un—
favorable” scaling of energy transport with increasing pressure, as documented
in detail elsewhere [1, 4, 3]. The question of interest here is whether saturation
of energy confinement with increasing line-average density in ohmic plasma is
due solely to finite 17, effects in the model used, or whether resistive ballooning
effects also play role. The answer to this question is shown in Fig. I. This
figure shows the results of varying the n; threshold and the line average den-
sity using full time-dependent simulations based on a well—documented ASDEX
tokamak reference discharge. It can be seen that saturation of global energy
confinement with increasing line-average density occurs even in the absence of
77" effects (i.e. with 171-}. = 00), up to the maximum densities obtained exper-
imentally (fi : 6 x 1019m‘3). However, a good match to data from similar
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iments is best obtained with of“ between 1 and 2. We conclude that-17;

expeé's only partly determine saturation of global energy confinement With llne

effecage density for the ohmically heated plasma simulated, in the context of
aver
the present model when 7):.)l N 1_

2 TFTR L-mode Density Scaling

This section will describe simulations of an L—mode deneity scan can-1e: ont

on TFTR in which both the density and the power were increesed toget sir in

order to hold the temperatures nearly constant. 'In thls experiment, thle9 111—6:

averaged electron density and heating power we: inorgased from 3.6 x l0 1‘13e

.and 7.44 MW in TFTR shot 62270 to 5.5 X 10 m and 14.8 MW—ln

shot 62248. All other conditions were held fixed (R = 2.45 m, a _ 0.80 m,

1 :1.78 MA, B = 4.77 T, and Zefi’ m 1.9 to 2.0).

‘ ,.\ TFTR . (a) m = 5.5 x 10mm3

‘2’ i:l

~ 0)) m = 3.6 x 1019m-3

man an
T l

i u

"((Ioll‘imdl 1 6 ll II u u ligyfih-kn? n 31 II

Fig. l. Enctgy confinement time ' f Fig. 2. Simulated (curve) and experimental (points)
m mm "=. °' “mew" T.~ for TFTRshots (a) 62248 and (b) 62270.

“1“” of “i in ASDEX Ohmic Healing phase
'3 W by the model.
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The simulation model used in this section is nearly the same as that described
in Ref. ‘2 by Bateman. The latest version of this model used here computes

the impurity radiation using a uonequilibrium coronal model (following each

ionization state of the carbon impurity as it moves around) and computes the
density profiles using theory—based diffusivity models.

Figure ‘2 shows the ion temperature profiles as a function of major radius

from the simulations (solid curves) and the experimental data points. The

temperature proliles do not change appreciably even though the density and
density gradient scale length increased by factors of 1.5 and 1.76 respectively.

The thermal diffusivity remains nearly unchanged in these simulations because
the thermal diffusivity over most of the plasma is dominated by the 17‘ mode

which scales like (7]. -— ”I‘M/Ln E 1/L‘1'— S/R. Note nib : max(1.5Ln/R) :
5LN/R in this model (see Ref. ‘2). The resistive ballooning mode is confined to.

a narrow region near the edge of the plasma and the trapped electron modes
are smaller than the 17‘ mode in these simulations.

The full variety of plasma conditions available in tokamaks covers the range

between the extremes just described. Thus, in the context of the present type of
theory—based transport simulations, dependence of plasma transport on density

should vary between dominance by drift/IL effects to significant contribulion
from other mechanisms. depending on the plasma parameters available in vari-
ous tokamaks.
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ROLE OF ALFVENrWAVE FILAMENTS IN TOKAMAK TRANSPORT

QJ. Morales and H. Ramachandran

Physics Department
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1_ Overview

A series of experiments (started in 1991) by R.J. Taylor strongly
suggest that filamentary structures having radial dimensions on the order
of the ion Larmor radius (comparable to the electron skin depth) play an
important role in the CCT device. and possibly in major tokamaks. The
resent analytical study examines those properties of kinetic Alfven

waves that result in filamentary behavior. The spacertime evolution of
filaments launched by a fixed cxeiter is investigated and the role of
electron Landau damping is assessed. The picture that emerges is that
energy transport may result from the damping of radially evanescent
filaments without causing particle transport (a feature well documented
in H—mode experiments]. In a sense each magnetic field-line behaves as
an in—situ Alfvcn-wave antenna and the problem of energy transport
reduces to selfreonsistent RF heating. Ultimately, the heating source has
its origin in the non—thermal equilibrium nature of the electron
distribution function.

11. Properties of Filaments

A useful background to this topic is the analytical study by Shoucri.
et al.1. concerning the generation of Alfvcn waves by thermal modulation
of the electrical conductivity and also the toroidal experiments by Borg,
et al.2, using small antennas. Essentially, it is found that collimated
radiation of shear waves results from cross-field excitation in the range of
frequencies to ~ 0.1 Qt; the energy carried-out by the fast mode being less
than 10%. Accordingly, the phenomenon can be well described by
neglecting the off~diagona1 components in the dielectric tensor.

The simplest spaceetime evolution of the filaments is obtained in
slab geometry in the cold plasma limit, described by

.2 1 2 "’
[67 ’m'at :| Ex (kl. Z. t) = 0

where z is the direction along the confining magnetic field (and x
perpendicular). v = VA (1 + (kl/ksfltl/2 is the speed at wavenumber kt
with VA the cold Alfven speed and k; the skin depth. The kinetic ion
response is introduced by setting
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2
VA : (QiC/(i)pi]2 b6b/2l1 lb)

with b = (trim)?

Figure 1 illustrates the characteristic space—time evolution of a
filament. It consists of a collimated core of extent p1 surrounded by
cones of spreading radiation. When hot ion effects are included the
sources having (JJ/k” < VA contribute to the collimated part, while those

having (JD/k“ > VA result in the spreading radiation. Figure 2 illustrates
how an initial perturbation evolves in a periodic system. After several
transits along the confining magnetic field. one observes a core filament
embedded in continuum shear waves. Sources whose radial correlation
length is less than o1 retain their shape. while larger radial correlations
lead to radiation.

The excitation of a cylindrical filament in a collisionlcss plasma by a

current source .ltt (kn. to) is described by

4r .2 l » ’“ r . u '1 TE . ’r
l1 - lkII/kAlZJ'1 [dr + r drl Eli - 1’53123Z'l’} Bit = ‘ (.2710)t

with kA : (Ii/v, . E = “lb/2 VC, and 7. the plasma dispersion function. Using
this equation. the effective radiation resistance experienced by a field-
aligned current fluctuation (having velocity VII) due to collisionless
excitation of a filament is found to be

Ret‘l‘ : g [l - (VA/VM2] tan’1 (lmZ'/ReZ‘)

For a collisional plasma the effective resistance of a radially
correlated layer of skin-depth size is on the order of the Spitzer
resistance. Hence, the magnitude of the currcnt fluctuations required to
maintain a thermal steadysstatc must be on. the order of the Ohmic
current, In this steadyestate the energy is transported radially by
overlapping evanescent filaments.

li. Filament Maintenance

Presently a self~consistent description of the maintenance of
Alfveirwave filaments in a tokamak is not available. We conjecture that in
reality the electron distribution function is not a local Maxwellian. but
rather it exhibits finite amplitude fluctuations in velocity space about a
mean value which coarse diagnostics tend to sample as a "thermal

equilibrium". We envision that the fluctuations 5f are relatively short-
lived and exhibit spatial structure; they are elongated along the, magnetic

field and are short across. typically on the order of the skinrdepth or p1.
A picture of filament maintenance may be as follows.
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Figure 2. Space-time
evolution of an initial
perturbation shown on
top panel. System is
periodic along z and
length displayed is 64
kA’l. Transverse dimen—
sion displayed is 18m.
Center panel shows
pulse splitting after Qit =
16. Bottom panel [Qit =
128] has a core filament
surrounded by shear
waves.
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Figure 1. Time evolution
of a launched pulse
viewed in a frame moving
at the Alfven speed [2 —> z
+ vAt). Initial width is p"
Pi = ZC/Ujpe.
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ENERGY AND CURRENT TRANSPORT: SYMMETRY
BREAKING AND DEGRADATION

B. Coppi fl) and F. coraro h)
:11 h’illSSdCllllSCllS Institute ot‘chnology USA. bl Universita di Torino, Italy.

The unotnalous transport of the electron thermal energy and that of the longitudinal

curry,” densitjt' are assumed to be interdependent and to be described by a common diffusion

mutrir equation. This transport matrix is taken to be symmetrical in the case where the applied

{ultittl-it-fie/(l is responsible both for driving the current and heating the plasma. The transport

('Wfllt'ients tltat appear in the difiitsion matrix are an electron thermal conductivity and a

"m(Armo-t‘iscons“ coefficient that are 0fntnt’collisional origin. The latter coefficient describes

the energy and current transport arising from the combined gradients of the electron

temperature and current density. The energy transport related to this coefiicient can take the

form afar/retinal energy inflow andpravides an interpretation ofthe so called "heat pinch".

We interpret the degradation in the energy transport that occurs when externally injected

heating is dominant over Ohmic heating in terms of the breaking of the svmmetry of the

transport matrix. This breaking leads to a change in the relationship between the electron

tentperatnre and the current density profiles, to a non-linear dependence of the electron heat

flow on the temperature gradient, and to an enhancement of the effective thermal conductivity.

We assume that the electron temperature and the current density transport is dcscrihed

by a matrix cqttalion "3 which, under Steady state conditions, we Wtitc in the form

_v- [(13%r DT’W HI] : Igél (I)

The transport matrix D has hecn written as the sum of two positive definite symmetrical

matiiccs. Dil'and D”, J2 L. (r) is the parallel current density, Si rcprcsents an effective entropy

density production rate (Si>()). S] is the difference between the electric field and the "resistive

ficld". S: : E -nJ, E: E” is the applied electric field and n is the appropriate collisional

resistivity. In the limit whcrc Ohmic hunting is dominant, we write Dill and D7” in the form

1 0LED 00‘“T

whcrc RC is the thermal conductivity, L is the thcrmo-viscous coefficient. at: COJ/T, and (:0 is a

DTJ: L
-0t 1
(1“ ‘0 i, (2)

numerical coefficient. Each of the two diffusion matrices is of rank one and describes a

transport process that is oncvdimcnsional in (VT,VJ) spucc; DT describes the electron energy

transport produced by the gradicnt of the clcctron tcmpcraturc, while DT] describes the mixed
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energy and current density transport produced by the gradients of the electron temperature and
of the parallel current in the combination iaVli+Vl The entropy source 81 can be written as

QT)? L’7

s. 2 % i. R 'r3_ + T[t13tVT)3 ~2cxt\"T)tVJ) HVl]. (3)
where the second and the third terms represent the irreversible entropy density production rate.
If we take c0=3/2, the thcrino—viscous term in the entropy production rate vanishes when I a:
T30. This is the case when the current density obeys Ohm's law in the standard form E :11],
with 1] the classical resistivity that does not include electron trapping effects, and the applied
electric field E is uniform over the plasma cross section. The clcctron thermal energy balance
equation is obtained by multiplying e I) times the vector l'l‘,Jl. Combining the resulting
equation with the second cotnponent of Eq.( l ) we obtain the following transport equations

Et = .\7rlxcv'1¥(c(,el)Ll [Vito i VT] l (4)

E-n] : —\7- lL [VJ-c0 it VT] l. (5)

If VJ - cod/T) \‘T is negative, that is, if the temperature profile is sufficiently flatter than the
current density profile. the thermo-viscous llux in the energy balance equation produces a
thermal cnerev inflow 4. The value of the electric field E is commonly found to be consistent
with that predicted by the collisional t neoclassical ‘) resistivity Thus. we take E to be equal, on
average, to the resistive field til, i.e. we take E : <nl> ,tvhere <i.> denotes spatial average
over the plasma cross section. This condition implies that the tltermo—viscous tlux vanishes at
the plasma boundary. Then the thermo—v‘iscous contribution to Ohtn's law amounts simply to a
current redistribution within the plasma column. while the thermal energy inflow vanishes at
the plasma boundary and does not contribute directly to the the global electron energy
confinement. We talcc the point of view that the [hermit-viscous flux is caused by a class of
microscopic processes that are different from those responsible for the electron energy flux
described by xc. The processes that lead to the thcrmo-viscous flux can be stronger than those
responsible for the energy diffusion coefficient without causing, in Ohmic discharges, a
significant increase in the electron energy transport. in the energy balance the effect of the
thermovviscous coefficient is absorbed by the combination VJ AtciJ/TWT which. as follows
from the current equation. decreases if L is increased, Thus. in the presence of Ohmic heating
only. the main effect on the tltcrnto-viscous transport is to link the profiles of the electron
energy and of the parallel current density.

The conditions that we have considered so far are those where the applied electric field
E determines both the plasma heating and the plasma current density. When a form of
externally injected heating is added. there is strong experimental evidence that the. electron
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,1,t confinement is degraded. 'l'his degradation does not originate necessarily from the

Tin-ado“ ot‘ttcw instabilities that are not present in the Ohmic regime, but can result from the
lists of die symmetry of the mixed electron energy and current transport matrix D“, This loss
glrgynmmuiy mg the eft'ect that the combination VJ reutJ/T') VT is no longer capable of
"buffering” the inl'luenee of the thermo-viscous coefficient. leading to the appearance of an

Cmgtjve electron thermal cottt’luetivity that first adds to. and then effectively replaces ice, while

acquiring a non-linear dependence on the electron temperature gradient. In order to identify the
clian‘lL‘S introduced by the externally injected heating, we refer again to Eq.(l). First we
inehldt‘ the additional source term i H“ in the entropy density source term 31, where Pill} is

the injected power density; second, we assume that the expression (3) for the irreversible
entropy density [,troduetion rate, given by the quadratic l'orms in the temperature and current

density gradients, is not modil'ied. This implies that only an antiisymmctrie matrix can be

added to the transport matrix D. Furthermore we assume that the symmetry breaking involves

the link between the current density and the electron temperature only and rewrite DTJ in the

form

D'rt : L (1'3 ‘ ~r/.(l+5) (6)
H -r/.( 1-0) 1 ‘ .

where 8 is a parameter that vanishes it' the injected power is negligible. The modified matrix
Di].J BIS rank two. ( (let I)“: (coLlfw’l‘)3 > (i ), and thus no lonner describes a transport

process that is one-dimensional in (VT, VJ) fiM This means that its effect is not limited to
making the modified profile combination W» cotl-lfl") VT small. Then we have

[1: COZLJZSI
Kt: +—

,, ‘ ,, h JEl Him : 4" i T :‘Vl 7[c(,(l+h)-1JLJ [VJ-Cid l‘olf VT] }, (7)

E-nl = —V {L [V] ~c(,(l—5)ITI. VT] } (8)

where the electron energy transport equation has been written in such a way that, despite the
asymmetry of the matrix D“, the thermo—viseous [lax has the satire form as in the current
density equation and a nev ' el‘t‘cctive thermal conductivity CDELJZSZIF has appeared besides Kc.
This new thermal conductivity represents the degradation ot‘ the energy confinement caused by
the loss of the symmetry 01‘ the transport equation, while the tenn in Eq.(7) that is proportional
to the combination VJ -c0(l—5)(J/T)VT describes a modified thermal energy inflow.

We write the electron thermal conductivity NC in the form that follows5 from applying
the ”profile consistency" condition to ()hmieally heated discharges

\2 '-
Kc ~ T is (ll(x')dx' . (9)

1

Earn
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where dx' denotes integration over the plasma cross section, with x the normalised surface area
variable [ x = (r/a)2 for a circular cross section ofminor radius a I. In Eq.(9) E, is a parameter
with the dimensions of an electric field that, through the condition E z E,-, which is valid in
Ohmically heated discharges, can be used to express the near invariance of the loop voltage
observed in widely different toroidal devices. The value of 13* is determined 1-5 in terms of the
characteristic parameters considered to be involved in the anomalous electron energy transport
by inferring the value of the remaining free numerical coefficient from a fit of a set of
Ohmic-ally heated experiments where the electron thermal conductivity can be taken to he the
prevalent form ofenergy loss. In the presence of injected heating, E at: E2, and KC, as given by
Eq.(9), is determined up to a multiplicative function of El which redtrces to unity in the case
where ()hmic heating dominates, If we choose this function to be (Bk/Eff, the. Ohmic thermal
conductivity becomes nearly independent of the value of the central electron temperature when

. we'take 7: 2/3. A possible form of the thenno-viscous coefficient L is obtained by identifying
the effective thermal conductivity cQZlfiz/T brought about by the symmetry breaking with the
anomalous thermal conductivity that applies to injected heating regimes given in Refs.1,6,7,
This conductivity is considered to result from the combined excitation of the collisionless
trapped electron mode, the so called "ubiquitous mode", in the main part of the plasma column
and ot'collisional, impurityidtiven modes at the periphery. If we take c0=3/2, 6:[(E* -E)/E*]f,
and consider the limit where Ohmic heating is negligible, we have E << E* and 6 2 f, where f,
f> 1/3, is a function of the gradients that drive the modes producing L. We observe that Eq_(8)
leads to J-profiles that are broader than the Tvprofiles, as numerical simulations8 appear to
require. The form of LJZSZ/T must be chosen in such a way that it leads to the same class of
temperature profiles regardless of the magnitude and the form of the energy deposition profile
i. We choose L to be independent of the temperature gradient and the function fto depend
linearly on d/nT/dlux, thus suggesting that the asymmetry of D“ is associated with the
combined effects of the injected heating and of the electron temperature gradient
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On Relaxation of Tokamak discharges With toroidal plasma
rotation

G.N. Throumoulopoulos and G. Pantis

Dept. of Physics, University of loannitta Ioannina 451 10 Greece

Abstract

[1.1111 the equilibrium solution of a toroidal plasma with toroidal velocity it is possible to define :1

within] energy state. 'l‘his stale corresponds to the minimum total energy at a gt cn current tuid tutdcr

certain assumptions rcttuns the current and pressure profiles of the static case. lvot'largc toroidal radius 1t
prndtcS unique curtcnl and pressure profiles which however are completely dilicrent to those of the

. static case

Equilibrium and stability of plasmas with toroidal flow have been studied

extensively in the last years, both for cylindrical symmetric and axisymmetric

configurations in ideal magnetoltydrodynamics. Axisymmetric eqttilihria are desctibed

by the vectorial bilashkeil’errin 1) equation for the poloidal flux function

tanr+HUVW+R2vptm%flva:u to

where to (W) is the angular rotation frequency of each magnetic surface. We shall note

here that eq. (1.) is still valid for a resistive plasma if the toroidal field is much larger

than the poloidal one. in this case the Ohm‘s law reads: F + \7 x g : n ftp, and one can
show that while the toroidal velocity t is redefined through the electric potential, the

angular rotation frequency to : Vm/R still remains a surface quantity, jttst as it is for 11

plasma with infinite conductivity.

For plasmas with purely toroidal flow the heat conduction along the magnetic

field is fast compared to the transport time scale and therefore the assumption that the

temperature T is a surface function, T='I‘((1p), is a good approximationll. In this case eq.

(1) can be reduced to the scalar equation-3)

.. , R2 (n2- R2 2A+4L4FFV+R3[X+X‘§T§EhHexp(2%?) (a
which contains the four arbitrary surfance quantities titty). mtttt), Ttttt) and xtip). the

R20)“ ~
function xtitt) is releted to the plasma pressure P, (X = P exp[’ ( ~ )] i and R is the
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proportionality constant in the ideal gass low P : RTQ. Several authors have considered
solutions of eq. 2 both analytically and numerically. see for example ref. 3 and
references cited there, and they have found that inertial flow forces disturb the static
equilibrium formation so that the surfaces of constant pressure do not any more
coincide with the magnetic surfaces.

In the theory of relaxation of magnetised plasmas“ it has been shown that one
can arrive at a relaxed state by minimising the magnetic energy subject to a constant
magnetic helicity. This concept was developed lurther5’7) to determine relaxed
ettttilibria through nonideal MHD perturbations using the total current as a constant of
motion, The idea is that one can determine the functional form of the current in a way
such that if current and pressure are functions of \l’ only anti retain their functional
dependence on ‘11 during evolution, arbitrary variations fill! of the magnetic flux which
lteep the total current constant. will also not change the energy" thus defining; an
extremal energy state

In this work we shall apply this approach to a toroidal plasma with purely
toroidal rotation and we shall show that despite the introduction of mass flow we can
arrive‘ at a completely relaxed equilibrium through successive resistive equilibrium
states. We shall start front the total energy of the system

w: J
\

as? 3 I '< 7 +:IT+ gttvzqmdll’
t‘ — ‘ /

which now contains a term due to the toroidal veloeity. The equilibrium defined in eq. (2)
can rela\ fully if we minimise the energy by holding the total current constant

1 rr‘12% t [7H rx'r'lIRl d3r.27[ \‘J R? (I I H J

with

i- [1t P’Rislesnw stiltrfi WrRZs‘ l 12 . a . RT 2 .

Using; the method of langrancian multipliers the variational principle gives:

s , R4 , - , R62H +2R3 PTeXpw+ *2 (7/2 p“; +11],g)+ 4 Drag :

rll‘F'l -- R4 . y .. R6 V

2“ [ 37+ R3 PT expw + -2-(Zpllvg + PIE )-i~ Twig ,21 (3)

l
trom cqi (3) the resulting four indentities:
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. 1 5 '71 A- 1?",. Z }.n' L 1‘ )71") ‘Hld uu‘ : 711fl’13
1:1:'=11H.f111711 1.311eD1b—l139r31l1e 1 Sb ~11

. [el‘Inille the i'unetionttl 101111 of the current of the pressure and ol the angular
ue _‘ ‘.,_“,, "Wil _{mummy 11., 1'1 #(1.e\p e 1 p] -( p exptillIJ

11111] U = (3mupon/21111111111132 lor the minimum eneigy state the expression
‘ ‘ ' C
31111: C1eix'3111‘l’11117 C1131: CW“ L11 + (0R2 C\P 1‘1’/31 1))

{‘1
ll 7

exl) ((1') 3 U H (-4)

Equation (—1) is Ll highly notulinear differential equntion which etm only he solved

numerically. it reveals the influence of the mttssiflow on the pressure proiile while

”11111111111 the et1ttilibtiun1 conditions the etnrent ptofiles (mtl the 6116114 content

1 reported in tel. 11111111 thel olee- f—tee suite i.e., for CD , 0. 0n the othet hand it reduces

to the minimum energy state of refs. 1&7) in the case of no mass i‘low 1Cm:01.

11 1g possible to 1;‘t ll rough ideu of how the solution oi €11.14) could lool; like

From the expression of the zutgultu‘ l'requeney (112 : RFC“) exp1‘l’f2111 one eun see that

fol low ringuhu \elocities or 1e1_\ hi gh tempemttnes we can tetluee e11.t 1111

. C e,
A”? : A(‘,1:“Hi sé‘JW/“W , 42*” l\‘4 exp17‘l’fl1t1 151

which for values of lip near unity. in example in the case of C1 : 0. it can be

approxinuitely investigated by considering two ehtiraeten'stie domttinx‘i) Systems with
small toroidal rttdius 1RD) i.e., R small and ii) systems with large toroidal values iel R

large. In the lirsr ease the last tertn can be omited and approxinuue solutions oi the
resulting equation AMI! : ("p l:7 esptfi‘t‘lmti can he found in the cylindrical

1 , . (. 5 (:rq‘D ‘1 ll10
{I1J])I'O.\Illllll.110ll 1nt|1elor111 ‘17’2‘717’1, E 111111(l+(1:\- - - 1:7Ll 7, 11 exp1 1. .\ :l'/1L “

\ ‘ L

: 11/111-=1~0.—.1)1. This solution is the same with the solution of tel. 171 in the lttrge aspect

l‘ilIHL thus retaining the. pressure profiles 11nd the energy content in this case. On the

other hand il' R is large their one c1111 assume that the last term dominutes and

the resulting; equation.1 (1
A‘ 1.11:. ” R“ expt7‘ll/4111 has. in the eyhndnenl n11p1osimi1tiou the solution

C \C .1
‘1’ — W17}7 ln1l+ttx412 C1: $551) 3717 (137 exp17‘l’0/4111. x : r/ti which produces

completely different pressure profiles even in this approximation
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This can be seen by the following arguments: for the current profile in the
4

(Huxmfl X
confinement region r0<r<a the above solution gives: j = )m \j (1:11??? _ where

‘ m
jm is the peak current located at x = xm- This shows that, in contrast to Ito-flow case, the

current is zero at the center (1'20) and it has its peak at Km = (l/3tt)1/4 with the values of

(l restricted to 1/3 S (t < m . In addition. for the peak to everage (T = V1138} ja = jtr:aj))

current ratio we have jmfj : % (1m) as against (1+0) in the noflow case.

Similary for the pressure profile. if we define, with p0 : p(r : 0) and pa : ptr :3)‘

the pressures at the center and at the edge, we have:
D-Do

Da‘Do
kind of proportionality between p and j profiles which however is different from the one
shown to exist in the static case. In fact if p0 = 0 then, the current and pressure profiles

: (71+Q)2X3/(1+(1X4)2 , Also a complete different pressure profile still holding a

_ _ 3X
become identical ie. p/pm = j/jm and pm/p : jm/j : (1 + a) :1e

It is clear that we also have a complete different (1 — profile: (l/(lu : (1 + a\“)/ (x3 (1

+ a)) which is infinite at the center and it has its minimum at X] = (l/a)”J showing. Jm/j
_ a
7 '2 (ct/3)“4 (la/(11» another kind of proportionality between the current (pressure) ratio of

peak to average and the safety factor ratio of edge to the center.

In summary. a relaxed energy state can be derived for resistive equilihria with

massrflow and the functional dependences of pressure current and angular frequency
have been determined. Within the limits of our approximation and under the assumption
of very high temperatures unique pressure and current profiles have been determined.
In systems with small toroidal radius these profiles are similar to those of the static case
while in systems with large toroidal radius the profiles are completely different. Neither
of these peaks at the center and they do hold a different proportionality than that of the

static case.
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PERTURBATIVE MEASUREMENT OF SUPRATHERMAL ELECTRON DIFFUSION IN JEI

A.Gondhalekar, D Bartlett, P Lomas, R.Martin—Solis, and M.O'Brien
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 BEA, UK

'Cuiham Laboratory, AEA—EURATOM Association, Culham, UK.

Above a certain energy electrons in a tokamak plasma become collisionless

and closely follow magnetic field lines, probing the field structure. Due

to orbit averaging at very large energy, only electrons in the intermediate
energy range, hundreds of keV. are useful for probing small scale magnetic
Stochastlcity. Such electrons are produced in JET during Lower Hybrid
Current Drive(LHCD) experiments, during which a broad steady state profile
of suprathermal(5t‘) electron density n:T(r) with energy E:T:507300 keV is
evidenced by hard X-ray bremsstrahlung measurementsli]. Experiments have

been performed to determine the spatial diffusivity D:T of these electrons
using a perturbativc method employed previously to measure electron and ion

thermal, and electron density diffusivities in JET, using evolution of

perturbations caused by injection of a small superficially penetrating D2
pellet into the plasma[2,3l. During LHCD the pellet is very rapidly ablated
by st—eiectrons and instantaneously depletes nZT in the region rarP, where
rp is the pellet penetration radius. Cooling of the thermal plasma is not

ST A . t . ST . .evident. D is inferred irom evolution of He in region rSrPe

OBSERVATIONS: Fig.1 shows the key data. A target plasma with l¢=3MA and
B =2 8T was produced in limiter configuration. The steady state Ohmically
hfiated deuterium plasma had TEIOJ=4keV and ne=1.45x101%53. Shown too are
signals from channels of a fast sampling lZ—channel grating polychromator,
tuned to receive Eemode thermal second harmonic electron cyclotron emission
(ECE) from different points in the plasma, showing thermal emission during
OH, from which To is usually deduced. When LHCD is applied the ECE greatly
increases at all frequencies due to growth of the st—electron population,
notably at frequencies above and below second harmonic where the plasma is
optically thin[4]. We attribute the increase at second harmonic frequencies
during LHCD to down-shifted non—thermal third harmonic, with only a small
increase in thermal emission. The ECE occurs at frequencies given by the

2 1/2resonance condition wm : mQC-(l-B ) -(1—B“cosel_1, where m=1,2,3,...etc.
m is the harmonic number, QC is the non—relativistic electron cyclotron
frequency, 8: v/c, B = v /c, and 0=n/2 in our experiments. The intensityH H



of FCE from Steelertronq, besides being proportional to n:T, is weighted by‘

the higher energy electrons, the me3 hCE varies as ~Ei. Examination of the;
variation of 1%? harmonic frequencies and cutoffs Ni a tokamak magnetic:

field shows that the frequenuy of a higher harmonic tegl m=3l ECE from st—V

electre can be downshifted to that of thermal emission from a loWer one;

teg‘ m2: As seen in fie downshiitnd m=3 emission originating frOm radii t
smaller than that of the optically thick thermal m:2 er ssion is reabsorbed‘

and only downshifted emission coming from electrons in Front of the thermal

m=2 layer, those with EfigfifikeV in our case, can b; seen. Fin shows where
nontributions to ECE seen in the twelve polychromator Channels, comprising

thermal and downshilted non-thermal m:3 ECE, originate. The Computation

uses the resonance cont ,iun for ECE and the magnetic field profile,

INTERPRETATION: in fig.i, at 7,65 a small pellet was injected into the

plasma, penetrating to H n 3.8m, whore hp was determined as befare[2,3t

The slid t of pellet injection was to interrupt the LHCD and extinguish all
st—electrons at rzrp. When LHCD restarted iUUms later no steelcctrons were
iroduced at r51 , as evidenced b absence of recover‘ in the ECE si nais inl P y
t , . , "I . t ,Lhe polychrumator Channels. Thus evolution of n: (r,tl subsequent to pellet

injection was source tree. tig.l shows evolution of the El after pellet
injection in nnels with the following second harmonic zwsonance

Ations, one at re, one at r slightly less than rp, and one at .3'1
transition LO a new equilibrium was instantaneous while for Channelsp

at rirP evolution was seen to be eharaeteristjcaily diffusive‘ Analysis of
T'olutlon at [try was used to determine dliiusimn of n_1 6:

When LHCD is terminated in the normal way, the non~thermal ECE decays, its

evolution determined by spatial diffusion and slowing-down of stuelentrons
3 ‘l'is eff of injecting A JEliOt is to increase Vnr trzr J, am)lit ing theo i P P i Y

. i . , _ ‘ F ST l ' r .difrusive flux and speeding the decay 01 n while the slowingedown time in
C

is unchangedv The observed increase in ihe rate of decay of
. ._ . . . Vi . STis a maniieslation of spatial diffusion of nC

the region p
non-thermal FCE from It

P
The low energy st electrons make only a small contribution, since emission
is strongly energy dependent, This is seen by examination of the signal in
channels Hiltfig.ll; absence of a fast reduction tr} ECE signal following

pellet injection indicates that in channel fill electrons of E5200 keV from

r2rP contribute very little to the signal. Similarly for the other channels
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r055 d by the pellet (efforts to simulate this behavior of the ECE by
not C a ’. '

1 {Mg n‘fltr) and its energy distribution have not yet been successful).
tai 0 'LV 'u ST ' ,
We thus dei the an energy band 220515e (keV)5255 for electrons contributing

t :0 the observed nonethermal ECE. This energy can be assumed to be
mos L

SVIICL‘ the electron slowing down time at this energy is longerConstant,
than the decay of the ECE signals. Then the position of the radiating

lectrons is fixed to a small range of radii. and the ECE is proportionale ..
density n:T, and evolution of downshifted m=3 ECE after

T
to gl—L‘ldcii‘on

. s
lYlJDCTiO“ represents evolution of Tie .

pellet

sIMULATION: St—electron density evolution is described by the continuity

equation lgnc’rtr,tl/dtzedivl":T(r,t]+S:T[r,t). The flux is assumed diffusivek.
ST , _ _ ST ST _ 5T . . .

and given by 1'8 (r,L) — De Vne (r,t), Se [r,tl SiTs the source. Cylindrical

(. . . ST _ _ 7 _ ST ‘ _
geometE'V is used, with conditions Se (I,L)—O, ne r<rP,O)—-n0, he (IZrP,O)—O

‘[!=3 ,:,)=O. Slowingedown of steelectrons -'1s neglected because it iss
and Re

much slower than the decay of the ECE signals. Fig.3 shows a comparison

between the measured evolution of n:T(r,t) and simulation of it using the

above model. The diffusivity D: is iterated until a best fit between
simulation and measurement is obtained, taking E:T=250kev. In the example

shown 111-: best value obtained was D:T=15m2/s. Varying 13? within the band
ST 2

mentioned above, gave 9£De (m /s)515.

The continuity equation given above has an analytic solution of the form

u“T(r,t)/n : 2r /a22 [J (a.r )J (a.r)/(a.J2[u.a))lexp(-D5Tu?t)e 0 P ST12 i P 0 i 1 1 l e i
where Jofiniul. When t»l/(De 0(2), or when r/a << rP/a, then the i=1 term is

dominant and n:r(r,t)/n0 can be represented by a single exponential. Then

the measured decay time Tm is related to the diffusion time TD and slowing

down time “I.“ thus 1/1‘ :l/T +l/‘C . Here I = 1/[DSTOCZ) and "c E70ms. Usingso In D SD n e 1 g? 2
this correction the diffusivity of st—electron density is ésDe (m /s]£lO.

CONCLUSIONS: (i) For suprathermal electrons with ZZOSE:T(keV)SZSS a radial
density diffusivity, 6£D:T(m2/s)510 at r/aEO.S is inferred, Such a value

51'for DC has been deduced for LHCD modulation experiments in TORE SUPRA [5].

(ii) The magnitude of D:T above appears to be larger than DZT deduced from

steady state LH power balance. (iii) Analogous measurements of electron

thermal and density diffusivity gave[2,3] e3m2/s and DeEO.4m2/S at r/aI-i

0.5. That xe>>De, and that suprathermal electrons diffuse more rapidly than
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thermal ones, D:T»xe, both indicate that micromagnetic stochastioity may

play an important role in anomalous electron thermal transport in JET.
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MEASUREMENTS 0F MEV ENERGY ICRF DRIVEN MINORITY IONS IN JET

A.V.Khudoleev+, V.I.Afanasyev+, S.Corti, A.Gondhalekar,

A.C.Maas, and M.P.Petrov+.

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 SEA, United Kingdom

+A F loffe Physical—Technical Institute, St.Petersburg, Russia

renents have been made of flux and energy spectra of 0.5—2MeV hydrogenMeasu I ’
t 5 produCed during Heminority ICRF heating in JET, using a high energyaOlTlu

tral particle analyzer(NPA)[l]. The ions, neutralized by charge—exchangemen
and recombination processes. exit the plasma and reach the NPA installed at

the tap of the torus with its line of sight intercepting the plasma center

at R=3,07m, The NPA has eight energy channels spanning O.SSE(MeV]SB.5, with
common mass selection, enabling Lime resolved measurements of the flux and

efiergy spectra of hydrogenic and helium atoms emitted by the plasma.

The beam line geometry determines that only atoms with v¢/vzs 7X10_3 reach
the NPA detectors. Moreover the birth point of the atoms has to be at the

intersection of the NPA line of sight, the ICRF deposition region, and the
banana tips of the parent H+ ions. We infer from orbits computed using the

above boundary conditions that the observed flux arises mainly from H+ ions

near the center of the plasma. A typical deuterium target plasma with para'
meters I¢=3.6MA, B =2 8T, ne(0)=2x1019nf3 and Te(0)= 2keV was heated usingF ¢
fundamental frequency H—minority ICRF. The applied ICRF power, Flam“ was
ramped to 10 MW in 15. whereby electron density and temperature increase to
ne(o)=4x10“’nf3
hydrogen flux FH(E) and its spectrum for different PICRF. The 'temperature’
of the flux. defined as T£XP=—[6(lnFH(EJ)/6E]—1, increases for data shown,

and Te(0)=6keV. Fig.1 shows evolution of the ’passive’[1]

from nmPEO'17 Mev to a steady state value of TEXPEO.44 MeV. The saturation
behavior of TEXP may be an artifact of effective 'temperature’ associated
with the velocity dependence of the reaction rates for neutralization of
the H+ ionstl]. The two orders of magnitude increase at all energies in
FME) can not be understood either as due to increase in the H—minority
temperature at constant density, or due to influx of hydrogen into the
plasma during the ICRF heating. The increase in FH may again be an artifact
related to the neutralization process! Details of the ion neutralization
processes and influence of other plasma parameters on them is a subject of
ongoing investigations.



Experiments were performed to measure the width of the ICRF resonance by

sweeping it across the NPA line of sight, A target deuterium plasma with

lipe3MA was heated with ICRF in the fundamental frequency H—minority mode at

42.6MH2. B was increased from 231' to 3.111" in 12s, causing the position of
(15

peak of resonance, Rncs' to move through 2.65RHES(InlS3.69. Evolution of

heating and plasma parameters is shown in fig.2, Also shown is the count

rate RH for hydrogen flux measured by the MFA in the 0.97MeV channel. In

fig-1,3 the normalized flux from two NPA channels, at 0.5MeV and 1,8Mev, is

shown as a function of Rats We see that the full width at half maximum

(Fl-Jim} of the resonance is zD,17m, and nearly the same for the two extreme

energy ions measured. Assuming that Tl‘rt'l‘i/iO, which is usual for ICRF

heating of deuterium plasma with low density l-i—minority[?_i, TL=013MeV, and

i<H=7.5m_1, which is appropriate for the dipole phasing employed in the

experiments, the Doppler broadening of the resonance, AR=RHE5kH-VH/w, will

give a Fill-TM of RXAREOe AP. is the width of the resonance, ii _ the

resonance position for Vii:0' kil the parallel component of the wave vector,

v” the parallel thermal velocity of the ions, and w the ICRF frequency.

Experiments were performed to measure the effects of toroidal field ripple

on confinement of high energy ions in JET. The ripple magnitude was changed

by operating lE'l‘ with 16 TF coils instead of the normal 32 TF coils, giving

ABqfi/qlS'K for 16 coils and ABW’BIXEM for 32 (:oils, on the torus midplane

at. the outer limiter. High energy l-l ions were produced by Second harmonic

ll—minority ICRF heating of a target deuterium plasma with I¢=2.5MA, nemls

1.8xlOlgm—3, and 'i‘ewiszikcv, with Bd):1.4'lfi 3—EMi-l of lCRF power was applied
and the frequency changed 53110t”by75h0t from 42‘6MHZ to 52Ml~lz, thereby

moving REES from 3.33m to 2.73mi Fig.4 shows the spectrum of ’passive' HO

flux in the NPA, for O.S£l§l(lvleVlSi.8. with 16 TF and 32 TF coil operation

with Rmzs: 3.33m. Under nearly similar healing and plasma conditions, the

flux at the highest energy measured by the NPA, is reduced by a factor 535

in the 16 TF coil operation compared to that with 32 "ff coils, for REES:

3.33m. Fig.5 shows PH(32 coill/l‘HUé coil], the ratio of fluxes for 32 and

16 coil operation, for different NPA energy channels, as the lCRF resonance

position was scanned 2.'/3£RRES(111)S3.33. We see that when Rnfisz'jdm, the

ratio of fluxes dramatically increases, indicating large ion losses which

increase with ion energy, in the 16 coil operation The point where these

losses become large in 16 TF’ e011 operation, REES—21m, coincides with the
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boundary 05 Inc ripple trapping region calculated for the topology of the

toroidal 1 Jld ripple prevailing in the experiment[3], shopn in fig,6. Thus

it seems thaL direct ripple related loss of high energy H ions on the low

field sidc of the tokamak takes place during 16 TF coil operation of JET.

l Concxuggon, the newly developed high energy NPA has been used to studyn A
differenl 559ccts of H-minority ICRF heating, and dynamics of high energy

The measured FHHM of ICRF resonance is compared with expectedions in in".
Doppler bropdening. In the toroidal field ripple experiments large direct

high energy ion losses are observed in the 16 coil configuration.

The authors whank P.van Belle for help with the ion orbit computations, and

D Nuif fog rpy tracing calculations of lCRF power deposition.

L H.P.Pc:rev, at al.. 1992, paper at this conference.

2' VIRBMHQEQCF, EL al‘, 1992, to be published.

1 S Puivingyii, private communication.
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Introduction

Runaway electrons are a promising tool to studymagnetic turbulence in a tokamak plasma.

Recently". several studies have been devoted to this Issue [1. 2]. In these studies hard X—rays.
created 'when runaways hit the limiter. have been analysed. This paper also addresses the

uestion ofcontinement ol runaways. Here. however. not the runaways leavmg the plasma are

studied. but the runaways ll'l the intenor. They were diagnosed by means of the infrared

synchrotron radiation which relatmstic runaways (> [0 MeV) erntt. as was shown by Finken et

al. [3]. With this tool information can be obtained about runawayj continementtimes. energy.

birth—rate. dimensrons of the runaway beam and perhaps about their energy distribution. In this

3 er at first a presentation of the measurements is given and the energy and pitch angle is
deduced from the data. Then a‘compari son‘ot the runaway confinement in low dcnstty plasmas

(“6(0) < 0.8 1019 m3) is made tor three difterent‘condittons: normal ohmic discharge. discharge
with a gas puff and one With neutral beam injection (NBl).

Experimental Set Up

Synchrotron radiation is emitted because electrons moving along the drift orbits experience an

acceleration perpendicular to their path. In the relativistic limit the spectrum becomes continuous

with a sharp fall off at the short wavelength limit. This radiation is predominantly emitted in
forward direction with an opening angle of *~' l/Y (V being the relativistic energy factor). The
spectral intensity of synchrotron emission is given by the Schwinger equation [4]: r

4a m 3, 0c r ,
Pfizyfi ’Tf KrSIJMdX 1

_ Y‘LAJ 4‘7Rctlrv

31y3

where the average radius of curvature Rcurv : |(1 - 93 ) / R + e B H/y m c] l

and the pitch angled = arctan (Vi/ V”) = Vi/ c .
rc : classical electron radius. Kt5/3) = modified Bessel function.

With two I.R.scanners (Inframetrics. model 600) the plasma was observed tangentially in the
direction of electron approach. Window and lens~material was Ca. having a long wavelength
cutoff of approximately 9 pm. One scanner looked in the horizontal plane and was sensitive in
the spectral range 3—14 pm. Because ot‘a limited field of view only the high field side could be
observed tr={—15 cm.0 cml). The other scanner detected the radiation under an oblique angle of
approximately 12° with respect to the equator and had a spectral range from 3-6 pm.
Measurements were performed at TEXTOR (Ro=l.75 m. IP1=3SO kA. Bt=2.25 T, a=0.46 m).
Time traces for several plasma parameters are given in fig.1 for the three conditions we
investigated: How—density deuterium discharges. to see the synchrotron radiation developing
under normal conditions 2.same discharges but with a gas puff (deuterium) at t=3.0 s, to see
the influence of higher densities on runaways Mow—density deuterium discharges with 400 kW
deuterium NBI from t:3.0 to t=3.4 s. to look for different loss mechanisms for runaways
under additional heating.
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Spectrum and Energy.

'l'o deduce the energy of the runaways from the synchrotron radiation some measurements Were
performed with 3 different filters in front of the LR. scanner 1. These quartz filters transmit the
LR. up to a certain wavelength. They had different thicknesses and therefore different lOng
wavelength cuteoffs (=15. 4. 4.5 pm respl. The spectral information. obtained through
comparison of the intensities for die different filter measurements. gives the maximum runawfiy
energy to an accuracy of better then 4 MeV. The thermal contribution from the liner‘
transmission functions of optics and detector response were taken into account. The information
was not sufficient to deduce the energy distribution frEi. Therefore two extreme cases were
analysed. the first being that of a monoaenergetic distribution. the second being a constant
energy distribution up to a maximum energy 13",“. Whereas these distributions are substantial]
different only a difference of less then 20 "/0 in EWU is found. In fig.2 is plotted the energy of
the runaways as a function of time. together with the expectation from freeefall acceleration.
Here a pitch angle off) = 0.1 (see next section) has been used.
During the first second of the discharge the energy obeys the free fall expectation quite well,
After this it departs from this line and reaches a maximum energy of 35 MeV at about 2.5 s.
Hereafter there seems to be a tendency of decrease in energy. It should be remarked that this is
in the current ramp down phase. where the loop voltage is decreased to approximately 0.4 V.
The feature that for high energies runaways do not obey the free fall acceleration has also been
seen on other tokamaks. c.g TORE SUPRA. where the discrepancy was attributed to the
interaction of the runaways with the magnetic field ripple [5]. At a certain energy (for ’l‘EXTOR
the second harmonic = 35 MeV t a resonance will occur. resulting in a pitch angle scattering.
Then an effective energyeblocking can occur. because the radiated power equals the power
gained from the electric field. Another explanation could be that the observed energy limit is
simply the result of orbit shift. The runaways will disappear from the diagnosed area as they
gain energy. In fig. 3 is plotted the maximum energy for which the runaways are Still confined,
calculated from this orbit shift for a peaked current profile according to Schiillcr [6]. This plot
also includes the radiation limit for several values of the pitch angle 0. together with some
measured values at t=3.0 s. The radiated power is given by [4]:
P6 = 2 r: imo-,<-‘3 4

3 Récurr

Pitch angle

One of the l.R.scanners made an angle of approximately ll“ with the equatorial plane.
observing the thermal radiation from the limiter blades. On this camera also synchrotron
radiation was observed. that could clearly be distinguished from the thermal radiation.
Knowing the apparent position of this radiation. the divergence of the synchrotron radiation
could be calculated. resulting in a value of 6° in the vertical plane. corresponding to a pitch
angle 9 : 0.10. It should be noticed that with this value and the value we find for EH,“ . the
runaways are indeed close to the radiation limit. Measurements will be made at the low field
side in the future. to see if the runaway energy is really limited by the radiation limit.

Confinement

The effect of high electron densities oti the runaways and effects of additional heating has been
studied by comparing normal low density deuterium discharges. with discharges where
deuterium was puffed into the plasma at 123.0 s. and with discharges where from t=3.0 s to
t=3.4 s a neutral beam was injected. All other plasma conditions were kept the same. resulting
in a very reproducible synchrotron signal. that varied in amplitude only by a factor of 1.5 on
shot to shot basis. but had the same shape. In fig.4 three time traces are given for this signal
for the various conditions. In fig] the corresponding plasma parameters are shown (line
averaged nc.V|00p. lpt and Hard X-rays). The most remarkable features are:
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case: The synchrotron signal increases tintil it reaches a constant level alter : 3.0 s.

in fig? the energy does not increase alter 2.5 s. so the population of runaways must

This leads to the conclusion that the runaways are not only created at the beginning
-1150 during the discharge. One possibility for this creation can be the close collisions

m.“ teen runaway and tail electrons. in which the latter also becomes runaway. lhat this

busess can be substantially has been pointed otit by Besetlin and Panlcratov [7]. The leveling
l‘f at [33,0 5 can be either the result ot‘ the decrease in energy or a change in source rate.

Oi h‘flte‘d losses are not observed on the hard X—ray signal. it has to be remarked that at t=2.7

5316 loop voltage is decreased by aractor of two. The electrical field in the centre. however.

behaves different. The current density in the centre can only change on a magnetic. dittuSion

time The resistivity ll then determines the electrical field. which therefore does not decrease.

1‘ Normal
As is 56?'1
DC growlllg.

l

2. Gas puff: In contrast to the. previous situation the signal lteeps increasing after the gas puff.

reaching its niaxtmum value at = 3.4 s. This is observed in every gas putt experiment. ()nly ’

then the signal decays. much more rapidly than in the case Without gasputt; The further l

increase could be understood in the sense ol birtlierate changes or in elecrneal tield changes. l

The higher densny increases the lrcquency tor the close collisions between runaways and

thermal electrons. resulting in more runaways. Another eftect ot the gas putt is the temperature

drop and therefore the increased resistivity n and electrical held in the centre. It the runaways

were in radiation equilibrium. then the total emisSion can now be increased. As can be seen at

the hard X-ray signal (fig. 1) also runaways are lost. explaining the decrease oi the signal atter

[:34 5, What kind of mechanism this is. is not yet investigated. The decrease iii signal cannot

be explained by a decrease in energy because slowmg down sheets can be neglected tor the
observed electrons lCOlllSlOll time > 10t st.

3. With NBI tconinjected with respect to the current): The signal starts decreasing immediately

after the beam is turned on. Two possibilities are suggested to explain the immediate decrease. v

The first is the drop iii the electrical field iii the centre if the beam is turned on. which results in l

art effective deceleration ol‘ the runaways if it is assumed that they were already in a phase
where the radiated power equated the power gained from the electrical field. as shown in the

previous section, The second explanation for the decrease could be a new loss mechanism. like

enhanced levels of fluctuating electrical and / or magnetic fields. This is in agreement with the
observed hard Xeray signal (fig. 1. bottom) which shows a strong increase in the NBI - phase. '.

Another remarkable fact is the further decrease if the beam is ttimed ot‘t‘. whereas the hard X i

my signal falls back to a low level.

Conclusions

Runaway electrons with energies up to 35 MeV have been observed by synchrotron radiation in
TEXTOR. During the first second they obey the tree fall acceleration very well. Then the
observed energy saturates after approximately 2.5 s. Explanations for this energy limit can be
given by orhit sltit’t effects. the second harmonic runaway ripple interaction. or by reaching the
radiation limit. The latter is consistent with the value observed for the pitch angle. For a
conclusive answer. measurements will be made at the low field side. Measurements show also
that runaways are not just created in the start tip phase. but also during the discharge. Loss
mechanisms of runaways were t'ound in the cases of gas put't’ experiments and NET. To
determine these mechanisms will he one of the aims of further investigation.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to control the plasma density during long shots (>107205), attemps to combine

repetitive pellet fuelling and lower hybrid current drive have been carried out in Tore Supra.

As expected from previous Studies [1,2], the penetration of pellets injected during LH pulses

is small and corresponds to a poor fuelling efficiency. Nevertheless, a partial recovery of the

penetration depth is Obtained by switching off the LH powerjust before each injection, which

yields a significant increase of the fuelling efficiency. This difference in the pellet penetrations

is interpreted in the frame of an ablation model [2] taking into account the heating in volume

of the pellet by the fast electron tail.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The ORNL centrifugal pellet injector used on Tore Supra [3] can inject up to 100

pellets during a single discharge at a velocity S800m/s and a frequency SlOHz. The particle

content of the pellets can be ajusted between 2 1020 and 1021 deuterium atoms. For the

combined pellets/LHCD experiments, the injector was operated at 600m/s, 4Hz, the pellet size

was 5i? 1()20 atoms and the number of pellets per shot limited to 28, according to the duration

of the current plateau, One launcher of the 3.7 Glelz LH system was used and the injected

power was S 3MW (n//=1.8; 0° phasing). During the modulation experiments, pellets were

triggered by the LH control generator. Tore Supra (R=2.34m, =0.78m) was operating with

Bt=3.9'l‘ and Ip=l.6MA, The volume averaged plasma density varied from 1 to 4 1019m-3

and the particle pumping capacity available was that of the inner carbon wall (estimated to

about 50-60 pellets [4]).
Pellet ablation and penetration are monitored by Ha, Hg photodiodes viewing along

the injection path and by a CCD camera mounted in the vertical port at the injection toroidal

location. The fuelling efficiency 11 is defined as the ratio of the instantaneous increase of the

total number of electrons in the plasma to the pellet content measured with a microwave cavity.
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GLOBAL PLASMA PARAMETERS AND FUELLING EFFICIENCY

CONTXNUOUS LH

The tinre evolution of the main plasma parameters is given on figl for two consecutiVe
shots: the LHCD case (ZMW during 4.6s) corresponds to solid litres and markers 6, while the
dotted curves and markers 0 are for the similar ohmic shot. Pellets have no significant effec;
on the wave coupling, since the reflected power remains : 5%, as in the gas injection case.
When LH is applied, the volutne averaged density increase following each injection becomes
small although the pellet size remains constant. The corresponding poor fuelling efficiency
I] 2 15-30% (instead of till-90% for ohmic plasmas) is closely linked with the reduced
penetration of the pellets Lp = 10cm (instead of = 35cm for ohmic plasmas). Edge pressure
spikes (see figl) well correlated with pellets are measured on a gauge close to the injector
port, indicating that probably a large fraction of the injected matter is lost by charge exchange
reactions Uta : 5 to 10cm). Owing to the outer matter deposition profile, the density peaking
factor 116(0)/<nc> is slightly reduced (15%) and remains nearly constant, except during the
central filling up transient phase. Central heating [5] by LH waves avoids the electron
temperature drop following the very first pellets. as seen on the central channel of the
Thomson scattering signal. The density increase compensates for the presence of LH power,
yielding a quasi-constant tt‘.

NOTCHtCD tin
Switching off the LH power before every pellet results in a significant increase of the

penetration depth. The delay At: between the end of the LH pulse and the injection is taken in
the lOO-30()keV electron slowing—down time and is varied from shot to shot. The evolution of
Lp is displayed versus AI on fig.2 for different volume averaged densities and for ZMW of
LH power, The comparison with the penetrations obtained without notching (AI = 0) shows
that Lp increases very rapidly for small Ar and reaches an asymptotic value for
AI > Arc : 30ms An example is given on fig.3 for shot '1‘86035. Twenty~height pellets
(Ar : 90ms) are injected during the 9s of the current plateau. Spikes are observed on the loop
voltage (AV : 1V) when the LH generator is switched off. The progressive density increase
from I 1019 to 3 ltll9mr3 compensates the tf reduction from 4.5 to = 2.5 yielding only a
small increase of the mean loop voltage throughout the discharge (2.6Vs saved).

FUELLING EFFICIENCY
The high fuelling efficiency of pellets is due to the deep matter deposition. In the

preceding paragraph, an experimental procedure is described wich allows deep penetrations.
Nevertheless, the viability of the simultaneous use of LHCD and pellet fuelling will only be
demonstrated if the corresponding fuelling efficiency is shown to be high enough The
behaviour of n with the penetration depth is displayed on t‘ig.4 for ohmic (0) and LHCD
discharges, with (+) and without (6) switch off. For the experiments reported in this paper, a
penetration larger than : 20cm is required for the fuelling efficiency to recover a quasi-ohmic



“260"80gi5). This condition is only fulfilled for a time delay At of few tens of

between the LH power switch off and the pellet injection. For steady Ll‘l pulses,

‘ depth is limited to 2 10cm In that case, the fuelling efficiency does not exceed
vtrue (i-c-
milliseconds

netratiot
hich does not correspond to a significant improvement With respect to gas piift.the PC

20—30%, W

DISCUSSION

It is shown in [2] that, in presence of a fast electron tail, the pellet ablation rate depends

crucially on the density of fast electrons whose penetration in the ice is of order of the pellet

size. In these conditions, the increase in the pellet penetration suggests that during the time

interval At, the number of these fast electrons strongly decreases. Qualitatively, the evolution

of the supratherinal population can be understood as follows: at a time 5t after the power

switch off, the electrons whose initial slowing down time 150 is shoner than 8t have lost their

energy by collisions while those for which tsp is larger than 5t have been accelerated by the

electric field. The condition for the pellets to recover a deep penetration is therefore that the

density of the electrons for which 15D S AIC dramatically decreased. The condition

“D = 30mg corresponds to an energy EC 2 IOOlteV, for which the stopping length in solid

hydrogen is about limit, which compares well with the pellet radius.
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OBSERVATTONS 0F SUPRATl-lERMAL ELECTRONS ]N THE EDGE REGION

OF JET l’l-MODE PLASMAS

niyillartletl, L l‘ortc’. fl F. Costley. S E Jones". R Smith. A 7.olfaghari+

JAY/01M {infer/magi Miner/0n 0m” WM L751, {/A’
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[NTltODdCTJQb' Measurements of the edge plasma parameters are an important part of

dtrstandiflfl the behaviour of Himodc plasmas. In previously reported work [1] the JET electron

un ‘ .
tlotl‘OIl “melon (ECH) licterodyne radiometer has been used to study the evolution of the edge

Cl"
. .

leclroll “.mpprnttll‘t‘ profile However. this has been limited during fir-modes by the presence of two

0 .

[on therm'lt features: enhanced emission (not present during the lrniode) at radiation frequencies

l ' ' ‘

normally associated with the extreme edge of the profile. and brief intense bursts of emission coincident

with bills and

pd emission is explained in terms of a small population of moderately suprathernial electrons.in the same range of frequency. These phenomena are investigated in this paper. The

cnhanc

verimcntal evidence showing that this suprathermal population is located in the edge region. and

estimatt‘s of its energy range and density are presented. Rapid changes to this population, caused by the

“Lug. are believed to be responsible for the observed bursts of ECE.

MEASUIlEtlEN'LfiYSTEM. The JET ECf". heterodyne radiometer [1.2] is a powerful tool for studying the

temporal evolution of ECE from the edge plasma since it combines high sensitivity with good spatial and

temporal resolutions it has a total of 44 channels spread over the frequency bands TCf—lOBGHz and

115M1270Hz. each channel having a frequency resolution of 500MHz. Either ordinary mode emission (for

first harmonic measurements) or extraordinary mode emission (for second harmonic measurements) can

be selected. allowing edge measurements over a wide range of toroidal field values. A recent upgrade of

the data acquisition [3] allows a large quantity of data to be taken at sample rates up to ltlllz. The data

on the [flats presented in this paper was recorded in eight channels at 200 kH'L. while all channels were

simultaneously acquired at a rate of a few hits.

MEASHMIMENE. in Hiinodc discharges the electron temperature profile can be determined from

radiometer measurements to within about 5 cm of the separatrix. lit frequencies corresponding to

locations closer to the scparatrix, the emission over a narrow range of frequency is enhanced to well

above the local thermal level. This "bump” on the emission profile always appears at the L to if

transition and remains through the entire Himode phase. Figure 1 shows E—mode spectra of the edge

ECE measured by the radiometer at times before. during and after the Lil transition. The intensities

are given as radiation temperature (ie equivalent to electron temperature for a thermal optically thick

plasma). The steeply rising intensity on the high frequency side is optically thick second harmonic
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emission from the sleep edge temperature profile. The slowly rising level at low frequencies is due to
harmonic overlap: at these frequencies the second harmonic resonance is outside the plasma, but the
first harmonic is resonant on the inboard side. The nature of the hump can be investigated by
examining the behaviour of the emission in two particular circumstances.

#23336
Fl are l: E’dllodc’ ECE s ecli1,2 . H-mode (12.8 s)\ //, g . D [a:5: L~H (12.5 s) \ //// measured using the hetcrodyne

5 L-” (12-2 S)_ //// X" radiometer at frequencies in theE: 0'3 L—mocie (11.9 s) \ "x. / x“ _ .
‘6 \ f: ’ / second harmonic edge region. TheC
95’ 0.4 build up of the Holl’tl‘lel'lllfit hump a3
_ the plasma enters the t’i’llmtifl is

o_0 clearly seen.
92 94 95 98 100 102

Frequency (GHz)

First. the optical depth at the edge frequencies can be estimated by making use of ii tirief spike of
l‘llllSSlUII which is usually observed at the sawtooth collapse. tn the edge channels. this spilrc is (to
within the response tllllt‘ of the acquisition) sminltaneous with the collapse at the plasma centre, and
clearly separated from the heat pulsc which propagates to the edge The electrons generating the Spike
must therefore be near the plasma centre and have sufficient energy to give a relativistic downshift to a
range of edge frequencies The mechanism by which this radiation spike is generated is not well
understood. but its rapidly changing nilciisity across the radiometer channels. which is due to changing
ahsorptioii by the thermal edge plasma. can he used to estimate the optical depth profile in the edge
region. in these plasmas. with steep edge gradients. the transition from optically thin to optically thick
occurs over only one or two radiometer channels (ii: a few em). Applied to data like that In figure l. this
analysis shows that the non thermal H mode hump is located at frequencies where the thermal second
tidi‘lllUIllf‘ is optically thin. The lowest frequency channel for which the thermal plasma is optically thick
corresponds to tilt‘ minimum inst above the hump

Secondly, it can be shown that the electrons which produce the hump are in the edge region by
examining discharges in which the density rises sufficiently to produce cutoff of the edge ECE
frequencies, The density profile in the edge of these discharges is very steep, reaching its plateau value
about itt) cm from the sepaiuitrix. When the central density rises to about 1020 m’3 (for the conditions
of figure 1). the cutioff layer is about 40 em from the separatrix for the frequencies corresponding to
the hump, its the density rises further. the cutoff layer moves rapidly to the plasma edge. Since
radiation emitted inboard of the (tiltWOtf layer cannot propagate to the receiving antenna on the
outboard side. the falling intensity of the hump during this time shows where the emitting electrons are
located, to these discharges, the intensity of the hump starts to be affected when the cut—off is within
lid 40 cm of the separatrix. and it almost disappears when the cut-off is h 10 cm from the separatrix.
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During guts the HUB exhibits brief, very intense bursts, as illustrated in figure 2 which shows the

time history of an ELM on

hermal lIUUID. and sometimes extend to slightly higher frequencies. The intensity of the spikes

i system at a radiation temperature of ~10 keV, Negative saturation of the signal

two edge channels. These spikes occur at the same radiation frequencies as

the nonet

saturates the detectioi

after the Eltt is caused by hig}

nrst of ECE. but it is recorded with insufficient time resolution to detect any fine structure
i—pass filtering. The Dialpha signal shows that an Elli! occurs at the same

time as the b

of the kind visib

show precursor oseill

le on the ECE. Although the magneties and density reflectometer diagnostics frequently

ations leading up to the ELMs. they are not seen on the ECE.

#26777_
E _

"E
=

E Figure 2: Time evolution of ECE from
g f : 73.3 GHz W , , ,.

2 (Rmmmal : as m) _ two edge channels during an hhti. the

v f: 75_5 GHz ' time origin of this plot is at 13.2 s
= a. . .

%‘ (R‘he‘ma' 7m) from the start of the discharge.
5 .

E W
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Time (ms)

The onset of the ECE EtM bursts can be difficult to identify precisely. but it is generally not exactly

simultaneous in all the edge radiometer channels. Although there is considerable variation from ELM to

ELM. the large number of hLlls (66) recorded over a 0.6 s period in the discharge of figure 2 show a

trend of increasing start time delay (with respect to the start time in the lowest frequency channel) as

the radiation frequency increases. This is illustrated by figure 3. which plots the start and end times

(averaged over all 66 ELMS) as a function of emission frequency. The end time Shows very large

variability. but there is a marked tendency for the ELM duration to fall with increasing radiation

frequency.

_~ #26777

i? 2:: ~\\‘‘‘‘ _ Figure 3: Start and end time of the

E 0.4 “‘\\‘ _ edge ECE burst seen during Et as a

E 0.3 ELM End/ ‘2“ _ function of emission frequency. The

7‘? 0-2_ ELM Start ‘~\\ . times are referenced to the start time

D 0.1 - \ in the lowest frequency channel. and

are averaged over a number of Eldis.
0.0

74 75 76 77 78

Frequency (GHz)
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MODELLIMLandJflTERERETAflQM. Various mechanisms which might produce the nonethermal bump

in the emission profile have been investigated [4]. The only explanation we have found to fit the abuVe
observations is the existence of a small population of suprathermal electrons in the region within 3040
cm of the separatrix. To explain the small relativistic frequency downshift of the hump and the ELM3_

their energy must be limited to about 60 keV. The appearance of the hump during the ll—mode may be

due to an increase in their density. resulting from reduced outward diffusion of suprathcrmals through

the edge transport barrier. At frequencies above the hump the suprathermals are not seen because their
emission is rewabsorbed by the optically thick thermal plasma.

The measured spectra have been modelled using the formulae for the emission coefficients of

moderately nonethermal electrons given in [5] The parallel energy of the electrons is limited to 60 keV

and their perpendicular energy is assumed to be Maxwellian at around the local plasma temperature (2«

3 keV). 'l‘heir density is obtained by fitting the measured intensity of the hump, and is typically <10’4 of

the thermal electron density. The series of spikes during the ELM may be caused by pitchiangle

scattering of some of the suprathermals during the ELM instability. followed by their ejection from the
plasma along with some of the thermal density. In the model calculations the pitch-angle scattering is

simulated by transferring energy from the parallel to perpendicular direction. Scattering 10—15% of the

suprathcrrnal population is sufficient to give the observed intensity. To explain the slightly wider
frequency range over which the ELM is observed (relative to the hump) it is necessary in the model to
reduce transiently the edge thermal density to about its Limode value. This causes the radial location
at which the thermal plasma changes from optically thin to thick to move inwards, allowing higher

frequency norrthermal emission to escape.

The frequency dependent start time of the ECE burst is not necessarily due to radial propagation of

the ELM itself. since the suprathermal emission is spectrally broadened Alternative explanations are a

time evolution of the suprathermal distribution function, or radial propagation of the fall in thermal

plasma density due to the ELM. which would vary the frequency at which the plasma becomes optically

thick. These possibilities are being investigated.

SMMMARX. Observations of ECE from the edge region of JET ll-modc discharges have shown non—
thermal features which are not present in the L—modc phase, These features are attributed to a small

population of moderately suprathermal electrons in the region within 40 cm of the plasma edge. Model

calculations including emission from both the thermal plasma and a suprathermal population with

energy up to 60 keV and density about 10“4 of the thermal plasma provide a consistent explanation of

the observed phenomena.
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EFFECTS OF ENHANCE-D TOROIDAL FIELD RIPPLE ON JET PLASMAS

C gun“ 1’,Bar:thaschi. E.Bertolini. S.Conrov. E.Deksnis. J.Dietz. B.de Esch. B.Green.
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JET Joint Undertaking. Altingdon. Oxon. OX14 BEA. UK.

‘_»\.F.loffe Physico-Teehnical Institute. SLPQtershurg, Russia

The JET machine is equipped with 32 toroidal field coils. In order to study the

cft'cct Ui-Tl— ripple on the confinement of last particles and. more generally. on the plasma

[whaviotln a series ol‘experiments was performed using only l6 TI" coils. At the position ot‘

the ”ma limiter. this led to an increase of the ripple. 5:"Bmax‘Bminlr‘laxTBminlv from

1r; to 12.5% The toroidal field was limited to L4 T. with plasma currents in the range

hetu'een 2 and 3 MA. Additional heating power—levels and energy—input were kept low in

(mid m ”mid possible damage to some first wall components made out of inconel.

Fot all the In coil NB] heated discharges. the toroidal rotation was s 0,5 104 m/‘s

compared with 4 IO“l m/s for the 32 coil reference plasmas.

16 coils 32 coils

Figlz

Comparison ufTF ripple

maps (contours of log 5)

for It) and 32 TF~coils.

ZIm
]

1.5 2.9 4.2 1.6 19 4.2
R [m] R [m]

L-mnde plasmas: With 16 coils. 2.5 MA inner-wall NBI-heuted L-motle discharges

showed a reduction of z 30% in the plasma stored energy (diamagnetie) as compared to 32
coil reference discharges. A maximum of 210% can be attributed to direct losses of NBI

particles ionized in the ripple-well trapping zone. At equal electron temperature (Tc = 3
keV) and density (<nc> : 1.4 1019/1113), the ion temperature. Ti: was =5 keV and :3 keV

IVSPCUIIV'ely for the 32 coil and ]fi coil discharges. The possibility of a reduction in ion
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heating due to pitch-nnglc scattering of N13! particles while slowing down (E s Ecm) into
the ripple-well trapping phnsc spiice is under investigation Zlntl will he reported elsewhere
[l].

H—tnode: .'—\lthough l‘l-rnodes eould he obtained in the double-null X-poim

contigttrntit'tn with to coils only. their quality was severely degraded by eltns. The longest
elm-free period obtained during 10 MW NBI injection was s 200 ms (with a threshold far
clniy H~tttnde5 in the region of 1.5—3.5 MWt. \‘Vht’ft‘ltS ll PUW’EI' of 1.5 MW was sufficient to
form elm—free ll—modes in 33 coil reference discharges. The typictil density increase for elm~
free HAmodes‘ Wits never observed with ltrcotls.

. . y . l t t . . i . t t t , . . . . r . . t . l . . . .

10 _ PNBIlMW] / v — #27 46 _ Fig.3: Showing
M’ __ #27113 the difference in

.M the quttlity of H.
. ,t,.l_._l t t t t [ t t . L l . t . . I t t . t _t t._' '0 .1..,.[....i..t.l....1—1 ~* modes obtained

— ‘_ 32 C011 - 5 in the 16 coil andWDIAM /“-.,._ '
U x#1600d ‘1 ‘.

/ ‘ 3~ Loll

”I’MK
‘,‘- ”I

tilt i.,.i..,.i....t..tti., 0 contigunttion.I....,.,..,.fi.tl.ttt.,t.i

1.0 '

0.5 ’

0 M Y

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Time [5]

Triton burn-up: The fiist pt|rllL‘lL‘ behaviour was investigated by studying the burn-

up of the 1 MeV tritons generated liy D-D reactions: the burn—Lip values obtained in to coil

plasmas were compared Willi those from 3: soil reference diseltarges. The reference

discharges were kept as similitr as possible to those under investigation by adjusting the NBl

power to yield equal 2.5 MeV neutron emission strengths. Theory predicts a reduction oi~ the

triton hurn~up of = 25% due to ripple-well rind stochastic ripple losSes: almost all tritons
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t h tr'ipPL’d orhits tire expectcd to be lost in the 16 coil case. A strnigltt-t'onvurd comparison
Wit ‘ . , , . .

. l 14 to o < MeV" neutron yield rtttros shows reductions 0t between 20 and 40%_ A more

ot t 1:: ~'-

ttiV'SlS USlllLll
the background plttsmtt pni'nmcters (Te‘ Zeffv .J, leads to reductions of

ful in he time dependent 'TRAP-T‘ code [2]. which tnkcs into account slight
(:ll’C ‘
dit‘t‘crcnccs in

wt": and «5002, for 25 MA tlischnrgesc indicating slightly larger losses than
bglwc’dn

“Famed. However the uncertainties on the mcnsured plnsntn parameters uscd in the

L.nlculmions tll't: nppreciuhle,

”H, ,.,,‘,.l,,..,.

1.0,: ,_ 1
Fig. 3: Showing :1 40% dettcu in the ,: ’1s ‘\

uglr'Li [4 MeV neutron cmission ' '
”“N L _ 7 i 0_8 _ ‘ calculatcd
yield for 2t 3.: r\‘lr~\‘ lo coll Lltillll'gL‘ and

when conipnicd to lilL [RAP-T measured

culcttlntcd yield. The L'ItiCLlilllL‘Li 0.6 -, 14 MEV rate _

\ields tor the in coil and 32 coil 5 12

dischttrgcfi Were identical within 4%. [X 10 /S]

0.4 »

0.2 i min-x '
# 27076 "L: U \

6 4 8 9 10 11
Time [s]

0.0

RF Heating: Tho: loss houndztry for first particles wns explored by nccelcrnting l-l ‘

minority ions {3nd htirmonict 11nd NBI injectcd dcutet'ons l4th hnrnionic) with the lCRF

henting system, A high uncrgy neutrnl pnt‘ticlc .innlyzer [I] was uSed to measure. inst ll‘J

energy spectrn in the 0.5 McV to 1.0 MeV range [3]. The intensity of the 3 MeV gamma line

from the lzC’tl'Jiptl-BCJH/ reaction with C impurity ions (threshold energy 2' 08 Mc \VttS

used to monitor the litst deuteron content of the plasmas. The, 3 MeV Yin)" signature was

only prcst'nt when NB] heating tl—lt) kt‘v Dill was applied simultnneously. in agreement

with cnlctiltttions with the 'PION‘ code [5] which Show that. under these particular

conditions [frequency tuned to 2nd hurrnonic H minori and ripping: l0 ”hi. the beam iOHS

:thsorb about 55472; of thc tt‘itztl RF power.

A scnn ot‘the RF resonance position showed thnt the signals (NPA nnd L1,) dropped faster in

the it) coil cnsc than in the 32 coil case when tipprnnching the low l‘icld side. Compared to
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central heating conditions (R:- 3 m), a 3.5 fold reduction of fast dcuterons and protons (E 2

0.8 MeV) was seen with the resonance layer 30 cm off axis on the low field side. Neutron
energy spectra, which also reveal the presence or absencc ol’ fast deuterons. confirm [his
behaviour. Furthermore. the RF-healing efficiency decreases when the resonance layer is

moved into the region of higher ripple. These results are consistent with expected losses

Gamma-ray spectra

200 ' — 32 coils #27131"
— — .16 coils #27088 a

"1c
160 E

12 13 to
C(da!) (3+? e.

22 .3:g 120
8 _ 42.5mm . g

:280 85-933 L.
\

E

40 i

0 2 4 6 8 10
Energy [MeV]

RICS [m]

Fig. 4; ‘HUV spectra showing the presence of Fig.5: Ratios of fast l'l neutrals from 16 coil

fast dcutcrons (E 2 0.8 MeVl in a 32 coil 1“ 3: C0” dlSChi'TSCS 1“ “MYERS of 056.

discharge and their absence in a In coil 073. “-97 and L4 MCV 1151' “WHO” 0i
tligcltiirtvc_ the RF resonance position. Also shown are

ratios of intensities of 3 McV ‘r-rays.

Conclusions: As expected, enhanced ripple has a detrimental effect on the plasma

behaviour: H-modes although still ohtainahle. are of poor quality: the stored energy in L-

mode plasmas is low and losses ot‘ l‘ast particles are enhanced.
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Introduction
Toroidztl field ripple produced by a finite number of toroidal field coils can lead to

nlnncement of fast ion excursions in a tokamak. The ripple»induced fast ion loss has an
e i

imp'tCl on the realization of a fusion tokamak reactor because ol'its serious heat deposition on

the first wall. In Order to predict the local heat load due to fast ion ripple loss, several

simulation codes have been developed [1]. Recently heat load to the first wall was orie-

dimensionally measured in JT-60U using toroidal/poloidal thermocouple arrays The

cxpcn'menutl result has been compared with the orbit-following Monte Czu'lo (OFMC) code

[2], and it showed good agreement [3], This suggests that our understanding of single particle

behavior of fast ions in non-axisymmctric field is reasonably good and that the OFMC code is

useful for predicting ripplerinduced alpha loss in a burning plasma.

At present. we are performing a further investigation on ripple—induced fast ion loss by

introducing infrared thermogrttphy. This paper describes the latest results on the two—

dimensional measurement of heat deposition on the first wall clue to ripple loss and comparison

between the experiment and the OFMC computation.

Diagnostics arid Experimental Conditions

Heat load on the first wall was measured by a fast infrared TV (IRTV) camera. The

IRTV provides a standard television image with time resolution of 16.7 ms. The IRTV

views the first wall between two toroidal field (TF) coils. Since fast ions injected by neutral

beam injection (NBI) circumnavigate on torus at least several times before their rippletrupping,

heat spots due to ripple loss periodically appear between every TF coil at equal heat flux. The

heat flux to the wall is deduced front the temperature rise of the wall surface by calculating the

one-dimensional heat diffusion equation. The surface temperature measurement by the IRTV

has several advantages such as fast response, sensitivity, wide FOV and spatially good

resolution. Only defect is that the measurement gives no information on physical origin of heat

deposition on the wall. However some experimental observations indicate that the heat flux

comes from ripple~induced fast ion loss as described below.

JT-6()U is a tokamak which has the major radius RD = 3.4 tn, the average minor radius a

= 0.9 m. Its toroidal field is produced by 18 circular coils and the toroidal ripple (5) goes tip to

2.2% at the outer edge of a full-size plasma. The toroidal ripple in JT-60U is illustrated in
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Fig.1 (a). The experiment was performed under the conditions of plasma current l,, = 15.440
MA and toroidal field Bar = 4.0 T. The NB] system is operated with about 15 MW near.
perpendicular injection (Du, 85-95 keV). The power fraction ol’NBI is E : Em. : Fm : 78%:
15% : 7%. Throughout the experiments, Br and IP are directed clockwise and hence the ion VB
drift direction orients downwards,

Experimental Results

Heat flux deduced from the IRTV measurement agreed well with that from the
thermocouple measurements Figure l (b) shows the twodimensional profile of heat flux to the
first wall. Here TF coils are located at toroidal angles of O“ and 20°, and the toroidal angle is
taken in the same direction as 1p and BT. Poloidal position No, (PP No.) shown in the figure is
illustrated in Fig. 1 (a). In this shot, the N81 power PM] is 13.9 MW and the effective safety
factor q=rr [4] is 2.94. Figure l (b) indicates that the heat load on the first wall is localized in
both toroidal and poloidal directions: the heat flux is peaked between TF coils on the ion VB»
drift side.

In addition, parameter scan study showed that the heat load increased with magnitude of
ripple 5 and/or safety factor q. The reason for the increase in heat load is that the ripple
trapping region extends with 5 and/or q. These experimental characteristics definitely indicate
that the observed heat load is due to ripplevinduced fast ion loss

It is well known that ripple trapping region extends with q, 5 and N (being the number
ofTF coils) in poloidal cross section ofa plasma [5]. Besides in the poloidal cross section, the
ripple trapping region is expected to extend in the toroidal direction with these parameters,
Figure 2 (a) shows the measured toroidal distribution of heat flux as a parameter 01' the
effective safety factor qr”. Here LL" scan was performed by changing lpr Full width half
maximum (FWHM) of the observed heat flux in the toroidal direction increases monotonically
with CL", as shown in Fig. 2 (b). This result bears out the extension of ripple trapping region
with q clearly.

By changing the plasma position, we obtained the relation between ripple size 5“ and
ripple loss fraction PHI/PW where PM stands for the total ripple loss power deposited to the
whole first wall, and 5m represents toroidal ripple on the outermost magnetic surface on the
midplane. As plotted in Fig.3, fast ion ripple loss increases with ripple size. Radiation and
charge exchange (CX) losses can be a part of the heat deposition on the first wall. We
estimated the loss power due to these processes from the temperature rise of the wall near TF
coils and corrected the contribution of radiation and CX. Error bars shown in the figure are
mainly determined from ambiguity in the estimation of radiation and CK loss power.
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Comparison between Experiment and OFMC Calculation

We compared the measured heat flux with the OFMC [21 computation for a specific

hot t\Vll itt Fig.1 (h). lrt tlte used version of the OFMC code, the radial electric field in the
5 ~ *
mm! is not taken irtto account. Computed heat flux distribution is shown in Fig. 4. 1n the

P i ‘ '
alcui’ltim‘t the number of test particles is 36.000. The calculation indicates that the total heat

C ‘ ‘

depm‘itiO“ on the wall Comes from rippleirrapped loss of 7.6 ‘70 of the injected NB power. The

computed ripple I

C C” 5‘65 little difference between the experiment and the calculation in the position
oss fraction is in good agreement with the experimental value of 6.8 i 1.1 ”o.

. However w

of heat Spot. The experimental hcttt deposition (Fig.1 (1))) is seen in lower PP No. (more

outside) at smaller toroidal angles than the calculated one. If we take irtto account the radial

electric field (E!) which directs inwards in all shots with perpendicular N131, the calculated heat

spot are expected to approach the position of the experimental heat spot: orbits of ripple~

‘u-upped ions shift more outwards in the R-direction by E's/B. drift ttnd counterclockwise (the

direction decreasing toroidal angle) in the toroidal direction by nBp drift. Therefore the

difference in the position of heat spot is probably caused by the radial electric field in the

plasma.

Conclusions

Front the surface temperature measurement of the first wall. fast ion loss due to toroidal

ripple was investigated itt 1T760U. Heat deposition on the wall due to ripple loss localizes iri

both toroidal and poloidal directions and increases with q and/or 5. Tot'oidal FWHM of the

heat flux due to ripple—induced fast ion loss monotonically increases with CL": This result

indicates that ripple trapping region extends with safety factor in the toroidal direction. The

measured heat flux was compared with the OFMC calculation without inclusion of the rttdia1

electric fteld in the plasma and quantitative agreement between them was obtained in overall

heat flux. The position of heat spot is, however, slightly different between the experiment and

the OFMC calculation. The difference is thought to be due to the drift of ripple—trapped fast

ions by the radial electric field.
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The understanding and prediction of ripple related phenomena is an important issue in the

" 0f {Okamak reaCIOYS‘ The Strong IDroidal and poloidal anisotropy of the heat flux to thetraits“, 11 of TORE SUPRA during additionnal heating has been related to suprathermaj Daniele

fim :vilnduced by the TF ripple [11' I“ this P‘dper we describe anew system of electric collectors

giggled to diagnose these locullZEd Pimicles and we analyse measurements performed during
LHCD, [CRH and NBl heating.

Description of the diagnostic

The diagnostic consists of two arrays of twelve graphite collectors. Each array is located

inside a vertical port, one on the iotr drift side (top), the other on the electron drift side thottom).
A given collector is related to a known vertical chord across the plasma by the drift trajectory of
the localized particles (tigl) and therefore an array gives the current profile of the particles

drifting in its direction and entering the port. The arrays can be set to a potential which can be
ramped during the shot (i100 V) in order to plot the characteristic of each collector. This allows

to measure the effect of a possible weak density background plasma inside the port and to detect
secondary electron emission induced by the fast particles.

Analysis of the collected currents

Measurements have been performed during ohmic and additionnal heating phases. The
main parameters of these discharges are summarized on table 1.

During the ohmic phase, the collected currents are weak, and the characteristics are remi—
niscent of those of Langmuir probes (figQ). The current values and profiles are the same on each
array and can be related to a plasma density of 1017 m'3 near the port aperture. decreasing to 10‘6
m'3 inside the port.

During additionnal heating, the measured profile drastically changes on the side towards
which the suprathermal paniclcs are drifting (fig.3), whereas the other side keeps almost the
ohmic levels and shapes. During LHCD the characteristics of the bottom array are clearly shifted
by a current due to fast localized electrons (fig.2). During ICRH (minority heating), the top array
characteristics are shifted btrt somewhat modified by the presence of secondary electrons created
by fast ions. The analysis of the characteristics reveals that these electrons are emitted when the
collectors are set to a negative potential but can be recaptured by a positive potential. A secon—
dary electron emission rate of about 2.5 can be deduced from the ionic and electronic saturation
values. This value is compatible with the interaction between carbon and fast HT ions in the range
100-200 keV generated by the wave.

Consequently, the electronic saturation pan of all the characteristics is free of secondary
electrons. This current is due to the fast particles and to a small background plasma contribution
that can be estimated from the array located on the opposite side. This procedure gives a value of
the localized suprathertnal particle currents that is free of any spurious component.
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Ripple losses profiles during additional heating

LHCD experiments: ‘ . _

When LilCD is applied the currents collected by the bottom array suddenly rise and their

raffle is strongly peaked around‘a collector-connected with the chord‘R=2.6 in. Hot spots were

also observed by TR camera at this pornt 1nsrde the port [1]. Theposrtmn of this maximum ts in

good agreement with what is expected from theory. A fraction of the test electrons getierated by

ihe wave in the good confinement zone (figl) is brought by collisronal scattering on banana

orbits. When the banana tip comes outside the good confinement zone, i.e. outside the b*:(,) con,

tour, a fast electron can be trapped in the ripple welland directly lost to the wall provided its

energy is high enough to avotd'collisional detrapping tE>~l0keV tor TORF. SUPRA conditions):

For most of the central magnetic surfaces this mechanism takes place‘at Rsim where the drift

trajectories are tangeiitialto the good confinement zone (tigl ). This geometrical effect is the

origin of the observed anisotropy. The posrtion of the maxtmum can be considered as a direct

measurement of the good confinement zone inside the plasma.
The profile of the localized particles is roughly independent of power and density in the

experimental range. A regression analysis shows that total collected ctirrent varies as PLHIL: 3. A

Fokker-Planck model describing the ripple losses as a loss cone above a critical energy related to

the collisionnal dctrapping is on the way and should explained theses scalings.

The total power losses can be estimated considering that the metui energy of the localized

electron deduced by hard X—ray measurements is =1()() lteV. For nc=32<lbla3tuid PLH:3MW,

the total collected Current on the bottom array is 40 mA. Therefore. taking into account the 18

coils symmetry of the problem we obtain PdPPIJPL“: 2 ”Viv, Despite this small value. the strong

anisotropy of these losses leads to high local themial loads on the vessel structure (up to 400

W.cnr2 perpendicularly to the drift trajectory of localized particles).

ICRH experiments:
During ICRl-l (minority regime. resonance on axis) fast ions currents clearly appear on the

top array (figs). The observed profile is also peaked around the same location (fig,3) but
somewhat broader than the fast electron one. The interpretation of this profile is quite the same
than for fast electrons. The wave creates fast ions on banana orbit that can be lost in the ripple
after diffusion and scattered outside the good confinement zone. The global power losses can be
deduced by using the average energy of fast H+ ions seen by CX measurements (100-200 keV).
We also found moderate global losses, typically Patg/PICRH : 2 We. bttt strong local thermal load
at the edge.

A striking feature is the presence of intense fast ions bursts synchronous with the sawteeth
crashes. These bursts are seen only on the top collectors and therefore are not related to an edge
phenomenon. The rise time of the signal is smaller than the acquisition rate (2 ms), The decay
time of these bursts goes from 10 ms for the most central chords to less than 2 ms for the pcrir
pheral chords. This is consistent with the theoretical trapping time of the fast ions This expulsion
of fast ions dtiring sawteeth crashes has already been seen by other methods on other toltamaks
e.g,[2].

NBI experiments:
Fast localized ions have also been observed during preliminary NB] experiments

(PNBF3OORW. EO:6()|<eV). The profile is peaked again at the same radius. Moreover. as expec-
ted by previous FoldceriPlanck calculations [3]. the power loss is much more important in the
case of N31, because fast ions on banana orbits are directly generated in the high ripple zone.
Calculations simulate the total loss current and lead to Pnpplc/PNH] > 30 CE
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Conclusions

The interaction of fast particles created by additionnal heating with the TF ripple penny.
bation in TORE SUPRA has been analyzed by a direct measurement of the localized particles.
The good confinement region has been identified thanks to a peak in the measured current
profiles and is in agreement with theory. During LHCD and ICRH, the global losses are weak
(=2%) but strongly anisotropic leading to hot spots at the wall. During ICRH, an ejection of
fast ions by the sawteeth towards peripheral zones where they get lost in the ripple has been
seen. This is a possible scenario of a particle losses in a reactor.
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1, Introduction . > . .

During Dill 7D H mode discharges. mn‘roturbuleuce 15 observed to reduce in

H“. Pl up edge Simultaneous with the L _. H mode it‘llllElilfH] and in the plasma

rim' (in ;\ longer time seale. Knowledge of the radial electrir' field profile inferred
from C‘Eli >1)t"t:i1‘<)§t‘0p}' has allowed the density fluctuations to he stifiicionfly lo,

(Alia-(l m that edge electrostatir tinetuations can he una111lup;uously (hsernmnated

from thou; in the pla.<111a Pore. T1115- has allowed the i‘eduetion of edge turhulenee

hillflllliflh‘tutk with the L HfiH ll’nllh‘ltlotl to be quantified and ronhrmed with far

infrared (FlRt scattering. l‘urthermore. strm'ifg?‘ fluctuations: 111 the plasma interior

arc ohwued to tleereaae‘atter ll—_n1ode on a timescale sinular to'the evolutionol
the den~ity and L‘ll‘L‘il'lC held profil 's‘ 111 the plasma interior, The unproved spatial
rr-sollltit‘” has‘ allowed a prehuunanr investigation of the cause for the observed

turbulence reduction

2, Improved Spatial Resolution
_\l1>2wuremeuls ol the pt,ilt:)idall_\' p1‘1:)pag;ating t:11111pr,>1111‘nt of tolcamal; dew

:«itv fluctuations are influenced by the radial electric field. E,.(r). which indut'es

a Dripplt r shift of the 111easured turbulence _tl1rough the E z: B convective drift

[1]. propoitional to the product of the E ‘x: B (1x E/B) velocity and the poloidal

\va\'e!1111nl>er, 13H [1]. ln Dlllr D L- and H mode diseliaru 3. the radial electric: field
15 inferred from spatially and temporally resolved me [1101111115 of the poloidal and

toroidal rotation of an i111purity species and its pre...1u‘e gradient [2‘ 3], The Clce»

trie field during (‘oeinjerted diseharges is positive in the plasma core (r/u < ()8)

where the neutral beam induces large toroidal rotation. 1'0. in the plasma ed, E,

is negative‘ arising; from poloidal rotation. e". and diamagnetic drift in the steep
preasnre 'adient edge.

The radial variation of E,. and therefore the associated Doppler shift are
utiliZed to enhance the spatial rescdution of the FIR lluctuatiml measurements. It.
has been ohserved that the E ;< B Doppler .shift dominates the measured dispersion

Characterising flit so fluctuations measured in the laboratory frame with a large
positive frequency (11 2, 102/“) must. originate from the plasma interior where the

radial elertrit' field induces a la rge positive frequcnry shift. Couver 'l§\ fluc tuations
measmetl with a ncgative frequency must originate from the neg-a C electric field
region of the plasma edge. Thus. unambiguous discrimination between the plasma
edge and interior is poséible~ based on the Sign of the Doppler shift.

1

This interpretation has been confirmed by FIR data showing a fast suppres-
51011 of (lensny fluctuations in the plasma edge region correlated with hoth a re-
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tlnrtinn in mlm‘ 13,, 21nd lllt,‘ inilm‘tmnvtur fluctuation signal which is well localizedtn lllv‘ mlgt- 'l—hi.» i5 5141411 in Fig. 1 \\'l1it'li shows tho l‘i'mpugricy :2p1.‘ctr1.1111 0f.tht' scattt-rutl mJr (x 1 at M r E «Vt/"l plnttt-tl as a funvtiun of time aroundthe f. A H transition. Tln‘ Ht'attm‘ctl pumn‘ integratt'd ()\'(‘l‘ negative froquent‘iusi5 i't-riluced Sharply at the transitit'tn. inrlit'zitivc 11f 21 fast rerluct ()II (If thr‘ ( .7
crnturl'inltzncr' (/7 3 0.9). Appl’o.\:in1atol_\' :3 ins after the transition. the dischargeexhibits an FILM known to ht; an C(l‘ule lurnlizt‘d disturluun'o with large fluctuationamplitude. The fluctuatimi spectruin in flit? frequency range iiitm'preted as the(“(n distinctly 1011's tln“ ELM. whilP that asx‘nriatud with lllt" interior (luvs not.This is a Clear r't'u'tfirination (If the L'llllflliCKJLl spatial localization based (111 the E .2. BDoppltjr bliift indur'm’l by a radial film‘trit' l‘it‘lt’l.

lf thu St‘étl'lt‘l'fjd signal is‘ Rurpar ("Ll intu {I‘v‘qucnry hands rvluw‘svnting tln‘irspatial origin. thr- tinu' scalt" and spatial strnt‘tnre ut- the m’fints l.u»m':1n(.'s Clfiar. AsSl'tmvn in l .51- 3. thH svattcrml pmwr intugratwl U\'t"1' negativt‘ f1‘l"[11("11(‘it35 (vor—
rt‘spunding tn the ctlgol i9 rmlnt‘wl (in a lln'lt'h't'itlt‘ of 3 100 [In at tln‘ L ~—: H
tranhition. but the >1‘JIllt,‘1‘L‘(l pt'm't'r (Wt-r ptmitiw' lrvtp1mn.‘ics is 111n:lia1n_};1:d on thistiinwm‘alu. Tin? Mgr-«'5 with tht- prm'imh intorpwtatinn (1i. rcl‘lm‘tmnutt‘r data which(‘tJIlt'lHtlt‘tl that a rapid .\'t1]\1)1‘t‘>'lt:tll (1f tlt'nsity fluctuations (11‘1‘111‘i’trd in a narrow (3
1'lJll why,- pla>nia reginn [3]. Tht‘ i’lnrtnatitm rr‘tlnt‘tiun in the why? is of the order» 10 i, Furtl'im', lllt' L'l'l‘tX'lS 0f lm‘al 1~l1~ctriv l‘lt"l(l .sln‘ar art‘ 11l:1.<<"r\'1'tl in tliC sup»
prt‘ssz-xl lluvtuatinus (luring; l'l ii’tmlH. Figurt‘ 3 shtm’s lllt" :attm'ml pom-i sportrnn]during l1 and H inurlw 1111 :1 lug Miltlt‘ with unly tln‘ ntsgutiw' l‘l't'Wl‘llt'llC‘ slim‘x'n forClarity. Although 1hr flutrtunt inns arw rm’lucml in H Itltttlt". the frwpiuin'} SIJL‘K‘UIIU)i5 hruzn'lt‘r. intlit’ating’ tht.‘ prvsvncu of local shuar in Er.

3. Reduction of Interior R'Iici‘oturhulence
After tht‘ L 7? H ll‘ill'lHiliUll. the fluctuations in tln‘ plasma curt‘ arc UhSCrvtrd1t) rm'luce on a longer lllllCSt‘IlltJ. Figure 4 Fl]0\\'5 tho fitsmn‘nq' spm‘truni Of theSCENICIC’rl power pltlllt’fl as it function uf tiinc LPginning 5 ins ILftlt‘l‘ tho L 7., Htransitiml and L‘Xftflltlllllfl; 20 1115 into the ELMifrvo Hiilltu'lt‘ phasP. l-‘rmn tlnraliovc(llSl‘llmSlUll. tl11‘ saute ll l'vata- L‘r‘]li<"1’t.‘tl armmd 300 ltl’lz inrliratvs that i1]t(.‘1'i0rtlnt'tuations FII'C steadily rwlucml nwr a pt‘i‘itn’l of _ 130 in» Previous studies haveshown the normalized Cort‘ llut‘tllatinns tin/'11) in DllliD tund tn retlurt‘.‘ during

the ll~11i1n'l1‘ phasv on n tinw ‘alc of 10 ‘20 ms [6}. Hmvuvm. this was dominated
by an inrrt‘nst- in 77. Thu 1110111 rm'vnt data shown in Fl. 2 mum uhtaincd during al»<.11‘<.1ni/t‘tl disvliaru‘c which :u'ltir-Vtgtlml thv <"1111a111'wd continmnvnt r 3 illlf‘ known as
\'H 1110t ttlviint-tl surh that T151 ”/1713” g: 1.0). 'l‘hw glnltal (’lltfl’fJQ’ t't’iiifinvincnt
tinn: i5 Ul'lHt'lTPtl m int'rmwv «luring; tht‘ pt'ritnl of l‘lut‘talatinn rt‘t'luction. ftu‘tlicrt‘untinuing It) rim: tn tllt‘ \'II Inndr.‘ ((Jl'lfil'll‘lltPIH \“alutx The' fluctuation rcdut‘tion
in lmi'nnizwl disrhargcs (whir'li (l1‘\'0l0]) into \"ll Intn'lrr) is much grnatcr than that
seen in prm‘inn: imn hnronizt-d clist‘ltnrgws, as IilLlCll as 70% in ii Ltlffllt" (and much
largvr in iI/H ].

Contnrrtxnt with tlw (.1l.1.~u.'r\'r'tl l1}l‘lJlll(‘l]C1.‘ rwlnt‘tinn in the plasma interior,tht- density and Er lll'Ofill‘fi are 1"\'t.1l\'in\9; with 21 similar timt? constant. Th1:- elevtmn
density profile llnlftfllh in tht‘ ("Unfilltflllf‘lll i‘ti-ginn (0.5 ,1 0.9]. prvsumahly
(.ltll‘ to reduced uutwnrd pau‘ticlv transpurt at thv far edge [It i. 0.9). Thus, if
the tnrhulcnre is Va. driwn. this could explain the ()liscrx'wl reduvtion in ii. In
adrlittiun. lln‘ radial <.'l1.-ct1'i('li11l1l is intrigasing in the plasma mu? (/1 L 0.7) producing
strungcr Er Rllt'éll‘ in [111- t‘tnlfillx‘llitflll l't‘glOl’l £15 a result (ll. ttllt" llt‘gill’lYt) t-untribution
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Tlmfi- if VEF iS capablt: 01' tui‘hnlti‘ncc supprcwinn. this might «’llStJ, adw. .
“I 11“ k 1" 11L, “1)51'1'Vf‘d l'mlui‘ticm,
mntribnte t0 1

4 Expel‘11‘10111‘5 to Alter‘ the Rndial Eléd‘f'lc Field ‘

r i To isolate the t‘l’i-L‘Ctb 01 the rmlml (JlH'lI‘It' fil’lt’l on till‘lllllt’lllt'l,’ m the'plztsma
, H “-31 t'XpCI‘iI‘tlli‘IllS have rcccntly hocn pcrfornwl [D niothty the radial elm":

‘l‘in'wbu -1'1p inviting all othr'r parameters constant. to llbfifit-b' thli' nnportztncc 01
[Hr h'eini‘itl 11011 tilt; ltii'nl turbulvnrt‘ lPVt‘lS‘, For mnplrn (luring (lisclmrget- with
Acid“: (tutu-31 hymn iniPction (N131 nntipnrallcl to I], ), thc clcrtriv fi“1(lFtt‘nct.tiro is

rnnl‘lt‘t‘l' nil ‘ 'tltt‘v‘ml in the plasma CUX‘C (C(innparecl to C(Jiinjti‘ctl'l.) \Vith I'm’r'rsc‘rl
Sigilfirllzkllliciiirr 111t;111(?1111l1]] input. the t‘tmtrihntion t0 Er 11121119 by PC, B5 is t‘C‘Vri-r Dal.

10101: 1111‘.- (h-iying Fr negatives across the Plltil't‘ plasma Cl't section. Pl‘PllllllIll‘y
"“1111: if tllt‘QL‘ rlischargr‘s has clunrlv shown the Doppltjl‘ ., lifts prvrlirtml by the
“min-Tbfiiflrl (Ji:olltti(')11. 1171 iH'lL’lltiUIL it i‘wlur'tion of TlN‘ short \\‘zt\‘t'lt:n_u‘th turblllcntrt:
P11111111“ (iltJi‘Vt‘tl tluring tho initial phase (it tho'elnmlv. HS Eris nir'ttlifitrtil in. thti‘

Marv extonsiw‘ 31131w \\'111 he pm‘tm‘niot'l 1n mfim- tn olufl‘lm‘, lllL‘HL‘ “MW”;has
('OI'L‘. ,
mitl i(lt‘ntit§‘ INJSHlltlt‘ t‘£1\1$:t,'.\‘. . . . .

In other t'x1.>t)i'iiiit“iits. illt.‘ ruthttl cl"t;trir: tit-hi is ltltt"1‘|‘(l lu' ninthlyntg the
mrtiidzil rotatinn in l'llt' plé'lfilllil ICUI'L‘. l'urrutlail drug 15 inthicctl on 1'5, fl'tfll't (ill «ixtt'r-

1131 11:1 niug‘nt‘tii' llt'lfl t'otl \\'l‘ll(‘ll slows thuplnsnin tomnlzil \‘tjlotJtIy, llr‘chlniniu’y
tlutfl hm't‘ illLllt'illUtl that [110 Hind \T‘lm‘lty is Rl()\\'f‘(l in till" zttlthtionztl n=1 tutor

livid. rmlncing L7,. in lhr) t'uru. nntl that tht" Dopplor >111“ on tht‘ Fill M'itttfll‘t‘d s
nul is rmlucotl relative to the ruse 01 no (’Xtr‘l‘llztl 11:1 vrmi' 1191.1. lunthcr :tnaly
is net‘dt‘d ‘m tltgtt‘rinhn; th(' t‘tivt't (in ttn'hulmw levt’ls.

5, Conclusions . ‘
The spatial rcmhition of thl: DIHWD FIR scattttaring . in has born 1111'

proved by kiitnvlt‘tlgu of tho spatially Varying rmlinl l‘trit‘ licltl (luring 1‘1 Lnlinih‘
discharges. Using this wrnplt?monthI‘y infm‘imttion. 1hr;- fasr l: 101) /I4~‘t I'L‘dut‘tinn
“f cdgl" tul‘lntlt'llt‘t" simultaneous with the L 7», H nmde transition 1121.5 ‘1')(3911 quini-
titicd and Cnlifii‘t'nr'tl with FIR sr‘nttm‘lng. Further. the FUI‘P lint'tnnllons (11.1111t
Hiinutlc have burn (ilisvr\'t?tl to rcrlucu 011 a longvr til’iit'ficztlt' similar to that of the
density prulilr m‘rilutinn (10 7.50 ms). Tho (‘DIT‘ fluctuations are rt‘dncml by a much
lurgcr amount tltll‘illfl; horonizcd Llibchurgtib which generally lti'ztrl to V'H tnmltj (011-.
l‘int'mcnt. Tht' in'tpt‘m’t‘tl spatial l‘i‘5()llltl()ll has ulltm‘wl pl‘t‘lllllllllt im‘trst 5011011 tit
tho lllt‘t‘lilllllblll fur the tilisern-(l lliu‘tttzttiun retim'titms in the il’itm'irir.
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EDGE [ON DYNAMICS IN H—MODE DISCHARGES IN DIll—D*

Rd. Groebner, KH. Burrell, P. Gohil, J. Kim, RP. Seraydarian
General Atomics, San Diego, California 9218679784, U.S.A.

iNTRODUCTION
Recent theoretical and experimental studies have suggested that the dynamics of the ions

t the plasma periphery may play an important role in causmg the L»H transition. A well-
a ,q b3»potl‘.t“‘:5 is that the transition is caused by a reduction of microturbulence at the
kno‘ka Eds? due to an increase in shear in the radial electric field E,.1“2 This hypothesis is
plasrflmnt lil’l experimental observations showing that at the [4-H transition in a. narrow layer
.wntmiispic m;- last closed flux surface (LCFS) E, becomes more negative,342 the shear dE,/dr
tZrea-SCS markedly-5,5342 and profiles of temperature and density steepen.5'“’12 Furthermore,
the aode lxas been generated in limiter discharges with the application of a radizd electric field
with an electrode inserted into the plasma.13 Ifthis hypothesis is correct, then it is important to

and HR; forces which control E, at the plasma edge. Several mechanisms for generation of
a negati‘ Er have been proposed including ion orbit loss and charge exchange 1055,1'14'15 power
flow asymmetry,” anomalous Stringer spin-up‘7 and seifegeneration by turbulence.18 Several
of these mechanisms imply that E, should be related to the ion collisionality parameter 11,1;
experimentally a relationship between T; and E, might be expected. Calculations by Hinton
and Chi] l1 ave shown that if ion orbit loss dominates ion transport across the LCFS in ll—mode,
then the gradient scale length OFT; should be comparable to the poloidal gyroradius pm, Large
values of T; have been observed near the plasma boundary in H._m0de1\,19 and T; gradients as
high as l 1-.eV/cm have been observed within 1 cm of the LCFSn

undc rst

The goal of this paper is to present detailed measurements of T; and E, at the plasma edge
in LA and H—mode with high spatial resolution in order to study the edge ion dynamics. Of
primary lDtC‘I’Fnt is the relationship between T; and E, and the behavior oi" the edge T; profile in
llilnode. The principle findings are: there appears to be a threshold temperature for T; required
for the transition to occur with T; at the LCFS in the range of 0.2—0.3 keV at the transition;
a correlation betiveen the edge E, profile and the edge T; profile has been observed; and values
ofT; of 273 lreV within a few cm of the LCFS and of dT;/dr of up to 1 keV/cm are observed
in the transport barrier in H—mode, with the scale length for T; being of the order of a poloidal
gyroradius.

MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

Mrasurements of the edge values of T; and E, in the Dlll~D Lokamak are made with a
high resolution spectroscopy systemlz'm which uses the techniques of active Charge Exchange
Recombination (OER) Spectroscopy. Measurements are normally made from the C VI 5290.5 A
line or the B V 4944.6 A line. Ion temperature measurements are made from the Doppler widths
of these lines, poloidal and toroidal flow Velocities 119 and w, are made from the Doppler shifts of
these linrs and the shape of the C VI or B V density profile is determined from the intensity of
the signal. These measurements are the required ones for calculating E, from the lowest order
force balance equation for a single species, E, : (Z;en;)‘I dp;/dr ~(i7 X D),. Here, Z; is the
charge of the ion, n1 is the ion density and p; is the ion pressure, e is the electronic charge, 1; is
the mass flow velocity for the ion and B is the total magnetic field. The GER system used for
these measurements spans a region of 5 cm in major radius at the outer midplane, has a spatial
resolution of 6 mm for measurements of E, and of 3 mm for T; and has a minimum averaging
time ofless than 1 ms.

* This is a report of work sponsored by the US. Department of Energy under Contract No.
DEAC03-89ER51 l 14.
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A power scan is a useful technique for studying any relationship between 1'7, and T; begT; can be varied with other plasma parameters held nearly constant. Data presented here arefor a scan in which the neutral beam heating power was varied by a factor of eight (Pb : 25‘20 MW). All of the singlenull divertor discharges had identical target densities with the Plasmacurrent 1;, being 1.0 MA and the toroidal magnetic field Bi being 2.1 T. The L-H transitnwas obtained at all eight power levels used in this experiment. Figure 1 shows the Effect ofincreasing the heating power on the rate of change of T; for a location which is within ] cm or
less of the separatri): [LCFS). The edge T; obtained just prior to the transition is in the Ian eof 0270.3 keV for nearly an order of magnitude change in heating power. This ObSErvationsuggests that a threshold value of T; may be required to obtain the Lil transition: an ideawhich is consistent with many studies showing that there appears to be a threshold value ofedge TC required for the transition.21

ause

Alter the transition, the ions at the edge can be heated very rapidly for powers Well abovethe threshold power, as is indicated in J‘ig. 1. Rapid heating leads to large values of Ti andof (Hi/(17‘ very near the LCFS in the H—rnode. Figure 2 shows the temporai history of the Ti
profile near the edge for a case with 5.0 MtV of heating power. The transition occurred at about2360 ms and a very rapid increase of T; occurred subsequently with values of dTi/dr teaching
about 0.74 keV/Cm within less than lUU ins and values of T; reaching 1.5 keV Within 2 cm of theLCFS. increasing the heating power into a fixed target plasma increases the rate. at which Ti anddT;/(1r increase and appears to increase the values of T| which are achieved near the Separatrix,
T; values of 3 lteV were obtained within about 5 rm of the LCFS for i”), : 15 MW.

The scale length L7~; for the maximum T; gradient. in Fig. 2 is about 1.5 cm. This “line
is comparable to the poloidal gyroradius of 2.5 cm, a result which was qualitatively predictedby an ion orbit. loss model.” 'i'he. exact theoretical prediction for L11, LT; : E pig/2.2, yields avalue of 0.3 cm, which is smaller by a factor offiva than the. Observed value.

A consistent feature of all L~ll transitions in Dill D is that In}. becomes more negative in thetransport barrier and that the most negative value of EF is observed on the chord Closest to and
inside of the LCFS. Previous
studies have shown that E; can
change much faster than 1 ms?"H 0,6 if
Howaver, the power scan shows 2% +#1 4:that for heating powers near the {it
threshold value required to ob— 0.5% l, Itain the H—modc, E; can evolve I
over a period of tens of milli— T
seconds For a heating power Of 0_4 . . i . .2.5 MW, Fig 3(a) shows that r}, ,i straw
just inside the LCi‘S continued ' 02¢"
to become more negative for a 0 3 _ Z / firs“
period of at least 65 ms. For a A 15 "T «kW/“Bi
power level of 10 MW; Fig. 303) «($5211 1 A
shows that Er also evolved at an 0 2 7 397$
observable rate but the rate of ' AT T will??? i. x , x j?“ TRANSITIONChange was considerably faster fl (mmismon 912.5 uw

7;
(ke

V)

than for the 2.5 Nil/V case. it 017 mm uw
took NlOelS ms for Er to reach ' mmgmo"
its most negative value. Figure 3 m 2° MW
also demonstrates that the most 0 0
negative values of Er are approie ' ‘ l ‘
imately 35 kV/m, independent of 2300 2350 2400 2450 2500
afactor of four change in heating TIME (ms)
power. Other temporal changes
in Er are observed, including FIG. l. Time evolution ofthe T; value which is within 1cm andjust

. . , inside the LCFS (separatrix). Data are shown for heating powers ofWidemflg “the layer 0f negative 25 MW, 5.0 MW, 10 MW, and 20 MW. Data were obtained with
Er 55 the H—mode PFOETCSSCS lSCC an averaging time of 10 m5.
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Hemode, there is evidence of a relationship between Er and T,, as is expected from SEVei-al
theories for generation of a negative 1.3}. Large gradients in T, are observed, as suggested b
a theory of ion orbit loss. Further progress on these subjects requires detailed quantitative
comparison between the experimental measurements and the predictions of theory.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF LARGE CORE CHANGES
IN TOROIDAL PLASMA ROTATION AND RADIAL ELECTRIC FIELD ON
CONFINEMENT IN H—MODE DISCHARGES IN THE DIII,—D TOKAMAK*

Rd. LA n, RJ. Gaosrmnn, A.W. HYATT, AND J.T. SCOVILLE

General Atomics, San Diego, California, USA

ABSTRACT
The plasma toroidal rotation and the radial electric field in the core (/7 S 0.9) of H—mode

discharges in Dlllr-D are greatly altered by the drag produced by application of static, resonant

magnClIC field perturbations from an external coil (“the n : 1 coil”), Transport loss due to
turbulent fluctuations can in theory be reduced by E, shear stabilization or suppression. This is
tested experimentally in DUI—D by using “the magnetic braking” of rotation (with concomitant
change in 13,-) as an independent control. The magnetic braking produces reversal of the core
radial electric field, Er, and E,. shear. However, the plasma maintains a negative edge (p 3, 0.95)
E.- and E, shear and remains in Hen-lode with insignificant changes in global confinement,

dtnsity profile and temperature profiles. The Himode confinement is remarkably robust to the

increasing error fields and the slowed toroidal rotation up to the onset of a locked mode which
induces a transition to L—modc, the. virtual cessation of plasma rotation and large reconnected

island%-

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently thEre has been considerable theoretical study of the possibility that shear in the
mdjul electric Iield Er can stabilize microturbulencel’G and thus improve confinement. These

tht-orics have bEen largely motivated to explain the L to H transition when confinement ap

proximately doubles which is now known to be an edge phenomenon. However, the idea of

shear suppression of turbulence certainly has much wider possibilities than just the edge of the

Hemode plasma. So Far, the published experimental data show that edge regions ofhigh E, shear
coexist with regions of improved confinernentfi’lo The further improvement in confinement in
the Dill—D VHimode (l.6~2 times H-vmode confinement) may result from the inward extension
of the region ofhigh electric field shear11 The necessity for a negative Er and the radial depth
of such an E, shear suppression layer are in theoretical questions

The shear stabilization of microturbulence is thought to result Jficom a radial gradient in
E, which is connected to the plasma fluid rotation velocity V through force balance by12

1 .. u
L' 2 —7e '7 7, B r , l1‘, nizie V Pl (l X ) ( )

where ET is the same for all species 1', electrons, majority ions and impurity ions, and n,- is the
density, Z,- the ionic charge, 43 the electron charge, V P; the perpendicular pressure gradient, and

fl the total magnetic field
2. EXPERIMENT

To vary the plasma rotation and radial electric field Er, the magnetic braking due to the
toroidally localized vertical field of the external “11 : 1 coil” on DlllnD is used The n : l coil
is a 56 turn ring of radius 0.9 In placed at the major radius and 3 m above the midplane at
toroidal angle 45 : 289°.13 The coil produces a static magnetic field of toroidal modes n : 0 and
71 : ,I. made up principally of poloidal modes m = l and 2. The magnetic braking in DIllnD
arises from conducting plasma fluid rotating toroidally into the region of the localized n : 1

* This is a report of work sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No.
DE~ACU3-89ER51114.
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coil field, the time rate of change of flux produces a plasma “eddy” ctu‘rent which Opposes therotation.

Neutral beams are applied which increase the plasma kinetic energy and lead to H—mode l
and the usual L to H transition signatures ofa drop in recycling DC, Light (at [570 H!SC‘C) followedby repetitive bursts of D0,, edge localized modes (ELMs) (Fig. 1). (Discharge parameters are
1,, 2 0.95 M A, HT 2 l.2T and singlc~null divertor with 11 at the 95% flux surface of 3,5,) The
beams spin up the plasma rotation as measured by an analog frequency measnrt‘ of the Mir-HOV ,activity (BDOTLFFREQ) divided by the dominant Mirnov toroidal mode number n : 2_ At
2‘. : 2000 msec, the n : l coil current. is ramped linearly in time at a rate slow compared to the .
energy confinement time. Note that the n : l coil field magnetically brakes the plasma I‘Otati0n
until at about 2800 mscc, a locked modela arises as detected by the “locked mode detector”a set of integrated radial magnetic field B, loops arranged to measure low frequency 71 : fperturbation. All through the slowing down phase caused by the n. ; 1 coil, the plasma remainsin llrmode, as noted by frequent. ELMs, and as observed in the sharp edge density gradient, .enhanced confinement, etc. Between 2000 and 2800 Miser, the plasma density and stored kinetic, ienergy drop about 20%. This is attributable to the eil'ect of the ELMs and is typical of dischargeswithout the slowing down of rotation by the 71 = l coil.l4

The ion temperature T,- and toroidal and poloidal rotation pr files are measured by charge.
exchange recombination (GER) spectroscopy of Hell and/Cir CVI.” The toroidal rotation pro» ‘files of 0.1,), are shown in Fig. 2 versus ellective normalized radius )7 (p 7 0 is the magnetic
axis, [1 : 1 is the edge/separatrix) at t 7 1990 msec (before the n. : l coil is tiu‘ned on),at t 2 2700 msec and at 2825 msec (just as the locked mode turns on). The approximatelocations of q ,7 l, 2, and 3 are from the fitted magnetohydrodyiiamir (MHD) analysis of
the magnetic configuration.15 For all three times, the plasma is in H—mode. Vote the rapidtoroidal rotation at 1990, the slower rotation at 2700 (with radial structure from the 77, :
l coil field dragging the plasma at q : 1 and q ,7 2) and the very low toroidal rotati0n
at 2825. The profiles of poloidal rotation are little changed over the three times. indicating
that although the magnetic braking occurs initially at a. local singular surface, it is quickly
transferred throughout the plasma.

The radial profiles of Er are reconstructed from the proliles of toroidal and poloidal rotaticm
and the IVIHD analysis. The CV1 ion pressure gradient contribution to 13,. noted in liq. (1) is
measured from CER T, profiles and ne Thomson scattering profiles asstu‘niug nx N in at any
radius. (The absolute n, is not needed.) Figure 3 shows Er from p 7 0.6 to ll) for t : 1990,
2700 and 2825 mscc, all in H—mode. The error bar shown is :l:l (7. The E, profiles show negative
Er and dEr/dp at the edge. (These CElt measurements do not resolve the positive Er shear at
p :1 observed in previous DIHeD experiments”) As the magnetic bralnng slows the toroidal
rotation, the, Er and dEr/dp in the core (p E 0.9) decrease significantly and reverse sign; thus the
Hemode is maintained with negative edge 13', and dE,./ilp despite the large core changes. The '
electron density and temperature profiles measured by the 20 H7, Thomson scattering system on
D1114) are shown in Fig. .1 at t f 1990 and 2825 insec. The only significant difference is a drop
in core density (in agreement with line-averaged density from interferometers) as a result of the
ELMS. The ion temperature ’1’, profiles measured by GER (not shown) are also similar to each
other at the two times and similar to the Ta profiles.

Recent theoretical work suggests that microturbulcnce is suppressed (and confinement thus
improved) by decorrelation due to radial shear in the velocity vi, 2 7E} /B'1 perpendicular to the
equilibrium magnetic field and that the stabilization mechanism does not depend on the. sign of
dUL/dT‘fi’ls A simple criterion16 for shear suppression ofinicroturbulenrc is him /dr1 > C,/R,,
where C, i (log 71/771,)”2 is the ion sound speed. This condition is easily satisfied in the
edge (/7 30.95) of the DilliD Hemode discharges reported on here. in the core at p 20.6,
C,/Ra z 1.5 X 1055'] with d(E,./BT)/dr 7: 7 1.0 x 105 s l at l r 1000 msec (before the. n. : l
coil is turned on) and about 0.2 X lllss’1 at t : 2825 msec (when the locked mode begins)
Thus at no time does the core radial field shear satisfy the theoretically proposed condition for
suppression of microturbulence which is consistent with the lack of an ellecl. on the ll~mode
confinement despite the extreme change in toroidal rotation produced by the magnetic braking.
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HARACI ERISTIC FEATURES OF DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
THE L-H-TRANSITION IN THE ASDEX TOKAMAK.

C

G. Dodel, E. Holzhauer, and the ASDEX-Team‘

Institut t'iir Plasmaforsehurrg. Universita't Stuttgart. Germany

’MP1 for Plasniaphysik, EUR/\TOM Association. Garching. Germany

1. INTRODUCTION
A far-infrared laser system was used to scatter from electron density fluctuations in the
ASDE\ tokamak [I|. Particular emphasis was placed on the L-H transition which is
characterized by the establishment of a transport barrier close to the separatrix [2]. The
difference in the behaviour of the fluctuations inside and outside this barrier was

investigated. Another topic was the determination of plama rotation from the measured

frequency and wavenumber spectra. A number of diagnostics measuring macroscopic

plasma parameters was recorded with sampling rates up to 5 MHz to investigate a possible

relationship with the density fluctuations.

2. CHANGES IN PLASMA PARAMETERS AT THE L-H-TRANSITION
To investigate the dependence of density flucutations on macroscopic plasma parameters
we evaluated Li-beam measurements for the electron density profiles and ECE [or the
electron temperature. The transition into the H-phase usually occurs on a time scale of
100 its. The sharp transition of the shoulder of the electron density profile to a steep
gradient which marks the transport barrier is situated within a few mm at the separatrix
position as determined from magnetic signals. There is experimental evidence that the true
separatrix position is up to 1 cm lurthcr outwards. Outside the barrier both electron
temperature and density drop to values comparable to or below those in the ohmic phase.
The decay titne of s 100 its for the parameters alter the establishment of the transport
barrier can be explained by diffusion radially and along open field lines to the walls of the
vessel. A further build-up and broadening of the barrier region manifests itself by a rise
in temperature and density on a ms timescale inside the separatrix. In many cases an
oscillatory transition between the I» and Il-modc is observed, the so-ealled "dithering H-
mode".

Fig.1 shows the behaviour of the plasma density at two radial positions as obtained with
the Li—beam for an L—I'l-transition and an ELM demonstrating the fast drop outside the
transport barrier and the gradual increase inside [3].
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Fig.1 shows the behaviour of the electron temperature as obtained from EVE for a position
about »1 cm inside the separalrix for a sequence of two short I-I-modcs demonstrating the
continuous increase in Tl, inside the barrier after an H-transition.

3. FLUCTUATIONS IN THE BULK PLASMA AT THE TRANSITION
With the onset of NI the plasma in the I_~phase starts to rotate in the toroidal direction.
The corresponding frequency shift of the scattering signals is in the ion—diamagnetic
direction for coAinjeetion. In the dominant wayenumber range k < I em’I these changes
occur on the global momentum confinement timescale of several It] ms. An attempt was
made to measure the plasma velocity. In the bulk of the plasma drift waves are the most
probable candidate for an instability. Linear theory predicts a decrease of the phase
velocity with increasing wavenumber due to polarization drift and finite Larmour radius
eflects. Hence. for sufficiently high waycnumbcrs the propagation velocity of the
fluctuations as measured in the laboratory frame should be dominated by the plasma
velocity Measurements one made in the equatorial channel at wavenumbers up to 10
cm’l. The frequency shifts observed are as expected from the toroidal plasma rotation
measured by spectroscopy [4]. Information on the radial position of the fluctuations could
be inferred from temporal correlation with other diagnostics. For instance FLM precursor
oscillations which are assumed to exist inside the transport barrier lead to a strong

This supports thereduction ot this frequency shift even if they do not trigger an ELM [5
assumption that fluctuations \yith l't'téquency spectra shifted towards the ion—dianiagnetic
side occur in the bulk of the plasma.

-.1. Fl.UC‘I‘UA'I'IONS IN THE PLASMA BOUNDARY A'l‘ Till: TRANSITION
Fluctuations coming from the separatI'iV region were localised in two ways:
7 Using the outer vertical channel which sees primarily radially propagating fluctu-

ations).
- Using the equatorial channel (which sees primarily poloidally propagating fluctuations)

and correlating the time dependence with macroscopic plasma parameters.

Contributions to the frequency spectra corresponding to the electron~diamagnetic drift
direction which come front a region close to or outside the separatrix drop to a level
comparable to or below the level in thc ohmic phase. This drop 1 cars simultanously with
the drop in density within the minimum time resolution determined by signal-toatoise
considerations.
By shifting the plasma position inwards fluctuations outside of the scparatrix could be

measured using the outer vertical channel. Fig.3 shows the temporal development of the

scattering signal power PS for a dithering H-transition together with the D‘Kinonitor. One

can see. that the level of fluctuations repeatedly drops back to 'zero" (i.c. the noise level

of the detection system) indicating the return of the barrier to an l'l-niodc like state.
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alter the transition in narrowband instability is observed to grow, which comesA few ms

from the region at or outside the barrier and yields scattering signal powers above those
in the L—phfl-W‘ By suitable numerical filtering it can be also detected on a Exiehannel

(with the same distance front the plasma center as the vertical l’lR channelt microwave

retieetomett‘y and the DH signal in the divertor. It propagates in the clectron diamagnetic

direction. Its poloidal \\‘avelength is estimated to be zitlem resulting in a propagation

velttCil}' in the laboratory frame of 2 otttttl mfs for a frequency of (30 kllz. This instability

does not lead to a dramatic increase of the DU signal in the divertor. Taking into account

the local electron pressure gradient (which yields the electron diamagnetic drift) and tile

toroidal plasma velocity the resulting frequency shitl into the electron (liamagnelic

direction can only he e\plained by a poloidal rotation of the plasma due to a radial li-ficld

as measured by spectroscopic methods to]. liigat shows the scattered power in the
frequency band 55—05 kllz (electron diantagnctic direetion). ()ne cart see a low power

in the Lentodc. which disappears at the transition. For comparimtt thecontribution

mammal Pow” m ”‘5 ["CLIUC'K‘Y h21nd tttttt — ttttttt kllz (ion diamagnetie direction) shows

the continuous increase of the frequency shift after the |.-ll transition in the bulk plasma.

0. CONCLUSIONS
Willi the I_-H transition a transport barrier is established inside the scparatrix. We have
separated the contributions to the scattering spectra coating from inside and outside this
transport harrier. Outside the harrier the total fluctuation level as well as I“ and nC drop
to values compart'dtle to or helow the ohmic level on a ltltt tts timescale whereas inside
the barrier they change on a ms timescale. 'l'his behaviour is similar to observations
reported on Dotthlet D-lll-D. Evidence for poloidal plasma rotation close to the scparatri»;
after the L-l'l-transition has been lound from an instability with narrowlutnd frequency
spectra propagating in the electtonediamagnctic direction. In the bulk oi the plasma the
frequency shift is mainly in the ion diamagnetic direction due to toroidal plasma rotation.
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Il-mode power threshold in ASDEX
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l. lnti’C>(iii(t:fjl§nig one of the most promising confinement regimes for a future reactor. It is
The H—m '1] 51mm to identify the parameters determining the minimum power (power
therefogg 11; hp ) necessary to reach it. Moreover, tlte results could give indication about the
threshO' a Ihivgics ofthe L to i'leniode transition. Previous studies performed for ASDEX I l]
Underlfi‘flfifg 1;” open divertor configuration (inducing higher neutral density in the main
ShOWL - )r: aired more heating power to obtain the H-mode than the initial closed version. In
“Xmas“ (3V0. present new results from data obtained with the latest closed divertor
thisrpfilmm of ASDEX under boronized conditions. These conditions were favourable for the
gilnbgde‘which could be reached over an extended operational window.

7 Experimental conditions . . ' . .. ‘
The HvrtdC DUML‘F threshold for the ASDEX initial closed divertor configuration was

described in [2]. Some of the essential results given in [2,], for coeNBI, are also found with the
new data presented here and areonly summarised as lollows. In ASDEX the vertical plasma
position determines the magnetic configuration as double-null for :5 mm 5 .Z S +5 mm or
singlentill outside of this z-Window. The maxtmuni Z-displacement is 40 mm Le. 10% of the
miiior radius a : 0.4 m, for the datavused here. The power threshold in the Single-null
configuration tor which the toti gradB drift is towards the active divertor is twice lower than the
other singleenull or the double-null configuration. Moreover, the electron density prior to the H-
mode must be above 2 1019 m'3 in order to access the H—mode in a wide operational window.

In this paper. Wt: analyse the dependence of the power threshold versus plasma current ([p).
magnetic field (BL) and/or edge cylindrical safety factor qu ,
For [his purpose. we take all kinds of Hintode discharges (ELMy or ELM—free.) into account
The reason for this choice is that we assume the transition physics into the ELMy and ELM—free
H-mode regimes to be the same. Discharges showing short H-mode phases after sawtooth
crashes are considered to be at the threshold and named marginal (M). These M and the L—modc
data are essential to unambiguously determine the power threshold. The power considered here
is the total heating power (Pml = POH + Pubs) where P011 is the residual Ohmic power and Palm
is the N131 power absorbed by the plasma. Pubs is quantized by steps of :02 MW linked with
the nuntbei of sources in operation.
The operational window of the discharges considered iii the following is: 0.2 MA S 1p 5 0.46
MA, 1.1 T E El S 2.8 T, leading to a variation of q;1 between 2.3 and 4.5. Hydrogen (11°) or
deuterium (D0) NBl was injected (co—injection) into deuterium plasmas, with Pubs S 2.3 MW
for H0 and Pabs S 2.5 MW for Do. It is observed that the injected species practically play no
role in determining the power threshold, provided the background plasma is the same. This can
be understood by the fact that the plasma features (transport, profiles) at the time of the L—H
transition 30-150 ms after the beginning of the N81 pulse, are essentially determined by the
(initial) background species. The background species, shown in [2] to increase Pmm by nearly
a factor of 2 when changed from deuterium to hydrogen, was not varied iii the present set of
data.
In the divertor H-mode, the distance between plasma surface and the next protection limiter,
which prevents the occurrence of the H-mode when it is smaller than typically 1 cm, was kept
large enough so that the data are not biased by this effect,



3. Results
3.11. Main dunner
The essential of the llimode discharges (main dataset) consists of discharges having the
favourable single—null configuration and a density above 2 10191113 for the reason mentioned in
section 2.
A schematic overview of the results is
given in Fig. 1. A clear minimum
appears approximately along the Q8 = 3
line. This suggests that two opposite
phenomena might be in competition to
determine the power threshold. We
therefore will separately analyse each
side of the minimum to find out whether
the power threshold in both regions is
governed by different parameters. Due
to the linear relation between lp, BI and
on. the identification of the relevant
piu'ameterts) is not straightfonvard. For
this purpose, the power was plotted
versus lp. B1 and (In. The plot (if any)
giving the clearest separation between L
and H discharges indicates the relevant
parameter. For qu 2 3. Bl clearly has to
be chosen (Fig. 2). Fitting the boundary
yields: Pthres : 0.5 ell-25 [MW, T]. “3‘ 1
For qa S 3, it appears that the B.
dependence of Pmres found in Fig. 2
remains, but that an additional strong increase of ms with decreasing (la dominates. This f
behaviour is shown in Fig. 3. The fit of the boundary gives: PMS = 6.64 - 1-97i [MW]. ‘

1p mm
The surface is PM,” For heating powers above
[his Sit/face [he H-mode is achieved.
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Fig. 2, Power I/zres/zoldfor Q3 23 Fig. 3. Power t/irerlzoldjbr qa £5
The dashed lines in bothfigurea indiratt' the/its given in the text.

We can therefore assume, in a first approximation, that the power threshold in the two regions :
roughly separated by the qCl : 3 line have dependences governed by two different parameters: qi1 ‘
for qa < 3 and B1 for (1a 2 3. The boundary between both regions was analysed in more detail
by looking for the experimental minimum of Pmm for each available value of the current.



The results are given in Fig. 4 The 3
- drawn in this . figure 15 the
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H). sly/sets of the data
bischtngcs with double-null configuration (not included in the main dataset) show a stronger Bl
dependenc: than that given in Fig. 2. No information is available for qa < 3.
ELMfrce discharges require a 0.5 — 0.75 MW extra heating compared to the ELMy ones in the
Whole Bl/Il, window. However, the on and B[ dependences of the ELvrcc power threshold
are com stable to those given in Fig, 2 and 3, its shown by Fig. 4 and 5. This is in agreement
with the ntctpretation thnt ELM-free discharges are achieved for an edge electron temperature
higher than that ofELMy discharges [3].

3 T— i . . . . . . 3 . . .
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Fig. 5 PW... for ELMAfree discharges 4.2? Fit), 0 PM,“ for ELMfree disc/Wm this?
The thither! lines are that of Fig. 2 (1nd3 respectively

A limited database of ctr-NBI discharges (I and BI reversed) for dug shows the following
features. 'J'he influence of the divertor configuration on Pmm almost disappears. The q:1
dependence docs nol exist any more, but a BI dependence like Pm,CS : 0.4 Bl1‘35 [MW. T3 is
compatible with the data, in the q.] S 3 region.

4. Discussion
The qfl dependence of Pthres for the main data set in the qa < 3 region can be interpreted as
follows. In the low (13 operational window, a strong toroidal asymmetry of the power
deposition on the divenor neutralization plates was observed in ASDEX [4]. This effect was
linked to the creation of magnetic islands (and ergodic regions) by errors fields due to slight
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misalignments of the toroidal field coils. The perturbations of the plasma edge associated With
these effects increase strongly as the on = 2 surface approaches the plasma edge. The;
asymmetry of the toroidal power deposition for representative discharges of the present work
plotted versus (18 (Fig. 7) shows a rapid increase for
qa < 3 which can be compared to the increase of
Ptlires of Fig. 3. This is in agreement with nttmerotis
indications that the LAB transition happens at the
plasma edge and with the observations of JFl‘—2M
showing an increase of the power threshold when
error fields are applied on purpose [5]. As small
coils misalignment cannot be avoided, induced
islands and ergodization may be important for 13mm
in ITER which will operate at low ‘13-
The BI dependence shown in Fig. 3 might reflect the
L—H transition physics. Similar dcpendences were
observed in other tokamaks [6 - R]. The theory [9] r; 15 3 35 4 4.5 5
presently meeting best the experimental observations q.
does not predict such :1 Bl dependence whereas the d
ones described in [10,11] do.
The observations for ctr-NBI could possibly be explained, in the frame of the theory given in
[91, by the large amount of beam ions lost to the wall in this case. It must be noticed that the
increase of Pmms with hydrogen background compared to deuterium background is consistent
with the B[ dependence if the gyro-radius plays a role.
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Fig. 7 Tm’oitlrzl asymmetry versus (1”

5. Conclusion
The H—mrxlc power threshold has a minimum along a line defining two region in the Operational
window of ASDEX. In the low qu region, Pmm increases with decreasing qCl whereas in the qa
2 3 region it increases with Br The possible implications for ITER can be expressed as
follows. The Bl dependence does not seem to restrict the future llemode operation of ITER. In
fact, it can be inferred from the present tokamaks [6-8] that the power threshold increase with
machine size is much weaker than that of the typical installed power of the present design. 0n
the other side, ITER being planed to operate at low qa, the dramatic increase of Pmms in this
region as described in the present paper, might have consequences for the ITER operation in
the 11 regime. A better identification of this possible problem seems to be necessary as well as a
discussion of the compensation of the errors which could be envisaged.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE TOROlDAL MOTION 0F FINE-SCALE DENSITY
STRUCTURES IN JET PLASMAS

A E Costiey, P Cripwell and T Fukuda’

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 SEA, UK
‘Naka Fusion Research Establishment, JAERl. Japan

Introduction Measurements with a tour channel radial correlation reilectometer have

demonstrated the existence of fine-scale density structures in JET plasmas ti/r Under ohmic
and H-mode conditions the radial extent oi the structures is small (2 5 mm). However, under L-

mode conditions the radial extent of the structures depends on the beam power and for high

levels of beam power (~ i5 MW) is typically ; 30 mm. The measurements suggest that the

structures are moving perpendicularly to the direction of view, ie. toroidally and/or poloidally, but

they cannot give the speed or direction of the motion. In this paper we present the first

measurement with a toroidal correlation retiectometerr From the measurements we determine

the toroidal velocity of the structures and we estimate their toroidal extent.

Toroidal Correlation Reflectometer The toroidal correlation reflectometer consists of two

independent reflectometers which probe the plasma in the mid—plane through two antennas

toroidally separated by 155 mm (figure 1). One of the retiectometers is the standard JET

multichannel instrument t2t while the other has been specially constructed tor this

measurement. The probing radiation is polarised in the ordinary mode and so reilection is oft the

plasma trequency layer. Both reflectometers operate at the same radiation frequency (29 or

i Plasma
i Source

‘ :proi‘dal // ‘
u rec .tnn //

Reference Arm

i >1 T Source
i //_._._>._‘\\TI_‘_{:]

Hcam Splitter

Detecmr

l IJCLPCUH‘

Fig 1. Schematic of the toroidal correlation reflectometer installed on JET.
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34 GHz) so that the two reflecting layers are always at the seine radius, For the
measurements presented, the reflection layer is located in the boundary of the plasma (3.75 < R
< 4.0 m). The detection systems in both cases are of the homodyne type and the data is
usually recorded With a bandwidth of 100 kHz.

The measurements are analysed using standard spectral analysis techniques /3l. From

the analysis, the crosspower spectrum, G((o), the crossphase spectrum. 9(a)), and the

coherence spectrum, y(ro), are determined. The value of the coherence is between unity
(identical signals] and zero. However, for a finite length data set, there is a lower level of
statistical significance, yf, which represents the coherence between two independent random
signals. For our measurements. 7r is typically 0.18.

Measurements Measurements have been obtained for a range of plasma conditions; ohmic, L-
mode and H-mode. In the latter two cases the plasmas are heated by neutral beam injection.
The results are qualitatively dttferent for these three cases.

Ohmic in this case, the level of coherence is generally at the random level (yr) and the

crossphase spectrum shows wide scatter. A typical measurement is shown in figure 2a.

L-Mode In this case, the level of coherence is significant across the entire observed
frequency band and the crossphase increases linearly with frequency (figure 2b). As the
neutral beam power is increased, the slope of the crossphase decreases.
H-Mode In this case, the level of coherence is significant but the crossphase is independent

of frequency (figure 2c).

Interpretation As in the case ol the earlier radial measurements, we interpret the results in
terms of perturbations in the density profile, ie fine—scale density structures. The
measurements do not show any evidence for such structures under ohmic conditions. However,

under L-moo'e conditions the high level of the coherence, combined with the frequency dependence
of the cross-phase, suggests that the structures rotate toroidaily, The phase difference is due
to the rotation and it can be shown that the slope of the cross phase spectrum is simply related

to the rotation velocity. it is instructive to compare the rotation velocity of the fineescale
density structures obtained with the toroidal correlation reflectometer with the local plasma
rotation obtained independently with the charge exchange (CX) diagnostic W. This is done in
figure 3 for a wide range of neutral beam powers (2—15 MW). It can be seen that, within

measurement uncertainties, the two velocities agree. The uncertainty on the CX includes a

contribution due to the uncertainty on the radial location of the reflecting layer.
Further, under these conditions, we can estimate the toroidal extent of the structures from

the auto correlation function of the individual refiectometer signals. This will be greater than
zero fora time, TC, which is approximately the time taken by the structures to pass in front of

the reflectometer antenna, Hence the toroidal extent of the structures is simply the product of
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Fig. 2. Coherence and cross phase measurements under (a) ohmic. (b) L-mode and
(c) H-mode conditions.

To and the toroidal rotation velocity of the plasma. Typically we find the toroidal extent to be in
the range 15 m. Further work is required to determine any dependence on other plasma
parameters‘ Possibly, the structures have a helical configuration corresponding to the helical
magnetic field, In order to investigate this, an additional rellectorneter located at a different
polodial location is required but such a device has not been installed on JETl

Under H-rnode conditions. the frequency independence of the crossphase suggests that the
structures are either moving toroidally at very high velocity or, more plausibly poloidallyt The
CX diagnostic indicates that under these conditions there is usually a poloidal component to the
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plasma motion of similar magnitude to the toroidal component, It is most likely. therefore, that
under these conditions the reflectometer measurements are dominated by the poloidal motion.
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Conclusions A toroidal correlation retiectometer has been constructed and used on JET, The
measurements coniirm the existence of iineescale density structures in L-mode and H-mode
plasmas Comparison with CX diagnostic measurements, shows that for L»mode plasmas the
structures rotate with the plasma. The toroidal extent of the structures is determined to be in
the range 1 - 5m. Under H mode conditions. the structures appear to rotate poloidally. In order
to determine the poloidal motion oi the structures an additional poloidal correlation retlectomer is
required.

Acknowledgement We would like to thank Drs R Kdnig and H Morsi tor providing the CX rotation
velocity data,
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Introduction 7 ‘ ,, g ‘ ,
Popular theories ital oi transitions to the H-mode regime are based on the

goiicn‘pl ot a fundamental interdependence of plasma polotdal and toroidal flows and
plasma magnetic and density fluctuations: lo understand the ph)<ics of the l'leitiode
minsiiion and continement. the details oi the characteristics otfithe llAmode rotation
dynunllcbt and correlation \vitlt fluctuations must be studied. In ll‘ I R IliCIII'LtIISIIIOH is
tistiallv from a supershot to a circular limiter l‘i-Iiititlehl—ljl. llowever. all of the relevant
H-inode phenomena are observed. fhe densitv profile is peaked iii the center for both
the stipeishoi and the resulting H—mode: the main change being a modest increase iii
confinement m the ll-mode edge plasma ir/a :- ”.3 ‘i, _

The leading model proposed to explain the physics ot the ll-mode transition
is that suppression of edge turbulence due to non-ambipolar sheared ExB flow
generation leads to bifurcation to the enhanced confinenignt regime. The main
Component of the ExB flow is due to the radial electric field. Ly. \\ inch is given by the
zerolh order force balance equation

I Ti dili dTi . , .
Ia:g;iE'jfegji+\eBo—VoBo. in

where i. \H and \‘m refer to the same impurity inn tcarbon for 'l'Fl'R i,
The parameters in the equation which can be measured (or deduced) on

Tl'TR are V3,. n] (profile shape). ‘1], 13¢). Be and Z. Values of \lbtri and Tiff! are
determined experimentally using charge exchange recombination spectroscopy
(CHERS). ’lT-“I‘R has an inner bumper graphite limiter and the main impurity ion is
carbon. Line emission tor 0“ (H : X » 7: 5293 Atigstromsi is used for the CHERS
measurements, An average value of the EB flow velocity at the plasma edge is
inferred from the microwave scattering spectra of density fluctuations (Spatially
resolved measurements for determining Vetri and EM) are not available on TFTR.)

Results and Discussion
The lie. or. and Du signals along with \tt) and Titt) for the outer three

chords of the CIIERS diagnostic are plotted in_Fig. l for a typical TFTR H»m0de
plasma. The IL; profile shape is deduced from (33+ line brightness data from CHERS.
Details of the \'q, profile may reflect the dynamics of the transition and the spatial
extent of the bifurcation region. although shear in poloidal flow is expected to be
much more effective than shear in toroidal flow in suppressing plasma turbulence.
Recent theoretical studies l6] indicate that there are some regimes in which Vq; should
play an effective part iii H‘mode physics. Usually during the TFTR supershot to H-
mode transitions, Va) in the outer 25 cm layer of plasma becomes less positive (+
indicating rotation in 1 direction). This trend is obvious for three outer radial
positions of the plasma of Fig. 1. For example at R : 3.14 m, Va, 2 (i just before the.
lransition and spins up iii the counter direction (Vq) < 0) during the transition and the
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fitial Hanode. Thus. V‘D shifts toward the counter direction at the H-modc lraiisition
and Tall t, llctR). and nt begin to increase within a broad region at the plasma edge(outer 20 to 35 cmt. This behavior is also clear in Fig. 3. which is a plot of tlbrl
profiles for three times of the ll-inode of Fig. l: before, during. and at the end Oflthe
transition. The shift in the profile in the region 3.94 to 3.24 in is olwtous. In this
plasma. Vt}, in the core (R g 2.94 m) remains constant during the transition. while a
large change (~ 35 kin/sec) takes place at 3.04 in. Also shown are profiles of TilR),
netR). and nct. The drop in the DU signal and the change in Vq, can he fairly Slow
for TFTR H-modes. The shift in Vq), i.e. AVG», takes place in lfl ms or less for some H.
modes. but often AVrp occurs over 10‘s of milliseconds. Density fluctuation and
toroidal velocity data are shown in Fig.3 for a typical TFTR Hemode. Figure 3(a)
shows a contour plot of the scattered power due to density fluctuations at the. plngma
edge. The Da signal and Volta) for three outer radial positions are shown in Figs 3(bt
and 3(ct respectively. Just as in Fig. 1. during the transition it > to: st Vm at the
edge shifts toward the counter direction and at about the same time shift in [he
microwave scattering spectra begins to take place, indicating a steady increase in
poloidal rotation in the direction of electron diatnagnetic drift t VDk-t. .\ decrease in
density fluctuations at the transition was not observed: however. high frequency
magnetic fluctuations usually decrease. The shift in the spectra beginning at the
transition (at ~ 4.02 s) is most likely due to a poloidal spiiiup at the plasma edge. iii the
direction of V'De and is usually of order 2. l0"1 kin/s. This poloidal flow is also
consistent with the establishment of a radially inward pointing electric field and hasmagnitude given by ~Ep¢. After ELMs begin at 4.15 s, V‘l) becomes more co— going
and the shift in the density fluctuation spectra decreases. This trend away from the H—
niode regime is accelerated after 2.5 MW ofNBl power is turned off at ~ 4.3 s.

Preferential loss of fast ions, especially counter injected particles at the
injected beam voltage (90 - 110 keV) and the 1/2 and 1/3 energies could lead to radial
electric fields of magnitudes which are expected to be sufficient to cause effects on
turbulence due to shear in the Er x Bcp flow. An indication of possible orhit loss
effects is the fact that a mixture of co— and counter-NBI is needed for H-inode
transitions on TF'TR. Small contributions by energetic fusion product ions such as the
3 MeV proton and Still keV flee} ion from the D-D reaction are also possible since
they have large banana orbits which intersect the limiters. 0n 'l'l’l'R. fast ion probes[7] at the plasma edge. usually at the outer limiter radius. are used to monitor trapped
energetic beam and fusion product ions directly.

At the transition. the signal of the fast ioii probe near the niidplane shows a
prompt increase, The probe signal is a measure of the energetic ion flux tlilF) and is
plotted iti Fig. 4(a) along with the (b) Du signal. The prompt increase iii the energetic
ion flux to the probe just before 4.0 s is clearly correlated with the beginning of the
decrease in the DOL signal. In fact, the rate of rise of the E11“ "goal appears to be
greater than the rate of decrease of the Da signal. There is a second decrease in Dq
light 25 ms later at t ~ 4.02 s and a corresponding second prompt increase in EIF.
ELMS begin just after 4.04 s atid there are corresponding oscillations in lilF, The
initial changes in EIF and Da light appear to he simultaneous. Quantitative
determination of whether or not one signal leads the other would have implications as
to whether or not the ElF rise is a precursor to or a consequence of the transition
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Autooscillating L—H transitions under ECCD in T—10

Voitsekt‘DViCh l.A., Kislov D.A., Parail V.V., Razumova K.A.

l.1"'.K11rr/1ntoo ME, Moscow, Russiu

In the recent experiments on current drive by EC waves
CD) "in Flo—tokamak it has been found out that the trans1tion

(‘EC the L—mode into the origisnal autooscillating mode, Charac-
irom d by the periodic (T=10 s) release of suprathermal elect-
tqe the chamber walls with an increase in the launchedu on . . .
roisowé} occurs. A theoretical analySis of the reasons for the
mlggencg of relaxational oscillations in the near-wall region
:2 realized in a given study.

' ta] results.
LExpgggtfiblc releases of fast electrons — registered with SXR—
robes (fig 1) - were observed under ECCD in T-lO—tokamak. Auto-
Scillating modes were observed at a rather low plasma density,

a only, when the parameter oc:P/ne (P is the power of EC-waves)

eiceeded dCr=2'TO*6w-cm3. With the further increase in a <d>dcpl

a non—controlled plasma density rise occured with the subsequent
reduction in d to the level azacr. The mentioned autooscillati-

one are developed only when EC-waves give birth to the beam of
accelerated electrons; when the radiation was launched strictly-
perpendicular to the magnetic field, B. into _the plasma, the
butt of accelerated electrons and autOOSCillations did_not oc-
cur even in the low dens1ty modes of operation {at
“>“cr)‘ According to calculations, EC—waves in T—lO should drive
su rathermal electrons in the central part of the plasma column
only. The presence of periodic X—ray radiation oscillations at
Hm chamber wall speaks about the emergence of fast electrons in
Hm near—wall zone. It is natural to assume that the emergence
of suprathermal electrons at the periphery is caused by their
anomalous diffusion along the radius. and the time of that dif-
fimion should be shorter than the time of fast electron cooling
due to their collisions with thermal electrons. Then our consi-
derations follow the scheme:
LFast electrons run off along the field lines to the chamber
wall that results in the emergence of a potential, w, in the
Iwar-wall zone. The magnitude of o is defined by the equality
between the longitudinal electron flux and the ion one.
2.The presence of an inhomogeneous radial electric field results
in the emergence of a shear plasma rotation.
3.The shear plasma rotation, in its turn, provides stabilization
of the drift-type instabilities [ll which cause an anomalous
diffusion of suprathermal electrons.
4 Suppression of the instability reduces the flux of fast par-
ticles towards the periphery that results in the reduction in o.

it is evident that the process described by a given logic
scheme can have a cyclic nature under definite conditions.
2.Model of autooscillating L—H transitions.
‘ For a self-consis ent representation of L7H transitions the
iollow1ng set of equations is used:
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neVTeexpl~ep/Te)+nbexp(-em/Tb)=CS(ne+nb) (1)

dn PH/w n W
J. : O — unb — i- (2)
dt VTb TEWO

dw W — WT W2
—=?{W'3'<fl'— 73’ (3)
dt 0 1 w + w 2

1 ‘ river a / 1’2 v O—(PT /m)1/2 n 1‘ the d
we”) "-3“ (“5””) mi) ' bte)‘ ‘ Me) 6 ' 1-, ‘L’ ' en‘
sity, Tb is the temperature of suprathermal electrons, W is the

energy density in oscillations, HT is the level of a therma1

noise in the plasma, No is the normalization constant, 30— 32

are constants, other designations are standard ones. According
to (l), a potential emerging at the plasma edge provides an equs
ality between the longitudinal electron (thermal and suprather«
mall flux and the ion one. A characteristic width of the layer

under thel/potential w in the radial directions is
ArttDR/Cs) , where D is the transversal plasma diffusion coef—

ficient in the limiter shadow. Below we limit ourselves by a
zero-dimensional approximation, solving the problem in the nar~
row near-wall zone, a—Ar S r S a. Equations (2) representing the
balance of fast electrons in the zone under consideration takes
account of the fact that the diffusive flux from the centrg
provided by the presence of oscillations and. as a result, pro—
portional to W, is a source of fast particles at the periphery
The second term in the right—hand side of Eq.t2) takes account
of fast particle maxwellization (v is the frequency of collisi-
ons between fast electrons and thermal ones). The third ter
there represents an anomalous particle diffusion in the process
of their interaction with oscillations (life~time of fast elect—
rons due to their anomalous diffusion along the radius is assu—
med to be equal IE=T1No/W . where T is the parameter indepen—1
dent of Wt

The energy density behaviour in oscillations is represente
by a purely-model way. Here the first term in the right-ban
side represents the linear drive of oscillations with the incre
ment 3 (of the order of a drift frequency), the second term phe
nomenologically represents suppression of oscillations due to
shear plasma rotations in case of the high near-wall potentia
emergence, @ fl Tb. The presence of a nonelincar decrement depen

dance on the level of energy oscillations reveals the conclusi
on, which follows from the numerical calculations [l], that wit
a rise in the amplitude of oscillations their capability of sta
bilization due to a shear rotation is reduced. The third term i
the right—hand side of Eq (3) represents (again in a purely
model way) saturation of an oscillational level due to non
linear processes of the wave redrive within the spectrum.

The sets of equations (1-3) naturally cannot pretend to
quantitative agreement with the experimental results, we spea
only about representation of the process dependences on th
plasma parameters. -
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l sis oi autooscinations
3 A”RV ~~1 of equations (1-3) was solved numerically. it has

gggwittthat with an increase in the launched specific power,
Beg: hi8 I1scharge makes the transition, in succession, from

ode into a self- oscillating one first and. finally, into the
L mode (13g k‘). The range 01' Changes in the specific power,
H thlfl Hh11h the se! ioscil latipg mode exist satisfies tlie ine-
ghaliLV 3' gym eT b1/t =P SP<P 7:10 Vn T b/T For the T— 10 paiameteIs
t tUInS out to b1be rathe1 wide. Theb time dependence of the quanr

titles h. ”b‘ m in one of the autooscillating modes is given in
3 OH can see that a high level of oscillations, assisting

ngthc enha1113ed ancinalous ttanspOIt 1esults in the fast partic—
le dengILV g1owth in the near- wall zone (Fig. 3c). The enhanced
beam “3111cle1elcase upon the limitei p1ovides a steep rise in
the plasma suiiface potential (Fig. 3b) cm : Tb, and as a 1e—

suit,1h1 suppi‘ession of oscillations practically to tlie thermal
1wise level lig. 3a). The anomalous dii‘t‘usion of particles in
the Case is abruptly reduced, the flux of electrons and the po-
tential 1t the edge drop that, in its turn, prov1des the growth
of oscjillations. Thus the described process is periodically re—
peated in time.

1hg 1ange of changes in other parameters of the set (1-3),
within 1hicl1 the aut.ooscillating solutions exist, is rather wi-
de lh's shows that the due regard for a considerable number of
plasma eiiects within the framewOIk of a given phenomenological
set 0: equations does not change, in principle, the nature of
its 91111111 1011

Conchwion. , .
lhe realized theoretical and experimental study has shown

that the intermediate autooscillating mode characterized by the
pmiodic reClease of fast electrons upon the chamber walls can
emeige Under definite conditions in the transition from the L—
mOde to the H one. A theotetical selfconsistent model allowing
one in qualitatively — represent both the autooscillating L—H
mode transition and the stationary self—sustaining one. The role
of a test particle beam in realization of the LvH mode transitie
on has been studied it has been shown that the autoscillating
nature of these transitions is provided by diffusion of the very
sop1aaihe1mal electrons from the discharge.
Referenc:
_.Bigla1i H. et al, Plasma Phys. and Contr. Nucl. Fus. Res.,

IALA, Vienna. 1991, v12, p.l91
Figuiie captmes

T1 intensity of SXR‘radiation in one of the central
FCtIRFIjHjl _
Fig. 2. lhe dependence of the stationary quantities Wta), mtb)

and nbtc) on RF power for the stable L and Hemodes. For auto-
oscillations the maximum and minimum values w, w and 11b are
drawn. NT 1:100 2Tb/l‘ :2.5-lD4, y T :2000, a T T /ew 2130,

‘ c 01 11C 0
12:1w(:1, W i/W0:102 , a/ArzZSU.

Fig.31 the time0 detpendences of the oscillations energy density,
Mia), edge potential wt b) and fast electIon density, btc J,

under the parameters of Fig.2 and Prl/VneTb=4.8.
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Rotation in Ohmically Heated Tokamaks:

A Detailed Comparison of Experiment with Theory

W Rowan, M. Calvin, R. Hazeltine, A. Meigs, E. Solano, P. Valanju

Fusion Research Center and Institute for Fusion Studies,

The University of Texas at Austin,

Austin, Texas USA 78712

Comparison of experiments in the Texas Experimental Tokamak (TEXT) with

theory leads to a reasonably complete understanding of impurity rotation in Ohmic plasmas.

In the experiments, the components of the impurity rotation velocity, v6.1, and v59 (0'

represents impurity species) were derived from measurements of the Doppler shift ofC and

O spectral emission, Simultaneously, quantities that might affect rotation were measured:

the neutral concentration and the gradients ol‘ti), Ti, liq, and hr. The striking results of these

comparisons are that plasma toroidal rotation is damped (not quenched) by momentum loss

due to ion»neutr£ll charge exchange and that the damping can now be accurately predicted.

In the initial stage of this study, it was found that rotation velocity measurements were

consistent with then—current theory only for plasma regions with low neutral

concentration/U. This observation led to the conclusion that charge exchange damping

should be incorporated into transport theory, Appropriate theory was developed, /2/ and is

successfully compared with experiment here. The present work will demonstrate the

predictive capability of current theory, identify the principal mechanisms for rotation at the

plasma edge, and demonstrate a significant modification of transport by an atomic process.

In the theoretical description that has evolved, ions and impurities have independent

perpendicular drifts but a common parallel velocity that is damped by momentum loss due to

ion-neutral charge exchange. The species included in the theory are plasma ions, neutrals

(same element as the plasma ion), and impurity ions. Impurity ions interact with neutrals

only through the plasma ions. Plasma ions are in the plateau regime. The charge exchange



mcan free path is large compared to the ion mean free path, bttt small compared to the

gradient scale length. The perpendicular imptBirity velocity is simply
il11 v ><(ZV +11 L V0 to: ”109033 Po 0 0’ Q)

The parallel flow ol the ions is imped (but not neLessaiilv quenched) by ehat‘L‘L Lxchange

momentum loss. The collisit’tnality between ions and impurities is sut'ticiently high that

iatallLl erLssu ‘Lgtradients an small. and \ 7“\i = \I 0” U H
_ l " l\l Ellnt ’i (llnlkvli‘) R j V\' 71y ‘ 7) _ l _ l _ L _ l l . C F“ __ , L _ ;

\ ll _ 1 B) B92”) ()f 1W ()l‘ i C" “ llll U‘ +\f (1.] (t)

\'x is the ioiHieutra] charge exchange frequency. and L1) is the transit frequency. Flow

velocities are. typically measured in the 16(1)) fr'Laiie In that frame‘

I ()lntkTil ) i
:‘kB‘t,t‘ L; (-Jr _ 7,, ”1' Zoe «1| [

L l7 )Er
( CK HB¢)

T1 | l ()lntnfi) Futilntnor [

(‘2)

Charge exchange reduces the magnitude of \t but for Veg. it changes the relative

contribution of the terms and adds a new dependence on E.

‘Flow velocities are derived from the Doppler shift of impurity spectral emission

t 111L‘L1sttredspLLtitnn is emitted bv a plasma chord. The chord is 1dL mind by 11 tangency

radius, a major radius RT for VG) measurement or a minor radius ["11 for ma measurement.

The shift of the chorLlal spectrum is obtained using a nonlinear fitting technique. The

quantity tised to characterize this spectral shift and to facilitate comparison with themy is the

apparent velocity (v) a velocity that is Lleriwd from the shift of the chordal spectrum using

the simple Doppler formula BLLause thL me mm d spectral shitt contains Lontiihutions

from all points along the observation chord. (v) can not be strictly interpreted as a local

velocity. although the line emission profile does provide substantial lucaliLtttion. The

prediction of theory is obtained by simulating the measured spectrum with an integral along

the plasma chord of the predicted local spectrum , and then extracting (v) from the simulated

spectrum using the same fitting techniques as for the experiment. For the simulation. the
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local spectral prolile is described

theory, licx = l as Doppler broadened by thermal

~ motion and Doppler shifted by
theory

A t .
g the component ol the theoretical
E
if, 5 , . .

1m )urit ' [low \ielocit ’. v .alonu
A 3 > 0 c
e
j the plasma ehortl The quantities

()
required to describe the local

profile. Ti and total spectral line
(176 (L7?- C).l\’() 0,83 0,84 0.36

emissivity, are measured. All
RTtln)

quantities required l'or evaluation

Fiuure l. Comparison ol‘ measured to predieted (\'.;,>_
” of t | l and (2) are also measured.

Comparisons hetwcen theory and experiment are in I'igures l and 2. The spectrtil line used

[or these measurements was 2270.91. CH,

The comparison between experiment and prediction is shown in figure I for (up).

For reference, the high lield side of the poloidal limiter is at RT = ()t7() m, and the plasma

center is at RT : l in The points represent experiment‘ the solid lines, upper and lower

limits for theory including charge exchange. the dashed lines, upper and lower limits tor

theory without charge exchange

4 I ' ' | ' | (FEx : l). L'pper and lower

theor ,F»- :l . . . .
y M limits are included to allow lor

3 —- _

:2 uncertainty in the data used to

4f, 2 _ ‘ evaluate (1). At the plasma
’E
J3 edger charge exchange el‘l’eets
v

l H ‘“ reduce the predicted (up) to the
theory

observed value. Figure 2
o I . l . I . I

0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 contains the comparison for

t'.l.(m) (v59). Charge exchange.

Figure 2. Comparison of measured to predicted (v03),
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momentum loss does not have a

measurable effect on 0’60)»

Each 01‘ the terms in the

equation for v¢ teqn. 1) ix

plotted separately in figure 3.

Near the plasma edge. the ion

pressure gradient dominates. At

smaller radii. the Er term

t'eversesthe direction of “1,. The
()lntkTi)

rtertn k\. 0 is small in the

case of ()limic discharges in

TEXT, For devices with large

ion thermal gradients. it could

become significant.

Each ol‘ the terms in the

equation for V06 (eqn. 2) is

plotted separately in figure 4.

The principal contribution to rot,

is from the diamagnetic term.

The interesting new [if term is

immeasurably small in these

experiments where Er : 30 to 30

V/cm. For significantly larger values. charge exchange could modify Veg.

Plasma rotation is a phenomenon of critical importance. This study demonstrates the

influence of atomic processes. It also may contribute to understanding of turbulence and L-

to-l-l transition through improvements in understanding 01‘ plasma rotation.

/l/ W. L. Rowan, et al. Physics of Fluids B 4. 917 (1992).

/2/ P, M. Valanju, et al.. IFS Report No. 541). The University 01‘ Texas at Austin, [992.
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DIVFR'I-OR PLATE BIASING AND CURREN'I‘ INJECTION 0N TdeV

l 1 “thawing. l’. Couture. A. Boileau. C. Roucher, R llécosle, ll. Gregory. C. .lttniclcj,

Jr] {flmul (, t e Clair, C. Lid-”inl. C. MacLatchy. [‘1 Martin, D. Michuud. GU. Ross,
). 1.! “ ‘ "

I ll. Stanstield. M. St-Onge. R. Terreault and Z. Wang

t'cntte canadien de l‘usion tiiagnetique. Varennes, Canada, .lRX-ISI

lN'l'RODUC'l‘lON

TdeV (Truman; de Varennes) is a meditmt size tokamak featuring two closed poloidal

mwm,” \villt clet‘lticully insulated neutralization plates. Allttttlg the various possihle plate biasing

combinations, two modes are particularly relevant to the physics ol‘electtical biasing: cttrrent injection

and plasma biasing m the scape-oil layer. While the hrst mode provides important information on

the electrical t‘ltittJL'lc‘tIN‘tit‘S ol' biasing. the latter shows numerous and pronounced el't'ects on the basic
Ill

pluqnu para '

se “w hiasnv: modes on TdeV and discusses their similarities and differences
tuctch ol' the discharge This paper summarizes a comparative experimental study of

the

CURRENT INJECTION

In the current injection mode represented in Fig.1. an electric cttrrent is driven in the SOL by

an external dilating power supply without imposing any potential reference to the plasma, The

opcrating potentials of the neutralization plates adjust themselves with respect to the vacuum vessel

so as to leave the SUI potential relatively unaffected. Figure 2

displays plasma potential profiles obtained from Langmuir prohe l—v'i 7

measurements in the equatorial plane tor three source voltages. 72m. '
(l and +100 volts, ()ver tlits range, the. SOL potential changes by

‘J
a

4
‘4

-

less than +/- H! V in eitlter source polarity, the more negative plate
experiences most ol' the potential drop similar to the probes in a
Langmuir double prohe circuit. The l-V characteristic ot’ the biased
plates in the current injection mode is presented in Fig.3 for a
double nut! configuration. ()ne t‘ecognr/es on this graph all the

tfailures or a "douhle prohe' response with two saturation levels for
the upper and lower divet'tor plates. To interpret the data. we use a

simple two-temperature model based on planar Langmuir probe 1 r
7 7 .1!theory in. absence ot‘ magnetic field with the temperatures and

saturation currents as free parameters. The lit 01' list} clearly shows Figure 1 Current injection
:1 lero current ot‘t'set ot~2ll V, indicative of a possible thermoelectric
effect due to an asymmetry between upper and lower divertor temperatures, 35 and 40 eV
respectively, In order to get a satisfactory lit with reasonable temperature values, we have assumed
a serial resistive element of about 0,3 £2 in the lower tiivertor electric circuit. The nature of this
resistance is not understood but we tentatively attribute it to a weak connection to the separatrix
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_ mum” L-lei‘i'te‘ network ol' this biasing mode would be

:Imposctl ot my impedance oi’ the plasma sheaths iii t‘ront ol‘ the.

:mrtiali/lll‘w‘ pl-itt‘s‘v a radial resrstive component and tinally. to
'trm‘ [m lor‘i‘- L, ‘llutlL‘dlkU element representing the plasma sheath

:1 the “MM W”. The l-\" curve. of this plasma biasing mode is

presvnlt'd i” l-igih We do not observe the full characteristic of a

double re\i\l‘\\'
WWmiaiily because saturation on both the plates and the

langrntnr probe: we only see the resistive

hehavrouu

vaeuurn vow»
nu t‘iom the application ot‘ a constant bias is observed

t wall oeeurs at higher bias voltages. The radial

current resulti

to he tmeaily dependent on the edge density, as measured by the

outermost inteitei‘ometer channel unit a Li-ahlation diagnostic. Figure4 Plasma biasing

smee the timeut does not saturate over the observation range, the

(thorolira ir-nierlauee is attributed to the radial resistance ot‘the SOL This is l'uriher supported by tlte

tact that the biwsing current is strongly modulated by the sawtooth heat pulse (>25’jlr) and by

pertuthitll‘t‘ g-rs poll's. A nonambipolar radial current or an orthogonal conductivity based on viscous

tinnipilt? by iir'llli‘ttls would he consistent with our observations. The former mechanism assumes that

electrons and ions are moving across the. lield according to their mobilities. Retaining the. ion channel

“M“. (‘1‘ : UNIX“) and using a separatrix surface of 9.2 m“, we inter from the observed currents and
llL‘ld‘n u humor): ot (ittlS till/VS. In addition, it is observed from Li beam measurements that the

501. cytolrltttg length proiile is strongly al't'ected by hiasing. To be, en stent with this observation.
\\e asslu-tt‘ ;. tlitt'nsive this . TU : ~l)(ln/dr. ol' the order ol‘ the titohility flux, ‘H : nub, thus

predieting a mobility of tilt} nil/VS, in broad agreement with our evaluation limit the [AV eurvei 0n

the other hand. the viscosity meehanisrn based on eha‘ exchange with neutrals leads to a radial

current three times lower than the observed value. These two mechanisms could he present

simultaneously.

'l‘lie ett'eet of plasma htasi g on divertor pressure is illustrated in Fig 7‘ The pressure grows

according to the direction ot' the lixll ttow: namely. it increases in the upper (lower) divertor chamber

[(ikA),

pressure int‘reases by I'aetors as high as S, with a strong up/down asymmetry between negative and
‘t

with iteyalive (positive) bias. For ottr standard plasma conditions (5525“t nt'j,

positive biasing: ‘ 'l'his asynunetrie response is also observed on the current drawn by the plates,

A i _ 300
z z ‘. +150V < o .

.9 E l.. O)
5 t 100‘
°‘ :3
° 0
Q.a oa a
E. 7100 , I /

l.200t
-200 -100 o 100 200

DLCFS (mm) divertor plate bias ( V)

Figure 5 SOL plasma potential profiles F‘ _ . . .
for the plasma biasing mode. igure 6 | V characteristic in the

plasma biasing mode.



At higher densities, after botoiuzation,
we even observe a corresponding

pressure reduction in the opposite E on
divertor chamber. The asymmetry IVE 047

cannot be explained by the ExB flow 3 3
alone. since. for the same electric E 2
field amplitude and proper polarity, a g
the inflow would he the same for g 2_

each chamber. Ilowever, coupled E o ,
with the electrostatic barrier effect 2 O 200 400 600 me (9:?)
which widens or narrows the SOL.
the explanation could make sense Figure 7 Plasma biasing effects on divertor pressure_
since it favours the upper divertor
with the present B field direction. in
addition, the barrier effect is supported by the fact that pressure increases in the main chamber with
a positive bias (Fig. 7). in this case, the main chamber is t'avouvered over the tower drvertor.

Although the electric field is imposed in the SOL. we observe many effects in the central
plasma. As seen from the loop voltage and soft eay ennssion. the impurity content of the core is

strongly modified by biasing in an unboronized TdeV. decreasing with negative and increasing with
positive polarity i”. Rotation of intrinsic impurities is also observed, reaching poloidal and toroidal
values up to several kin/s, Density fluctuations are also seen to be either stabilized or increased With
bias W, Central electron and ion temperatures do not change appreciably. The global energy and

particle confinement times are not substantially modified by biasing over the. reduced range of actually

applicable voltages. the main Influence being on 7.m and recycling. The divertor efficiency is greatly
improved by plasma biasing. its impurity retention capability being increased by a factor of 5 with

negative bias.

CONCLUSION

Although current inicction in ’l‘deV does not produce significant changes in the basic plasma
parameters, it is instrumental in supplying essential information not available in the other modes 0n

the other hand. plasma biasing, defined as the application of a potential difference between the

separatrix and the wall, shows market] effects in the SUL plasma as well as in the core. The electric

characteristics observed for these modes can be explained to first order by classical plasma sheath

considerations and radial nonambipolar transport. In plasma biasing, it appears as if only the

separatrix were biased, The mechanism in the divertor chamber that insulates the other highly

conducting Still. tietd lines from the plates to produce the observed lields is under investigation.

[I] l’. Couture. A. Boileau. R. Décoste et all l’hys. l.etl. A _lfi_3 (10‘t 21H.
[2} B. Terreault et all Accepted in NUCi‘til‘ Fusion “992).

[3] A, lioileau, l‘. Couture, D. l.afrance. J.-l,. lachantbre et at. Accepted in Nuclear Fusion (1992)
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ge Fluctuations at Regimes With Improved Confinement
Ed

on CASTOR Tokamak

L. Kryska. l“. zaéek, J. Badalec. KJakubka, J. Mlynar, P. h‘lagrila,
f’. Kleteélx‘a

Institute of Plasma Physics, ROB. 17. 13?. 11 Prague. Czechoslovakia

Abstract
4 link bmvrrn the few! of cleciroslaticfluctuations and purliclr confincmcnl is inmsligm

II“! “paint: rife/[y in [um i‘nas mil/1 {in improved global pm'licfc coufimmcnf:

. Lotl’fl' Hybrid (‘urn'nl‘ Drier i‘cgimc [LHCD ).

. Edqf Plasma Po]ar[:alirm rtgimc (EPP ).
[1 hai“ brrn fmnul III“! the edge fluctuations are rcduera’ and their (‘fllll'tlt'ft‘l' changes at .

LHCD- Preliminary rrsu/is oft/Ir spcctral analysis off/10 jliu'lzm/imis rl/ HPP rrglmr arr '

pl‘fSUl/Hf.

EXIM'IiIHC‘IltS are performed on CASTOR toltamak (H 2 lOcnm‘z : 8.5r'm.la’, :
1T. 1;, : 12M) at densities fit. < 1.5101977)”. The particle confinement time is estimated

from the global particle balance. Edge fluctuations are monitored by means of multiple
tip Langmuir probes located at the Inidplane near the last closed flux surface (LCFS).
LHCD regime:
A lower hybrid wave (fut = 1.25GHJ, PM < 40AM") is launched into the plasma by a

multijllllt‘tioil grill. "l‘ypical evolutions of the LHC-D shot (shown in Fig. 1) demonstrate
[hat the line average density increases1 while hydrogen and impurity line intensities

' decrease during the LHCD phase of the discharge The radial density profile broadens
j” the plasma core, while its steepening is observed at the edge region [1]. Therefore,
an improvement of the. global confinement lime (by a factor of ~ ‘2) is deduced from the
experimental data. At the same time, the level of electrostatic turbulence is significantly
reduted in the vicinity of the last closed flux surface. Note also that the llXR intensity
from the limiter nearly vanishes during the improved particle confinement phase.

The best confinement. and the minimum level of the fluctuations are observed when
the “‘1 power is less then the initial OH power input. Simultaneously, the total power
Pg” + F”, reaches its minimum. The similar results have been obtained at. low power
LHCD regimes on ASDEX [‘2] .

The spectral analysis slroWS that the reduction of the edge turbulence is accompanied
by changes in the character of the. fluctuations. Fig. 2 compares the spectral characteristics
of density fluctuations in the vicinity of the last closed f‘lux surface at OH and Ll'lCD
discharge phases. averaged over five similar shots. It may be seen that the mean wave
numbers as well as the. width of the. kvspectrum decrease. The first fact indicates that y
the poloidal phase velocity of the Fluctuations in the laboratory frame increases. The
frequency spectra are reduced especially at their low frequency part which is probably
caused by the enhanced poloidal rotation Frequency integrated lx’e spectra are reduced
in the range of (0.5 — 2.7km“. Additional measurements indicate a decrease of the
correlation length of the density fluctuations at LHCD [3].
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Fig. 1.
{Evolution of LHCD (thick lines) and Ohmic
(thin lines) shots for PLH = 1716“",
a) Loop voltage It}. The drop of U, between
15th and 20th ins indicates that roughly a
half of the plasma current is driven nondudufl
tively in this particular case.
1)) Line. average density (central rhord).
r) Peaking factor 1) of the density profile defiv
ned as n/n" : (l ‘12)". The drop-0f 1) {mm
0.7 to 0155 indicate significant broadening of
the density profile at LHCD.
Ll) Intensity of the Hn‘sperlral line Similar
evolutions ul‘ this line are observed at (lillerent
turoidzil lavations as well,
e) Rewiltiug partirlc routine-merit lime
31/75)" normalized to its initial Olimit' \rulue.
f) Hard Xirziy intensity from the limiter.
g) incident Lll power PL”.

Fig. 2.
Spertral cliaracteristirs of the density llurr
[nations at ’LH : 37/.rll' averaged over lire
similar slluts. {l‘llf‘ lluctueil ions are mnnilored
at the midplnnc, 180" lowidully away from
the grill.
in) Frequenry resulted mean puloidal wave"
numbers 1:1,.
h) The same for the relative width of the
wave-number spertm Airy/1:}, .
r) Frequency spectrum Pitt) integrated over
\ravenumliem
(l) \Vaveuumlwr spec'l‘rum Stk) integrated uver
frequencies
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EPP regime:
in this case, the edge plasma is polarized by means of biasing of the circular limiteigl’ig. 3 shows an evolution of a shot with limiter biasing (Uh-m : +ZOOV) during a Steadystate phase of the OH shot. After an initial jump (up to 11”,, ~ 20.4), the limiter CUl’rentincreases more slowly. Simultaneously, the line average, density and Hcl line intensitiesare increasing as well. This indicates enhanced recycling, which is not, however, IOCallZedat the limiter. Radiation of impurities (not shown in the figure), increases as Well, butnoticeably faster then the hydrogen line intensities. Therefore, we conclude that the initialincrease of the plasma density is probably caused by an accumulation of impurities in theplasma.

After reaching the value 1“”, i 60.4, the limiter current drops suddenly and a transitiODto the improved particle confinement occurs. This is manifested by a faster increase of fieand by a sharp drop of H0 and impurity line intensities. The both elleets seem to have atransient character. The edge density and the level of the density lluctuations drop at thetransition, but not bellow their initial Ohmic \‘alues. It is worthwhile to note a suddendrop in the HXR intensity at the transition. starting, even before the transition.
The resulting global particle confinement time T,,, normalized to the correspondingOhmic value, is shown in Lhfi‘i‘llb‘étfllt’ figure. The initial increase of T,, (shown by the

dashed line) is assumed to be caused by neglecting the multiple ionization of impuritiesthroughout the evaluation \Ve see that the rp/TFUH roughly doubl just after thetransition, but it remains still slightly enhanced at. later time.
It should be noted that a more smooth transition to the improved confinement (butaccompanied by a drop of HXlt) can be arranged with a lower biasing voltage UH,” :1‘20 — 1-101”. A similar smooth improvement of particle confinement. during limiter biasingwas reported from HYBTOK—ll tokamak [4] Biasing of the limiter by a negatiVe Voltagedoes not influence the global, plasma parameters for Uh," g —160l/" .
The plasma. parameters in scrape-01f layer are monitored by a Langmuir probe locatednear the limiter. Results of preliminary spectral analysis of the probe signals, performedonly just after the start of limiter biasing, are depicted in Fig. 4. The poloidal velocity ofthe density lluctuatirnis roughly doubles in this case. The maximum of the wavenumberspectrum is shifted to lower l{-\'alues and, in some shots, it even changes the sign. The lastmeans that, at the given probe radial position. the poloidal rotation of the fluctuations isreversed from ion to electron diamagnetic drift direction. in general, the level of densityfluctuations and the width of the wavenumher spectra increase during the initial phase oflimiter biasing. The spectral analysis of the edge fluctuations deeper in the plasma andjust during the transition is in progress.

Acknowledgement: The Work was supported by the grant (,YSAV No. 11310 and by theIAEA Research Contract No. (WW/RB.

References: ,[ll J.Stockel et al: Proc. 12th IAEA Conf, Volt, p.351), Nice 1988.[2] .l.Stoekel et al: Proc. 18th EPS Conference, Vol.lll., p.341, Berlin 1991.[3] F.2acek et al: IAEA TCM on Research Using Small 'l‘okamaks, llefei 1991.[4] Y. Ueshugi ct al: lAEA TUM on Research Using Small Tokamaks, Washington 1990.
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ii MODE INDUCED BY THE BIASED ELECTRODE AND
TRANSITION OF DOW DENSITY TO HIGH DENSITY

WITH OPTIMIZED GAS PUFFING IN HL—l

LTB.Ran, H.R.Yang, S.K.Yang, S.X.Zha.ng, Y.Z.Zheng, [:3.Y.Wang,
Z.H.Wang, L.H.Yao. S.Q.Sun, Y.W.Qin, J.F.Dong, Z.C.Deng,

H.C.Deng, G.C.Guo, Y.X.Jiang, H.Z.Li, K.H.Li, H.N.Zuo.
J.W.Ya.ng, Q.W.Yang, K.Q.Huang. C.J.Yuan and HLd Team

SouthW$tern Institute of Physics, P. O. Box 432
Chengdu, Sichuan 610041 China

H MODE INDUCED BY THE BIASED ELECTRODE
The. H mode has been induced on the HLel tokamak by the radial electric field created by a

electrode with positive bias similar to the Works on CCT (1) and TEXTORiZ]. This electrode, which

is consisicd of a carbon head and a ceramics insulator, is inserted Z—Ilcm inside the limiter. A pulse

voltage with amplitude of O 60t with respective to the wall and duration of 100ms is supplied on the

electrode head during the plasma plateau phase of the HL-l Ohmic discharge in Hr and Dr plasma

over a range of the paramerters:1p=80—1(X)RA, Bt=2.272.6T and is: 0.2—2.0X10‘J/cm3.
As the electrode is inserted over 2cm into the last ckised flux surface limited by the movable limiter

and the bias voltage is higer than ~350V and the bias current is higher than a threshold(see later),

the Le}! transition takes place. The time evolution of a variety of diagnostic signals in L and H

mode is shown in Fig.1, which indicate that at L7H transition the Ho /Dn light drops abruptly;

The line averaged density he increases by a factor of 173; The ion saturation current is at r = 18.5-

22.0cm measured by the double Langmuir probe decreases; The edge density net, reduces evidently as

shown in Fig.2 and the e—folding length redum from ~14mm of L mode to M1mm of H mode for H

—plasma, indicating that the density gradient increases. From above measurements it can be derived

that the perpendicular particle diffusion coefficient D1 is reduced by a fctor of ~3 and the particle

mnfinement is improved by a factor of 1—3. The central termmturc Te(0) measured by the Thomson

scattering increases about ~21}3()%; The edge temperature Ta, decreasm significantly as shown in Fig.

3, indicating that the temperature gradient increases. The increase of the density gradient and the

temperature gradient would lead to that the transport barrier is formed and that the fluctuation is

suppressed. In our experiment it has been indeed observed that the electro-static fluctuation and the

magnetic fluctuation are suppressed heavily. The electrostatic fluctuation is suppressed m the level of

~20—3036 of L mode for Deplasma. The magnetic fluctuation measured by the Mirnov loops is

suppressed gradually or suddenly with ~15720ms time delay. The suppression of the magnetic

fluctuation at the outer midplane is heavier than that at the inner midpiane, indicating that the effect

of bias at the low field side is stronger than the one at the high field side and that the reduction in

fluctuationedriven transport across the outer midplane of the plasmsa is more than the one at the

inner midplane of the plasma. The form of the transport barrier and the reduction of the fluctuation

would lead to the confinement improvement. The diamagnetic measurement shows that the diamagnetic

flux DMF increases by a factor of 173, indicating that the energy confinement is enhanced.

Unfortunately, the intensities of 0, Cr, Ni, Mo impurity lines, soft Xeray, hard X—ray and the

plasma radiation loss are increased, indicating that the impurity is accumulated and hence leading to

confinement degradation which is characterized by the decrease of the diamagnetic flux and the
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increase of the electrrrstatic fluctuation after ~10—50ms later as the L—H transition occurs.
The observed time scale of the reduction of the edge density, the edge temperature and the glen-0n

static fluctuation is ~200—300us. the time scale of the changes of the global parameters, such as the
line averaged density he and the diamagnetic flux DMF, is ~20740ms, much slower than the time
scale of the edge parameter changes, which is consistent with the observation on DHIeDlB] and the
prediction of the theories of Shaingi4] and BDTt5]. These observation reveal that the LiH transition
starts at the plasma edge and develops gradually into the plasma center.

The electrode current, which is mainly consisted of the radial current and increases the plasma
rotation, plays an important role in L~~H transition. As the bias voltage is higher than ~350V, only
the electrode current is higher than a threshold, which is ~30A for D—plasma and 40A for H-plasma
respectively, the L7H transition can take place.

The isotop effect appears in the L-H transition. The electrode current threshold of the L—H
transition in Deplasma is lower than that in Hiplasma as related above, The line averaged density He
can be increased from 0.5—1.0X10” /cm3 of L mode to O.EH.8><1(Y3 /cm’ of H mode for Diplasma
and from 0.2-0.5XIO“ /cm3 of L mode to 0.9 1.2mm /cm'-‘ of H mode for H—plasma, indicating
that the L7H transition can take place in higher density of D»plasma than that of Hiplasma, The

‘edge density nab of H mode is reduced ~50 60% and 4307/1033 of L mode for D7 and H-plasma
respectively, and the edge temperature of H mode is reduced ~597t and ~30 50% of L mode for D~
and Hiplasma respectively, indicating that the gradient of the density and the temperature of Da
plasma is steeper than that of H plasma. The electrostatic fluctuation of H mode is suppressed to
the level of ~20—30% and 43074036 of L mode for D7 and H plasma respectively. All related above
reveal that the L~H transition is easier to take place in Dr plasma than in H~plasma.

TRANSITION OF LOW DENSITY TO HIGH DENSITY WITH OPTIMIZED GAS PUFFING
The transition from lowidensitwLD) to higha‘lensitD) in ohmic discharge was demonstrated in

the HL—I tolamak with metal Wall and limiter mnflguration. The stainlexsteel wall of vacuum vase]
was neither mrbonized nor gettered for the experiments of the transition from LD to HD. Fig.4
shows the line averaged density 1; jumps up , Do emission drops down, total neutral gas pressure
and D2 pressure fall, but plasma current, loopivoltage, and plasma column displacents remain
constant (black lines, #10772). For comparison, dashed lines present parameters wihtout HD
transition in normal ohmic disdiargewllitm). The density transitions from I’r'lO” /cm“ to 7~IO.8X
10 ”/cm” within 5080 ms were observed by switching off intensive He pulse puff'mg on the HL—l
tokamak. Similar transition from 2.5—3><10D /cm3 to 5 7X10” /cmJ were obtained by turnning off
intensive D2 pulse puffing. The Murakami paramiter 112 R“ /B.. extended to 4.7X10L" n1 2/ T for
HD transition discharges triggered by He pulse puffing and to 3.3X1OIS m'2 /'l‘ triggered by Dz pulse
puffing shown in Fig.5 where black line is from previous data for testing density limit.

the edge density and, edge temperature Ted , and their profiles were measured by movable
Langmuir probe. Without puffing gas from last closed flux surface(LCFS), Ta; profile in SOL
always remains Erfolding shape, however with continually puffmg working gas from LCFS through
two valves mounted on the pump limiter, the Erfolding profile of To in SOL is rerrangedflij. A cold
layer at plasma edge was established which may protect the limiter and Wall against the power loading
onto them. The edge density and in HD phase are almost constant, although line averaged densities
tie are 273 times higher than in LB phase. Dependanceof power load in SOL on E2 is conincided with
the heat flux measurementsib‘) . Puffing working gas from LCFS combined with pump limiter may
provide a cold layer at plasma edge and to suppress plasma surface interaction. The lower edge
density and lower edge temperture allow us more easily to make the transition from LI) to HD
on the H1. 1 tokamak.
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The line averaged density fie, plasma etu‘reut Ip, perpendicular particle flux 1“” and particle

confinement time T p in HD are shown in Fig.6.The He gas with pulse width of ~ 601113 was puffed
into the Diplflsma at 250nm of the dicharge. At the beginning of He gas puffing bothm and Du
radiation increasedmrobablely caused by wall refullingl. At He gas puffing stoped and kept Dz gas
puffing, the Ti: increased continally, but the Da radiation decreased very rapidly after E, reached the
plateaumbOUt 9X10” /cn'13 ), I I, increased gradually, 1‘0 reduced to min., and 1: 9 increased to
max. In mHDis~2.54timeshigherthanthatiutheLD.

The relation botweent p and E, is shown in Fig.7. That 9 in HD is completely different from HD.
In the HD as He is lacs than 3X10“1 /L‘m3 , the To is proportional tone and as L reach
3X10” km] , 1: ,, is saturarod. In EDT .3 is proportional to no. no saturation has been found yet.
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ELM Precursors in JET
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[gdgg localised Modes (ELMs) are observed on JET during lrlimodes. and at the l.-to-H arid

tI-to-L transitions. They are characterised by a Du spike with a riseitime of <250tts, of

duration r»lms, interpreted as a transient particle loss [l]. The multichannel reflectomcter

~shows associated disturbances iii the outer 20% of the plasma. which me also seen on tlte

rnagrieties. in this paper these disturbances are discussed. In particular. a high frequency

coherent precursor is shown, which appears to play a causal role in ELMs.

Fig. 1 shows a pulse with a sequence of ELMs. The magnetic data show a series of

bursts nezu each ELM, Tlte expanded window sltows the magnetic activity at the first ELM itt

more detail. An oscillation is seen initially. This becomes turbulent, and the turbulence level

rises in abottt ZSOtts, followed by the sharp rise in the DU light. The frequency / time contour

plot shows that initially (eg. at 14.94 see). the magnetic activity is relatively broadband. in

the range SilkHz to 85kHz. This activity narrows at 14.97 see. into a coherent mode. (7Sldlz

to Sikl-lzt. As this happens, the Da signal falls, The mode grows in amplitude over the next ~

liars and slows down. and then broadens again at the first burst of magnetic activity with a

rise in the l)“ level. The magnetic activity at this time is similar to that in the initial part of

the expanded window. The subsequent turbulence is seen to be much broader, covering the

entire trequency range (at 14.99 sec). After the ELM. the coherent mode starts to grow from

low amplitude again, and the process repeats.

These data suggest that particle loss is related to broadening of magnetic fluctuations,

ElA‘Is being an extreme case of this behaviour. If the Da signal is high-pass filtered,

additional fluctuations are seen on this signal with an envelope following that of the magnetic

fluctuations. The coherent mode, which grows before the appearance of broad-band

fluctuations, and around which the broadening starts can be regarded as the precursor causing

ELMs.
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In ASDIZX I2]. coherent
precursors are observed
growing exponentially and
leading to turbulence ttt ELMs.
On JET the behaviour is rather
different. Before an ELM, the
turbulence usually builds up
around the precursor frequency.
For example, in fig. 1. the
activity broadens at the first
burst. and subsequently does
not narrow down before the
next burst at the ELM (nor does
the Du light drop to the level
when the activity was coherent).
Generally. rt sequence of bursts
of activity may precede the
ELM, with the mode
broadening at each until the
ELM. Each burst in the
sequence (not just the last) thus
plays a role in the FILM.

The precursor mode is
not always present in a
saturated state for many
milliseconds before ELMs. as in
the ease of fig. 1. In some cases
it may grow very rapidly before
an ELM, Fig. 2 shows the
spectrum of such a case on a
surface plotl While there is no
mode visible before the ELM.
the broad-band activity shows
peaking near SOkHz (on a
contour plot the amplitude at
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Fig. I: Coherent oscillations leading to broadband activity at three
successive ELVIS. The. mode grows and slows down before the. ELM.
broadening occurs around the mode while the Da signal rises
slowly, then strong turbulence sets in rapidly with the sharp Dot
ELM spike.

different frequencies is more difficult to see). Since the broad—band activity does not usually
have such structure, it is likely that the coherent precursor grows before the broad—band



activity.
fl , i 11 is \‘LCH that within s. there are 111 fact

L. . 1

mo FL\ls, a mini one followed by a large one.

\ 1mm of activity occttrs at each. Closer

inspcflilm" shows that the first bttrst contains

[1.1 mvely coherent activity at abottt 80kllz.

while the second is possibly initiated with l — 2

growing oscillations at this frequency, followed

bv strong ttn'oulent fluctuations. As for the case

01 fig. 1. it is possible that the mini ELM

damages the edge plasma, so that the second

bursl is more strongly unstable and tttrbttlent.

Fig. -l compares magnetic fluctuations

“#1111 those observed on the relleCtometer at the

etlgt‘. ‘\t 3.595 sec, an ELM occurs. The same

coherent pit-cursor is seen in both signals. The

pt'ecmsot' is clearest on the reflectometer

channel reflecting at lit-1.18m in this case, and

is seen to broaden again leading to the ELM

Front the range of reflectorneter channels on

which the precursor is observed the radial extent

ot‘ the nit-cursor is estimated to be ~10crn. It is
3150 sect] that ttte broadband Fluctuations
spread outwards at the ELM.

The coherent ELM precursors in the

current JET data set lie in the 5(lkI-lz-100kllz

band. As in fig. 1 and fig. 4, the frequency may

drop as the mode grows. and after the ELM. if

the mode reappears, its frequency returns to the

higher value (fig. 1). A cross-phase analysis of

two coils at the same poloidal position, and

[ml the spectral analysis is unable to resolve it separately, The raw data are shown in

i (lBQ/Lli { 15127

01:» 7 ,
20 7 7 3.75

60 1‘06 , 13.76
N 13.77 L/

Time [sec.]
Frequency [kHz]

Fig. 2: An ELM without a Saturated precursor.
Activity is highest at l’rcqucncics typical of ELM
precursors, suggesting rapid growth of the
precursor before the ELM.

Li Mini

ELM
i

0 w rs away-«.1

.1
71

.

dBe/dt

13 760

i
01L 1111‘“ 1111iii ii 1’. 11M 't‘lth ”M 131112.

ELM 1 ‘1
S 1

m1 1ty)»/4rvs~t-.—y.w..w»~.z:“)l 1

1
._

I

Lu 3‘ l\
J

Time [scc.J

Fig. 3: Raw data for the case of fig. 2 showing two
bursts of activity.
level.

Each burst grows from noise

toroidally separated by 15cm indicates toroidal mode numbers of 1128.

The broadband fluctuations are alwaysseen at ELMs. The high frequency precursor

is often. but not always seen. While acknowledging the possibility Of different types of

ELMs. tin a couple of cases low frequency modes are seen before ELMs e.g. pulse 27793), it

is worth considering diagnostic limitations as a possible explanation for this. On both

diagnostics. when the mode is detected, the signal-lo-noise rtttio is usually low. The magnetic
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perturbation would be expected to decay as (r-rs)'m (where rS is the resonance surface of the
mode). With high mode numbers
(n1224 at (15:3) it is therefore
likely that distance of the resonant
surface from the magnetic probe
determines whether or not it is
observed. Evidence for this is seen
in pulse 25996. where the tnode is : : dBH/dt

sol
l

observed on the reflectometer but Fr
eq

ue
nc

y
[k

H
z]

not on the magnetics. The l .__..
retiectometer shows that the mode 8.5757 T85)” 8.575 T— 8 595
in 25996 is «ltlcm further from Tlmc lSCC-l Time [see]

Fig. 4: Magnetic fluctuations compared wnh density fluctuations atthe magnetic probes than in 23773 an ELM.
of fig. 4. Similarly there are cases
where the mode is seen on the magnetics but not on the reflectometer. This may be due to a
combination of noise levels and limited spatial coverage. A further limitation is that there is
not a large margin between the frequency of the coherent mode and the maximum Nyquigt
frequencies of the magnetics and reflectometer (lZSkI-lz and l()()kHz respectively). As in the
case of fig. 2 and fig. 3. the mode may also grow very rapidly in some cases, and may escape

detection for this reason.
A possible interpretation of the phenomenon is that it is an edge localised disruptiOn.

There may be a number of modes appearing at the precursor frequency in the edge, and
interaction between these might be the cause of the chaotic edge fluctuations. Alternatively, a
single helicity might produce this behaviour by interaction with the walls. /\ fast loop voltage
spike (with a IOUtts rise—time) is observed at the time the ELM spike starts on the Do signal,
Fora discussion on theoretical aspects see l3].

In conclusion, a high frequency (50kl—lz—100kllz) precursor to ELMs is usually
observed on JET. ln many cases this mode grows and broadens, and as this happens, the
particle losses from the plasma increase. The broadening then suddenly increases sharply,
with a corresponding burst of particle loss. which is distinguished as an ELM.

[l] A. Hubbard cl UL. proceedings of the 150: International Conference on Controlled Fusion and
Plasma Healing, Dubrovnik, 11651,(1988).
[3] H. Zohm c! tzl.. proceedings Off/16 18th lntcmalimtal Conference on Controlled Fusion and
Plasma Physics, I 305‘ Berlin (1991).

[3| G, 'l‘. A. Huysmans 61111., this eonlerence.
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Ri-ttaxriometry measurements of the 111:1 satellite mode
in L— 1nd l'lrmude plasmas in ASDEX
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3 — Relation of satellite frequency and plasma central toroidal rotatirm
As the magnetic field perturbation B is expected to be frozen into the plasma, the

measured frequency (f) of the satellite mode can give an estimate of the central tOFOidal
rotation ([9,) of the plasma. The existence of a pressure gradient in the plaSma contributes
locally with the diamagnetic electron drift frequency. which can be expressed as a. Purely
toroidal contribution (fd) to the mode frequency /1/. The central toroidal rotation Ve-
locity of the plasma can thus be roughly given (for co~injection) by to, = 27rR(f + fd)
where it is the plasma major radius and fd is evaluated at the q:l surface. in all thé
cases analysed there is a decrease in the drift frequency between “by and 1,, (Clue to the
flattening of the profile close to the resonance surface), but a net increase of the toroidal
rotation velocity is observed with maximum values in the range ~ 260 - 350 kin/3

The obtained values of the toroidal rotation frequency at the L—H transition Were
compared with the frequency derived from the statistical analysis of the Charge exchange
recombination (C-XR) spectroscopy data, for co-injeclion L-rnode discharges /‘2/:

M 0.61

‘/'¢,[/\‘H:] = 30 (T) X If)”, [.‘lfl'i', amu‘ 10191114" MA], (1)in i
Where M N i.‘2(:l,5)1/2P_w Nm is the torque applied to the plasma, which is higher by
deuterium beams (145:?) than by hydrogen (.4421). As (1) describes the central speed it
slightly overestimates the Velocity at the (121 surface,

A good agreement is found between the values measured at the lrl-l transition and
those predicted by the scaling law (1) (see Fig 2(b)) The above comparison cannot be
extended to the ll-phase (where the total angular momentum of" the plasma changes)7 as
(i) only applies to stationary conditions,

in all the discharges analysed with deuterium an increase in the toroidal VElOCity dur.
ing the H»phase is observed . This behaviour corresponds to early L-H transitions (~ 35
to 80 ms after beam injection), so the spceding up of the plasma may still last during
the H phase. In contrast‘ in discharges with hydrogen injection the values measured for
the satellite mode are constant and typically ~ 17 lcllz. This is due to the fact that the
transition DH usually occurs later than in deuterium discharges (some, 200 ms after the
neutral beams start), so the rotation velocity of the plasma is already saturated at the
beginning of the l'lephasei These results confirm that for the same set of plasma parame»
ters the speed attained with deuterium injection is higher than with hydrogen.

4 — Localization of the m:1 satellite mode
The effect of the coherent fluctuations induced by the satellite mode on the wave

propagation can be described using the geometric optics approximation. Fluctuations
(with frequency 0) cause mainly Doppler shifts of the phase 1p due to the propagation
in the plasma, Mt) : (,0: + Agasrnlllt + 6)7 leading to phase modulations of the detected
reilectornetric signals (V(t)):

l 12] AHt) 3 + “0+9” + A.]O(Aip)cos<,o + ,

+ Z ‘2A.]2n(Az,o)cos2tcosgo 7 j: 2A,lgn+;(Atp)sin(2n + l)lltsingp + (2)
”:1 11:0

where J“(A:p) is the Bessel function of the first kind, and of order n The phase modula-
tion Ago can be obtained from the relative amplitude of the harmonics (odd or even) of
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{ uenCy (Q) /3/ The amplitude of the fluctuations (om/7'25 at the reflecting layer
the req ted with Ago by:(1-) can be rela

cine ~ 36 V17
)15 _ Srrf Tum: (3)

Fig. 4 shows the frequency spectra of fluctuations, (# 32225) , (a) immediately after
L-H transition and (b) 10 ms after L-H, at two plasma layers: (1) 71C : 0,6 x 1013071—3

(he ll)" : 0.98 X 10‘3cm‘3. Three harmonics are observed in the spectra due to the.
anddglatirig frequency of the pertubation (Q/‘Zw ~ 18 kHz). From the ratio between
3:: first, and third harmonic1 J1(Atp) /.]3(AL,G), the values of the amplitude A4,: were
estimated- The temporal evolution of the plasma. density profile was modelled from 0-

mode broadband reflectometryior similar discharges /4/. During the L-phase, with low
density gradient (N 0.1-5 X 101Jcm"), the probed layers are located at r 3 40cm. (see
Fig-5), inside the magnetic separatrix. Immediately after the transition the gradient at
the edge steopens reaching ~ 0.4 X 10‘3cm") at N 107775 after Tel-l; by that time the

position of the layers probed at fixed density is estimated to be at (I) r~ 43 cm and
”UrN .12 cm.

From the above study it can be concluded that at the inner layer , (11), the rate of

fluctuations decreases during Alb” ~ 10 ms from N 11.3% to ~ 6.7%; for the same
time interval, the rate of fluctuations at the outer layer,(1), increases from ~ 10.8% to

a maximum N 31.8%. The localization of the mode is therefore shifted outwards from
a region around 4‘2 cm, to r 2 ~13 cm. This is Consistent with a mode location close to
and outside the magnetic separatrix and a movement outwards during the H~phase by
> 1cm. The spectral analysis shows a subsequent decrease in the rate of fluctuations at

both layers. As the probed layers are now roughly at fixed radial positions (the build up
of the density gradient at the. edge is completed ~ 20:71.; after L-H), the decrease of the
fluctuations suggests therefore that the mode is being displaced further outwards follow-
ing the displacement of the magnetic separatrix.

5 - Conclusions
The temporal evolution of the so~callecl "111:1 satellite mode” (coupled to the central

m=1,n:1 activity) is studied with microwave reflectometry in H-mode plasmas with ‘10
between 2.6 and 3.8. The central toroidal velocities of the plasma are inferred from
the measured mode frequencies, which increase during the H-phase for the deuterium
co—injection discharges; a maximum temporal rate of change of the velocity is obtained
for plasmas with q,l N 3.8, and a minimum for 9pI ~ 3.3. The localization of the mode
is obtained from density profile reflectometry measurements and from the analysis of
the local frequency spectra. Results show that the mode should be localized Close to
and outside the magnetic. separatrix, giving further evidence to the previous estimates
based on magnetic measurements /1/. During the H-phase the. maximum amplitude of
the mode is observed to shift outward by 2 1 cm, suggesting that the mode is radially
moving outward together with the magnetic separatrix.

References
/1/ O. Kliibcr et al., Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 31, N0. 5, 907 (1991).
/‘2/ A. Kallenbach et al., Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 30, No. 4 (1990).
/3/ E. Mazzucato , Report MATT 1151, Plasma Phys, Lab, Princeton (1975).
/4/ M. E. Manso et al., 18th Eur. Cont. Berlin, Vol. 15C, 1-393 (1991).
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A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF ELR‘IS ON

‘ }1.—Itlt)DE THERlVIAL ENERGY CONFINENIENT IN DIII—D'

UP- SCiu ‘ , TH. OSBORNE, T.1\'. CARLS‘J‘ROM, AND H. Zomii

General Atomics, San Diego, CA 92138 U.S.A.

The drain: in reach ignition in future tokamaks makes the energy (:UiifiJlClTiE'TltltlIflC- (TE)
‘t'C‘d pit? ill‘tt’ry The 1nost»pronu5mg enhanced (over Lemode) confinement regime is‘the

3‘cr1 lie distm‘tl't‘d on ABDEX With neutral beam heating, and then confirmed With various
“filth“? Mann}; sources on numerous machines. The knowledge of how Hnmodc TE depends on

m;— 1,“; pm‘;i,,ni...,rs is of crucial importance to the perforn’iance predictions for next generation

316:1; IIELKT-lvtétt‘llille Hemode total and thermal energy confinement (rm) scalingsfl'l‘I which

are being nlit rtl Lo prethct llER thermal energy conhnement, have been created for discharges

when? the v Localized Mode (ELM) instability has not been present. Confinement scaling

research hm (Liviceiitratetton this ELMslre-e Ilemode phase mostly owing to the Chiliculty of

Chgiracttrizng Elk] behavmr. To date, long pulse l'leinod'e operation has only been achieved by

utilizing l;L\1~ to flush out impurities and prevent radiative collapse of the discharge. Unfortu-

natul)’, arcoinpiuiying the FILMS is a decrease oi the plasma stored energy due to the expulsxon

of particles near the edge of the discharge resulting in a reduction of the steep edge electron

density grmliiiit. in order to predict ITElt‘s Ilen‘iode 71h in the presence oi LLMS, an estimated

25% commitment degradation factor has been applied to the ELM-tree predictions.3 Our work,

sunnum‘izvl i'l tlLlS paper, indicates that this 25% reduction factor is too large and instead a

value of appitwimatcly 15% would be more appropriate.

’lhrtre t) pins of EliMs have been observed on DllIeD. The lirst is the giant ELM which is

belicvrd to ounr with the edge pressure gradient at the ideal ballooning mode limit. Thus, the

frequency of thesc ELMS increases with neutral beam power and decreases with plasma current

(1?). The second, the grassy ELM, is most easily seen when the plasma shaping produces edge

conditions stable to ballooning modes. The third, the threshold ELM (or Type H1) is observed

when the input power is just above the threshold power needed for ll—mode. Two methods

for deterr‘niuing the eil'ect that ELMs have on Tl], are to measure the energy loss per ELKI and

therefore determine an average power loss due to Elik‘ls. The second method is to acctu'ately

follow the temporal evolution of the plasma stored energy “1%), calculate. the time derivative

ufll'T (WT), and then calculate Tm. The latter method can be used for all three types ol‘ Fts
where with the threshold ELlVIs the l‘ormer method can be diliicult in practice since the energy
loss per ELM becomes so small. For the discharges analyzed in this paper, the neutral beam

powm has been kept large enough so that no threshold EIJMS were obtained and therefore both

methods for determining the. effect of FILMS have been utilized.

Prefiously on DllIeD at 1.1 T, the diamagnetic loop was used to make a quantitative

estimate of the. average power loss due to ELMS for a current scan ranging between 0.5 MA
and 1.4 MAK‘ This analysis was made possible since the diamagnetic loop is sensitive enough to

resolve smadl drops in plasma stored energy caused by individual ELVIS. The results presented in

Ref. 41 found that the time averaged ELlVl power loss did not exceed 0.7 L\‘1\V with 5 bill] ol'neutral
beam heating; at most a 15% effect. As the plasma current was increased the ELM frequency

decreased while the energy loss per ELM increased resulting in an approximate constant power
loss per ELM.

* This Work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No.
DE-ACOWBQERSlll-t

l Maxl’lanck‘lnstitut fur Plasmaphysik, Garching bei Miinchen, Germany.
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Since the publication of lief. -l. new diagnostic capability on Dl l) makes it POSS/ibis t
determine the thermal stored energy (ll'ih) and therefore rm from kinetics for bath the ELM-frag
and ELMing phase of the same discharge. This new measurement capability on DHI‘D is th:
multiepulse Thomson scattering diagnostic. 'l'hn'imson scattering measures electron density (n )and temperature (T6) profiles with a constant 6.2.5 msoc time resolution. Combining these meg.Surements with ion temperature (Ti) profiles detennincd by the charge exchange i‘eCOll‘Lbinationdiagnostic and effective charge (Zen) profiles calculated from visible brenisstrahlung emisSionmakes it possible to calculate ll’m.

To study the ellect of ELHs on Tm hy using Dill {J‘s profile diagnostics. a controlled plasmacurrent (0.5 S [Ah-IA) S Ell) scan was performed at 2.1 T and with 6.8 MW of deuterium
neutral beam heating. 'l‘hese discharges had lietwcen 0.] second and 0.2 seconds of 6m ELM
free Hi mode phase before the onset of grassy ELMs at lvjv.’ current and giant ELMs at higher
currents. The temporal evolution of one of these discharges at LU MA is shown in Fig. 1_ The
neutral beam heating was injected beginning at 2.0 secY the transition to H mode occurred at2.U4 sec and the first ELM was at 2.18. sec. The energy confinement Tit; rises from the L‘mode
value to a peak value. in H—mode of 0.122] sec and then begins to decrease. This decrease inconfinement is expected since it has been demonstrated on numerous tokamalts that in neutral
beam heated discharges 75 m PITO'S where PL : Pp — WT and Pg;- is the total input p0\ver_
Given the definition of TE and the observation that 71;, m Pius“ it follows that ll’yv ~ P25 and
consequently: TE N l/ll'T for fixed plasma Current. toroidal field and input power. Early in the
Himmle phase ii} is small so Tu is large. As time progresses in the llwinmle, ll'y‘ increases to a
steady state value resulting in smaller values in n; until steady state is obtained. In Fig. l, thecalculation of fast. ion stored energy (ll/y), and therefore Tm has been derived assuming Classicalprocesses and has been normalized to previous results from ONETWO transport analysis.

we first examine the effect of a single ELM on the plasma energy cnntent. 'lf'his is most
easily done with a giant ELM because it expels the largest amount of energy and Occurs With
the smallest frequency. Since giant ELMs are most prevalent at higher currents we examjne
a 2.0 MA discharge. Figure 2 illustrates thc effect of a single giant ELM on the in, T5, and
ZEf—f profiles for a 2.0 MA single null divcrtor discharge The predominate eliect of the ELM is
to expel particles from the outside of the (lisrhargi The thermal stored energy is reduced by
15% as determined from profile measurements and the. ioial stored energy is reduced by 12% as
determined by magnetic measurements; both numl‘iers are within their respective uncertaintiesof each other.

From the effect of a single ELM we now examine the collective effects of many l‘lLMs on r“,
in the 2.1 T current scan, Utilizing the diamagnctic loop to determine the energy loss per ELMwe find similar results to what was stated earlier; with increased current the ELM frequency
decreased, the energy loss per ELM increased yielding an approximate constant power loss per
ELM. The time averaged ELM power loss is at most 1 I\‘1\V which again is approximately 15%
of the input pmver.

The result of the 2.1 ’1” current scan where rm is calculated during both the ELM-free
and ELMing phases of the same discharge by profile meastu'elnents is illustrated in Fig. 3, It is
possible that the grassy ELMS at low current effect cc'rnfincment in a different amount than the
giant ELiVls at. higher current. However, our analysis via the diamagnetic loop indicates that
the average power loss due to ELMs is approximately constant. Furthermore, our l'VLh analysis
also does not indi catc that the ELM effect varies wit h current. For these reasons we calculate an
average ELM effect; the average ratio (Rf) ul'E‘LNfing Tu: to ELtl‘ee Tm in Fig, 3 is 0.82i0.07.
The values of 71h for the ELMfree phases are approximately 20% better than what is predictedby the anytime Dunn/Jar H—mode scalingl given by Tgf’ , was 171,-“ Fig“ 31-45 where
R is the plasma major radius. Since horonization, enode m. has been superior to the pm»
boronization values and the 2U% enhancement over the DillkD/JET prediction is consistent
with these observations. It must he stressed that the discl'iarges analyzed in this paper are not.
Vl‘lnmode plasmas. Our present understanding of V’ll mode discharges is that ELMS somehow
prevent V’Himode confinement behavior and thereliire significantly impact T17, in these cases.
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Steady State H-modes in JET

P.R.Thomas, D.J.Campbcll, A.Gondhalekar and C.J.Lowry

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX 14 3EA. UK

Introduction: Usually, Il—modes in JET are free of ELMs so that the density rises

uncontrollably and, with it, the radiated power. When the radiated power approaches the input

power, a transition back to the L-mode occurs. During ELM free H-modes. the density profile

is extremely steep near the separatrix and, at high densities especially, can even be hollow.

A150: impurities are compressed within a narrow zone near to the seperalrix | l |. Such plasma

behaviour would be unacceptable in ITER because of the difficulty that it would cattse in

esmbltshing a steady—state burn.

In contrast to JET, other tokamaks observe lI—modes with ELMS to be the. normal

behaviour. The ELMS affect H-niode plasmas by reversing the inward particle flow at the

boundary. This results in a particle efl‘lux with a relatively small additional power loss. Since

impurity and hydrogenic ions are all ejected by the ELMs, the radiated power is controlled and

stable, steady-state operation obtained. Therefore, the deliberate generation and control of

ELMs is an obvious way to produce steady»state H~modes in JET.

This paper will describe the methods of ELM prodttction investigated, the results

obtained and a scenario which allowed H—modes of up to 18 seconds duration to be produced
at 7.5MW input power. These plasmas reached steady conditions both in the magnetic

equilibrium and the target tile temperature. The only limit to their duaration was the shear stress

induced in the shaping windings by electrical heating. There are signs however that, in the

absence of any active pumping, density control is being lost because of the loading of plasma—

facing surfaces with deuterium. The same scenario has been successfully demonstrated at

18MW input power, albeit for shorter pulses.

The Investigation of ELM Production and Control: Compared with other machines,
JET vodes appear to be remarkably immune to ELMs. Whether this is dtte to low edge
collisionality ( v*c~0.05), high edge conductivity or, as suggested by a recent experiment in

JET [2], its low toroidal field ripple is not entirely clear. Most of the experiments which will be
described were directed towards reducing the edge electron temperature in order to increase the
edge collisionality or resistivity. This direction of approach is supported by observations of
ELMs being triggered by laser ablated impurities in JET. Methods involving positioning of the
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plasma close to material surfaces were eschewed, both because of the resultant heating Qflhc
surfaces and the lack ofrcproducibility observed in previous experiments.

However the first experiments was quite different in character. as it involved ClllTem
density modulation to see if the ELM stability could be affected by the edge current density.
Single ramps and one or two cycle oscillations of the plasma current were tried. Although
ELMs were observed, there was no convincing evidence that the current modulation Was
responsible and control of the discharges was certainly not obtained. Such ELMs as were
observed seemed to be associated with lCRll power trips which were caused by the
plasnia/zmtenna coupling changing with slight equilibrium shifts. As the input power dropped
down to approximately the same level as the radiated power, ELMs were triggered

In the 1990 experimental campaign, steady-state H-mode plasmas had been made by
heavy fuelling“4()mb-l.5’l) of a deuterium plasma with hydrogen gasl3], The steady ELM),
phase lasted about 2 seconds. Deuterium gas fuelling did not produce the requisite ELMS.
When further attempts were made in the 91/92 campaign to use deuterium gas fuelling, with no
other measures, the lCRH dominated plasmas were prone to disruption because of locked
modes produced at monster sawtooth crashes. Whilst some ELMs were observed, steady-state
conditions could not be obtained, However, the other recipes, including the successful one, all
use gas fuelling to cool the boundzu‘y.

In addition to the use of gas fuelling to modify the edge plasma power balance,
modulation of the ICRII was tried. There is some evidence that this had the desired effect in a
plasma in which lCRl'l provided 7.5MW out of 11MW of input and was modulated to a depth
of 30% at 20l-lz. Whilst a 2 second period of ELMs was produced, their effect on the plasma
density was insufficient and the l-l~mode terminated because the radiated power grew to equal
the input power. This technique would appear to be worthy of future investigation, although its
application to burning plasmas would appear to be somewhat limited!

Finally a robust ELMy plasma was obtained by moving the ICRH resonance position
offiaxis in order to suppress the monster sawtecth which had caused the problems described
above, By dropping the toroidal field from 2.8T to 2.3T, the 42Mllz hydrogen minority
resonance was moved about 0.5m inboard of the magnetic axis. The plasma current was
limited to ZMA in order to keep shear stresses, induced in the poloidal field coils by electrical
heating, low enough to allow an X—point configuration of 205 duration. The H-mode duration
was extended gradually to ensure that the Xipoint target was not overheated. The longest H-
modc in the sequence is shown in figure 1. Unfortunately, further optimisation of the lCRH
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omnce position and the gas fuelling rate was not possible because the neutron budget for the
res ‘ ' . . . . . .

perimt-‘m had been exhausted. The charactertstics of this 18.53 Hemode Will be described inex
the next section.

IET Pulse 27231

Characteristics of the Long Pulse H- ic»

modes: It may be seen from figure 1 that, E {Wt}
l- - wt» .

ing an ELM free pertod of slightly Ptottli) l “Vii
follow

more than 25. ELMs appear and grow to an a. J P (\lWl A i
‘ I L d l ‘ e

amplitude and frequency such that the denStty ’ 7 1/. r1 , w L»;

and radiated power are stabilised. An steadily ./ , W J

increasing baseline on the Da emission and 'v I . DU. (3”) A

an increase in density in the final seconds of ~-

the vodc are indicative of increasing 77777

saturation of the X-point target with “t1%
M“¢v—A. 2 . 4\-A——N~J~tfl_fl _

deuterium, Since the gas fuelltng rate falls by O pgas (10215.1) 7 ML

a factor of two during the I-Lmodc, active \— , 7,, , A

pumping of the target plasma would be 3. w “k
. _ K

required to extend the pulse much further. “I <ne> (lOlgm -) iWi

The fall in the fusion rate over the last 5 : /l, WMHD (Ml) ‘

seconds of the l-I-mode mirrors the density 2/ M”W _

increase and can be ascribed to the i- lwr

corresponding drop in temperature. ‘ r/v/‘kfik’;

2' ‘Zeff

The density profile is flat in the ""

interior region with an approximately linear

fall off in the outer 15cm. Fast reflectometer
data show that the ELMs are confined to the Figure I: A" “second “mg H'mOdc"

produced using heavy gas fuelling and oft-axis

lCRH
gradient region and, it seems likely, control

the profile shape. The electron temperature
displays sawteeth at the largest ELMS, just inside of the density gradient region, with ESTC/
Te~0.05~0. 1. This is reflected in the time averaged thermal conductivity in the outer hallol‘ the
plasma which increased to 1.4m2.5'] from the ELM free value of 0.5111354. In contrast, the
central electron temperature sawteeth are diminished by the offeaxis heating to an amplitude of
~150eV in 3keV The global energy confinement shows an enhancement over Goldston L-
mode scaling (with Ai:l) of only 1.5. No doubt, this could be improved upon by optimisation
of the ICRH resonance position or by taking the heating efficiency into account.
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CCD images of the target tiles in DH and CH light show thermal breakthrough at the
strike points in the former but not the latter. From these data the peak temperature of the tiles
can be estimated to be between 1200 and I3000C. The intensity of the hot spots diminishes
slightly throughout the H—mode. indicating sortie cooling of the target in spite of some 75M]

being delivered to it. Either tlte CCD field of view is atypical ot' the power is being spread by a
radiative target plasma [4]. tt falls initially and flattens out at about 2.2, which is indicative
that the tile temperature measurements are typical and that no region of the target is being
severely overheated. Except for the last few seconds, the internal inductance and the seccmd
and third Shafranov moments flatten out so these plasmas can be said to have come into a true
steady state.

Discussion: In spite of the disappointingly small energy confinement enhancement, the3c
plasmas do demonstrate that it is possible to make long steady state H~modes. The same
condition has been obtained for 3s at 18MW, Interestingly, the high power discharges, which
have some lSMW of NBI, show an enhancement over L-mode scaling of 1.6, indicating the
optimisation of the long pulses which might be possible if the reliance on [CRI’I had been
reduced or if the resonance position had been changed. It is clear that it was the heavy gas
fuelling which was responsible for producing the ELMs. The offettxis lCRH had the function
of suppressing monster sawteeth and subsequent locked modes The systematic diagnosis of
the plasmas to elucidate the mechanism triggering the ELMs and the reason for past failures
with deuterium puffing is a task for the future.

The difficulties with monster sawteeth during lCRl 1 demonstrate what might happen in
a burning plasma. Unfortunately, off—axis aipzirticle heating is not an option which can be
readily realised! It is possible therefore, that reliance will have to he placed on MHD or 0t~
particle instabilities to spread the power deposition and so allow long burn pulses in l'l'ER. The
use of heavy gas fuelling to control the target heat load and to facilitate long pulse operation
will extend into the IET Pumped Divcnor phase. The active target pumping will permit true
steady state to be demonstrated and optimised.
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ELM sTUDIES ON Dlll—D AND A COMPARISON TO ASDEX RESULTS*
ll. 1mg} TH. OSBORNE, KH. BunnELI., MS. CHU, E.J. DOYLE,t
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LINTRODUCTION

Ti‘t lliiilt’rt‘lel is one of the most promising confinement regimes for a possible tokamak
reactor to to now, the only way to maintain a steady state Himode discharge is to allow
for puimlji Edge Localized IVIodes (l’fiL‘Vls).2 ELM studies have been performed on various
Compute“ ‘ On DIIIiD, three ELM categories are ki-iown,G whereas on ASUI‘JX, only one
[we 0;" ELM existsf’ This paper investigates MIID characteristics of different ELM categories
on DIllr’D and compares them to observations made on ASDEX. “’9. find ELMS observed on
ASBEX Ltbii the same phenomenon as type III ELMs on DIII~D.

2, EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON Dill—D

In Dillil), the following ELM behaviour is observed. At heating powers just above the
threshold for Ifill Lansition, type III ELMs occur; their frequency decreases with increasing
heating power until they are finally stabilized resulting in em ELMfree period, A further rise
in heating power leads to occurrence of type I ELMS, and their frequency now increases with
heating po'v-‘vr-

Idtal ballooning stability analysis oi'edge plasma has been done using experimental profiles
of n, .uid TC and assuming T; 2 Te and ni : ne to determine the normalized pressure gradient
0 2 (2/10Vp)/(BERD). To analyze a large number of cases, we asstuned an offset linear
denim]: are ofthe critical pressure gradient 0cm on the edge shear S/qz, where 5 i (ZEnq/dlln'L/J
(a more detailed stability analysis is presented in Section 4). This analysis shows type III ELIV‘Is
arc obsuVLd at 0.3 5; (it/mm g 0.5 and type T ELMs (‘giant ELVIS’) occur at: a/ucm a 1,
consisti'zl. with a previous analysis."a This behaviour is also found in Helium discharges l‘or
6,1 g S/r,e 1: 05. Therefore, the ideal ballooning mode can be excluded as the mechanism for
type III ELMS. When, at Ctr/QC,“ m l, the edge is cooled by strong gas puffing, the edge pressure
gradi: m remains nearly constant (Le, 7167’ : 7 T671). In this case, type I ELMS become more
frequent, although the pressure gradient itself has not changed. This might indicate the ideal
ballooning mode limits achievable edge pressure gradient but is not the type I ELM mechanism
ltit if.

T he sequence described above can also be observed at Constant high input power during
the rise of a after onset of the additional heating. In an early phase, where a/nm. < 0.5,
type III ELMs appear, these are stabilized at higher values of C! until, at a/acm z 1, type I
ELM) appear. Type II ELh’Is (‘grassy ELMs’) differ from the scheme described above in that
they ocmr only in strongly shaped plasmas at low S/qz, where the edge region is found to be
in the cormection between the first and second stable regime.

The difibrent types of ELMs have different consequences on IVIHD equilibria. To evaluate
EEC'LLs on equilibria introduced by different types of ELMs, we use the magnetic equilibrium

‘Tliis is .‘I. report of work sponsored in part by the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract
No: DErACO3-BQER5111-i and VV77405-ENG-48, and Grant No. DE—FG02786ER-52126.

fMIDI i. Plasmaphysik, 13-8045 Garching, FRI}, EURATOM-Association.
IUniversity of California, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.
”Lawrence Livelmore National Laboratory, Livermore, California, U. SA.
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fitting code EFITa with input data from Mirnov loops inside the vessel sampled at 200 kHz. A "
typical example is shown in Fig. 1: a type I ELM changes the energy content of plasma by 15%
and also introduces a change in I, of z 5%, indicating a change in current profile. For a. typical '
type III ELM, the energy change is less pronounced (5%) and the change in 5;, if any, is of the »
order of the resolution of the fitting code (1% to 2%). This is consistent with the Signature on
integrated Mirnov coils (Hg, rnidplane outside): due to the change in internal inductivity, type I
ELiVIs exhibit a spike resembling that observed at a minor disruption; type III ELMs do not ,
show this feature. The effects ol'ELMs on confinement are discussed elsewhere.9
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FIG. 1, Change in the equilibrium parameters due to a type I (left) and
type III (right) ELM, Note the different time axis.

A Further difference between type I and type HI ELMs is found in their precursor activity
as observed in density and magnetic fluctuationse‘: before type I ELMS, the general broadband
fluctuation level slowly increases within 30 to 50 ms before the ELM, whereas type III ELMs
always have a. coherent precursor with a toroidal mode number of 5 to 10 lasting for up to
10 ms. During both types of ELMS, magnetic and density fluctuations may reach or even exceed
L—mode level.

The duration of type I ELiVIs decreases with increasing heating powerz: at high heating
power (e.g., 10 MW in a discharge with ID : 1 MA and B, : 2.1 T), the typical duration of a
type I ELM is 1 to 2 ms. At intermediate heating power, (e.g., 3 IVIW for conditions mentioned
above), type I ELMs may last for up to 15 ms. Those ‘long’ ELMs consist of two phases: first,
a. 1 to '2 ms phase which resembles the short type I ELM is seen. Then, the Do emission and
fluctuation level returns to L—mode levels. The event ends with an L—H like transition. IRTV
camera measurements of the heat flux to the divertor target plates have shown that, during
ELMs, a. large heat pulse arrives. During a long ELM, this pulse is coincident with the first
phase, whereas in the second phase, the heat flux returns to a low level. Figure 2 shows the
temporal evolution ofmagnetic fluctuation spectra measured by a magnetic probe located under
the strike point for a long and a short ELM. It can be seen that in both cases, during the
initial event lasting I to 2 ms, high frequency fluctuations exist. In the case of short ELMs, the
fluctuation level drops to H—mode level after this phase, in long ELMs, it transiently returns to
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Frequency (kHz) Frequency (kHz)

F19 '2, Temporal evolution of a long (left) and a short (right) type 1 ELM;

circles Indicate the high (TEquenty Component mentioned in the text. Time

interval shown is 10 ms‘

The second phase of the ELM does not exhibit high frequency fluctuations. The
L-modc level. » . . . .

adjeiit before both events shown in the iigure is at the ideal ballooning Iunit.
edge pressure gr

Type III ELM‘ normally last for i to 2 ins. At intermediate heating power, there are also

‘long! ELMS which exhibit a coherent precursor. The temporal evolution of the DC, emission and

the fluctuation spectra during these events suggest they are also compound events consisting of

an MHD event I‘DllUWed by an Liphase, Here, the edge pressure gradient is less than 50% of the

ideal ballooning limit; therefore7 the MHD event is identified as a type III ELM (consistent with

occurrence of the coherent precursor).

We conclude that type I and type III ELMS both are MHD events lasting 1 to 2 ms which

may be folloWed by a transient L-phasc lasting up to 15 ms. The transient Liphase is only

observed at intermediate heating powers: to maintain the ll~mode, energy loss caused by an

ELM must be balanced by auxiliary heating. As type III ELMs rise in amplitude with increasing

heating power, they are more likely to trigger an Irmode at a heating power well above the

H_mode threshold. Type IELMs, which introduce a bigger energy loss) can also trigger L—Tflodf‘

butY at highest heating power, reheating obviously is suilirient to maintain Hemode.

3. COMPARISON WITH ASDEX RESULTS

As mentioned before, on ASDEX only one type of ELM existed for input powers from

the power tlu‘eshold of the L7H transition up to the ,Belirnitf’ The ELMs observed on ASDEK

were very similar to type III ELMs on DIII—D. ASDEX ELMs occurred at a/acm < 1, became

less frequent with rising heating power, and were stabilized at even higher power. They always

exhibited a coherent precursor oscillation with mode nmnbers m z 10 to 15 and a frequency

a mu’, where w‘ is the electron diamagnetic drift frequency, Also, energy loss caused by an

ELM in ASDEX was of the order of 5% and no change in (3; could be detected. On Dill—D,

all these features are typical for type III, but not for type I ELMs. We conclude that ELlVIs

observed on ASDEX exhibit the same phenomenon as type III ELMs on DIIl—D,

The duration of ELMs on ASDEX was 0.5 to 1 ms; a compound phenomenon as described

above was not observed on ASDEX. For this reason, ELMs on ASDEX were not considered

H-L-H transitions, whereas on DIII—D, this sequence triggered by an ELM can occur. Note
that the experimental evidence showing that ELMS on DIII—D are a transient return to L-mode

as e.g., given in Ref. 2 was obtained during compound ELMs.

4. MHD STABILITY ANALYSIS

In Order to study the hill-ID stability properties of ELlVIing discharges, we first analyze

an equilibritun just prior to a type I ELM. The equilibrium reconstruction uses experimental
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profiles of Te, rt", 7}, Zm, and Fwd, as well as the radius of the q : 1 surface dotermjned fromsawtooth inversion radius. Also, the pressure contribution from the fast beam ions is takeninto account This fixes the pressure profile and puts constraints on the current pro e. “(isvary current profile by changing the value of 1'1", i.c., current density at the 95% flux Sllrfacenormalized to average current density. The best [it is obtained for Jim 2 0.51; we analyzed fourdifierent equilibria with jh, : 0.41, 0.46, 0.51, and 0.57.
An infinite n ideal ballooning stability analysis using the Codes MBC‘O and GAMING“ Show;most flux surfaces are in the first stability regime and the experimental pressure gradient is Wallbelow the critical value. Near the edge, however, where the pressure gradient reaches its highestvalue, the efi'ect of the edge current becomes important: the last flux surfaces are analyzed tobe in the connection region to the second stable regime; the region which has access to thesecond stable regime widens with increasing edge ciu‘rent, For the values of the edge Currentgiven above, the pressure gradient approaches but never reaches the ballooning lirnit. Thjs resultsuggests giant ELMs can also occur in plasmas which are stable against ideal high 71 ballooningmodes,

A detailed analysis of the ballooning stability of an equilibrium prior to a type HI ELM‘reveals ideal ballooning stability for the whole profile. In this example, the Whole plasma is fmmdto be in the first regime (edge current. is significantly lower, i.e., jln : 0.2.3). This Confirms ourprevious observation that type III ELMs may occur well below the ideal ballooning limit, alsoconsistent with findings on ASDlCX. On ASl)EX, an ELM model involving finite n resistivgballooning modes which nonlincarly couple to form a peeling mode has been found to give 300dagreement with experimental findings.5 It will be an issue of further studies to apply this modelto Dllle‘D discharges.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis has shown that the type Ill ELMs observed on DlllfiD are similar to the ELMSobserved on ASDEX, whereas type I ELMS did not occur on ASDEX. Furthermore, ELMs arefound to be hIHD events of short duration (1 to 2 ms), which, on 1311e, may be followedby a transient Lremode phase. This compound event was not observed on ASDEX. A stabilityanalysis of DllliD discliargEs indicates type 111 ELMs occur well below the ideal ballooninglimit, Type I ELMs generally occur close to this limit; there are, however, indications they alsooccur in discharges in which the edge is in the connection regon to the second stability regime.
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NIHD STABILITY MODELS OF EDGE LOCALIZED
' MODES IN JET DISCHARGES

_ Blgsnflnisl. ll..l. de Blank. \V. Kerner. ll). Ci()("(ll)lt')(‘tll. and _\‘l.l:.F, Nave:

JET .lnint Undertaking. Al'iingdoii. OX0”. 0X14 SEA. I'K,

‘ FUllrlltr‘llHlHt‘ mar Plasmai‘} tea ‘Riinhuizen'. 1 '1'eutr "in. the 1\'eil1t‘1‘lzt11rls
'{m ISl/EI‘VRAT )ill. Lisbon. and LNETI Sar‘ai'ein. Purtng‘al

Introduction , ‘ , _
D11illru‘aliiied111(tdt"stl“il.-)ls)arenl'iservetl1nJl‘il‘ H’Hltttll‘tll>t'l12ll't§4‘fitltttlt‘l'it Wide

. f ilt‘tllllStill'lt‘t‘S and their amplitudes and repetition rates vary t'n11sideraltl)’ ll.
Emir \v. [y {retaient l‘r, "l ELkls Often occur when an l’l’ltltit'h‘ builds up. As the
W h e1 .1131 teinlwra‘ttuit, ‘s, they become larger and much le 's frequent. ELXls

t in the entire range from "grassy" to ‘isolated'. and all of them (wear with
JET high :7',. disl'harges

ire gradients eluse m the

inerea."etlgt' t

in" “IN “I" . . . . i
“M. m. «are gradients well belmr the ideal ballnnmng limit

( «A A V I . .

'h large. 1sr>lated ELKls are observed \Vltll edge pm‘ .
lightening threshnld are diseussed elseu'ltert.‘ in this ('tilll‘t‘l't'llt't‘ [31.

In ih' paper we address the singular ELMS in 11tt1‘1nal [not high Girl llirnmles in
JET. “hirh are similar to the 'type lll' Elfils in l)lll7l) [ti and .-\Sl)l::.\ M. We
deter"- 'ie how far the edge plasma is below the ideal. ballooning lu
EL.\l>. Subsequently resistive instabilities arc- t'mtsitlr-red in two liniils. Firstly. we treat
resistive (All ballooning modes, For the ELMS we have studied. the edge plasma is
found tu be unstable fur toroidal niude numbers n _ 1t). Electrmtatie 1e, .
are sh.) ll tn ltm'r- Very law growth rates under the same x'tmrlitiml‘i

t. prinr tn the‘1

tire iiimles

Eu enntlli'. free boundary resistive (tearing) modes are treated [til These resistive
“mil“; 9. ii]; 71 : 1 are destabilized by the current density gradient near the edge. \\'llll'll
can be large due to the bootstrap etleet til the Himode pressure gradient. Fur u ‘- l the
pressure gradient itself is a driving tint-e,

Phenomenology
lfilfils are primarily observed as a sharp rise in the DH signal. During; an ELM

;. shmt BUM/Isl brnzulrband 107120 lill7) burst of iuaguetii' t‘lut'tnatiuns and «tensity
llut-tiwtittns tntierrvii'are retleetmneter) are ubserred as well, Smaller. but ntheru'ise
similar. fluctuation bursts whieh do not give rise to a D,, pealt ut‘ten tit't‘ut' as Well.
The ELMs and smaller turbulent events m't'ur with irregular intervals and autlilitiules.
though larger Elihls tend to suppress the aetix'i’ty for some time attetwr'ard, This pat tern
of ELM> prererled by snialler bursts suggests a vaseade (if partielt- and energy lusses by
a luezilly iut‘reased pressure gradient. Alternatively. Elikls are sni'uetiines triggered
by tnlu'tneed impurity influx, gas pull. or a heat pulse from a sawtooth ur tishlprme
instz‘l'nlity arriVii fi' at the edge. This indicates that a locally increased [in tire gradient
and itiereased resistivity ean both Mir '1' an ELM. it). the ELXI is eaused by a resistive
Ill—ll) mode.

Clues for the underlying; instability come from the observations of (tseillatiuus in
the edge with a WCll’ClCIlIICt’lf1'q'tCl]C)"7 typically 50 100 kHz. \\'l1i(‘l1 usually st art sereral
millis 3011(ls before the Et. The LIL-M prerursors are observed with fast. pickup eoils
(sample rate : 230 kHz) and with the inultit‘hannel 111ir1'(>\\'a\'e retlet‘tonieter (sample
rate : 200 lillzli l’or details we refer to [2]. The phase dil'l'erenees between Hm ruils
inditate toroidal 111<>de numbers n : Sil suggesting a ballnnniiru; type instability.
When several relleetometer channels observe Constant idensit)‘ surfaces near the edge, the
preeursttr aetivity ean be seen to he lm‘ali7ed several centimeters inside the separati'ix.
While the turbulent phase extends further outward.
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Because these precursors can most long before an ELM occurs and are not grow“
shortly before the onset of turbulence. their effect is probably to change the equilibrilull .
building up larger gradients near the edge. Subsequently, turbulence sets in quickly a ‘
a broad range of frequencies. Exponential growth of a monochromatic precursorl as ‘
clearly seen in ASDEX [6], is visible in JET for at most a few cycles and often not at all ,
Resistive ballooning modes ‘

In order to study the ballooning stability, the double-null Xepoint equilibria Wer
reconstructed from the magnetic and profile data with the IDENTD code [8]. We hav
selected double~null x~point shots because in those cases the plasma edge is close to th '
pick-up coils in the outer midplane, so that fast magnetic data are available. The shape.
of flux surfaces near the separatrix are accurate7 but for a selection of ELMS the edg 1
pressure gradients can be improved locally by tre)considcring the following profiles: T .
and 775 from LIDAR Thomson scattering, n.C from the microwave refiectometei— (an-ti
FIR interferometer), and Ti, Zeff from charge exchange spectroscopy. The uncertaint
in dp/(ll' is almost 100%‘ taken over 5 cm, sufficiently small for the present discussion l

discharge 27793, l:14.076
3.0 >.#-l—u——\ r—J1. .4 . . .. . l:10 «to Fig. 1 Stability diagram of pressure gradien

\ versus resistivity at r/a : 0.95. Here, Q' “. ideal ballooning limit ~\_ :
'- —2yn(dp/dr)r2/RB§ and S is the Lundquis

number. The two ellipses show the observe.l
equilibrium values of Clp/(lT and S for toroid' l
mode numbers n : 5 and 10. Tl
Solid line: resistive ballooning stability bound ‘
airy. ‘
Dashed lines: lines ofgiven growth rate of

N electrostatic mode, in units of the Alfvén fi‘e
‘ 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0x10“ quency

n2IS .
The full equilibrium shape, the current density and locally improved pressure profil

are. used in the code HBT [7], which rccomputes the equilibrium and performs a ful .jl
ideal MHD ballooning stability analysis using the Suydam method. Figure 1 shows thljx‘
results for a discharge with high heating power and high Be influx (Zen 2 3.5 near th.
edge) when the first ELM occurs. The ideal ballooning limit is found to be considerabl }
above the observed pressure gradient and comes closest (~ 3dp/dr) at r/a = 0.95. ‘

Subsequently the resistive ballooning curve is constructed by matching the ide.
MHD A' to the resistive layer solution, 'We obtain A’ from the ballooning equatio i‘
(IRE/(192 : V(9)€ in the limit of high shear by taking a square well potential V(6), wit ti
depth and width chosen to give the correct values of [231(9) (10 and the HBT ide. I“
stability limit. Figure 1 shoWs that only mode numbers n 2 10 can become unstable
Electrostatic modes (dashed lines) grow very slowly in this parameter range.

Free boundary resistive modes
There are a number of experimental observations of MHD activity in tokamak plas

mas in which resistive MHD modes localized near the plasma boundary are important
Examples are obviously the ELMs but also the MHD activity during the current ri
phase of the plasma startup. For the study of the stability properties of low-n resisti
modes localized at the boundary a free boundary description of the MHD modes is es
sential. The fully toroidal linear resistive MHD code CASTOR [6,9] has been extended
to include a vacuum surrounding the plasma up to an ideally conducting wall. At th{
plasma vacuum interface. the resistive boundary conditions, i.e., continuity of all thre-
components of the perturbed magnetic field, apply.
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Before \YL" apply the CASTOR code for the stahility analysis of resistive free lmuiid~
_ 10(195 of a JET ELMy H—iiiode discharge. we first discuss the influence of an Xepoint

at} n . sr-ibilitv of the ideal and resistive external kink mode. The X-pOilll’ plasma shape
.0” the“ i0 ht;t’piasi-cii'cular with a small perturbation into an xspoint at the top and
'5 “3:111 50 that it can he compared to the the case with a circular hmindnry. The
Silk ratio is 4. The growth rates of the tH/tl : 3/] are plottediii Fig. ’2 versus the

i‘aluc of q at the lmundary. q; 1 The value of (11 is changed l,i)"('liéiiigii'ig the total cu‘ri‘eiit.

shape of the current profiles is fixed. The growth rate is plotted tor tour thiicreni
iéiintious. for ideal MHD and for :1 rec ti\'it)‘ of a] : 10"5 and for hath a circular and

:“V_1)ni1it shape. In ideal MHD. the external kiiilt becomes stahle as the q 7* 3 surface
:110;.L.5 into the plasma. The r ' ire Vternal kink inode is still unstable when (1 : 3

lies inside the plasma. At the low (11 Sldt‘: a finite re istivity has no influence on the
mm.ginal 111 for the Circular case The XePOlIlt‘itIJd the associated highshear at the edge

reduces the grmvth rate of the m : 3 mode, Surprisingly. limrever. With an X’]ilflltlt the
ideal mode 3.9. This is due m the
more restrit‘tiVe resistive lmundai‘y colililitimis whicl'i-dn not alltiw a surface current in

,1“; perturbatimi iii eunihinatinn with the small radial Width Hi the inode dne tn the
high shear. For ([1 > 3 the xipoint reduces the growth rate. the iiiai‘ginally stable e ’

s more unstable than the resistive iiiudt,‘ for (11 (Z

(”l-rent gradient is however nut affected by the xepoint,

0,05 WWWrw—r
q : to";
UtCLlflr

idea:
(103 L circular!

tc

Fig. 2 The growth rates as a tiinc~
tion of 41 at the boundary for a circular
illltjJOlJM l)OtU](t1‘_\"Hn(]tbl'itlv‘fll MHD p p ‘

unity of]; : 10’“. qand fur a 1'6

Next. \‘e try to establish the relevance of free boundary tearing“ iiimles with rib
spect to the ELMS. The equilihriuui (if a JET H-niode discharge is rectuistrurted with
the IDEXTD code using; the magnetic data and the electron pressure prolile from the
LIDAR diagnostic. The resulting flux surface averaged current density is SlUMVH iii
Fig.3l) (marked by (1)),

The growth rate of the n : 1 free boundary tearing mode (if the actual JET
discharge is shown in the lowest curve of Fig. 3a as a function of the resistivity. The
ideally conducting \'all is placed at 10 times the minor radius. The 1110c consists
of many overlapping poloidal harmonics localized in the high shear region near the
boundary, with each harmonic having a niaXinnuu at the mri'espnnding rational lj~
surface. The width of the ditterent harnioiiics decreases with decreasing resistivity,
reducing the overlap of the harnioiiics. The scaling of the growth rate with resistivity is
close to 0+1. Ext‘i'al’)ola.tizig the growth rate to typical values: of the resistivity near the
edge, 17 ~ O“T 7 10’8 for a («i‘inpei'aLure of 00 CV, yields a growth rate of the order
10—1 7 1075 times the Alfreii frequency. This is far to slow to he of relevance.

To determine the dependence of the n : l tearing mode {)11 its driving tort-e,
we have increased the current density gradient at the edge as ccunpared tn the actual
reconstructed JET equilibrium. This is done l))’ changing the current profile locally near
the plasma boundary (0.8 < J: < 1,). The increase of <J>' must extend to the t] : 3
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Fig. 3a The growth rates of the n = 1 free boundary tearing mode for the “He

current profiles shown in 3b. The actual JET equilibrium is marked (1). ]
surface to have any efi‘cct on the stability of the n = 1 tearing mode. The flux surfacaveraged toroidal current density for the original equilibrium and for two cases Wit i]
an increased gradient are shown in Fig. 3b. The pressure profile is kept constant ,'
The growth rate of the free boundary n : 1 mode of the three cases are shown j ;
Fig. Be as a function of the resistivity. It is clear that the growth rate increases Wit 5.
an increasing current gradient at the edge. Also, the growth rate decreases more slowl ~
with decreasing resistivity. For the case with the largest. current gradients, however, we»
find a different behavior as a function of resistivity. For this case the growth rate show-
a sharp decrease at 7] 2 10‘6. This suggests that the mode can be triggered either by
an increase of the edge current gradient or an increase of the resistivity, for exampl- .,
due to the build up of impurities. Increasing the pressure gradient, even beyond th
ideal ballooning limit has no effect on the n = 1 mode. For higher values of n (: 2,3,”)
however, both the current and the pressure gradient can be destabilizing,
Conclusions

Resistive ballooning modes match the observations of long lived ELM precursor .‘
in JET. These precursors may cause the pressure gradient to build up closer to the i
separatrix. The sudden onset of broad band fluctuations in the ELM must be caused
by a faster instability, possibly closer to the edge, Our results suggest that the outer ]
flux surfaces are then destroyed by global resistive free boundary modes, driven by the ‘
edge current gradient. For values of n > 1, the pressure gradient is destabilizing as
well. Thus, the combined action of these two types of resistive instabilities causes the 3
observed outflow of particles and energy.
Acknowledgement. We thank GiJ. Kramer for providing the reflectometer data.
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NEUTRON PROFILE MEASUREMENTS DURING THE
TRITIUM EXPERIMENTS IN JET

F B MarcuS, J M Adams*, D S Bond*, S Conroy, P J A Howarth, O N Jarvis,

M J Loughlin, G Sadler, P Smeulders, P van Belle and N Watkins*

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 BEA, U.K.
*AEA Industrial Technology, Harwell Laboratory, Oxon, OX11 ORA, U.K.

Tritium (t) was injected into a. deuterium (d) plasma in the JET tokamak,

and fusion powers of up to 1.7 MW [1] were produced. During preparatory
experiments, tritium diffusion was also studied. A comprehensive range of

neutron and gamma—ray diagnostics [2] was operated during these experiments.

The main diagnostic used in this paper, the JET neutron emission profile

monitor, is described elsewhere [3]. A tomography code, NEUTOMO [4,5], has

been used to determine the 2—D neutron emissivity profile from the

lineintegral measurements, employing a hybrid pixel/analytic algorithm.
From simultaneous measurements of the neutron emissivity profiles for 14

MeV (Rt) and 2.5 MeV (Rd) neutrons, the ratio of thermal tritium density (nt)
to thermal deuterium density (nd), can be obtained as a function of radius and
time horn the ratio of the local emissivities and reactivities. The only

other information needed is an approximate measurement of the ion temperature.
In plasmas where the neutron emissivities are dominated by the beam-plasma
reactivities (Sdand S) of a deuterium beam onto a mixed d and t plasma, the
ratio is: ad = (Rt/Rd) / (St/Sal)-

A series of diffusion experiments was performed in which two of the 80

keV injectors had a 1% admixture of tritium. In Pulse No. 26114, at 12 s, the
deuterium beam power was increased to 8 MW, and at 12.5 s, an additional 1- MW,

80 keV beam with 1% tritium was switched on, giving a tritium power of
approximately 13 kW. The 1% tritium beam was turned off at 13.5 s, and

replaced with 1 MW of pure deuterium. Tritium diffusion was examined by
observing the neutron emissivity profiles evolve in time after the 1 3
injection pulse of tritium. During this time, the axial electron and ion
temperatures both equalled 7 keV.

The neutron emissivity profiles along a radial chord at the tokamak
midplane are plotted versus major radius and time in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), for
2.5 and 14 MeV neutrons, respectively. The shapes of the 2.5 MeV and 14 MeV
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Fig. l. The (a) 2.5 MeV and (b) 14 MeV neutron emissivity profiles along theradial chord at the tokamak midplane are plotted versus major radius and timefor Pulse No 26114

neutron profiles were similar, but the time evolutions were different.
After the tritium beam was turned off at 1345 s, the 2.5 MeV profilestayed relatively constant for the next second, while the 14 MeV profile

decayed slowly, but maintained the same shape, except after a sawtooth crashat H.085 s, which temporarily caused a strong flattening of both profiles.During this decay phase, the neutron emissivity was dominated by beam—plasma
reactions. The calculated contribution of thermal d—d fusion reactions to the



2 5 MeV emissivdty on avis was approximately 1/6th of the measured value, The
was obtained as a function of space and time using the

1'21t of Ilt/lld

y and reactivity ratios. The emissivity values were large enough toemiSSlVlt
obtain the density ratio over il/2 of the plasma radius. It was found that,

within experimental error bars, the density ratio was constant as a function

of major radius; this ratio decreased monotonically with time. The electron

density profile was flat over the radial region investigated Therefore the

deuterium and tritium density profiles were also approximately flat.

The remarkable observation that the 2,5 and 111 MeV neutron emissivity

profile shapes were the same, even after the sawtooth crash, is now easily

understandable. Since the neutron production was mostly from beam-plasma

reactions, the two emissivity profiles depended solely on the beam deposition

and slowing down profile, or redistribution after a sawtooth crash, and

consequently stayed the same shape while the tritium density decayed.
Since nt/nd was a constant across the profile, the ratio nt/nd could also

be obtained from the ratio of the global 111 MeV to the global 2.5 MeV
emission Because the emissivity ratio was a weak function of ion

temperature, the reactivity ratio corresponding to the central ion temperature

could be used. The global emission values were obtained from integrating the

emissivity profiles and from primary or secondary measurements, including

activation and fission chambers. Both ratio methods gave similar answers, and

both were well described by an exponential decay with a time constant of 1 s.

The decay was not affected by the sawtooth crash at 14.085 s; although the

emissivity profiles were strongly altered at this time, the ratio remained

constant except for the slow time decay.

A cylindrical approximation of the global particle diffusion coefficient

gave D 2 512/561: : 0.2 m2/s. where r is the observed tritium decay constant.
The radial profile of the diffusion coefficient was analyzed separately [6]
using the TRANSP code, which used several measured plasma profiles to predict
the 2.5 and 121 MeV emissivity profiles from Fokker»Planck calculations with

different particle diffusivity models. To reproduce the observed neutron

emissivity profiles, identical conclusions about the spatially constant
fraction of tritium density were obtained.

Following the above—mentioned experiments for detailed physics studies,
there were two discharges with fusion power up to 1.7 MW, Pulses No. 20147 and

20148, with two Pll producing 100% t beams. Tomographic inversion of the

data was performed to obtain the 2-D neutron emissivity profiles. In Fig. 2,
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the global 14 MeV neutron emission and maidmnrn local emissivity are plotted :during the high power heating phase from 12 to 14 s. The neutron emissivityinitially increased, then decreased on axis and flattened due to the firstsawtooth crash. The emissivity again increased on axis, rapidly at first, andthen very slowly, even though the global emission was increasing due to thebroadening of the profile. The axial emissivity was calculated to bepredominantly (> 3/4) due to thermal d—t fusion. This phase was terminated byanother crash, after which the emissivity peaked again, but at a lower leveldue to an impurity influx [1]. The profile remained peaked, but with theintensity continuously decreasing.

y—fir—v— —,._,__,7.—,—7-.fi—,_7 3 .0PULSE NO. 261% m“‘ e
”I 14 MeV 2‘:

S
0.0

- 4.0 ef :1:
[FEM—Fr,

2.0 SA GLOBAL EMISSIONmm~_ 0.012.0 13.0 14.0TIME (s)

Fig. 2. The 14. MeV neutron maximum emissivity and global emission are plottedversus time during high power heating for Pulse No. 26148.

1 THE JET TEAM, Nucl. Fusion 32 1992) 187.2 Jarvis, O N, Neutron Measurements om the Preliminary Tritium Experimentat JET, Presented at the Conference on High Temperature Diagnostics, Santa Fe,1992, to be published in Rev. Sci. Instrum.[3] Adams, J.M. et al., in Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics (Proc. 16thEurop. Conf., Venice, 1989), Vol. 1, European Physical Society (1989) 63.4 Marcus, RB. et al., Plasma Phys. and Cont. Fusion 33 (1991) 277.5 Granetz, R.S., Smeulders, P., Nucl. Fusion 28 l(1988) 457.6 Balet, B. et al., to be published in Controlle Fusion and Plasma PhysicsProc. 19th Europ. Conf., Innsbruck, 1992), European Physical Society (1992).



FUELLING ()F JET LIMITER AND X—POINT PLASMA
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(reduction: Pellet fuelling experiments
been undertaken on Hz] in CQHJUHCUOI]

experimental goalslA multiple barrel
umatic pellet launcher burlt at ORNL and

ne - d 'n JET under a collaboration agreement
"P653; iET and the USDoE has been used to
gimme extended pellet fitcllipg sequences. In
this paper we siiiillilitfllt‘ experimentsconducted
mm a range ot pellet perturbations ui L—mode
(limiter) turd I-l-mode ('xepotni) 1 plasma

confiaurations heated primarily by I(_.RH:“ the
observed efficiency and radial distribution ot the
ellet fuellintti source and the etfects or and

constraints on pellet perturbation Size. ‘ These
issues are importain lot'anodeling ot pellet
fuelling experiments. In future. more specitic
fuelling experiments W1“ be required to extend
plasma parameters by pellet fuelling beyond
those obtained in long pulse gas fuelling
experiments. . . . . ’
ll] Pellet Deposition and Fuelling Effictericy:
The fuelling of a plasma by rm extended
sequence or pellets involves the repeated injecti
particle confinement times. Each pellet event i

1] ln
have
with other

(mom. Oak Ridge TN. USA
E
E7
a
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Figure l:Retaincd Mass Fuelling
Efficiency. 2.7mm (0.9 x 1021). 41mm
(3.0 x 1021). and 6mm (it) x 10‘1)
diameter pellets. Fuelling efficiency is
generally reduced as pellet penetration is
diminished. Shaded points represent
penetration to beyond r/azO.3

on of individual pellets over a period of many
it this sequence proceeds through two phases

following acceleration of the pellet in the launcher. In JET. the duration of a pellet event is
roughly 1 to 2 ms. During the first phase, the pellet penetrates the confined plasma volume. The
ablating pellet mass acts to attenuate the energy flux incident on the pellet reducing the ablation
rate. The deposited mass is assumed to be ionized locally. During the second phase. this
deposited pellet mass redistributes itself symme
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Figure 2: Retained Mass Pellet Source - (a)
density profiles before and after pellet
event and clituige in profile —(b) Pellet Dot
emission. Anc converted to ablation rate
Neff. and ablation rate calculated from
modified Neutral Gas Shield model.

trizing the pellet mass perturbation in both the
toroidal and poloidal directions. The neutral
gas shielding model or its extension to the
neutral gas and plasma shield model are
commonly used to describe the ablation
process. The symmetrizing process is assumed
to proceed without radial transport. Although
the models can be adjusted to reproduce the
penetration depth obtained in JET. and hence
to reproduce the ablation rate integrated over
the pellet trajectoryHJ. there are differences
between the radial distribution of the deposited
mass predicted by the model and that observed
in fuelling experiments[2]. These differences
could result from an incomplete description of
the ablation and shielding process or from a
breakdown in the assumption that no mass flow
takes place across flux surfaces during the
symmetrizing phase of the pellet event. In
either case. for pellet fuelling experiments. the
measured retained mass and its radial
distribution following the pellet event are the
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quantities of interest. The total mass ifretained in the present experiments has I* JZPC'IP'SI'_4 ”7‘been determined from the increase iii 4 Numinm ' 3mm”plasma electron density. assumed to be [IL-”u
symmetric poloidally and toroidally. as 3
measured some 3 to 40 ms following the
pellet event. in JET. minimal change in 1
the total particle content beyond that -
associated with the pellet event itself
occurs on this time scale. The retained ‘
pellet mass can vary from <40 to 100% of
the nominal pellet mass. A retained mass 0 H ,_g W._flufi-g_4 0fraction or fuelling efficiency of 0.4 to 0.5 _ 1° ‘ Tim 15“) '3 , 10is typical of discharges using auxiliary FISH“? 33 Small . Perturbation Flli‘llingheating and utilizing shallow pellet Sequence. 3 MA “mil“ plasma * [ileustiredpenetration during the fuelling sequence, and modeled ““111 Shim?“ Ullllt‘m- “DUI andFigure 1 shows the fuelling efficiency for ““11“!“ Power- Rildli‘mm DUN 4“ Palletthe three pellet diameters used in the‘JET injectionis (illt' [0 direct View by bolometer ofexperiments. A reduction in retained pellet PG”CI ”‘LUCCWWmass from the nominal value occurs for all
pellet diameters. Similar results have been observed on other smaller tokarnaks using pellets itthe ranges of l to 2 mm diameteriB]. Little energy loss appears to be associated with this 11135loss. however. the effect must be considered iri establishing the pellet perturbation turd ptlrticisource. The radial distribution of the retained pellet mass represents the effective pellet panic]source. As illustrated in figure 2. in JET experiments this effective source is shifted radian ;outwrud when compared to that predicted by the standard ablation models. The maximu .perturbation occurs at larger minor radius thrui predicted and the effective source lk‘tU' th.plasma core at the end of the pellet trajectory is less thaur predicted.III] Pellet Perturbations: The radial distribution of retained pellet mass can be altered bchoice of either pellet speed or pellet in In JET experiments a range of pellet mayperturbations from 10 to 300% has been investigated at fixed pellet speed of ~l300 rn/s.III-llSmall Perturbation [Injected Mass: n-pel/<n-tot>:l).2-0.4. Retained Mass:0.l- 0.15];Pellets of 2,7 trnn diameter have been employed to simulate a possible lTER steady statefuelling seenru‘io usinv small density perturbations of from 10 to 15%. An integrated pelletparticle flux of 2.9 .\' 10“ was injected using 32 pellets over an 8 second period (figure3). Average retained mass fuelling efficiency was 409'}. \s shown. the time evolution of thedischarge total particle content can be modeled ing the average value of the retained mass foreach pellet perturbation. combined with a decay time for the retained mass. which increaseslinearly front 0.25s to |.75s during the fuelling sequence. This increase is greater tlrtur that ofthe plasma density. Pellet penetration to r/a ~05. outside the sawtooth inversion radius. wasgenerally obtained. The neutron rate was unchtuiged by the pellet event. confirming that littleperturbation of the plasma core occured. ltr contrast to predictions of the standard ablation .

model. measured fractional temperature: -lt~\' '18c :IM‘V perturbations diminish near the end of the‘ l ‘ pellet trajectory consistent with a reduced"7’ - After - 1 xi. , - ' '. "- I" ,oE_ ' \ mm _ pellet pcrturbatron in this region. Deisrt)*: rut-ts profiles produced duringr the fuelling:‘ rt f sequence are illustrated in figure 4. The. _ core . a > -, M. . , --.="‘_ nelwpwpmzpie MM llLllllbLf of radial intasuremcnts limits the
' spatial resolution of the density profile. but

the deposition profile of the pellet mass can
11.005

1' 'l'i'picall’ellcti 0M” be estimated. The pellet source function' I a . , .’- Pcnul - ' (".r extends further In radars than that assocttlte"J " with the recycling particles. and leads to a4 _.| Radi stint ‘Figure 4: Density prolrles 2.7mm fuelling
sequence before and after pellet event.

modest inversion of the density profile
immediately following the pellet event. The
profile then relaxes on a 100 ms time scale
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it 20% drop in neutron rate occurs with
ellet injection compared with a 301,;

decrease at a sawtooth crash. Note that m
a higher temperature device little change
in tieutron rate would occur on pellet
injection. due to the adiabatic nature of the
pellet perturbation and the IlI‘Oportionaluy
of neutron rate to pressure (T >18 IkeV),
The presence of a pellet source Within the
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inversion radius is important since it allows the sawtooth to provide a mechtniism by which
pellet mass is delivered to the plasma center [4]. This effect is more clearly seen when the
neutron rate is scaled to remove the temperate dependence of the reaction rate (figure 5). The
first sawtooth after each pellet event produces the largest increase in core deuteron
concentration as indi ‘ated by the scaled neutron rate. The density profile after the pellet in
figure 2 represents those seen in the 4 mm case. The profile is more strongly inverted than that
following the smaller 2.7 mm perturbation, The inverted profile again relaxes on 100 ms time
scale but tire I second pellet repetition rate. large edge density perturbation, and the recycling
ofthe pellet mass appear to result in a profile broader thtm that obtained in the 2. / llllTI CllSC.
“it’ll llt‘uh‘itv' As the density limit is approached. moderate pellet perturbations can still be
used in coniunction with the sawtooth to fuel the plasma core (figure 6). _nice the pellet size
was fixed the nominal pellet perturbation decreased during the fuelling sequence with

ll _ i {at}
X- kToi 2
' 1 high- 2—1_ Notional -

4- Pellet l‘otx l"- : i - -L 6 l’ ._. "'\f""1—-_o—+- rad-nt‘ , . . ii
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2 Raditht m) .1 3 3 >1
Figure 6: High Density fuelling sequence -
(a) total electron content. input (ICRF) and
radiated power , lb) and (cl density profiles.
nornlnal edge density limit values at times
shown and analytic profiles ofthe form:
amp 19(1 7 (r/l.t)2)]‘.

increasing l from 1.30%10 40%. while
a radiated power lractton < 40% was
maintained. The density at 3.9 in during tmd
following the fuelling sequence approaches
the value niedgel~ BT/R 2.37 P " proposed
as a nominal |iniit[5]. Further. the density
immediately following the pellet
perturbation is likely to be higher than the
values shown. since only the time point at
7.5s immediately follows the pellet event.
Density profiles are broad with o. ~ 0.1.
Retained mass fuelling efficiency diminishes
slightly at higher input power (22 MW) but
remains >50 CE even at high density.

in high density
H—mode plasmas. moderate pellet
perturbations can also be used. but as density
approaches the density litnit transitions hack

_ )‘l .



to Lemode confinement may follow the pellet perturbation. Figure 7 shows an H~mode Peiletfuelling sequence with nominal pellet perturbation of 507:. Retained mass fuelling efficiencywas also 50%. Following the firstjpellet perturbations the volume average density increases butedge density remains £5 x llll'L m‘3 and little perturbation in the llrmode conditions isobserved With subsequent pellets. however. edge density following the pellets rises above 5 xIf)" m". A period of L-mode confinement of increasing duration then follows each P'Elletevent. During this l.»mode phase. levels of. and fluctuations in. the D0. emission inCrease as doradiation losses from the Lpoint plasma. Although a momentary loss in RF power {OUOWingthe pellet event may contribute to the the loss of HAmode. the plasma response suggests thatchoice of pellet size and frequency might be used to control H-mode performance in highdensity plasmas.
III-3] Large Perturbations [Injected Mass:n-pel/<n-tot>:3, Retained Mass:2.3I:Tlie use oflarge perturbations. retained mass >l(l(l‘1lt. to fuel the plasma core directly is also possible if anappropriate target plaslna cart be established. Using 6 mm pellets. nominal mass pertiirbmiOnSof up to 300% have been used in JET. To stop the pellet within the plasma core a target plasmacentral temperature of ~ 3 keV is required while the central pressure and toltll‘stored energyshould be sufficient to retain a temperature 2 (l5 keV imitiediately following the pelletperturbation. Given the size of the perturbation. this implies a target plasma central electrondensity of 5 to 6 \ ill 9 m'} and a total energy of 3.5 to 4 M]. A 4 mm pellet event has beenused to densify the target. preferentially fuelling the central plasma and ~6 MW of NBI powerthen used to establish the target plasma temperature. This large perturbation scenario providessignificant mass deposition directly within the plasma core, producing a peaked high densityprofile. Use of 6mm pellets has produced a near triangular density profile filling the entireplasma volume with central density >2 x10“ m". in past experiments. following such aperturbation a period of enhanced core

confinement has been established. While
not suitable for extended fuelling
sequences. use of large perturbations in
future devices may allow the sustaining of
peaked density profiles and enhanced core
confinement up to temperatures
approaching ignition minimizing auxiliary 0’
power requirements. I”
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\{EASUREYVIENTS OF THE ELECTRON SOURCE DISTRIBUTION AND

IMPLICATIONS FOR PARTICLE TRANSPORT

J O‘Rourke, G J Kramer“, R Simonini, A C C Sips

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, O:<on., [SIC

. 0.1 Mtnclmient frOm FOM—‘Rijnhttizen, Niouwegein, The Netherlands

INTRODIITION

Th electron mince prolilc is Critical in the studv of particle transport in tokamak plasmas. It
:2 .

mm from a tiumher of atomic processes. namely the ionization of neutrals penetrating front

the plasma boundary via multiple charge exchange processes, the ionization of neutrals tu’ising

from recombination processes (unless a local balance between ionization and recombination is

established). and tlte ionization of partially ioniscd impurities. The contribution li‘om neutrals

is [many interred using neutral transport codes /l.2/ based on \lOllICeCllrlO algorithms. and

requires detailed. knowledge of plasma parameters and atomic cross—sections The contribution

from impurity ionization additionally requires knowledge of chargedeparticle transport.

Becausc of the large number 01‘ required parameters calculations of the electron source are

subject to considerable errors. The experimental verification of these calculations is usually

also unsatisfactory as it relies on (1) spectroscopic data. with the concomitant uncertainties

arising from the interpretation of line intensities and the Abel inversion ol‘ chordal data. or (2‘)

characcxchange measurements ot‘ the neutral particle distribution. which are not directly

related to the electron source.

In this paper we report the first direct determination of the electron source distribution iti JET

from harmonic perturbations (at l — 4 Hz) of the electron density produced by modulation of

the gas feed. The density modulations are measured by a lE—channel microwave reflectometer

and a 6 channel ftu-intittreti interferometer. We also make use ol‘ the information contained in

the electron temperature modulations. measured using a llichannel grating polychroniaior.

Fourier analysis of the data yields the local phase and amplitttde of the modulations. The

advantages of this technique are the small number of physical assumptions involved. the

's.localised natttre of the measurements and the sensitivity afforded by Fourier analys

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The reflectometer signals measure displacements of the critical density layer corresponding to

each reflectometer frequency with a sensitivity of about (14 mm, The amplitude of the density

modulation is determined from the density gradient:
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A - an (R - )no : Rcrit ' eact '

. lmodulations is subject to larger error than their phase. The linearised particle balance equatio .1:
is solved for harmonic perturbations of the electron source. Both numerical and analytic [3%,4‘

Because of this dependence, the amplitude of the densit

solutions have been used in this study. The linearised electron flux is assumed to have ‘ ‘
diffusive form, with DC constant. The electron source is assumed to be of the formWSC=SZl e040“. The physics of the problem is governed by the dimensionless paramete
Y=l(m/Dc)1/2. For y< l the localisation of the source can not be resolved. Note that th ‘linearised electron source distribution is not necessarily identical with the O»th order disu'ibufio 1
if impurities ionisation contributes significantly to the source. in this discharge Zeff ~12, so
that impurity ionisation can be neglected. The heat balance equation is also solved fer the 1temperature perturbations. These provide a consistency check on the amplitude Of the density ‘
modulations.

Figure 1 shows the evolution ofa 3 MA, 3.1 T, X-point discharge with 1 Hz modulation ofthe
gas feed. 7 channels of the reflectometer have critical densities in the plasma. A least—squaresfit to the data yields De=().75mzsec4 with K<3/40. Figure 2 shows the sensitivity of the .
simulations toll. The results are not sensitive to values of 7» 5 8/20 (because Y becomes too ‘small) and this should be considered as an upper bound on the source decay length. The ‘
modulation amplitudes decrease rapidly with modulation frequency and the signals becomenoisy. Nevertheless, similar results are obtained for modulation at 4 HZ: De = 0.31112 sec-1I 'K: i /20.
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Fig. 1 -- Evolution of the gas feed, particle inventory and major radius ofnfj” = 2.5 . 1019m“3in pulse 24248 (1 Hz modulation).
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Fig. 2 —. Modulation amplitude versus minor radius. Data (circles), X : 21/5 (solid line), it
= 11/20 (dashed line), 7t=al80 (dotted line).

IMPLICATIONS FOR PARTICLE TRANSPORT
Figure 3 compares the electron source distribution determined by gas modulation with that
calculated by the 37D neutral transport code AURORA3. The gas modulation results confirm
the shallow penetration of the electron source in J'ET. Note that the calculated source does not
have a simple exponential form. It has a tail which reflects the deep penetration of neutrals
through multiple charge exchange but which is not of sufficiently large amplitude to contribute
significantly to the particle balance.

With the experimentally detemiined source (kw/20), the particle pinch velocity vp, can be
calculated either (1) from the steady state density profile using the diffusion coefficient obtained
above or (2) by a leasesquares fit of the form Fe=>DeVnc + n6 vp to the time evolution of the
particle flux The 2 calculations are shown in Figure 4. The most important source of error is
the uncertainty in the electron density gradient. It should be noted, however, that there is good
agreement among the reflectometer, interferometer and LIDAR (Thomson scattering) density
profiles. In the outer portion of the plasma the particle pinch velocity exceeds the neo-classicai
value by nearly an order of magnitude. These results agree with previous deductions of the
electron source and conclusions about the magnitude of the inward pinch velocity and its
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relation to the neo-classical pinch /l/, but are now made with an experimentally detemlined
source and with density profile measurements having a better spatial resolution.
/1/ A Gondhalckar et 31., Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 30 (1985) 1525 and JET Report JET_P(35)31'
/2/ M H Hughes and D E Post, PPPL Report 1335
/3/ E Barbato and R Giannella, Physics Letters 110A (l985)309o v, ,nfi,x/ ‘
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Fig. 3 —~ Calculated (circles) and experimentally determined (triangles) electron sourcedistribution versus r/a

Fig. 4 ~— Pinch velocity. Steady»state particle balance with D6 = 0.75m2 seC’I (circles),time~dependent flux analysis (diamonds), neo—classical (Ware) pinch (triangles).
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pARTICLE TRANS PORT DURING THE TRITIUM EXPERIMENTS IN ET

B. Balet, LG. Cordey, T.T.C. Jones, R. Konig, F. Marcus, G. Sadler, P.M. Stubberfield,
/ M. von Hellermann -

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, UK.

M Different types of deuterium « tritium discharges have been performed

recenll)’ in JET (1); some with a 1% mixture of tritium in one or two neutral beam sources and

twO discharges with 100% tritium in two neutral beam sources. These discharges have been

extensively analysed by the ll/gD transport code TRANSP (2). The experimental
measurements of the main plasma parameters (Te, Ti, nC and Zeff) are used as input data to

TRANSP. The consistency of these data is checked by comparing the measurement and

simulation of the diamagnetic and MHD energies, the loop voltage and, most importantly, the

neutron emission rates. Monte—Carlo techniques are used to simulate the neutral beam

injection; TRANS? can therefore estimate the fraction of neutrons produced by thermal—

thermal, beamathermal and beam—beam reactions The main objective of this preliminary

tritium experiment was to produce more than l MW of fusion power; this was achieved in hot
ion H—mode discharges, However a few tritium decay experiments were performed in

conventional H-mode plasmas to determine the particle transport of thermalised tritium and

deuterium. We report on the analysis of these pulses below.

M | (f r i ‘le runs r : Three different mixing models have been used to predict

the relative amounts of tritium and deuterium in the plasma:
1) The ”constant fraction" model where the deuterium density up and the tritium density

nT evolve in such a way that their profile shapes are the same.
2) The ”constant velocity" model where the radial velocity v defined by F/n, where T is

the particle flux, is the same for both species.
3) The ”proportional diffusivities” model which, defining the particle flux

F = -DVn + n.v, imposes a tritium diffusivity DT proportional to the deuterium
diffusivity DD,

The "constant fraction" and ”constant velocity" models imply a common driving force for
deuterium and tritium or a strong coupling between the two species. The "proportional
diffusivities" model implies that the main driving force is the density gradient of each species
The validity of these different models can be assessed by comparing the measurements and
simulations of the total neutron yields and the neutron emission profiles from both D-D and D-
T fusion reactions (2.5 MeV and 14 MeV neutrons respectively). The detailed description of
the neutron measurements is the subject of a companion paper at this conference (3).
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Hm ion pulses: In the deuteriumvtritium discharges with 100% tritium in two “Entral
beam sources, the high fluxes of 14 MeV neutrons inhibit the measurement of low fluxes of
2.5 MeV neutrons; the different mixing models give equally good fits to the D—T noun-0n data
and therefore they cannot be distinguished. This is not surprising as this scenario of tritium
fuelling by neutral beam injection was chosen precisely because of the insensitivity of the
neutron yield to the particle transpon mode] as was shown in preliminary TRANSP studies (3).

In the pulses with a 1% mixture of tritium into one deuterium neutral beam source, both
the D-D and D-T neutrons can be measured. Therefore, comparisons can be made with the
TRANSP simulations. This is shown in Fig. 1 for pulse No. 26095 where 1% tritium is
injected for 3s tip to the end of the high neutron yield phase. The deuterium and tritium source;
rates are similarly peaked on axis and the three different mixing models result in similar
deuterium and tritium density profiles. Therefore, all models give equally good fits to both the
DVD and DVT neutron data: and they cannot be distinguished in such a discharge.

The tritium (lecav experiment: Pulse No. 26114 is a deuterium-tritium discharge with a
1% mixture of tritium into one deuterium neutral beam source. The main characteristics of this
pulse are shown in Fig. 2, At 125, the NB power increases to = 9MW, and is kept constant
for 35; this leads to very similar electron and ion temperatures reaching = 7 keV. Some 13 kW
of tritium power is injected for ls between 12.55 and 13.55. After the tritium source is
switched off, the discharge is sawtooth tree for ~ 0.65 and the decay of the thermal tritium
density is observed.

As in the previous cases and for the same reasons. the different mixing models cannot
be distinguished by comparison with the D—D neutron data. However, the three mixing models
lead to different tritium density profiles in the decay phase: the "constant velocity“ model
results in a much more peaked profile than the other models. Therefore, the models can be
assessed by comparison with the D-T neutron data. This is shown in Fig. 3 where the
measured and simtrlated D-T neutron rates ru‘e plotted. The "constant velocity“ model is
inadequate to simttlate the measurement whereas the ”constant fraction” model or a mixing
model with Dr 2 DD equally well reproduce the 14 MeV and the 2.5 MeV neutron yield. This
result is further confirmed by the simulations of the line integrated neutron emission rates, as
measured by the horizontal and vertical camera of the neutron profile monitor (see Fig. 4).

The TRANSP simulation shows that the ratio n’y/nD is more or less flat in radius and
decays with an exponential time of is as also deduced from neutron measurements (4) (see
Figs. 5 and 6). The effective tritium diffusivity DT = TT/VrtTis shown in Fig. 7. it is
similar to the detrterittm diffusivity observed in similar D-D pulses and to the Helium
diffusivity observed during Hc injection into D plasma (5). DT is low in the plasma centre
(DT = 0.25 1112/5) and increases sharply towards the edge.
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FIRST RESULTS OF PELLET INJECTION IN ECR AND OHMIC
HEATED DISCHARGES IN RTP.
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Abstract

/A multi-shot pellet injector, built by Rise National Laboratory, is operational at RTP

since the fall of 1991. First results of pellet injection both in Ohmic and in ECR-heated

discharges are described.

mam
The Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project RTP is dedicated to the study of steady state and

penurbative transport studies. To manipulate the plasma conditions RTP is equipped with an
EcR—heating system, a programmable plasma current and gas feed, and a pellet injector. Next to
transport studies, the machinery and its diagnostics will be used to investigate the pellet ablation
process in ohmic and ECR-heated discharges. In this paper we report on the initial results on

mainly the density behavior when pellets are injected in both kind of discharges.
mm

The plasma of the Rijnhuizen tokamak has a major radius of .72 m and a minor radius
(a) set to .164 m by two carbon bar limiters. It is contained in a continuous stainless steel
vacuum vessel with a minor radius of .23 m. The maximum toroidal magnetic field is 2.4 T
(variable in steps of roughly 1 %), and plasma currents up to 150 kA with pulse durations of a
250 ms are obtained. The first wall of the vacuum vessel has been boronized with B(CH3)3
after extensive baking and glow discharge cleaning. Daily conditioning of the first wall is done
by baking overnight (T S 150 0C ) and 15 minutes helium glow discharge cleaning prior to
tokamak operation, which results in plasmas with Zen in the range 1 - 2.

The ECRH—system includes two 60 GHz, 200 kW, 100 ms gyrotrons. One gyrotron is
linked up with an antenna at the high field side, the other is connected to a launcher located at
the low field side in the equatorial plane of the torus.The latter is used for the experiments
described in this paper. The power is injected perpendicular to the magnetic field in the linearly
polarized TE11 mode. For these measurements the waves have been launched in 0-mode
polarization at the fundamental frequency, resonant at the plasma center.

Launching of the hydrogen pellets is performed by a multi-shot pellet injector,
developed and built by Rise National Laboratory (Denmark) [1]. The pellets are formed and
accelerated in a 8-shot unit in which eight pipe guns are placed symmetrically around a liquid
helium flow cryostat. The pipe guns are loaded simultaneously and fired successively with
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hydrogen driver gas. The injector is able to fire a sequence of pellets every three minutes. The
pellets are fired from the low field side in the equatorial plane in radial direction. Pellet masses
and velocities are measured with a single integrated diagnostic unit containing a n’llCI'Owave
cavity and two optical detectors. Two Hut-monitors have been installed, one with the VieWing
direction almost along the trajectory of the pellet, the other one views the pellet from the top.
Further diagnostic information is obtained from a 19—chord FIR interferometer [2], Single POint
Thomson scattering, a 20~channel ECE—radiometer, a bolometer, and an 80-channel 5 Camera
SXR tomographic system’[3].
Experimental results

Pellets of hydrogen containing 5.1013 or 2.1019 atoms/pellet have been fired with
velocities between 800 and 1000 m/s for the smaller and (400 - 700) m/s for the larger Ptfllets
with time intervals between pellets down to 5 ms. Due to shot to shot variations in the sticka
of the pellet, the jitter in arrival time at the RTP liner is below 1 ms. The scatter in velocity is
less than 5 %, and the number of atoms in a pellet is reproducible within 10 %.
The values of the velocity, as deduced from the time of flight measurement in the injection line,
the lid—measurement, and the various soft X—ray channels are in agreement within the error
bars. From the increase in total number of electrons, as deduced from the interferometer, it
follows that up to 50 % of the pellet mass is deposited inside the plasma The increase in
density due to the driver gas can be neglected. The values for the penetration depth Lp of the
pellets, from Hu and interferometer, show that in Ohmic discharges Lp decreases from > 2a (at
new) 2 6 x 1013m'3) to = 21/2 with increasing density ( ne(O) = 3 x 1019m’3) for the smaller
pellets and LD always >2a for the larger pellets. In ECR-heated discharges in general LpiS
slightly reduced for the small pellets, large pellets have Lp > 221 or are followed by a density
disruption.

The evolution of the electron density profile following the pellet injection is studied with high
time-resolution by means of the interferometer. Typical examples are shown on Figs. 1 & 2. An
increase of the line integrated density of 3 x 1023 m‘2 s'1 can still be detected. This high upper
limit appears to be not always sufficient for pellets injected in plasmas with high density and
temperature. Only for a restricted number of shots the ablation rate could be evaluated
trustworthy. Typical values for plasmas with n6(0): (1 ~ 2) x 1019 m'3 and Tc(0) = 700 eV are in
the range (2-3) x 1022 atoms/s for Ohmic discharges and (5—7) x 10 22 atoms/s for ECR-
discharges. For pellets arriving in the plasma .5 to 10 ms after switching off the ECR-pulse, the
ablation rate still has the high value. This indicates that a suprathermal tail in the electron
velocity distribution could be of importance in the ablation process even after an ECR-pulse.
The analysis of the ECE— and SXR-data is still in progress, preliminary results are shown in
Figs. 3 & 4. The central temperature starts to collapse 50 to 100 us before the pellet has
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arrived, indicating that radial heat diffusivity may be considerably enhanced by the strong

erature gradients during pellet penetration,

temp nclusion : A reliable and accurate pellet injector has been installed at the RTP tokamak.

210:;i with the advanced diagnostics this should allow a detailed comparison of the ablation

process in Ohmic and ECR-heated discharges.
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On the Bootstrap Current Calculations Based

on Values of the Radial Electron Transport
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Abstract. A method of computation of anomalous bootstrap current is suggested

_ whiCll uses calculated or experimentally found values of the radial transport velocity.

The underlying theory is the drift kinetic equation approach of Shaing to anomalous

plasma transport in a toroidal configuration and/or the MHD approach of Klima

and Pctriilka to convection and diffusion in a plasma cylinder under the influence

of RF fields.

1 Introduction and basic equations

As we plan to use the values of the radial transport for BC estimates, we start from

the equation connecting the BC density jBC and the radial transport velocity Vr.

We will omit symbols denoting the average value over the magnetic surface. From

[1] We obtain

1‘3“ : Stan/,5, (1)
”ll

multiplicative terms 51(1') , 32(1') are computed from [1],

51 = < Z (1)2 771(7nenq)) (Z (1)2 7712 )_ ’ (2)
"L'IKUJ Nina} .

"l‘n‘u/ l 77? — 1H] I "WW I m — M] |

52:<_A¢CB, T,- fi_£@+TE+Ti£_08~idTE)X
are _ TSP; dr TE d7. TEP dr ‘ {TD d1-

_ fl_ Ti E 1% Te+Ti£ 53c ‘1 (.3) l
“’CTC TEP; (11- TE div TEP (1r " TE (17‘ ’ ' l

Bp is the poloiclal magnetic field, n” is the Spitzer resistivity, (Ilmnw denotes the l

electrOStatic fluctuating potential, 771,1! are poloidal and toroidal wavenumbers, q is ‘
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the safety factor, TE“), Pep) denote temperature and pressure of electrons and ions,
P : PC + R, d) is the electrostatic potential and

A¢=(Z®2 LNZW —>1 (4)mm‘u/ mnwl “1 — 7“] l m,n.w muwl 777. - 7H] 1

As we typically have m : mg for the fluctuating fields, 5'. is much smaller than
one while 52 is of the order of one. In contrast to what has been said about the
anomalous transport case in [2] , we see that BC can again he considered as driven by
the radial transport. Let us assume that a toroidal current carried by last electmns
driven by an externally applied radiotrequency field is present in addition to the
ohmic current. Then, similarly as in [3], we obtain for the total current J(r) inside
radius r the following equation

[J " i‘— : CL", + my” + 2m”. (5)(11‘ 71H

where C' = SIS; ,jRF is the current density Imninductively driven by RF waves and
jE is the ohmic current density. The equation (5) differs from the basic equations
in [3,4] by the multiplicative term C(r) in the first term of the right side. The
absolute value of C is - according to the text following cq.(4] - much smaller than
one and thus its presence leads to a substantial reduction of the BC-term value in
(5) in comparison with [IL/ll We see that when the anomalous transport velocity
V,. is known , only the knowledge of the relative values of (bmw is necessary for
computing the total current J(1') from (3), which is in contrast to [l], where the
value of (bmm, has to be estimated. By taking I (1' I: 1 and inserting the neoclassical
value of V, in (5), we would obtain an approximate equation for the total current
J(7~) in case of the neoclassical dillusion.

2 Computational results
Similarly as in [1], we estimate | m—nq (2 l1 | nq I: 10; the absolute value of 5'1 may
then be estimated as S] S 0.1 . In what follows, we assume 5', 2 0.05 and 52 = l
for the BC estimates based on the equation (5). We note that a possible dependence
of 51,52 on r is neglected. The values of the anomalous diffusion coellicient D5 and
of the inward velocity V], are chosen according to [BL

05m 2 130(1 + 22-2/(13),Oi3 5 DD 5 0.5, (6)

Vp(7‘) : *Vo(r/a)5",0.4 E Va 3],.51»: ‘2 ~ 3. (7)

The assumption (6) possibly exaggerates the value of DL. for 7' S 0.3a [6].
The temperature, density and jRF profiles are

7160‘) : Tune“ _ 7.2/(12)5Tl'¢ + 1113!,8‘ (8)
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11(1') : 710(1 - 7'2/(12)"‘ + ”B, (9)

jRF(r) : jéw(c057rr/2a)’”. (10)

We choose this centrally peaked profile of jm“ for the BC current estimates in this

er. However, it should be remembered that, cg, recent high density current
gage experiments in Tore Supra and JET indicate an olI-axis deposition of lower

hybrid power and hollow RF current profiles [7].
In Figsig, we present two examples of the anomalous BC- computed from eq.(5)

(solid line). For comparison, the (lashed line represents the neoclassical value of

BC computed according to [8], where we assume TL. : 7'; for simplicity. For

computations of Fig.1, we assume (L = 1171,]? = 2.5m,110 : 5 x 1019772.‘3,sn =
0.5,718 = 10‘8nz’3,very peaked temperature profile with 5T : 5,7105 : IOIt'cV,TBE :

3061423] : 2, D0 = 0.57727/3, V0 :1m/s,sy : 2.5.5,“: : 2,13” : lillA/vifiJE =

0. In Fig.2, we assume a : 0.5m, R : 1.5m, not so peaked temperature profile with
5T 5 2,735 = SkeV and V0 = Dim/s, the other parameters being the same as in

Fig.1. The high value of 37‘ = 5 may be a good approximation of central Te profile

in some discharges using lower hybrid and ICRI—I synergetic effects for reaching high
electron temperature in central regions [9].

3 Discussion and conclusion

In frame of the MHD description, the effect of an RF field on dill‘usion and convection

in a plasma Column has been studied in [10]. From the equation (4.7) for the electric
current density j; along the :—axis and from the equation (5,10) for the radial velocity
V, in [10] we obtain

Ve Emanw Act?” ’ “(ll/‘0
7]” Emma.) AC(m + nqb’fi/UD/w‘is: (11)

where Ae(r,w,m,u) is the RF power density absorbed by electrons from the 171,71,
mode. In deriving (11), terms proportional to (1/(17' have been neglected in expressions
for the time—averaged force density given by the RF field. By using equation (ll)
instead of (1) and assuming again that Vr is the anomalous transport velocity, we
would obtain essentially the same results [or the BC values from simple MI'ID
considerations based on dilIusion and convection in a plasma cylinder under the
action of forces of RF fluctuating fields [10] as from the. considerations based on the
drift kinetic equation description of the transport in a plasma torus [I]. This should
not be surprising as the first order effects of fluctuations may be separated from first
order effects resulting from toroidicity [11].

In conclusion we note that there is now clear experimental evidence for the
existence of the bootstrap current. The measured value is close to its neoclassical
value, but it is not possible to rule out some enhancement due to non»classical
(anomalous) effects [12,13]. For gaining more exact values of anomalous BC complk
ted on the basis of the transport velocities, better knowledge of the radial dependence
of the fluctuations spectrum would be useful.
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HELlUM TRANSPORT STUDIES ON DIlI—D*

D.F. FXNKENTHAL,'r D.L. Hiccis,‘ M.R. WADE} W.P. WEST,
J,T, HOGAN,i KH. BURRELL, RP. SERAYDARIAN, RJ. GROEBNER,

P. GOHIL, C.C. KLEPPER,’ and PK. MIoouszewsKIt

General Atomics, San Diego, California, USA.

INTRODUCTION
The measurement of Helium density profiles in tokamak plasmas is necessary for helium

transport studies. These studies are important in predicting the helium ash transport properties

for ITER and Will have important implications for the design. Poor helium transport in reac-
tors could lead to a buildup of fusion ash, causing fuel dilution and increased radiation that will

esult in degraded fusion power and possibly quench ignition altogether. Present estimates1 indi-

cate that He concentrations in the core must be kept below 10% in order to maintain continuous

reactor operation. Helium transport studies have begun on the Dill—D tokamak using charge ex,

change recombination (CER) spectroscopy for helium density measurements. Helium transport

behavior has been observed by injecting helium gas puffs into DIlI—D plasmas and measuring

the He density profile evolution. The profiles are used to calculate the relevant helium transport

properties. This paper covers the results obtained from puffing He gas into L—mode plasmas
of various electron densities. The results obtained in DIII—D L—mode plasmas are similar to

measurements made at TEXTOR and JT—60.

1'

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND METHOD

The measurement of He++ profiles on DHl—D is accomplished using the charge exchange
recombination (CER) spectroscopy system previously developed on DllI—D for ion temperature
and rotational Velocity measurements?‘4 Neutral deuterium atoms in the beam undergo charge

exchange with fully stripped He in the plasma, resulting in excited He+ that die-excites via

photon emission at characteristic wavelengths. The He n : 4 - 3 emission at 4686 A is chosen
because it falls in the Visible range. The intensity of this photon emission is proportional to the
density of helium present in the plasma (typically a ~1% helium concentration exists in Dill—D
plasmas due to He glow discharge cleaning between shots). The present CER system consists
of 4 spectrometers with 8 viewing chords each, which are arranged to view across two neutral
beamlines. There are 16 chords on the midplane that view the beams tangentially through the
plasma and 15 that View vertically from two windows located above and below the rnidplane.
The vertical and tangential view points are interwoven across the plasma half-width, providing
excellent spatial resolution. The system is capable of 2 ms time resolution although a signal

integration time of 10 ms is typically used for He transport studies. The absolute calibration
of the CER system has been accomplished using standard calibration lamps and supplemented
with two other techniques involving: (1) injection of the neutral beam into a gas filled torus and
(2) neutral beam injection into a pure He plasrna.‘l Electron temperature and density profiles are
measured continuously throughout the discharge every 16 ms using a multiple pulsed Thomson
scattering system. Typical profile measurements of the ion temperature T;, electron temperature
Te, and electron density me are shown in Fig 1 for an Lemode discharge on DHIvD.

DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis is accomplished by a non-linear least squares fit to the measured He GER
spectrum. The He spectra observed on DIII—D are complicated by the presence of a cold line
from edge emissions as well as a third, warm component due to CER from thermal neutrals.3

* This is a report of work sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract
No. DEACOS—BQER51114. Research at the University of California supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy under Grant No. DE-FGOB-SQEREIIS.

l University of California, Berkeley, California, U.S.A.
x Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oalr Ridge, Tennessee, U.S.A.
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to subtract out most of the interfering cold and
warm components from the beam on spectrum,
thereby leaving only the hot charge exchange
signalr The DHI’D neutral beams are aptly

Analysis of the data is greatly facilitated by mode 1‘2 c
ulating the beams on and off. The beam—oil : 74762
spectrum is used as a background measurement 1-0 j Tlme 2.265 -
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suited for this task. The beam attenuation in q
the plasmais calculated by a radiative collisional o 4 »
model using cross sections made available to us ‘
from the JET atomic physics database, and has Ion Temperature
been bench-marked to a code employing Monte: (GER)
Carlo methods. Modeling of the He transport
is performed with the Multiple Impurity Species 0'0W
Transport (MIST) code to deduce the anoma- ' ‘ -
lous diffusivity and pinch coefficients, DA and
CV respectively. ‘ -

HELlUM GAS PUFF INTO L—MODE PLASMA
Helium transport studies in L—mode were

conducted by injecting a 25 ms He gas pull'into
three double-null divertor discharges with ma-
jor radius R : 1.67 m, plasma current Ip :
16 NH, toroidal magetic field BT : 2.1 T
and 124 MW of modulated (10 ms on, 10 ms
ofl‘) deuterium neutral beams. The CER sys»
tern used a 10 ms integration time synchronized Electron Temperature
with the beam, producing a CER measurement , (Thomson)
every 20 ms (10 ms with GER signal, 10 ms of 0_0 m_t_._l_._i_._i_._._._|_i_._ifii_._,_i_
background). Figure 2 shows three L—mode he- 00 0 2 0 4 0 6 0 B 1 0
lium density profile measurements for low, in— ' I ' ‘ '
termediate and high electron densities with line-
averaged electron densities of fie ~ 3.4, 4,4, and
58 X 1019 In’3 respectively. The corresponding
electron density profile shape is ovei‘layed on the
data to show the similarity of shape. Both the
helium data and the electron density profiles are
normalized to unity at the location of the inner-
most CER chord at p : 0.32, Figure 3 plots the
time history of the measured charge exchange
signal from the plasma core for several CEH.
chords during shot 74762, also normalized to the
innermost chord. The resultant rise in He den—
sity shortly after the gas puff at 2.30 s can be
seen; the He takes about 150 ms to reach the
innermost chord at p : 0.23. Since there is no
He pumping on DIIIeD most helium transported
out of the plasma returns to the core and results
in a steady-state profile that becomes fully de—
veloped about 200 ms after the gas puff; this in-
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dicates that the global He recycling coefiicient, Fig. 1' Typical profile measurg
RHC is about unity. Similar behavior is observed ments with spline fits for: (3) ion
in the low and high density discharges, as shown temperature {mm CER; (b) elec»
in Fig. 4. Figure 5 is aplot of the heliLun density tron temperature from Thomson
profiles at 2.28, 2.36, and 260 s, normalized to scattering; (c) electron density
the innermost vertical chord at t : 2.28 s. The from Thomson scattering.
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Eu,-:F the gas puif at 2.3 s can be
the initial He density rise at the

l.i]y.r

74759
Time 2.285
fi.=3.4><1o'9m~1 A

introduction
observed by
edge.

Figure 6 features a MIST calculation for
t 74761 at time 2.44 s superimposed on the
density data and shows excellent agreement.”

The values of the transport coefficients for both
the low and the high density L—mode were found
to be DA : 1‘0 {112/5 and CV : 0.95. These
values are similar to results of DA : 1.0 mz/s
and CV : 1.50 found in TEXTOR (no He pump-
inglis’7 and values of DA : 1.0 mZ/s and CV :
1‘0—1.5 found in JT-60.“

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The CER system used on DllleD has been

successfully calibrated for helium density and
density profile measurements. The Lemode he-
lium profile measurements have the same shape

as the electron density profiles and agree with

calculations made by the MIST code. The re,
sults of these transport studies on DllleD are in
god agreement with results obtained on

TEXTOR and JT-60i These and other recent

i'esultss“7 seem to absolve present concerns
about plasma alpha ash removal problems in
ITER for mode operation. Current and fu-
ture studies on DIH—D will provide an excellent
helium transport data base by measuring and
comparing relevant transport properties in L“,
H—, and Vflemodes, including behavior in ELM-
ing (edge localized mode) HAmode discharges.
H—mode studies on DIlIeD are currently in
progress and the possibility of using ELMs to
eject helium is being investigated.5 Experiments
involving helium neutral beam fueling are
planned for the fall of 1992, The Advanced Di-
vertor Project (ADP) planned for the spring of
1993 may allow for He pumping and exhaust en-
hancement studies if proper conditioning of the
cryopumps (Argon frost coating) is done.
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OLOIDAL ASYMMETRY or IMPURITY 1N co. AND COUNTER-
? INJECTION EXPERIMENT AT JET
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D Pasirti

IET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon., UK
*AssociaZlOIUC Euratom Enea sulla Fusione, Centro di Frascati, Roma, ITALY

+Association Euratom CEA sur la Fusion, Cadaraehe, France

R Giannella, M C

Most of the electromagnetic radiation from tokamak plasmas is known to be emitted by line

”diam," from impurities. Since the early experiments it appeared on IEl that the highest

levels of the global emissivity E are. localized at the very edge of the bulk plasma in the

proximity Of [I
van in a very Wide range depending upon the plasma density and contamination (Eta) : 2‘404

[0 5.105 W/m3 as measured with a radial space resolution never better than 5 cm), E decays

it: last Closed flux surface (LCFS). Although these edge levels of radiation may

typically by a faCtor OH or larger within 15 cm from the LCFS in the bulk plasma. Polodial

asymmetries in the bolomctt‘ic radiation profiles are observed in the generality of L~modes and

ohmic discharges. Besides possible highly localized radiation clouds (as it happens in the ease

of marves), a clear m=1 up/down modulation is observed with the tomographic bolometer

diagnostic in these cases, The relative amplitude of modulation E / E is about 0.3 to 0.7. This

peripheral asymmetry of the radiation pattern is interpreted as due to poloidal variation of the

impurity distribution [refill and is seen to disappear during ELM-free H-modes when a strong

increase of the Edge plasma temperature occurs. Given the strong contrast in the levels of E

between the periphery and the central region of the plasma, it is difficult to assess the radial

extent Ar of the poloidal Symmetry in emissivity profiles (and therefore in impurity density

profiles) with bolometry alone. Using information from soft X—ray tomography we can

conclude that typically Ar 3 30 cm. In tact this diagnostic generally monitors the emissivity

ESXR of photons with energies in excess of 2 keV which is very low at the plasma periphery.

Within the experimental uncertainties. and disregarding fast small amplitude modulations

connected with the MHD activity or the large amplitude perturbations during the sawtooth

crashes, ESXR is uniform over the flux surfaces for p<(l.7 in most cases
In discharges that are not close to marfe conditions, good in/out symmetry is generally
observed for both the global and the soft X—rny emissivity. Radiation and density profiles of
injected and intrinsic impurities appear to obey the same symmetry rules.

Experimental observations with counter-injection beam heating
One notable exception has been verified during neutral beams counter—injection experiments
where Ni was injected into the plasma using the laser blow off technique. These experiments
were run on 3MA, 3 T, upper Xipoint discharges where the toroidal plasma current was
directed counter—Clockwise (looking at the tokamak from above) and the ion AB drift was
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oriented upwards; peak electron
densities and temperatures ranged
within 2 - 591019111'3 and 3 , 5 keV
respectively,

EL
LJ.

An example of the phenomena observed
is given in fig. 1 where, together with

(x1
0'9

mn
7)

other signals, the traces are plott of
the average emissivities along the lines
of sight (LOS‘S) of four different
channels of the bolometer arrays. The

t 0
"

W
m“

four LOS's are tangent to flux surfaces

1o“
Wtr

n3

_~0ve 'closetoeachothcrt)~ 0.7): each 2:: 7 . H—mode fin '0 ti D. 1;“.w
plotted signal is obtained dividing the 0:“ i A _

13 I4 is is 1?
Time [5)

measured brightness by the length of
the Chord subtended by the LCFS along

Fig.1 Soft X»ray intensity, avg. cl. dens.
and Do: together with avg. emissivity alongdifferences among the various traces are the Lines of sight of two channels of the
horiz. cameras (c) and two of the vet-t.
camera (d), during ctr-inj. beam heating. Niasymmetry. The comparison of the two is injected at 14.00 sec. Jet pulse # 24375.

the corresponding LOS, The relative

representative of the degree of poloidal

traces from the horizontal cameras
shows that the typical tip/down asymmetry is strongly reduced after the end of the ELMy phase
at the beginning of the l'l-tnode and reappears at the transition back to L-mode. The in/out
asymmetry instead, as deduced by the traces from the vertical camera, is practically absent
before the Ni injection time (1:14 sec), developing very rapidly thereafter and persisting until
the end of the H»mode (t :_ losec), while the injected metal impurity is retained within the
discharge due to the very high impurity confinement time typical of that phase in high density
discharges lref.2]. After t:l() sec. while the injected Ni and the other impurities accumulated
into the discharge during the H-modc are rapidly lost from the bulk plasma, the in/out
asymmetry also disappears
Fig. 2 shows the emissivity ESXR from the tomographic soft X-ray diagnostic for the same
pulse at five different times. It can be seen that while no appreciable in/out asymmetry is
present before the Ni injection, thereafter the soft Xeray radiation profile is systematically
higher on the large major radius side than on the other side of the magnetic axis, as already
observed for thc bolomem’c radiation profiles. From the time sequence of the profiles itt fig. 2,
as well as from the time behaviour of the electron density (fig. 1) it appears that the asymmetty
survives important rearrangements of the electron and impurity distribution profiles: an
incipient process of central impurity accumulation (prof. c fig. 2) is interrupted by two
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50"X_Iayeitll_55:’flyiv_ successive internal collapses of the impurity

m;- Magnetieaxts- fl * \ distribution profiles (fig. 1a). The practical

absence of up/down asymmetry is also :1

chzu'acteri stic of these strongly in/out—asymmetric.

profiles of ESXR observed after the injection of

nickel into discharges with countersinjected
neutral beams heating (fig.3).

When no Ni injection was performed in these

discharges the profiles of ESXR were dominated

by radiation from light impurities (C and Be) and

maintained a good degree of poloidal symmetry

(in/out and tip/down) through the entire beam
Major radius 1m)

”2 Soft XAray emissivity on the heating phase. This latest observation, and the
I .

equatorial planc 0f the JET mkflmflk fact that the strong asymmetry after the injection
(a) [214.00 sec; (b) t=14.25 sec; (0) l . . ‘, ‘ ‘ d . l
[=14.70 sec; (d) (:15'00; (e) t=15_70 oftht meta impurity persists urtng the whoe

sec. Jet pulse # 24375- l'l-mode phase, suggests that the observed

phenomenon is accounted for by a shift towards the large major radii of only those impurities

with high atomic mass (or ionic charge). Furthermore the effect appears to increase with the

beam power (or the value of [3 or with the. toroidal velocity of the plasma).

Centrifugally driven modulations

One important effect consistent with the experimental

observations is driven by centrifugal force FL- acting

on the ion populations. Balanced by the pressure

force and the parallel aniipolar electric field Em, this

force produces a selective accumulation of the

heaviest ions on the outside of the torus. In the

tm
)

absence of poloidal flows, the 0(E) in/out poloidal

He
igh

t

modulation of the impurity density iii/E] is the

same for all the collisional regimes [34]. A useful

approximation to this quantity is given by [3]

ft m v2
J:[1_Zlm_CfE_L]ogo l (b (1)

m1 T+Zeff TC T

where e is the inverse aspect ratio. v¢ is the plasma Maior radlus (m)

toroidal velocity, T and TC the ion and electron Fig. 3 Contour plot of the soft X—ray
emissivity during counterinjection
beam heating after injection of Ni

the impurity considered and Zen, men are the mean into the discharge. JET pulse If 24394.
temperatures, 21 and ml the ion charge anti mass of
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ion charge and mass of the plasma. From the above expression we see that the higher thg i0“
mass of the background plasma (for constant Zet’t‘l the more the centrifugal effect is attenuated
by the electrostatic force. For deuterium plasmas (this is the case for all the data presented
here) and impurity ions Close to full ionization fill/Z! : melT/Zcff: Zmp, where mp is [he Proton
mass. Introducing this simplification and disregarding the diference between T and T, the
expression in brackets in eq. (1) reduces to l/(l+Zerr),
In fig, 4 the relative in/out modulation of the perturbation in the soft X—ray emissivity after
injection of Ni in counter injection experiments is plotted versus the parameter X E

8 ml V42) / T. Interpreting this quantity as fif /fi1 for that impurity we see that the measured
asymmetries are consistent with values of Zen arotind 3. On the same plot data referring to co.
injection experiments are also marked. They correspond to discharges (3 MA, 3 T) run in
upper X-point configuration with plasma current and ion VB drift directed Clockwise and
upwards respectively. The amplitudes of the modulations are much smaller than in the counter
injection and in some cases even their signs are inconsistent with the prediciton ofeql

The failure of eq. (1) to represent the co-
injection data is the evidence that another
poloidzil force (eg. friction, viscosity or
forces dtte to fluctuations), different from
those considered above and comparable
in strength to Ft, is present in that case,
contrary to the neoclassical prediction of
rel’. 3. A recent work [5] analyses the
impurity density poloidal modulation in
the different collisional regimes in theFig. 4 Relative in/nut modulation of the soft ‘ . ~ _ , . , ’l .X“), emissivity perturbation afm metal plLbLIlLCOfflJblU‘dl’y[Ol'Oldtl andpolordal

iDjCC‘ion in beam heated Plasmas- ' NI} flows. Unfortunately Epm=0is assumedctr.—i.nj.; [1 Ni, c0-inj,; Q Fe, co—iuj. The _ l' . 1“ d' . ) .straight ““65 represent the prediction of in tiat paper ea mg to an overestimateof
eq.(l) for different values of Zeff in D Plasma, the ccntrifugally driven modulations.
However the expressions given there predict important modifications and even strong quench
of the asymmetries for impurity poloidal velocities several times larger than the ion diamagnetic
speed.
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SCALING OF [MPURITY TRANSPORT IN JET
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Introduction

cnuence ol“ impurity transport With 1]], B nu, T». and Padd has been,T

in JET for limiter L—mode He plasmas. Ni trace impurities were
The dU'P
investigated

injected [3 laser blow—off and their progression into the plasma was Followed
. . . . l

with good spatial and temporal resolution using two solt X—ray cameras (250

Hm BC filter). The system uses 38 viewing lines in a vertically oriented fan

and :32 in a horizontal fan allowing tomographic reconstruction of the X—ray

:misSiOW The spatial resolution (“10 cm) and the temporal resolution of the

measurements (1 ms} was sufficient to follow the movement of the impurities

between sawtooth crashes. in addition the time evolution of Ni spectroscopic

lines was measured using VUV and X—ray Spectrometers. The experimental data

have been simulated using an impurity transport code where the radial flux

was described as the sum of a diffusive and convective term, F7: —Dar+Vnw.

Both the diffusion coefficient D and the inWar‘d convection velocity V were

taken to be functions of the minor radius and were specified to best reproduce

the experimemal data, namely. the time evolution of the X—ray emissivity

profiles and of the spectroscopic line brightnesses during the quiescent phase

of the sawteeth. ‘

Measurements of impurity transport in JET using this technique have

already been reportedz'3 for OH, L—mode and l-l—mode plasmas. These experiments

were mostly limited to plasma conditions with I: 3 MA, HT: 32 T and

(ne)~3x10‘lqm_3t The results showed Clearly the existence of two distinct

transport regions in the plasma between sawtooth crashes. with a rather abrupt

transition around r/a ~ 0.4. The aim of the present experiments was to study

the dependence of Dir) and V(rl on 1F. ET, DE, Ta and Padd and possibly to

identify the parameterls) responsible for the transition. The data obtained

confirm the generality of the previous observations. In addition it was found

that the location of the transition region depends on the shape of the q

profile and that a clear correlation exists between via and the value of D in

the anomalous transport region. The plasma density itself did not appear to

have any significant effect on impurity transport.



Current scan and toroidal field scan

Experiments were performed in plasmas with 1P: 2,3,4 and 5 MA at BT=3.2 T and
at IP=2 MA with B‘I_=l.45 and 2.55 T. Ni impurities were injected during the
steady phase of the discharges heated with 4 MW of RF power. The time
evolution of the tomographically reconstructed X—ray emissivity profiles Shows
the development of an increasingly hollow X—ray emissivity distributicm
following Ni injection, This indicates a very rapid transport of impurities in
the outer plasma region up to the radius where the profiles peak and a lunch
slower transport on the inside. The position where the pl‘OfilCS peak evolves
only very slowly with time. in Figure l the Ni X—ray emissivity PFOfiles
[background emission subtracted), measured 70 ms after injection, are Compared
for different values of IP and ET. The outward displacement oi‘ the peaks When
IP is increased or when ET is reduced indicates that the central zone of
reduced transport become broader the Flatter the Li profile. The central Zone
of‘ reduced transport is present only during the quiescent phase of the
sawteeth, During a sawtooth crash the transport is greatly enhanced in the
central region up to a mixing radius roughly 30 Z larger than the inversion
radius and this leads to a rapid inflow oi‘ impurities when the impurity
distribution is hollow (see Refill].

In order to reproduce the evolution of the X~ray emissivity profiles it was
necessary to assume two regions with distinct transport characteristics: in
the central region, whose size had to match the hollowness of the experimental
data, the value of D was much smaller than in the outer region. V(r) was taken
equal to 2D-r/a2. The D profiles used in the simulations are shown in Figure
3. The central value of D is independent of" the plasma current within the
error bars (50 '72) and close to neoclassical predictions but the spatial size
of this region increases with IP and decreases with BT. In the outer region,
the value of D is ~20 times larger than in the central region at 2 and 3 MA,
and a1, 4 and 5 MA it is ~30 times larger.

Density scan and power scan

The density Scan and the power scan experiments were done with 1p: 3 MA and
BTIJZ T covering the following range of parameters: ane>zl to 4 x 1019 m4
with 4 MW of ICRH; Padd= 4 to 20 MW at various densities. The impurity
confinement time, rim, as given by the decay time oi" the central chord X—ray
signal, was found topincrease with the plasma density when comparing pulses
with similar P dd or to decrease with Pad when comparing pulses of similarA a
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“are generally. as Shown in Figure 3, the larger the total imput

ensitY‘ .

d article P /n where P =P +1” , the shorter 1." . The

owe? per Pt tot a Lot OH add imp

P . n Coefficient D for the pulses of Figure 3 are given in Figure 2. The

dirfusm
- , roi‘iles are iven in ii Lire ‘.

corresponding Ta and ”a P g g 1

The data shows that the larger Pml/nu the larger Ta and VTu, Moreover, the

, «1'1“ in the reUion [r/a>0,~l) the lErger the value of the
larger (VTL) and E/ o ’ E

'ffusion coefficient in that region. As shown by the comparison of thi: pulses

d1
#27397 which have the same values of D and V with similar T.

3374M and

as but different n; profiles, the plasma dcnsl‘ty itself doesn’t seem to

profil
hve any strong influence on the transport of impurities in the anomalous

a
. , The a arent do endsnce of t on n during the dcnsity

transport i L810“ PP P mp e s

scan with a consLant input power can be explained by thi: dllIEi‘CilCHS m the fu

profiles.

Summary and discussion

These experiments confirmed that two distinct transport regions exist in the

plasma with a rather abrupt transition between them. in the central region D

is Small, close to neoClassical predictions. and in the outer region it is 20

to 30 times largEr. Clearly anomalous The size of the central region of

reduced transport is larger the flatter the q profile as observed by either

increasing the plasma current or reducing the toroidal field in plasmas with

a constant q profile Corresponding to 3 MA and 3.3 '1', it was found that the

value of D scaled with <TP> or \VTF/ in the anomalous transport region but did

not depend on (n?) or (Vite).

In these expEriments there was a strong correlation between the location oi"

the (1:1 resonant surface and the region where V‘l'e and D suddenly changed

value. However in other experiments the central zone of reduced transport was

found to be present even when the temperature profile was strongly peaked on

axis, as during a Monster sawtooth (see Ref. 3) or even in the absence of the

q=1 surface in the plasma. This may signify that for the anomalous transport

to develop both dq/dr and VT need to be large.
6
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PARTICLE AND IMPURITY TRANSPORT IN JET
VERSUS NEOCLASSICAL THEORY

L LaurovTaroni, R Giannella

JET Joint Undertaking. Abingdon, Oxon, UK

The analysis of impurity transport in recent years has stressed the need for reliable neoclassical

prediCIiOUS against which the experimental data should be benchmarked. During long H—

modes the impurities seem to accumulate in a region close to the separalIix: this behaviour has.
been identified for metallic (Ni), but also for lighter (0, Be) impurities and has been put in

relation
identified in various cases and the values ofdiffusion and convection have been associated with

wl[h a neoclassical mechanism {1], A central zone of reduced transport has been

neoclassical ones ({2}, {3}).

The neoclassical coefficients used in the simulation programs {4}, [5] for the comparison with

the experimental results are analytical approximating expressions derived under several

restrictions: the plasma is assumed to have a circular cross section and a small inverse aspect

ratio and the impurity is present in the plasma only as a trace, i.e. the impurity strength or :

"I 221/11, ZZj<<l with I and i being the impurity and the plasma main ion indeces,

respectively. Furthermore, the expressions are valid in the asymptotic collisionality regimes,

well away from transitions.

These approximations can be too restrictive for JET plasmas and a computer package (6} has

been developed for the calculation of the full set of the general neoclassical transport

coefficients for main ions, electrons and up to two impurities according to the neoclassical

theory summarized in {7}.In general, the neoclassical transport coefficients Lijb, linearly

relating the fluxes to the thermodynamical forces (gradients), can be factorized in each

collisionality regime into the product of two distinct terms: one depending only on the

geometry (flux surface averages of quantities equilibrium—dependent) and one depending on the

driving physical mechanism.

It is customary to decompose the particle flux across a surface labelled by the generic radial

coordinate \t! into a diffusive (diagonal) and convective (non diagonal part):

D‘Vafif‘i’=_
a a“!

a +navgl. This implies that the choice of the arbitrary radial coordinate

represented by \y needs to be consistent: if the gradients are evaluated with respect to the outer

minor radius, this same coordinate has to be used for the calculation of the transport

coefficients.
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GEOMETRY
The well known 2oz dependence of the Pfirsch-Schliitcr transport coefficients results from lhe
geometrical factor in the collisional regime in the limit of circular concentric flux Surfaces and
small inverse aspect ratio:

2

47t2q l 1‘ ’1 oC 2— <—~>7—B“—)2“
PS <R’2>\/’ i B1 <BZ>J 0 q

V' = g, where V the plasma volume enclosed by the surface w, Bo is the reference magnetic

toroidal field and <.> indicates the average over the flux surface. For JET plasmas and in
panicular for the highly elongated X-point discharges Gps needs to be evaluated properly; the
volume increases faster than quadratically with the minor radius, particularly towards the
plasma periphery where the Pl‘irsch—Sehultitcr contribution to the flux dominates, and the
averages <R‘2>, <B'3> and <B3> computed numerically differ from their circular limit, m
fig. 1 one can see that the departure from the circular cross section is not negligible even in the
central zone of the plasma, where the dominant contribution to the flux is from the Banana.
Plateau contribution. The BF geometrical factor

’1

4t 3<<fiovi3)3> 7
‘fl‘, fiBOMRO2< R ‘ > V < B“ >—

Car =[

is lower for elongated plasmas titan the value of 3/2, its limit for circular concentric flux
surfaces.

TRANSPORT IN THE PLASMA CORE
Electrons. Deep fuelled NB discharges have been analyzed: in fact, when a LIDAR electron
density profile is available between sawteeth, it presents the characteristic peaked shape already
reported in {2}, for pellet fuelled and sawtooth free ohmic cases, with strong gradient for
p303, p being the outer normalized minor radius. This feature builds up quickly and persists
for along time indicating a low diffusivity: for pulse #20981 the central peaking shown in
fig.2 (;7()()ms after a sawtooth crash) appears to have been determined entirely by the beam
electron source and has effectively been simulated by means of a diffusion coefficient Dc =
0.006n12/s in the internal zone: this value is compatible with the neoclassical diffusion profile.
Helium. The neoclassical diffusion and convection profiles for helium injected into a
deuterium plasma has been calculated for the JET shot #23457 {8}. Both D and He are in the
bananan regime. Fig. 3 shows the He diffusion profile for p < 0.5 (curve :1) together with the
diffusivity from the analytical formula quoted in {4] for this regime (curve b). The typical
8’3/2 divergence for p <0.05 is of course removed because D and He transit to the plateau
regime. The third curve represents the He diffusivity if carbon with a radially uniform density
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{1 with a radially uniform density profile, is added, iti order to reproduce the experimental
pro 1 C

Zea
So, i! is P°5 . . . . .

#0 1m2/S in the region p_<_.3. The resolution of the experimental He profiles is poor so that
DHc '._ s‘aae it is not possible to exclude the existence of a narrow central neoclassical zone.

0

sible to say that neoclassical effects can account up to an averaged value of

at this .. . . . . . . . . . .
I purities Simulations of intrmSlC (e.g. C, Ni) and injected (e.g. Ni, Fe) impurities requirem .

one of reduced transport in the central region, for both L- and vode discharges (see, for
a 2
Ni. 1
its cumulative ef

n by a factor 0152, leading for the case of H-mode to a DN130.03mZ/s.

3]) The departure from the circular cross section affects all collisionality regime so that

feet results iti lower values in the centre titan given by the cylindrical

approximatio
This is a low value, still, given all the uncertainties, neoclassical mechanism of transport in the

cenUC cannot be dismissed.

TRANSPORT CLOSE TO THE PLASMA EDGE

The accumulation of impurities at the plasma edge, observed during high density I-I-mode

discharges is a convectionedomitittted phenomenon in a narrow layer Ax:3cm just inside the

separatrix [1}. The strong effects of the elongation damping the C13 factor (see fig. 1) lead to

neoclassical predictions for D and v which are \teiy small indeed (DNi <0.01mg/s)i

However, Stringer {9) shows that the inclusion of electrostatic fluctuations alter the picture:

automatic ambipolarity is broken arid a strong radial electric field arises which must be retained

explicitly in the general equations that leads to a neoclassical charge dependent convection for

NC
I‘ D]

. e . . .
iheimpurities VI 2 TI E , iti order to balance the non-ambipolar part of the fluctuation

1

driven particle flux.

As iii JET periphery highly localised radial electric fields of 40—100 kV/m have been inferred

from measurements of poloidal and toroidal rotation velocities [10}, they could account iii the

case of e.g. NiX for an edge temperature Ti:5()(leV, [or a convection velocity of the order of

VNi XIX :10m/s,

This value of convection makes a "neoclassical" mechanism of edge impurity accumulation

plausible, also keeping in mind that the settle length of this phenomenon is of the order of the

ion poloidal Larmor radius and strictly speaking the neoclassical theory breaks down.
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COMPONENTS OF‘ Prad AND Zeff DERIVED FROM
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INTRODUCTION We describe techniques to derive Prad components, and impurity

concentrations from soft x—ray spectroscopic data. This has particular importance

for the JET preliminary tritium experiment (PTE) /l/, when the close-coupledVUV

and XUV grating spectrometers were inoperable due to high background radiation.

A new diagnostic at JET, the Bragg rotor spectrometer, gives near-complete

coverage of the soft x—ray spectrum between about 0.1 nm and 10 nm. This region

contains K—. 1;, or M—shell line radiation from highly ionised plasma impurities

for which Z a 4 (Be), and offers the potential to measure all impurity

concentrations, and to derive Zcrr either from the sum 01" the components derived

5 emission or directly from the continuum level. The extension to longer
from lin

wavelengths is particularly useful at JET, where radiated power and Zef'f are

usually dominated by light impurities such as He and C, whose He and He—like

transitions lie between about 25 nm and 10 nm.

Advantages of the soft x—ray region are that the spectrum is relatively

uncrowded. and that all likely impurities have strong transitions for which the

atomic physics is relatively well known. However, a major problem is the

interpretation of central—chord line intensites in terms of local impurity

concentrations, particularly for the low—Z ions.

INSTRUMENTATION. The three main design criteria of the Bragg rotor

spectrometer /2/ were: (a) full coverage of the soft x—ray spectrum, to monitor a

range of ionisation stages of any possible impurity, (b) high monochromatic

sensitivity to monitor trace impurities and give good time resolution for the

study of transient events such as impurity injection, and (c) the best possible

time resolution for representative lines of the few main impurities, with good

sensitivity and stable calibration, for routine analysis of radiated power

components. This feature, intended to give a standardised set of data for all

discharges, was thought to be especially important
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In order to achieve these somewhat conflicting aims the aperture was divided
into two independent sections. Aims (a) and (b) are fulfilled by scanning Six
diffractors sequentially on a hexagonal rotor and aim (c) is met by a Side-by—
side array of small diffractors or parallel—channel monitor.

The optical configuration (low divergence x-ray collimator and rotating flat
diffractorl allows coverage of a broad spectral range with good sensitivity eVen
when using a low fenumber beamline. This made it possible to install the
instrument outside the JET torus hall, sharing the radiation-shielded
tritium—compatible beamline oi‘ the Active Phase Double Crystal Monochromatop /3/_
Both instruments were operated throughout the JET PTE and gave useful data On the
intrinsic impurities /4/ (Be, C, 0, Al, Cl and Ni) as well as monitoring for
unexpected occurrences of any other impurity (Ne, F, P. S, Ar, Cu and Zn havepreviously been observed).

RESULTS. The JET Active Phase Double Crystal Monochromator was fitted with
TlAP crystals and scanned between 1,15 nm and 1.65 nm to monitor H-like lines of
Oxygen and Ne—like lines from metals such as Ni and Zn. The Bragg rotor spectra-
meter, fitted with a selection of crystals and multilayer mirrors, gave full
coverage from 0.2 nm to 11 nm and yvas used mainly to monitor Be, C and CI. The
parallel—channel monitor was not built at this time and so the time resolutiou
was limited to ~15 by the hexagonal rotor. A full survey spectrum from this
instrument is showu in fig. 1. The data from the Bragg rotor spectrometer Shows
similar time evolution for the same lines (Be Lyoc and C lycxl as from the VUV/XUV
grating spectrometers, and has been analysed by similar techniques /S/.

In principle it is possible to derive Prad components and impurity
concentrations using a transport code together with an instrument absolute
calibration, but for low—Z ions the uncertainties are too great at present to
yield results which are consistent with independent Fred and Zerr measurements.
Errors arise from uncertainties in the parameters of the outer region of the
plasma, where low—Z impurities mostly radiate, from the atomic physics and from
the instrument absolute calibration. instead We take the intermediate step of
deducing the radiated power components for each impurity, for use as transport
codc inputs.

Radiated Power. Prad components are derived by fitting a set of coefficients
kz to the individual line intensities Iz, such that the sum 22 kz.Iz = Prad: the
total radiated power as measured by bolometry. This technique requires that the
time evolutions of the impurity line intensities are sufficiently different from
each other to identify their signatures on the bolometry, a condition which can
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be met by analysing a large enough number of pulses. Figure 2 shows the
Ysua“ . . . . . . ,

u of such a fit for the main radiating impurities Be, C, and C1, in a D—f
5result

discharge-
0 a factor two discrepancy in the beam—heated phase. There is no data

The agreement in the Ohmic phase of the discharge is good, but there

is LlPt
for C at 12 s, and the resulting interpolation has overestimated the

point

radiated P0
Impurit

use of the PM

wer at that time.

y Concentrations. The main feature of this part of the analysis is

d components derived by the above technique as inputs to the SANCO

t’me dependent impurity transport code, which uses measured Ta and De profiles,
1 _

and transport coefficients obtained from experiments at JET /6,7/. This gives

derived concentrations which are about a factor two higher than needed for

consistency With the visible bremsstrahiung value Zcff—vb, which is considered to

be good agreement in view of the uncertainties inherent in modelling central

chord data. These interim concentrations are then normalised to Zefr—vb at a time

of 6 5_ thus only relying on the code to model the relative impurity abundances.

The results (fig. 3) are consistent with Zerr up to about 12 s, but do not Show

the sharp inerease at 13 s as recorded by charge exchange spectroscopy. This is

partly due to the scanning time resolution of the Bragg spectrometer data, but

may also be due to the problems of modelling the light impurity radiation in the

H—mode, where the edge profile effects are most severe.

CONCLUSION. The Bragg spectrometers at JET are able to monitor all the major

intrinsic impurities, and offer a viable alternative to grating instruments,

particularly in D-T experiments where a shielded low f—number beamline is

desirable. At the present level of analysis, the derived components of Fred and

2m are useful only in the Ohmic phase, and are thus complementary to charge-

exchange spectroscopy. In future the improved time resolution (~20 ms) of the

completed Bragg rotor spectrometer is expected to increase its usefulness as a

survey monitor and allow a deeper analysis of the impurity time behaviour.

/1/ The JET Team, Nuclear Fusion, 32 n02, Feb 1992, p187.
/2/ R Barnsley, K D Evans, N J Peacock and N C Hawkes,

Rev Sci Instrum, 57(8) (1986) 2159—2161.
/3/ R Barnsley, U Schumacher, E Kallne, H W Morsi and G Rupprecht,

Rev Sci Instrum, 62(4) April 1991, 889-898.
/4/ R Barnsley, J Brzozowski, I H Coffey, K D Lawson, A Patel, T K Patel,

N J Peacock, U Schumacher. APS 9th Top. conf. High temp. plas. diag,

Santa Fe, March 1992. Proc. to be publ. in Rev Sci instrum, 1992.

/5/ K D Lawson et al, Proc. 17th EPS Conf. Controlled Fusion and Plasma

Physics, Amsterdam, III p141378, 1990.
/6/ D Pasini et al, Proc. 18th EPS Conf. Contr. Fus. and Plas. Physics, Berlin, I

fl/ R Giannella et al, JET—P(91l33
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The effective ion charge Zcff is an important measure of the

plasma purity in tokamak discharges. 1n the Frascati Tokamak

Upgrade (FTU) diametral average values of Zfiff obtained from visible

brcmssttahlung and from the Spitzer plasma resistivity for ohmically

heated discharges are generally in good agreement. Here we discuss

the two types of measuretnents and relate the behavior of Zefl‘ to the

behavior of impurities in the plasma. FTU is a medium~size tplasma

major and minor radii 0.93 and 0.30 m. respectively), high toroidal

magnetic field (up to 8 T on axis) tokamak with a peak plasma

current of 1.6 MA and a plasma duration of up to 1.6 s. The major
object of study is high—density plasmas (above 105' m'f‘) with high

treat loads on the limiters.

Bremsstrahlung in F'l‘U is measured with a horizontally

viewing fan array of 12 detectors and a vertical array of 4 detectors

at 540 nm. The observed intensity profiles are usually much higher
than pure bremsstrahlung in the outer 10 cm or so of the plasma. In
the steady-state phase of well-centered, MARFErl'rcc discharges.
these excess levels are close to the calculated levels of the
quasicontinuum emission from hydrogen molecules incident at the
discharge edge.i Thus, as a first approximation the observed data
are corrected by subtracting a fixed fraction of coincident 1+a1pha
signals. This makes it possible to obtain correct diametral average
values of Zeff in the conventional manner (assuming a flat Zcft‘
profile and a fixed Gaunt factor) and to establish the level of
contamination in the array signals in order to obtain bremsstrahlung
emissivity profiles (at least within minor radii of $0.15 m) from
which a radial profile of Zeff can be derived. The variation in the
diametral average Zcff with the plasma electron density in a single
shot is qualitatively similar to the dependence of Zeff on the line
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average electron density in the steady—state phase of sequenccS of
shots (Fig. 1). This kind of variation in [eff with ne Over SCqUCnCes
of discharges has been reported previously for many machines,2 but
the analogous variation within single shots suggests that similar
impurity mechanisms are operating at equivalent electron densities
in the time frame of individual discharges in FTU. (At the lOWest
densities. the assumptions used in the calculation must be checked
carefully. For example, the relative contribution of emission from
the edge should be greater then and the radial profiles of variou5
parameters may not be well established.) Zeff in the steady-state
phase of FTU discharges has been decreasing as contaminating
materials have been removed from the vessel and the machine has
become conditioned over the last year and a half. Presently Zeffslj
in dense hydrogen plasmas (ne_>_i‘X1(h-‘C m’7‘) and <2.1 in dense
helium plasmas (ne>2x103[‘ m’3).

Zeff has also been derived from neoclassical theory. including
the bootstrap current (<10% of 1p), and from a simple Spitzer
resistivity model over a wide range of steady-state discharge
conditions.3 This derivation of Zeff assumes a flat Zcff profile and is
based on the measured plasma current and loop voltage together
with (as for the bremsstrahlung measurements) the electron
temperature profiles from the electron cyclotron emission diagnostic
and the electron density profiles from the DCN interferometer.
Figure 2 shows the 7‘eff calculated using the Spitzer and neoclassical
resistivities as functions of that calculated from the central
brenisstrahlung intensity. The neoclassical values are almost always
below the 23“" from brenisstrahlung. Given the errors in the derived
values of Zeff (estimated at up to 35% for the brcmsstrahlung value)
the agreement of the bremsstrahlung value with the Spitzer value is
qualitatively satisfactory.

Understanding the variation of Zeff with time and density in
FTU plasmas involves questions of plasma initiation and fuelling, as
well as transport. Although this topic requires detailed investigation
beyond the scope of this paper, here we briefly examine the
relationships between Zen“ and the impurities observed by visible4
and UV spectroscopy. i

The main light impurity now observed in PTU is oxygen, while
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, ,I and chromium are the major heavy impurities. Oxygen is
[“6”d from the walls while the metallic impurities are produced
disiuttering from (mostly) the limiter. At the start of operations it
13,)q necessary to Overcome the radiation barrier owing to oxygen
(““ld-lich occurs within the first 20 ms of the discharge), after which
standard [.15 s pulses could be produced. Figure 3 shows the time

eVolution of the intensities of the 0 VI 103.2 nm, 0 V 63.0 nm, 0 IV

55,4 nm. and Ni XVII 24.7 nm litres together the electron density for
a typical discharge. In general, the influx of metallic impurities into
a discharge decreases as the electron density rises and, depending on
the plasma current, almost disappears at the maximum density
attained in ohmic discharges. Measurements of the visible 425.4 nm
and metastable 528.0 nm term lines of Cr 1, together with the H
alpha and beta lines, show that the ratio of the fluxes of chromium

and hydrogen at the limiter is *l‘fa at low “e and falls by more than
a factor of 3 for ne>1x1020 m'3. Systematic changes in the impurity
int‘luxes over the early operating period of FTU have been mirrored
in a gradual decline of Zeff.

The behavior of the metallic impurities in these ohmically
heated discharges is a peculiarity of high field machines such as FTU
or Alcator C and is of interest from the standpoint of plasmaiwall
interactions. The nominal heat load to the limiter in FTU (>10‘l
W/mi) should be enough to melt the metal and produce a strong
influx of metallic impurities. The presenceot‘ a "virtual limiter"5
may explain the observed low levels of metallic impurities in the
plasmas. although this requires further study. In contrast, light
impurities are almost absent at low electron densities but
predominate at high densities (nC>lOZO I‘ll—3); however, at present
they do not affect Zeff, which is close to 1.
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/4/ I. Condrea, R. Bartirorno et al., paper in these proceedings
/5/ A. Sestero, Nucl. Fusion 17, 115 (1977)
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DIES 0F IMPURITY CONFINEMENT INJECTED BY LASER BLOW-

OFF IN THE TJ-I TOKAMAKsTU

J. Vega. F. Aragon, C. Burgos, L. Pacios and C. Pardo. Asociacio’n

EURATOM/CIEMAT. E-28040 Madrid. Spain
we

1. Introduction. This paper reports studies of particle confinement injected by laser

blow/>0“ in the TJ—I tokamak. Injection by laser bloweoff of a non—recycling impurity is

the most direct and powerful method to measure the particle confinement time in magnetic

fusion devices. This technique allowed to obtain an empirical scaling law of particle

Confinement time in tokamaks (1). We studied, in a former work (2), the impurity

confinement behaviour with plasma density and toroidal field, but our data did not fit in the

former scaling law. what deserves a more complete study. We address in the present

work, to extend these studies to different plasma regimes and using a more complete set of

diagnostics to document them. The aims of this work are threefold: to study the

dependence of particle confinement with plasma current, explore the influence of a

polarized limiter on the penetration and confinement of injected impurities at low plasma

currents and to assess the performances of a new detector (3) to support impurity injection

experiments.

2. Experimental. Nonerecycling impurities are injected into the TH ohmically heated

tokamak (R = 30 €111.11: 9.5 cm, 1p .<_ 60 kA and ET 3 1.5 T), by using the laser blow—off

technique described in more detailed in Ref. (2). For this purpose iron deposited on a

pyrex plate as a thin film, of thickness 1 ttm, has been ablated by focusing a Q-switched

ruby laser delivering 2 J in 30 nsec, at the plateau of the TH ohmically heated discharge.

A vacuum manipulator permits a fine orientation of the plate within an auxiliary chamber

evacuated at a pressure of 10’7 torr. The target plate can be moved from the outside so

many injections can be made without breaking the vacuum.

The arrival of the generated impurity beam at the plasma edge is monitored by optical

means, collecting at 909 the light emitted by the particles when interacting with the edge

plasma electrons. This light can be guided, for high-resolution spectral studies, to a near-

UV and visible monochromator, which has an intensified multichannel detector attached to

its focal plane. The evolution of the impurity transient in the plasma core is monitored by a
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pyroelectric detector, sensitive to the entire spectrum of plasma radiation, and by this newdetector based on the fluorescence of a phosphor. We have realized, in a previous Work(2), that the decay time of the perturbation measured in the pyroclectrie signature is the
same as that deduced from the titne evolution of highly ionized ions tracked by a VUV
grazingincidence monochromator.

One of the aims of this work is to assess the performances of this recently developed VUV
filter spectrometer (3), to support impurity injection experiments in a tokamak plasma, This
system can either follow the radiation intensity signature, lying within a selected Spectral
range and chord-averaged along a central vertical diameter, or provide radiation spatial scanevery 0.5 msec. Depending on the type of interposed filter, between the plasma and thesodium salycilate phosphor used to detect VUV photons, the system is sensitive toradiation coming from high or low-Z ions. The resonant lities of the former ions tend toemit higher energy photons than the latter ones. in addition, an array of ten x~ray detectorswith a filter (4), passing radiation with energy higher than 1 keV, is ttsed to follow with
space—time resolution the penetration and decay of the injected impurity pulse into the
plasma. Therefore. a complete set of radiation diagnostics covering the visible, VUV andx~ray ranges are available for these studies.

3. Results. The impurity confinement time is being studied as a function of plasma
current, in order to separate the influence of toroidal field, plasma current and safety factorin the particle confinement time. The final aim is to cover the range between 20 and 45 kA.We show, in Fig. 1, first results obtained at a low plasma current (=20 kA). In Fig. 1 (a),
we show typical signatures of a few relevant monitors in a discharge in which iron was
injected around 4 msec after the discharge started-up. The inverted trace, which
corresponds to a visible photodiodc seing the plasma edge at the injection port, is sensitive
to the laser light pulse ~nttrrow feature- and afterwards to the interaction between the
injected atomic pulse and the edge plasma electrons which produce some observable
emission. The impurity transient in the main plasma is seen by two other traces, thephosphor detector and the pyrolecttic, as an enhancement in the radiation. The first detector
shows a fluctuating signature, which is not dtte to noisy detection btit rather well reflects
actual plasma fluctuations. The radiation impinging onto the sodium salycilate (ss) detector
was selected, in this particular case, by a VUV filter passing the radiation lying between100 - 800 A. Both detectors are collecting radiation along central chords at two differenttoroidal pOsitions.
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Fig. 1‘ (a) Signatures of plasma current (11;). sodium salycilate detector (SS). pyroelcctric

detector (PYRO) and photodiode edge monitor in a low current discharge (2 20 kA),

where iron was injected by laser ablation; (b) Analysis of the decay itime of the radiation

transient to deduced the confinement time (”Cp = 1.17 (SS). 1.05 (PYRO) msee).

In Fig. 1 (b), the analysis of the perturbation decay time measured in the SS and

pymelectric detectors is shown, given decay times of 1.2 and 1.1 msce, respectively;

which agree reasonable well within experimental errors. The signals used in the analysis

were obtained by subtracting the background contribution. At a plasma current of 38 kA

the decay time was 0.7 - 08 msec. for a similar density discharge The corresponding

values ofq at the edge for these two discharges (BT : l T) are 7.5 and 3.9. At present we

do not know whether the q or the current is the dominant parameter.

In Fig. 2 (a) the perturbation signature seen by several channels of the x-ray detectors in a

typical impurity injection experiment is shown for three different plasma Chords. their radii

are given in this figure. The decay time of the transient measured on the x—ray signals is

similru~ to that provided by the pyroclecic and sodium salycilate detector, Chordvintegrated

profile evolution of this perturbation detected by the same diagnostic is depicted in Fig. 2

(b). for three times after the injection took place. The. background signal was subtracted in

the transient profiles presented in this former figure, As can be seen impurity penetration

occurs in around 30 ttsec. A feature which must be noted, not shown in this figure, is that

the perturbed profile, the one resulting after subtracting background, peaks at different

position that the unperturbed one. This might indicate that plasma potential and pressure do

not have the maximum at the same position, A more quantitative analysis of these

preliminary results, using a transport code, will be presented.
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Fig. 2. Results of impurity injection seen by the x»ray array: (a) lime evolution of traces at
different plasma chords; (b) Chordiintegrated emission profiles showing the impumy
penetration into the plasma. The latter were obtained subtracting the background radiation
profile. The outer edge, corresponding to positive radii, exhibit a stronger perturbation
since the impurities are injected from the low field side.

The possibility of producing an H-like-mode regime (5) by the appropriate polarization of
an inserted electrode, is being also studied in the TJ-I tokamak. In this work we address
the question of the influence of a polarized electrode on the confinement of impurities
injected by laser ablation in this tokamak. Since this transient method is sensitive to the
ptuticle central confinement, this method is potentially more powerful to elucidate if there is
an itnprovement of confinement at any radius or only at the plasma periphery. To this aim
an electrode inserted 3 cm into the plasma is polarized (i 1 kV) few milliseconds before the
laser injection take place and the signature of the impurity transient will be compared for
discharges with and without electrode polarization. Preliminary experiments have been
performed and the results are being analyzed.
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Toroiclal diffusion of injected impurities in the NIT—1M tokamalt
SZOletnilL G.\r'eres, J.5.Bal<115'. GBiirger. P.N.lg11r‘11:z.

B.I{ardon. S.Ktil\'in, G,l\'111515 and JSzigeti
KFKI Research Institut for Particle and Nuclear Pl131‘5ie5

HelBZS.‘ POBUX =10. Biirlape5t. Hungary

1111 oduction, Injecting small amounts of impurities into toltainalt 111115111115 for dierim
agnostic 1.1111111: ts is a common teclmique on most presentvtl \' toltamalts. In these
experiments Illalnl)’ the radial transport (11 the injectetl partieles‘ 1.5 1,11151"1'\'1:\d. after the
matcfial has been dispersed along the tor1,)idal direction On the M13131 tuliatllftli
(Rz-lO CF11. 11:12.5 em) aluminium has been i11j1:11,'t,e1,L using the blow 11ll't1'1rl111111ue.
i11111d1‘r to investigate the toroidal motion and i1,111i;:z1ti111111l'lthe inim'ti-d i1111fl1111‘1t11‘s
Repently similar experiments have been proposed/U to 1121i11 111l1,11111;11.iou 1111 m1 iou5
plasma i'iaramt‘ters by 11l'1511r1'ine; the toroidal 1,li:~tril111ti1111 oi .51v1l,151,'1,1111~11t 1'l1111e1' Mates
of the i11_ie1'ted atoms.

ineriments. All experiments were 111.711‘i-11rn1etl 1111 the \lT lKl 111l<1111121lt with h)»
drugt‘n gas lilling‘ toroidal nuignetit‘ tieltl 13-171 T. 1111151111: vurrent [I‘tlT l\':\, limiter
radiu. :tll 111111. qhm :4 Gandlinea\‘1:‘1'11getl1,‘le1,'tron density 2:1 MUM/1' it, Tlit‘1,‘l1,~1'tr1:111
(linugei'ature obtained from the Spitzer resistivity furri'iula is lit} 1‘\‘. The :1111ount 111"
injected material was kept so low that no perturbatiml could be observed (111 the
global plasma parametei5~ teg .loop \11ltaoe el1‘1t1on1l1115'it} 1111111 l‘htliutltlti ...1-t.1:)
The l) low iofl beam was injected {11,1111 thel,11)t tom SitiL‘ of the 1111115 1" ith ,1 1111 bezun
diameter. lhe beam penetrated into the plasma up to about 2 1‘111 minor radius the
highest amount of ion was deposited at r 2 firm.

The liv'ht of the A11 atoms A‘11+ and Al2+ ions around ll 1e Pilitl' of i11j1,1,tio11 1111.5
dete1 Led [11 two visible monochio111ators/2/. Ratil ation ol the\»\l + ..—\l‘+ 11nd 11i0l:11r
ioni7aLion state ions \1115 observed b} two \ L\ 751)“ \ r1131‘a111e1215/3/ in three
series ot experiments: at the place of injection toroidally (1'0 and 180 1,l1,'1_1;rees apart.

Using different absorber filters. different e111_" 'y 5'11115iti1‘it)’ rangm 1-1111 I111 5‘1'l1‘1'tetl
for the cameras from 5 e\' up to 1 lte\’. As 1'lifl'1:1'ent ions radiate 111 1lill'er1-‘111 11111111111
energies. the ca111e1'as can he made sensitive to 1'1‘1'tain ionization >lLtlt'S. in the 11151:
of aluminium, using; 5171/): CaF-g crystal filter. the Cameras detect the line radiation
of AlH/‘Zfl This ion could be seen only in a few c111 t'liSlit‘t" in toroidal diret'tioit
around the place ofi11jecti0n/2/. Using 0 1111') Carbon foil filter the 1';'11111,'1‘L1sar1‘ most
sensitive to the radiation in the $177300 e\7 ran" _~\l1,tini11iu111 ions <t;11*tinU‘t1'11111 3113’:
up to Al7+ all have intensive lines around 100 1 thus them 1.9 no \\.,1_\'111 distinuuisli
between the line radiation mirrinating trom the different ionization statts/Q/ This
phenomenon 15 clearly shown b1 F117 1. where the light. of the 111:11ttral Al atoms in
the ti1~off beam is plotted to uether with the sum of the 1111111111 5111111115. The fast
increase in the camera signal at the beginninn t,01'1PS])OlldS to a hm ioni/ation 5t21te
(possibh 1413+), while the slow CleUfl" indicates that the radiation ot hiUher ionization
states is also measured. This etlert complit: ates the inteipietation of the 1151,1lts but
on the other hand can be useful if one is interesttd 1n the motion of the injet ted Al
ions regardless of their charge 5tate
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of the .3944 A neutral aluminirun line radiation
signal and the sum of all ('2 x ltil t'amera signals {energy rang 70 BOUCYJ.
The camera was lor'ated (30° Loroidallv from the plat: of initttioii. Both
curves are normalized in amplitude, Tilt‘ runes refers to the time after
the blow on" laser pulse.

Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of selertisd eamera signals measured with rarbou

filter at dill‘ercnt toroidal positions relative to the plum.- at inlet-tron. As ll. can be seen

the. time evolution depends much on this radial po:~ition ol' the llu‘fifilll’ll'lg “hard in a
given toroidal rross section. ‘_\‘lorover. the picture also Chunn if one moves from one

crossiscrtion to another. On Fig, 2/ri.b. lot)“ from the injection] the radiation first

appears at the. central and lower part, while on Fri]. Sl/rgrl. 1180" from the injection)

it appears first in the central and upper part. A cliararteristii; delay. relative to the

Al radiation Signal can also be olgrserved. which has been discussed \'lse\\.‘l1::1'e/'2/.

To further analyst: the radiation distributit'm data obtained with the two cameras‘ a

new method of tomography has been developed which can be used both for radiation

distributions with localized pealts and for smooth tokamalt equilibrimn distributions.

The tomographic reconstruction of the measurements presented on Fig. '2. is shown

on Fig. 3, Near to the injection (Fig. 5/n..) most of the radiation is localized to a

spot at the bottom side of the toli'duiFLl-i. while 180” apart the highest radiation levels

can be observed on the upper part (possibly two peaks are present] This structure

can be observed only for a short time after the injection.

From the above results, the following picture can be outlined of the toroidal (lif—

fusion of injected aluminium. From the beam AVr ions are deposited in the plasma.

During the first 2 lUDizs they become ionized to Ali”. but as their average toroidal

Velocity is small/'2], they become ionized to AlH within a few rentimPtE-EI‘S. Al IV
is the ion which spreads around the Loltamal; and can be observed at all toroidal
cross Sections. About 1.30p5 after the injei‘tion Al ions can he observed in the whole

tokamak. The first packet of ions which arrive at a Ci’()$S*st'ij[iU|’i can be seen at well

defined places, they possibly travel along; field lines. Later the ions become ionized

to higher levels and spread around in all rrossisections.

Computer simulation. To have a clearer theoretical picture nboul the mechanism
of the toroidal dispersal of the injected aluminium, a two dimensional (toroidal and

radial) Monte Carlo computer simulation has been developed. The code takes into
account the following physical processes:
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. ionization of the injected impurities due to the collisions with the electrons of the
background plasma (recombination neglected),

. heating of impurities due to the collisions with the ions and electrons of the bacltv
ground plasma.
For the description of the toroidal motion of the impurities. first the model pro—

posed in /5/ was applied, but the agreement with the experimental data was not
satisfactory. III the final version the square of the momentum of impurity particles
ajong the field lines has been calculated, taking into account Coulomb collisions with
mostly small deflection angles and averaged for the Maxwellian velocity distribution
of the background particles:

2 - 2
<%> = gig—“rm n'Erflo), a : in/iti‘/‘2T‘ .

Z is the charge state of an impurity ion and v is its velocity, 11' is the number density
of the background particles, T‘ is their temperature, 771' is their mass and lnA is the
Coulomb logarithm,

The result of the simulation is compared with the experimantal data on Figaafilb.
The experimental distributions of the line radiation intensity of Al“L and Al” were
measured with a visible monoclirornator at 80 mm radial position /‘2/. The simulated
curves correspond to the same radial position. In both cases the data are integrated
for the duration of the blow off pulse,

me (3) AL H m (h) I AL Ill
simulated /\”T - , , measured A.:05] you I \

r; a r ‘.
hum >_ou X

304 30¢a; In.. .3i: cH92 ._.o.a \simulated \
-—- measured ,

fl,D-—r—f—I—|'_V-‘1 " 00 Vfi(ufi—V—V—Y—fivfi—Vfifi4 --a -2 —| u l 2 :i 4 —4 —a —2 —l o | 2 a 4
Toroidal position (cm) Toroidal position (cm)

Fig, 4‘ ToroidaJ distribution of aluminium ions around the place of injec-
tion: a/ for Al+ and b/ for Al”. The data are integrated for the duration
of the [alert/>017 pulse and taken from the radial position of 80 mm.

Experimental field line tracinV. It has been shown above, that the injected Al ions
travel in well defined directions. The place where their path intersects a toroidal
cross-section could be localized with the VUV—sof‘teXeray cameras up to lrn distance
from the place of injection. As the parameters of the MT—lM core plasma are in
the order of the edge plasma of a big tokamalc, it seems possible to inject and follow
impurities in the edge plasma of such devices, and thus gain direct information on
the magnetic field topology,
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Introduction

Long, pulse Operation was performed on JET to investigate the
properties of plasmas in full steady state, once complete penetration of
the plasma current has been achieved. Emphasis has been put on the plasma
wall interaction and the recycling characteristics of the limiter materials
when under high energy loading. This information is relevant for the steady

or quasi steady state operation foreseen for ITER.

Operation scenario

Limiter Deuterium plasmas with current flat top of duration one minute
have been obtained in JET at 2 MA, 1.9 T, with volume average electron

densities in the order of <ne> '— 2 10 m_ and central electron

temperatures up to S c. ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRi—ll was used
in order to raise the electron PulseNo:24eflS
temperature and reduce the plasma *’ '
resistivity, allowing a more
efficient exploitation of the

primary ohmic flux. lCRH was
applied in the H minority heating
scheme at 28 MHZ during the whole >
discharge with power up to 5 MW in
three successive 20 sec pulses,
using 2 antennae in monopole

MA

10
‘9

(m
4)

.- ‘ \ (b) E

0

.O
-‘
T

‘

U
5
.0e.

5
O
2

phasing at each step. Further E
Volt-sec saving was obtained by
applying the JL’I‘ 3./ Gliz Lower
Hybrid Current Drive (Ll-[CD] system 2
at 1 MW power level for 50 sec.
The combined application of the T
two RF syslems allowed to extend cm
the duration of the basic ohmic 05‘2
discharge by ~ 25 sec, when the
plasma termination is caused by
the toroidal field system reaching ‘
a limiting l t value in Jli‘l' of Fig. 1— Time evolution of the main
10 It‘s. The total energy loading plasma parameters in a 1 minute long
on the toroidal C and Be limiters JE'I' pulse. (a) plasm current (—) and
was in excess of 250 Ml. The volume averaged Electron density ( ).
impurity content in these (1)) 1i ( ) and loop voltage (7). (C)
discharges corresponded to 2911' 5 total stored energy ( ) and Zufi‘ (—).
2 and was associated with a total (d) RF, LH input and radiated powers.
radiated power Fred 5 1 MW. of the (c) Total gas input.

0 i0 20 30 40 so "so
Time(5)
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order of 7.0 “A of the total input power,

Steady state plasma operation

uni—gg—ulseNo'Z‘iBBB ‘ 7 l = 55 In figl the time evolution of the
—02‘ ’ " ~"'l=155 plasma parameters is shown during a> 4”? :__’ t : 33: one minute current flat top pulse,-4d The diffusion time of the plasma

current was estimated from the time
00 evolution of the plasma internal

inductance to the steady state vahie
of ll = 1.2 and through equilibr'mm

> analysis which allowed the
computation of the radial profile of00f _,— the toroidal electric field. It was(2 x-LH+ lCHH — l f $555 if i : 33: found to agree N611 with the'02 Pulse No: 24575 """ ‘ calculation of Lhe resistive time for
the whole plasma cross section, from

706 \_ ~ 18 sec at Te 2 2 keV in the omnic
, . .. y . case, to ~ 35 sec at Tun s 5 keV when

00 0'3 0" 05 013 ‘70 LH and lCRl-l are applied (fig. 2)‘ A
v further slower evolution of the

Fig. 2 — Time evolution of the plasma current density profile 15
radial profile of the toroidal observed when full reCycling
electric field in the pulse types conditions are reached later on into
shown, plotted as a function of the the discharge, with a Corresponding
normalized flux coordinate. 10 “A increase in ii.

Recycling and plasma-wall interaction

The plasma density was kept constant throughout the discharge by gas
feedback control. The plasma
position control was used to

20.; 777—77 ,.l /.maintain continuous Contact with /-
lop (Be) and bottom (C) toroidal | /. . _ . 16— .limiters However the plasma i /.
elongation was found to vary . / .
between 1.4 and 1.6, thus Changing
the effective contact area and E 12"
power loading on limiters and lCRl-l ELL
antennae and LH launcher If
protection tiles. The gas influx a
required to maintain the density
under feedback control diminished
progressively throughout both 4: )1.
ohmic and RF sustained discharges, /i oeventually switching off / 3
altogether (fig. 1) as the
recycling coefficient Rc increased 0 0-4 ' 0:0 1:2 ' 1’6 20
to and above unity. in some cases .“2. Wl—cls Jthe plasma density increases by up
to 30 “A when the Rs > 1 condition Fig. 3 7 Relation between the RF
is attained This was usually input power and the time ti; when
associated with the observation of densi Ly control is lost, The dashed
increased interaction between the line indicates the limiting boundary
plasma and the ICRH antennae for well Conditioned surfaces in JET.

ma
:2

m.
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the LH launcher, as seen by the wide angle CCD camera, during

and/or in the plasma shaping and positionl It was accompanied by an

Chames in 10w 2 impurity concentration, which however accounts for less

ncrease
than 40 7“ Of L
W .
conditlo

he build-up in electron density. The time to in the discharge

t is occurs depends strongly on the state of the walls and, for

n ned Surfaces, is a function of the input power Pin of the form (Pin

V2 - conSL-lv indicating that the increased recycling can be associated

c h Structural heating of the limiter material /1/. This is shown in fig.

Hithere the left hand Edge identifies the limiting boundary Pin to = 20

3 w Calculations have been carried out

W S
for JET d

1/2 for a well conditioned surface.

ischarges using a particle balance model /2/ to study the change

effective particle retention parameter of material surfaces
the

0f 1/2, where D and Kr are respectively the effective diffusion and

recomblfla
indicate
Simulate
Variatlo

than 20
time t

that a decrease of [D/Kr)
’ tjon coefficients for hydrogep in the first wall of JET. Results

by a factor of 3 is required to

the measured time evolution of the electron density, This

n can be associated in Beryllium with a temperature rise of less

0° C /3/. This is Consistent with the plasma energy loadingzat the

= tu- of ~ 150 NJ on a limiter Contact surface A = 6 m and a

perpendicular thermal conductivity for Beryllium of Kc = 120 W/meK. In a

number of these pulses there was clear evidence of local hot regions on the

Be limiter, occasionally leading to the emission of Be droplets during the

1ast few Seconds of the current flat top.

;.f”r'—V’fr j
l‘ I

,v' :,| ' \l ‘l‘
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“ ‘>\v'ih‘l‘u“"WWW V.
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Fig. 4 — Time evolution of (from top)

volume average electron density, gas

input, total integrated energy and

total particle loading for a pellet

probing experiment. Density control

is lost at ~ 35 s for energy and

particle loadings of about 150 NJ and

5 10;2 respectively. Details are

shown of the pellet effect at 20 s

(top left) and 45 5 (top right). Time
Scale on the blow-ups is 4 5.

Changes in the pumping capabilities

of the limiters have been

investigated by probing the plasma

periodically with 2.7 mm pellets

injected at 0.2 Hz during the

current flat'top. At these plasma

densities the LH absorption takes

place in the outer half of the

plasma minor radius. The pellet

ablation rate is locally increased

by the presence of a fast electron

population created by Electron

Landau Damping of the LH wave.

Before the Rs = 1 condition is

reached the density decay time Td
results from the convolution between

the pump—out mechanism and the

reaction of the density feedback

(fig, 4). In the linear density

decay regime Id 2 <ne>/ [S
exp—[t/Ir) + k], where S is the

change in gas density influx, t the

measured delay in S, Tf the response

time of the gas feedback system and

k the measured density decay rate.

The pump—out time Ta is of the order

of 1 5, corresponding to a partEcle

diffusion coefficient Dp = 0.3 m /s,

and lengthens systematically during

the period when Rc < 1. The density

evolution following a pellet

injection, at times t > tc, is

characterized by a fast decrease,
associated with low Id in absence of
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gas influx, leading to a stationary state at an increased density level
when compared with its value preceeding the pellet fuelling. The density
build up corresponds to ~ 30 A of the total particles supplied by the
pellet injection. This behaviour can be explained in terms of the Plasma
reaching a new dynamic equilibrium in conditions of strongly reduced wall
pumping.

Conclusions

One minute long pulses have been obtained on JET where the combined
application of the lCHH and LHCD systems has allowed to extend the duratiOn
of the current flat top by ~ 25 st These discharges enter into steady State
on a resistive time scale, up to ~ 35 s [or central electron temperatures
Ten : 5 keV. Progressive decrease of the gas influx required for
maintaining density control occurs throughout the discharge as the limiter
recycling coefficient Rc approaches 1. The density rise observed when Rt 3
1 cannot be fully accounted for by the increase in impurity influx along
The time tc required to reach the R% = 1 condition is a function of the
input power Pin of the type Pin té/L = 20 MW 3 ' for well conditioned
surfaces in JET, indicating that this is due to progressive heating of the
limiter surface, which leads to a buildiup of fuel and impurity influxes
into the plasma

Pellet probing experiments indicate a plasma pump out time during
density control of the order of i s and a particle diffusion coefficient Dp
4 0,3 m /s. In full recycling conditions the particle load from the pellet
is maintained in the plasma as a new equilibrium is cstabllShEd between
plasma and limiting wall materials

The attainment of a new paiticle balance equilibrium in full
recycling conditions leads to a further* peaking of the plasma current
density profile with a 10 % variation in the plasma internal inductance.
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EVOLUTION OF THE CURRENT PROFILE 1N JET
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RVIEW: In this paper we report on the production of plasmas in which a large fraction
ova
of the p1
fractions
in the current distribution. Thus they constitute the clearest evidence to date of the existence of

asma current (tip to 70% +7 15%) is driven by the Bootstrap effect. These Bootstrap

are a factor of 2—3 higher than previous results /1/ and they induce substantial changes

the Bootstrap current on JET and they provide an indication of the steady-state current profiles

which can be expected in Bootstrapedominated plasmas.

Since for constant profiles the Bootstrap fraction scales as Bp, the experiments study low

current ll-mode plasmas. The JET lon Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH) system was

used because it can operate at low 1p. in contrast to the Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) system

which was limited to operation :1t 2 2.0 MA for injection times greater than 1.5 sec. Another

difference with NBI is that the ICRH system does not involve any central fueling of the

plasma. This corresponds to the situation expected in a tokamak reactor.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of pulse 25264, a 1 MA, 2.8 T, doublcvnull X-point discharge

With 7 MW ol‘ DtH) dipole ICRF power. The thermal confinement time exceeds by 70% the

prediction of a settling law derived for elm—free H-modes at lower qos /2/. This allows [3p

values close to 2 to be achieved.

The current profile is determined using the EFITJ code /3/, which incorporates magnetic

polarimetric (Faraday rotation) and kinetic data selfleonsistently into the equilibrium

identification algorithm. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the loop voltage, the internal

inductance and the Faraday rotation angles along 3 (central) lines of sight as determined

experimentally and as calculated in TRANSP under the assumption of resistive diffusion with

and without the Bootstrap current. The assumption of the Bootstrap current is necessary to

obtain a fit to the data. In particular, the presence of the Bootstrap current leads to a 3 sec.

period during which the loop voltage is reversed or close to 0 and to a 30% reduction in ii, in

good agreement with the experimental observations. It should be noted that these experiments

are among the first in which the current profile changes introduced by the Bootstrap current are

sufficiently marked to be corroborated by Faraday rotation measurements. Figure 3 shows the

evolution of the calculated Bootstrap current. This reaches 700 KA at the latter part of the H—
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mode. The calculation is sensitive to the edge electron density gradient, which is Poorly

known. The error bars correspond to the range of Bootstrap currents which yield an acceptable

tit to the experimental data.
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Fig. I Evolution of plasma parameters Fig. 2 Evolution of the loop voltage,

in pulse 25264 sell inductance and Faraday rotation
angles. Data (circles), TRANSP
calculation assuming a neoclassical
Bootstrap current, (dashed lines),
TRANS? calculation without Bootstrap
current. (solid lines).

CURRENT PROFILE EVOLUTION: The discharge discussed in the preceding section

has distinct ELMy II‘mode and ELvree Il~mode phases. In the presence of ELMs, the

electron density profile is relatively peaked. The Bootstrap Current is about 30% of Iplasmu and

is distributed across the plasma radius. The supression of ELMs leads to a 4—fold increase in

the edge density gradient and a larger Bootstrap current which is, however, localised near the

plasma periphery. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the total current density at ‘F : 08 during
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H mode Although the absolute value of the experimentally determined current differs from
the ‘ 'maimed in the field—diffusion calculation, its time variation shows a similar trend.
mat o

The duration of the H—modes in these discharges is not sufficient to reach a steady-state. The

difqion ca1culations indicate that the axial current density decreases by less than 25% during

the H-mode phase due to the high electron temperature of the discharge and the large radial

distancc over which the ohmic current perturbation must diffuse (since the bootstrap current is

predontinamly driven near the edge). The sawtooth activity, which is only suppressed at 11.2

sec. also suggests a s

the absence 0f ELMS the current distribution evolves toward a very hollow profile in response

‘0 a flat dens“), profile. The concomitant reduction in magnetic shear and, ultimately, the

creation 0f non—monotonic q‘PTOfiles is likely to lead to MHD instabilities. This highlights the

importance Of “ChiCVing Control of the density profile in steady—state Bootstrap‘dominated

low evolution of the central current. However, the results imply that in

plasmas. In the absence of some other forms of density profile control, a sustainable current

dism’bution may only be achievable with ELMs and a Bootstrap current fraction, IBOOLeap/Ip:

well below unity. (The MHD stability of the present experiments is addressed in another

contribution at this conference /4/.)

RELATION TO HEAT AND PARTICLE FLUXES:

The foregoing results suggest that the Ohm‘s law relating the plasma current and the electric

field is well described by the nee-classical expression:

Lt) : ibootstrap + CneoEttt [1]

Here we examine the validity of another neo—classical expression of Ohm‘s law /5/:

j, = own," [5, + (112 + 0.329f°"d)B—;] [2]
n ag

In contrast with previous JET work on Bootstrap currents /1/ which used Neutral Beam

Injection, these discharges have a power deposition profile which is strongly peaked on axis

and are fueled only from the plasma edge. This reduces the uncertainty in the calculation of the
electron heat and particle fluxes. Uncertainties arising from Neutral Beam fast ion currents

are also avoided. There is a disagreement of some 2 orders of magnitude in the two

calculations of the plasma current, demonstrating that the measured fluxes can not be used in

equation 2. It may appear paradoxical that the Bootstrap effect is well described by one neo-
classical expression (eq. 1) but not by another (eq. 2). A possible explanation for this
observation is that the net radial fluxes are a superposition of the neo—classical fluxes (which

m
,
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obey the above relation) and anomalous fluxes. The mechanism giving rise to the anomalous
flux must then be such as not to perturb the parallel dynamics which give rise to the Bootstrap
effect.

CONCLUSIONS: A large fraction (approaching unity) of the total plasma current in a
Tokamak can be driven by the Bootstrap effect, even in the absence of central fueling. Large

Bootstrap current fractions are compatible with Hmode confinement. but control ofthe density
profile will be required in order to ensure that the resulting current distribution can be
sustained.

REFERENCES:
/l/ C Challis, C D, ct (11., Nuclear Fusion 29 (1989) 563

/2/ Schissel, D P. et al.‘ Nuclear Fusion 31(1991)73

/3/ O'Brien, D P, et all, JET—P(9l)5()
/4/ Hender, T, et al., "High [3}] MHD activity in IET", this conference

/S/ Ware, A A , Nuclear fusion 13(1973)793
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)TQTRAP CURRENT DIIIV \T BY ALPHA PARTICLES IN A FUSION

Bot “ REACTING TOKAMAK‘
C. S Chang

Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences

New York University
New York. NY 10012. U.S.A.

In .l furs-1011 reacting troli'dfllflli. bootstrap current driven by plasma. density and

nipCTnmr“ gradients may Stlpply a major portion of the toroidal equilibrium cuiu

“any It is important to understand and predict a correct profile shape of the

n [grim current. Local alpha pressure may be small compared to the bulk plasina

u-caflll‘t‘i However. the alpha pressure is likely to have much steeper radial gradie

I i ‘_11 the hulk pressure docs. and. thus. the alphaedriren bootstrap current is
hoo

ent th:

usualh' 1 nhancmrt‘

Pitch “Ml“ Scattering Yields bootste current of order 51/3. where e is tho

'attering; alone can yield hootst rap
horiz/nm a1 inverse aspect ratio. while the encr

current oiorder (51/2 only. Prerious calculations of alphaedriven hootstrap current [ll

nealCt‘t‘f‘l mi. pih‘h angle scattering eflect. andV as a. natural consequence. predicted a

sniall amount of hootStrap current. of order (3/2. In reality. the pitch angle scat tcring

rim“ of the Sli)\‘(itlfi*fl0\\“ll alpha particles is not negligihly small compared to the

510w;11f_§—do\i‘ii scattering; rate. as denionatrated in Ref. [‘2] in their evaluation of

radial alpha transport rates. For the energetic alpha particles in the burning core of

a DAT reacting; plasma. the pit.(‘l1*i\11gl(= scat tering rate is only of order inverse aspect

ratio smaller than the slowing-down Scattering rater Considering the fact. that the

rfi'i‘ctive pitch angle scattering; rate of the. trapped particles is enhanced by about

the toroidal aspect ratio. it can be easily seen that the pitch angle scattering effect

can he as important as the slowing—down scattering; effect for the alpha particles

in the huruing; core. Hence. a larger alpha-driven bootstrap current of order ell! is

expected when a more complete Coulomb collision OPPI‘UTOI' is used, In the. present.

work. we report a variational calculation of the alpha bootstrap current in a general

thix surface geometry, which is valid to the lowest order in (1/2.

It can he easilv shown from an electron kinetic equation that a parallel flow U,”

of alpha particles in a tnli'amal; results in a parallel current of the amount

iV' Z:

vT .zw‘
.,

I“Z, - .
Jr = ZnUVi-ltau (1 — 413)) + 2(Unn [dglhfru

ej .

where Z“ : '2 is the alpha charge number, Z.” is the effective charge number of the

plasma ions. Ni, is the departicle density. FF is the passing fraction of the electrons.

in is the electron thernial speed, and f” is the lowest order electron distrilmtion

function.
In order to calculate Unit driven by the free energy in the radial a particle

gradients. we use a. linearized drift—kinetic equaitou:

" ‘ J a ll afuo _

“H'Wo“Catfi.i):—Ivu‘V(Q—'t>~07. (2)



where Cl, is the linearized alpha collision operator. I : R312 1? is the distance
from the toroidal major radius. B3" is the toroidal Component of the magnetic F‘Pld.
S271 is the alpha gyrolrequenc)’. fm is the lowest order distribution function of :1“.
alpha partieles. I.“ is the poloidal flux, and fa] is the first order deviation of flu.
alpha distriliuition function when expanded in the assumed small parameter "bhnam.
width/plasma minor radius ‘- ‘Ve note here that the small banana width ordering
may he questionable near the magnetic axis where the radial drift motion liver-onus
relutirely larqiiu This question is being examined and will he reported elsr r1111;

LXptulfiiuli in small (‘ollision frequency, then. yield; the following usual solution;

(3]

when: G is constant along B and vanishes in the trapped region: and. in tl '10 passing
region. it i5 determined from the solubility condition

{an -. 17* (4)

where { } represents bounce average operation,
Solution to Err. (4) is eaRily obtained when the alpha collision operator contains

pity-l1 angle scattering only. or Sl0\\'l11g*LlO\R‘ll muttering only Keeping hoth scatter:
inqx‘ in Eq. [4) trial" the equation quite eomplieated. A variational solution of the
alpha particle distribution function is: obtained and i1, ix used to calculate the alpl
driven hamtstrap Current By defining a Variational funrtional

11)

'H = 2Dl1/l — Slm ”l '
\i' here

Slums] = - fv/“vtxn/fn’tr/gt ;-- .

/.l"(y/fi.)("t9) ;-. .
llMLl

\ _,. _ i0.
(I , 1S) 0:.»

we ran oasily SlIOV.’ that. 'H is extremal at y : G buli; '_\ ing‘ Eq. (-1).
ln order to get a physically valid solution. it i9 important to (fliDOSC a trial

function which has rorrergt physical behaviors. which are

l) f] should he continuous across the lrapped~passing hcmmlary ,\ : ,\L,; hem-r.
.‘l i (l at the horn’nlzu')‘.

C) the houndary layer. in which the pitr'hiang~ seattering‘ el'l'r-et is dominant. has
a velocity dependent width A.\ ~ (vi/r3)”; Where w, is the alpha speed at
\\’l1ir‘l1 the piteh angle seatteriug rate is the same a: the slowing-down rate,



l 'thin ”fig "hm tingle bmmdm‘b' layor. g/ slmnlrl ho dust: to the liitrlirangla

3 w1 ‘ . _ ,, .

onli‘ solnt mn LT \-

om the pitch anglo layer: a should approach the .colwiug(ltm‘iwiiily

4) far awn)

solution 0..

he ratio of magnctic monimit to the kinetic af ‘. Basal npnn thr-
n \ is tcu- , i i . . . , .7

H bphavim'fi. Vii" can (‘onstrnct the follmring; variatiunat trial lHlH‘llHtt
abm‘t‘

(,\L A .\lq(1'.. + (A,\)Z( U/l',‘ A NECK

tA.\l“’tt'/t“, -1‘)3 ‘

— Ill is included to adjust the pitch ang‘h- laym‘ with l1 hf" a

\rlicro the‘ factor 1 p/,.

variational paraniwtnr . .

‘

Using this LilJm'P trial funrtiorl y. Crirdcy's form {(11, thc Collision oporatul‘ lit] ('2.

(l sluwinuh’lmx'n u (listrihntion function. the (”quantum 5,v : 1-,) i ll hm. hm“

[ll]
v

mlwrl anrl [hv wn'ialiunal parameter .1" has hnon Lll'lCJ'lUllH‘d tn hp

“.11“? 3 : iii/I". and 1-H is the alpha particlo hirth speed, The Variatirinal snlntinn

{m- G : [/t r.) it; tlwn. snhstitntml into the alpha partirlc distrihntinn [unrtinn

f1 in liq. I‘ll). and tho alpha Llrii‘vn current lR. then. calcriilatml truni Eq. (1). l‘r 15:

tonnd that rhn pitcl’rangle svattm'ing‘ (:tl'cvt lllLl‘ll mi 0?. 1114‘ alplnmlriwn linmts‘tl‘iip

Ciirrcnt m rsl‘tlt‘l‘ 51/3. :\ fillllpl" analytii' formula for alpha driven l'mnts‘trap I‘Hl'l‘t"ltl

has hecn ohtainwl in an arhitrary llLtK’H‘Ill‘l-UCP gnmnctr)’. Whivh is. tn rhw

51/:
'J

.1 banlm'q
lt‘ailing‘ i'tl'i’lt‘t‘ in

,: 10.58 Hr” (1 7 7—) z”,
4n J

\\'l1l‘1't' T” I lliil‘tNI‘VII‘Z/II'ZHLX is an average lilttPtlL‘ l‘ll("!‘fl;}‘ (ll. tl1(' (‘nvrgt‘tit‘ alpha

partit‘lx‘a .5 is the alpha hirth ratn from D-T l'Cflr‘tlUll. Tb is thn alpli:H'lmtrnn

Sl()\‘il11{1:»tl(l\‘t'll thin: antl

tm, Din _ 573 0a"

has hccn nsx‘rl. The (‘ili‘t‘t of energy scattPring appears in thh next ()lYlt‘l’ TUI'UL t N; at

Tin“ rClatiYe iiiagnitmlo of thc local alphavdrivvn bootstrap cni'rr‘nt is Patimatml

to he only up to '20 to 30 percent of the local hulk huntstrap l‘ttl'l‘UIIL I’lmrm‘vr:

thv direction of tho alphawlrivcn bootstrap current follows thc Sign ml- (24; 7 'll‘

yielding a negative current fur Zr” < 2. This Llll'i’lfllOtlill (hang: at I lit' alphaalriwn

lmmstrap current may Danae a snhtlo (fll‘CFt (in the lm‘oirlal (:‘(piilil'n‘iuni I'lll‘i’fi‘llt

profile and stability ixsuos. Volume integrated rnrrmrt (ll‘lW‘h hy alpha lmnifiti'ap

Pllhvt is likely t0 taho less ti‘ai'tinn of thr: total tm‘oiclal I‘lu‘l‘C‘Ill hwanw tllr‘ alpha

(lriwn cnrrt‘nt may he highly loralizod in tho lnn‘ningj (‘()1‘(,‘ region.



The lJunLlnu width near the magnetic axis Lends l0 ‘l)L‘ larger. and the presem
rlimry num'lS to lac modified accordingly. This problem was examined in Ref. [4]7
lull, again. with enr'rgy scam-ring operator alone. Correct inclusion of pitch angle
svarrm'ing Opel'uior may again yield larger alpha bootstrap Current near the mag
ucfir? axis. which is proportional to (Zen 7 2). This \\'url( is in progress and will he
rerun-Had in the fulurr‘.
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FAST WAVE SPECTRAL PROPERTIES IN ITER TOKAMAK

Elfimov A.G.*. Medvedev star, Pestryakova (1A.

Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics,

Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia

*I.N.Vekua Institute of Physics and Technology,

Sukhumi, Georgia

Fast wave excitation in ITER tokamak is proposed to use for

ICRF heating and current drive [I]. The spectrum and field

Structure Of last magnetosonic (FMS) waves in cylindrical

current—carrying inhomogeneoris plasma have been studied in

detail [2], but 2D simulations of last wave excitation in hot

toroidal plasmas (see, for example [3]) show very complicated

picture, which is hardly understood. Therefore it is important

to examine FMS wave properties in toroidal plasma to interpret

them,
The FMS excitation in ITER plasma has been analyzed

numerically using 1D [4] and 2D full wave codes, developed on

the basis of MHD plasma model with effective collisional

damping. In order to find FMS spectrum, which overlaps the

Alfven continuum in large tokamaks, it is convenient to

investigate the dependence of plasma total active impedance 0n

driving frequency, The special choice of effective damping in

numerical calculations enable one to describe correctly local

Alfven resonance absorption and to distinguish fast wave

eigenlrequencies by rnaxirna on impedance curve,

The spectrum of FMS eigenmodes in 1D approach is shown in

Fig.1. Dispersion curves correspond to fast wave excitation by

different helical antennae with fixed toroidal (N=—10+10) and

poloidal (M:—4+4) wave numbers. Two different types of curves

are well seen. Ones describe the surface waves with dispersion

relation wSEi/gvAk“ at sufficiently low frequencies while others

— the FMS waves with dispersion relatiOn wFEvAVkE+kfi (vA

Allven velocity, kr,k“ - radial and parallel wave numbers

respectively). Dispersion curves of surface and fast waves

intersect and fast eigenmodes with different poloidal numbers
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are driven at close frequencies. Plasma toroidicity and
cross—section elongation and triangularity lead to StrOHg
coupling of these modes.

The results of 2D calculatioris of ITER plasma (aspeCt ratio
A=2.8, elongation K=2 and triangularity 6:0.4) loading
resistance with respect to driving frequency are presented in
Fig.2. Each group of maxima on the curve corresponds to the
cluster of 1D fast wave eigenfrequencies. Thus the structure of
FMS spectrum of toroidal plasma with non—circular cross—secti0n
is well interpreted with the help of 1D results. At the same
time RF field mode structure significantly depends on plasma
geometry and toroidal wave number and contains wide spectrum of
different poloidal modes (Fig.3,4). The excitation of fast Wave
with complicated mode structure in lTER plasma must lead to
broadening of absorbed power profile as compared to 1D case.

1. ITER Physics, ITER Documentation series, N 21
IAEA, Vienna, 1991

2. M.J.Ballico, R.S.Cross. Phys.Fluids B, v.2, p.467, 1990
3. A.Becoulet et al., Intern. Workshop ”Collective

Acceleration in Collisionless PlaSma”, IES, Cargese,
Corsica, France, 1991

4. A.G.Elfimov et al., Proc. Contrib. Papers 16th Europ.
Conf. Controlled Fusion and Plasma Phys, Venice, v.1,
p.423, 1989
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Expansion of the Ablated Pellet Substance
Along the lVIagnetic Field Lines

P. N. SPATHIS and L. L. LENGYEL
Max-l’lanck-lnstitut liir Plasmaphysik

Boltzmannstr. 2. D—SUW Garching bei hliinchen. FRI}.

1 Physical and Computational Model

We have (-onstritctcd a onedimensional, single-fluid, three—species, single-temperature

laai'a'l‘llfl“ rode to study the quasi-stemly, lieldialigned expansion of pellet clouds in
. D As ,

Iokamaks. the gas

collisional processes
{he basic model used in these calculatiOns is described in /1/ A source of cold Pamdes

is specilici'l at : : ll. Heating of the pellet cloud by the lfllCligI‘Ounrl

dynamics 01' the process, energy deposition~ and (loud heating by
and finite ionization rate dynamics have been incorporated

of slrengllt !\_~
plasma is aSsumcd to take place. by energy loss to the cloud from an incident beam of last

electrons throng

\laxwellian, with a distribution corresponding to the background plasma temperature,

and is subdivided into a small number [typically live) of monoenergetic beamlets, each

(“lying a heat llux equal to the appropriate traction of the background plasma heat llux.

h collisional processes. As a lirst approximation, the beam is assumed

'llie energy loss of each bcarnlct is then computed according lo

where Fl‘l(:), tiéiltz) are the number flux and energy of the ith beamlet and satisfy

argt_ 1 ,m 055‘! 1 .
i __ . __ t!)

0: (\M c i ()2 — 5E+ AEgC .

ill the above, ,\-‘"-E are the ellectivc mean free paths for elastic and inelastic collisions
respectively /‘2,3,«t/, E is the Value of the local electric field and z is the coordinate along
the cloud, 1, being the electron Charge. The conductive heat flux within the Cloud, on
the other hand, is considered local and equal to the sum of the fluxes due to the ionized
and neutral components of the cloud. Additionally, it is limited by 20% 0t the lOC’dl f1“?
streaming llux.
Collisional ionization and thrccibocl)’ recombination are assumed to be the dominant
ionization processes. 7
An attempt has been made to model the electric field set up in the cloud by the incident
electron beam and thus a possible electrostatic pellet shielding. In the present approx-
imation the current in the cloud is computed as a sum of two terms, one due to the
incident electron beam and one due. to the cloud. The latter is in turn expressed using
Olun‘s law, as given by the corresponding Braginskii equation, and the condition of no
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N, (5") Te‘x’ (c) Zion (cm) :cld (m) 71?, (m’3) ml?" (m4) f m, d: (in—2)
6-1023 1 3.3 1.26 26-1024 2.9 - 1023 5.3 - lOF’Z'2
l -1025 5 7.0 l.23 2.6-1025 2.6-1024 8.8-1023
:3- 1015 10 9.0 1.35 19-1025 6.4-10‘“ 2.7-10“

Table 1: Cloud parameters for three representative scenarios

not current is invoked to give an equation for the field E:

0157';
(—1

r'9
(lfli log Te + 83 log 71,.) : 0. (1)':eZl‘£‘)+a/3+

2 Numerical Results

In all of the calculations presented below the background plasma density was taken
equal to 11;“ : 102” m’”. Flow was assumed to take place along a flux tube of 6mm
radius. Initially the code was run for three different values of the background plasma
temperature, TS" = 1, 5 and 10 c, while the mass source strength was chosen such as
to give complete depletion of the incident beam at the source location (2 : ) at the
end of i, : 10 [1.5, typical of the pellet residence time in a flux tube. The results of the
calculations are summarized in the accompanying table, where values are given for the
ionization length, 2km, total cloud length, 2d,], heavy particle number density at z = 1mm
from the source, 1151,, heavy particle number density at the ionization length, 712’“, and
integrated line density, fnhdz. In Fig 1 we give distribution profiles of the various
cloud parameters for the case N, = 6 - 1023 5*, TS" = lkeV. The quantities shown
are flow velocity, 1), temperature, T, electron and heavy particle number density, 71h, 11:,
electric field, E and the number flux and average energy of the incident beams, Fe and
5:, respectively. For the electric field, the two curves shown correspond to contributions
originating from the first and third summands in Eq (1), Eb and Edd respectively. The
field points in the direction of decreasing cloud coordinate 2. It should be noted that the
steep rises observed in the temperature profile, located at the points where the energetic
beamlets are successively stopped by the cloud, are an artifact of the discrete number
of bcamlets used in this approximation. A more accurate calculation would presumably
give a smoother temperature profile. The same remark obviously holds for the small
peaks in Edd, which is proportional to the temperature gradient. In Figs 2(a)7(c), on
the other hand, we give heavy particle and electron density and temperature profiles
for three cases involving the same source strength (1025 5—1) but dilferent background
plasma temperatures: T?” = 2 (a), 5 (b) and 10 (c)keV at times t 2 0.4, 10 and 70 #5,
respectively, these being the times when the incident energy flux is completely depleted at
exactly the source plane. The oscillations in 726 seen in the vicinity of the source are caused
by the discretization scheme used (splitting of the last cell every time its mass exceeds a
threshold value) and the iterative scheme used to take electric field effects into account.
Nevertheless, the oscillation amplitudes are small, their magnitude being exaggerated by
the logarithmic scale used; they are absent in the region where significant ionization is
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Figure 1: Cloud parameter distributions for the first scenario enlisted in Table 1.

taking place7 occuring at a location where the ionization degree is rather small. On the

basis of Table 1 and Figs 1 and '2, we note that the ionizetion length associated with the

time instant when total energy depletion occurs at exactly the particle source location

seems to be more strongly afiected by the ablation rate, or equivalently the line density,

than by the background temperature7 moving outwards as N, and fnhdz are increased.

The heavy particle and electron density close to the source and the ionization length

are all increasing functions of N, Finally, it should be kept in mind that Figs ‘2 (a)—

(c) correspond to widely dilferent physical times (thus different line integral values),

explaining the seemingly odd fact that the ionization length increases with Tf" in moving

from the top to the bottom of Fig 2.
In closin'3 we note that our results agree qualitatiVely with measured data /5,6/. No

D)

detailed comparison is possible, as the local ablation rates are not given in /5,6/.
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IDENTIFICATION OF ION CYCLOTRON EMISSION FROM FUSION ALPHA
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Introduction. Ion Cyclotron Emission (ICE), up to 500 MHZ, has been observed in
deuteriuiii-t‘ttelled tokamaks /1—5/. ICE spectra Show narrow (Aw/(J) << u/R) supertliermal
emission lines with regular spacing proportional to the magnetic field, In .IE'I‘ ()H deuterium
discharges 12/, ICE litre intensities correlate with the DD fusion reaction rate, indicating that
charged fusion products provide tree energy to drive ICE. The frequencies of the emission
lines coincide with harmonics, I, of the deuteron or o.»particle gyrofrequency at the outer
mid—plane edge to) : 1 comedy) /4/. ICE signals on IET correlate with inverted sawteeth /5/.
With intense neutral beam injection (NBI) on TFTR /3/, broadband emission above ~200
MHZ, correlated with the time evolution of the neutron emission ICE spectra measured
above the plasma centre show cyclotron harmonic peaks with U) : / tecmflgg.

Results. ICE data were obtained during the JET Preliminary Tritium Experiment (PTE)
/6/, using an ICRH antenna as probe, with the aim of evaluating the potential of ICE
measurements as a fusion product diagnostic. In the PTE, combined D and T N131 into a
singleuiull 3.1 MA X-point discharge gave a plasma composition ratio (average T to D + T
density) of ~ 11% and a maximum neutron emission of 6,0 x 1017 s". The spectrum (Fig 1)
shows [ < 7 clear emission lines with spacing 16.7 MHZ, matching the 1C frequencies of
harmonics of deutet'ons or (it-particles at major radius R : 3,9 m (a) : l tummy). Spectra with
D —> D NBI are similar. In both DD and DT plasmas, for l < 7, the even~l lines are more
intense with each showingfine structure, being split into a doublet with Af/f ~ 0.06. For I
>7, the litres merge into a continuum, possibly related to the broadband feature seen on
TFTR. ln plasmas with intense NBI heating, the issue of whether beam particles or fusion
products drive the ICE can be determined by comparing the level of I = 2 ICE power at the
time of peak neutron emission between similar single-null X~point 3.1MA discharges with a)only D -> D NBI (shot 26094 as control, PNB, : 132 MW), and b) (D + T) :> D NBI (shot
26147, Pm] : 14.2 MW). In case a, the ICE power was PICE = 0.12 ttW with total neutron
rate 2.7 x 1016 s'l; in case 1;, Pier. : 3.1 ttW with total neutron rate 5.3 X 1017 s1. So, by
Changing from D to (D+T) NBI (at almost constant PM”), the ICE power increased by a
factor of ~26 and the total neutron emission by a factor of ~20. In the DT case, the plasma
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was dominated by DT, and not DD fusion reactions, suggesting that the [CE is driven by

fusion err-particles. Thus the ICE signal relates to fusion products, not beam particles.

ICE Power ([:2)
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Fig I: The [CE spectrum measured in (I DT Fig 2: Correlation between ICE intensity
(list/large, close to the time of the peak and mm] neutron emission rate for ohmic
neutron emission. and NB] healed JET discharges.

For a range of .IET discharges, the correlation between ICE power and neutron rate is

shown in Fig. 2. Reference levels of thermal radiation from a 10 keV bulk D plasma and a

population of fusion Departicles (average energy 1,5 McV) are shown. A single ICE peak

fluctuates on the timescale of the data sampling (0.5 ms). Therefore, to compare the

evolution of ICE and neutron signals, individual spectra were averaged in the range (IO—180)

MHZ (Fig 3). In the high performance DD and DT PTE eases shown, the onset of the

discharge termination phase, or 'X-event', (identified as the the time when the neutron

emission starts falling) coincides with a sawtooth collapse coupled to a large ELM 16/. Up to

that time, the integrated ICE signal follows the neutron emission, but lags behind by (0.2—

0.4) see; this is similar to D ,> D NBI discharges on ’I‘FTR /'3/. A delay of this magnitude is

consistent with the growthitime of the fusion product population

ICE and ELM activity. In the phase of the discharge before the X«event, time resolved

observations show the ICE to increase in bursts of ~ 20 ms, and amplitude APICE/ PmE ~ 1,

correlated with ELMs. The detected ICE signal is proportional to the product of the ICE

source power in the plasma and the antenna-plasma coupling resistance, Rt, which is always

observed to increase when ELMs occur. Thus, before the X—event, the observed positive

ICEAELM correlation is consistent with changes in Rr‘ and not with fluctuations of the ICE

source. Corresponding soft X-ray data reveal only mild perturbations in the outermost few

cm of plasma. However, at the time of the Xievent. the ICE vanishes in a time < 0.5 ms,
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_ dialling a prompt loss of (it—particles from R ~ 3.9 ni. After X-events in DD and DT

In ‘1
t a

gas, the ICE vanishes at each large ELM. Simultaneous soft X-ray data show
dischar ' ‘

.gnificflmly larger ELM perturbations penetrating to a depth ~ 30 cm. encompassing the
sth ‘ A . . . _
ICE goqC‘ We infer that the large ELMs terminate the ICE by expelling the last ions.

1y extinguishing the source. After an ELM. the level of ICE recovers in —
thereby temporart

Fig. 4. which also illustrates n:l, ”124-5 MHD activity at 45 kHz.

0 ms. This is shown in
6
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lines) for DT (# 26148) and DD (#t' 26143) NE] between the ICE. an L’llgt' Dix signal l

discharges compared with the respective ICE and that of on MHD coil mounted at
the top of the vessel.

signalx (points)-

ICE mechanism. An outstanding question concerns the observed localization of the 103

source at the Outer mideplane edge where the local fusion reaction rate is negligible. la the.

plasmas observed, the radial birth profiles of DD and DT fusion products are centrally

peaked. However, calculations show the existence of a class of fusion products. centrally

born within a narrow range of pitch angles (Fig. 5) just beyond the trapped—passing 1

boundru‘y, whose drift excursions reach the outer edge. About 10% of centrally horn ftrsion ‘

products belong to this class. which we call class I. The orbits of particles born centrally

elsewhere in phase space do not reach the edge. The velocity distribution of the fusion

products in the outer midplanc edge is therefore exceptionally anisotropic. As the class 1 ions

slow down, their orbits contract, and so, below a certain energy, they no longer pass through

the edge. The edge distribution is therefore non-monotonic, resembling a ’hump-on—tail'

distribution. Such distributions are potentially unstable to collective relaxation via lC wavci

particle /7/ or wavciwavc /8/ modes, even when the concentration of fusion products is low;

in the PTE, the central ot—particlc density is ~10“ of the electron density. The essential

theoretical feature is the excitation of waves on the fast Alfven and ion Bernstein branches,

propagating across the magnetic field with frequencies at 1C harmonics. Linear analysis of
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shell and rintty distributions /8/ indicates that. ol' the DD fusion products. only 3 MUV protons
give instability; the 0.8 MeV "He and 1 MeV tritons lie below threshold. In the JET PTE
plasma. 3.5 MeV ot-pzu'tieles give instability. Subsequent re-partition of energy be tween
fusion proton or tit—particle modes and bulk D 1C harmonies might generate the obsewed
spectrum.

1 . ,

Fig 5: Cttlt‘lrlmc't/ orbit ofn 3.5 Mel" alplta~
[Itll'fl(‘/t’ in the flitrnvmj'rice geunmmy (1f

1 7 JET PTE DT rlise/mrgc' No. 26/48 a! lime
13.2 .m' close m the time (If maxi/mm,
llt’lHI‘U/l t’lttii‘xiun (See Fig. 51. 7715’ [ltll'flclg

T was [mm u! (I point 5’0 r‘m fmm rim
.3 (l mugnetit' Mix in Ilu‘ mid—plane with a pitch

angle 12/651". Siltiilm' (Class I) nrbin',
having large I‘rliliul €.\‘t'lll‘.\‘l011S s’li/fl‘itriem m

.1 reach the edge, exist in lllt‘ range 64.40 m
' 75”. Approximately 10% nf the jim'an

. [)l‘UtlllL‘lX are ventral/y born into this clam
a , ' ,2 Below lllt’ lower limit, m‘biIti‘ are pairing.

1 "7 3 4
R [in]

This model may also be consistent with ELM behaviour alter the X~eventz if a large ELM
expels energetic ions from the outer plasma skin of thickness ~ 3t) cm, this must include
those intersecting the region on large drift orbits. and the ICE signal is extinguished, as
Obst‘l'VCd. Ht’twever, the central birth 01‘ t'usion ions continues and, after the ELM, is
sufficient to re-huild the last. ion population. Thus the lCE signal returns after a delay.
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MHD LIMITING PHENOMENA IN HIGH .
PERFORMANCE JET PLASMAS

Bike; A “l Edwards. R D Gill, D Pasini and P Sineulders

JET Joint Undertaking. Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 SEA. UK

IntrodllCtiOll Two types of discharges have been used in the last year on

JET to produce plasmas with high neutron yields. The first. the Pellet Enhanced

PCIIOUUUUCC (PEP) H-modE. is characterised by peaked density and pressure profiles

with Ti N TL, A pellet is injected early in the discharge. before the current profile

is fully developed and auxilliary heating of typically SMW’ of ICRH and 'ZMVV of

NBI is applied soon alter. Large bootstrap currents produce negative shear near

thy plasma corell]. The second type of high performance discharge the, hot-ion

H-modil is ('liéu‘at‘tcl‘ised by peaked ion temperature profiles. relatively flat density

profilt‘s and Tx > TL. Heating is largely from NBl (~14MVVL though ICRH is also

used in some Cases. The high performance phase. in both types of discharge is only

transitory. lasting typically less than two seconds.

The JET soft K—ray (SXR) camera. system. with a real—time trigger facility

to Provide good time resolution (5)15). has been used to study the effect of MI‘lD

activity on limiting the duration of the high performance phase of these discharges.

An analysis of the absolute intensity of SXR emissions has also been used to study

impurity accumulation in the plasma core. This is found to lead to significant fuel

dilution for both types of discharge.

PEP H-IIIOdCS Figure 1 shows an example of the nature of MHD activity

in a PEP H-mode for shot 2-1507 during the phase of rising neutron yield. A 4min

pellet was injected into the plasma core at 5 seconds. During the period 5.75 to

632s. four small ‘crashes‘ are observed in the SXR emission data. Key features

of these events can be seen in the figure. In particular, they have no precursors“

the postcursor oscillations are damped — disappearing within 10 - '20 ms and the

crashes are very fast. They occur in 3 30m}, (the bandwidth limit of the SXR

system). Tomographic reconstruction shows a step-wise change with each crash

from hollow to flat to peaked emission profiles in the core: Mode analysis of the

postcursor oscillations illustrated in the figure, indicates the presence of a. dominant

(min):(2.1) mode Another mode with high (111,11) is also present and has been

tentatively identified as a (7,4) mode. Though consistent with shear reversal in the.

plasma. core, firm confirmation by mode analysis alone, has not proved possible with

these data. Faraday rotation irieasureinents, whirh do show reversed shear, indicate

that the centrally peaked q-profile is temporarily flattened with each crash.

Estimates of Zn” in the plasma core have been made using absolute values
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of SXR emission combined with electron temperature and density profile dam[2]_
Profiles of ZEN using this technique are shown in figure 2 at times botwcen CaCh
crash. The development, of pcalccd Z9” profiles in thc core region is found to be
accelerated by these crashes. Accumulation of impurities in the core lcads to a
significant dilution of deuterium and in ruanv cases leads to a rapid turnover in
ncutron yield, Pulse No: 24507
The rapidity and radial extent of thcse 10
crashes, the abscncc of any evidence [or "E\ 0an 111:1 niode and the absence of precur- '2 9

. r t , ' esor growth is difhcult to explain from an 3%
MHD \'icwpoint[3]. An‘infcrnal’modell] 0% 54! ,\_§: 7712’ 7.5 a": 90 9.6
has been proposed as a candidate in F/""// “mg-(Si,
PElodes but there is littlc evidence ggrvSoHX-raywddml ”'4“t
for llattening of the q-profilc near q:fl :7
that would be needed in this casc.
Fast trigger data havc been taken at the 5‘0-SOVIX-rayt375‘ml
termination phase of shot 24532 — a siine m
ilar PEP Hrmodc. Thc linc integrated 61 (—
cnii sion profiles, shown in figure 3, are 73
icon to bc highly peaked from impurity 5’5.
accumulation prior to termination of the 9’5
high performance phase, rllcrinination 91‘ :
appears more as a gradual erosion of the 87’ 57'55 Wang 5,7920
corc emission over a fcw 1001115 with an 7'” (El
inward movement of the pcnk emission

i . . Fionl Soft Xerav (l'il'l showin 1‘ '1 serie.from the reduction in Shafranov shift. ‘0 ' ,' l E" " 5ol fast crashcs (luring thc development
phase of at PEP H-inode.

This contrasts with the rapid crash often
observed in hot i011 inodcs (scc below).

MHD activity is seen throughout this phasc with a ( l‘l ) iiiodc identificd near the core
and probably a (2,2) mode further out. A movement of thc r fonant surfaces of these
modes to smaller radii is observed through the tcrmination phase. Conventional
sawtooth are not observed until after termination of the PEP phase.

Hot IOIl H-IIIOde The principal MHD features which characterise hot
ion Hemode discharges are sawtcct‘h. edge localiscd modes (ELMS) and fisliboncs[5],
Often these phenomena are correlated and thcir reflects on fusion yield dcpcnd to
a large extent on whether thcy occur early in thc Heinode or at. times near peak
performance Relative timings and Characteristics can vary greatly from shot to Shot
but discharge 26591, shown in figure 4, illustratcs most of thc above features. At
132 seconds, (labelled ‘a’ in thc figure)‘ an ELM is seen in both the SXR and C-IH
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Fig.2 Development of the Zef] profile Fig.3 Soft Xiray profiles at 801113 in,

through the collapses of fig.1 showing tervals through the final decay phase

the central accumulation of impurities. ‘ 0f a PEP H-rnode.

emission. From SXR data it appears to be located in the upper outer quadrant of the

vessel. It perhaps flattens the rise in neutron yield but otherwise has no dramatic

effect, About 50ms later. a sawtooth collapse, labelled ‘b'. occurs. SXR emission

profiles which were strongly peaked now become flattened and there is a concurrent

rapid drop in neutron yield associated with a fall in central temperature. Fishbones,

seen in the magnetic signals, cease after the sawtooth crash. A giant ELM, ‘c‘,

occurs a further 150ms later at 13.4 seconds. Line integrated SXR, omission data

show that the giant ELM is localised near the upper X»point dump plates. This

ELM is followed, within about firms, by a influx of carbon impurities characteristic

of a ‘carbon bloom’. SXR emission profiles are extremely hollow at this time and

the fusion yield continues its rapid decline. .

In the highest performance deuterium discharges, 26087 and 26788, the saws

tooth and giant ELM occur together at, or soon after, peak performance. The

sawtooth collapse occurs about 100/,Ls before the giant ELM, as shown in figure 5

for shot 26087, and has features which extend almost to the edge of the plasma.

The giant ELM is localised at the upper X-point dump plates and, similar to shot

26591, is followed within 2ms by a rapid influx of carbon impurities. One or two

smaller ELMs may also be associated with these events. As with the PEP-modes,

an analysis of Zen profiles from SXR data shows that there is a strong peaking of

impurities with Zen onraxis reaching values of ~18 in the period leading up to the

sawtooth crash. An ejection of impurities takes place with the sawtooth collapse

and, following the ELM, a rise in edge Zef] is inferred which soon penetrates the

Core. In this discharge evidence for an increase in carbon inflow occurs about 0.25

before the neutron crash.
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Fig.4 Evolution of a hot ion 1‘LIno(lo. 119;”; the “ppm Xipoint.
Time ‘a' corresponds to an ELM. time
‘1)1 to a sawtooth and '<" to a giant
ELM, Event ‘C' is rapidly followcd by
an increase in SXR edge omissions.

111 other examples. when a sawtooth occurs early in the H4110(1C (0g. in shot
26095, not shown). (Affects arr usually confined to the core rcgion. A temporary
flattening in the central peaking of ff is swn. There are no associated ELMs, the
drop in neutron yield is transitory and no risr‘ in carbon influx is observed.

Conclusions MHD activity has been seen in the soft Kiray emissions of
both PEP and hotrion H-Il‘lOflC high porl'ormzmcc JET plasmas. Although no unique
instability has been associated with tho termination of either of these modes, in inOst
cases MHD activity dor's affect the nature and speed of the crash. Impurity accus
mulation in the core is observed in both cases and. particularly in the PEP modes,
is accelerated by the MHD activity. This accumulation ("an rr‘sult in significant fuel
dilution which limits peak neutron yields in JET high performance discharges.
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Mnltjgp. and therefore high bootstrap current. is an attractive design

regime for a tokarnalt reactor since it minimises capital expenditure on. and recirculating

ponfl' used in. external current drive. in JE‘l' higheflp has been EICl‘tIEVt'tl by operating

0 en (livertor ll-mode discharges at relatively low current. In ~ 1 l.5.\‘lA and moderate

toroidal lield BM [1’ = 3m) ~ 2.8T. with lCltl? healing powers in the range m il—lOMVY.

A typical discharge is shown in Fig. 1. in the Ohmic phase immediately preceding the

lCRll. sawteeih oscillations are \‘isible on the central temperature. From Fig. t it can

be seen that these sawtooth oscillations continue for the initial parts of the addilionall)‘

heated phase (t < 5285). The sawteeth acquire an increasingly fishbone character as time

pi‘UCt“t"lb~ During this tishbone/sawtooth phase non-cmrelated ELM t_\'pe events are also

visible on the DD—trace. Olten these ELM‘s stop at approximately the same time as the

sawteeth (though there are discharges in which the sawtooth are absent but the Et's

still occur). Following. the cessation of ELM’s/lishbones the energy confinement improves

and 31. climbs steadily to 13p ~ 2 (for 1,, : li\l:\) where a rapid reduction in By occurs.

In some t'lischarges (generally those with 1;. : l.5.\lx—\l the cycle of 3;, increasing and then

decreasing, rapidlv, may repeat. itsell several times.
Less commonly discharges occur in which large edge relaxations limit the 15p rise.

These discharges were avoided experimentally by adjusting the antenna coupling resis-

tance lie. the plasma—antenna distance) and by altering the gas feed.
In this paper we consider areas directly related to MED behaviour for these higher}p

discharges. A companion paper [1] considers their bootstrap current properties.

MHD ACtiVity in ELM free period During the ELM free period. preced-
ing the rapid decline in it”, the density rises monotonically and there is a corresponding
improvement in confinement. with ['13 exceeding the JET/Dill-D H-mode scaling by ~ 1.7.
As tip climbs towards 5;, ~ 2 the bootstrap traction rises to N 70% of the total current [1].

The location of this bootstrap current is dominated by the strong edge density gradients
(due/Jr ~ ‘2 X “Yum—l). The combination of dominantly edge bootstrap current and
fairly high central temperature (N 6l{e\’) means that in the relatively short time (com-
pared to the central resistive diffusion time) of highefip, the central—q varies little. Given
that the discharges are sawtoothing initially this implies (1(0) ~ 1 throughout the. high 75p
phase; this view is borne out by TRANSP transport simulations [1]

An alternate determination of 17(0) arises from the observed instabilities which precede
(and sometimes [or a short while) follow the rapid reduction in fin. These instabilities
which occur after the ELM phase are observed on the central (ECE) temperature and SXR
chords, From the toroidal SXR cameras it. is found that these. instabilities are n = l. The.
temperature fluctuations from the ECE show an odd rm mode about the plasma centre
(R ~ 3.3m) with phase reversals near R = 3.07 and 3.6m (Fig. 2(a)). These temperature
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oscillations are 1e11' Similar 101110 computed llu\' su1facc distortions arising from an n :1
(dominant 711 i 1) inte1nal 11111111,1node 11 hen the central (,1 is slighth greater than Unity
(Fig 2(1)) (/0 = 1 0.3). For the rcsulls 51101111 111 Fig. 21(1)) 1110. linear toroidal stabilin
cocle FAR ['21 has been user] to calculate the 11 _—1 eigenfunctions the amplitude at these
eigenfunctions 15 adjusted to match the observed oscillations, and the morle 15 35811111071
to rotate rigidly which gives an equivalence between toroidal angle and time (at a fiXe
viewing angle).

A comparison between the ol)se11'ed SXR oscillations and theoretical predictions has
also been made. 11111115 case the ohserved S\R line integrals are reconstructed 111 assuming
constant e1nissi1it1 on the flu\ suilaces which are distorted 111' the computed n = 1
eigenfunction. The functional 101m of the 611115511111" is adjusted to match the aVCI‘agpd
911115511113'01ieac11 SXR chord. For the equilibrium (with ([0 = 1.031) used for Fig. 2(1)) the
reconstructed SXR chords Show excellent relat ive phase agreement with the experimental
measurements. Direct tonn‘igraphic reconstruction aleo gives the result that the observed
oscillations (Fig. 2(a)) are dominantly m : l in the core. Thus the tI‘filtb‘POl‘t analysis
and inference from MHD activity support the View that the central-q changes very little,
despite the large l)oot.:t.rnp fraction.
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5 ,decline There is no correlation between the observed core MUD activity and the
l e. The ibtpedecline in fact appears to be related to edge stability. since it israpt paec in

always initiated by a large Et. . .

For at least lUOmsec preceding the tipedechne the (‘CD Images of one of the ICRF
antenllals typically Sl10\\' localised heating of the mid-plane edge carbon protection tiles,
This strong heating arises because the short scrape—off layer widths in Hemode cause the

plasma to be moved towards the plasma antenna, by the position feedback system which

maintains the plasma antenna coupling impedance constant. As the density rises during

{lye ELM free phase the radiated power steadily increases to ~ 30 — 40% of the total input
power: immediately before the pip-decline. The dominant radiating impurity is carbon

(perhaps from the IC'RF antenna) with significant nickel. At the large ELM initiating
the fip—(lecliHC, the radiated power fraction increases to 34 100%, the TCRF coupling to

the plasma is lost (Fig, 1). and the plasma reverts to Lemode confinement. .The large
d power causes a rapid decline in temperature but this recovers in ~ 300msec,iate

31:1] the decline in energy confinement is mainly accounted for by a ‘273 times decrease in

density
As the density rises preceding the tip—decline“ the edge density gradients (and therefore

pressure gradients) become very large (dire/(Ir ~ ‘2 x 1030111"). The high it ballooning
analySiS given in Fig. 3 Shows that the edge pressure gradients are marginally stable over

[he outer parts of the plasma (I? = 4 —-'1.15m) immediately preceding the ELM. This is to

be contrasted With normal llimode operation in JET, where the edge pressure gradients

are significantly below the ballooning threshold [3]. Thus it may be that the large ELM
preceding the fly-decline is triggered by an ideal ballooning instability.

The multiechannel rellectometer shows evidence for increased high frequency (~l UOkHz)

density fluctuations near the plasma edge, as the time of the large ELM is approached.
Figure »1 shows this result by comparing the power spectra at n = 1.94 X ltil‘qm‘ai for

discharges where data is acquired during and ‘2,l sec before the EL.\‘1. It can be seen that.
the high frequency activity increases significantly near the ELM timing. perhaps indicat-
ing some high 71 instability developing.

Discussion It is interesting to contrast the results presented here with those from
NH] discharges in cit—60. where a similar bootstrap fraction (~ 80%) occurs [-1]. The
JTetitJ results Show a similar rapid decline in tip but this is attributed to a near axis
bootstrap current causing a strongly non-monotonic (leprofile which in turn destabilises
an n : 1 internal kink mode. In contrast for the JET results“ with broad density profiles
and bootstrap current driven primarily in the plasma edge there is little variation of the
central q~profile. The Bp-decline is not. precipitated by any observed central Mill) activity
but appears to be caused by an ELM instability. These results point to the importance
of tailoring the density profile if steady state discharges with a high fraction of bootstrap
current are to be achieved.

Acknowledgement We thank Gfiips for his contribution to providing the reflec-
tometer data.
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Introduction and Database Overview
High [i plasmas have recently been studied on JET in two separate regimes. For a given

plasma dimension, the power to reach a [3 limit is minimised either by working at low toroidal
tield or with a high energy confinement. This dictated the two regimes for the JET study; one5“ of H-mode plasmas being generated using high Neutral Beam injection (NBl) power into low
toroidal field t< 1.4 T) discharges; the other set of discharges involved studying [Himits in
Hoplmi Hanodes where the confinement enhancement H (= “CE/TC with TC the Coldston L mode
scaling) is significantly above the normal H-mode factor of 2. Thus B—limits were studied in the
highest performance regimes. The Ml 1D and confinement behaviour of these regimes will be
discussed and the preliminary results of a high n-ballooning analysis presented.

The value of maximum toroidal beta (BUM) is plotted for the JET database in Fig.1 with
the regimes mentioned above being highlighted. The best of the JET discharges in the low BT
regime exceed the Troyon limit for [50 (BOT = 2.8 l/aB with l in MA; a in m and B in Tesla) [1], by
up to 20% whilst the Hot lon discharges limit at around 0.85 figT. Figurel plots BQM against
the product Ii x lN (ii : internal inductance; IN : l/aB) together with the limit line
fiol- : 4 l,’ \ IN which has been suggested by experiments on DillD [2]. The low 137‘ H-modes on
JET are consistent with this limit, given the uncertainties in the knowledge of the inductancet: 105:). The Hot lon H-modes limit at [set : 2.7 I,- [N

Characteristics of the low 131' II-modes
The low BT experiments were all performed at EMA and 1.5MA to avoid low q, although

‘l93 was nevertheless < 3.0. Most discharges were strongly affected by liLMs which began ~ 300
- 101) ms after the application of high NBl power, clipping the rise in B. The Elh‘is were usuallyaccompanied by sawteeth. There was an energy clip at the first large ELM at which steadilygrowing n = 'l and 3 modes collapsed and the n : 2 mode increased suddenly to remain strong
throughout the high power phase. Most discharges reached [50 values ~ 0.95 » ‘l.()5 x Ball, the
limit of previous Jl results [3]. Some discharges achieved higher performance and exceededthe Troyon limit for approximately an energy confinement time (15) before a [3O collapse
occurred. Figure 2 shows such a discharge (it 2623(3) which reached [LDM ~ 6% (1.2 x B¢T). BC.)
rolls over about 200 - 300 ms before the first small ELM then collapses with loss of about 05 MJstored energy with the second giant ELM. The n = 3 activity in this discharge does not grow asearly as in the other ELM discharges and appears only at the time of the [to saturation.

Shot 26236 nears a ‘Hot lon' type regime with Tim) ~ 12 keV and 111(0) ~ 5.5 keV at 15.4secs, The superior performance of this discharge may arise from the initial low target densityarising from the burst of ELMs in the low NBl power Isl—mode prior to the high [30 phase.
However, similar flu values are reached in H-morles where Ti ~ To, so the effects of thedifferent pressure profiles are not clear. The confinement enhancement factor ll of the 'I'lot lon'IowsB'i' plasma is H — 2.1 at the point where [50 begins to roll over. This is somewhat better
than the T1 ~ To high Ba shots where H ~ 1.7 - 1.9. All the highest 15¢. shots show similaroccurrence of high frequency MHD activity in the range 69 - 121 kHz. This is broadband in
nature and grows as [33' (= [SO/EDT ) exceeds 1 (see Fig.3). This may be the manifestation of
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high-n ballooning modes. it is not possible with the diagnostics available to pinpoint the
radial location of the activity.

Hotlon H-modes
These studies at lp = 3MA and 1.8 5 ET 5 3.] T, extended the Hot Ion regime down to

q95 ~ 2.8. Also, Hot lon Hemodes were established before the current profile had fully
developed, before the q = 1 surface had entered the plasma and at a low 1;. The behaviour of
the Hot Ion H—modes proved to be varied in character but several patterns emerged.
l) The peak normalised [i achieved before collapse depended on the purity of the target
throughout the H-mode phase.
2) For H-modes with q S 1 volumes inside the plasma as evidenced by sawtooth activity,
the B limit phase was in general associated with a drop in the edge TC accompanied usually by
an ELM within a few lO‘s of milliseconds. The severity of this collapse varied from a 'deep'
collapse of the temperature, including the centre in a sawtooth~like manner accompanied by a
large ELM; to a gentle decline of the edge Ti and '1"e channels (outside the sawtooth inversiou
radius) accompanied by levelling of the central temperatures and enhanced edge Du and ClII
light signals indicating an increase in conducted power to the edge. The extremes of this
behaviour are shown in Fig.4. Neither of the collapses shown has the same time development
as previously-observed 'carbon blooms' in the Hemode on JET [4]. For many shots, gradual
saturated behaviour of the [30 and the temperatures was seen for 1007200 ms before a collapse as
indicated in Fig.4(a).
3) Many forms of MHD activity, including fishbones, were seen in the H-modes with well-
peaked current profiles. There is no regularity in [3), thresholds for low it and fishbone activity
however, and it is not clear whether the existence of such activity limits the plasma
performance. There are strong bursts of high frequency MHD activity above 69 kHz (as in the
BN > 1 shots) and these occur generally at high 80- The threshold for such high frequency
activity (BNHF) is dependent on target Zcff (see Fig.5) and is generally around 0.75 — 0.95 of
the peak normalised [3,.) (BNPk). This high frequency activity may be linked to high n—modes,
the Zcff dependence may indicate resistive ballooning activity.
4) The MHD activity is much lower in the low 1i shots (early H~modes) and is non-existent
where no q = 1 surface has entered the plasma. Limiting [3,5 behaviour is nevertheless seen in
these discharges. The collapse is probably due to 'Carbon bloom‘ pollution, but the saturation
may be due to insufficient confinement (see below).
5) The confinement enhancement factor for these Hot ion Hemodes (II) is seen to be
dependent on toroidal field, varying from ~ 2.2 at 1.8T to ~ 2.9 at fields above 2.8T. There is
also evidence of a It dependence in some shots similar to the 11058 behaviour of global
confinement seen in the JET current ramp experiments [5]. In spite of the unfavourable
dependences on Ii and ET, the 3MA/l.8T early H-modes still achieve the highest normalised
50 values (088 , 0.91) presumably aided by the lower level of MHD activity.

Ballooning stability analysis
A preliminary stability analysis using a high n-ballooning code based on the method of

Greene and Chance [6] has been performed on the data from a loWeBT H»mode (26236;BNPk
~ 1.2), Supplemented by the HBT code [7] at low shear. Thermal pressure profiles were
established from LIDAR and ECE measurements of Te(r); Charge Exchange Recombination
Spectroscopy (CXRS) measurements of Ti(r) and Zcff (r). Polarimetry measurements of the
Faraday rotation profile were used, together with the measured pressures and magneties as
constraints to 2 equilibrium fitting codes (IDENTD and EFIT). The 2 codes being in good
agreement can effectively be interchanged. Some results are shown in Fig.6. It can be seen that
the plasma profile at 156 secs (near the peak LS0 value) has a trajectory in the s < a plane (5 =
rqI/q; or = v ZuOR pIqZ/BTZ) which limits close to 10 % of the ideal MHD ballooning limit
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tround the surface r/a = 0.45. The data at ”158 secs, taken in the collapse of B0, shows that the

Emma] pressure is lost due principally to the collapse of the ion temperature.

Conclusions ‘ .
High [3 plasmas have been obtained in JET where the peak [5 value reached exceeds the

Troyon limit (of combined stability against free boundary kinks or Ballooning modes) by up to

30%. The best JET discharges are consistent with a Bo-limit of 4 li I/aB,
The high B plasmas exceeding the Troyon limit show characteristic broadband high

frequency MHD activity, this is also seen at even higher amplitude in many Hot Ion shots at
high [h], although the high performance Hot Ion shots have not exceeded [3], ~ 0.85 [ml]

The MHD activity in Hot [on shots at high BC) is varied but the onset of high frequency

activity occurs above a threshold [50 which is inversely proportional to Zcff. Collapse phases

in the Hot Ion high Bl], shots are very fast. The MHD activity is quiescent across the spectrum in

shots without a q : 1 surface in the plasma.
An initial ballooning stability analysis shows that the low 131' discharge pressure profile

limits at the ideal ballooning limit for 0.35 < r/a < 0.5. Most of the profile lies below this
limit, possibly indicating importance of resistive ballooning modes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The construction of strongly shaped and elongated tokamaks is to a large extent

motivated by the theoretical prediction that the beta»limit is proportional to the plasma current

1] Expel’lillellml results confirm the advantageous effects of increased elongation (B : 11%

. reached with tm elongation K = 2.34 in DIll—D [2]). The understanding of beta and other
v35 , i . . . . . .

Z, crallonfll limits at very high elongation (K > 2.5) is, however, very limited. Notably, it is not
cl’efl’ whether the beta limit can be further increased by an increase in K or by other types of
shaping: Whether vertical stability limits the achievable elongation and whether control of
current and pressure profiles is necessary.

We report on an ideal MHD stability study in progress with the aim of clarifying the

Operational limits imposed by n = 0' (vertical), 1 (kink) and Do (ballooning) stability for
[okaniaks with elongation from 2 to 3, in particular, for shapes accessible to the TCV iokamak
in Lausanne. The shape of the plasmawacuum boundary is prescribed as:

R/a : A + cos(0 + 5 sin 6 + 2» sin 20) , 7./a : K sin 8

The parameter 9» modifies the shape of the tips: 7» > 0 makes the tips broader. We refer to
configurations with 5 = 0.5 and X : 0.2 as "TCV dee“. For all results presented here, the
aspeCt ratio is A = 3.7. Generally, the curretit profiles are prescribed, and unless otherwise
stated, ‘10 is held fixed at 1.05. The pressure profiles are either prescribed or optimized at the
ballooning limit (in the first stability region). Critical betas are then computed for n : 0 and n =
l stability with the pressure profile a scaled version of that which gives the ballooning limit.
The n = 0 tnodes are calculated fora resistive wall with the shape of the TCV vacuum vessel.
We assume that the n = 0 mode can be stabilized by active feedback if the growth time in the
absence of feedback is longer than 0.5 ms. The n = 1 limits do not take into account wall
stabilization. The equilibria, n 2 O and n = 1 modes are computed with the CIIEASE [3],
NOVA—W [4] and MARS [5] codes, respectively.

II. CURRENT AND INDUCTANCE LIMITS AT ZERO PRESSURE
it is well known that the circular current limit q 2 2 does not apply for sufficiently

noncircular equilibria (including those with X-points). Figure 1 shows the limit in normalized
current IN = [101 a130, set by n : 1 stability at zero pressure, as a futictioti of (10 for different
shapes (5 2 0.2 , 0.5 and l = 0, 0.25) and elongations K = 25 (1a) and K = 3.0 (lb). Here
we use a simple current profile: Rj is a quadratic polynomial in poloidal flux 1]! and vanishes
linearly at the plasma edge. At e ongation 2.5, the current limit corresponds to Q“, = 2 for
£10 < 1.2 and q = 3 for 1.2 < C10 < 2. For elongation 3, the limit is no longer related to integer
q but is a smooth function of do. The maximum current increases with 5 and decreases with
it. It is remarkably constant when expressed in terms of L195: (195 2 3.3 for qO between 1 and 2
and it = 0. We note that the current limits are similar for elongations 2.5 and 3. In fact, for
go < 1.2, the limit is even slightly higher for K = 2.5.

While n = 1 stability is favored by high q“, or a large internal inductance, the n = 0
(vertical) stability is favored by a low inductance. To illustrate this, we show in Fig. 2 the
limits in internal inductance for rt : 1 and n z 0 as functions of elongation for a TCV dee and
the same type of current profile as in Fig. 1. While these profiles give a large operating
window where both it = O and 1 are stable for K = 2, the window is considerably reduced at
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K : 2.5 and nonexistent at K : 3. We find that at zero beta, the n = 0 Stability is almost entire]
determined by the internal inductance, while the n : l stability is sensitive to the details Oflhe
current profile. We have found advantageous results for a class of current profiles with
"shoulders” in the outer region ofthe plasma. An example of such a current profile is Shown in
Fig. 3a. For q0 = 1.05, this profile remains n = 1 stable for [i as low as 0.43, while the
"standard" profile shown in Fig. 3b gives an [i-llmit of about 0.54. At K = 3 and zero Pressure
n = O stability requires I, < 0.5, which can be satisfied for the profile with shoulders but not b):
the standard profile. (Another way to ensure both n = O and n = 1 stability is to raise qo, This,
however, reduces n = 1 the current limit, which is not the case for the profile in Fig. 3a,)

5 4.5
(a) I (b)

N

4.0

3.5 W/

V 3.0

IN

Clo ' Llo '
FIGURE 1. Current limitfor the n = 1 external kink and dzflerent shapes. Circles - 6: 025‘
triangles - 5 = 05; open symbols - l 2 0,filled symbols — ll. 2 0.25. (a) K: 2.5 and (1)) K: 3,

(3a)

it:

0.5— nr=1
l I l I l0.4 '

1.3 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2,3 30 K R

FIGURE 2. Limit in Qfor n = 0 and]. FIGURE 3. (a) Currentprofile wit/1 shoulders and
vs elongation in TCVdee with a simple low inductance limitfor n = I. (b) Simple current
enrrentprofile and q0 = 1,05. profile used to generate Fig. 2.

III. BETA LIMITS AT HIGH ELONGATION
III.1 Kink-ballooning limit

Here we present the beta limits imposed by kink and ballooning modes for different
shapes (K = 2, 2.5 and 3; 5 : 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8; l = 0, and 0.2). In this study, the surface
averaged toroidal current density 1* has been taken as flat in the central region, matched by a
cubic polynomial in W in the outer region with 1* = dI*/d\lJ = 0 at the edge and 1* and dI*/d1tt
everywhere continuous. These profiles give rather high internal inductance, which is favorable
for n : 1 stability (but makes the n = 0 unstable at high elongation). The normalized current
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f'xed at 2.96 for K = 2.5 and 3, and IN : 2.22 for K = 2.
was L Picnic 4 shows the beta limits imposed by kink and ballooning stability as functions of

atioii for different 5 and )L. We see that the effects of 5 and 9t compensate each other and
est beta limits are obtained for highly triangular plasmas, 6 large and )L small.

thermOFCv at high uiangulzuity, 5 = 0.5 or 0.8, the limit takes the largest values at elongation
13.”: 2 5 The best result obtained here is for K = 2.5, 5 = 0.8 and 7t = 0, where the limit is
git—q, : It may be noted that this shape is close to that of the DHI-D discharge with record [3 of
1.13:1; [2], With correction for the inverse dependence on aspect ratio, [3 : 8.3 % at A = 3.7

1 ds to [3 : 10.4 % at A = 2.96, which is close to the experimental result.
9

along.
thii hlgh

COITBSPon

3.0 2.5 K 3.0
FIGURE 4. Beta limitsfor kink and ballooning stability and difi’erentplasma Shapes. Circles -
5: 02, squares - 5 = 05 and triangles - 6 = 0.8. Open symbols - /i. : 0,filled - A 2 0.2.

111.2 Limits imposed by vertical stability
As discussed in See. U, an important issue at high elongation is the vertical stability

which requires a low internal inductance. Previous studies indicate that the highest beta limits
both for kink [2] and ballooning [6] occur for high internal inductance. To examine the effect
of the n : 0 stability on the beta limits for TCV, we have considered current profiles with
different internal inductance in a TCV rice with K = 3. Figure 5 shows the beta limits for
ballooning (dotted), n = 1 (solid) and n : 0 (dashed curves) vs. the normalized current for three
different sequences of current profiles. In order of decreasing [i at fixed I these are:
1 — standard profile without shoulders and two profiles with 2 - weak and 3 - large shoulders.
Figure 6 shows the internal inductance as a function of IN at the n : 1 limit for these equilibria.

The n = O stability is primarily dependent on the intemal inductance. Figure 5 shows
that pressure has a strong stabilizing effect on the n = 0 mode. The limit in internal inductance
increases by about 0.1 when [5 is increased from 0 to 6 % for these equilibria. (Note that the
n = 0 mode is stable for B > BCmUN). For the sequence (1) of equilibria with the highest
inductance, the n : 0 mode requires 13 > 10 % for stabilization, which is clearly higher than the
n = 1 limit, so this sequence is always unstable.) The finite [3 stabilization appears to be due to
an outward shift of the maximum in the current density which redistributes the eddy currents in
the wall towards the outboard side. This is strongly stabilizing. Thus, finite pressure widens
the class of current profiles stable to both n = 0 and l at high elongation. We find that the
pressure effect on n : O stability is similar at K = 2.5.

The n : 1 beta-limit is higher for the cases of higher inductance (curve 1), in agreement
with the results of [2]. The two other cases, medium and low 4 (curves 2 and 3) give almost
the same values with a maximum of about 4 %. It is clear from Fig. 5 that the equilibrium
Sequence with the lowest inductance is stable over a fairly large range of plasma current, while
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the sequence of intermediate inductance gives a smaller operational window and that of high
inductance is always unstable. Figure 5 shows that the ballooning limit is almost independent
of the inductance which is different from results for lower elongation reported in [6], We
conclude from Fig. 5 that at K = 3, the beta limit is set entirely by the n = 0 and n = 1 mOdes
the ballooning limit being always higher. ’

7 3\.7"l—-"fii2

. rpm O.8—-—‘—”\

2llllllljbiltllllll\ljttl 0.4
1.5 2 2.5 3 35 4 1.5 2 2.5I 3 3.5 4

t N N
FIGURE 5. Beta [t'mirsfor ballooning (dotted), FIGURE 6. Internal inductance
ll : 0 (daslzedl and n : 1 (solid) vs. normalized vs. manna/[zed plasma current
cttt‘rcrttfor a '1 CV doe ( K = 3, A : 3.7) and the for the same equilibrium
equilibrium sequences described in Sec. 111.2, sequences as in Figure 5.

IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the beta limit of highly elongated tokamaks increases with triangularity.

As a function of elongation, the limit shows a maximum for K z 25. The n = 1 and ballooning
limits fall weakly at higher elongation. However, vertical stability for high elongation requires
operation at low inductance and this causes a more significant decrease of the n = 1 beta limit.
At high elongation, the beta limit is set entirely by n = O and n = 1 stability. Finite pressure is
clearly favorable for vertical stability at high elongation.
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FINE STRUCTURE lN TOKAMAK OPERATING REGION

LLUfll’Ullg Deng Chuztnbao, Li Guoxiang, Gun cuan. Xie Jikang, Huang Rang

institute of Plasma Physics, llct'ci, 23003 1‘ PR. China

The researches of controlled nuclear fusion have showed that there is a stable

operating regime of 'l'okamak The boundary of the stable operatiing regime has been

studied in detail, but its internal structure has still not been researched. Many

experimental phenomena on Il'llfiB Tokamak showed that different plasma parameters

had different discharge characteristics. Therefore, we studied the dependence of

discharge Chilraetct'istics on plasma parameters allesiticly and systematically. We have

got the fine structure of stable Operating regime of 'I'okamak/l/

1, THE REGULATION OF 'l‘Ol-(AMAK Fll\'li S'l‘Rl_l("'l"URlZ

In our experiments of fine structure of operating region, the line average electron

density HC and the safety factor at plasma edge qt‘a) were used as basic adjustable

parameters. All diagnostics on the ll'lloli 'l'okamak were used for measuring various

plasma parameters/2L Through a large number of experimental observations. we have

found that:

"In the diagram on the "c - (1(a) parameters plane, lhe high density

limit, the runaway limit, the low (1 limit, and the high (I limit (low Current

limit) enclosed a stable operation area. There are five subdivied regions

with different properties in the area: MUD-oscillation region, transition

region. sawtooth region‘ energetic electron region, and runaway

reginnllrigJ). The boundary and size of the five regions are varied

slightly with impurity condiliuns. discharge parameters and device states.

but the five regions always exist and always cmergv successively in above

order with the decrease of I16."
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When He is too high, because of disruption instability, the discharge is RlWays
distroyed. So every Tokaniak has a high density limit. In a small region beneath this
limit, the fluctuation signals on solt X—ray are the intense h'lHD-oseillations Willi highfrequency like sine wave. The frequency in llT—6B is about 20 kll7. to 25 kHz, We Call
this region h'lllDroscillalion region, The signals of m : 2 and in = 3 perturbatictns are
stronger than the other regions. Hard X~ray radiation is much weaker than that in the
sawtooth and energetic electron regions. When density is decreased to the range from
0,4 7v: it)” to 1,2 x llll-‘cm'J. SX signals usually present as strong sawtooth oscillations)
so this range. is called sawtooth region. When the qt’a) is above 5.5, the sawtooth nion
expands to higher density area. Because of the dil‘l'erent ”c , impurities, and plasma
current, the m : l/n = | oscillations overlaped on sawtooth are sometimes weak,
sometimes obvious. Generally speaking, the m = l/n : l oscillations are weaker at the
low ML? part of the sawtooth region, and stronger with the increase of try. The period.
amplitude, rising speed and dropping slope ol‘ sawtooth all somewhat vary with HE.

Between sawtooth and Mill)—
oscillation regions. there is a

WHWVTf/TVT ,— y transition region, in this reeion. thee \1/ V t, k; l/ l\// / y] (ins) _ ' ‘ ‘He—‘A—LA—e U—~ J‘L‘L‘ ‘ .20.. discharges may he MllD 20kHz, i ,e a, .1 ‘ ,. . .‘ :JL/ilfl: A Lillfllwfjllq Mum osctllation or may he sawtooth. In the
H H 7"Z'5VV’VNMMVAL‘AT/fljdfii m" duration of a discharge if the He

7" . '1
t“ vam”W‘fl‘vV‘tr- ”5‘” changed, the discharge may be

A ‘v't/WNNWMWWWNV $ti, Am rim changed from h‘lllDioscilltttions to
__.__.. A #7, 34 7,- i l sawtooth, or on the contrar r. fromA tlilttlt‘twlwii’t’W/llt-Wl-‘Vl'rtttl’il ‘tllrlljtl'l W" , . l135—» . jin— TJ.T “Timmy sawtooth to lVlllD'OSt'lllflllOllS. In

this region, the sawtooth are ol‘teii
Fig. 2 SN wavclorm. A:MIID-osril. region, overlaped by strong.I m = 1/11 = l

R: transition region. oscillation (Fig. 2).
C: sawtooth region

When electron density ne is below 0.2 XlOHClll’3, it can he found that the hard X—ray
radiation are strengthened enormously by one to two orders than that in transition
region and its appearance is earlier than that in sawtooth region. Sometimes on hard
Xeray signals tha clear sawtooth oscillations corresponding to soft X~ray sawtooth may
be found. lti this case, the energetic part of SX energy spectrum rises and its linear part
shortens, sometimes even no linear part appears. This area is called energetic electron
region. If the electron density he lowered continuously, a great number of
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energetic electrons will bombard limiter or wall of vat'uum vessel. At this case, a lot

of spiles appear on the signals of loop voltage and plasma current. sometimes stronger

undulations oeeure. This is the runaway region.

2, THE RESONANT REGION OF RHF

When the fine Structure was studied, the effects ofl : 2 and l : 3 RHF (Resonant

Helical Field) on each discharge region were also surveyed. The experiments show that

the effects of Rlll: intensely depend on the structure of discharge region. We have

found out that a regularity between the effects of Rlll‘" and fine structure of discharge

region is that:

"In the transition region with lower (1(a) and its vicinity. the effect of

RllF is most intensely. Its major effect is the suppression of 20 kll'l. MllD

oscillation. Thereby. the discharges change from Ztlkll'l. oscillation to

sawtooth. Both the I : 2 and | : 3 Rlllt‘ can suppress the 20 kllz MllD

oscillation. They have the effects of prolonging the period and amplifying

the amplityde of sawtooth. It is called resonant region. Apart front the

resonant region, the effects of Rlllr decrease gradually and vanish finally."

(Fig. 3 and Fig. 4)

On the HT—(iB in the range of about qta) S 4.0, the l : 2 and | : 3 RHF all act. As

(1(a) increases. the effects of l : 2 reduce, but the effects of l = 3 are still apparent.

However, if qta) is larger than about 4.5, the l : 3 hardly has any effect. When qta) is

lower than 3, because of having no Corresponding resultant surface. the effects ofl : 3

Rlll: disappear. The discharge region for best effects of R1117 is resonant region with

lower qta) and medium density. This is major operation region of RHF experiments on

H’llfiB for recent years.
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3. CONCLUSION
According to the experimental studies of the fine structure of discharge region, We

cart get the. conclusions as follows:
(1) The stable operation region of a Tokamak has itself fine structure. In the

diagram of 12‘; against qta), with decrease of "e from high value to Ion-er, fivg

discharge regions with different characteristics, appear in succession, that is,
MIIDAoscillation region, transition region. sawtooth region, ertergetic electron regioil
and runaway region.

(2) In the MHD-oscillation region, intense MHD oscillations with higher frequency
emerges in plasma. In the sawtooth region. sawtooth fluctuation is dominant. In the

transition region between above two regions, both sawtooth fluctuation and MHD

oscillations with frequency of about ZOkllz can appear. In the case of low Ila , energetic

electron region and runaway region appear one after one. The boundary of discharge
region might shift slightly with the variations of the conditions of impurities and
discharge status, but the five discharge regions always exist and their relative position
does not change.

(3) In the transition region with low qta), medium density and its vicinity, there is a
resonant region. Its major characteristic are that the RHF has a very stronU ability of
suppressing MHD turbulence, so it can change the discharge from 20 kHz MHD
oscillation to sawtooth, and can prolong period of sawtooth, also amplify amplitude of
sawtooth. This region is very sensitive to the external RIIF and impurity conditions, so
that the experimental phenomena are tnost plentiful here.

(4) The actions of RHF oceure mainly in the resonant region. Apart from this
region the effect of RHF reduce anti vanish gradually.

4. DISCUSSION
(1) Every Tokantak has its own fine structure of discharge region and maybe it

similar to that of HT—GB Tokamak.

(2) Different discharge regions have different discharge characteristics and this
cause in different experimental phenomena. so the same experiment carried out in
different discharge regions may get different results. Therefore we can suppose that
some different results, which come from same experiment on different Tokamak
devices, were due to operating irt different discharge regions. If the two Tokamak
devices operated in sante discharge region, the results maybe in agreement,

/1/ Li Linzhong, I-Iuo Yupiug, et a|.,CN1C-()(1329 (1989)
/2/ Zhao Qingchu, et £11., IAEA-CN-M/A—V-S
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The high density and high Bpol
disruption mechanism on TFTR

E. D. Fredrickson, J Manickam, K M McGuire, D Monticello, Y Nagayama.

W Park, and G. Taylor
pn'ni'ulmz Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ 08543

]_ F, Drake and R. G. Kleva
University Of Maryland, College Park, Maryland

Studies of disruptions on TFTR have been extended to include high
density disruptions as well as the high l3pol disruptions. The data
strongly suggests that the (m,n)=(l,l) mode plays an important role in

both types of disruptions. Further, for the first time, it is
unambiguously shown, using a fast electron cyclotron emission (ECE)
instrument for the electron temperature profile measurement, that the
(inn) : (1,1) precursor to the high density disruptions has a “cold

bubble' structure. The precursor to the major disruption at high density
resembles the 'vacuum bubble' model of disruptions first proposed by
Kadomtsev and Pogutse,

Previous studies of disruptions in hot, high l3pol plasmas on TFTR
have revealed that the precursor is an (m,n) = (1,1) model. However,
reconstructions of the precursor indicate that it has a kinkilike (rather
than island-like) structure. This precursor is found to have a very rapid
growth rate, often in excess of 103/sec. A large, non—thermal burst of
electron cyclotron emission lasting 100 - 200 ttsec is observed before the
thermal transport phase. The thermal transport phase is a rapid (:200
ttsec), structureless collapse of the electron temperature profile.

Studies of disruptions in ohmic plasmas at high density have also
found that an (m,n):(l,l) mode plays an important role. Examples of
minor and major disruptions will be discussed below where the
precursor has the form of a (1,1) 'Cold bubble' or 'vacuum bubble'.
Examples of major and minor disruptions in an 0.7MA ohmic plasma are.
shown in Fig. 1. The minor disruption begins with a growing hollowness
of the electron temperature profile measured on the midplane. It is
found that this hollowness is due to an (m,n) : (1,1) 'cold bubble‘ moving
into the plasma core. The precursor continues to grow until the
disruption takes place, which flattens the electron temperature across
the center of the plasma. This event resembles a sawtooth crash, but
the inversion and mixing radii are much larger. For the example shown
in figure 1, the inversion radius is 0.28m (near q=1.5) and the mixing
radius extends nearly to the q:3 surface at r=0.49 m. The measured A
(sfipolequil +li/2) remains unchanged, suggesting no change in the
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internal inductance. Following the disruption, the edge temperature
drops and the profile peaks up to a shape similar to that before the
disruption, including the flattened region within the q:1 surface (profile
'd'). The sawtooth inversion radius and the region of flatness in the
central Te profile following the minor disruption are only Slightly
reduced compared to that before the disruption. Thus, although the
electron temperature is flattened out to the q=3 surface, there is no
evidence for a similar re—distribution of the plasma current.

The major disruption begins in much the same way as the minor
disruption, with the rapid growth of a 'cold bubble' m : 1 mode. Fast
data from the horizontally viewing x—ray camera is available at the time
of this major disruption, and it shows a vertically asymmetric collapse of
the soft x—ray emissivity profile, supporting the model of the cold
bubble shape for the precursor. The growth of the precursor for the
major disruption (y: 5 x 103 5'1) is about 5 times faster than for the
minor disruption (y: 1 x103 5-1). While the central electmn
temperature is even hotter at the time of the major disruption, the
temperature beyond the q = 1.5 surface is lower.

At the end of the crash phase the A is seen to decrease sharply
(Fig. 1), suggesting a redistribution of plasma current. (in this figure,
the relative timing between the temperature and magnetics diagnostics
was determined from comparison of the synchronized fast soft x~ray
camera and Mirnov coil data.) The change in A from 1.15 to 0.85 is
consistent with a flattening of the current profile to the q z 3 radius (the
l3pol is = 0.1 at this time). This suggests that in this case either the mzl
mode, or modes excited during the crash, led to a reconnection or a
destruction of the magnetic flux surfaces and a broadening of the
current profile. The central electron temperature remains about 1 keV
for several milli-seconds following the major disruption, then the
temperature abruptly drops to less than 100 eV and the current quench
phase begins. It is not known at this time what is responsible for this
final temperature drop.

The difference between the minor and major disruptions may be
understood in the following context: we assume that qtr) is flat and that
the bubble is produced by the magnetic reconnection over an annular
ring of width 5r located at a radius rs (with 5r << rs). An estimate of Sr
can be obtained from the radius rb of the cold bubble, 5r : rb3/2rs.
Taking rt, as the radius of the bubble at the half depth and r5 the radius
of the cold plasma shoulder on the Tc profile, we find that for the minor
disruption or: 0.037m while for the major disruption or: 0.021 m.
Thus, the reconnection layers are quite narrow. The effective resistive
timescale is approximately TR = 4n(6r)3/nc2. For the minor disruption



the bubble growth time, Tb = 0.81113 while 1R = 3.3ms (based on the 200

eV edge temperature). Thus, since rb << m, the tnode in this case must

be categOriZCd as an internal kink. The internal kink has little effect on

tlte current profile, producing a q profile which is flat and close to unity.
This conclusion is also consistent with the absence of a large change in
the A, Which would be expected to change significantly as a result of the

modification of the current profile by the external kink.
For the major disruption, Tb = 0.2 ms and TR z 0.34 ms (based on

the 100 eV edge temperature) so that ch = IR. Thus. the formation of the
bubble in the case of the major disruption is driven by a quasi»external
kink. The external kink can produce a non-monotonic q profile in which
(1(0) can be significantly greater than unity. Such a profile is unstable to
a range of modes with m 2 2 and led to significant broadening and
disruption Of the current in a recent 3—D resistive MllD simulation of the

density limitz.
The internal (mm) = (1,1) cold bubble precursor structure has also

been seen in disruptions at moderate density and low (1(a) (2 2.5) (Fig.
2)‘ The density for this case is well below the Greenwald limit, bttt the

phenomenology of the disruption appears similar to those studied above.
Again. the edge electron temperature had collapsed and the central
electron temperature profile was very flat, implying very rapid thermal
transport (and possibly low shear.) within the q:1 radius. In the fast ECE
data from the grating polychromator and the soft x-ray data it was
possible to observe a cold bubble moving downward (at this toroidal
location) into the core of the plasma at a speed of 2 x IOJr m/s. The
growth rate of the precursor mode inferred from this measurement is
7:] x104 3’1.

These studies of high density and high [31ml disruptions on TFTR
have shown that. while there are important differences. the disruption
precursor in both cases has a large growth rate and an tm,n) : (l,|)
structure. While it is not known which type of disruption is more
relevant to reactor plasmas. in either case the nature of the instability
precludes active external feedback control. The high density disruption
studies do suggest that active control of the edge temperature might be
used to prevent the major disruption.
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ENERATION AND LOSS MECHANISMS OF RUNAWAY ELECTRONSG FOLLOWING DISRUPTIONS IN JET

R D Gill and A W Edwards

JET Joint Undertaking Abingdon, Oxon., UK

The generation and loss of runaway electrons following plasma disruptions have potentially
serious consequences in large tokamaks due to the ensuing damage produced if the electrons
are dumped onto the limiter or the vessel walls. In JET, large runaway Currents are produced
in discharges with carbon limiters, with reduced currents for X-point configurations.
Discharges with Be limiters generally produce few runaways. This paper will be concerned
with establishing an understanding of the runaway production and loss in carbon limited

discharges and using this to both evaluate possible means of runaway control and establish
possible reasons for the different behaviour with C and Be.

II, III Pulse N011334O
Vertical camera

Fig 1 On the soft X~ray signals the disruption appears initially as an erosion of the profile
This is followed by a huge spike on the X-ray emission coincident with the negative voltage
spike. After the spike the plasma emission profiles are no longer smooth, with rapid variations
in emission for small changes in both time and space.
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Fig.2. The different stages of the disruption and

runaway generation process are shown. The first three

stages are shown in the figure above with the
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Runaway Production
Plasma disruptions are
complicated phCl‘lOmena
often preceded by 1t
variety of lnhd
phenomena. However)
the main features of a
disruption leading to
runaway production may
be summarised by the
following sequence The
different stages are
shown on fig. 2

l Erosion of central
profile probably due to
the interaction of many
modesz). The
temperature falls,
profiles flattens.
Generation and trapping
of negative voltage
within the plasma3).
This is the start of the
disruption.

11 Hearing of plasma
edg‘, escape of negative

voltage spike3), greatly
increased soft Xertty

emission due to impurity

influx.

lII Rapid drop of Tc and

soft X-ray emission,

large increase in loop

volts. start of generation

of runaways.
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IV Bulk plasma cold, gradual build up of runaway current resulting in drop ofloop volts.
V Loop volts drop to about zero, runaways now have MeV energies and are located at

small R.

Either VIA Runaways dumped on wall due to inadequate control of their position. Plasma
current drops to zero.

or VIB Runaways stabilised at small major radius (R) and lose energy mainly by
synchrotron radiation. Substantial plasma current (1) remains.

These stages are illustrated in figure 2. The sharp spike on the soft X—rays marks the point at
which runaway production starts. This increased X-ray emission is initially produced by the
influx of the impurities into the plasma4), but the impurities also cool the plasma with a
subsequent decrease in Xeray emission coincident with the drop in the loop voltage. Analysis
of soft X-ray signals from detectors wifli different filters confirms this picture with the density
increasing rapidly by a factor of ~2 in fiOusec followed by an extremely rapid {all in plasma
temperature This is the point at which the runaway generation is taken to start as the drop in
electron temperature will increase the ratio of the electric field (E) in the plasma to the Dreicer
electric field substantially where

E/ED ‘3‘ 7cf[ I/ne Tc 1/2

Once the runaway regime has been reached the energy of the runaways may be calculated
approximately from W2 : p2c2+mzc4 with p = ieEdt. The value of TC during the runaway
phase is not well known, but it must be quite small (ten's of eV) as the loop volts, V, is large
when dl/dt=0. An estimate for W may be found by using the measured value of V. This does
not allow for differences which may exist between the E at the centre of the plasma compared
With the value outside the vacuum vessel where V is measured. This calculation shows that the
runaway energy increases up to 35 MeV over a timescale of 12 ms in approximate agreement
with the characteristic rise time seen in the hard X-ray signal (fig. 2). The build-up of the
runaways has also been clearly observed by a Ge FHA system which records a spectrum in the
0-400 keV region. After a substantial runaway current is produced the loop volts drop to ~O
and the hard X-ray signal then shows a smooth decay. At this time the current channel is
stabilised at a small minor radius. In other discharges the position of the runaways is not
stabilized and then the runaways are frequently dumped on the vessel walls causing damage.
The hard X-ray signal originates in bremstrahlung from runaway — background plasma
interactions. This radiation is highly peaked in the direction of the runaways and is observed in
the hard X—ray detectors only after scattering from material in the region of the main horizontal
poms. The efficiency of detection above threshold depends only weakly on energy and the
observed decay represents a gradual loss of energy from the runaway beam principally by
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synchrotron radiation. Typical timescales are about 75 ms which correspond to synchrormn
loss times of relativistic electrons in orbits with radii 12 ems. This is very much less than the
major radius of the orbit and probably corresponds to the effective radius of the electrons as
they move in the combined toroidal and poloidal field. An alternative explanation would be that
the electrons were scattered from their original trajectories parallel to B. A scattering angle of
~5“ would be sufficient to account for the observed decay time.

Avoidance of runaway damage

1) The runaways build up over a period of 15 ms after the negative voltage spike which itself
appears ~ 1 ms after the initial disruptive event. The runaway generation could be prevented by
decreasing E/ED during this period compared with the values which occur "naturally“. one
possibility would be to admit gaseous substance immediately after the start of the disruption to
produce higher he, TC and lower Zeft‘» Clearly H or He would be suitable. The fact that Be
limited discharges produce many fewer runaways than C is possibly due to this effect

2) If runaways are produced then if their position was properly controlled at the plasma centre
their energy would be dissipated by synchrotron radiation which would be distributed over
relatively large areas of the torus walls. This would not cause damage to the vessel Walls,

That this is sometimes possible is proved by the stable runaway discharge illustrated by the
figures.

3) A crude, but probably effective means of limiting runaway damage to the machine would be
to use a sacrificial limiter which would be moved to intercept the relativistic beams However
this method would seem to have disadvantages compared with methods (1) and (2)
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Introduction

Disrupte processes are observed in tokamak plasmas not only at the operating limits

(density limit or q-limit) but can be found under a variety of experimental conditions. Large

forces are exerted then on vessel components and support structures. The sudden release

of stored plasma energy presents a serious erosion problem for the first wall already in the

next generation of large tokamak machines. Strong energy losses from the plasma and an

influx of impurities are already present in minor plasma disruptions which do not

immediately lead to a plasma current termination. The rapid loss of energy confinement

was investigated within the framework of a systematic study on plasma disruption

phenomena in TEXTOR.

Density fluctuations and disruptive evolution

A frequent precursor situation found prior to a disruption in TEXTOR /1,2/ and other

tokamaks is the simultaneous appearance of several MHD modes. The most prominent

ones are the m = 2 and m =1 , n= 1 modes. A 10»channe| ECE system was used to detect

and localize Te-oscillations associated with MHD activities. A collective 2mm-wave

scattering diagnostic was installed to study the density fluctuation behaviour in different

radial regimes of the TEXTOFl plasma /3/. The appearance of MHD activity is also

recognized by a periodic enhancement of the scattered mm-wave power above the normal

fluctuation level of an Ohmic plasma. Fig. 1 shows the last 100 ms before disruption for

a discharge with ip = 350 RA, qlal = 3.8 and he = 2.O><1O‘3 cm‘3. A drastic change

appears, however, when a mode locking process occurs, Fig. 2 demonstrates for the
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same shot the change in the fluctuation level when an energy quench happens after the

overlapping of two MHD modes here in :2 and m = 1. The scattering volume was tinge
to the surface where the rational (1:2 is expected. For a given radial wave vector k =
22. 5 cm 1 the evolution of three frequencies is shown. The scattered power to, high
frequencies (f> O 7 MHz) grows exponentially from a small fluctuation level to a rather
high value. Fig. 2 shows for the same time interval two ECE-signals from the

neighbourhood of the scattering volume. Deeper inside the plasma (R[EC3] = 197 Cm) a
Teedrop is recorded whereas further out (RIECQJ = 206 cm) a steep heat puiSe is
detected. Between these two radial positions the rise of the density fluctuation amplitude
(RiSCATi = 200 cm) was measured. At the very time of the growing density fluctuatiop.
the Tairieprofile erosion is shown in Fig. 3, In time steps of ‘100 ,usec the beginning Tam.
profile collaps is visualized. This is the start of the final energy quench phase. The arrow
in the figure marks the radial position of the scattering volume in the equatorial plane of
the plasma.
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Fig. i M=2 mode precursor detected by ECE (top) and periodic enhancement of
collective wave scattering (bottom) show a strong phase correlation prior to
the plasma disruption.

MHD-triggered strong turbulence

The evolution of the density fluctuation spectrum from the time of MHD precursors to the
final energy quench is shown in Fig. 4. The spectral density function SKif) is plotted
versus frequency f in a logarithmic presentation. A typical decay index y z 3 is found
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here in the MHD active phase. A remarkable change of the spectrum is observed with the

onset of the Tevprofile erosion. The decay index changes finally to y = 1.5. The higher

fluctuation frequencies, measured up to f:2 MHz, show up clearly now. The spectrum

has changed its shape and amplitude. The frequency broadening of the spectrum

emphasizes the turbulent development of the fluctuations. The prompt emission of a

singlersmep heat pulse HP, detected by the outermost ECE channel at R = R0 + 31 cm

in Fig. 2, tells that a new heat loss channel has been opened.

in the radial regime between the q=1 and (1:2 surface a field line stochastisation is

expected to occur and was numerically already modelled /4/. This leads to a perturbation

in the local pressure equilibrium. Teaperturbations, Le. Te-drop, are detected by ECE

measurements. Density perturbations show up in this phase of dynamic changes even in

the line integrated interferometric measurements. Very pronounced impurity increase is

seen from CV—carbon line emission. Strong turbulent density fluctuations, initiated by

MHD—mode interaction, seem to be the responsible process for the enhancement in the

scattered power and the abrupt loss of energy confinement.

The turbulent density fluctuations are still observable in the current decay phase when,

after impurity influx and strong loop voltage increase, a transient megawatt Ohmic heating

takes place in the decaying plasma. A turbulent phase was recognized already for a short

time interval early in the current ramp-up when skin effects play a role. During this critical

start-up phase Current disruptions are encountered occasionally.

The frequency spectra observed before the disruptive phase can be interpreted as drift

wave turbulence phenomena. The amplitude of the fluctuations increases during the MHD

development but the decay index remains essentially constant. In the energy quench.

however, and during current decay after the disruption another type of turbulence must

be present. The sudden frequency broadening into the MHz range requires another

physical explanation. Rapid radial density changes observed by a multichannel FlR-

interferometer can qualitatively explain via their Doppler shift the frequency increase in the

spectrum.
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Detailed information on the evolution of the. electron density profile has been obtained during

mge-auiplitude tearing instabilities, locked modes and disruptions on TEXT-Upgratile. For

tearing instabilities, density islands which can be directly correlated with magnetic islands are

observed as a localized flattening about. the mode rational surface, As a precursor to a major

disruption, the density island rotation is slowed as the amplitude increases eventually leading

to a lorlqed mode, in a fashion analogous to that for magnetic islands. The resulting distorted

density prolile can persist for several milliseconds prior to the actual disruption, immediately

after whirh the edge density increases dramatically creating a hollow density protile. Previously,
”10 either of tearing instabilities on the plasma magnetic surfaces and temperature proliles has
[man well documented. Here, similar information is available for the electron particle distribution
providing further insight into the nature of the instabilities. For the case ol’ quasi-stemIy—state

MHD activity on TEXT. perturbation of the plasma profiles, in particular the density and
potential, can be correlated with changes in the inicroturbulent density fluctuation amplitude
and frequency spectra. This informal ion can be used to investigate the nature. and drive ‘il‘ the

electrostatic fluctuations.

ll is experimentally observed that ivlirnov activity can significantly atiem the spectral distri-
hntion and magnitude of the turbulent density fluctuations through changes in local parameters
and their scale lengths. Typical density profiles viewing the. island X~point and (Lpriint are
shown in Ha), for during large—armilitude MIID activity with fMHD=1 kl'lz. At the 0-point,
the density profile is strongly modified by the dominant m:‘2.n=l toarintr mode as flattening
occurs in the region of the (1:2 surface. Timesweraged density profiles tend to broaden as well
with increasing magnetic island size.1 The radial extent of the flattened region in the density
profile can be defined as the density island width. Island widths can also be deduced from the
Abel-inverted profile of the density perturl'iation, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The island width on
the high-field side of the torus is measured to be :10 cm while that on the low-field side is (:6
can for fit/11D = 1 kHz, Both the density island width and the maximum perturbation to the
line averaged density at approximately rqiz [see Fig. |(c)] arr- larger on the high-held side and
vary inversely with of fMHD.

In order to investigate. the relation between MHD activity (Le. tearing modes) and plasma
micri)tnrhulence, the density fluctuation frequency spectra for poloidal wavenumbers kg at
varying levels of Mirnov activity have been examined. The time-averaged (Le. over approx»
iinateiy 10 cycles) turbulent spectra, as measured via heterodyne fartinfrared laser scattering
during discharges with low (Ba/Ba 3 10’s, fMHD = 7.1 kHz), moderate (Ba/Ba 2 5 x IO’3,
Limp = 5.0 kHz) and large. (BU/Ba 2 10—2, fMHp = 211 kHz) amplitude Mirnov oscillations,

are shown in Fig. 2, [or 2:0 : 12 cm” [kgps : 0.9]. As previously retmrted,l for gasei‘ueled
plasmas in TEXT with densities 2 X 10'9 m‘3 S m S 4 x IQ19 of3 and quiescent MHD ac-
tivity (i.e. low amplitude), the frequency spectra [see Fig, 2(a)] are typified by a distinct
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leii'g11-11111pli1.::111I11 |Ji11a1llian1l peak at. negative frequencies, \1. hi1:h 1orresp111n1ls 11:1 1)1'0[)£U_‘1’ll.i()l‘l in
the 111111111111 diarnaqnetic d11ift di1ccti011. l‘he 1111:11':1s111111l dispersion relation 1'111 1111? tu1bulem
density fluc tuations agrees well with that predicted for electron drift. \ mes when an E, x B
spe111al shift. is 1111::lu1led. Since the E, x 8,, correction accounts for the hulk ol the 8116111111] shift
unambiguous ide1.11ilicati0n ol (.1111 electron drift. waxe dispersion is 1|iffi1:ult..H1>\\'e\cr. 11 roll--0\’er
in the dispersion relation foi 111; > 7 1m 1 is consistent with 11111111 ion 1.111111111rature and mass
111H111:t.n' 11111111 are theoreticalh expected. ' In addition the spectIal width Ago/1.1.1:. > 4 appears
in 1111 a real feature of the turbulence and not. due toaa radially varying electrlc field across the
sample volume.
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Al moderate to high levels of MHD activity, the. frequency spectra at each wavenumber

measured are significantly modified. as shown in Figs. 2(b) and (c). A notable Datum read-
ily distinguished from these broadband spectra is that the1 large—amplitude negative frequency
peak shifts towards zero frequency as the MHD amplitude increases. T1111 fluctuation mean
frequency decreases linearly with increasing MHD frequency. Time-resolved frequency spectra
show virtually no change in either i or Aw when looking at island X and (7) points. This implies
that. their is no 111:? 1:1'11111111ne11t to the plasma potential or radial electric field, consistent with
111easureinents.3

Changes in the fluctuation 111111)li1.111le which correlate with farm) and c011se1tuiently the
plasma [11111111111111 LH indicate 1l1at an increase in 11111 (.111'l11111-1n1:1,1 magnitude, St 01 at, directly
correlates to a decrease in the density scale length. From the tin11-1-resolved density fluctua—
tion amplitude data (integrated over all fi'cquciivies), as shown in Fig. 3(a) for 119 : 9 (rm—1,
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Figure 2. Time-averaged frequency spectra for kg = 12 cm?1 with (a) low. (b) moderate,

111d (Ci large amplitude Mirnov oscillations, Negative (positive) frequency Citirresponds to the
elc““ (ion) diamagnetic drift direction in the laboratory frame of reference

clear niaxima and minima are observed which correlate with the island X~point and (,J—point.

respectively. The density fluctuation amplitude which is typically percent level is modulatml

hi' Auk/73t- : i203?» during the MHD cycle for large magnitude islands. Similar ohservatinns are

niade at the other values of kg investigated. Recalling the density profile int'ormatirm provided

in Fig, 1. one ("an readily see, that fit. and L1] at the island radius are inverse proportional.

Mixing length estimates of the density fluctuation amplitude give the saturated limit as

L; ,
7'19 kflLn

for the case of isotropic turbulentze, Since 71,. changes are small and In does not appear to t'hange,

(mp would expect it to scale inversely with Ln. The relationships hetween the tiine-avm‘agetl

fluctuation amplitude. Ln at the. island ((1:2) radius" and fin”; are provided in Fig. 31h), Here

5‘; refers to the portion of the total fluctuation level [it which can lie attrihuted to electron

th-il't wave type turhnlenee originating, in the island region. While hoth St and Sp, decrease

with increasing Lm better agreement with the mixing length estimate is achieved luv using; the
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Figure 3. (:1) Temporal evolution of the magnetic and density fluctuations. (hi Tinte-
averaged fluctuation amplitude Sk (triangles) and SG (squares), and island region density scale,

length L" (circles) for leg = T cm’lv
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(,‘hanges to the iiiensiti' profile are measured with a 15 channel [channel spacing AI = 3 Cm
intmrl‘vrometer. Data for vertical ("howls ranging from x = ~().7 to -15.7 cm, where the negativB
sign denotes the high-field side. are shown in Fig. 4(a) for a time period about a major (llSTllptiOH
[t=355 ms] on 'I‘E-K'I‘lgratle. Large-amplitude Mirnov oscillations [Ant/Ha. 2 15% at x=—Q 7
cm] are clearly seen on the interferometer traces with plume changes occuringr at x = 173 [not
slim-nu}, -3.T and -15.T cm at time ~15 msec before disruption Distortions in the Profile are
observed due, to the island structure. The Mirnov oscillations persist until —5 Insec at which
time the island rotation (teases leading to a locked l]l()(l(‘ which continues up to the actual
disruption. The density proliie during the locked mode phase at ~11 msec is shown in Fig. 4(b)
and looks quite similar to that observed at an island 0-point. This shape is maintained up to
the disruption. immediately after which the density increases dramatically [see Fig, 4(a)] and
the profile becomes hollow as shown in Fig. ~1(h) for +0.2 msec. After a few milliseconds, the
Mirnov osi'2illations resume and the prolile evolves to a shape that is roughly centrally peaked as
the plasma continuli-s to decay. From this data. a tomographic reconstruction can be generated
by producing multiple Views duringr a Mirnov cycle as the plasma rotates by the interferometer
View." This provides a real-time 3-D View of the plasma electron distribution as the. island
rotation frequency slows approaching the lorked-mode phase and subsequent disruption.
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1991 an dxisymmptric toroidal geometry, the individual

polgidal harmonics arr:- Coupled together, while the turoidal

harnprniCS rpmain independent; thus, there can he- many rPsnnance

DUKLJL‘Q3 to: each tutoiiidl nmdr; x'xumbr‘r and, \;\..r:e3pmxljingly,

man; A lr’n parameters. The uii'rgct Lii Lhr- ternidici’ty un Lhr
‘ 1,

tearing modes hat-5 hem examined in ,‘l,I?/. 1n [hrs prefix-ant paper,

1 9),;m oi: Euler equation: n1" t [‘r-i-twntial energy functiumil

i-vi‘ inrniv'lFJ: tearing: modes in a (churn-a}: with arbitrary

.:{(j;.35*:38CtiOH and aspect t-itifi, has 2mm] drawn. Starting from

“.1; LquationS, :1 numerical algorithm has; bean dwavlnprfl in

order to calculate the pertm'Ldtion: wi- thr flux [unrt‘un .Aml

the A parameter. Writing rm qunurdl. , of 2hrm/n
Potential energy W in Lc-t'm-S Hf the Lmrturination (1' tin Hm;

tunction instead of the plasma displacmnent, one obtain: Lhc

energy iunctiunal for the tearing rut-«irri- 7/ 1.11:1a ,3 wanrdinate

5'15t Q,H,C with straight field lines; and muniil’lpring a

prcssureless aixis‘z'mmmctric toroidal ('nnfigurdtinn, thv

potential energy can be reduced Ln: the following Simpl":

functional /4/

”J w 3 ,
w - 7%? fau- cn in { ll [ a“; ) - : 7‘71, J’!’ +

' «(3‘ as] do at:

‘3 3 n . .
; "2:2: [ 5’31 ) + W 3% ( 31;; E . ) } I (1 ;

VEJ au a5 C 42' '

where the perturbation of the flux function y» has. the

expression

1
l
i
l
i
1
I
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‘1" flu 01.1 ‘1“,,,. : , W + ._._ , ,4 , — , (2)
‘P' (99 (it: '3"

and ‘I‘LLI), F{(1‘ and 4210} Lup‘ :nL t puluidiil flux, the
polnidal {LUIIDHL and the turnid‘jl flux, :cspectively; 011-1 is
the Ina-til: tumor. A tji.il,15;i,.ar1 system of unit: is used. Note
Hm? Una- n’rD hilrmmxiir at thcr perturbatiun is Fitmi‘nt.

{1‘a idm’ i n-g [NP 1.113.141 harmonic 1' e‘g.‘)‘r:'::‘-cntatim1 for Lhe
puerLurbatii-n AI the flnt-c [mm-Lian 2/:
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UV and H are 1.11:: dexivilti .9 in [unution iii the general'1
praloidal angle us and of the IlUX’alltfriL‘E' label :1, li'ri'ffipC'Ctl'x/Ely.

By minimizing, cme obtain: .3 system of Euler equationx; cf the

putent '1 :11 energy tumrkviunal

d [ dY ‘ 4n ' n d m+jt 7 ~ ] m f *7 7,] H. ‘ +2: ~ [E #77]
dd 10 du 30 m L q; p‘n/m do. 1] dc:

j:“m
3:0,3x m

d V (21‘! ., m(m+j)E Y + (m+j) w». t v + mE “‘11? < 0 (6)33' m+j Z’j m+j Zj .dc: da
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Considering only the terms with j:O, one obtains the equations

for uncoupled modes.

in a condensed form, the system of equations (6) reads as

follOW5

y" : r’1( 6 y + v y') + u a (a7,e ) ( 7 )”m/n

where f,V and G are matrices, while Y is the vector of the flux

function perturbations. To obtain a well posed system, a source

cm has been added in the r.h.5 0f the equations (7); S is a

Constant, while the Dirac operator ém must be considered as J

Vector with a :5ingle nonisero element currcsphndinq to the

resonant surface of the harmonic m/n.

Tu solve the system (7) with boundary condition: Y'O fnr

a'0 and a“un a nunstandard integratinn algorithm has hcen

developed. Over the full roqinn a sweep mathud has benn

dpplied; excepting ‘3 thin layer around the resonant nurtacc",

copiticients curresponding to the Runqe Knita integration

method have been written, while in the vicinity of the resundnl

surfaces, analytic expressions with an error at 0(x3) have been

drawn {K ~ a~a ). This algorithm has been chncked on am/n
cylindrical case, where an analytical snintinn ex]; /5/.

As an example of camputatiun, the mode m/n : 1/1, with a

parabolic dependence of p(al has been considered. Thn nmtrir

coefficients, as well the dependence of Lhe ellipticity, the

magnetic shift, the triangularity etc on a , have been

determined from the MHD equilibrium equations. To determine the

A’m parameter, the same definitiun as in /4/ has tH
/n

considered

Ym YimA' : rfl— ,, ”war (”1
m/ n Y + Y

1 ’ :f V l
m (m/n é m Lm/ni

{In paper /4/, for the determinatiun of the A' parameter them/n
coupling effects have not been taken into account.)

The following investigated dependencies are presented

A'(s(a )) for a /R=O and fixed a (Fig.1) and A’(a /R) for
o 0 m/n o

5(ao)=0 and fixed am/n(Fig.2). To outline the coupling effects,
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in Fig.1 and Fig.2 the dependencies of Aim/n on the Ellipticity

5(30) and the aspect ratio aO/R have been calculated with

couplinq (curves (a)) and without coupling s by forcing the

non—diagonal terms to be zero (curves (b)).0ne can see that the

coupling of the modes leads to an increased value of the A'
m/n

parameter i.e. a more unstable tearing mode is obtained.

Fig.1 A’(£(do)) dependence

for aO/Rro, m=i, am/nio‘g

a) with coupling

b) without coupling

Fig.2 A’KaO/R) dependence

for 5(0 0, mzl, Gm/nZO'g) :
Cl

a) with coupling

b) without coupling

so 0‘ oi 03 0A 05 flD/R
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INTERNAL MHD PERTURBATIONS IN Tell) TOKAMAK.

P.V.Savrukhin,D.A.Kislov,E.S.Lyadinafiii‘“Notkin.Yu.D.Pavlov
1.ViKurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy. 123182 Moscow, Russia

Internal structure of the plasma perturbations at the density limitABSmCT' . . . L 7 .
. ruptionS 1n T‘lO were studied with the use of three arrays 80! x ray

gfiginfi system. It was found that coupling of the m=1 and m=2 modes loads to
quench at density limit. while separate evolution of the modes does not

”:3: on gross plasma stabilityi
5f INTRODUCTION. One of the con-men features of almost all density limit

:isruptions 15 an appearance of plasma perturbations with m=2, n=1 poloidal
d torflidal symmetry. Growth of the 2,1 perturbations depends on the m=2.n=l

ande stability. on intensity of interaction of different internal
"m turbations (m=1,2.3.et. ) and on strength of the external error fields due,
1:3: example. to coil misalignment and coil reeds. This can lead to wide
spectrum of mechanisms of disruption depending on peculiar conditions of

experiments. _ _
Growth of the m=2,n:1 mode is often accompanied by appearance of m=1.n=1

nadir prior the disruption. Complicated behavior of the m=1 mode and its
interaction with the m=2 mode at the major disruptions was observed as early

as 1—4 experiments [1]. Experiments indicated that disruption is preceded
either by the miZ and m=1 modes coupling [1*3] or by growth of only m=1
PrecurSDI‘ [4-6]. Sometimes m=1 mode does not rotate and only m=1 erosion in
r<rtq=2) zone is observed [7]. "Giant" rotating m=1 mode was observed at the
energy quench in T—iO plasma during ECRII [8.9]. Maximum of the "giant" m=1

perturbations is at the radii two time larger than that of the normal m=1 mode
often accempanied sawteeth. However. experiments on TFR indicated that the m=1
perturbations induced by the growth of the m=2 mode are localized at the scam..-
5urfacc as normal m=1 sawtoothing mode. but have higher frequency [10].
HoreoVEI‘. sometimes there is no direct connection with the m=1 mode [11].
Physical nature of appearance of the m=1 mode was analyzed in number of
theoretical studies [12,13]. however simultaneous growth of the 2/1 and 1/!
modes observed in experiments does not allow to reveal directly reasons of the
mode appearance.

To rcVBal role of interaction of the internal modes at density limit
disruption we analyzed structure of the plasma perturbations in high-qL

discharges (qL=3.3-4) with different behavior of the modes: m=1 mode growth
without m=2 mode destabilization (2.1). simultaneous growth and coupling of
the m=1 and m=2 modes [2.2), growth of the mil and m=2 modes without coupling
(2.3), coupling of decaying m=1 mode with growing m=2 mode (2,4) and growth of
the m:2 mode without m=1 mode destabilization (2.5).
2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Studies of internal perturbations were made with
the use of the soft Xeray imaging system consisted of three arrays and allowed
to reconstruct local perturbations characterized by the m=0. 1.2 poinidal
symmetries [i4] . This permits one to study m=1, m:2 modes without severe
restrictions on symmetry. To maintain the accuracy of the reconstruction of
small oscillations perturbed part of the sygnals can be processed separately,
Time resolution of the system is up to 0.01mscc.
2.1. Destabilization of the m=1 perturbations is observed during on-axis ECRii
(Pab=0.7MH) with intensive gas puffing by additional valves. Time evolution of
the soft X'ray intensity at the central part of the plasma column is
represented in Fig.1a,b. Fig.1c. represents radial profiles of the relative
amplitude and phase of the soft x-ray oscillations at time moments indicated
in Fig.1!) [t=426msec(1). 430msec(2). 432msec(3l]. Amplitude of the
perturbation grows at first stage (1)42). Second stage (El-(3) is
characterized by the mode decay and displacement ‘ of the hot core. In spite of
large amplitude of the m=1 oscillations (in comparison with normal
sawtoothing m=1 mode) they produce no effect on gross plasma stability and
decay after a few milliseconds.
2.2. Continuation of the density rising resulted in increase of power

radiated from the plasma edge and Te(rl contraction. Thi 5 leads to growth of
the m=2 and m=1 perturbations at disruption at t=460.1msec (Fig. la, 1:”. Radial
profiles of the relative amplitude and phase of the soft x—ray oscillations
Just prior the disruption are shown in Fig. ie “2159. Bmsec ). Hodes m=1 and
m=2 are coupled and have large amplitude at low field side. Dependence of
phase of the oscillations at r:13*i4cm on the poloidal angle is shown in
Fig.1f (t=459.8msec). The m=2 mode is poloidally asymmetric. This
experiments indicate that in T-iO. as in many other tokamaks. coupling of
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the m=1 and m=2 modes play a significant role in density limit disruption.
2.3. Growing m=1 and m=2 modes without coupling were observed just after "_
pellet injection into ECRHmeated plasma with intensive gas puffing. Tempura}
evolution of the soft Xeray intensity at the central part of the ”firm
colwnn is Shown in Fig. 2a, 2b. Vertical arrow marks moment of Pellet
injection. Oscillations m=1 and m=2 have different frequencies just after
pellet injection and in spite of relatively large amplitude they do not lead
to the energy quench. Amplitude of the =2 mode decreasea with time [tin
t=420.0‘420.5msec) while m=1 oscillations continue to grow.

Fig‘ 2. c. represent radial profiles of the relative amplitude and phase of
the soft x—ray oscillations at time marked in Fig.2.},
[t:420.2msec(1),422.0m5ec(2),423.98msec(3}]. Hillocks at the profileS
represent m=1 and m=2 modes localization. Maximum of amplitude of the ”:1
mode decays and moves outside (1). (2). (3). The m:2 mode appears ones again,
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but with frequency equal to the frequency of n1=1 made
2 4' Coupling 0f expanding m: 1 mode with m= 2 mode is observed when the

distance between the surfaces of mode localization became sufficiently small.

The modes interaction is stronger at low-field side. Dependence of the phase

I the oscillations at r=i4eiscm on the poloidal angle is represented in

UV (t:422.0msec). The modes remains poloidally asymmetric. Growth of the

-2 mode continues until the first minor disruption occurs at t=424. Smsec

(Fig- 2b). Tomographic images of the local soft x—ray emissivity are shown in

fig, 26. Frames A(t=419.19msec) and M41917) represent images of the

missiVity observed just after pellet injection, while images CiH represent
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temporal evolution of the internal perturbations at the first minor disruption
[ C(424.20], D(424.24), E(424.28). 170124.32). G(424.40), H(424.66)l‘
2.5. Slowly growing and saturated m=2 modes without m:l mode destabilization
was observed in Oil-plasma after subsequent injection of two pellets (ll—pellet
at t=385msec and C~pellet at t=405msec). Temporal evolution of the soft x-ray
intensity is represented in Fig.3.a. Single and double arrows mark times of
H- and C- pellets injection respectively. Injection of Hapel let induces
cooling of the plasma and stabilization of sawteeth, while injection of C~
pellet initiates appearance of continues m=2 mode. Hode m=2 is poloidally
symmetric in the case. It does not induce disruption and only leads to density
decay. Tomographic images of the local soft X‘ray emissivity are shown in
Fig. 3b. Frames A( t:425. 04msec) and 13(425. 11) represent images of the
emissivity observed with horizontal and vertical positions of Xspolnt of m=2
islands. Frame C represent image of perturbation of the soft )rray emissivity
at the same time as shown in the Frame B. Dashed contours represent negative
perturbation of the emissivity.
3. CONCLUSIONS. ‘I‘omographic studies of the internal HHD perturbations in T—lo
tokamak revealed that either growth of the m=1 made without m=2 modes
destabilization, or m:2 mode growth in the absence of the m=l mode. or growth
of the m=‘l and m=2 modes simultaneously but without coupling do not lead to
energy quench and disruption in T—IO plasma.

Simultaneous growth and coupling of the m=1 and m=2 modes is important to
the triggering of the energy quench at the density limit disruption.
Coupled m=2 mode is pololdally asymmetric with more strong interaction with
the m=1 mode at the low~field side of the plasma.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS: The authors would like to thank the ECRH Group, Pellet Group,
and T-lO staff {or their technical assistance and Drs. V.Alikaev. Yu‘Esipchuk,
N.Ivanov, A‘Kislov, and K.Razumova for their support of the experiment.
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THE SAWTOOTH COLLAPSE [N ROTATING JET PLASMAS

R. Buc_h$*, DJ. Campbell, A.W. Edwards, RD. Gill

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon. Oxon. OXl-l 3EA. U.l\'.

1‘Max-Planck—lnstitut fur Plasniaphysilt. XO-lh Garching. F.R.G.

INTRODUCTION The variety of sawteeth in JET can be di\ided into two
7/

main nl-ntlpsi precursorless satt‘teeth l; and satt'teeth with m : ll : l precursors.

The latter are
:11 plasma rotation. Their collapse phase is analysed with high spatial

predominantly fotind in NET heated discharges with a corresporidingY

fast loi‘oid

“solution by means of a rotational soft X-ray tomography code. it is found that a

wlnplgie collapse is a sequence of two energy loss processes. Either of these may be

stabilized during the collapse. go ine rise to different types of sawtooth behaviour.

'['O.\l()(;RAPlllC RFC‘Oi ‘S’l‘RUCTlON METHOD The method is an

extethiml of an algorithm developed for the circular plasmas in ASDEX 2 . lts

static \ersion performs the tomography in flux coordinates rather than the polar

coordinates of the original Cormack method. The rotational version used in the

imesligtlliflnS of this paper also makes use of the rotation of MHD modes to increase

the poloidal resolution. It has been tested 3 in numerical simulations and by

reconstructing pellet induced snakes. Snakes are far too localized to be resolved by

' The snake size deduced from rotational tomography (fig. l‘) is

in very good agreement with that dedtteed from the raw

data traces ,4 ‘, clearly demonstrating the reliability of the

method. Since the data front about a quarter rotation

cycle is needed for one reconstruction, the rotational

method is' restricted to satvtooth collapses in which the

emissivity changes little during that time. ‘ This is fulfilled

in strongly beam—heated plasmas where rotation

‘: mi frequencies of up to 30 ltl—lz are achieved.

Fig. 12 .i [tel/El .Sllt'l/{t’ (#9550).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Partial sawteeth flatten the temperature

profile only near the radius M of the t] : 1 surface. lncomplete reconnection has long

been believed to account for this effect, The temporal evolution of the soft X-ray

contours shown in fig. 2 supports this mechanism. The plasma core is displaced

radially and an m .:l island grows opposite the core (figs. 2A.B). After the

displacement has increased from lent to 12cm Within 200its the process comes to an

end (fig. 2C). Then. on a much slower timescale the core moves back towards the

plasma centre (fig. 2D). The peak emissivity stays constant. Since the direct

consequence of reconnection is a flattening of the q-profile it seems likely that the

collapse trigger is related to the shear around n. In the development of the instability
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(/(r’ changes, the instability drive is removed and the collapse is stabilized
Olwiously. this is the case bel'ore the centre has been reconnected. The X-I‘ay
contours after the collapse are in agreement with the J; contours 35 .

C

p1. ' kt mm D .3.
Fig. 2: l’tu'liizl .tau'nmrlt ml/irpxi'. Top: Sig/ml ji‘rmz t't'rm‘u/ .wfl .\1ra_i' (liar/e.
Bottom: Contours of alumni! so]! .\1rtl_\' enztssr'i't'ry. (#2603, l;- = Isl/:1, B". = 3'1",

u; |.7 :~. [OW/21“. ll 4 103/]2, PM, : JJIHV)

Complete sau'teeth are the extreme opposite ol‘ partial sawteeth. The collapse is
Followed by \ery small or no postcursor oscillations. During the early crash phase
the same dynamics as for the partial collapse are found (fig. 3.»'\,B). However, ther,”_s, .

"r' A I in ' Piml ‘ Fltrrti
Fig. 3: ("map/Hm SlUt'IUUI/I collapse. The relative pea/r enzissiwrz'cs in [he contour/#015
are H), 0.94, 0.85 and (1.64, respectively (#26040, I}: : MIA, By m: 3T,
17L, : 1.3 X [Ow/)1 5. a 2 1.02m, PM, : 15.1111")

TJ
It}

island size and the displacement of the hot core increase further and eventually the

peak emissivity starts to decrease (fig. 3B—tC’). Finally the profiles across the whole

plasma core have been flattened (:SOlzs after fig. 3D,). Since the emissivity in the
[marrow/1nerred core drops it must be concluded that reconnection is not the only

process 01‘ plasma redistribution. Rather, an additional mechanism For fast transport I
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11‘ enCl“’V' across closed flux surfaces is necessary to explain the observations. This
t a
is Support . . . . . . .

Intermediate sawteeth exhibit postcursor oscillations ol considerable amplitude.
etl by the analysis of the following type of sawteeth.

Tomography I'cVeals that they represent indeed an intermediate stage between the

partial and the complete collapse. At

first. as in the preVious two cases. an

island grows (fig. 4A). Then, just as in

the complete collapse. energy is

transpmted across closed flux surfaces.

However. this process is stabilized

before the whole pressure is released

from the core as can be seen from the

presence of the remnant of the core in

the lower part of fig. 4B.
Fig- 4: lnlcruietlitlte sawtooth collapse. El)ll.\'.‘iil'lly\‘ contours before (A, ma.\'.= Lily

and utter CB, nza.\'.:l).5l the collapse. (#26095, [p —- Sui/A, 3,: 3T,

Iii: 1.3 ;-. 10"”: ‘. a = LOX/n. P”, = 7.1lll')

INTERPRETATION The experimental observations can be combined to

obtain a qualitatire picture of the sawtooth collapse (see fig. 5). The collapse starts

by reconneCtiVC plasma mixing in the Vicinity of the resonant surface. In some cases

the resultingy changes make the plasma stable against further reconnection (partial

sans-teeth). in other cases a second instability boundary is crossed, leading to fast

energy flow across closed llux surfaces. in some of these cases the resulting loss of

central pressure makes the plasma stable against further loss before all the central

pressure is released (internmiiare saii'ieet/i'), in other cases the pressure release is

complete (complete san‘tt’eth).

Aunstable against second Fig. 5: St‘ht’matit“ stability

loss mechanism diagram. Eat-h particular type
_.._ of collapse discussed in this

paper is reprtue/itca' by a
certain path in stability space.

‘ , The real picture might be more
artial complicated. In particular

/ stability might depend on more
than two parameters. llmi'eveig

_ in this schematic diagram

Time unstable against parameter .4 is likely to
Stable recomiectlon increase with the shear at r1,

parameter 8 with lip inside rt.

'omplete

'ntemwdiale

P
ar

am
et

er
B

/

Parameter A

The presence of two loss processes is confirmed by a more quantitative analysis

of the complete collapse in lig. 3. Two growth rates are found for the core

displacement. The change from the slow (3712(300p5)—1) to the fast growth rate
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(;:):(IO()115)71)coincides with the onset of the central pressure release. Much smaller
values of y. are also to be found, underlining the sensitive dependence on the local
shear. 7'; however shows very little variation, pointing towards a more glObal
stability criterion like a critical value of the core If,“

.»\dditional support comes from the compound sawtooth behaviour in JET.
Complete or intermediate collapses are often prcccedcd by one or more partials_ The
time interval between complete collapses is. however. basically independent of the
number of partial collapses. This striking behaviour can in principle be €Xp1ained if
there are two different trigger conditions in\olved in the two types of event.

/\ two-stage process for the sawtooth instability provides a probable explanation
for some of the seemingly inconsistent observations made in different tokamaks:
Depending on machine parameters and plasma profiles. stabilisation of the collapsc
will happen at different stages during both loss processes and thus give rise to the
Complex spectrum of observations.

Other .lET results support the important role of the local shear: reduced shear
at r. has been found by analysing pellet ablation clouds (of. Current profilc
modifications by local current drive .17; and by a change of the heating scenario from
CO-NBI to CTR-NBI 8 change the sawtooth behaviour dramatically. The
findings in this paper are also consistent with the low values of r/(O) typically found
in .1151, since incomplete reconnection is involved in the two-stage process.

CONCLUDING REMARKS Although the proposed outline of the collapse
is in qualitative agreement with many observations. a number of important questions
obviously remain to be answered In particular. the question as to the nature of the
second loss process arises. The growth of stochastic regions has been considered 10
play a role during the collapse in experimental 9x as well as in theoretical . 10“ work.

."l,« fit into
this picture? One might speculate that they are represented by the dotted loop in

Another important question is how the fast precursorless sawteeth

fig. 5. which does not enter the reconnection region.

We gratefully acknowledge valuable discussions with J. O'Rourke and .l. A. Wesson.
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A coMPARISON OF JET SAWTOOTH BEHAVIOUR LN PLASIVIAS WITH

CO- AND COUNTER NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTION.
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Introduction. Experiments have been performed on JET with neutral beam injection

counter to the plasma current direction, (counter-NBl), to assess the behaviour of global

parameters in this heating regime and to compare them with other experiments, With

counter—N81 on ASDEX, for example, peaking of the electron density profile and

accumulation ofimpurities was often observed /1/, Sawtooth activity was also stabilised for a

few sawtooth periods /2/. This paper reports on a detailed study of sawtooth activity during

the IET counter-N131 experiment A brief comparison is also made with sawtooth behaviour

for M31 in the plasma current direction, (co—NBI), a description ofwhich is given in /3/,

General Counter-NBI Pulse Characteristics. Fig, 1 shows on overview for a

3,1MA/2T discharge. In contrast to pulses at higher toroidal field where ZePf rises and then
”II, ,

saturates, Zetf decreases during the later
Pulse N012¢326 _

t ‘ phase ofthe heating pulse
alt-«t Vs 1

V” W WWW For all counter-NET pulses the

“W sawtooth behaviour changes following

up”, the first crash during the heating pulse,

. a _ ,-~~\‘ small amplitude sawteeth being observed,

,r/ 1. The period is very short, of the order of

30 milliseconds (ms), This compares with

n"
no"

U

a value close to lOOms for the ohmic

‘\ sawteeth preceding the heating pulse and

’ contrasts strongly with the behaviour in

’5' f ”'— \ co—NBI, where the sawtooth period is

J longer than the corresponding ohmic

”‘ “ t, 3. sawtooth period. The sawtooth period

-___ gradually increases during the heating

3,“ , s pulse, whilst remaining well below the
‘ Counter NEl power '

u' q , " ohmic sawtooth period, For discharges
IE 5.1 34 9‘ 9,0 9.3 95 19102115

Trrre (5) with a toroidal field above 2T, the nature
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Fig, 1 OVCWICW ofPlasma Parameters ofthe sawtooth crash remains the same.



For the 3.1MA/2T shots, the sawtooth behaviour changes in the later part Ofthe high POWer
heating pulse giving larger amplitude, longer period sawteeth, which are then stabiIiSed
during the low power phase at the end ofthc heating pulse.

Fig 2a shows electron temperature profiles before and during the counter—NB] heating
pulse, for the 3. IMA/ZT shot ofFig I. These profiles, which are flat in the centre, are typical
ofthosc measured for all counter—NBI discharges. The electron density profiles are alsg flat
over the centre of the profile. The corresponding profiles of the safety factor, (q),
determined from an equilibrium code that uses Faraday rotation data to constrain the fit) are
shown in Fig 2b. These show a broad central region over which (1 is close to I, Sawtoothing
has begun at about Ssecs and Within O,Ssecs the current profile has come into equilibrium
The sawtooth inversion radius at 7.555ecs, as determined from tomographic inversion Ofthe
soft X—ray data, is 0.5m. This is in good agreement with the radius ofthe q:l surface.
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Fig 2a Fig. 2b
Electron temperature and safety factor profiles. The error on q-on-axis is i 15%,
The relative error point—to-point and from one profile to another is much smaller,

The Counter-NBI Sawtooth Crash. Fig, 3 shows the sofi X-ray data for a counter—
NBI sawtooth crash during the early phase of the N131 heating pulse. Prior to the crash, the
channel at 3.59m shows the presence ofa large saturated in:n:l island, which is also seen in
Fig3A. This island lies close to the sawtooth inversion radius measured during the ohmic
phase of the discharge, that is at 2.6m and 3.6111. An m:n:l island then grows in the centre,
displacing the core off—axis and fully reconnecting the central region, Fig 3B shows the core
displaced off-axis at the end ofthis phase, close to the sawtooth inversion radius that is now
measured to lie between 2.8m and 3.35m. Upon completion ot‘the crash the central region is
leFt flattened with the original m=n:] island remaining, as shown in Fig3C.
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Soil X—ray data for a
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Interpretation of the Counter-NBI Sawteeth. Ohmic q—profilcs measured in other JET
operating regimes are normally parabolic with a qronraxis (qo) falling to about 0.75 /4/. In
comparison, the ohmic q—profile measurements for counter-N131 show a broad profile in the

centre with on below and close to l. Steady state simulations show a substantial beam drivgn
current (jbdc) in the central region (r/a<0.l). For 3.1MA/2T discharges this can reach
3OOKA/mz, which is 25% of the total current denstty of 1.2MA/m2, .lbdc has a high radial
gradient and acts counter to the plasma current direction, Iflbdc is sufiiciently large, this will
‘overcome' the effect of neo-classical resistivity, which lowers qO, and raise the central q, A5

Qt) reaches 1, two q:1 surfaces will be present in the plasma. Under these conditions, as ‘10

rises above 1, an ideal instability is predicted. If the off—axis minimum in q is below I, then
the flux within the central q—l surface will be reconnected, lowering qn from a value above 1

to a value below 1. The outermost q—'l surface will be unaffected by the reconnection which
occurs within the central (1:1 volume

As the electron density increases during the heating pulse, the fraction Oflbdc to total current
density decreases, slowing the rate of rise of C10» This leads to an increase in the sawtooth
period during the heating pulse. For discharges with a toroidal field above 2T, this is the only
consequence of the increase in the electron density, the type of sawtooth behaviom

described above being seen throughout the heating pulse. For the 3.1MA/2T pulses, the
sawtooth behaviour changes in the later part of the heating pulse to that which is more
typical for JET in co—NBI /3/. Only one q=l surface is observed in the plasma at this time
and the sawtooth crash occurs within a large inversion radius, equivalent to that measured

during the ohmic phase. in this case, the fraction of .lbdc to total current is clearly not

sufficient to drive qo above 1 in thc centre,

Concluding Remarks. Small amplitude, high frequency sawteeth have been observed on

JET during counter-NBI. These can be explained by a beam driven current in the centre,

counter to the plasma current direction, driving q‘on~a.\'is above 1 This leads to an ideal

instability that causes the central flux to be reconnected, driving qU below 1. This is the

opposite of normal JET sawtooth regimes, where the sawtooth crash leads to an increase in

the central q
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INVESTIGATION OF THE SAWTOOTH PRECURSOR OSCILLATIONS OF
ELECTRON DENSITY AND ELECTRON TEMPERATURE IN OHMIC

TOKAMAK DISCHARGES ON TEXTOR

H.R.Koslowski and A.Kramer—Flecken

Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jillich GmbH, Ass. EURATOM—KFA,
Postfach 1913, D5170 Jillich, Germany

The m=l precursor oscillations and the sawtooth crash in Ohmic discharges have (I fired
phmg relation. The outflow of heat and density during the crash has no radial symmetry.

The enhanced transport is via the X—point of the rotating island.
Precursor oscillations can be observed in tokamak discharges over a wide range of plasma

parameters. These oscillations are commonly attributed to the evolution of a rotating m:1

mode. They Start during the ramp up phase several ms before the sawtooth crash and grow
exponentially in amplitude. The typical frequencies of these oscillations on TEXTOR are

in the range from ZkHz up to approx. 4kHz. The duration of the precursor phase is about

3mg. The modulation of the line integrated electron density and the ECE signals are a
few %, depending strongly on the radial position of the measurement.

The sawtooth precursor oscillations and the sawtooth crash have been measured in a series

of Ohmic discharges in the TEXTOR tokamak (R=1.75m, a=0.46m). The main plasma

parameters are: fi:4.4 * 1013cm ‘3, Ip=400kA, B,=2.25T. The applied diagnostics were

the HCN interferometer, measua the line integrated electron density at nine vertical

probing beams and the ECE radiometer with nine channels at various radial positions,

measuring the local electron temperature. Both diagnostics have sufficient time resolution
(Sons for the HCN interferometer, 4O [15 for the ECE measurement) to resolve the fast
oscillations.

The good reproducibility of
6'15 I 7 K ‘ Tm°fi”45735"“5799 the individual sawtooth events

allows the application of a
g 6.13 ' coherent averaging procedure
g NWVWW to the density and temperature

:3: 6.11 “WWW , signals in order to increase the
E ‘ [ signal to noise ratio. The ECE
g J signal from the plasma centre
13 5-09 is ‘ “Mfr-“'4' serves as a reference for the

I'M/Wm times of the sawtooth crashes
6'07-6 _4 _2 2 4g » 6 during the flat top phase of the

tl/Dms discharge. This signal shows
only a small modulation due
to the precursor oscillations,
thus allowing a precise
determination of the sawtooth

Fig. 1 Line integrated electron density at R:R0=l.75m
after averaging of 428 sawtooth events.
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crash. About 50 sawteeth are detected during the flat top of a discharge. The signals are
averaged by superposing a constant interval of the time traces around the sawtooth crash,
Figure 1 shows the line integrated electron density measured with a probing beam at the
geometrical centre of the torus at R0=1.75m. By averaging of more than 400 sawtooth
periods the signal to noise ratio is increased by a factor of ~20 compared to the Original
raw data, whereas the amplitude of the precursor oscillation shows nearly no decrease.
Therefore the precursor oscillations and the sawtooth crash must have a fixed phase
relation, otherwise the amplitude of the precursors should have the same damping in
amplitude as the average noise level. The measurement of the line integrated electrcm
density is made along vertical chords, so it projects the plasma onto a horizontal plane. The
finding can be explained only, if the projection of the rotating m:1 island, which is
associated with the precursor, onto the probing beams has a well defined phase. We can
conclude, that the m=1 island has a fixed position within the laboratory frame when the
sawtooth crash occurs.
The precursor period in this series of discharges is 320,15 when the precursor starts and the
rotation slows down to a period of 380m just before the crash. There are some oscillations
visible after the crash. These postcursor oscillations are present in many investigated
discharges. Their frequency is nearly equal to the precursor frequency. The postcursor
oscillations have a duration of about two periods and have the same phase as the precursor,

The coherently averaged
i signals for the central four
‘ interferometric probing beams

are shown in figure 2. The
opposed oscillations of the
signals at R=1.75m and
R=1.85m, which are located
on the high field side (HFS)
and on the low field side
(LFS) with respect to the
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Fig. 2 Line integrated electron densities of four probing
beams. The signals at 1.75m and 1.85m show precursor
oscillations with opposite phase, thus underlining the
m=1 character of the precursor.

magnetic axis, demonstrates
clearly the m=l behaviour of
the precursor oscillation. The
beams at R=1.65m and
R=1.95m are located outside
of the q=l surface, showing
no modulation but only the

inverse sawtooth caused by the outflow of electrons due to the sawtooth crash. The
sawtooth crash time can be determined to approx. ZOOus. An inversion of the line
integrated electron density (the time for the inversion was chosen 3ms before the sawtooth
crash to avoid the perturbation due to the m=l mode) using a matrix method yields the
equidensity surfaces which are approximately equivalent to the flux surfaces. This
calculation yields the position of the magnetic axis at Rmag~ 1.80m. The probing beams at
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1,75m and 1.85m are tangential to the same flux surface (with r=5cm) and because the
Shafl'ano" shift profile is rather flat in the centre (as comes out from the inversion and is
in good agreement with equilibrium calculations for TEXTOR /l/) the beams at 1.65m and
1.95m are located on opposite sides of the flux surface with r215cm. The nearly equal
modulation amplitudes for the inner two probing beams confirm the calculation. Looking
closer at the signals measured at 1.65m and 1.95m major radius reveals, that the onset of
the inverse sawtooth is delayed in the channel at the LFS, i.e. the outflow of the density
starts at the HFS. The analysis of SXR data from the TEXT tokamak showed for some
sawtooth events that the crash on different sides of the plasma centre was not
simultaneous /2/.
The common picture for the
magnetic m=l island is that it
has a crescent shape, the ‘1- ‘ ahabd
profiles have a localized 7' "
flattening around q=l on one
side (the so—called 0—point),
whereas the profile gradients
at the opposite side of the
q=1 surface (X—point) become
larger due to the displacement f
of the hot core. A simulation l_ 4i; .—i
of the HCN data for a probing 1'0 t3 0 0'5 1‘0
beam intersecting the q=l ms
surface under the assumption
of a rotating m=1 island U
shows the same modulation as the measured signals. The maximum amplitude of the phase
shift signal is found when the beam crosses the island in the vicinity of the X—point,
Whereas the minimum is measured when the beam intersects the flattened island. From
these model calculations one can conclude that the outflow of density and temperature
during the internal disruption has no radial symmetry around the q=1 surface, but is
localized at the X~point (this is also predicted by a theoretical model, see ref. /3/). The
delay between the inverse sawteeth at the HFS and the LFS is correlated with the rotation
of the island (see fig. 2, where the inverse sawtooth on the HFS appears, when the X~point
of the island is located there, the arrows indicate the times when the X-point of the island
is at the HFS and LFS, respectively). A similar behaviour was found from the tomographic
analysis of SXR and ECE data in TFTR /4/.
The same analysis for the ECE data yields that the sawtooth crash in the electron
temperature starts at the low field side. Figure 3 shows in the upper part two ECE signals
measured at R: 1.64m and R: 1 .91m on the HFS and LFS, respectively. The temperature
outflow on the high field side is significantly delayed. The lower part of the picture
displays the corresponding HCN signals showing the opposite behaviour. This finding
Seems to be contradictory, but can be explained in a straightforward way: on TEXTOR the

fidn #46786 - #46799
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Fig. 3 Asymmetric behaviour of the sawtooth crash.
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diagnostics for the electron temperature and the electron density are 180' apart in the
toroidal direction. The respective diagnostics observe at a given time opposite points of the
rotating m=1 island at the inner and outer sides of the torus. Therefore these results are
another indication, that the sawtooth crash is coupled to the m=n=1 mode.
A further asymmetry is found in the amplitudes of the inverse sawteeth. Figure 3 Shows
that the amplitudes on the side where the crash starts (HFS for the HCN data and LFS for
the ECE) are larger than the corresponding signal amplitudes on the opposite sides,
indicating that the outflow of density during the crash phase is not constant in time.
The coherent averaging

‘ 500 TEXTOH ' 'procedure has been applied-to Ohmic mm
many Ohmic discharges With Bt-2A25T

. . . 400'
different plasma conditions i; ‘ I

. _ \ o
(variation of Me, IP’ BI), thus g 300. ! g

'2

allowing to study the 2. . '
dependence of the precursor 3 200'

. . 3
period on various plasma 5

D.parameters. As an example, 100'
figure 4 shows a plot of the
precursor period versus the
plasma current. The precursor

PeriOd increases With the Fig. 4 Precursor period vs. plasma current. The data are
plasma current. The scatter measured at different averaged electron densities.
within the data at the same

00 too 2‘00 36b 400 500
plasma current] kA

current is due to the variation of density. We have included shots with a in the range
from 1.5 to 4.4*1013cm‘3. The magnetic field was 2.25T for all shots. The precursor
period was averaged over the last 4-5 oscillations before the sawtooth crash. An additional
result is that the precursor period increases when the toroidal magnetic field is decreased.
In most of the discharges with precursor activity the m:l island is found to take a fixed
position within the torus when the sawtooth crash occurs. In some cases the averaging.
procedure results in the decrease of the precursor amplitude, i.e. the m=1 mode has a
random orientation within the vacuum vessel at the crash time. Then the coherent averaged
data shows no time delay between the inverse sawteeth on the HFS and LPS (which may
be still present in an individual sawtooth). The reversal of the toroidal magnetic field had
no effect on the localization of the asymmetry.

/ 1/ P. Bomer, A. Kaleck, Proc. 12th Eur. Conf. on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics,
Budapest, part I, p. 187, Eur. Phys. Soc. Geneva 1985
/2/ J. A. Snipes, K. W. Gentle, Nuclear Fusion, 26, 1507 (1986)
/3/ A. Rogister et al., Proc. 13th Intern. Conf. on Plasma Physics and Contr. Nuclear
Fusion Research, Washington 1990, vol. 2, p. 231, IAEA, Vienna, 1991
/4/ Y. Nagayama er al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 3527 (1991)



THE INFLUENCE OF MODE LOCKING BY RESONANT HELICAL
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TOKOLOSHE TOKAMAK
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INTRODUCTION
We report studies of electrostatic, fluctuation-induced, edge particle transport in Tnlcoloslie

tokamak plasmas during controlled mode locking with external, helical (I! 22, 3) coils. The

measurements were made on reference plasmas characterised by periods of both high and

low Mirnov activity and on plasmas locked to fields imposed by the coils, The fluctuation

induced transpOrt. F was estimated from i”, and of measured with a four-tip Langmuir

probe array which could be moved radially up to 2.5cm into the plasma from the limiter.

Electron temperatures and temperature fluctuations were measured with two of the tips

configured as a double probe using the technique of [1]. Data were recorded at a IMHZ

sampling rate and all transport analyses were calculated from ensemble averaging over 16

blocks of 128 its (2 2.048 ms).

RESULTS
Reference plasmas (fr 2120 kA, Lit 20.6 T, Ru 20.52 m, a 20.24 m) have large "1/11 22/1

and 3/1 islands present, rotating at 2 8kHz. The onset of high Mirnov activity varies

from shot to shot, but the Bohr: :2) trace shown in Figure 1(b) is representative of the

activity on the type of shot studied. Figure 1(a) shows the radial profile of the fluctuation

induced particle transport, peaking at (1(2 T/(l) 20.93. These data were obtained between

14 and 20 ms during the ‘flat—top' period of the plasma current in the presence of strong

gas puffing. The temporal evolution of F at p 20.93, or 1.5 cm, into the plasma from the

limiter is shown in Figure 1(b), measured during discharges which exhibited periods of high

and low Mirnov activity. The particle transport increases linearly throughout the duration

of the discharge up to the major disruption. The temperature and associated fluctuations

are shown in Figure 1(c) at three different radial positions, in the region of peak F... The

temperature is roughly constant at a: 18i4 eV and the temperature fluctuations are small

(0.02 S TIE/T,z S 0.11 or 71mg 0,5§,,,/i,,,) at each radius. Saturated ion current and

floating potential fluctuation levels as a function of time are shown in Figure 1(d), taken at

p 20.93, on the same timescale as 1(b). The fluctuation levels for both Lat/is,“ and éj/Te

increase during the low Mirnov activity phase and then decrease while the m =2 tearing

mode amplitude starts to grow. Both levels remain constant at about 1.5 X their levels prior

to the growth of the m 22 mode, even after the mode amplitude decays again.

Figure 2 shows data from discharges in which the islands were locked by a resonant C 22

coil pulse for both directions of helical coil current. The coil was switched on at t 210.5 ms

and locking of the islands usually occurred 0.5 ms later. Results from the two coil current

directions were very similar. Figure 2(a) shows the radial profile of the particle transport

l
l
l|
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during locking, with the reference results shown as filled circles for compari50n. Data {Orthis
figure were taken during the locked phase, usually from i 2 12 —t 17 ms. FigUre 2(b) ShOWS
the temporal evolution of T before and after locking for several shots at p :0.93. In Some
cases the plasma unlocked after Q7 ms as shown by the Bah/z :2) signal in Figure 2([,).
The transport first increases linearly, as expected, during the period of high Mirnov activity,

at
this value throughout the locked phase. With the coil current in the opposite direction this

Immediately after locking, F drops to a value x 1/2 of that prior to locking and remains

effect is again observed, but with f“ dropping to only 1/3 of its reference value. In the few
cases where the plasma unlocked, the transport once again increases, but at a ratefaster than
that prior to locking. In most cases, however, the plasma undergoes a major disruption after
a period (2 5 ms) of locking, Figure 2(c) shows the temperature and associated fluctuatiOns
during the locked phase at the three radial positions shown in Figure 1(C). The temperature
is, again, roughly constant and slightly lower than the reference case at z 12i2eV, but the
relative level of temperature fluctuations are very large (06? S 7.13/71 3 0.92 or fie/T55
2.5isal/isa‘) at each radius. Saturated ion current and floating potential fluctuation leVels
are shown in Figure 2(d) as a function of time at p :0.93, on the same timescale as Figure
2(b). The dry/7L fluctuation level increases during the low Mirnov activity period and during
the growth of the m :2 island, but, at locking, drops to :3 1/2 the value immediately before
locking. During locking, the level increases monotonically again at a similar rate to that
before locking up to the major disruption. The ratio ism/1':at is about the same as during
the high Mirnov phase in Figure 1(d) and does not seem to depend on whether the mode is
rotating or locked.

DISCUSSION
The broad peak in the radial particle transport (Figure 1(a)) occurs about 1.5 cm into the
plasma at p 20.93. Both (:5; and of peak in this region giving rise to a velocity shear layer of
width x 0.8 cm. The radial electric field changes sign across this layer which in turn changes
the direction of the phase velocity. The phase angle between ism and of)! also changes sign
in this region so the particle transport remains positive at each radial position as observed
on many tokamaks,
The profile during locking (Figure 2(a)) retains essentially the same shape as that before
locking, but is smaller at each radius. No change is observed in the phase spectrum or phase
velocity in both magnitude and sense before and after locking. The coherency between the
fluctuating quantities is only slightly higher during locking. Power spectra of both f5,“ and
d); are broadband and essentially featureless with maximum power between 50 and 100 kHz
during both reference and locked cases, but the amplitudes during locking are lower. The
monotonic increase of T‘ with time (Figure 1(b)) takes place in the presence of strong gas
puffing throughout the discharge. The reduction in l“ during the locked phase (Figure 2(b))
is a direct result of the reduction in is,” and (3/ as can be seen from spectral analysis. A
global analysis (Fletcher et. al., this conf.) suggests the main effect of locking is to change
the particle source function. Since the locked island orientation at the probe is different with
different coils and coil current directions, the similarity of the (7’ : :l:2 and t’ : i3 results



suggests that they are reasonably representative of the global picture.
The edge electron temperature (Figure 1(c) and 2(c)) is essentially unchanged by locking,

but the dramatic inCrease in Tr/TL. during the locked phase could have serious consequences

for the contribution to particle transport deduced from the measured quantities. Standard

fluctuation induced tranSport theory requires a measure of flc and £512: but both of these

quantities are difficult to measure in a tokamak. Instead, the edge density is derived from

"C 3: [mu/n—Li/(Jlfifi) (where A is the probe area) and the plasma potential fluctuations
from 0‘1» : a,+3.67; giving

1 . ., _ _ 1_ i (1)2 — 1 o? 1 it = in . e1 er + . —i‘,7: ‘ rm 1 7; 2 ntTL ‘7; TE TE '“ T3

Relativefluctuation levels of nE and (by, then, also involve temperature fluctuations, but these

are normally negligible during reference cases. The levels of (nETEVQnETL. and (Rafi/'13 are
small (S 005) at all radial positions used and are therefore neglected. With values obtained

from 'l'okuloshe during the reference cases the error in using [Sm/2'Sm instead of fig/71: is z

3% and using dbl/T5 instead of tip/’11, about 15%. The large temperature fluctuation levels

at the edge cannot be ignored during the locked phase since now these errors for rig/me are '1

40% and could be up to 100% for (Exp/TE. Our results contain no direcl spectral information
of T1 so it is impossible to estimate the overall effect on F, however, an estimate can be

obtained from the auto-power spectrum of ism. These show that the 15 are low frequency

with ,2 80% of the spectral power between 0 S f g 50 kHz, It is possible that the phase
angle between cf)! and TE has a noticeable effect on F only when the TE fluctuation levels are
high and this could lead to the observed drop in d), fluctuation levels. Preliminary results

taken from discharges in which the islands were locked by the C = 3 coil show that the phase
angle between ism and :13! changes by An 2 90“ after locking, which could suggest a phase

shift in one or both of the fluctuation quantities — more likely do, because of its strong TE

dependence. The drop in fir/Tc is due to a decrease in (i), rather than an increase in TE since

the latter remains more or less the same before and after locking. The strong dependence of
dye/Tc on Te/TE suggests that this drop could be due to the high level of 11. during locking

which may be coherent, but also out of phase with d);

[1] ROBlNSON, D.C., RUSBRIDGE, M.G., Pl Phys, 11, 73 (1969).
Figure 1: (a) Edge F(r) (b) FU) at [1 =0.93 for the reference case with typical 59(m :2)
trace shown above the graph. (c) TE and associated relative fluctuation levels. Nominal
limiter position is at p 21.00. (d) ism/i“l and oil/Te as functions of time.

Figure 2: (a) as Fig 1, but during locking of high Mirnov activity. (b) as Fig 1, but with
locking and subsequent rerotation of m =2 islands. (c) as Fig 1 but during a period of z
4ms of locking. (d) as Fig 1. but during both high Mirnov activity and the locked phase.
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Introduction . , .

Present theories of sawtooth oscillations in tokamaks are in agreement With a

number of experimental facts, e.g. observed plasma flow patterns, precursors,

)ostcul'SOI'S, time scales etci Although these parameters may vary between

different discharges, there are two standard models, based on ideal Ml-lD, which

seem to explain two basic classes of sawteeth. One is the model of Kadomtsev

[1], based on a rigid shift of the plasma core. It is characterized by avcold plasma

Crescent enclosing a hot central plasma region. The other model was proposed

by Wesson [2], and is based on a quasr—tnterchange flow of the plasma. It is

characterized by the formation of a hot crescent surroundingr a cold plasma

center.

iloueier. none of these models are consistent with recent experimental results
on (1—profiles. In particular. Faraday rotation measurements in JET show values
of (10:06—08 before a sawtooth, and the corresponding change at the crash is

only Aqn = (1-2)% [3]. Furthermore, the q=l surface (rzrs) survives the collapse.

a fact which is evidenced by the snake phenomenon. Pellet as well as impurity

snakes. localized at the q:1 surface, are only partly contracted at sawteeth, and

recover fully during the intermediate phases. The pellet measurements also

indicate small values of the shear near (1:1. These observations are thus in
disagreement with the basic assumption of the Wesson model [2], that lap): 10*

3 - 103, as well as with the result of the Kadomtsev model [i], that q(r)21 after

a sawtooth

A model with qo < 1
In order to remove these discrepancies, we propose a new model [4]. The main
feature of this is that the crashes are considered to involve two kinds of plasma
motions occuring simultaneously: (i) a rigid shift of the plasma core, and (ii) a
quasi-interchange flow in the vicinity of the q=1 surface. This is reasonable if
the q'ltr) ~ profile has a "headand-shoulder" shape, i.e do is well below unity
and the shear near (1:1 is small. Note that the two models mentioned above
represent limit cases of the new modelt Sawteeth dominated by motion of kind
(i)/(ii) will be referred to as "shift—dominated"/"interchange~dominated"
respectively. Figs. 1 and 2 show possible changes in topology of the magnetic
field for such crashes, and we note that full reconnection of the magnetic field
lines leads to qo < 1, provided that two (rather than one) current layers arise.
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We introduce the helical flux v as (see [5] for notations)

Bp(r,(o) 71]r f

W(r,(t)):RJ- dr r €2'B* :BTJ dr r[
0 u eBT (1)

Assuming qn < 1 after the crash, we muy write the conservation laws fOr
magnetic flux and volume as follows (we assume that dq/dr 2 0 before the
crash):

Wrt) : Writ : Writ 2 Watt (2)
a ’ ’ a ’ ’ a * t a ’ -‘w (r1) dr? : w (r2) (”.2 : v (rt) dril : w ('12) dri:

Br] arg 8r} 0r} (3)

av; +dV§ = uvt +uv§

where dV = 21: R t'dr. the subscript 1/2 lttbel values at r<rS/r>rS and minus/plus

denote values before/after the crush. We assume that the volume Vz'
contributes to the formation of the whole plasma mixing region, whereas the
volume Vi'rtakes part only in producing the volume Vz’. We also introduce the
flux surface function Whit). determining the fraction of the volume dVZ'
producing the cold plasma core with q < 1. These restrictions of the conservation
laws correspond to the physical picture described in Figs. 1 and 2. and we may
now split Eq. 4 as follows:

dV‘l' : W dV§

avg : (17W)dV§ luv; (5)

In order to demonstrate our model we consider the limit cttse (15:q and for
simplicity we assume

const. 1'} <13“ (
r; h 1 r+

W: where L :0] :1 +—-—[—:]
0, r5 W rsQ2130 (6)

The system of equations (1), (2), (3). (5) and (6) has a unique solution which
determines the only possible profile of q(r) resulting from the crash, provided
q(r) before the crash as well as the radius of the qzl surface after the crash are
known. Taking a physically and experimentally reasonable ”head—and—shoulder"
q*‘(r)-profile before the crash and assuming (rs’/rs+)2:2, we obtain the q-
profiles and flux profiles before the crash (dotted lines) and after the crash
(solid lines) shown in Fig. 3. The q—profile has changed negligibly, apart from the
contraction of the (1:1 surface.
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Application of model to JET experiments with NBl
We have also analyzed the behaviour oftast particles at sawteeth using our new

model. The Fokker-lcloequation IlS solved numerically. to obtain the

distribution function of the injected fast ions before the crash. Since the fast 10118
are expected to follow the magnetic field lines [5] we can write the formula tor

conservation of the number of fast particles as

F1 av: : w i3 dvg

r1 av; : (i-W)r2 dvgi-ficiv; (7) .

here f is the distribution function. Using Eqs. (1), (2), (3). (S) and (7) we obtain
“’ . 4 . t t ‘

pression for the fast ion distribution function after the crash:an Ex

rt : f

1)] f] + (1—W)l)3t3

* V1+(l—W)v2 (8)

ra
t

where v=lq‘1(r)—1I’1. The density and temperature profiles of the thermal ion

population are obtained similarly. The radial distributions of the neutron
emissivity before and after the crash are then calculated and integrated along

the lineseof-sight of the JET neutron profile monitor, C. f. Fig. 4. The flux surface

geometry obtained from MHD equilibrium calculations is used during the
integration. In addition, the change of the global neutron emission is also
calculated and compared with the experimental results. The model is found to
be consistent with the experimentally observed change in neutron flux (within
error bars of the experimental data), provided the q(r)vprofile is chosen
properly (Fig. 5). Note that this q-profile is consistent with experimentally
inferred constraints, e. g. the observed small changes of <10 during crashes and
the persistence of the q=l surface as evidenced by the snake observations.

Conclusions
We have presented a new model for sawtooth oscillatiotis which is consistent
with experimental observations of q—profiles. in particular with observations of
(11) well below unity after a crash. The model contains the models of Kadomtsev
[l] and Wesson [2] as liniit cases, and its predictions for fast ion behaviour are in
agreement with JET NBl experiments.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Evolution of Btduring a shift-dominated crash: (a) the initial state; (b)
shift of the large hot plasma core and formation of a small cold bubble; (C)
the hot core is enclosed by a cold crescent which is perturbed by a Colder
island with q<1; (d) the final axisymmetric state with a cold plasma Core
and qo<l. Notations: dotted line represents the q=l surface (B,, = 0);
clockwise directed field lines — q>l; counter-clockwise directed lines _ q<1;
A and B « reconnection layers; bold arrows indicate direction of plasma
motion.
Evolution of B. during an interchange-dominated crash with successors;
(a) the initial axisymmetric state; (b) shift of the hot plasma core and
formation of a large cold bubble, (c) formation of a cold core with q<1
enclosed by a hot crescent; (d) formation of the q=1 surface with reduccd
radius; (e) the final axisymmetric state with a cold core and qo<l.
Safety factor q(r) and flux w(r) before the crash (dotted) and in the final
axisymmetric state (solid lines) assuming qo*=qo'=0.8.
Pulse #20981. Measured (solid) and calculated (broken) neutron—flux at
channels 1-10 corresponding to the q-profiles of Fig. 5.
Pulse #20981. Calculated q-profiles before (solid) and after (broken)
sawtooth assuming q0*=q0‘.

4000
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SAWTOOTH ACI'IVITY AND PHOI‘ONEUTRON PRODUCTION

G.C.Guo‘, Y.Z.Zhong‘, J.F.Dong‘ and B.Z.Ful
J.W.Yang‘, G.Y.Zhang2, W.X.Liang“, D.F.Gong2 and M.L.Shi 1

(Southwestern Institute of Physics, Chengdu, Sichuan 610041, China )

1, SAWTEE'I‘H
The sawtooth activity in ll exhibits some complexity. The analysis is mainly relying on

soft X~ray measurements. The characteristics of sawteeth are significantly difference under

different diSCharge conditions.Main five types of sawtooth were observed during sawtoothing

discharges, and most of them were detected in high density and current 't'latetop’ phase. The

changfi of the mode behaviour superimposed on sawteeth imply the presence of different crash

mechanisms.
In most of sawtoothing discharges, the sawteeth with classic growing m=1 oscillations

predicted by Kadomtsev model before sawtooth crash are often observed (Fig.1). The growth—

rates of the m=1 oscillations (‘Y=275'10J s" ) in a wide spectrum of discharge parameters are

obtained, and almost no consistent growtherates could be found for a given set of discharge

parameters. But the Value of growth—rate Y for deuterium plasma is larger than that in

hydrogen discharges. The sawteeth without precursor oscillations for all of soft X'ray channels

were frequently observed during the current rise and/or ‘flatetop‘ phase. They occur generally

in low q..(qaz2 — 2.3) discharges (Fig.2). According to the analysis of discharge conditions ,

the occurrence of sawteeth of no m=1 precursor oscillations appears to be to have relation with

the flat current density < j) profile, because there are relatively flat Te and j profiles in the

plasma central region in low q_ discharges in HL—l. Fig.3 shows a type of sawteeth with large

m=1 oscillations, m=1 oscillations occur throughout the sawteeth, with almost no change in

amplitude and frequency through the sawtooth crash. The type of sawtooth is va'y simular to

that in TEXT obtained‘“. Ouasionally, 'oornpound’ sawteeth were observed for some Updating

regimes'l‘hey are interspermd among normal sawtooth (shown in Fig.4), it implies that a small

and/or localized changes of plasma parameters may significantly affect the sawtooth

characteristics. In general, the successor oscillations are often omerved follow the partial crash,

and no precursor oscillations preceding the full crash. But in our results, the m=1 oscillations

observed are large growing precursor preceding the partial crash rather than successor follow the

partial. And there are the small m=1 oscillations with unchange in amplitude and/or frequency

superimposed on complete relaxation. This feature of compound sawtooth in HLvl is different

from other Tokamak devices' 2‘“. In relatively high plasma current ( Ip>1mkA ), high density

(na > 4-10‘3cm‘“) discharges, the sawteeth with successor oscillations were observed during

current and density rise phase, when the line integrated electron density increases sharply (as

shown in Fig.5). It seems to imply the presence of different mechanisms for the m=1 mode due

to the different j profiles during the phase in the centre region.

1 Soft X-ray group

2 Neutron group
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2. ENERGY OF RUNAWAY ELECTRON AND PHOTONEUTRON
( 1 > The Energy of Runaway Electron
Runaway electrons ( R.E ) exist in tokamak plasma and sometimes these elctrons L‘an

reach the energy level beyond 10Mev. In normal ohmic discharge, if the duration time of
plasma are sufficiently long, the runaway electron can enter a steady state, in this Case,
the confinement time I, of R.E exmeds 4001135 in HL—l tokamak. The energy of RE is
determined by accelerated electric field produced by loop voltage ( 46.8Mev/v.s .in HL—l )
and the cyclotron radiation losses due to curvature of trajectories. When a disruption
occur-es, the plasma current falls sharply and the loop voltage giva rise to a high level, it
may exceed 100v for period of 10ms or longer, in this case, the original R.E o,-
superthermal election which exist in plasma may be amelerated to several tens Mev.

The energy of R.E are shown on Fig.6, as function of time for different conditionsizi,
5].

( a ) Pure acceleration by electric field, the loop voltage signal from shot 10153 has
been used.

( b ) Including cyclotron radiation, pitch angle 9 = O.
( c ) Considering in the presence of small vertical velocity component of R.E, the

radius of cyclotron decrease and the cyclotron radiation power are enhanced,we take the
mean pitch angle obtained with coulomb scattering. 8: 600/1 , L is the Lancer radius of
R.E.

The results of calculation show that the energy of R.E induced by parallel electric field
may reach 70Mev and SOMev in normal and disruptive ohmic discharge respectively. After
deducting the cyclotron radiation losses and their enhancement the mergy of R.E are about
55Mev and 65Mev respectively'l‘he estimated actual value; which are lower than calculation
cover range from 15Mev to 30Mev.

( 2 ) Photoneutron Production
The strong photoneutron emission measured by BF3 long counter has been observed

during major disruption or at the end of normal ohmic discharge in Hirl takamak. The
experiment in laboratory shows that this detector is insensitiVe for Y - rays and hard X—
rays. We assume that all the runaway electrons are brought to rest in the limiter material
( Molybdenum in Purl ), the energetic bremsstrahlung which completely escapes from
limiter, only are wholly absorbed in the vacuum vessel wall mam-ial (stainlew steel, main
compositions are Nickel and Chromium ), therefore, the photonuclear reactions are 58Ni
(Y ,n ) 57Ni (T=12.2Mev) and 52Crt'Y,n) 51Cr( T=12.0Mev ), the estimated
photoneutron yield is 6.3-10‘ neutrons per 30Mev electron (for Nickel) [S]. The intrinsic
efficiency of detector which has been calibrated is roughly 10%, the measured photoneutron
yields cover the range from 10" to 10‘“ neutrons per discharge, the average intensity during
photoneutron emission is about 2.5-10‘" neutrons/s. Fig.7 show photoneutron and hard Xe
ray signals in disrption discharge for hydrogen plasma.
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MHD PROPERTIES OF LOW-ASPECT RATIO TOKAMAK PLASMAS

M Gryaznevich, A Bondeson‘, R Duck" T C Hender, D C Robinson, A Sykes
Wulham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB, UK
(Eura’mm/UKAEA Fusion Association)
‘Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas, Lausanne, Snisse
"Dept of Pure and Applied Physics, UMIST, Manchester, UK

Introduction The improvement of both ideal and resistive stability in low~aspect ratio
tokamaks has been theoretically predicted in /1/. The first experimental investigation
of the stability properties of low~aspect ratio tokamak plasmas has been carried out in
the START (Small Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak) experiment. No major disruptions
have been observed for aspect ratios 1.3 ~ 1.6.

Experimental Apparatus The main parameters of START are presented in /2,3/.

Discharges used for this analysis have R/a : 1.3 — 1.6, R N 0.2m, r; ~ 1.4 — 2.0, 6 ~ 0.4,
[pl ~ 90-1401(A,B¢DT N 0.5T, qd, (a) N 6-12, fie N 4—8x1019m‘3. The softeX—ray imaging
system used for investigation of the internal mode structure consists of two arrays with
seven horiZODtal channels (separation A ~ 6.5cm at R = 0.2m) and 11 vertical channels
(A ~ 3cm at the equatorial plane), as shown in Fig 1. Two symmetrical sets each of
44 Mirnov probes arranged as shown in Fig 1 were used for cross-correlation analysis.
The typical equilibrium flux contours from magnetic reconstruction, an associated CCD-
image in Visible light and the positions of the poloidal field coils are also shown.

Axi-Symmetric Stability Low aspect ratio plasmas are naturally elongated /4/, the

elongation re being strongly dependent upon the current density profile as well as the
aspect ratio. START plasmas are observed to be vertically stable despite the absence of
any active feedback stabilisation. The elongation can be as high as 2.0 for broad current
profiles, consistent with the increased natural elongation predicted at tight aspect ratio.
Attempts to increase the elongation beyond this natural value lead as expected to vertical
instability, the plasma position then drifting vertically subject to passive stabilisation
from the vessel structure and poloidal field coil cases /5/.

Disruptions in START In all START discharges so far (>8300) no major disruptions
have occurred whilst the aspect ratio is less than two, over a considerable range of
plasma current (60-220kA) and density (FL,3 ~ 1 — 8.1019m‘3). Several explanations for
this stability improvement at low aspect ratio have been proposed: high edge q»values;
increase in the geometrical shear near the edge; decrease in saturated island size due
to strong toroidal and shaping effects causing coupling with stable modes /1/; smaller
island sizes making overlap much less likely. Several attempts have been made to induce
a major disruption. The range of q—values in these shots is quite high, 6 < q¢ < 12,
although the shear near the plasma edge is also very high. The toroidal field value is
already rather low and any further reduction in the initial value inhibits breakdown /3/.
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The plasma current value is limited by the stresses in the poloidal field coils. A fast
current increase induced at different times in the discharge can produce a disruption
only when the aspect ratio is above two. The density limit disruption seems not to have
been achieved so far, despite the fact that the Murakami parameter .M : 1112/13 2 3 __4
at qd. ~ 10 (11‘ ~ 5).

An increase in the initial filling pressure (which it is thought leads to a greater peaking
of the current density profile) usually causes the appearance of an internal reconnection,
Fig 2. This is accompanied by a negative spike on the loop voltage and a positive spike
on the plasma current. During the reconnection no significant change of plasma position
is observed. The increase in the plasma current can be explained by a flattening of the
current density profile assuming flux—conservation. An accompanying increase in the
plasma elongation supports this explanation as the vertical field decay index remains
constant. Although the increase in the plasma current can reach 40% this event never
terminates the discharge. Several such events can occur during a discharge producing
non-regular sawtooth-like behaviour of the SXRremission.

Kink Mode Observation Accompanying these rcconnections a strong asymmetry
of the plasma shape is observed. Figure 3 shows some examples of such perturbations
observed in the CCD»images. The helical structure of the perturbation possibly indicates
a large amplitude internal kink mode. This non-linear saturation of the kink instability
has been predicted theoretically /6/ but has not to our knowledge previously been
observed in tokamaks. In START it may be that the conducting central column assembly
acts as a partial shell The observed saturation of the kink mode may be related to the
absence of the major disruption in START.

Precursor Analysis MHD-tluctuations with frequencies 01‘6730kHz and edge ampli—
tudes up to éBe/BG ~1.1% do not terminate the discharge at loweaspect ratio, although
they can be accompanied by a sawtooth-like internal reconnection, as described above.
Typical magnetic and SXR precursors to the reconnection event are shown in Fig 4,
Analysis shows them to be dominantly n : odd7 but the poloidal mode number can
vary. The precursor fluctuations in B9 show strong peaking near the inboard mid-plane
(Fig 5). The theoretical explanation for these precursor oscillation is still under in-
vestigation. The SXR oscillation seems to be well fitted by a dominantly m/n = 2/1
instability as calculated with the FAR code /7/; the flux surfaces for this instability have
a rich satellite structure as shown in Fig 6. For this simulation the equilibrium has gross
parameters (R/a, N, [1,, Blur) matched to the experiment and go = 1.2. By assuming con~
stant SXR emission on a given flux surface the SXR chord integrals can be calculated
for the case shown in Fig 6; these reconstructed SXR chords show a reasonable match
in relative phase with the experiment. It should be noted however, that free-boundary
simulations with go : 0.6 giving a dominantly m : n = 1 mode can also be made to fit
the Mirnov probe data, but are difficult to reconcile with the SXR waveforms.
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Conclusions The ahsonce of the major disruption in low-aspert. ratio contiguratioms is
an important result supporting the Spherical Torus Reactor concept. /8/. The measured
structure of the precursor to the intornal reconnection event which is Ol)S(‘I‘\‘e(l in same
shots is in agreement with a theoretical model and shows a rich satellite tearing mode
structure. The natural elongation ell‘evt in a low aspect ratio lOtIItitk allows START
plasmas to he vertically stable for K S 2.0 without any active feedback stabilisation.

/l/ B A Carrcras ct al, Proc of Plasma Phys & CNl'li, Kyoto, IAEA, 1986, V2. p53
/‘2/ A Sykes et a], this confcrcncc. invited papm‘s
/3/ A Sykes et al, Al PUB 132. 1991; Nucl Ftts. l‘JUQ
/-l/ Y-li l\‘l Pong, D .l Stricklcr, Nuclear Fusion 20. (1980)‘ p769
/3/ M Gryaznevich Ct al. Proc 18th lOP Plasma Phys (i'onl'. 1091‘ Colchcstcr, pl77
/ti/ l. Zaltharov. Sov Journ of Plasma Phys. VT. nl. (1981). p8
/T/ L A Charlton 6'1 al. .lnl Comp Phys. 86. (1990). 17270
/S/ \'-l\' [\l Pong it J B Hicks. Prov ltith SOFT. Fusion Vlr‘mihnology L’ 131287. 1990,
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EXCITATION OF FAST DENSITY OSCILLATIONS BY PELLET INJECTION
AND ITS RELATION WITH SAWTOOTH ACTIVITY

IN TEXTOR PLASMAS
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1) National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464—01, Japan
2) Kumamoto University, Kumamoto 860, Japan
3) Science University of Tokyo, Noda 278, Japan
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[11W
lce pellet injection experiments have been widely carried out with various toroidal plasmas,

and some interesting phenomena have been found until now. One of them is the unique

oscillation of soft X-ray emission region after pellet injection observed in Alcator CI), JET2I,

JTAGOBI and W7—AS4), which has sometimes been called the "Snake" oscillation.
A deuterium (hydrogen) ice pellet with a size of 1.4 mm (o and l) and with velocities in the

range of 400~900 m/s has been injected into ohmically heated plasmas in the TEXTOR

tokamak (81:2.25 T, lp:220~430 kA, ne=1~4x1019 ms), and a couple of interesting

phenomena have been studied. Fast oscillations of large perturbation in density and slight one
in temperature have been observed just after the pellet injection. The structure of the activity
has been analyzed in detail, and the relation with sawtooth activities has been discussed.

[2] Excitation of Fast Density nillatigns by Pellet ln‘ection
Excitation of fast and large density oscillations has been observed in the core region of

pellet-injected TEXTOR plasmas. The phenomena are prominent in density since the
oscillations have been detected clearly by the FIR interferometer and the soft X-ray systems,
they have, however, only marginally by the ECE measuring system. The phenomena seem to
be similar to those observed by soft X—ray measurements in the Alcator C and JET, and to
recent results in JTABO, although there exist several differences.

Typical results of electron line densities obtained by the 9-channel FlFi interferometry are
shown in Fig.1(a). The fast oscillation of large perturbation is clearly seen in the core region (on
channels No.5 and No.6) just after the pellet injection. The oscillation seems more likely to
occur when a pellet is injected more deeply into the plasma.

The frequency is typically around 0.7-2 kHz and the oscillation usually terminates after
about ten msec. In some cases, however, it appears not only immediately after the injection
(which we call the first oscillation), but also some tens of milliseconds after the termination of the
first oscillation, as shown in Fig.1(b). Here, we call it the second oscillation. Sometimes, the first
and the second ones seem to interact with each other (Fig.1(c) and (d)), possibly depending
upon the timing (or phase) of pellet injection with respect to the sawtooth activity before the
injection. These second oscillations are the unique features in the TEXTOR plasma, which
have not been observed on other experiments.

The frequency of these phenomena in the TEXTOFI is between those in Alcator C (~5kHz)
and JET/JT-60 (0.03~1kHz). The oscillations start immediately after the injection in Alcator C
and TEXTOR, while in JET and JT-GO a certain build up time (~10ms and/or O.2~0.3 sec) is
needed. Also, the duration times differ from each other, and again the TEXTOFl case is
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between Alcator C (~1ms) and JET/JT—eo (O.2~2 sec).
The structure of these activities has been analyzed in detail. Poloidally it rotates in the

electron diamagnetic drift direction with a mode number m:1, as shown in Fig.2, Hare, a
correlation on amplitudes of ch.17 and ch23 has a large value in the frequency range 0.8-1]
kHz, and a correlation on phase in this frequency range brings about the result of the m0de
number m=1. On the other hand, toroidally it seems to rotate in the plasma current directi0n
with the mode number almost n=1 or at least odd. More detailed study will be needed to have a
precise conclusion, however, the location of the oscillation suggests that it should be n=1.

Observations by the soft X-ray system indicate the location of the first oscillation to be
almost near or very slightly inside the sawtooth inversion radius, as seen in Fig.3. This is similar
to the case in JET, however, it is not the case in Alcator-C and JT~60.

[3] Relation of Oscillations with Sawtooth Act‘v'tx
Excitation of the fast density oscillations might have some relation with sawtooth (ST)

activity before the pellet injection.
As mentioned in the previous section, in some cases the oscillation revives once again

after its first termination with a certain interval (Fig.1(b) and (0)), or without an interval by
interacting the first and the second oscillations with each other (Fig.1 (d)). The characteristics of
these oscillations and precursors of ST activity have been compared

Frequencies of the first, the second and a precursor oscillations differ from each other.
The precursor frequency is always larger than the other two. The first oscillation is slower than
the second one, and sometimes its frequency changes gradually in time. This may be due to
the rapid change of plasma parameters just after pellet injection, and also might have some
relation with ST activity. On the other hand, the mode structure of these three is similar to each
other, that is m=1. From analysis of the soft X-ray signals, one can conclude locations of the
oscillations, as in Fig.3. The precursor and the first oscillations seem to localize near the ST
inversion region, however, the actual location of the first oscillation is more inside than that of
the precursor.

,Many cases have been examined with respect to the injection timing (or phase) as to the
ST oscillation. In the case in Fig.4(a), the injection timing is at 95% of the ST period normalized
by previous several ST activities. One could deduce a reason of the oscillation to be because
of an accumulation of the ST activity (95%); that is the memory effect. However, the case in
Fig.4(b) shows that the first oscillation still may occur even with the phase of 20%. On the other
hand, this example might lead an argument that the ST activity may be a cause of the second
oscillation, because it exists at about 100%. But, examples in Fig.4(c) and (d) are of 52 and
56%, respectively, and have different features of the first and the second oscillations.

Thus, these three (precursor, 1st and 2nd) oscillations differ from each other in frequency
and location, they have, however, similar mode structures and from the comparison there may
result a useful information on sawtooth activity of tokamak plasmas. The characteristics of the
phenomena seem to be qualitatively similar in the several machines (Alcator-C, JET, JT~60 and
TEXTOFi), however there exist several differences in quantitative features. One explanation of
these phenomena might be the persistent trapping of particles ablated from a pellet inside

magnetic islands by some reasonss'e), however more detailed studies will be necessary to
identify the mechanism clearly.

Beferences
1) J.Parkeret al.:Nuclear Fusion 27(1987) 853.
2) A.Weller et a1. : Phys, Rev, Letters 59 (1987) 2303.
3) Y.Kamada etai. :JAEFilrM 907123.
4) A.Weller : private communication.
5) G.Kurita et al. : IAEA-CN-53/D-4-1, part B (1990).
6) S.l.ltoh et al. :Comm'ts Plasma Phys. Cont'ld Fusion 13 (1990) 141.



Fig.2 (a) Mode analysis of the oscillation by the multichannel soft X-ray system, and (b) a typical
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First Measurements of Fast MHD Fluctuations in JET by ECE Correlation
Radiometry

A M Zolfaghari', D V Bartlett, A E Costley, P Cripwell, S E Jones“, J Kesner‘

S C Luckhardt‘, L Porte, J J Ramos', Fl J Smith, P P Woskov‘

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, 0X14 (EA, UK
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W- The experimental study of MHD activity in JET has become increasingly

important in the study of plasma stability and confinement of high performance

discharges. in plasmas with high beta and large pressure gradients a variety of MHD

modes can be destabilized. Pressure perturbations due to MHD modes can produce

fluctuations in the electron temperature and density and therefore in the electron

cyclotron emission (ECE), which can be related to the frequency spectrum and spatial

structure of such modes1. Heterodyne radiometry, which measures ECE with good

spatial resolution and radial coverage of the plasma, is suitable for detection of these

modes. In this paper we will present the first measurement of fast MHD mode

fluctuations in JET high beta discharges using this technique.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND SETUP. It has been shown2 that the fluctuations in

the ECE signal caused by MHD modes can be related to the component of the MHD mode

displacement vector normal to the isobaric surface at the radius corresponding to the

emission frequency. Therefore the radial structure (location, wavelength and extent) of

the MHD mode perturbations can in principle, be determined by analyzing the ECE

fluctuation measurements at various spatial locations which are recorded on different

channels of an ECE radiometer. The data is analyzed using temporal and spatial

correlation techniques. The instrument used to perform these measurements on JET is a

multichannel heterodyne radiometers. It has 44 frequency channels equally spaced in 4

bands covering the frequency range 73 to 127GHz which span a significant fraction of the

plasma cross-section (at first, second and third harmonics of the electron cyclotron

frequency), the precise range depending on the toroidal field. A fast data acquisition

system was used to make simultaneous measurements at up to 1MHz sampling rate on

any 8 channels of the radiometer.

MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS. ECE measurements have been taken on high beta low

toroidal field H-mode discharges. Most of these discharges have reached beta values

near the Troyon limit (BT). Those with the highest performance exceeded the Troyon

limit before a beta collapse occurred4. In particular, discharge #26236 reached a

maximum beta of 6% which exceeded the Troyon limit by 20% before the beta collapse.

Fast ECE measurements were made during shot #26236 on 8 channels of the radiometer



in the time interval t=15.4 sec. to t=16.1 sec. Due to low toroidal field and possible cutoff

in the second harmonic, the radiometer recorded X-mode ECE from the third harmonic of

the electron cyclotron frequency. The optical thickness of the plasma for the 3rd

harmonic X-mode radiation at R=3.8m was estimated to be 1:3~0.7 (optically grey). Taking

into account that the inner wall of the vacuum vessel is smooth, so that the first inner

wall reflection will not significantly spread the instrumental antenna pattern, we can

expect to have a well collimated beam for two passes through the plasma. Therefore, we

estimate that 75% of the observed emission intensity comes from a spot of diameter less

than 50cm (perpendicular to the line of sight) and about 5cm thick, centered on the

nominal resonance location. The remaining 25% will be made up of contributions from

the whole resonance layer (a vertical cylinder at fixed major radius). The radial resolution

of each channel is ~c. The 8 channels acquiring data covered the range of 73 to

BZGHz which corresponded to radii from R=4.16m to R=3.70m (Flo=3.0m , a=1.2m). The

radius corresponding to each frequency channel was obtained from the total magnetic

field ( BT+BP ) profile calculated by the JET magnetic equilibrium code.

QBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS. Figure 1a shows some of the parameters for shot

#26236 along with the ECE signal from H=4.11m. The Magnetic signals show an increase

in n=1,2 and 3 mode MHD activity before the beta collapse. Figure 1b shows both the DC-

coupled signal and the AC fluctuations (>500Hz) on one ECE channel recorded by the fast

data system. The noise which is visible on the lower trace is dominantly due to statistical

fluctuations in the black-body radiation, Its level is proportional to the signal intensity,

and therefore falls at the beta collapse. However, note that from approximately 100 msec

before the beta collapse the level of fluctuations on the ECE signal rises despite the

decrease in signal level. This rise in fluctuation level is due to the perturbations caused

by the increase in the MHD mode activities. Figure 2 shows the power spectra (up to

100kHz) of the ECE fluctuation signal from Fl=4.11m for two 20msec periods, one

immediately before the beta collapse and the other at 200msec before the beta collapse.

The power spectrum immediately before the beta collapse shows peaks at 10kHz, ZDkHz

and 30kHz corresponding to n=1,2 and 3 mode MHD activity (the plasma toroidal rotation

frequency measured by charge exchange spectroscopy is ~10kHz). This agrees with the

results from the magnetic signals in figure 1a. Additionally the power spectrum shows a

mode at 23kHz, which has not yet been identified. This mode was also observed on the

soft X-ray signals. The spectrum from 200msec before the beta collapse does not show

any strong MHD mode activity.

In order to study the spatial extent of these modes, we have performed spectral analysis

on the data from all 8 active channels in the time period before the beta collapse. The
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"=2 and 3 modes were strong only in the region close to the edge of the plasma and were

not detected further inside (Figure 3) . However the n=1 and the 23kHz mode remained

strong and showed significant coherence between all channels throughout the region

probed. SpeCtral analysis of the data in the period leading up to the beta collapse shows

that the n=1 mode is present both before and after the collapse, whereas the 23kHz mode

which is present on all channels, begins at about 150msec before the beta collapse.

grows in amplitude and then disappears completely at the collapse. This interesting

behaviOr seems to suggest that this mode may be related to the cause of the beta

collapse.

SUMMM- ECE correlation radiometry has been used to measure fast MHD fluctuations

on JET high beta discharges. n=1,2 and 3 MHD modes and a mode at 23kHz have been

detected 0n the ECE signals preceding the beta collapse in a high beta discharge which

exceeded the Troyon limit. The n=2 and 3 modes were detected only on the edge region

of the plasma, whereas the n=1 and the 23kHz mode Were extended over a large radial

range. The 23kHz mode which is detected in all the channels grows rapidly before the

beta collapse and disappears at the beta collapse.
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1 Introduction

The application of resonant magnetic field perturbations (RMPs). most importantly those with
helitiil' m ; 171 = 1, can lead to large magnetic islands and locked mode effects [1]. Plasma

tatH effects. inCluding polordal flow damping, play an important role In a phenomenological
r0 istil'e MHD model [2] which is used to interpret the experimental results on mode locking in

IggyiPASS-C. In this paper we examine the changes of toroidal velocity occurring at the time

of {{MP mode locking and unlocking and show how they can be reconciled with the theoretical

model. These efleas are important because the threshold above which error fields lead to driven

islands and reduced confinement and/0r disruptions is predicted to be very low in large tokamaks,
such as ITER (br(2, ll/Bd, ~ 10—”) [3]. One scheme to raise the threshold, and hence reduce

the required engineering accuracy, is to use NET to increase the plasma rotation velocity. It

is, therefore, important to establish experimentally the role of plasma rotation velocity in the

penetration of magnetic fields to form islands.

2 Experimental Arrangements

The results presented here were obtained from the COMPASSeC tokamak (major radius R :
0.557m; minor radius of limiter u = 0.2m; plasma current Ip < 200kA; toroidal field 13¢ < 1.75T,
thin vacuum vessel of circular cross section) COMPASS-C was equipped with a. large number
of saddle coils which were installed outside the vacuum vessel at a radius of 0.278m (centred
on R = 0.576m) and could be connected together to give a wide variety of RMP fields [1]. In
this paper we concentrate on COM PASSeC RMP configurations for which the (2,1) harmonic was
dominant.

A high resolution spectrometer, incorporating an echelle-grating [4] and a multichannel
detector, was used to measure simultaneously the toroidal rotational velocity and temperature
ofimpurity ions in COMPASS-C. Absolute velocity calibration was derived from measurements
in opposing toroidal directions obtained on sequential discharges. Fast time resolution was {as
cilitated by imageedissecting the dispersed spectrum into three photomultiplier channels [4].
The high light throughput, together with a high resolution in velocity measurements and a fine
time resolution (sub-km s“1 and N 50,115), are important for mode locking experiments in ohmic
discharges where the velocities are smaller, and the impurity line intensities weaker, than are
typically available from neutral beam heated discharges. In the post-boronisation operation [5]
of COMPASS-C, emission in the near UV (282.1nm) from Boron IV (1325 3S»—1s2p3P2) afforded
sufficient intensity to allow passive spectroscopic methods to be used.

3 Results and Interpretation

3.1 lVIode penetration

In Fig. 1 are shown the waveforms of the current, L:Y in the RM? saddle coil and the three
spectrometer channels for a representative discharge ([7, = 100kA, By, 2 1.1T and (N ~ 4.3)
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which experienced an induced in : 2, n = 1 mode locking event. The spectrometer line—ofssjght
is tangential to the minor axis of the torus and, in this case, is in the direction of the Plasma
current. Thus, during the mode locking (t : 130ms—r lTOms) the decrease in the Signal of the
‘blue‘ channel is accompanied by an increased signal in the ‘red’ channel, showing a shift of the
HIV ion drift velocity in the direction of the plasma current.

The temporal behaviour of the toroidal velocity, 0553“], derived from the three spectral
signals, is shown in Fig. 2 and is compared with the multichannel estimates of vogBW, In this
case the signals from the three channel system were integrated over the same light collection
periods as the slower (~ 17 ms) multichannel device which had ~ 100 channels encompassing
the Doppler broadened spectrum. This validates the use of the three channel system to measme

the ion temperatures and velocities where the interpretative algorithm assumes a simple Gaussian
shape to the spectrum (eg. no interfering spectral lines).

We interpret the mode locking event shown in Fig. 1 as the sudden onset of magnetic
tearing, induced by the RMP fields, and resulting in the formation of a Stationary (2,1) iSlancL
This interpretation is consistent with a phenomenological model [‘2] of the interaction of RMP
fields with rotating plasmas. It is proposed that, as a result of both viscous and inertial effects,
a rotating plasma is able to resist tearing until a critical threshold field-strength is exceeded.

it can be seen in Fig. 1 that the toroidal velocity is not directly affected by the RMP
field since the velocity only changes significantly at the time of mode penetration. The shift in
toroidal velocity, as shown in Fig. 2 is from an initial value of about 10 km 5—1 in the electron drift

direction to a final value, after mode penetration, of about 22 km s#1 in the ion direction. Using
the standard neoclassical result [6], we calculate, for COMPASS—C conditions, that the BIV ions
will drift, relative to the fuelling ions, by less than about 3 km s‘1 in the electron drift direction.
It follows that in the unperturbed plasma, the fuelling ions in the vicinity of the radiating B IV
ions are probably rotating comparatively slowly (~7 km s" ) in the electron direction. The EXB
drift must, therefore, be in the electron direction, implying the presence of an inward pointing
radial electric field. This is consistent with previous more direct measurements (e.g. [7])

The spectroscopic data shows a ~ 32km 5'1 velocity shift of the fuelling ions at mode
penetration in contrast to the ~ 49km 5‘1 velocity shift (corresponding to a mode frequency
of ~ illkHz) obtained from the magnetic data of the m : 2, n = 1 mode. It is assumed that
the mode and plasma fluid are ‘tied’ together at the rational surface, and that the plasma is
subjected to strong poloidal llow damping. The apparent discrepancy in velocity shifts may
be explained by the presence of shear in the toroidal velocity profile which means that the
shifts in velocity will differ at the r1 : 2 radius and the radius of the HIV emission. A single-
fluid model which includes perpendicular viscosity is used in a simple description of the radial
transport of toroidal momentum. It is assumed that the velocity is clamped at the plasma edge
and viscosity-profile effects are neglected. In equilibrium, (Le. a/Bt : 0), we obtain for the
perturbation to the toroidal (angular) velocity profile following penetration: Afflr) = Af¢(r,)

for 7‘ g rs, and Affir) : Af¢(rs)i1§—((TT% for T: S 7' g a, where Af¢(rs) = Afs/n, Afflrgw) =

AvarBIV/(eligrv), and Af, is the cshange in mode frequency at r 2 7‘5 (Ts/[l ~ 0.67). The
velocity shear explanation for the discrepancy is applicable if n; W > r5. Here, RBIV and TEIV
are the major and minor radii of the HIV emission. For the discharge under consideration, the

difference between Afflrs) and Afémnv) (~7ez, assuming RBIV ~ 0.72m) can be reconciled
by the velocity shear explanation if the shell of radiating BIV ions lies at TEN/a ~ 0.82 (is.
about 4 cm from the edge). Similar results are found for a wide collection of discharges with
(1.), N 3.2 —> 5.8. These results are in accord with estimates from impurity transport modelling
which give the peak of B IV emission (282.1nm)at 5cm i 2cm from the plasma edge. It is also
plausible from the Doppler B IV ion temperature measurement of T; ~ 606V compared with the
central '1‘.- ~ 2006i".

Another effect considered is that the difference in frequency shifts between the BIV ions
and the m : 2 mode could be attributed, at least partly, to changes in electron diamagnetic drift
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ed following mode locking. Although we have no direct profile information, it is assumed that

mode velocity arises from a combination of the diamagnetic and E x B drifts, as observed

ihe ther devices. The observed reductions (S 30%) in the diamagnetic energy correspond to a
“1 Ski” reduction in the electron diamagnetic frequency which is much less than the required
: 7kHZ to account for the differences in frequency shifts.

spe

3.2 Mode Unlocking

There is a ‘spin-up’ event soon after the RMP is switched off in which both the MHD frequency
and the BIV velocity are observed to revert to their pre—penetration values on a timescale of a
few milliseconds. Figure 3 shows a comparison between the frequencies obtained from the B IV
velocity and the m : 2 Mirnov coil signals during the ‘spiniup’ phase.

The strong correlation between the two frequencies is explicable because the decay of the
erturbed velocity profile is rapidly dominated by a single eigenfunction (i.e. that with the

slowest decay rate). A simple model [2] which neglects the variation of viscosity and density
Afflrgwfl) _ Jn(2.405T51v/u) _ 0 . .
—— — ——_— 7 .03 i 0.04, usmg
Afflrui) Jn(2.40:) rs/a)

r,/ll : 0.67 i 0.03 and raw/a = 0.82 i 0.05 (as found previously). The observed ratio of
Af¢(Tsytl to Af¢(7‘31v,1) is 1.92 :i: 0.04 in the discharge under consideration, which agrees well

with the calculated value.
This good agreement points strongly to the validity of the velocity shear model. it is unlikely

that the more indirect physical effects arising from changes in the diamagnetic velocity would
allow the two frequency shifts to remain in close proportion during the greater portion of the
spirH-lp phase. We therefore conclude that the discrepancy between the shifts in the HIV and
the mode frequency is dominantly due to shear in the perturbed velocity profile.

across the plasma cross-section yields:

4 Conclusions

A phenomenological resistive MHD model can account for the significant disparity of toroidal fre-
quency shifts. observed during mode locking experiments, between an impurity ion species (B 1V
at the plasma periphery) and the MHD modes. It is necessary in accounting for the experimental
results to incorporate in the model poloidal flow damping and velocity shear. in summary. our
results indicate the validity of a phenomenological resistive MHD model iniexplaining error field
effects and point to the potential for ameliorating these effects in large tokamaks by increasing
the fluid velocity (eg. by NBI).
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three channel system and the
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the toroidal frequency acceler-
ation, during the mode unlock-
ing phase, obtained from the
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and that obtained from m =2
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A STUDY OF THE DIFFERENCE IN CONFINEMENT
PROPERTIES BETWEEN LARGE ROTATING AND

LARGE LOCKED MODES ON TOKOLOSHE TOKAMAK.

J D.F|etcher, D. E. Roberts,G. Nothnagel, G.W. van Vuuren, J,A. M.de Villiers.
Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa, P.O.Box 582, Pretoria 0001, R.S.A.

INTRODUCTION
Tokoloshe tokamak has a low aspect ratio (R : 0.52 m, a = 0.24 m) and is equipped with
three sets of fully toroidal stellarator-Iike windings [1] One of these windings viz., the
(I: 2, was used to lock rotating (m/n=2/1 and m/n23/1) magnetic islands during high
(By/BI) > 0 5% ) Mirnov activity when the tearing mode amplitude is slowly increasing
and the frequency slowly decreasing over several energy confinement times (7-1.;E S 1.8 ms).
These locked modes are stable for several energy confinement times and do not change
significantly the time to disruption. The difference in confinement properties between large
rotating and large locked modes is studied and, using the results of measurements of fluc‘
tuation induced particle transport (see Van Vuuren et.al, this conf.), the fraction of particle
flux due to fluctuation induced transport is compared to the total particle flux. The prin—
cipal diagnostics used in this study are: a vertically viewing, single channel, 2mm Ir-wave
interferometer for line averaged electron density and a horizontally viewing surface barrier
diode array from which an intensity profile is obtained. Measurements have been made for
reference shots, and for shots where the islands were locked by the resonant external helical
field for both directions of current in the external winding.

OBSERVATIONS
Interferometer results for reference shots show that during the period of high Mirnov ac-
tivity (12 —> 18 ms) (Fig.1(a)), the line integrated electron density rises monotonically to
z 2.6 X 1019 rn'3 before disruption (Fig.2(a)) due to strong gas puffing throughout the
discharge Soft eay intensity profiles for reference shots are broad and nearly parabolic
in shape and become more peaked towards the end of the discharge (Fig.3(a)). The cen-
tral intensity increases monotonically (from m 12 ms) up to the disruption. The discharge
duration for all the reference shots is 5 18 ms. The U = 2 coil is energised during high
Mirnov activity by a pulse with peak current of 1400A and duration 3 10 ms, (Fig.1(b)),
which is sufficient to lock the tearing mode for 4 —+ 6 ms (Fig.1(c)). These locked mode
discharges disrupt 5 2 ms earlier than the reference shots, When the mode is locked by
the 13n I; : (— — +) configuration [2] the line integrated density rises at a slower rate
(33% down of reference case) after locking, reaching a maximum value of z 2.2 X 1019
m3 (Fig. 2(b)). For the (— — ~) configuration the line integrated density rises at a still
slowei9rate”(258% down»on reference case) after locking, reaching a maximum value of-17
x 109
Show the same spatial evolution as the reference discharges. For the (- 7 +) configuration

(Fig. 2(c Soft X ray intensity profiles for both locked mode configurations

(Fig.3(b)) the central X-ray intensity increases monotonically up to the disruption. For
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the (— e 7) configuration (Fig.3(c)), however, the intensity flattens off and the central
intensity is ,3 50% less than relative to the reference shots at disruption. When a short
duration (5 2ms) helical current pulse was used (which resulted in S 2ms locked phase
after which rerotation occurred) no effect on the central soft X‘ray intensity was observed,

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSlONS
The results for the (— v +) configuration show that large stationary locked modes can be
benign over several energy times and do not significantly affect the build up of the line
averaged electron density or the central soft X~ray intensity. The (— 7 7) results indicate
that locking leads to a modest decrease in central confinement. These different results
suggest that the locking position, which is determined by the phase of the islands, the
externally imposed field and any stray fields, determines to what degree edge conditions are
modified to impact significantly on central confinement The change in the total electron
density, NC, is given by the particle balance equation

dNe ‘ a= 5 — V-(T + 1 other)(It

where NE = fnc(r)dV , V is the plasma volume and n(r) m neu(l - (r‘/a)2). 5 includes
all the source terms, f is the fluctuation induced particle flux and Father includes all other
particle loss channels I“ (see Van Vuuren etal. this conf.) and (INC/(1t have been measured
for both large rotating and large locked modes. For plasmas locked by the (— — +) config-

uration, both dNe/dt and f‘ are reduced by ~ 33%, whilst for the (— — v) Configuration
a larger reduction of ~ 55% in both quantities is observed. With F = 7.9 )< 1020 s‘1 and
assuming Tm.” < l, S is calculated to be 1.8 x 10215—1. An independent estimate of 5

221.2 x 1021 5‘1 can be made from the gas puff and is 50% less than the calculated 5, This
implies that fluctuation induced particle transport is at least as important as particle losses

through other channels, as is seen on many tokamaks. The reduction of dNe/dl and f
during locking is due to a reduction in S, a change in 110m”, or both. A decrease in 5 could

be due to the locking changing interaction with the limiter, In conclusion, the presence of
large stationary locked modes does not necessarily lead to decreased confinement, however,

the locking position can be important in determining the ultimate effect. This probably
depends on the degree of concentricity of the outer flux surface with the fully poloidal
limiter.
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ACTIVATION/INHIBITION 0F PLASMA INSTABILITIES
CAUSED BY RESONANT MAGNETIC FIELDS

Araujo M.S.T.; Vannucci A.; Caldas I.L.
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I — Introduction

Investigations concerning the influence of
Resonant Helical Fields (RHF) on confined plasmas have
been already carried out in several tokamaks /l,2/,
including the TBR—l — a small tokamak with minor radius
a=0.08m and major radius r20.30m /3/. This work, in
particular, reports some detailed analysis done with the
objective of determining the physical mechanisms that
may give rise to disruptive instabilities, when RHF are
applied. The external perturbations, corresponding to
the components m/n=2/l, 3/1 and 4/1 were created by a
set of helical windings lOcated externally around the
torus. The poloidal magnetic fluctuations were detected
by a set of 10 pick—up coils placed inside the vacuum
vessel. The output signals were Fourier—analysed and
the time evolution of each MHD component, ranging from
m=O to m=4, could be separately obtained. Spectral
analysis performed over some time intervals, along the
discharges, allowed the determination of the
characteristic frequencies of the' different modes
before, during and after a disruption takes place.

II — Instability Activation

When rather intense helical currents
(Ihel~400-500A) were applied, it could be frequently
observed the occurrence of both minor and major
disruptions. In fig.l, for example,a minor disruption
was detected approximately 0.3ms after the ramp-up of
the helical pulse, at t=l.92ms (fig.lc), which caused a
small drop of the plasma current (fig.la); at the same
time the plasma column is observed to shift towards the
inner direction (fiq.ld). At t=2.68ms, the appearence
of a major disruption is identified, destroying the
confinement. In fig.2 the time evolution, of the m=O to
m=4 components, can be observed. The spectral analysis
done over the last moments before the loop voltage
negative spike indicated a dominant presence of the
m/n=2/l mode, along with the m/n=l/l (fig.3).



III — Inibition effect

When lower intensity helical currents (Ihef3300A)
were used, a strong reduction of the MHD activity was
often observed. This feature can be easily identified
in fig.4, which shows a pulse of Ip~8kA lasting for 7mg,
approximately. At t=2.0ms, an helical pulse of 200A was
applied (fig.4d), causing the MHD amplitude attenuation
observed in fig. 4c and also, in more details, in fig.5.Performing the spectral analysis before, during and
after the application of the helical pulse (fig.6), it
could be observed that the m=2 mode was indeed the mostintensely inhibited by the REF (fig.6b). After thehelical pulse has ended, the m=2 amplitude exhibits,
again, the same magnitude of the other modes (fig.6c).

IV — Interaction between magnetic islands

Estimating the rational magnetic surfaceslocalizations and also the half-widths Of thecorresponding magnetic islands, just before theoccurance of minor and major disruptions, the Chirikov
criterion (table I) indicated that the minor disruptions
could be triggered by an external ergodization of theplasma columnum while, in a major disruption, this
ergodization would also comprise the internal region,
leading to the total destruction of the confinement.

V — Conclusions

The activation or inhibition of plasma
instabilities in TBR—l Tokamak could be performed using
resonant magnetic fields of different intensities. whenIhelEBOOA a strong reduction of the MHD activity* was

hel~400-550A, it could be
frequently observed the development of minor and majordisruptions. The Chirikov criterion showed that minordisruptions were preceded by’ an ergodization of theexternal part of the plasma column while, before a majordisruption, the ergodization also comprised the internal
region.

often observed while, for I
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FEEDBACK STABILISATION OF RESISTIVE TEARING
MODES IN TOKAMAKS

A W Morris, R Fitzpatrick, T C Hender and M R O’Brien
AE/‘l Fusion, Culham Laboratory {Eumtom/UK/i E‘A Fusion Association), Abingdon, UK

Introduction
The likely consequences of disruptions in a device the size of ITER are sufficiently severe

that it is worth investigating a variety of schemes for disruption control. The majority (but
not a_|1) of Lokamak disruptions are preceded by an m. = 2,17. 2 l tearing mode, and it has
been demonstrated that control of these can delay or prevent a disruption [1]. it has long
been known that radially localised axisymmetric current perturbations can stabilise resistive
tearing modes by changing the stability of the current profile Jo(r) [2], but it has also been
proposed [3, 4] that localised heating or current drive inside magnetic islands (e.g. at the
0—point) could be used to control the non-linear evolution of the island. This is addressed
in greater detail here, for m = 2,11 = 1 modes, considering realistic deposition profiles; the
poloidal and toroidal extent of the deposition zone, as given by an ECRH antenna pattern
for example; the use of the scheme in a feedback loop and, finally, the application to error-
field-drive“ tearing modes [5] The profile control effect [6, 7] is referred to as “DC” current
drive, the island heating scheme as ”phased” current drive. This paper will consider Electron
Cyclotron Current Drive, although ECCD is not the only possible scheme.
Basic Principles and Model

Local phased heating and current drive have both been investigated, and it is concluded that
current drive is considerably more efficient, does not have to compete with bulk heating and
is less dependent upon anomalous transport and so in principle more predictable. In addition,
local heating is ineffective when J0 is small or non—inductively driven at q = 2. The model
is for cylindrical geometry using the normal formalism of nonlinear tearing modes [8]. The
stabilisation arises from a reduction of the electric field that drives the tearing mode current
and thus takes effect very rapidly, on the collision timescale for the resonant electrons [9]. For
COM PASRD [10] this is 10’100#5 (m ECCD), compared to mode growth times of Oil m 5ms
and rotation frequency fm_g ~ lUkHZ. This is considerably faster than for axisymrnetric
profile control where there is a delay ~ itnad2 for a drive profile of width (1, £ Sms for
COMPASS-D.

Current drive profiles 5Jlld = J. exp[~(r 7 ref/d2] are assumed (Lorentzian-like profiles
behave similarly [11])_ The angular variation may be matched to the antenna pattern, and
duty-cycle effects may be included for feedback on rotating modes. .6Jlld is normalised to
J1 E —l; [1; do ff” aPo(0,¢)d6 for direct comparison with ray—tracing output (a is a current
drive efficiency, and 13(0) the power density). The results presented here lead to requirements
for J1 and hence the total installed ECRil power required, even if it is only used for 50% of
the time as with feedback on a rotating mode. For example if lOOkVV ECRJI were predicted,
then the mean power used would be 50kW for phased control with a 50% duty cycle.

The tearing mode equation is averaged over flux surfaces in the usual way using the for—
malism of ref [12], and it is the concentration of the driven current on the helical—flux surfaces
in the island that makes the stabilisation efficiency high. The result is an equation for the
evolution of the island width W [ll]:

11 J1
Ws J0.82m‘Wd—1/a) = aA'(W) + (1)
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s is the shear, rq'/q, and JUNE 1,,(71q)/1r7‘3. C"; is negative for current drive at the 0—point,
parallel to the equilibrium current and is defined for finite deposition width as follows:

_ff‘lrfjrrpo(6)d))12(6)d€d¢' 7 W <6Jlld> (c055)
C": miffliftpaaruodco‘ ”(W’IM Wow—mass, <1)

The integral [2 is defined for a pencil beam at E = 50- Q E 8(r —rr,:2)2/W2 +cosf is a flux
surface label with E E m0 e no, and ( - ) denotes a flux surface average. Any other localised
DC current drive (eg the effects of odd-parity components of 6'Ilid) is included in A'(W) [11}.

The stabilising effect of phased current drive has also been established by numerical simu—
lations using the reduced MHD equations including an RFeinducecl electric field. This field is
specified to be constant on surfaces of constant helical flux and peaked at the O or Xa‘point
with a prescribed radial width (0.2a), Fig 1 shows the effect on W when the electric field is
applied to a saturated island at t = 5 x 10‘”. All combinations of O/X-point and co/counter
drive are shown, and in all cases Ji/Jova.) = 5 x 104. ft is seen that co-drive at the 0—point
is best, as predicted. J1 is held constant in this simulation so the 0-point co-drive case flips
into positive feedback as W reaches zero: this would not occur in a real system where .1;
would be feedback controlled

d9. (2)

Current Drive Profiles and Antenna Patterns
Since the stabilising effect arises from currents flowing on helical flux surfaces, with any

non-helical components only having an influence via the DC effect, the phased scheme is
naturally localised to the island. Thus it is expected that it is insensitive to the width and
location of the current drive profile as long as it overlaps the island, depending mainly on the
magnitude of the driven current density in the environs of the magnetic island.

Figs 23 show the effect on C} of variations in the width and location of 6.1(1'). CJ is
found for the case of a narrow antenna pattern and the current being injected over half a
rotation period (i.e. 50% duty cycle) , this is the optimum for rotating m = 2 modes. For a
stationary mode with the power injected exactly at the 0-point, a factor ~ 3 improvement
is found. Gaussian profiles are used, although a very similar result is obtained for (SJ (X
[1 + (r 7 r5)2/Ll2]‘2. It is seen that the deposition width is imimportanmt if it exceeds the
size of the magnetic island (but of course, the total driven current required rises linearly with
the width: J1 is constant in Fig 3). Further, Fig 3 shows that it is not essential that the
resonance (for ECCD) be located exactly at the q = 2 surface , unlike DC stabilisation where
it is rather critical [13] to avoid destabilising the m = 2 mode. The localisation requirements
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Figure 2: CJ as a function
of deposition width Note the
difference between X-point (7
- - —) and 0-point (7 cur-
rent drive (the 0—point case
is multiplied by -1 for com-
parison). This shows that
Stabilisation efficiency is not
sensitive to the width of the
cmrentvdriue profile.

can be quantified: l7'0 7 7‘sl S 0.5d for the DC scheme to be effective, and IN} 7 7‘3' 5 d for the
phased scheme, and any destabilisation is weaker and decreases with increasing d/W (Fig 3).

Figure 3: C] as a function
of deposition position for 0-
point drive, for rZ/W : 0.5
(dashed line) and d/W =
3.53 (solid line).

Use of Phased Current Drive in a Feedback Loop
The formalism is almost identical to that for magnetic feedback [1/1, 15], and is again based

on the simple non-linear island evolution equation. This reveals that for a given AMO), a
certain level of current drive is required to allow a saturated island to be reduced to zero.
Of course, if the feedback were always present, the island might never grow to significant
and the power requirement would be reduced. For A’(W) : A6(0)(l 7 W/Wm) the current
required to reduce W to zero from Wm; can be directly compared with that required for
linear stability in the DC scheme (for a Gaussian profile centred exactly on q = 2):

2 i —6100(130) _ d s (1156(0)? 6100(Phnscd) : Wwid SWnAMO) (3)
1,,(r5) _ 2dr5 1,7(r5) (17's 2C1

Tlius is is seen that for typical values of CJ (~ 10) the phased scheme is rather better than
optimised DC profile control, a factor ~ 5 for (1 ~ Want. For a Lorentzian-typc profile, more
appropriate for transport—broadened current drive [16], the improvement is more marked.
Ray tracing calculations with transport indicate that E 200kW for COMPASS-D at 2wm should
provide adequate power for phased control with EA, ~ 10, W3“: ~ 0.10. and 1,, ~ 150kA. This
is well within the range of the COMPASS—D 2MW ECRH facility. For an ITER—sizcd tekamak,
where it is estimated that ~ QOMW would allow DC control [17}, the phased scheme might
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require only ~ 5MW27 with higher power the deposition zone could be broadened and so the
accuracy with which the q : 2 surface has to be located would be reduced.
Control of Error-field-driven Tearing Modes

It. has been shown experimentally and theoretically [5, 12, 18] that helical error fields can
lead to large magnetic islands in some circumstances. In this case Eq. 1 may be Written
(including the phased stabilisation term, and assuming constant phase shift between island
and driving field):

61:1‘7'01‘ ii J1 .
W?— WsJom "' (4)

It can be seen that it is possible in principle to reduce the amplitude of the stationary
island with phased current drive, but not to reduce it to zero. However, it is observed
experimentally [5] that if the source of error field is reduced, the stationary island “Unlocks",
starts to rotate and decays away. This is understood in terms of the viscous drag from the
rest of the (rotating) plasma overcoming the electromagnetic mode—locking force as the island
size reduces. Thus it is likely that with Cphmfid sufficiently large, W will be reduced to the
point where the mode unlocks and W obeys Eq I, and can now be reduced to zero if it does
not decay naturally. For the scheme to be reliable, the antennae must be located to allow
control of a stationary mode locked with its O-point at any toroidal phase.

Ilm—dlli/a) = QMW) +

Conclusions
It has been shown that for realistic current drive profiles, phased ECCD is an attractiVe

option for control of the m = 2,n : 1 tearing mode. The power requirements can be
substantially less than for conventional profile control techniques, and the requirements on
the radial localisation and positioning of the driven current are less exacting. Application
to an lTEfiesized device should be practicable and the requirements on poloidal localisation
(i.e. width of the antenna pattern) present no problem if ECCD is used (but may eliminate
LHCD) It is also shown that it should be possible to control stationary tearing modes driven
by error fields with phased ECCD with appropriate location of antennae, and a single system
would allow both DC and phased mode control.
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voVLINEAR MECHANISM FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF ERROR FIELD
h J MAGNETIC ISLANDS BY PLASMA FLOW

RD. Parker

Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas, Association Euratoni-
Conféderation Suisse, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

21 Av. des Baitis, CH—1007 Lausanne, Switzerland

Introduction .
Non-axisymiiietric magnetic field perturbations generated, for example, by errors in the

men[ of the field coils are known to lead to reduced confinement in a tokamakegll ,2].
ducing the formation of small, stationary, magnetic islands on all rational surfaces they
hance radial transport and under certain circumstances interact with MHD instabilities to

he onset of locked modes[l,2] leading, in some cases, to a disruption of the plasma

alig,“
By in
mm C”

nigger ‘
discharge- . . . . .

Given the stationary nature of the error field islands it is natural to conSider whether they
can be reduced significantly by the viscous drag 'of a sheared flow resulting from a bulk rotation
of the plasma. In this paper, we examine this interaction by modelling the nonlinear growth
and saturation of force~reconnected magnetic islands dnven by a corrugated boundary in a slab
12mm with an initially uniform flow. ' A systematic parameter study is made of the time

asymptotic steady state revealing _a transttion to a "supprersed state” as a function of tliefiow
veloCit)’, which becomes discontinuous for suffiCIcntly small Viscosuy. As such, a critical
velocity, Vc, is defined and its dependence on: corrugation amplitude, 5W (which is
proportional to the error field amplitude, 5B), Viscosny, v, and resrstivrty, n = l/S,( S isthe
Lundquist no), are delineated. Other parameters to be explored include the wall separation,
xw, and the wavenumber of the perturbation, kp_ _ _ _

This study follows on from a preliminary numerical iiivestigation[3,4] in which the flow
suppression mechanism was first demonstrated. From the nonlinear simulations in the present
study a simple intuitive model of the process based on the induced velocny shear,V' and the
resistive layer width, A, has been developed. This predicts a scaling for the critical velocity as:
vs a: 5B 84/5 vat/3 in good agreement with numerically determined values of Vc ,although the
scaling with viscosity diverges toward small v. The reasons for this divergence are discussed in
the light of changes occuring in the flow structure in the limits v>>n and v<<n.The scaling
does not appear to be predicted by an alternative, analytical treatment of the phenomenon[5].

Besides the flow suppression mechanism, a variety of fascinating nonlinear phenomena
were observed in different regions of the parameter space such as: flow amplified islands, flow
induced secondary reconnection and hysteresis. These are discussed in the last section.

To investigate the mechanism of mode»locking it is also necessary to include the
interaction of internally as well as externally driven reconnection processes in the presence of
flow. This is the subject of the next stage in this study although preliminary simulations with a
tearing unstable plasma have already demonstrated cases of full and partial modeelockingm.

Numerical Model
The basic numerical model adopted is that of a 2-D, plane~slab plasma sandwiched

between two, perfectly-conducting walls (at x :i) with periodic boundary conditions in the
y-direction (of periodicity length Lp). An approximately sinusoidal perturbation of the walls is
introduced along the y-direction to provide a selfconsistant source of field error. Details of this
can be found in ref.[3]. The initial equilibrium is B = Bo tanh(x), It has a line of field reversal
ats along which reconnection can occur and is maintained by a y~directed electric field and a
non-uniform resistivity profile. To produce the plasma flow an initially uniform ExB drift is
driven in the y-direction by maintaining a potential diffence between the walls.

To follow the evolution of the plasma in response to the error field, the visco—resistive
MHD equations are integrated in time using a semi—implicit, spectral (in y)/ finite diffence (in
x)scheme. Since, for the moment, we are only interested in externally driven reconnection the
tearing instability is stabilized by reducing the wall separation to Xw=l, with Kp=0.35.
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.0 4xtransition to the unsuppressed state should therefore
be VC = l/ZAnV'U- l/ZAn/XW) where the second term
should be negligibly small at small resistivity. From
linear theory we know that All cc 8—2/5 so taking this
as well as the dependence found for the velocity shear
into account we arrive at the scaling: Vc ac 5B v—2/3
5‘30 where the correction due to momentum
conservation has been neglected.

Although the model is an over-simplification of
what actually happens it appears to capture the
essential features of the mechanism and consequently ___t—IfiI
predicts a scaling for VC in surprisingly good Fig ‘qm '
agreement with the computed dependence on S and ‘ "
5B and to a lesser extent on v. See figs.l(a) and (b).
Runs made with 8:104, v=10'4, Xw:l., K =O.35
and 5W:0.04, 0.02, 0.0], 0.005 and 0.002 for a
range of flow velocities showed VC cc ow to a high
precision. Since V' is also cc 8W it thus confirms
that VC is affected by the size of the error field directly
through the modification of the induced velocity
shear.

The intuitive model is too simplistic to correctly
predict more titan just the general trend in the
dependence on viscosity and this is evidenced by the
changes in flow cross section observed in the limits
of small and large viscosity.

When v~T1, that is, when the viscous layer
width, AV~V/V', is roughly equal to the reconnection
layer width, An, the situation is close to that of the
intuitive model. See fig.2(b). However when Av>An
the trough in the flow tlajrs out beyond the reconnect—
ion lnyer, although with the maximum velocity shear
still occuring at the edge of the layer as in fig.2(a).

At the other extreme with Av<Aq, the Fig. 2(a)
suppression of the flow is concentrated around the
edges of the reconnection layer where the conflict
with the flow, due to ideal coupling, is strongest.
Thus, instead of one trough, two narrower troughs
are formed as shown in fig.2(c). In the centre of the
layer, where the resisitivity completely decouples the
field from the fluid, the flow is left to pass through
the island almost unretarded. The two narrow troughs
cannot penetrate as low as a single broader trough 00— L
with the same velocity shear so a smaller than '_140 ~05 00
expected flow velocity is needed to allow the island to
become unsuppressed. This change in the flow Fig.2 Flow cross-sections for:
structure when v<<n, therefore appears to be why Vc suppressed islands with Prandtl no.
is smaller than that predicted by the scaling of the (a) P,=Sv:10., (b) P,:1.0,(c) Pr=0.1
intuitivevmodel towards small v. and (d) for an unsuppressed island.

Fig. 2(a)
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Time Asymptotic Behaviour
Several interesting features of the saturated behaviour can be seen in fig.3 which shows

the transition between the suppressed and unsuppressed states as a function of flow velocity for
several different values of the viscosity, and 5:103. The first thing to note is that for
sufficiently large viscosity the transition ceases to be discontinuous. This also occurs for large
resistivity. To understand this we note that with finite resistivity some relative motion of the
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d to the fluid is allowed outside the reconnection layer. The flow therefore does not have to
fie], l vanish in the island for it to become unsuppressed, It is however only significant for
9 5:61), large resistivity. 1f the viscosity is also large the consequent flaireout of the trough

relatlnd me reconnection layer can allow the island to expand some distance beyond the layer

fore the flow is made low enough to completely unsuppress the island. The higher the
b? 005i the more the flow is reduced outside the reconnection layer and so the larger the

V156 rcssed island can reach while still in a suppressed state. Eventually for sufficiently large
5” 'ty the flow can be reduced to where the island can reach its unsuppressed size without

“it“, through a discontinuity, as shown in fig.3.
pa fierhaps the most surprising observation is the flow induced amplification of the

unsUpfcssed island well above its zero flow width. This can occur if it is still stable above about

10% of the Alfvén veloc1ty with v<<n. In fig.3, where 5:103: the marginal case occurs for
V=1044 although thisvaries depending on the other parameters. As the Viscosity is made

smaller the amplificatlon begins at a smaller velocity but quickly approaches a limiting case
below v=10‘5‘ This confirms that the amplification only occurs when the flow is a Significant

fraction of the Alfvén veloctty.
I I

0 x'lsc=l.e»2Fig. 3 1075

p \1sc=l.c-3

> \1sc:5.c~a

I t-lsc=2.e-4

Cl \‘lsc:l.e-4

O \’l5c=:‘1.e-5

Re
c.

flu
x

0 \1‘Sc:2.e-5
x \‘isc=l,c-5

0,0
10'3 10‘2 Vy/Va 10" 10°

Fig.3 Recomzectcdflwc of saturation vs.flow vel. showing transition between
suppressed and unsuppressed islandsfor diflerent viscosities and 5:103 .

Another feature of these flow enhanced states is a form of hysteresis. By restarting a
simulation from a solution with V<Vc and slowly increasing the flow at the boundary it is
possible to obtain a stable unsuppressed state for V>Vc. In effect, there is a finite basin of
attraction for the unsuppressed state distinct from that of the the suppressed state. Vc therefore
only represents the flow velocity below which the suppressed attractor becomes unstable. A

different critical velocity can be defined above which the unsuppressed state becomes unstable.
Changes in the long time behaviour of the suppressed states were also observed. At large

S (32105) and small V (VSlO'5) the supressed island is very narrow and during its evolution it

can undergo a spontaneous transition during which secondary islands are formed at the re

points. The increase in the number of islands produces a large rise in reconnected flux without

greatly increasing the island width. It tends not to occur, however, in cases where the island

eventually becomes unsuppressed.
Acknowledgement: This work was partly supported by the Swiss National Science
Foundation.
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Flow Suppression Mechanism
In the absense of flow, the error field induces reconnection of the field lines to form the

usual magnetic island structure which generally extends well beyond the reconnection layer.
With flow, however, the strong ideal coupling of the field outside the reconnection layer
constrains the magnetic field lines to keep the same topology as the fluid flow and so tends to
obstruct the further development of the island. A narrow filamentary island is therfore fOrmed
within the reconnection layer and dragged partially out of phase with the boundary corrugatiOn
by the flow. Since further reconnection is blocked the driving energy of the error field is
diverted into shifting the flow out of the magnetic island. Once the flow is removed, however,
the island is nolonger topologically constrained and so reeontinues its growth, pushing the flow
aside as it does. See fig.2(d). Viscous drag causes a finite velocity shear to build up to a
maximum around the separauix of the island. Measurements of the maximum velocity shear,
V‘, over a range of parameters show a clear scaling with viscosity and perturbation amplitude
as V' we 5B V‘ /3. If we assume, for simplicity, that the flow is only removed from the region
of the suppressed island and that its width is equal to the reconnection layer width, An, then it
is clear that the lowest the flow velocity can fall is AVzl/ZATIV‘. If the initial flow velocity, V,
is greater than AV then the island is theoretically unable to proceed and so must remain
suppressed. Taking into account conservation of momentum, the Critical initial velocity for

0 qlnl l Illll1(a) 10 E ..,...,, ........ ...... .
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Fig.1 Critical velocity, VC (0) versus Sfor difi’erent v and ([7) versus vfor dtfi’erent
S with 6W:0.02, sl. and K€=0,35. These are compared respectively with
the 5‘25 and V23 scalingrofl 16 simple model. Also shows tlteweak dependence
of VC on S and v at constant Prandtl number, P,:Sv:1.
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Abstract

Direct measurements rat fast NBl ion losses have been made near the outer rnidplane during MHD

activity in TF'I'R. Bursts of beam ion hiss are seen coincident with the TAB mode activity. Particles lost

during T_-\E activity are lost at the full injection energv of 10D keV‘ and only the total emux of fast ions

clinngl" during the mode. not the pitch angle or eriergv ofthe lost ions. Reductions in neutron source

strength indicate that - ltI percent of the bean] ions can he lost in a single burst‘ with a cumulative loss

Ofur. much :5 :3“ perveiit Other MHD activity can cause large losses of beam ions. including passing

inns.

I, Introduction

'J'oniirlal .-\lf\'en Eigeiiniodes (TAEs) have become a topic of recent concern due to their poten-

[)l inipatt upon ttihamak reacltirs.l"‘ These are lHl’UlLl‘LLl eigt-iiiiiodes of the Alfvcn “are which are

driven unstable by resonances with toroidalliueirrultitiiig particles whose velocity exceeds5 134 ’1’3. where
.t‘ 1 55,37 is the Alrvén velocity. In a reactor. alpha particles are anticipated to prnvidc the free energy

in drive the mode. The mode is of importance due to its potential ability to expel fast ions of all sorts.

including the alpha particles and beam ions.

Experiments on TFTRQ and Dill-D3 have utilived neutral beam ions. under suitable conditions.
:6 siiperall'vénic particles. ln both experimenls, repeated short bursts of highsfrequencv (w 100 kllz)

\hfnCt\' activity were observed. which coincided with reductions in the neutron production rate. More

recent experiments on Dllls‘ have found significant sputtering of carbon tiles near the outside midplane

during 'l'AEsunStablc discharges. This ha: been the most direct evidence OfriAEslllLlllCCd beam ion losses.

the present work describes recent. measurements of the beam ion losses due to TAE modes in TFTIL as

well as losses from other MHD activity.

II. Beam Ion Loss During the TAE

To obtain conditions in which the 100 keV deuterium beam ions are stiper~alfvénic in TFTR [tit > PA),
plasmas must be run at low toroidal field (1 to 1.5 T) and ini-clerately high dcnsilies (2 3 x 1019 m'al

w that the Alfve'n speed is low.
Beam ion losses are detected with the TFTR midplane fast ion probeji" It is moveable radially,

alnng a line 0.35 m below the midplane and, for plasmas in experiments reported here (R : 2.40 m,
tl : 0,75 m). can be positioned at minor radii mrviiig from 1,04 m to 1.18 m. The probe detects fast
|' us which have trajectories such that thev can pass through two colliniating apertures and then strike a
flat scintillator. The position ofthe light created identities the gyroradius and pitch angle of the particle
\ihicli produced it. and that light is recorded by an intensified virlencaniera (to obtain an image) and by
a photomultiplier tube (to obtain the total inlcnsitv from the scintillator with fast time response). The
tun-he detects only ions travelling in the direction of the plasma current. and only those. with pitch angles
Iii-lative to the toroidal field) belween 40‘ and 855 and gimradii between 2 cm and 12 cm.
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Figure I shows data front a plasma with H ' 3.4L! m a 2- 0.75 m. 87 = 1.5 T. 1,, : 500 ML
rt, : 2.3 x ll“F 111'], and PW : 10 MW The typical signatures2 of a TAE are evident: PETiOdic
bursls ml" high-frequency magnclic activity. cotncidcnt with reductions in the neutron production rate,
and increases in the beam ion ltifih. The fretttterici' of the Mirnov signal \'.'|Lhin the bursts varies as
expected from the mode frequencyl LU : 2‘4? The beam ion loss is integrated over all pitch angles and
energies that the probe can View, the only substantial contribution to the signal comes from 100 ite\"
neutral beam inns In addition. it is apparent that the magnitude of the inn hiss is correlated with [hp
amplitude of the magnetic activity and that c-nli' the bursts with largest amplitude cause substantia]
(lips in the neutron rate. In this figure it czm be seen that the beam imi loss 15 stchronous With the mode-
activttv. rising after the magnetic burst starts. and falling after the end of each burst However, in some
of the bursts. the ion lnss does not peak until after the Mirnm' Hrli\’lt}‘ has subsided. suggesting that thy
process of expulsion of the ions mar take ~ 0.5 insec. although l|>\\'-fr€quEIlC\' Mirnov BCll'\'iI_\' may “15;.
expel particles during the intervals between highrl'requenclt' bursts.

During the bursts. the rate of beam ion loss i< approximatelt‘ 1,5 times “hat it is without the mode
activity. A SNAP t‘Hlt'Ulatltln on a discharge similar to the one which produced the data in Fig, 1
indicates that 15% of the neutral beam ions escnpe the plasma due to first-orbit losses. Firstmrblt loss
land pOSSibli‘ stochastic TF ripple loss) most likely comprise the steady backgrnund hiss rate. The. 50%
increase in the loss rate clue to the bursts would then implt' a loss of about 8% of the beam ions, which
is of similar magnitude to the reduction in the neutron rate observed, Although the beam loss rate is
seen to increase with every Mirnov burst, the neutron rate drops significantly only during Home. This
interrnittencv will be the subject of future investigations.

III. Energy and Fitch Angle of Ions Lost. During TAEs

Figure 2 shows the sintillator image under two circumstances, for a discharge similar to that in Fig 1.
ln 2(a). the image has been integrated over several bursts of the mode, and in 2(b). the image is that
seen inunediatcli after the neutral beams have been turned off. at which time the TABS are no longer
excited but the plasma parameters have not changed significantly from their values when the modes were
present. The images Show contours of constant intensity (the actual intensities of the Contours differ
between the two images) Th:= maximum intensity corresponds to ions with a gvrnriulius (if/7 7 7i] cm,
the gvroradius of the 100 ke\‘ dentemns at the probe position The pitch angle at maximum intensiti-
is ,\ : 57“, while the bminrlan‘ between trapped and passing particles is the line x : 473. The images
in Fig. '2 indicate that, although the lltlfll heani inn loss from the= plasmi- seen by the probe is being
increased by the ill-Hi. the loss continues to occur at the same place in the energy/pitch angle space.

IV. Losses During Other High-Frequency l\/IHD Activity

Beam injection into plasma with densities N 25% lower than those used in the TAE experiments
(it, 7 1.8 X 1019 ni'a, By- : 2 T. 1P : 420 ltA, I‘m] : 10 MW, H * 2.110m‘a : 0.75 m) can result in
\lirnm' bursts which have characteristics qualitatively similar to those of the TABS: Mirnm' activity at
25.50 kHz, neutron drops, and increased beam ion losses. These modes, however, do not fit the frequency
scaling expected of TA}: modes: u: : 2‘7}. These modes do. however, Show similar radial distributions
of frequency and amplitude in the beam emission spectroscopy (BES’U) signals. Figure 3(a) shows the
time—history of the midplane probe signal, with spikes of beam ion loss many times the MUD—quiescent
background level, Figure 3(b) shows the image at the detector for a particularly intense burst of this
sort in this image. the loss of trapped particles is seen, approximately as in the TAE case [the intensity
has saturated the camera at. the center of the loss, preventing detection of the exact location of peak
loss), it also, however, possesses an additional feature not seen in any ol'the TAE cases to date, the loss
of passing particles [the feature with pitch angles below x : ~17").

V. Summary

Energy and pitch-angle resolved measurements of beam ions lost during 'l’A Es indicate that particles
are lost at the same energy and pitch angle both when the mode is present and absent. This observation
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:1 hkflV cxplicuhlt‘ by enhanced \‘eloctti‘vspace dil'l'usmu of first ions Induced by the mode. or h)‘(L ' , - . . . . . .. .I' "had!“ Y'PP'“ diffuston’ of Ions tn the fields of the mode. 1 nder Similar conditions, but With lowerc - . ,. _ . .:05)” intermediate frequency (.2:r at] kllz) MHD ntndes act to expel passtng beam ions at their fullon .-
mjection energv
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 Time histories of signals from :\lirnuv coil. neutron detector, and niidplunc fast Ion probeduring se\'eral TAE modes. Modes are designated by the enhanced highefrequency Mirnm signal.Note that the beam ion loss signal increases during each Mirnov burst, and that the amount oftheincrese varies in proportion to the Mirnov amplitude.
Figure 2 (u) Intensity pattern seen on rnidplane detector. integrated over an interval containing several'I‘AE bursts. A gvromdiuslc’pitch angle grid is overlaid on the pattern. The gyrorudius is that theion would have if all its velocity were perpendicular to B, i.e. this coordinate is the cnergv of theparticle, not the actual radius of orbital motion, The pitch angle is ,\ ; arccos(v,m/tt). (b) Thepattern for similar plasma conditions immediately after beam injection has ended, so that TAEmodes are no longer being excited. Note that the feature due to beam ion loss is at exactly thesome pnsrtion and has the same shape as the feature when TA 135 are present.

Figure 3 (3) Beam ion loss signal versus time showing pronount'ed bursts of beam ion loss. (b) Intensitypattern seen on the detector during :1 Mirnm’ hurst whose frequency scaling did not fit the TABfrequency. but under similar conditions. Note that, in this instance, passing particles are lost(A < 47“).
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GLOBAL ALFVEN EIGENMODES IN DIIl—D*

AD. TURNBULL, M.S. CHU, EJ. STRAIT, W.W. HEIDBRJNK,’ H. DUONG,T
L.L. LAo, J.M. GREENE, M.S. CHANCE} and TS. TAYLOR

General Atomics, San Diego, California, U. SA.

1. INTRODUCTION

Global Alfvén modes, such as the Toroidicitylnduced Ali'vén Eigenmode (TAE), pose a

serious threat for strongly-heated tokamaks since they can result in saturation of the achievable

beam [9 at moderate levels and they may also cause serious oz-particle losses in future ignited

devices. The DHIiD tokarnak has a unique capability for study of the resonant excitation

of these instabilities by energetic beam ions. TAE modes have now been observed in DilliD

over a wide range of operating conditions, including both circular cross-section and elongated

(,4 ~ 1.8) discharges. Equilibrium reconstructions of several representative discharges, using all

available external magnetic and internal profile data, have been done and analyzed in detail. The

computed real mode frequencies of the TAB modes are in good agreement with the experimen-

tally observed mode frequencies and differ significantly from the estimated kinetic ballooning

mode frequencies, The TAE calculations include coupling to the Alfvén and acoustic continuum
branches of the MHD spectrum and generally indicate that the simplified circular cross-section,

large aspect—ratio assumptions made in analytic calculations are poor approximations to the

actual TAE mode structures. In particular, the global TAE modes are almost always coupled to
one or more continuum branches by toroidicity, poloidal shaping, and finite fl effects. Estimates
of the various resonant excitation and damping mechanisms, including continuum damping, have
been made and the total is found to be in reasonable agreement with the experimental threshold.

2. COMPARISON: THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL FREQUENCIES

In low field, beameheated DIIIeD discharges, MHD modes are observed which rotate with
respect to the plasma at a real finite frequency. Typically, modes with toroidal mode numbers
n in the range 3 S, n ,E 10 are observed. The real frequency, when corrected for Doppler shift
due to the plasma rotation, is in approximate agreement with the frequency of TAE modes as

predicted by the simple formula [1] w ~ VA/Z 1112, where VA is the Alfvén speed, R is the major
radius, and q is the value of the safety factor at which the modes peak; typically q ~ 1.5 is

taken. The results from a typical sequence of similar shots are shown, for example, in Fig. ]
(solid points). Here, the Alfvén speed was varied by systematically changing the toroidal field,
keeping the total current set at 0.6 MA, density 3 x 1019 m‘3 and beam power constant at
5 MW. The straight line corresponds to w : VA/2 qR with q = 1.5. The diamonds are the
predictions for kinetically destabilized ballooning modes [2], which are also predicted to have a
real nonzero frequency in the plasma frame. We note in passing that these are not in agreement
with the observed frequency dependence, thus eliminating those modes as being responsible for
the observations.

The equilibria. were reconstructed using all available profile and magnetic data, as described
in Ref. 3, for shots 71515 and 71524. They were then analyzed using the two ideal MHD stability
codes CONT [4] and GATO [5] The CONT code computes the singular eigenvalues of the ideal
MHD equations, providing both the real frequencies and spatial locations of the stable Alfvén

*This is a report of work sponsored by the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos.
DE-ACOS—SQER53277, DE—ACO3-89ER51114, and DE-ACO2—76-CHO-3073.

lUniversity of California, Irvine, California, U. SA.
‘Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey, U. S.A.
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and acoustic continuum modes. The result is a global picture of the MHD continua, including
the continuum gaps induced by both toroidicity [4] and shaping [4,6]. The GATO code has
been modified to compute the real part of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the ideally stable
modes. The continuum is discretized and the logarithmic singularities of the continuum modes
are truncated by the finite mesh. Global modes, however, are well represented and appear in
gaps within the appropriate continua, The gap extrema predicted by the CONT and GATO codes
are in extremely good agreement.

The spectrum predicted from the CONT code for shot 71515 is shown in Fig. 2 for toroidal
mode number n : 3. The solid curves are the continuum branches (labeled with the dominant
poloidal mode number for m g 9), plotted as the normalized square of the frequency against

the radial position at which the mode is resonant, The dotted curves are the envelopes of the
gaps for all n. The experirnentally~measured density profile was used in both the CONT and
GATO calculations. For clarity, acoustic continua are not shown in Fig. 2. The lowest gap near

Luz i 0 is due to finite fl [4]. The next gap is the toroidicity-induced gap and the third gap ‘15
created by the coupling of poloidal hannonics m and m+ 2 (7n : 3, 4,. . ) induced mostly by the
elongation of the discharge [6] (it ~ 1.7), The CATO calculations, which in this case, included

. full coupling between the Alfvén and acoustic branches (Le, compressibility included) as well
as the presence of a finite vacuum and the correct DllleD wall location, revealed two groups of
closely-spaced TAB-like modes with frequencies lying within the TAB gap near “)2 2 0.101 and
0.133. Within each group, the TAB-like eigenmodes comprise a global component, coupled to
singular Alfvén and acoustic continuum harmonics. The Fourier analysis of the perpendicular
displacement is shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) for two eigenmodes typical of the respective groups,
For the lower frequency mode at LUZ : 0.101 in Fig. 3(a), the m = 4,5 TAB-like structure is
coupled to several higher m,m + 1 TAElike components and a singular 7n = 16,17 continuum
component near the edge. There is also a small in = 3 continuum component near the center, as
expected from Fig. 2, On the other hand, the higher frequency mode (w2 : 0.133) in Fig. 3 (b)
is dominated by the m : 3,4 TAE component with smaller higher 771. TAE structures and several
high m (711 ~ 12) continua inside the edge. The small m = 3 singular branch is also present near
the center, The multiple modes in each group are a result of coupling to the higher harmonics
— both global harmonics from the multiple local gaps (m,m + 1 for m > 4) and continuum
harmonics where the TAE gap is intersected by the continua [7] as in Fig. 2.

The frequencies computed for these two modes are also shown as circled crosses in Fig, 1.
The agreement with the observed frequency is extremely good. We have also looked for experi-
mental evidence of multiple modes in shot 71515, as predicted by the GATO code. However,
TAE activity in this particular shot was relatively weak and, although there is some suggestion
from the data that two or more modes are present at slightly different frequencies, the evidence
is inconclusive. Nevertheless, more detailed analysis of the similar, but lower field shot 71524,
where the TAB activity was much stronger, does reveal the existence of at least two distinct TAB
modes separated in frequency by about 20%. These are also indicated in Fig. 1 by the circled
pluses. The stability analysis for this shot, however, was limited to the incompressible case,
in which acoustic coupling is eliminated. A conducting wall was also imposed on the plasma
surface. lucornpressibility introduces a downward frequency shift of about 25% and, together
with the change in boundary conditions, modifies the coupling between the various poloidal
harmonics. Nevertheless, the results do indicate that there are probably at least two modes
in this shot, analogous to those shown in Fig. 3. For reference, the eigenvalue of the highest
frequency eigenrnode from that analysis is shown in Fig. 1 (open circle); the correct frequency
is probably about 25% higher than that shown.

3. STABILITY THRESHOLDS

Resonance between energetic particle drift motion and the rotating TAE wave introduces an
imaginary part to the otherwise real ideal MHD eigenvalue which, in the absence of dissipation,
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can result in an exponential growth rate [1] 70, > 0; in DHIeD, the energetic particles are the
injected neutral beams. The mechanism is essentially an inverse Landau interaction with energy
transferred from the fast particles to the wave. The condition for resonance is that the parallel
beam velocity V, be near l/A, with 70, > O for V, > VA, The growth rate 70 is proportional to
the fast-ion beta flb.

Additionally, however, it has been shown that a secondary resonance exists [8] at V, 2 VA/3
as a result of the coupling of poloidal modes m and m + 1. Several damping mechanisms also
compete with the fast~ion drive. For a TAE mode localized near a particular surface, the overall
growth rate normalized to the real frequency can be written '7 ~ 7a — (7CD + 71L + 7131,), where
7“ is the destabilization from the fast particles. The other three terms represent the various
damping contributions Specifically, 70D is from continuum damping, which results from phase
mixing of the wave with nearby continuum modes. 71L is the Landau damping from resonance
between the wave and background ions (V,bg 5. VA), including a secondary resonance when
Vibg S, VA/B analogous to the fasteion inverseeLandau driving mechanism. Finally, VEL is the
dissipation due to energy lost from the wave to the electrons. For passing electrons, this is from
collisionless Landau damping and is essentially negligible. Inclusion of finite conductivity and
parallel electron dynamics for trapped electrons, on the other hand, has been shown to result in
much larger damping rates [9] and this latter contribution is the dominant damping mechanism
in our case; the overall growth rate is largely a balance between this and the fast particle drive,
though the other two terms do contribute. The condition 7 > 0 for instability then becomes an
expression for a threshold fib, above which the TAB modes are destabilized.

Expressions for the various growth rate terms have only been derived in the specific case of
large aspect ratio, circular crosssection, and are meant to be applied at the location of the TAB
mode [8—10]; :1 general theory for realistic cross-sections is still unavailable Nevertheless, we can
apply the local formulae at the q : 1.5 location, which is roughly where the GATO calculations
predict the modes peak. This naive application of the simplified theories, while not entirely
applicable in DUI—D, is still probably valid to within a factor of order one. We find for shot
71524 that the TAB mode should be unstable over a range of toroidal mode numbers 3 g n S 9,
which is in complete agreement with the observations. Analysis of the other shots is still in
progress.

In conclusion, TAE modes have been observed in DllI—D and the observed frequencies
are in extremely good agreement with the results of full MIID calculations. Moreover, multiple
TAE modes with the same toroidal mode number have been identified in both the experimental
observations and the calculations; these are separated in frequency by about 20% in either case.
The threshold beam [3b, as calculated from simplified formulae, is also in good agreement with
the observations.
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Experimental results
i) central modes

Fishbones are a common feature of auxiliary heated JET discharges, and are
observed in the signals of several diagnostics, in both low and high beta
regimes. As the typical fishbone bursts, first observed in PDX /1/, these are
central modes, with a main m=1, n=l mode structure. At JET they appear either
in the form of short repetitive bursts (lasting a few milliseconds, with a
repetition time of 10-20 milliseconds) or as continuous oscillations (figlj,
with frequencies ranging from 1 to 25 kHz.
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1—1 ""36 - 7” Fig.2— a) signal from a Silicon
Fig.1— a) Magnetic signal showing a detector shield with Inconel,
seguency of bursts that develops into a measuring mostly neutrons.
continuous oscillation, 27) corresponding SXR signal

b) corresponding frequency evolution. near the sawtooth inversion radius.
In the low {3 regimes, the presence of a high frequency, 3—10 times that of
the bulk plasma rotation at the q=1 radius, clearly distinguishes fishbones
from other m=l, n=1 oscillations. Sawtooth precursor/postcursor oscillations,
for instance, always have frequencies comparable to that of the plasma
rotation.
In high I3 regimes, the fishbone frequency decreases and becomes comparable to
that of oscillations around the sawtooth collapse. In low (3 regimes, the
soft-X rays and electron cyclotron emission signals show the bursts localized
around the q=1 radius. However, for high B, fishbone oscillations extend to
outer regions, making it possible to observe fishbones with the reflectometer
near the edge. A ballooning behaviour is also observed. Close to the Troyon
limit fishbones are observed contributing to the saturation of the I3
parameter.

Interaction with fast particles is found for the largest amplitude events
(be/B61073) observed in high beta regimes. For B¢ above 70% the Troyon limit,
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the total neutron rate may fall by 949% during a burst 059.2). However, for
the majority or” JET discharges the rate of losses caused by fishbones is low
below the detection threshold ' 5%). This may be due to the low amplitudes
one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the. fishbone bursts observed in

PDX), and to the large size of the JET plasma which leads to a better
confinement of the fast particles.
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Fig.3— SXR profiles showing 0. Fig.4— Time traces of athe Total
fishbone and a sawtooth collapse. neutron emission rate, I) The ion
For the fishbone the maximum Temperaturec) neutron emission in
decrease in 5X11? emision is around the centre, and d) near the edge,-
q:l, where the profiles are and e) the n21 activity, mostly
flattened. fishbones, measured at 45° above the

midnlane.

An important aspect of JET o eration in the 1991/92 campaign was the study of
high performance discharges filly), where fishbones are a prominent feature.
Fishbones with increasing amplitude were the main low mode number activit
observed before the termination of the good confinement phase.(figs.4 and 5.
These large amplitude fishbones cause drops‘ in the central electron
temperature and the central SXR intensity (see MS), and their'onset maybe
associated with a rollover of the neutron emission in the centre (fwd.

ii) outer modes

A new observation from JET high performance discharges is that outer modes may
also interact with energetic particles. After the termination of the good
confinement phase, large amplitude ELMs are observed associated to losses of
fast ions near the edge, measured by the ion cyclotron emission diagnostic /4/
(fig.5) in both DD and DT discharges. In some DT discharges, these ELMs are
preceded by non central n=l modes, possibly fishbonetype modes with m>1.
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Comparison with the theory
i) linear predictions

Ideal models which include the effects of finite Larmor radius and fast
particles, predicts two types of m:1, n:l modes, normally referred to as the
kink and the fishbone modes/5/. The kink is a slow mode with frequencies close
to zero in the rest frame, while the fishbone is a faster mode with
frequencies ranging from the ion diamagnetic frequency, w 1, for a low valuex

of the density of the energetic ions, 11 to the drift frequency of theh,
energetic ions, t. for high values of rib.

Some of the JET observations could be explained by the models, both
qualitatively and quantitatively. Observations at low»{3 confirm the existence
of two types of m:1,n:1 oscillations, with two distinct frequencies As
predicted fishbone oscillations are the faster ones and are always observed to
rotate in the direction of the ion diamagnetic drift. The observed fishbone
frequency in the rest frame of the plasma, to, is also in good agreement with
the predicted frequencies. For neutral beam injection heated discharges, we
find to 2 1.1.12 ooh; while in discharges with ion cyclotron radio frequency
heating, where wH/tEM’l—lfl‘z, we find “.15 w 5 tom.

Other observational aspects are not well understood. The large experimental
error bars make it difficult to explain the observation of fishbones during
sawteeth—free periods. Another difficulty, is the observation in high-{3
regimes that all m:1 n=l oscillations observed are slow, possibly indicating
that only the kink branch may be present.

ii) non-linear model
A simple heuristic non-linear model has been developed to study the fishbonerepetition cycle , Includin ion—diamagnetic effects in resistive MHD twofluid theor an expression or the growth rate for the fishbone mode can beobtained figfl The growth rate is proportional to the density of resonant
super-thermal ions, and the mode decay is due to plasma resistivity. An
equation for the density of the resonant ions is obtained assuming that aconstant source of ions is provided by auxiliary heating, and the loss of fastparticles is due to the ergodization of fast particle orbits. In this modelthe loss rate is proportional to the square of the mode amplitude.
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The following non—linear system of equations describes the evolution of the
mode amplitude, A, and the density of fast ions,nh:

aA/at = - 377A + sMHD(nh/nO)A

v
lamb/at : sh_ 7am A

arms is the ideal MHD stability parameter; 771 is the resistive damping;Sh is
the source of fast ions; Xarit-is a measure of the fast particle loss rate,
One expects 151/32; V=1 assumes a secular loss of the resonant ions, while u=2
corresponds to losses following orbit stochasticity.

The comparison with the experimental data shows a good agreement with the
model Qualitatively the model predicts both bursts and continuous
oscillations, and the observed relation between amplitude and the period of
repetition of the bursts. A fit of the cycle solution with the experimental
bursts is obtained for 12:2 (see figfi), suggesting that orbit stochasticrty is
the main loss mechanism.

A observed 1=3
53
<

F2967 Fishbone amplitude measured
by a. magnetic piclrup coil and the
amplitude obtained with the model,
for 12:2.
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PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS DURING SOFT DISRUPTIONS
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A significant class of disruptive discharges in tokamaks is characterized by anirreversible but rather slow current decay occurring while the electron temperature is stillhigh.For definitiveness we refer to typical JET cases , such as that shown in Figs.1-2where the observed rate of current decay is of the order of 2-3MA/s and the electrontemperature Tc measured by the ECE polychromator may decay as fast as 6keV/s in thecenter and 15 keV/s at the position of the q=2 surface.The influx of impurities is moderateand Zeff ~6. The Ohmic resistance ROhm calculated with the proper plasma geometry andthe ECE profiles is of the order of 1 p52 plasma during the disruptive decay and theseobservations cannot be reconciled with a the model of a choking effect of the plasmacaused solely by a sudden inflow of impurities which may drive a radiative collapse of theplasma temperature to a few (N on a ms time scale.The discharge evolution is convenientlydescribed by the trajectories on the plane of the parameters h (internal inductance) and q(a)(safety factor).lnspection of the path followed (Fig.3) shows that the soft disruption phaseoften traces backwards the current ramp up phase , where an accelerated peaking up ofthe current profile may be associated to the effects of observed enhancement of MHDactivity [1], as measured by the poloidal and toroidal magnetic pick-up coils (Fig.4).The observed irreversible process suggests that the effective resistance Raff of theplasma may be due indeed to temperature independent MHD effects The problem isdiscussed comparing the difference between the effective and the Ohmic resistances withthe expected value of a model based on the coupling of unstable tearing modes withresonant surfaces close together, around the q=2 surface where a saturated backgroundmode is assumed . The time scales of the process observed require that the power input tothe plasma be evaluated considering the full coupling with the external active and passivecircuit elements since it is incorrect to assume the trapping of the poloidal flux between theplasma and the vacuum vessel , which in JET has a toroidal time constant of 0.03 s.

Evalgag‘gn 9f effeegive plasma resistanee frem newer input

To analyse the dynamics of a class of soft disruptions evolving on time scales longerthan the time constant of the vessel surrounding the plasma , it is necessary to establish thepower balance in the form:

22 _ ta 2 _ he _ReffIP_ _ 2 dt {H‘cxt + LiHP} 2 dt ext+ Li] + V]I P‘ Pinpul

where the loop voltage V1 is due to the mutual coupling with all the external activeand passive circuit elements:
dv dV = — — = — )2 — I ]I (if k :tpdt pk k

In particular in the case of ET the main elements of the poloidal field systemcoupled with the plasma include the iron cored transformer coil (labeled k=l), the shapingcoils (k=s) and the vacuum vessel (k=v). This leads to the simplified model :
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d 1RetrIP+ Emplpl =~ dt {LPII]+LP515+ vlv}

d1 v dvv + LVFt— —— 'dT{vIp+LvsIs + Lvllt}
The plasma radial displacements and changes in the current profile causing

variations of both the internal inductance and the external and coupling inductances are
taken into account.A finite fraction of the power sloshing between the transformer inductor
and the plasma during the disruption is dissipated by the vessel, and it has been calculated
using JET technical data.A numerical program of data interpretation embodying this
model has been written and used to calculate Re“ =Pin ul/lp2 and Rt.with
neoclassical corrections,using the instantaneously measured 'Fe and Zen . for scores of
JET discharges.For shot #20757 the maximum ohmic dissipation of ~8 MW and the
maximum power input of ~18 MW occur at t=52 s ewhen there is a the peak of the MHD
activity over all the spectrum of poloidal harmonics m.At this time Ron ~5ufl and ROhm
~2un, as read from the time evolution in Fig. 5. It is illuminating to note that between
t:51.75 anft =52.05 the ECE Tc profile which initially was smooth, appears strongly
flattened (Fig.6)in the radial interval where the self consistently calculated qhy) takes on the
rational values m/n=3/2,2/1,5/3,7/4, 9/5...

These observations support the conjecture that the relevant mechanism of
accelerated, irreversible decay of the plasma current is the onset of an effective resistivity
related to the coupling of resistive modes when they overlap even on a limited radial
interval and saturate to relatively small island sizes.

Effective resisg‘vity due to tearing mm; coupling

We adopt the usual , single fluid,reduced MHD description in cylindrical geometry
with constant mass density p and a magnetic field and a velocity field given by:

B=VX(WE_Z)+B0€z=Vll/XGZ+BOQZ

y=V><(ug1): Vuxez;wz=eze V><_V=—V2u
The scalar stream functions W; (Le. u) and W evolve according to the nonlinear

,coupled equations: .
3‘4! wB—t +¥L V‘l/-—Tllz+ E
awz
at ,

We consider a multiple time scale approach with to=t,t1=et,t2:e2t,e~a/R<<l and
decompose W in a background with a saturated helical defomiation with go =[0im,/r,n/R),
(centered around m=2,n=1) evolving on the slowest time scale t2, a driven mode (e.g.
m=3,n:2) and a test mode ( e.g. m=5,n=3) evolving on the fast time scale to

\p =weq(r,t2) + 2wk0(r,t2)exp [rko- x] + eEwkl(r,t1)exp [1k] - x + ytO]
1k0

+ wk(r,t1)exp [ik- x+yt0] +c.c.

+yi.vWZ:—;m.v1_1.vm

where g1=n0The function W; is assumed to evolve on the fast timescale and is
decomposed in a similar way but with w5q=0 and wko=O(e) .By separation order by order
in e and grouping terms with the same phase a set of coupled tearing modes equations is
obtainedThe coupling terms depend on the radial gradients of the current, and the
vorticity in the resonant layers for each mode,which are assumed to scale as:
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On the fast time scale the driven and test mode are linearly unstable and their growth
rate is increased by the coupling with the static backgroundJlSI according to the tearing
mode equations of the type:
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and the growth rate turns out to be:
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The test mode grows exponentially on the last time scale but it saturates [0 an
island size smaller than the background mode , allowing the equilibrium and helical
background fluxes to decay on the slowest time scale t2 driven by the convective terms
involving the coupling ofthe k ,ko and k1 modes:
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The second term vanishes by phase averaging and therefore the magnetic energy
diffuses at an effective rate essentially independent ofthe ohmic resistivity, and dictated by
the amplitude of the background modes (around m=2,n=l) and the growth rate of the test
and driven modes, leading to an "effective resistivity" due to MHD activity
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For the JET cases considered, the expected enhancement factor, related to the

measured MHD activity amplitude, is in the range 2 to 1().in agreement with the observed
increase of the resistance.

EL: Work done under Euratom Mobility Contract No 131-83-7 FUSC
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lnstit.Nakamachi,Nakagun,lbaraki Ken 31 101, Japan
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Disruption Behavior of Plasma and Vacuum VeSSel in JT-60U

Y. Neyatani, K. Ushigusa, M. Matsukawa and H. Ninorniya
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka Fusion Research Establishment

Naka—machi, Naka—gun, Ibaraki-ken, 311~01, Japan

INTRODUCTION
Understanding of the plasma and vacuum vessel behavior during disruptions is very

important to estimate the validity of the design and design of a next generation tokamak. The
JT-6O Upgrade (IT—60U) has a toroidally continued vacuum vessel with the toroidal
resistivity of 160 at). As the high-beta with high current plasma is not discharged so far, a
toroidal current has a major part of the eddy current during disruptions. The toroidal current
was measured directly and the behaviors of the plasma and the eddy current were studied in
the current quench phase. The vessel vibration caused by the toroidal current was also
investigated. The measurement of a poloidal current due to vertical displacement events is
now under preparation.

DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSIS TOOLS
(1) Diagnostics In .lT-6OU, a direct measurement of the toroidal eddy current on the

vacuum vessel was performed by Rogowski coils for the first time /1/. Two Rogowski coils
were installed inside and outside the vacuum vessel and the eddy currents were obtained by
subtracting these signals. The effects of the error fields by the feeders of poloidal field coils
were numerically cancelled using the data of the coil excitation tests. The drift of the
integration circuits was reduced by an auto adjustment for each shots. After that, the accuracy
of the eddy current reached up to 1%. The plasma motion during disruptions was monitored
by a high speed visible TV with a frame rate of 1000 frames/sec. A gate shutter with typical
gate time of 50 its was utilized to procure static pictures of the plasma during disruptions.

The laser displacement sensors were utilized for the vibration measurement of the
vacuum vessel. The head of a port was chosen for this measurement (see Fig.4) because the
vessel displacement cannot be measured directly owing to the thermal insulator. These

i sensors have a sensitivity of 0.15mm/4Tesla to the poloidal magnetic field. However, even in
the 6 MA discharges, the poloidal magnetic field is within 1 Tesla at the locations of the
sensors, so, the effect of the magnetic field is within the error of 50 pm. The frequency
response of these sensors are 3 kHz.

(2) Magnetic Fitting Code The magnetic fitting code was developed to evaluate the
axisymmeuic eddy current, electromagnetic load in the vacuum vessel and the plasma motion
during disruptions. The original static FBI (Fast Boundary Identification) code /2/, which
determined the plasma boundary by the method similar to the filament current method in ISX~
B /3/, was modified to include the transient eddy current on the vacuum vessel. Figure 1
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shows the location of the magnetic probes and flux loops in JT-60U. Seventeen probes for
the tangential magnetic field Bm, sixteen probes for the normal magnetic field BF) and fifteen
flux loops are installed inside the vacuum vessel. The plasma current is treated as a sum of
four filament currents Ik (k:l ~ 4) in this code. Using some unknown coefficients (IEDo.
Am, Bm ; m=l ~ 5), the eddy current in the vacuum vessel can be expressed with

M
IED(ei)=IED0+ Z (Amcos(m6i)+Bmsin(m8i)}

mzl
where i is the number of i-th filament current at the poloidal angle Si in the vacuum vessel
(i=1~100). In order to determine unknown currents and coefficients (Ik, IEDO, Am, Bm).

the conventional least squares method is used so as to keep the total filament currents inside
the plasma outermost surface equal to the plasma current measured by the Rogowski coil.

The error of this code could be estimated for comparing the total fitted eddy current With
the measured one by Rogowski coils (Fig.2). In a typical locked mode disruption, (Closed
circles), the total eddy current obtained from the code agrees well with measured one within
the error of 100 KA. In the case of disruption by a vertical instability (open circles), the
difference increases with the eddy current over 02 MA. One of the candidates of this
displacement may be halo currents in the scrape—off layer, because the asymmetric toroidal
component from the halo currents cannot be expressed by the Fourier components used in the
fitting code. The plasma boundary obtained by the fitting code is consistent with the
observation of the high speed visible TV within an accuracy of 10 cm.

PLASMA AND EDDY CURRENT BEHAVIORS
The current decay starts after 5 ~20 ms ofthe thermal quench. In this current quench of

JT-6OU, the fastest current decay is Ip/(d/dt)MAX ~ 5 ms which is almost same with that in
JT—60 /4/ and JET /5/. The toroidal eddy currents are generated up to 30—50% of the plasma
current just prior to plasma terminations. The scatter of these percentage is due to the
difference of the current decay rate and the mutual inductance between the plasma and the
vacuum vessel caused by the plasma position and current distributions. With a typical plasma
location and a shape ( -0.2 < Zj < 0.2 m, 0.72 < ap <1.04 m , Zj : vertical plasma position,
ap : plasma minor radius), the maximum toroidal eddy current increases with the plasma
current (see Fig.3). It supposes the electromagnetic force from the toroidal eddy current is
proportional to ITorX Bpol ~ 1p2_

Although the plasma cross section is elongated—shaped single divertor, the observation
of the visible TV and the result of the magnetic fitting code show that most of the plasmas
move to the inward direction during disruptions Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the
typical disruption caused by a locked mode MH'D activities. The plasma starts to move
inward with the decay of the plasma current. When the current decays rapidly, the magnetic
field by the vertical field coils becomes larger than that by the other PF coils. Then the plasma
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is pushed inward. The total radial electromagnetic force of the vacuum vessel was 750 tons ,1

with the inward motion. The downward motion was observed only when a plasma disrupted
by a vertical instability. In this case, the plasma moved downward with the constant plasma
current- The inward force by the vertical field coil was not dominant until the plasma current

started to decay. 1‘

VIBRATION OF THE VACUUM VESSEL
The maximum displacement was measured in the poloidally tangential direction and the

vibration with the same frequency was observed at the normal and toroidal directions. In a 4

MA disruption with an inward plasma motion, the vacuum vessel vibrated with the maximum
amplitude of 0.55 mm and the frequency of 82 Hz as shown in Fig.5. Where, A shows the

distance between the head of the port and the laser displacement sensor. The offset in this

figure means a displacement of the spacer of TF coils, which is utilized as a base of the

sensors. It was found in the PF and TF coils excitation tests without a plasma The measured
amplitude was 40% lower than the design value of 4 MA disruption with a downward plasma

motion. It is because that the rigidity near the port is 20 % higher than the design value owing

to the closed welding pitch of square tubes which are utilized to space the inner and outer

skin of the vessel wall, and the maximum stress is evaluated to be 30 % lower for an inward

motion than for a downward motion in accordance with the design calculations. This

consistency is within a error of the displacement measurement of i 50 ttm which is

equivalent to 10 % of the measured value. .‘
The maximum amplitude of the vessel vibration increases with IP2 as shown in Fig.6.

The parameters of plasmajust prior to the current quench are -0.2 < Zj < 0.2 m and 0.72 < ap

< 1.04 m. This dependence is consistent with electromagnetic force from the toroidal eddy

current. From this scaling, an amplitude at 6 MA disruption is expected to be 1.3 mm that is

within the design limit of 2 mm. The vessel force from the poloidal eddy current is supposed

not so large in JT—60U, because the discharge with vertical displacement events have not 1
been tried so far, excepting with a low plasma current within 1.2 MA.
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Discharge scenarios for the first operational phase of ASDEX Upgrade
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V. Mertens, W. Woyke, ASDEX Upgrade Team

Max-Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, Euratom Association
D-8046 Garching, Germany

I. Introduction

The first phase of plasma operation in ASDEX Upgrade, started in April 91 and
concluded in August 91 with the production of a 400 kA plasma in the standard
single-null configuration, was devoted to successful tests of predesigned discharge
scenarios /1/ for the different phases of the experiment.
The main objective of designing a "discharge scenario" for a tokomak is to de-

termine the control input — both, analog and discrete — to the power supply
facilities, which cause them to apply a voltage program to the PF coils,
establishing the presumably required poloidal field conditions for the desired
discharge. In the case of ASDEX Upgrade this design procedure is greatly
complicated by power limitations, because the reactor—relevant positioning of the
main poloidal field coils outside the toroidal field coils rather far away from the
plasma requires relatively high power and energy. This appears especially in the
highly dynamic phase of plasma build-up. Further particular properties of the
ASDEX Upgrade device, such as the unstable vertical position of the final
divertor plasma with an elongation of about 1.6 and the induced currents in the
all-metal vacuum vessel, impose further conditions, which the control program
design hasto deal with.

The quantitative elaboration of the control program was based on and verified
by applying different numerical tools, including IPP’s electromagnetic diffusioncode FEDIFF /2/, the Princeton Tokomak Simulation Code (TSC) /3/ and a
special plasma preprogramming code (PCC) which allows utilization of a data-
base with approximately 7,000 precalculated MHD equilibria for the purpose of
discharge planning.
11. Discharge Scenario
Figure 1 shows for an actual ASDEX Upgrade discharge the behaviour of thoseelectromagnetic variables by which the plasma equilibrium can be instantaneous-

ly controlled and, for some selected and characteristic times, the contour plots of
the resulting plasma cross-section. Also indicated are different discharge phases,each distinguished by particular technical and physical conditions, the desired
final equilibrium state and the strategy applied to achieve it.
1.1. Plasma Initiating Phase
This first phase of the discharge starts with the application of the breakdown

voltage (Uloop ) to the 0.5...1.0 - 10‘4 mTorr He atmosphere in the vessel, induced
by the interruption of the OH-coil current, and ends when the plasma current -raising rapidly under the still applied breakdown voltage — reaches about 100kA.
Due to the high power involved, the voltage supply program in this phase, once

(i) deceased
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started, cannot be corrected by online feedback and must Work reliably alsounder not completely reproducible conditions. The power available in the main
PF-coil circuits is even not sufficient to exert the actually desired complete
control over all currents. Especially the fast build—up of the required equilibrium
field during the first rise of the plasma current can be accomplished only by the
use of the inner control coil circuits (C01), in the first place installed for the fast
position feedback control of the plasma. The decay of the initial currents in
these coils is chosen such as to reach approximately zero and leave the circuit
ready for feedback actions in the next discharge phase, when the plasma
produced is balanced by the correspondingly preset currents in the V2 and V3
coils alone. Due to the rapid current changes, especially in the OH and C01 coils,
currents up to 100 RA are induced in the all-metal Vessel, which, on the one
hand, delay the build-up of the ignition voltage and, on the other hand, produce,
together with the preloaded or induced currents in the PF coils, a mainly vertical
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poloidal field at the position in the vessel where the discharge is expected to
initiate. However, the amplitude of the initial current in the COI coil and the
starting time of its decay can be chosen, such that the total vertical field goes
through zero when the breakdown voltage becomes maximal which satisfies the
necessary condition for reliable initialization of the discharge. Apprehensions
with respect to the destabilizing shape of the equilibrium field in this early
plasma phase, mainly caused by the induced currents in the V1 coils, turned out
to be unfounded. Though in this phase too far away from the passive
stabilization structure, the plasma position will be sufficiently stabilized by the
action of the vessel in conjunction with the stabilizing effect of the large
positive dlp/dt in the plasma.
The scheme outlined works well up to an ignition voltage of about 25 V. Be-

yond this value the induced voltages in the PF-coils exceed the capability of the
supplies to compensate them and the first plasma current rise may be too fast, to
can be followed by the build-up of the equilibrium field. As a compromise bet-
ween this requirement of a moderate ignition voltage, on the one hand and re—
liable ionization during the plasma initiation, on the other, a initial gas pressure
of about 1.0- 10‘“ m'l‘, prefilled by a gas pulse of 60 msec duration immediatly
before breakdown, turned out to be favourable. Under this condition a reliable
ignition at a voltage of about 15 V could be reached an approx. 70 % of the gas
shows up in the final plasma. To ensure also shot-to-shot reproducibility with
respect to the gas balance and its consequence for the discharge, helium was used
as filling gas in this first operational phase instead of hydrogen.
ll.2. Plasma Build-up and Flat-top Phase

After the OH—coil voltage is switched down to the operation voltage of the static
OH—coil power supply, the rate of plasma current rise reduces substanttially. The
power required to set up the necessary equilibrium field reduces in corresponden-
ce, now allowing the application of feedback control of the plasma current, and
the radial and - indispensable for the elongated plasma - vertical plasma position.
As the COl—coil currents in the Fig.1 Show, the feedback system, once actuated,
starts immediately to correct the vertical displacement remaining after the
uncontrolled initial phase.
Subsequently, to ensure sufficiently close magnetic coupling of the plasma

column to the stabilizing passive conductor loops during the phase of increasing
plasma elongation, the major radius of the discharge is expanded, while
maintaining still its circular cross-section and the contact the inner-wall limiter.
The elongation is then accomplished by exitation of positive currents in the so—
called "divertor coils" (V1) simultaneously with the further rise of the plasma
current to its flat-top amplitude of 350 kA. For safety reasons, this value must
not be exceeded in this first operation phase. Possible loss of control over the
unstable vertical plasma position might have led to uncontrollable self— induction
of stabilizing “halo" currents and consequently to untolerable forces in some
internal vessel components.
The plasma build--up finally concludes with the transition of the limiter plasma

to the desired lower single-null divertor configuration, which is basically per-
formed by the unsymmetrically driven V1 currents and, to maintain the global
equilibrium, by a corresponding change of the V2 cu1rents.
The termination of the discharge is presently done by linearly decreasing oflp

and all PF currents on a slow rate leading again to the inner limiter equilibrium
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sequence C,B,A of Fig.1. This method will finally be replaced by a shut- down
program which reverses the build-up procedure.
III. Plasma Control Code (PCC)
As the COI currents in Fig.1 indicate considerable feedback actions take place

during the build-up phase which illustrates how desirable it is to have obtained
beforehand a well-adapted control program for the poloidal field. Additionally,
since the feedback controlled objects are restricted for the time being to just a
few global equilibrium parameters, any detailed adjustment of the plasma shape
must be accomplished anyway by rpreprogram control alone.
To satisfy this need for a precalculated command input to the power supplies, a

computer program (PCC) was developed which allows the determination of such
a control input in a systematic way, taking into account the imposed technical
constraints.
The code is based on a collection of about 7,000 precalculated MHD equilibria

for ASDEX Upgrade, each characterized by a "driving vector" with all currents in—
fluencing the equilibrium and 0p and l, as elements, on the one hand, and by a
set of parameters, describing mainly the geometry of the plasma, on the other.
By a regression analysis of this database quadratic equations for these geometrical
equilibrium parameters in terms of the elements of the ”driving vector" are deV
rived and utilized by the PCC algorithm. Based on this, and an arbitrary set of
given desired trajectories for arbitrarily chosen equilibrium parameters and a
prediction for Bp(t) and 1,0), FCC calculates the command inputs which should
force the real discharge to follow as closely as possiblethe desired trajectory.
Closeness is measured by a performance index, defined as the time integral over
the square of the differences between actual and the desired equilibrium
parameters, multiplied by specific weighting factors for each of the parameters
considered. Their choice allows the user to adjust the precision with which the
desired equilibrium parameter will be met by the actual one and to balance
possibly contradictory aims. An additional penalty term in the performance
index measures the requirements of voltages and currents and ensures economical
use of the available power and energy. The electromagnetic properties of the PF
system enter the FCC procedure of minimizing the performance index as
subsidiary condition to take into account the ability of the resulting command in-
put program to anticipate the effects of mutual induction between the different
circuits and to take appropriate actions. The imposed constraints with respect to
the maximal available voltages of the power supplies and the maximal admissible
currents in the coils can also be added to the conditions PCC will take into
account. Since vessel currents are not included in the equilibrium database, FCC
can be applied only to discharge phases with negligible vessel currents. For
phases, satisfying this condition, results in accordance with TSC calculations
were obtained by PCC.

/1/ O.Gruber and ASDEX Upgrade Project Group, "ASDEX Upgrade, Start-up and
Operation" from "Tokamak Start-up“, Ettore Majorana Internat. Science
Series, Physical Sciences: Volume 26; 131-141; Plenum Press 1986

/2/ H.Preis "Die Finite-Element—Netzwerkmethode fur dreidimensionale Wirbel-
stromberechnungen in Experimenten zur kontrollierten Kernfusion"; Archiv
fiir Elektrotechnik 65 (1983); 233—239

/3/ S.C.Jardin, N.Pomphrey, J.DeLucia; J.Comput. Phys. 66 (1986) 48] pp
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Performance of the Equilibrium Control System for ASDEX Upgrade

Woyke, W.; Gernhardt, (1.; Gruber, 0.; .liilich, A.; Lackner, l\'.; MC. Carthy. l’,.l.; St-idel.
_ U.; ASDEX-Upgrade Team.

Maxiplanckilnstitut fiir Plasrnaphysik, Euratom Association
D 80116 Garching, Germany

J. Introduction
ASDEX Upgrade utilizes a feedback control system for the plasma current Upl- position and
shape, which is novel in its algorithm for the determination of the plasma equilibrium. its
fully digital implementation. and its combined use ofinternal (inside the Tli‘»c0ils for position
control) and external (outside the ”l‘l‘lcoils for shape control) poloidal field (oils. The large
distance V—(‘oils - plasma surface and the complex, asymmetric plasma shape preclude a
control algorithm as used so far and require a detailed shape and position identificalion
as input for the feedback system. A passive stabilizing conductor l’SL with a relatively
long time constant (ll/R-time 0.575) is used to slow down the unstable 7,-motion of vertical
elongated plasmas. lt allows an elaborate digital control system, whose intervention time
has been fixed to 1,5ms.
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Figure 1: The control scheme for the plasma current ([1,). the radial lit.) and the vertical
(ZS) plasma position current centre position

‘2. The feedback control system
The feedback control scheme is shown in Fig.1. The plasma equilibrium determination pro-
ceeds via a function parametrization technique [2] using 3J1 magnetic measurements as input
(poloidal field Bo, poloidal flux differences 111d, flux of saddle loops V’s and the current of
the PSL Igfi). It calculates the actual values (W) of G equilibrium parameters (16%.... .)
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and of the current centre position (12,, Z,). In the first stage three of nine singlednput1
single-output PID feedback controllers (with an auti-windup algorithm) compute, from the
difference between the intended values (°) of Ip, R, and Z, and the corresponding actual
values, the corrections (lb) for the OH transformer current (10”) and the radial (for) re—
spectively vertical (Ia) control currents. By means of the load allotment matrix

[from _ 0,5 0,5 1;: 161$
1537* ’ 0,5 —0,5 1g: + If!our

these control currents are mapped to the corrections for the inner control coils [do and [cm
In adhanced operation with load compensation ofthe internal by the external coils and with
shape control this mapping will be more complex. The sum of feedback (1”) and feedforward
(ff) signals result in the commands (°°"‘) for the thyristor amplifiers of the poloidal field
coils. We tuned the current controllers of the thyristor amplifiers to high proportional
feedback gains to have good agreement of the commands with the actual values of the PF
coil currents (Ion, Imp, . . ”15.31). The result were sufficient to suspend the integral control
gains. The algorithm of function parametrization, of feedback control and of load allotment
are implemented in a network of transputers, which work in parallel [1].

3. Design and test of the feedback control algorithms
For the analysis and design of the feedback control system a nonlinear lumped-parameter
model was derived. Though this multiinput/multivoutput model is of high order, single.
input/ single-output channels can be approximated with high accuracy by low-order models
using methods of optimal reduction in the frequency domain. The design of the feedback
controllers is based on these reduced order models neglecting the coupling between various
channels. It leads to rules for the tuning of the feedback gains in dependence of the most
important time constants. Though only conventional PIDvcontrol is applied, the vertical
position feedback control is approximately as good as time-Optimal control would be [5]
The comparison to the design procedure of optimal output feedback control, which utilizes
the full lumped parameter model, results in nearly the same gains for the PID-controllers.

In a next step the envisaged control algorithm was implemented in the Tokarnak Simulation
Code TSC [4] and fed with the FP parameters to simulate the ”closed loop” operation.
Intensive tests in all phases ofaplasma shot showed that the gains of the feedback controllers
had to be adapted slightly owing to some differences of time constants and to the voltage
limitations of the thyristor amplifiers for the PF-coils. The resulting set of gains then
could be used for all discharge simulations and worked properly; especially parameter jumps
occuring at limiter/divertor transitions did not influence the feedback control. It turned out
that the feedback controller could cope well with the necessary control requirements owing
to the various points of operation (startrup, heating, flat-top and shut-down).

4. The set into operation
The first plasma discharges of ASDEX Upgrade up to a plasma current of 200 kA were
started in a preprogrammed mode, where the feedback control circuits were disabled, thus
setting the feedback gains to zero. So the troubleshooting concerning the software and
hardware problems could be done without the additional complication due to the feedback
control. In a second stage the feedback control of the plasma current was used first, followed '
by the plasma position control of circular inner limiter-bounded plasmas. Nearly all position
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control was done using the RS and ZS coordinates of the current centre, defined as

‘2 l 2 - r 1 .
R5 — [17Ap/Ii Jul/4 [5 _ [PAP/Zjidd

where the integration of the toroidal current density jg is over the plasma cross-section trip.
This particular definition has the advantage that R: and ZS are exact integrals of the poluidnl
magnetic. field Hg on a closed poloidal contour enclosing the plasma. In a few discharges

the geometrical centre 12y“. : film/1, Z1150 : 41A] Zdzl , was controlled instead of It’s,
Z5. A few feedback gains had to be adapted slight) during this test phase.

In a third Stage of operation vertically unstable elongated plasmas either inner limiter
bounded or in single-null divertor configuration were studied. As an example. the results
for a lower SN discharge (#1288) are described in Fig. '2. At 1 : 941115 the feedback control

is switched on at a plasma current of about 100 k.-\. Up to the current llatdop phase there
is a serious difference between the intended value I; and the actual 1;“ values of the plasma

current (Fig. 2a). 'l‘herel'ure‘ the plasma current controller adds an equivalent feedback

value lg}, to the preprogrammed value 1a, to get the command value [3‘]? to be compared
with [57,. As a consequence, the current-controlled thyristor amplifiers apply the maxiumm
negative voltage of A“ —.'il' per turn to the Oil coil, resulting in the highest possible ramp
rate of 1,, z DINA/s. Due to the anti-wiudup fo the I’ID-controller the overshoot at the
beginning of the flat-top phase is very small.

The radial position control (Fig. 2c) catches the plasma in about 50 ms and leads it. to a
maior radius of 1,65 m. The control current If,” necessary for this action is rather small

(Fig. '29), since the preprogramnied PF currents (H) are calculated by the PCC code quite
well [3]. The Vertical position control starts at a shift of 0.12 in and brings the plasnm. centre
to the intended midplane position in a few tens of ms. During the change to an elongated
divertor configuration ((2/0 x 1.6) the plasma is shifted to Z: : 0.14m by means of the
control coils (In) and the vertical feedback controller, Control currents [11“ up to '20 kA

(Fig. 2e) have. to be used for this, as the current induced in the PSI. works against this
shift. An overshoot of '2 cm decreases to zero within "200 ms,

5. Conclusion
At the current stage of operation the feedback control of the plasma current and of the
plasma position works reliable and seems to be well optimized. Further steps of operation
will require the feedback control of the currentiload from the inner to the outer l’l“-coils and
additional shape control will be applied utilizing the outer PF-coils. Thus the remaining six
feedback controllers have to be put into operation.
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A central activity accompanying the ASDEXrUpgrade experiment is the analysis of
MHD equilibria. There are two difi'erent numerical methods available, both using mag-
netic measurements which reflect equilibrium states of the plasma. The first method
proceeds via a function parameterization (FP) technique, which uses inrvcsscl magnetic
measurements to calculate up to 66 equilibrium parameters. The second method applies
an interpretative equilibrium code (DIVA) for a best fit to a difierent set of magnetic
measurements. Cross—checks with the measured particle influxes from the inner heat
shield and the divertor region and with visible camera images of the scrape—off layer
are made.
1. PP: Function Parameterization

Function parameterization is the numerical determination, by statistical regression
on a database of simulated states, of simple functional representations of parameters
characterizing the state of a particular physical system, Where the arguments of the
functions are statistically independent combinations of diagnostic raw measurements
made on the system [1,2].

The chief advantage of the method is, that once the functional representations,
in the form of linear or quadratic polynomials, have been determined offline, online
parameter recovery essentially reduces to the evaluation of a low order polynomial with
fixed coefficients, Whose arguments are linear combinations of the raw measurements.
1.1 Database generation

An equilibrium database was generated using an extended version of the Garching
Equilibrium Code [3]. By randomly selecting values for 12 input parameters (the mag-
netic axis position, seven,poloidal field (PF) coil currents and three toroidal current
density profile parameters) some 7000 limiter and divertor equilibria were generated
using the ASDEX-Upgrade configuration of PF coils and vessel geometry.

After each successful convergence, (execution time a 0.5 sec on a Cray YMP) an
extensive list of relevant equilibrium parameters is calculated (:6 1000 items requiring
z 1.0 sec). These include a representation of the entire plasma boundary and, in
particular, the poloidal flux or field values evaluated at the sites of the measurements
which are later to be used for equilibrium reconstruction. These parameters, together
with all PF coil currents and a 41 x 65 grid of poloidal flux values, are stored on disk
in a combined dataset of N 3500 words.
1.2 Determination of FF coefficients

Currently, 34 magnetic signals (14 flux differences, 19 Ho values and the current
flowing in the in-vessel passive stabilizing conductor) are used for the real-time determi-
nation of equilibrium parameters for input to the AUG plasma feed—back control loop



and between—shot analysis. A regression model involving all 34 measurements would be
numerically unreliable, however, since there are a number of near—exact linear deperp
dences betWeen the 34 simulated measurement variables in the database. To OVBI‘Come
this problem, a dimension reduction is made using the well—known technique of Princi-
pal components analysis (PCA). This procedure, which entails the cigendccompositi0n
of the correlation (or covariance) matrix of the simulated measurements, yields 34 um
correlated linear combinations (eigenvectors) with corresponding database variances
(eigenvalues). Many of the eigenvalues are close to zero, and the corrsponding linear
combinations are then effectively constants of the database and carry no information
for an individual equilibrium. The remaining eigenvectors, termed principal compenent
(PC) variables, are retained as predictors for the FP regression.

The poloidal flux outside the plasma boundary and an incomplete family of mo—
ments of the toroidal current density, including a representation of the current centre
given by

RE :- /R2jgdA/IP 35 : /ZjidA/Il'l

are known to be linear functions of the external measurements, and the FP coefficients
for such parameters are accordingly determined by linear regression against the PC‘s,
Most equilibrium parameters, however, require higher order models. Numerical ex-
perimentation with a variety of functional forms showed that a full quadratic model
(i.e. mixed 2nd degree terms included) in 1'2 — 14 PCs yields an acceptable recovery
accuracy in practice. Typical rms errors for geometric quantities are 3 7 6 mm for the
14 PC model (with a total of 120 terms) which is used for between—shot analysis.

The plasma boundary in AUG can be variously determined by the inboard heat
shield, the outboard ICRH antenna limiter, an upper xepoint or finally a lower X‘point
magnetic separatrix. Because of zeroth and first order discontinuities in parameter be-
haviour at transitions between these four categories, a separate quadratic regression is
required for each. A critical function of the FP algorithm is, accordingly, the identifi-
cation of the plasma category to determine which set of coefficients are to be used for
parameter recovery. This is accomplished by linear recovery of the flux at 12 candidate
positions on the belt limiter and antenna, and a quadratic regression of the upper and
lower xrpoint fluxes which is restricted to equilbria in the neighbourhood of a limiter-
divertor transition. The highest flux among the 14 candidates then determines the
category.

Basically the same algorithm is implemented in the R2 transputer configuration
for real~time control of the plasma equilibrium; however, processing constraints limit
to 6 the number of quadratically modelled parameters which are reconstructed every
1.7 msec with a smaller 12 PC model of 91 terms.
2. DIVA: interpretative equilibrium calculation

In contrast to FF, DIVA uses flux differences from loops situated outside the vac-
uum vessel. These measurements can be exactly satisfied by allowing currents at the
flux loop positions which can be interpreted as vessel currents. Basic to the computa-
tional approach for an interpretation of equilibrium states by magnetic measurements
is the approximate representation of the plasma current density in terms of internal
parameters. These internal parameters are subjected to an optimization procedure
which determines a best fit to the experimentally measured in-vessel poloidal field
measurements. The resulting current density is imbedded in Piccard-type iteration cy-
cles resulting in equilibrium states with optimum poloidal current and plasma pressure
profiles.
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It should be noted that DIVA can also be used in a predictive manner; this applies
standard MHD equilibria as well as to the inclusion of such extensions as halo

:iirrefltsv pressure anisotropy and flow.
3' Results

FP results are primarily scalar quantities such as (R,z)mag, (R.z)curr, (R,z)geo,
(R,Z)XP- 15110! + H 2 , but also include a 24~point reconstruction of. the plasma
boundary. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 by a sequence of poloxdal cross-sections for shot
# 1288 at different time points: the first is an inner limiter configuration (t: .350 s),
the second an outer limiter case (t: .5 s); after t= .65 s the configuration switches into
a lower divertor and stays there till about 2.15 5; finally it returns to an outer limiter
before termination. The result of DIVA for the same shot at t: 0.85 is shown in Fig.
2, demonstrating good agreement between the different methods.
4, Comparison with other diagnostic measurements

Firstly, the images of the plasma edge contours from several COD—cameras have
been used as an indicator for the plasma shape evolution. Since the interpretation
of these images is very difficult due to perspective and optical distortions, equivalent
images of the plasma edge region emission due to excitation processes were calculated
by a computer program. The transition from a limiter to a divertor plasma in He»
discharges is diagnosed qualitatively due to the poloidal shape of the radiating edge
layer and with a camera which observes the x—point directly.

Secondly, category transitions have been compared with spectroscopically deter-
mined particle influxes, an example of which is shown in Fig. 3. Below the plasma
current and the line-averaged density, the category (from FP) indicates the difl'erent
configurations. The particle flux inferred from visible emission shows a clear decay as
the plasma moves away from the inner limiter. The same is found for the spectroscopi-
cally determined particle influx resulting from the plasma , inner heat shield interaction
measured by a 12 chord visible spectroscopy system. As the plasma separates from the
inner limiter, the observed particle fluxes are reduced by about a factor of 3. This
is shown in the next-to-lowest trace by the helium influx in the midplane of the heat
shield measured using the Hell (468.6 nm) transition. The switching time is, within
the limited temporal resolution, in good agreement. The bottom signal is the measured
He flux in the divertor region; here there is a prominent increase when the configuration
changes from outer limiter to divertor.
5. Conclusion

The above~described data interpretation systems are used routinely to reconstruct
the plasma parameters on AUG both for realitime control of the discharge and for more
extensive between—shot analysis. They depend on reliable magnetic measurements and
are continuously cross~chccked and improved by calibrating the results against the
aboveanentioncd (and other) experimental observations.
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1 ’ volt—second Consumption

The Volt-second consumption in FTU /1/ has been evaluated both during the

plasma start-up and during the current ramp-up from a flat top level to an higher

flat top level. The Poynting definition was used to work out the resistive volt—second

consumption; the equilibrium reconstruction ODIN code /2/ was used to get the

physical quantities necessary (BpHi/Z, 0p, li, Vp, Le). The Ejima parameter

E=A¢5urface/]10RIP, where Agasm—{ace is the flux consumption inside the last magnetic

surface, R is the major radius, ID is the plasma current, has been evaluated for a

large set of Shots in H2, D2 and He. The database covers a large variation of plasma

parameters: Ip=.35+1.l MA; d/dt~2+9MA/s; ne~l.‘.i+10><10'19 m‘a; for the whole

database it was BT=6T, R=.93m, a=.28m, b/a~1.04. The flux necessary to get the

plasma break-down can be estimated in 0.1 volt-second for the first 50 kA of the

plasma current and it is included in all the computations. The total flux consumption 1

(internal plus external) obtained from the equilibrium code outputs was cross-

checked with the total flux measured by the poloidal circuit currents variation: the

two results were quite well in agreement (about 5%). The mean Ejima parameter

obtained for the examined shots was E~l.15. In Fig.1 is shown the Ejima resistive 1"

parameter, ER=A¢R95i5tiVE/LIORIF” that is obtained considering only the resistive Volt-

second necessary to the plasma ramp-up: the medium value is ER~0.7—0.8. The points ‘1

describing the ramp-up starting from a current flat top show a lower value for ER

(up to Big-0.35); moreover the flux consumed in these shots is compatible with the

plasma flat top resistive voltage. Both the E and the ER values are larger than the

ones obtained from other machines (for instance in DUI-D E-0.7-0.8; ER~O.4-0.5 /3/). A

possible cause for this discrepancy could be related to a lack of position control

during the early stage of current ramp-up; this fact could lead to a strong l

interaction with the limiter with a consequent influx of impurities and an increase

of the resistive loop voltage. A more physical explanation could be that the

normalisation factor (poRIp) used in the definition of Ejima parameter is not the best

one. We could define, for example, the normalisation factor as the external flux

AcbextemaFIpe, where Lpe=poR[ln(8R/a)-Z] is the external plasma inductance: in
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Fig.2. there are the same points of Fig.1 renormalized in such a way. The use of this
new normalization allows to our results to agree with the JET or DIU-D results:
E=A¢5urfuce/lpE-0.9, ER=A¢Resistive/Ipe”0-5‘0-6- It is obvious that our definitionisas
arbitrary as the traditional one; however it has the merit to give the same result for
machines quite different in size and shape and it uses as normalisation factor a
quantity (Atbexternal) with a more physical meaning.

2 — Current Ramp Experiments
2.1 Numerical interpretation of data

Current ramp-down experiments have been performed on FTU at rates up to 9
MA/s, (faster than used in previous experiments /4,S/) in order to study current
diffusion with transiently decoupled current and electron temperature profiles. As
the current profile j(r) is not directly measured in FTU, its evolution has been
calculated by the JETTO code /6/, and the resulting plasma internal inductance has
been compared to the measured one.

The following measured quantities are used as inputs to the code: the electron
temperature profile Te(r) from ECE Michelson interferometer, major and minor
plasma radius R0 and a from magnetics, the density ne(r) from the DCN
interferometer, and zeff as deduced from bremsstrahlung emission assuming a flat
profile. Cylindrical simmetry has been assumed; sawtooth effects were taken into
account by applying the Kadomtsev reconnection model when Q(0l<rrit- The input
parameter qomt was chosen such as to reproduce the measured sawtooth period.

The code is initialized by an assumed q profile and evolved to simulate the
stationary phase that precedes the current ramp; the reliability of initialization has
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been checked by verifying that it does not influence the electric field profile in the

5,mtionary phase.

The code provides the time evolution of the j(r) profile, from which the time

evolution of internal inductance 11, of the sawtooth inversion radius and of thelloop

voltage are Obtained. Results with two different assumptions for electrical

conductivity (Spitzer with and without trapped particles corrections) were compared

with experimental data.

2.2 Experimental results

In this paper we present the results of FTU shot 332.2 (magnetic field 4 t; line

average density 5.2X1019 m'3), in which the current varies from 500 to 280 RA in 40

m5 at a rate of 5.5 MA/s, about six times faster than the L/R decay rate. The

quantities R0 and a were kept constant during the current ramp; Zeff and the density

profile hardly changed.

The internal inductance has been obtained using the Bp+li/Z values from

magnetics and the kinetic [3p obtained assuming Te=Ti. During the ramp down phase,

1.- increases almost linearly and strongly overshoots the final value. The Lip shows an

even stronger overshoot: the values at 500 RA is 0.27; the transient value at the end

of the ramp is 0.65 and the final value is 0.37. The measured 1; is compared in Fig.

3a with the one calculated using the two conductivity models. Taking into account

the uncertainties introduced by measurement errors, and by the assumption of l

uniform Zen", we find that both models are in reasonable agreement with the data. L

Also the on axis loop voltage calculated from both models agreed within errors with

the one from equilibrium reconstruction. 5

Data shown in Fig. 3a concern a global quantity; in order to check the

calculation of the current profile in the plasma core, we compared the evolution of

the sawtooth inversion radius obtained from the ECE grating polychromator, with

the evolution of current density at r=9 cm from JETTO; the latter gives an

indication of the time required to modify the current profile in the sawtooth region,

and decreases after the current ramp with the same delay as the sawtooth inversion

radius (Fig. 3b). '

3 « Conclusions and further work

Current diffusion in a 5.5 MA/s current ramp-down experiment on FTU tokamak

was studied by the JETTO code; no evidence of anomalous current diffusion was

found.
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Given the experimental uncertainties, simulations assuming Spitzer resistivity
agree with measured data both taking into account and neglecting trapped particles
corrections.

Further work will concern current ramps at higher magnetic field in order to
increase the temperature and consequently the importance of trapped particles
corrections. The dynamic behavior of the energy confinement time will also be
studied.
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Stabilization of Axisymmetric ModesLand the Effects of Plasma
DeformabilityJin Elongated Tokamak Plasmas Using Active

Feedback Coils Inside and Outside the Vacuum Vessel

D. J. “lard, F. Hofmann Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas,
Association Euratom—Confédération Suisse, EPFL, Lausanne

In this paper we study the feedback stabilization of the vertical instability in a

highly elongated (s : 3) TCV plasma using a combination of active coils inside and

outside the Vacuum vessel. The TCV is a tokamak under construction at the CRPP

in Lausnnne. It is designed to create plasmas with a variety of cross-sectional shapes

with clongations up to K. = 3. We calculate axisymmetric stability using the NOVA-W

code.

In previous studies using NOVA-VV [1], it has been shown that the eigenfunction
of the axisymmetric mode will be modified under the influence of active feedback in

such a way that the effectiveness of the system that detects the vertical displacement

by means of magnetic flux measurements is greatly reduced, and thereby the active
féedhack system becomes less effective or ineffective. In this study we find that fast

internal coils very close to the plasma surface can induce an enhanced deformation of

thc eigenfunction. “’9. shall also demonstrate in this study that a feedback system using

a combination of many flux loops and poloidal B—field pickup coils is susceptible to

these same problems, and that a large number of distributed flux and BF measurements

used to determine vertical position does not always improve matters.

Figure 1 shows a cross-section of the TCV vacuum Vessel, active feedback coils,

flux‘loops and Br coils, and the TCV equilibrium used in this study. Also shown are

the contours of perturbed plasma flux for the case without active feedback. We are

using an equilibrium with a growth rate (7 z 60003-1) which is several times faster
than the expected operational limit of the growth rate imposed by the power supplies
(- = 20005”). “’e choose this more unstable equilibrium because we cannot model

all the destabilizing aspects of a real feedback system such as finite bandwidth and
voltage limits of power supplies, and because this equilibrium, being very unstable,

exhibits very interesting behavior.

There are two active feedback coils inside the vacuum vessel in the corners on the

outboard side. There are also 8 active feedback coils outside the vacuum vessel on

the outboard side, as well as 8 external coils on the inboard side. The magnetics
measurements are composed of a combination of poloidal flux measurements from 38
flux loops just outside the resistive wall (shown in Fig. 1 by an ‘X’) and poloidal field

measurements from 38 BP—coils just inside the vacuum vessel wall (each is noted by ‘c’).
These measurements can be used in any combination as a way to determine the vertical
position of the plasma as input for the feedback system. In this study we number the
fluxeloop, Bp-coil pairs (which are up-down symmetric about the midplane) from #1
at the inboard midplane to #20 at the outboard midplane. The numbering is shown
in Fig. 1. We use a two "timescale feedback system [2} using both the internal and
external active coils. The voltage applied to the internal coils is equal to some gain
(proportional plus derivative) multiplied by a measure of the vertical displacement
which is composed of a combination of perturbed flux and BF measurements. The

voltage applied to the external coils is proportional to the current in the internal
coils. In the case we consider first, the voltages applied to all external coils are of the
same magnitude. The internal coils provide the fast response necessary to stabilize
these highly elongated plasmas, but they have power limitations, so this two stage

system allows the current in the fast internal coils to return to zero by replacing their
stabilizing force by that of the more powerful, but slower, external coils.
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Figure 2 shows the plot of perturbed flux for the TCV plasma under active f€€dbackusing all feedback coils (internal and external). When the complete set of flux loopsare used (but no Bp measurements) the plasma cannot be made stable with this coilconfiguration. This is due to the fact that the sum of the flux-100p Signals goes tozero as the feedback gain is increased to large values. In Ref. [1] it was shown that thedeformation of the eigenfunction under active feedback can cause the measured Signalat a pair of flux loops to go to zero, rendering the feedback system ineffective. Wesee here that using a combination of a large number of flux~loop measurements doesnot necessarily improve matters. The contour of zero—flux is shown as a dotted line inFig. 2. The flux loops inside this contour measure positive flux, while those outsidemeasure negative flux. It is not necessary that the flux be zero at each of the detectorpairs for the feedback system to be made ineffective, but only that the measured fluxesadd positive and negative values to give an overall sum. that decreases at the same ratethat the gain increases. In this configuration, a relatively small modification of theeigenfunction is sufficient to make the sum of the flux measurements go to Zero as thegain is increased to large values.
It is apparent from the fact that the zeroiflux contour in Fig. 2 lies so close to mostof the flux loops that most pairs of flux loops if used by themselves would be ineffective;However, a single pair of well placed flux loops can be better than the complete setthat surrounds the plasma. An example of an cfiective single pair of flux loops is pair#17. Comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 we see that the influence of the internal coils inducesa deformation in the eigenfunction that produces a bulge in the perturbed flux to theoutboard side. This in turn increases the detected flux signal at these flux loops. In
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this case one can take advantage of the deformation in the eigenfunctiorrdue to the
influence of the internal c0115 to use. flux loops that would be quite ineffective without
this deformation. The flux-loop pairs that are effective when used by themselves are
at positions #10, #11, #17, #18, and #19.

When the complete set of Bpecoils are added to the set of flux loop measurements
in a weighted sum [3]7 the plasma can be stabilized with the active feedback system
described above. The deformation of the eigenfunction under the influence of the
feedback system is unable to make the sum of the magnetic measurements go to zero.
In fact, if the measurement from the corresponding pair of Bp~coils is added to the
measurement from a single pair of the flux loops, the combination is effective for
most of the pairs. However this is not true in all cases, and one must still be careful
in choosing the location of the flux-loop, Bp~coil pairs. In some cascs the sum of a
negative flux measurement plus a positive Bp measurement yields a null signal. The
imficciive locations for the single iiux~loop, Bp-coil pairs are at positions #7 #8, #9,
#12, #13, #14, and #15.

\\’e find that the deformation of the eigenfunction due to active feedback is virtually
the same when flux-loop pair #17 is alone used as when the complete set of fluxiloop
and Bv—coil measurements is used for this case. This is quite different from previous
results for the PBX-M configuration [1]. This appears to be due to the fact that the
active feedback system using internal coils and many nearby external coils on both
the inboard and outboard sides imposes a particular deformation of the eigenfunction
that is not significantly afiected by this change in the detection system. This is not
necessarily the case if the distribution of the coil currents in the active coils were
changed.

The effectiveness of a particular feedback system is very sensitive to the distribution
ofcurrents in the active coils. Changing the relative weights of the feedback gains on the
various coils changes the eigenfunction, and it changes the way that the eigenfunction
can be deformed in order to defeat the detection system. In the feedback system used
in Fig. 2 there is a voltage of equal magnitude applied to all external coils. Now we
consider calculations where the voltages on the external coils are weighted such that the
voltage applied to the coils farther away from the midplane is proportionately higher
than the voltage applied to those close to the midplane, and the voltage applied to the
inboard coils is smaller than that applied at the outboard coils. With this weighting of
the voltages the resulting currents in the external coils provide a more uniform radial
field inside the. vacuum vessel.

This completely changes the deformation of the eigenfunction under active feed—
back, and it is such that the detection system using the full configuration of flux-loops
and Bpecoils is no longer effective. Figure 3 shows the ways that the eigenfunction
changes under the effect of the different coil current distributions. In Fig. 3 we show
the ratios of the m“ poloidal harmonic of the radial component of the eigenfunction
to the first harmonic, gum/QM, at the plasma edge for m 2 2, 3, 4. These are displayed
versus the corresponding growth rate, 7, for that case. The feedback gain is increasing
as the growth rate decreases, i.e., it is increasing as one moves to the left along the
curves. The ratios Elm/6w are shown for three cases. The first case (case A) uses the
combination of internal and external coils with equal voltage applied to the external
coils as in the case shown in Fig. 2. The second case (case B) has only the external coils
activated (with equal weighting) and the internal coils remain passive, and the third
case (case C) uses a combination of internal and external coils with the voltages on the
external coils weighted in order to give a more uniform radial field as discussed above.
All three cases use a detection system using the full combination of all flux-loops and
BF coils shown in Fig. 2. In each case the ratios for gw/gw are shown by squares,
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Introduction

In comparison with a conventional tokamak (aspect
ratio A=Ro/a>2.5) a tight aspect ratio tokamak (A<2) allows
to obtain plasma characterized by high toroidal beta (bT=15—
20%),low poloidal beta (bp=0.2—0.3), naturally large
elongation (k:b/a=2—2.5), large plasma current, strong
paramagnetism and strong magnetic helical pitch /l/. These
features combined result in a unique physics regime.

The Globus device is an inductively driven low aspect
ratio tokamak (A = 1.6). The main parameters of Globus
tokamak are: plasma major radius RD=O.5 m, plasma minor
radius a : 0.31 m, plasma elongation k :b/a=l.6—2.4, plasma
triangularity d = 0.2 ~ 0.5, plasma current Ip=O.5—l MA,
vacuum toroidal magnetic field Bm<0.67 T, inductively driven
discharge duration up to tp = 0.5 sec. In order to achive
high beta an auxilary heating (up to 4 MW of NBI) is planned
to be used. The designed poloidal field system permits to
produce both limiter and divertor configurations in the
wide range of plasma parameters.

The main goals of Globus experiments are:
-Investigation of plasma stability, energy and

particle confinement in low aspect ratio plasmas;
—High beta experiments and non—inductive current drive;
~Study of shape control and diagnostic of highly

elongated plasmas;
—Exploration of engineering problems concerning of

spherical tokamak.

Plasma performance.

The analysis of plasma scenario was performed using 0—D
power balance code and l.5—D time dependent transport code
"ASTRA". Calculations are performed for plasma parameters:R0:o.5 m, ap:0.31 m, k0_95=2.0, dD_¢5=0.4, B,:o.6 T, ze,,:2.5,
<ne>:0.4 102° m‘3.
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The features of reference(lp=0.5 MA) and high curreht
Ufi=lMA,Pmm=l.5 MW) mode of operation are listed in Table 1‘

Table 1. Reference and high current mode of operation.

Aheference mode High current mode
(150,5 MA, paufio MW) (Ip=1 MA, Paux=1.5MW)

tE , m. 14.0 12.0
bp 0.26 0.21
b, , % 3.9 <17.0
bnoym , % 8.0 16.0
Vp , V 1.6 0.58
LP , IAH 0.5 0.49
1, (3)»: 0.61 —
1i (3) 0.72 0.80
tP , sec 0.43 0.49
Fm, , Vs 0.72 0.82

where tE — energy confinement time, tg:t1maw7 hp ,bT —
poloidal and toroidal beta; bTroyon =31p/aBT ; Up — resistive
voltage; Lb_ plasma inductance, calculated for li:O.65; l‘(3)

- internal inductance , defined in terms of the internal
poloidal magnetic energy; li(3)* — with current MHD—mixing;
F — voltesecond consumption. .

Proposed evolution of plasma current, density, position
and shape with start—up from inner wall correspondes to
practically Constant values of internal inductance
L(3):const and safety factor g(mt):const with peaked
current profiles. The analysis shows, that auxiliary power
of 1.5 MW of NBI is sufficient to reach high bT, close to
Troyon limit.

[DE

Plasma equilibrium and poloidal field system

The designed poloidal field system of Globus tokamak is
shown in Fig.1, where 0H1 — central solenoid, OHZ—OHS -
coils for compensation of stray magnetic field from OHl
inside plasma volume, PFl—PF4 — poloidal field coils, AC1-
AC2 — coils for feed—back control of plasma vertical
position.

At the moment of plasma break—down the coils
(OH2...OH5) provides the precize compensation of the stray
field produced by central solenoid. The field errors do not
exceed 2 G for 0.2 m < RD < 0.6 m.
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The volt—second capability of poloidal field system is
' 0_72 V5 for IP=O.5 MA and 0.82 V5 for Ip=l.0 MA. The volt-
, second capability of central solenoid with initial
‘ premagnetization is about 0.6 Vs. This value is limited by

the allowable stresses in bronze (=170 MPa) and an
overheating.

Free boudary MHD equilibrium calculations show that
lasma elongation of 1.6 occurs naturally when only a dipole

vertical field is applied. When a quadrupole shaping field
is applied a high elongation (k=2.4) and triangularity
(ds0-5) can be obtained.

In limiter mode of operation plasma elongation does not
exceed the value k:2.0 if X—point is outside of vacuum
vessel- A sequence of equilibria obtained are shown in Fig.2
and possible plasma configurations are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Possible plasma configurations in Globus
tokamak (divertor regime)

Used PF coil Plasma elongation Plasma triangularity

PF3 and PF4 2.1 0.2
m, PF3 and pH 2.2 0.3
PFl, PF2, PF3 and PF4 9.4 0.5

Fig.1 Poloidal field Fig.2 Sequence of plasma equilibries
coil system a — natural elongation: k=1.6,d:O.2

b — limiter configuration: k:2,d=0.4
c — divertor configuration with

maximum elongation and
triangularity: k=2.4, d=0.5

Control of plasmavertical instability

High plasma elongation and a small distance between
plasma boundary and vacuum vessel wall (Fig.1) require a
careful control of plasma vertical instability.



The necessary condition of vertical stability can beexpressed by the stability margin as:

dF§MD/dz \ . [N
Is- dF fl /dz / l

where: Ff‘“ is the stabilizing vertical force acting on the
plasma due to the flux—conserving eddy currentsflowing in the passive structure;

Ff“ is the destabilizing vertical force acting on
the plasma due to curvature of the externalfield.

In Globus tokamak the stability margin fS varies in the
range of 1.5 to 1.8 depending on plasma. current densityprofile 1,(3)=0.85—o.55. The condition (1) is not
sufficient for plasma vertical stability. If we take intoaccount the finite conductivity of the passive structure(vacuum vessel and coils) the system plasma - passiVestructures shows an intrinsic instability with respect toplasma vertical movements, measured by the growth time to
Taking into account the vacuum vessel (Vessel material— steel with specific resistance 7 10'7 Ohm m, wallthickness h:l-l.5 mm) the growth time tG varies in the
range of 0.16 to 0.33 depending on plasma current profile.The passive stabilizing effect is improved taking intoaccount the control coils (AC1 and AC2). In this case thegrowth time tG increases by factor of two.

The numerical simulation of active plasma controlshows that plasma vertical position control accuracy within1 cm with disturbance rate up to 3 G/ms is possible if highspeed current reversive convertor (f :3 kH,P=O.5 MVA) is
used.

max

/1/ Y.—K.M.Peng, D.J.Strickler, Nuclear Fusion, vol.26,No.6, 769 (1986).



RAPID CONTROLLED SHUTDOWN OF A BURNING PLASMA
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The shutdown phase of an ignited plasma in a next step device such as lTER is simulated,
with a view to maximizing the speed of decrease of fusion power without initiating a disruption. In
order to prevent melting of the cooling tubes of the divertor in case of failure of the cooling system,
the desired time scale is typically 10 s or less. For the various scenarios simulated here (current
rampdownr helium poisoning, and fuelling decrease), the decrease of fusion power is always

a preciahly slower than this, typically 15 s or more to reach one third of the initial value. It is likely,

merefore, that rapid Shutdown in the space of 10 seconds or faster will have to be disruptive, and that
measures will have to be taken to alleviate as much as possible the effect of these programmed
disruptions on the plasma-facing components.

The 1.5 D ASTRA transport code [1] has been employed to simulate various scenarios for
rapid shutdown of a burning plasma in a next step device. Rapid shutdown will be necessary for
instance in the case of failure in the cooling of the plasma-facing components. Because of the high
heat loads on the divcrtor plates for typical scenarios in the high-recycling regime [2], the time-scale
before melting of the cooling tubes occurs (which could cause major damage) will be of the order of

10 seconds, and this defines the target for controlled, non-disruptive discharge termination. For all the
scenarios investigated, the initial condition is a nearly steady-state sub—ignited burn corresponding to

ITER parameters ((n)=l.2x1020 m'3, (T)=10 keV, cfilee. rei‘.[2]). The dimensions chosen for the
simulation are 1:22 MA, R=6 m, a=2.15 m, K=2, B=4.85 T. so that qedge=3. The corresponding fusion
and external heating powers are 1.1 CW and 20 MW respectively. i.e. C=0.9 (CzPu/(Pu+Pex,)).
The effect of sawteeth is modeled by increasing locally the resistivity with respect to the neoclassical
value so its to clamp q at unity inside the q:1 surface. H-mode confinement is postulated: the

anomalous heat diffusion coefficient is taken as constant in the cross—section, and is adjusted to give
an energy containment time equal to 90% of the value predicted by ITER H<mode scaling, derated by
25% [2] for the effect of ELM'S (to approximate the effect of sawtecth, the heat diffusivity is also
increased for radii smaller than twice the (1:1 radius). The alpha particle fraction in steady state is
taken to be 10% of the election density, and this concentration is taken constant over the cross-section.
Oxygen concentration is also constant at 0.1%. The carbon concentration varies with local electron
density according to the ITER guidelines ((0.9+0.6x(7/n20)2'(’)%) [ref.2]. The ratio of deuterium to
tritium ions is taken to be unity.

As an initial condition, temperature, density, and current profiles close to those for steady
state are prescribed. The profiles are then allowed to relax for 10 seconds, in order to adjust the
approximate profiles to the actual transport coefficients, with an external heating power of about 20
MW, which is feedback-controlled to give a fusion power of about 1100 MW. At 10 seconds, the
control power is set to zero, and the controlled shutdown is initiated. Three major types of intervention
are simulated: A) rapid decrease of the plasma current in order to reduce the plasma confinement,
B) poisoning of the discharge by helium ash at constant electron density to reduce the density of
reacting particles, and C) temiination of edge fuelling to reduce the overall density of the plasma.
Finally, scenarios D) which combine fuelling and current decrease are presented.

A Rammiown of Plasma fitment
At 10 seconds in the simulation, :1 negative loop voltage of 3 volts is applied, and the plasma

current profile is allowed to evolve as the plasma current is reduced. The density profile is held fixed
for this simulation, ne(r)oc(1-(r/a)2)05. The temperature profiles evolve according to the local energy
balance. Two cases are investigated: for both cases, the global energy confinement time in steady-state
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is that corresponding to lTER H-mode scaling with ELM's, but for the first. case (Al), the heat g.diffusivity is taken to vary according to ITER—HAmode scaling also during the ramfipdown, whereas forthe second case (A2), a transient dependence is postulated such that TERI ”lio'6

rampdown.

BPi nin HliimAh
For this simulation (case B), the helium density is allowed to increase from the initialconcentration of 10% of electron density according to the local fusion power density. As deuteriumand tritium are consumed, the electron density is held fixed (parabolic to the power one-halt). For theions, helium and deuterium/tritium, outward diffusion is taken to be balanced by the inWard pinch, sothat the helium ash remains where it is produced Electron and ion temperature profiles evolve_ andthe current density profile adjusts accordingly at a fixed total plasma current of 22 MA.

rmi ' i f . F l in
Fuelling of the plasma is simulated by imposing a neutral pressure at the edge such that thevolume average particle density in steady-state is 1.25;t20 m'3. The particle diffusion constant istaken to be Da=0.5 nil/s. Two different pinch coefficients 5 (pinch velocity equals -2DaSre“/a2) areconsidered: S=0.7 (case Cl), giving a density profile with a broad central peak similar to theguidelines of ref.2, and a case with one-fiftieth of this value, S=0.0l4 (C3). giving a very flat densityprofile. At 10 seconds. the neutral (D-T) density at the edge is decreased. Its speed of decrease, andhence also of the fuelling rate of the plasma, is determined by the balance between pumping speed(taken to be 1022 particles/second [4]) and the number of particles coming from the plasma and thewall. In the simulations, the rate of decrease of neutral pressure at the plasma edge is adjusted tocorrespond to a certain rate of decrease of the total number of particles in the plasma For the first case(Cl no outgassing) 1022 part/s are removed from the plasma. For ease C2 (with outgassing), theparticle source from the wall and from the plasma are assumed to be equal, so that 0.5XlO22 part/sare removed from the plasma As the edge plasma density decreases. the number of particles persecond evacuated are assumed to decrease proportionally.

For these scenarios, it is therefore the available pumping speed at the time of detecting thecooling system failure, and the wall outgassing characteristics, that determine the maximum speed ofdecrease of the density of reacting particles.

Results of Basic Scenarios
For the conditions indicated, it is seen that the speed of decrease of fusion power to one-thirdof the original value is appreciably longer than the desired 10 s time frame (Table I). The shortest timeconstant found for the decrease of fusion power is 13 seconds in a case which is probably not realistic(Le. current decrease with 3V negative loop voltage, no credit in confinement due to the currentdistribution). For all the cases considered, except those for which the density decreases because oftermination of fuelling, die problem of violating the density limit early during the shutdown exists asthe fusion power (and external heating power) is decreased at constant density.To illustrate this point, we have used the Borrass scaling for the limiting density [5], varyingas {(power/area at separatn'x)0'57/qedg£0'l }i Normal nearly ignited operation at 1100 MW fusion poweris taken to be at 90% of this limit, since high density operation is required to alleviate divertoroperating conditions In Table I, we have indicated the time after shutdown initiation when thedensity limit is reached. When this occurs, the shutdown of fusion power is likely to be disruptive,with deleterious consequences for plasmmfacing components, and the damage will be the greater thelarger the total stored plasma energy at that time, thermal and magnetic. In the Table, the storedenergies are indicated as percentages of initial energy, and the magnetic energy content is estimatedas proportional to (lixlpz). For all scenarios, the time to reach the density limit is shorter than the time
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t fol- the decrease of fusion power. For most scenarios, vinually all the initial energy is still
nstfln _ , . .

CO C at the protected time of disruption,
autilabl

Wopof Edge Firelling with Current Decrease

In order to improve the situation with respect to the density limit, and still attain rapid fusion

wer decrease, combined scenarios of forced rampdown of plasma current, along with stop of edge

ve been investigated. (Clearly, termination of edge fuelling and helium poisoning are

incompatible, because the former implies pumping, whereas the latter implies stop of pumping; fuelling

with 5g, helium instead of hydrogen does not eliminate the problem with the density limit). For these

simulflfionsv oulgassing from the wall is taken to be negligible, Le. 1022 particles/s are removed from

the plasma initially. The confinement is taken to improve with internal inductance, as above. The

results are shown in the last three rows of Table I, The typical time for fusion power decrease remains

15 5 or longer, with three different negative loop voltages, -1 (case D1), -2 (D2). and -3 V (D3).

However. the stored magnetic energy at the density limit decreases appreciably as the negative loop

Voltage increases, and the total stored energy (initially approx. 600 Mi thermal and 600 M] magnetic)

decreases appreciably for all these cases compared to the simpler scenarios.

melting, ha

D15! tgsipu and Conclusion
For the conditions and scenarios investigated, controlled, nonidismptive shutdown in less than

10 seconds is not obtained. The reason for this is that, in order to alleviate divertor power load, normal

operation is likely to be Close to the limiting density, and that this density depends on the power input

to the scrape-off layer. In the present analysis, we have taken a variation as P ' 7 (scaling for JET [6]

gives a variation as P ' ', the result would be only marginally different). As a result, when the fusion

wer decreases, the density limit is rapidly violated, In a normal shutdown, the external heating

power would be increased to avoid violating the density limit. In the event of cooling system failure,

however. this action would not reduce the power load on the divertor plates. If a disruption due to

violation of the density limit results, the present simulations indicate that at least 75% of the initially

stored plasma energy (thermal and magnetic) is still present at the time of disruption An appreciable

fraction of this energy would probably be deposited on the divertor plates.

in order to minimize the consequences of loss of cooling to the divertor plates, it would appear

therefore that the correct action is to induce a disruption by pushing the plasma against a sacrifical

component. Given that the poloidal field system must be able to follow the current ramp-up and

heating to ignition scenarios [2], radial moverrrent of the plasma inward, (to reduce the plasma radius

such that q:1.5 results), is easily possible in 10 seconds. A low-q disruption would then occur, leading

to energy deposition mainly on the inboard sacrificial limiter elentent against which the plasma is

pushed. This is more‘likely to minimize damage than a vertical disruption, which would of course be

faster and even easier to initiate.
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. Lime consi. time in density energy at density limiiAction . , cafor Pf”S (s) ilmlt (s) (themial/Lnagn %) 53
current decrease (VF-3V) I3 115 97/96 A1

current decrease (-3V) (xxll'3li0'68) 19 116 98/96 A2
poisoning (llc accumulation) 17.5 1.5 98/100 B
fuelling slop (no outgassingl 19 12.5 57/100 Cl

fuelling stop (with oulgassing) 31 16 70/100 C2
fuelling stop w. flat profile 15 8 71/100 c3

fuelling slop & current rainpdown (W) 16.5 10 63/89 D1
fuelling slop & current rzimpdown (-ZV) 15.5 8 69/85 D2
fuelling slop & current rainpdown (-3V) 15 7 72/80 D3
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NEUTRAL BEAM HEATING IN ALVAND IIC TUKAMAK

M, GHORANNE VISSE. M. WRADSHAHI, AND M. AVAKlAN

physics department; Islamic Azad University; Iran

Nuclear Research Center AEUl Tehran.

flu. Box: 11365-8486 Tehran lr‘an

1. INTRODUCTION:

Neutral beam have a wide applications in tokamak experiments. It

used to heat; fuel; adjust electric potentials in plasmas and diagnose

particles densities and momentum distributions. it may be used to

sustain currents in tokamaks to extend the pulse length.

A 5KV;500 mA Ian source have been constracted by plasma physics

group; AEOI [1] and it used to produce plasma and study the plasma

parameters [2].

Recently this lon source have been neutralized and 1t adapted to a

neutral beam source; and it used to heat a cylendrical DC plasma and

the plasma of ALVAND IIC Tokamak which is a small research tokamak with

a minor radius of 12.6 cm, and a major radius or‘ 45.5 cm [‘3].

In this paper we report the neutralization of the Ion beam and the

results obtained by injection of this neutral beam into plasmas.
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2. NEUTRALIZATIUN UF IUN BEAM

Fig I shows the experiment set up equipments.

Fig 1) Shematic View of neutral beam source.

Accelerated To“: beam Jeme me 73:11:] accelerator grid «31m

passthrough a heated cyllnarlcai tangstan coil mm 5 cm lengnt and
0,01 cm diameter.

The neutralization percent 15 determlnd by Faraday cap measurement

of ion beam current before heatlng the neutrallzatlon c011 (2.2mA.» and

after it (mam/1) which shows a 507: neutrallzatlon of Ion beam,

3. INJECTION 0F NEUTRAL BEAM INTO A CYLINDRILAL UL. PLASMA.

The generated neutral beam have been injected into a cylindrical DC

plasma. Using a double probe the plasma electron density and
Ittemperature are measured (na=9.8 x IU . 'I‘e= 4. 69 ev). We compared it

1| -3with Ion beam Injection case (n = 8.2 X 10 cma . 1‘9: 5. 23 ev) and we



found an improvement in electron density. The generated plasma Ion wave
6

was .55 figure (2) (f=5x10 HZ).

(Figure 2)

4.1NJECTIUN 0F NEUTRAL BEAM INTO THE TUKAMAK PLASMA.

I'hie neutral beam have been injected into ALI/AND lIC tokamak plasma.

We were concerned to Investigate the alternation of the average

electron density in the length of Vertical small diameter at torus in

presence or absence of neutral beam [his done by use or a zebra strip:

type microwave interferometer‘ Figures 3 and 4 Show the results;

(figure 3)
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(figure 4)

I3 3
1! show that the average electron density rise tram 1. b x lo / cm m

I3 3

2. 3 X lo /::m as we Tiér'emzzfiea fhefirefifa‘ly
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OPERATIONAL START-UP AND VESSEL CONDITIONING

OF THE NUVILLO TUKAMAK

L. Melendez-Luau. R. Lopez—Callejas. R. Valencia—Alvarado.

E- chavez-AlarCOn. S. Colunqa—Sanchez, H. Jiménez—Dominquez

and E. Gaytén-Gallardo.

INSTITUTD NACIUNAL DE INVESTIGACIONES NUCLEARES

Apartado Postal No. 18—1027. Col. EscandOn

México 11801. D.F., MEXICO.

The first results of desimn. construction and start state of

the Novillo Tokamak are presented. The main parameters of the

device are: Ra-O.23m.. a-0.08m. ap=0.06m. q=3. B,=O.ST.

BP=O.O4T. I,=12RA. n.=2x10'°wf°. T,=1509V. T‘ZSOQV [l]. The

vacuum vessel has a wide accessibility to all major forms of

diaznostics coverine approximately 25% of the total area. We

have obtained tokamak discharees with base pressure as low as

LOXIOd Torr. after a vessel conditioning. Usine

Approximately 70% of OHT energy. the plasma current has been

more than 11 RA. At the current stage of the Novillo project.

plasma measurements have been restricted to maznetic probes

and a more sophisticated diaznostic like a 2mm microwave

interferometer and a 0mm reflectometer (fizure l). and now a

?2 channel acquisition data system are settine on the tokamak

and will be available soon.

VACUUM VESSEL

Two different methods of wall conditioning were employed.

namely vacuum baking and the Taylor discharge cleaning

process. Wall and seal preparation was followed by the use of

these two methods after a initial pressure of 10-7 Torr with a

turbomolecular system was attained. A mass spectrometer was

used to perform the residual gas analyses. One of the

important objectives of conditioning is to eliminate oxygen
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from walls. The vacuum baking was actually very effective to
reduce the initial pressure in more than one marnitud order in
a short time. The discharze cleaninz process brouzht Oxygen
level to an insiznificant amount with respect to the initial
value {21. A sample of spectra and data obtained during W311
conditionine of the vacuum chamber of the "Novillo" Tokamak
are presented in the fizure 2.

INSTRUMENTATION

The desien. construction and tests of the electric and
electronic instrumentation to generate discharzes cleaning
conditioninz and the main discharge in the Novillo TOKamek are
bresented. The instrumentation for the discharge cleaning
consists of the followihz parts: 1) an AF pulsed power
oscillator that in the tank circuit enerlyzes the Drimary coil
in a Dulsed mode. thus inducine the discharee in the tokamak
toroidal volume. 2) a time base that controls and
synchronizes the brocessl This system provides an effective
method for inducine Taylor's pulsed discharges in hydroeen
with a peak to Deak current uu to 600 A and a duration up to
no ms. at a rate of 2 nos within a pressure interval from

6xI0’5 to 4x/04 Torr. The instrumentation for the main
discharee consists of the followine parts: i) five capacitor
banks having the characteristics summarized in table I. 2)
five enerzy sources for charxinm the capacitor banks. 1) a
time base that synchronizes the secuence of discharge of the
banks T1]. We have obtained tokamak discharzes within a
bresure interval from lxlO‘s to 436x10" Torr (figure 3).

STUDY OF BREAKDOWN

As a result of the experimental study of breakdown in the
Novillo Tokamak. it was shown that the presence of a stray
vertical maznetic field from the toroidal coil makes the
breakdown hard. The compensation of this stray field lead to
better breakdown conditions and initial stability of tokamak
discharmes.
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BANK TOROIDAL OHT VERTICAL

FAST SLOW FAST SLOW

Capacitance 0.062% 0.178 18 0.716 HS

(mf)

Voltame (RV) l8 12 L.7 1.7 0.25

Enerzy (J) 10125 12600 26010 106? lflOé

Maximal 1800 fllQ7 6011 1006 l187
Current (A)

Inductance 9 1.U? 1.u1 2.1 2.1
(mHy)

Current rise i.l7 0.785 7.96 1.08 15
time (ms)

N D N ODecay time 11 17 L?
constant (ms)

TABLE 1. MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE ENERGY SOURCES OF

THE NOVILLO TOKAMAK.

REFERENCES

/l/ J. Ramos S. et 51. Rev. Mex. de F15 29 Na. d (103?)

551—502.

f R. valencia A. et 51. ACONDICIONAMIENTO DE LA CAMARA DE

VACIO DEL TOKAMAK NOVILLO. Sent to Rev. Mex. de Fis.

/3/ R. Lépez C. et 51. Rev. Mex. de Fig. 38. No. 2 (1992)

279—289.
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Confinement Studies in Recent NBI Experiments of Heliotron E
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Plasma Physics Laboratory, Kyoto University, Uji, Japan1) National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya, Japan2) College of Engineering, University of Osaka Prefecture, Osaka, Japan

1, Introduction
The Heliotron-E vacuum magnetic field has the rotational transform(0.52< t/ZTC <2.5) sensitive to the low-mode perturbation field, and therefore oneof the targets for the lleliotron-E plasma-confinement improvement was to ex-plore the ways of the control of these potentially dangerous resonances in addi-tion to the built-in strong magnetic shear as the countermeasure. A smalltoroidal field can add a shallow magnetic well which leads to a possible stabi-lization of inherent microinstabilities. The inward magnetic-axis shift can con-' tribute to the restoration of the helical symmetry for its orbit control as well asto the increase in its magnetic shear. In connection with configuration control,this paper discusses the correlation between the vacuum magnetic-mapping re-sults and the plasma-transport experimentsfl] from the viewpoint of the qualityof the magnetic-flux-surface structure. Furthermore, in order to investigate thetransport behavior especially at the peripheral region, the material-limiter-in-serted plasma characteristics were compared with those without limiter withspecial regard to the edge configuration control.

2. Vacuum magnetic surface mapping
In order to clarify the plasma confinement characteristics in Heliotron E,the full two-dimensional scan of the flux-surface mapping is particularly bene-ficial for the direct observation of the vacuum separatrix as well as the inciden-tal islands topology. Concerning the desirability of the magnetic surface con-trol, the key elements in this study were the effects of (i) the magnetic-axisshift, (ii) the applied toroidal field (the or" effects), (iii) the superimposed per-turbation field(e.g., by means of the m=l/n:l island-formation coils), and (iv)the rail-type carbon-limiter insertion inside the separatrix. The performed sur-face mapping is based on the well-known “stellarator diode” method, but herewe adopted the “directed electron beam" method rather than the conventional“emissive filament" method. One of the features of this method is the compara-tively high reliability of determining the vacuum-magnetic-surface impedanceindependently of the electron-gun emission properties. The tiny electron guncould be scanned in steps of less than 1 (mm), horizontally and/or vertically, atthe fixed toroidal angle(#5.5 port). The observed range of the vacuumimpedance was on the order of 1-30 (Mm inside the determined separatrixunder the DC 500 (G) main magnetic field, and therefore we could observe thet/al island that is vulnerable to the earth magnetic field. It is desired thatthese 2D-mapping results can furnish definite and reliable information aboutthe high-field vacuum magnetic structure with predictable extrapolation as wellas about the origins of the probable external error fields. Previous l-D scanmeasurements[2-4] suggested the presence of a low- level magneticbraiding(t/2n>2), an l/Zn:l island, etc. The present study deals with a more de-tailed 2D-topological analysis of the magnetic field structure. The location ofthe separatrix is one of the sensitive measures of the diagnostic accuracy when



compared with the numerical field-line tracing. The observed impedance-c0".tour characteristics revealed the evident structure of the closed, nested magnet.ic-flux surfaccs(more correctly, drift surfaces of the directed 15 eV electmns)inside the separatrix. Although the determined separatrix radius is slightly 1955than the original design value for the standard configuration, no apparentanomalies except for the t/2rr=1 island due mainly to the earth magnetic fieldwere seen in the core region within the present detection level. On the Otherhand, the detailed analysis of the ergodicity of the separatrix layer and of thepresence of “natural” and/or “induced” magnetic islands at the edge as well asof their removal by the error-correcting fields will be of special importance. Inthis connection, the poisonous effect of the m:l/n=1 superimposed perturba.tion field (e.g., Blylfflo=6x 10'“) was studied in order to check the dynamic re-sponse of the magnetic lines of force as shown in Fig.1 together with the nu-merical prediction. The measured result was in general accordance with the pre-diction in terms of both the island phase topology and the island width. It wasalso confirmed that the [1* application can expand or shrink the separatrix ra-dius dependently on its sign and that the determined magnetic axis can be shift.ed in accordance with the calculation. Moreover, the limiter insertion wasfound to modify the nested surface structure in terms of the corresponding con-nection length. Figure 2 shows the shrunk, closed impedance contours Whichwere separated by the limiter head (inserted at rL las=0.7, where as is the plas.ma radius of the standard configuration) from the outer open contours (SOL)that were otherwise represented by the closed topology.

3. NB! transport experiments
The magnetic configuration studies of N81 plasmas should be basedupon the above surface-mapping results with special reference to the observed,topology of the corresponding confinement volume. The impedance contours inthe limiter SOL can serve as a working model of the connection-length behaviorthere. For the normal standard configuration (natural divertor), on the otherhand. the 1/2n:1 island observed at Bh:500 (G) is expected to be diminisheddown to a few percent of the plasma radius at tl.9 (T) [4], practically lead-ing to no degradation of the global configuration quality in the high-field plas-ma experiments. For the NB] plasmas, it was already reportedIS] that the glob-al energy confinement seating with respect to the plasma radius, ap, is not con-tradictory with the ap2 scaling under the natural-divertor configurations wherethe plasma radius is varied (0.7<(ap/as)2<l.2) with the toroidal-field parame-ter,u*=B[/Bh. For the carbon-limiter configurations, this size-scaling result

area is almost localized near the limiter head, which can be predicted from themapping results of Fig.2. Experimentally, the limiter insertion drastically de-creased the thermal load onto the vacuum chamber as well as the bolometricloss, CX-loss, Hut/Do: emissions,etc. The thermal load onto the limiter, on theother hand, was found to reach almost 50% of the absorbed ECH/NBI powerfor the limiter plasmas. It was also confirmed that the plasma pressure wasshrunk according to the insertion of the limiter inside the separatrix, but thedefinite degradation of energy confinement was not observed. To the first-orderapproximation, the natural-divertor and carbon-limiter experiments were mutu-ally complementary as shown in Fig.3, and the results showed a greater confi-dence in expecting the ap2 dependence of the NM plasma energy confinementunder the assumption of unchanged loss-cone behavior. When assumed the 51p2
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scaling, ”16 Carbon-limiter NBI plasma confinement under the fixed radius

ap=15(cm) and the inward axis-shift Av: -2 (cm) at Bh=L9 (T) is enhanced by

40% as compared with the predicted standard sealing of rEmU], as shown in

Fig-4- This marked improvement is reflected also in the local power balance

analV’SlS- At the normalized radius of r/a,.:2/3. the local xe(cm2/s) is found to

decrease as Compared with that of the without-limiter plasma when we take the
Gwyreduced Bohm type scaling as the reference. Another feature of the lim-
iter [asmas is the reduction of the emission intensities due to heavy-impurity
ionS (Fe), suggesting the lowered impurity source rate originated from the re-

duccd C‘t neutral particles. From the viewpoint of MHD activities, the limiter

insertion could modify the pressure profile on the magnetic surfaces near the

limiter head, generally leading to an increase in pressure gradient. Here the re-

sponse to the MHD at the rational surface was marked, exciting the sawtooth

and/or the burst-like fluctuations(fie, Be, Hot/Dot, etc.) in the typical frequency

range of llitkHz). It was also shown that these activities could be effectively

controlled with a shallow-well formation or with a magnetic-island application.
Especially. the m:l/n=l island application was confirmed to suppress the lim-

iter-driven sawtooth through the decrease in pressure gradient at the 1/2n=1

surface only with a small degradation of the confinement when the field-pertur-

bation level was optimized.

4. Conclusion
The 2D-vacuum-magnetic-surface mapping was advantageous for the ex-

perimental understanding of the confinement behavior related to the configura-

tion control of the NBI plasmas in Heliotron E. The low-field mapping results

revealed the predictable nested surface structure and the separatrix topology

which were in general accordance with the calculation. The detailed analysis of

the probable error fields other than the earth magnetic field still remains, but

the present method was found to have the potential for solving that problem.

NBI transport experiments showed the a 2 dependence of TE in both the natu-

ral-divertor and carbon-limiter configurations. In the limiter plasmas, the in-
ward-axis-shift confinement improvement was also obvious, accompanied with

lowered local transport. In addition, it was conceivable that, contrary to the ‘

conditions of high magnetic shear, the effective radius of the plasma under the
outward-axis-shift and very-low-shear conditions was significantly reduced

even when a low-level perturbation field was superimposed. As a result, to ob- l

tain the robust edge structure, it was suggested that the reduction of the island
structure as well as stochastic region at the periphery (produced not only by ‘

unavoidable fabrication errors but also toroidal effects) can be the next target l

for improving the confinement from the viewpoint of configuration studies,

which will also contribute to the investigation of plasma-[3 effects.

II/ F.Sano et al., Nucl.Fusion 30(1990)81.
/2/ T.Obiki et al., Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research

1990, Vol.2(IAEA,Vienna,l99l), p.425.
/3/ R.Takahashi et al., Jpn.J.Appl.Phys. 28(1989)2604.
/4/ 'I‘.Mizuuchi et al., J.Nucl.Mater. 176-177(1990)107t).
/5/ F.Sano et al., lst Intern. TOKI Conference on Plasma Physics and

Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research 1989, NIFS-PROC-3,p.192.



Fig.1 (a) Impedance contours measured at Bliz50t) [G] when the m:l/n=1
perturbation field (Bl‘l/B0:6x10'4l was superimposed in order to study its
dynamic response to the surface structure.

(b) Numerical field-line tracing in the same situation as that of (a). Theagreement between these two results is globally good.

Fig.2 (a) Impedance contours measured at Bh=500 [G] when the carbon limiterwas inserted at rL/as =0.7 in order to study the resulting modification of theedge structure.
(b) Impedance contours measured at Bh=500 [G] for the standard natural-divertor configuration. The observed t/Ztr:l island can be reduced materially inthe high-field plasmas.

O 03“ scan
I Limiter scan

Fig.3 Global energy confinement scaling as Fig.4 Improvement of the global. 2 . , .a function of ap In NH] experiment under energy confinement at Av=-2 (cm)
the (x*- and limiter- scan experiments. with limiter plasmas.
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ELECTRON HEAT TRANSPORT IN THE LMFP-REGIME

FOR THE STELLARATORS VVT-A. VV7-AS AND L2

KS. Dyahilin“. U. Gasparino. iMaterg'. ll. Renner. H. Ringlcr

“VT-AS Teaml and EC‘RH Gronpl
Nlaxel’lanck lnstitnt fiir Plasmaphysili

Association EURATOM-IPP, D6040 Garching. Germany
* General Physics Institute. Moscow. Russia

Introduction

The reduction of the neoclassical transport losses in the long mean free path (LMFP)

collisionality regime ( l/iH‘egiine) is an essential part of the coi’ifigurational optimization

of future stellarator experiments /1/. \Vhercas the neoclassical transport reduction

within the plateau collisionality regime is mainly important for ions (the anomalous

electron transport is expected to dominate here). the diffusion of electrons trapped in

local magnetic field ripples in the LMFP regime can degrade the global confinement

properties. \Vithin the optimization concept of general stellarator configurations some

degrees of freedom exist. in the mixture of the main Fourier harmonics of (Bl on llnx

surfaces which determine the neoclassical transport properties.

So far. however. no comparative analysis of the experimental transport properties in the

LMF‘P—regime for different stellarator configurations is available. hi this paper we com—

pare the electron heat conduction in low density ECRH discharges with highly peaked
T6 profiles found in the stellarators \VTVA, LE and \VTvAs. This type of discharges is

best candidate for the analysis of the electron heat transport. For these conditions. the

global energy balance is mainly determined by the electron heat transport. radiative

losses and collisional power transfer to the ions are small The ECRH power deposition

for launching from the low field side is found to be highly localized consistent with

raytracing calculations. The analysis is based on measured profiles of electron density

and temperature.

lVlagnetic Configurations

L2 in Moscow (R 2: 1 m. a < 13 cm. B = 1.3-1 T) is a classical stellarator with a

very large helical ripple (up to 17.0%). \\;T’.‘\ in Garchilig (R z '2 1n. n < 9 cm). the

predecessor of \VT-AS. was a classical stellarator with very small field ripples (less than

2.5%) and WTeAS is partly optimized (Advanced Stellarator) with modular coils. In

WT-AS (R : ‘2 m. a < 18 cm). being a rather flexible system. quite different magnetic

configurations can he realized. they have all a very complex magnetic field topology

(high number of Fourier harmonics in [B] on flux surfaces). While the “'7 stellaraLors
are characterized 1)}; rather low shear. L2 has a moderate one. The fraction of ripple

trapped particles as well as the averaged radial drift are quite different.

In Fig. 1. the (Bl—contours for L2 and two \NYT’IXS configurations at about. 0.4 - a are
shown. For L2. the (“2.1) component (poloidal and toroidal mode numher) is dominant

additional to the curvature term (1.0). The \VT+\ configuration is quite similar. only

the amplitude is much smaller: in VVWA, the (1.1) component is the dominant one.

l for the teams see H..l. Harttufi; this conference
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m
,‘ (per period) ['4] . C czar terms] 0 [5]Fig.1: (Bl contours on a flux surface ((9 andg' being the polnidal and toroidal Illaguetjccoordinates) of L2 (left plot, 7‘ = 6 cm efli‘cliyc radius) and “777.43 at + 2 0.3] _ r : 7_5cm for standard configuration (central plot) and increased current in the larger Specialcoils (by 18%. right plot).

The two \VTAS configurations of Fig. l at the same r 2 [1.3 (litter in the ratio ofthe currents in the larger special coils and the modular coil compound. The “(Y-A83configuration which is the standard case (central plot) has series connection of the maintoroidal field system while in the \VT»AS31 configuration (right plot), the current inthe larger special coils is increased by 18%. The dominant components, (1,0), (0,1)and (1.1) are nearly identical for both configurations, howcycn the higher harmonicsare reduced in the V (725.531 configuration (comp. also Fig. 4). Comparable flexibilityin the “VT-AS configurations is also obtained by applying; an additional Bffiold. Arather large number of (Bl Fourier harmonics is necessary to describe the neoclassicaltransport properties in \VT»AS correctly. This is done by using the Dix—ES code (/2/)which calculates the full neoclassical transport matrix. The experimental results of theelectron heat transport analysis in thc three devices are compared with the neoclassicalpredictions.

Transport Analysis
we solve the electron energy balance with the usual ansatz 7776 g\ EXP- T}. for the electronhcat flux, A parametrized yin) profile is estimated by a lcastisquares fit of TE obtainedfrom the energy balance to the experimental data. measured by Thomson scattering.Some uncertainty for the innermost part of the yin, profile is introduced by ratherlarge errors in the central TE’ and the very narrow profile of the ECRH power deposi-tion which is modelled corresponding to ray-tracing; calculations. The error bars in the\SXP profiles (solid lines in Figures 2 and .3) are obtained by error analysis (functionalvariance) of the leastisqual‘cs fits. The (EXP profiles are compared to the neoclassicalpredictions for the electron hcat dilfusivity (the transport matrix element relatcd toH), convective terms (related to n'r and to E.) arc disregarded. DKES code results(dot—dashed lines) and the axisynunetric contribution (dotted lines) are calculated withconstant Zefi' (no profiles available). In the LMFP collisionality regime, the neoclassicaltransport coefficients depend on the radial electric field‘ Er. For the highly peaked Teprofiles with T6 >> Ti, the ”electron root" (solution of thc ambipolarity condition of theparticle fluxes with E,- > 0 and scaling; with TC) can exist which reduces significantlythe. electron transport coefficients in the Uzi-regime. In this comparison of the difiei‘ent
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Fig- 2: Transport analysis for comparable ECRH discharges in YVT-A (left plot. {a :
0.52. B = 1.27 T. PM” 2 1‘20 kW"). in L2 (central plot. B = 1.34 T. Pubs 2 1:10 lclV:
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Fig. 3: Transport analysis for comparable ECRH discharges in “"T-r-l (left plot, {a
0.48. B : 9.55 T, Pflbs 2 175 kl-V) and in VVT~AS standard configuration at B : 2.5
T, n, 2 0.34, (in the middle: Pabs 2 150 lclv‘V and on the right: Pabs 2 290 It“)

K]

configurations, however, we calculate ["290 with E, : 0 which leads to an upper estii
mate of the neoclassical heat losses. The configurational dependence of the transport
properties in the LMFP regime is characterized by an equivalent ”effective ripple’fl (eh)
(see Fig. 4), by fitting the DKES results to an analytical model /4/. ln Izj‘encral1 (ch) is
not directly related to the main helical Fourier component of Bl.

In Fig. 2, we compare ECRH discharges at low power level for VV7-A, L2 and W'T—AS.
Both the magnetic field strength (% 1.3 T) and the densities are very similar. In the
WT-A example, X5”) is much larger than x2e” in the main part of the plasma. For the L2



discharge, the DKES result fits quite well to \SXP. At outer radii the. expected decrease
in \‘5‘0" being related to lower TE and higher collisionality 1/: is completely compensated
by the strongly increasing (eh) (see Fig. 4). Contrary to W'TiAi for the L2 stellarator
\L‘c" is much larger than the axisymmetric part. In the \VT-AS case, the central XEXP
is close to the neoclassical one, but much larger at outer radii, similar to “(T—A. The
discharges shown i111 Fig. 3 have quite similar central electron temperatures, but difl‘er
in density and heating power. For the high TE at full field (2.5 T), the HCUClaSSid
prediction exceeds \SXP in the central part. The extremely peaked TE profile in the \V7_
A case leads to very small \EXP (rather close to the low neoclassical plateau Value) For
the \VT-AS discharges. the \EXP are comparable while the DKES results show Significant
differences. Both discharges have equivalent energy confinement times (TE depends on
the ratio m/Pul,s /—‘l/ being very similar) All these low density ECRH discharges
show electron heat diliusirities rather close the neoclassical predictions in the Central
region. These losses in the LNIFPa‘cgime are dominated by the radial drift of ripple
trapped particles (contrary to the tolcamak "hanana" regime) leading, to a Very strong
unfavourable Ttsdependence in the neoclassical transport coefficients. The resulting
limitation of the achievable central electron temperature is roughly consistent with the
experimental findings.

Fig.4: Effective ripple. (6],). obtained by fit»
ting DKES results in LMFP regime by an ana-
lytical model /3/1‘or “7721.5 at t z 0.31 (1)77»
.453 and “fir-631). ll‘T-A at + 2 0.51 {W7-
AS) and L? configurations (romp. Fig. l).

Conclusions
The comparative analysis of low density ECRH discharges in \‘VT—A, L2 and )‘VT-AS
Shows that the neoclassical transport in the unfavourable 1/11 regime is consistent with
the experimental results in the central region. The quite dil'l'erent neoclassical properties
characterized by (6],) are shown in Fig. 4. Neoclassical transport in the LMFP regime
is minimum in )\"T—.»\ and maximum in L2. the \VT—AS standard configurations are in
l)et\\"cen. These results are in reasonable agreement with the analysis of the experimental
electron energy balance showing an analogous relation for xixP in the central region. In
\VT-AS. field configurations can he realized with neoclassical confinement properties as
good as in VVTaX according to reduced amplitudes of the higher field harmonics.
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DIFFUSIVE AND CONVECTIVE TRANSPORT MODELLING
FROM ANALYSIS OF ECRH—STIMULATED
ELECTRON HEAT WAVE PROPAGATION

V7. Ereltmann. U. Gasparino, L. Giannone,
Hnl. Hartt‘ufl, H. l\vlaterU. M. Tntter.

\VT~AS Team? lPFiEC‘RH GroupT and liFK-Gyrotron Groupi
h‘lt-Plallt‘lx’ lnstitut fiir Plasrnaphysik

Assemiation EL'RATOM-IPP. DASOlG Garching. Germany

Introduction

ECRH power modulation experiments in toroidal devices offer the chance to analyze the
Electron heat tranSport more conclusively: the electron heat wave propagation can he

observed by EC'E (or SK) leading to radial profiles of electron temperature modulation
amplitude and time delay (phase shift). Taking also the stationary power balance into

account. the local electron heat transport can be modelled by a combination of diffusive
and cmivective transport terms. This method is applied to ECRH discharges in the
WT-AS stellarator (B : 2.5 T. R : 2 m. a g 18 cm) where the EC'Rl‘l power deposition
is highly localized.
ln \VWAS. the T5 modulation profiles measured by a high resolution ECE system are
the hasis for the local transport analysis (sec /1/). AS experimental errors limit the
separation of diffusive and convective terms in the electron heat transport for central
power deposition. also ECRH power modulation experiments with off—axis deposition
and inward heat wave propagation were performed (with 70 GHZ trmode as well as with
1-10 GHZ X41110l.‘ for increased absorption). Because collisional clectrorrion coupling
and radiative losses are only small. low density ECTRH diecharges are heat ('anditatcs
for estimating the electron heat flux from power balance.

Transport Modelling
For ECRH power modulation (APIZCRH typically less than 107% the time dependent
electron energy balance is linearized with respect to the electron temperature Inodu—
lation. TH and Fourier transformed for the in different harmonics of the modulation
frequency. fmmj (square wave ECRH power modulation). The linearisation was con—
firmed byamplitude scans of the modulated power, PECRII- and by the fact that only
odd harmonics of the modulation frequency were found. A iiiotlulation of density and
ion temperature is neglected.

3, ~ 1 (I K ~ . .
51 ”WHETE + IEWE : Pecan 't Pei + Pratt

with .u : ‘277fmod. Pei and Had being the Taylor expansions with respect to TC of the
collisional power transfer and the radiative loss. respectively. The linearized diffusive
ansatz for the electron heat flux is used: q,» 2 —nc«{{rT€’ + {CT-Fl — 17‘ T, } where \C and
175 being the stationary heat diffusivity and convection velocity. respectively. For the

l for the. teams see H.J. Hartfnli; this conference

1 G. Dannnertz. G. Gantenbein. T. Geist. M. liuntzc. H.U. Nickel. 13. Pioszyk and
M. Thumm



Fig.1: Asymmetry in the ECE simulatioH
arising from a symmetric (with respect to the
('Ili‘CIlVC radius) T6 sniodularion in presence of
strong T: versus the ECE frequency The dashed
line refler‘ts the effect of multiple wall relied
tions. measured EC'E (x-inode 2nd harmonic).C

U

data are also shown.

modulation of the heat diifusivity. {(1, the ansatz \i- x T? is used (e.g.. o : g for theneoclassical plateau dependence). The 1st order electron heat flux can be written inthe form 7,
f 7 ‘/ r "q.- : win tr. ~ to, ~ on?) - n}.

ff

()n the other hand, an assumed dependence of \r on TC! leads in the linearization onlyto a modification of if. Bron, the ansutz \E K (710d increases {a by a factor of1+ fi_
Consequently. the compariscm of {6 from the heat wave propagation analysis with Xel’bfrom the stationary power balance may allow a conclusion on the T]. dependence of XeA modulation of the convection Velocity. Dr, is disregarded in this paper. The linearizedpower balance equations for the m harmonics of md are solved numerically by astandard complex difference scheme. The least»squares fit of the resultant amplitudes7lil, and time delays, At. to the experimental data obtained from the cross»cor'relati0nof the ECE channels with the ECRH power modulation results in the profiles of X’eand fig. Within the fit, polynomials are. used to represent these profiles (the polynomialcoefficients being the fit parameters).

Experimental Results
The analysis of the electron licat wave propagation is a very sensitive tool for localtransport investigations depending on the reliability of~the basic assumptions as wellas on the. quality of the measured |Tf and At. The PEC'RII profile can be deduceddirectly from the measured Te profile for high modulation frequencies (fmud 2 5 kHz,depending on the requested spatial resolution). At these frequencies. the transport termin the electron energy balance is of minor importance. As no direct measurements ofPECIUI are available so far. the results of ray-tracing calculations are used which arebased on absorption coefficients for hiiaxu'ellian distribution functions. The absorptionturned out to be well above 90%. A supruthermal electron component is indicated indischarges with high local ECRH power densities for central deposition at low electrondensities. The relativistically down—shifted emission from these. snpratliermal popu—lations is located within the ECRH power deposition profile and can be. detected inthe low frequency channels (for low field observation: the outer part of the spectrumwith respect to the major radius) of the stationary ECE temperature profile where theplasma becomes optically thin. Low frequency ECE channels which are afi‘ected bysuprathermal emission are excluded in the analysis of the heat wave propagation.
The [Te sprofiles obtained from the ECE measurements on the inner and outer part ofprofile (at high and low frequencies) are generally not symmetric. For the experimentalconditions. however. the parallel heat conduction is much too high to allow significanttemperature gradients on flux surfaces. The modulation experiments with off—axis power
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ositioll show significantly higher lTel on the, outer part of the profile. Fig. 1 shows
8 ‘ ‘ I

d Emulation of the ECE temperature modulation for otI—ax1s modulated ECRH power
a .4 . . . . _
[evasition (at r 2 6 cm With 140 GHz) Within a discharge heated by 3 gyrotrons (:0

( L .
GHZ withrentral deposition) and with highly peaked electron temperature (TAO) 2 3.2
key). A Tr profile symmetric in the effective radius. r. was assumed resulting in an

asmunetl')‘ of about $4 CV". In modulated on-axis power deposition experiments. the
whet TC are also higher. The power measured within a frequency channel of the E-CE

radiometer is determined by the highly nonelinear balance of local emission and re-

absorption. The presence of strong stationary electron temperature gradients can lead

to a small asymmetry in the TL- profiles (see /2/). Furthermore.ithe modulation of the

shafranov shift must be taken into account in case of strong; Té. In phase with the
heat wave propagation. an additional Shafranov shift of about 0.03 cm (for a stationary
limo) 2 0.3%) and a Té of up to ~35[] eV/grn leads to an increase of the outer |T(»] of
up to 10 9V (correspondingly, the inner lTsl are decreased). This ii-modulation citect

i5 maximum in the innorniost region for central deposition.
gm. . i i 7 m: i . t
n no ru=ozi ,.\

. L
m :1.

'\ .c f .
,__ io-

r'a ' "- in 2! "Q '
V... [cm] 'm [arr

a
a m [m]

Fig. 2: Electron heat diffusivity. \p (solid line in the right plot;\\(.1)b from stationary
power balance is given by the dashed line) obtained from {it of |T€| and At to experi—
mental data for the fundamental (solid lines) and the 3rd harmonic (dashed lines) of (he
ECRH modulation frequency (fmod : 92 Hz at 70 GHZ). a 2 O and a. : U is assumed.
5 i‘ihpfll‘fllflf‘lt‘rfi are used for the {,(7') representation.

In Fig. 2. the transport analysis for a discharge with TAO) = 1.8 lieV and 175(0) 2
2.4 - 1013 cm’3 heated with ‘2 gyrotrons (PECRII = 270 15W with central deposition)
is shown. For these discharges. the experimental evaluation of the electron heat wave
propagation is rather good. For this example. only diffusive transport (it :k0) and
no dependence of M, on TL. (\‘g : 0) are assumed. The fit of the simulated lTEI (left
plot) and At (central plot) to the. experimental data simultaneously for the fundamental
and the 3rd harmonic of fmod yields the XC-profile (solid line in the right plot) which
exceeds the one from stationary power balance. \p (dashed line). in the innermost
and the outer region. The fit can be improved in the simulation if the absorbed ECRH
power is slightly reduced (a 70%). Taking the flc-term in (26 into account. the slope of
the lTel profile stccpens and “(1‘) increases with a. Including a convective transport
term (De gé 0) leads to an increased heat diffusivity and an additional inward heat pinch
in this case. however. the fit quality remains similar. In general. the correlation between
the convective term and the diffusive term is rather large.

A more complex example is shown in Fig. 3. These discharges at rather low density
(77.40) 2 2.4 - 10'3 (1111—3) heated with 3 gyrotrons at 70 GHz (P130311 = 510 kW
with central deposition) have highly peaked electron temperatures TAO) 2 3.2 keV
(see also Fig. I) In this example, the heat wave was generated by an additional 140
GHZ gyroton (PECIUI 2 30 kW) with central deposition. Both diffusive and convective



'C 39 :4 '0 23v “i, [rm] a, ice) ,
Fig. 3: Electron heat (liffusirity. (C. and convection velocity. Ff (fnmd : (39 HZ at
1-10 GHZ with central deposition. comp. Fig. 2). n = 0 is assumed. altogether .5 fit
parameters are used for both the \Ih') and fish-J profiles.

transport terms are included in the leashsquares fit, only the {, term was omitted
to : 0) resulting; in a rather high heat dittusion (i, > \el’b) compensated by an inwardheat pinch t 176 < 0). The quality of the fit is only moderate. no improvement is obtained
including \‘r terms in the analysis. Omitting the convective inward term. liowever‘ leadsto \1-(7‘) values being a factor of 3 t0 3 larger than those from stationary power balance,
\p (dashed line) with much lower fit quality (the slope of lT,[ is not reproduced).The stationary heat flux related to these if and 11- profiles are in full contradictionto the stationary pOWer balance. Oil-axis (le1.>t)sitiori experiments with 140 GHz. DOWPrmodulation in equivalent discharges were performed showing rat her strong asymmetriesin |T,| (with large scatter of the experimental data). Here. no significant convectmn
term was obtained by the fitting. These findings indicate that these evaluations
very critical for this type of discharges.

are

Summary and Conclusions
The electron heat flux modelled by both diffusive and convective transport. terms isestimated by leastesqnares fits of simulated heat wave propagation to the electron tem-perature modulation amplitude and time delay. Profiles of the heat diffusivity and theconvection velocity are obtained, The dependence of these local transport coefiieientson local plasma parameters (tag, Tc or T; in the diffusivity \p) can be analyzed. Thisprocedure is applied to ECRH power modulation experiments in the \VT—AS stellaratnrwhere the heat wave propagation is analyzed by ECE measurements The interpretaetion of the EC'E measurements, however. is rather complex even if effects related tosuprathermal emission and wall reflection in the region where the plasma is opticallythick seem to be negligible. The reliability of the heat wave propagation analysis and thetransport modelling depends sensitively on the accuracy of the experimental data as wellas on the validity of the basic assumptions. An independent estimation of the ECRHpower deposition profile by high frequency ECRH power modulation experiments is ad-visable. Together with the stationary power balance. the analysis of ECRH»sti1nulatedelectron heat. wave propagation seems to be a powerful tool to get more informationson the anomalous electron transport.

/1/ L. Giannone et al; submitted to Nucl, Fus. (1992)
/2/ \V.H.M. Clark; Chap. 2.4, Plasma Phys. (1983). 25. 1-501
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Introduction
The W 7A8 slell‘dmtor (R = 2m, :1 3 0.18m; modular coils: 5 periods) as the first representative of the line of

"Advanced Stellarator" is being operated since summer 1988/ 1, 2, 3/. W 7A5 has been constructed as a partly

0 “mind device to follow the conventional stellarator W 7A. The optimization applied to W 7A5 leads to an

improvement of the equilibrium by the reduction of the PSrcurrents compared to the conventional stellarator by

a factor of 2. The equipment for plasma generation and heating includes ECRF (electron cyclotron heating: 4

" muons at 70 GHZ with 200 kW each), N131 ( neutral beam injection heating: balanced tangential injection

:vitll 1.5 MW 1, iCRF ( ion cyclotron heating: “experimental antenna" with 1 MW ). Usually a currentless

plasma is produced by ECRF using the second harmonic scenario at 1.25 T with a cut-off density of

3 1019ni‘3tor the fundamental'heating scenario up to densities of 6 10'9m'3 at the main field 2.5 T. The

piflsma generated by ECRF is used as a target plasma for N131 heating. A startup scenario down to a magnetic

field of 0.6 T using ICRF was also successful and allows operation away from particular resonant values of the

magnetic field. During NBI heating under good confinement conditions, fed by the particle flux, the density is

steadily growing and exceeds the cutoff densities of ECRF application. Restricted by radiative collapse

maximum densities up to 3 1030M3 were obtained. The high E values are almost entirely a consequence of the

increased electron density. Wall conditioning by carbonizaiion and boronization reduced the impurity

concentration and opened the way to high densities / 4, S /.

Configurational effects
Dur: to perturbations of the equilibrium, similar to the W 7A stellaralor, the global confinement in W 7A5

depends strongly on the edge value of the rotational transform, t(a), and the total t(r) profile. For the low<shear

stellaraior W 7A8 a degradation of both energy and particle confinement is found for low-order rational values

of the rotational transfonn and values of 5/n corresponding to "natural islands" related to the particular

magnetic configuration. This behaviour may be explained by the fonnation of extended islands and ergodic

regions at the position of resonant magnetic surfaces within the plasma volume. Field perturbations at the

plasma edge are seen to reduce the particle confinement and deteriorate the energy confinement by shrinking the

electron temperature profiles. For good confinement, away from rationals, the control of the boundary value of

the rotational transform counteracting the effect of plasma currents stemming from finite [5 conditions or

associated to transport (bootstrap current) is essential to establish quasisttttionary conditions. By means of

current control either by small loop voltages, ECRF current drive or unbalanced beam injection optimutn

confinement can be achieved. Generally. the influence on the confinement can be minimized by introducing

moderate shear. The profile of the transfonn becomes modified by the secondary currents (Fig.1).
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In addition netcrirrcitts up to 5 kA, as confirmed by theoretical calculations as bootstrap Currents {Orparameters of W 7A5, have to be included in case of high temperature plasmas. Under these Conditions, due tothe different current density profiles the compensation of the bootstrap current leads to positive shear , where”resonances" always exist inside the plasma. Such perturbations are indicated by localized fluctuations asdetected by means of magnetic probes. ECE-, soft X measurements and rcflcctometry. In the low—Shearstellarator optimum confinement in low collisionality ( 10‘3 s v*S 10'2 ) discharges is obtained for values ofthe rotational transform t(a) in the vicinity of 1/3, 1/2, 2/3.
Proceeding to higher B and densities, respectively for NBI discharges, the strong dependence of confinement onthe boundary value of die transform becomes partly smoothed out / 6 /. Fig.2 demonstrates this behaviour fora set of discharges at rotational transform around 1/2. The plasma current needs not to be controlled andremains below a value of 1 RA.

t .5 . l ,
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1 1 .5 YO‘ZD m‘r31 __.. 0.3 MW . 777 Fig.2: Averaged <fi> values1 10‘20 m"-3

‘ V '
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With increasing <B> significant shear is introduced at the boundary (Fig.1 ), where sleep pressure gradientsare localized, The effect of the bootstrap current and Obkawa currents is only small due to the lowtemperatures. Under these conditions the introduced negative shear narrows the perturbed regions and the effecton the confinement becomes less pronounced. Additionally, with increasing eollisionalities (v*:> 10“) islandformation and ergodization should play a minor role for the heat transport. Depending on the connectionlength for particular values of the rotational transfonn electron parallel transport losses scale down and becomecomparable to the perpendicular anomalous losses. At the lower electron temperatures and the significantlybroader ion temperature profiles the ion heat conduction and charge exchange losses become important for theenergy balance. Cooling at the boundary by gas puffing or formation of radiative boundary layers seem alsobeneficial to reduce configurational effects on the confinement and may indicate a rather complicated influenceof atomic processes for the 3D structure of the plasma boundary at W 7AS / 5 /. In this context the generationof radial electric fields may also play a role for the different behaviour.

Plasma parameters
The plasma density appears to be the most significant parameter to enhance the energy replacement time and toproceed to high S values. Remarkably, the global confinementof ECRF and MRI heated discharges in W 7A8is rather good described by the Laekner-Gottardi—scaling as derived for tokamaks / 7 /. To apply this scaling tonet-currentfree operation in a stellarator, the plasma Current has to be replaced by the rotational transform:
TELG ls] =0.l7* Ri‘agt‘Bol8 *tO-“(n/PW'E with major radius R [in], plasma radius a [m], t rotationaltransform, av. density n [1020 m3] and input power P llvJ. The parameter range covered includes ECRF-plasmas at low eollisionality v* 2 l0’3 with central electron temperatures up to 3 keV where electron heattransport is dominating and towards higher densities in NBl—plasmas, v* 2 10‘1 with Ti and Te

- 0.2— 0.4keV. Here the electrons and ions are stronger coupled and the ion heat conduction becomes important. Due tothe scaling with density n and power P the highest value for the energy replacement time is obtained for highvalues of n/P. For ECRF-discharges a maximum energy confinement of 40 ms is achieved operating close tol'lcut_0f[ = 6 1019 m'3 for 70 OH: and lowering the input power. Maximum plasma pressure <B> can berealized under conditions ofa high product n*P (Fig.3). Increasing the density the plasma becomes terminatedby a radiative collapse starting with temperature reduction in the core. The achievable density grows almostproportional to the input power. The reduction of impurities and radiative losses by different measures asapplied in W 7A5 have improved the plasma parameters significantly by increasing density. Under clean
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ondilions maximum densities of 3 1020 m'3 were obtained at temperatures nTi 2 02 keV ( I]: still being
E30”) with NBI—heating or 1.5 MW.
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Based on theoretical studies of equilibrium and stability limits of <il> at about 2% are expected. So far
within the operational range up to <l3> values of 1.4 % (at 1.25T) no limitations by MHD instabilities have
been observed for the heating power available at present. At low rotational transform a significant Shal‘ranov
shift of en, 5 cm is Observed and needs to be compensated by vertical fields depending on the pressure to prevent
plasma wall interaction and impurity recycling. Note, for a constant ratio 11/? the energy replacement time can
be saved at a high level even [or increasing input power. The possibility of high densrty operation, especially
with high densities at the boundary, is important for save power and particle exhaust in large devices. The

- density range in W 7A3 exceeds that of an equivalent tokamak and a formal Murakami parameter of M:n*R/B
= 20 [lOlgrn’zT‘l), with averaged density n , major radius R and main field B , is calculated.

Magnetic flux measurements
On the way to the "advanced stellarator”, W 7A5 is the first representative one with a reduction of the P87

currents by a factor of 2. The evalution of the displacement of the plasma column on the basis of soft-X data
has already indicated the expected reduction of the Sltal'ranov shill / 4 /.
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Using external loops the vertical field components related to the secondary currents for finite ll plasmas can
be directly measured and compared to theoretical predictions. Theoretical data for changes of magneu‘c flux
depending on the plasma pressure have been calculated using the KW-code / 8 / and the NENIEC/DIAGNOfoda
/ 9 / both for the diamagnetic loops and the flux loops.

To determinine the energy content of the W 7AS plasmas two approaches are possible: ( 1 ) For the flux
loops, which are installed at the surface of the vacuum vessel, an almost linear relation of the flux and the
plasma pressure was found rather weakly dependend on pressure profiles and the current density distributioi-i of
the bootstrap current: Anuxloop [Wb] ~ <il> * (Bo * a2) lt , where Afluxioop is the induced magnetic flux
t the rotational transform, a the effective plasma radius and 130 the toroidal magnetic field on axis. After the:
compensation of the perturbing stray fields associated with the net-current of the plasma, vertical field 13Z and
nonstationary currents in the different magnets of the W 7AS arrangement a simple measurement of the VOllage
induced in the flux loops allows to evaluate the energy content of the plasma: W [kl] ~ AfluxloOp [Wb] =k 1 at:
B0 . ( 2 ) On the other side the energy content W can be derived from diamagnetie measurements Afiuxdia?
W [i ~ Allttxd'la[Wb1* B0 with high accuracy.

For the accessible parameter range up to <B>~values of 1.4% and independent of the heating scheme a good
agreement within 10% of magnetic measurements and kinetic data integrating measured temperature and dengny
profiles is found. Systematic deviations still being within the error range, caused by anisotropic Pressure
effects, can be recognized for ECRF and N131 discharges at high power level and low densities.

Experimental data from the flux loop measurements are presented in Fig.4. The averaged ditu‘nagnetic <13)
values for different discharges varying the heating power from 0.1 MW to 1.6 MW, the magnetic field 130
between 1.25 T and 2.6 T, the plasma radius a between 0.11 m and 0.18 m and the rotational transform i
between 0.3 and 0.63, are plotted and compared to data as obtained from the different equilibrium codes,
(Aliuxioop = 1 10'3 Wb corresponds to vertical field component of 3.3 10‘3 T produced by PS-currents for the
choosen loops #land #2 out of a set of 6 coils per period). The remarkable agreement has to be Considered as a
significant proof of the concept for the advanced stellarator to minimize the Psieurrents and consequently to
improve the equilibrium proceeding to higher <11) operation.

Summary and eonclusrons
Proceeding to higher densities and is in N131 discharges, the sensitive dependence of the confinement

properties on the boundary value of the rotational transform becomes smoothed out at still favourable
confinement conditions. For typical NBl discharges ( v*>1 ) the [1 profiles are rather broad with strong
gradients close to the plasma radius a. In this regime the pressure driven currents introduce significant shear.
Such changes of the rotational transfomi profile are indicated by changes of the Ml—lD-mode activity. Even with
the presence of localized MHDemodes no disagreement with the empirical scaling of the confinement time TE
was observed. For the main field of 2.5 T and a rotational transfomi of ~1/3 a volume averaged <13> of 0.7% at
a line av. density of} 10'20m‘3 was achieved in W 7A5. By reducing the main field to 1.25 T, 8 was further
increased to <B> >1"/a with a NBI power of 1.5 MW. Magnetic fluxes associated with the equilibrium of finite
ll plasmas are analyzed. The experimental data agree with results of the equilibrium calculations based on KW-
code and VMEC—code and verify quantitatively the reduction of the secondary currents in the optimized magnetic
configuration of W 7A5.
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Introduction

The general discussion of improved confinement properties in both tolcamaks and stel—

lal’fitors has concentrated on mainly two effects: the reduction of the plasma fluctuation

16,91 and the role of sufficiently large radial electric fields. Especially for the tokamak

L7H transition. the generation of radial electric fields by ion orbit losses at. the plasma

edge affects the fluctuation level. A consistent analysis of radial electric field and its im—

pact on fluctuations. however, is not available so far and the basic effect for confinement

improvemcnt is still an open question. In this context, a new analysis of the optimum

i011 confinement regime found in the WTeA stellarator /l/, the predecessor of \VT-AS.
can contribute to the issue of improved confinement (see eg, /‘2/).

In the “772% stellarator (R = 2 m. (1 $ 9 cm) with nearly perpendicular neutral beam

injection (P S 1 l\e\7)7 optimum ion confinement with ion temperatures of up to 1

keV could be obtained in high density (N 101'1 CID—3) NBI discharges. For this density

regime‘ the highest T; values found in stellara tors or torsatrons so far were measured. In

these NBl discharges in \VTeA. where Ti significantly exceeded TE very high E. values
(up to —500 \"Y/cm) were inferred from the analysis of Doppler shifted impurity lines. The

analysis of the ion energy balance was in strong; conflict to the neoclassical predictions
disregarding radial electric fields. In this paper, we first analyse pure EC'RH discharges
(\VT»A and \VT—AS) at moderate densities. Then, we discuss for a. NBI discharge in “”7-
A with optimum ion confinement the effects of the fast beam ions on the radial electric
field and the confinement of thermal ions. For the. neoclassical transport analysis. a
DKES code /3/ database is used where strong radial electric fields are included also in
the plateau collisionality regime. From the ambipolarity condition of all particle fluxes

the radial electric fields are estimated and compared with the measured ones.

Ion Confinement in ECRH Discharges

ECRH discharges with in“ close to the cutoff density (6.3 ~ 1013 cm'3 for fundamental

o-mode at B : 2.5 T) and moderate TE are the best candidates for the analysis of
the ion energy confinement, For the \VT-A discharge shown in Fig. l with an ECRH
input power of 150 kW. the collisional ion heating. Pei, of 35 kW (radiation loss only
15 liVV) leads to central Ti of 280 eV measured by active CK; the fiat and broad Ti
profile is confirmed by the CX energy spectra for the full aperture of the diagnostic
beam (indicated by the radial error bar) The outer Ti and E,— data were obtained
from Doppler spectroscopy. \Vith the profiles of Fig. l, the ambipolar electric field
was calculated. As the ion transport coefficients in the plateau collisionality regime are

i for the teams see H.J. Hartfufl'. this conference
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Fig. 1: ECl discharges in ill/7A (shots 01003761057): TC and Ti (left upperplot) up
(right upper plot). radial electric field (lower left plot) measured and predicted (DKES
transport coefficients with Er dependence - solid line. and for E,. = O — (lofidashed line)
and Er,s (dotted line): in the right lower plot. neoclassical heat dillizs‘ivities. \‘E'C0 (lower
thin solid line), \L'CO (dashed) and the experimental \‘SXP (thick solid line).

significantly decreased for [Er] > Ewes = {rt/,Br/I? (then. the toltamak—like "banana”
orbits disappear. dotted line in Fig. l), the ambipolar Er (solid line) is smaller than
the one where the ion transport eoeflicients for Er : 0 were used (dot~daslled line. this
simple approach is mostly used in plateau regime). Especially for large aspect ratio
(extended plateau regime and Eras being small). the reduction in the ion transport
coefficients is important. This reduction in the neoclassical \; at r > 4 cm shown in
Fig. 1 (broken line. lower right plot) is essential for the improved ion energy confinement
also in ECRH discharges in \VT-A. The neoclassical ion heat flux with Er included is
up to .5 cm in very good agreement with the collisional ion heating. At outer radii.
however. an anomalous convective. l‘lux which is related to a particle difl‘usion coefficient
with D""/\§1‘p within the range of 0.1 0.3 (\EJ'” is the solid line in Fig. 1. lower
right plot) and CK losses of the same. order of magnitude are indicated. For both the
particle sources and the. CK losses a consistent neutral density profile with a. reasonable
decay length in the HC gradient region but with rather high edge (lensiity (close to 1011
(#11173) is required. This is confirmed by the fact that the CX fluxes were. unafi'ected by
the diagnostic beam (with density of about 109 CHI—3) at outer radii.
For an equivalent ECRH discharge in W'7~AS (R : ‘7 in, a < 18 cm). similar electron and
ion temperatures (TAU) 2 600 eV and T,- 2 350 eV) were obtained. In this discharge,
the. ECRH input power was 140 MM the radiation loss nearly 40 NV and Pei about 80
UV (within 13 em). The neoclassical prediction of the ion heat transport with anibipolar
Er (no measurements available) is up to 13 cm in good agreement with the collisional
power transfer. The. ambipolar Er values are smaller than for the \VT—A discharge and
rather close to the larger resonant values Ems. In this case, no significant reduction in
the ion transport coefficients due to the ambipolar E1. is obtained. These results are
important with respect to the rather low ion confinement properties in \V7~AS for NBI
discharges with the mainly tangential injection.
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Fig. 2: JVBI discharges in the lit-Teri stellarator (shots 60583—00615): TC and T,- (left
uppt‘l‘ plot). in: (right upper plot). radial electric field (lower left plot) measured and

Predicted (comp. Fig. 1) and, in the right lower plot. the ambipolar neoclassical particle

fluxes. 1-: electrons (solid). fast beam ions (dotted) and thermal ions (dashed line).

Optimum Ion Confinement in NBI Discharges

High power NBI nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field (900 :l: 1,50) in \VT-A was

not expected to give good performances. For densities up to 10” cuf'li more than
30% of the input power was transmitted (shine through). For these injection conditions

which were dictated by the strongly limited access to the plasma, losses of ripple trapped

fast beam ions were. significant despite of the Very small helical ripple (2.5%) in \V7-

A. The experimental findii‘igs1 however, were Contrary to the pessimistic predictions.

In the currentless pure NBl phase of the discharges, optimum confinement properties

could be obtained: 1']; > 200 ms (715 linearly increasing in time) and TE up to 6 ms.

In the discharge shown in Fig. 2 at. the time of maximum energy content (later‘ the

discharge terminated by radiative collapse) 750 kW were injected (shine through: ~ 320

kW) leading to ~ 300 l{\V electron and only ~ 130 kW ion heating if orbit losses are

omitted, and radiative losses about 150 kW’. Despite the small fraction of ion heating
powen Ti (broken line) exceeded TE (solid line) in the central part of the plasma: the

collisional power transfer being rather close to the ion heating power. For these typical

findings, the ion energy balance is strongly violated if simple expressions for the. ion heat

flux are used (as in /2/) in which the ion transport coefficients in the plateau regime.

do not depend on the radial electric field. With a more accurate treatment (DKES

code or /~'L/) the ion transport coefi‘ients are reduced Within the Ti gradient. region by
more than one order of magnitude for E, values Close to the measured ones. For these
strong Er >> Eras the E X B rotation forces the ion orbits Very close to the magnetic
flux surfaces, and the tokaniak-like large banana type orbits disappear. The measured
strong Er values (Fig. 2), however, exceed by a factor of 2.5 the values obtained from
the ainbipolarity condition using only the. thermal particle fluxes. The fast beam ion
component must be taken into account (see the particle fluxes in Fig. ‘2).

The local fast ion fluxes are approximated by means of the energy convolution within
the. DKES code database. Only isotropic distribution functions can be treated so far.
In this approach (contrary to Monte—Carlo simulations), the ambipolar E,‘ can be easily
estimated. The stationary beam ion distribution is calculated under the assumption



of slowingdown on flux surfaces. transport effects are omitted. The beam Particledensity gradient turns out to be the main driving; force for the neoclassical transportFurthermore. for the direct loss of ripple trapped beam ions. depending On the ambiPOlaipotential. a rough approach is used based on the analytic representation of the bOUflCeinvariant. W'ithout radial electric fields, more than 50 MY can be lost by ripple trappedbeam ions for the discharge of Fig. 2. Consequently. the plasma must be charged up toreduce these losses, or significant nonaxnbipolar thermal losses close to the plasma, . . edgemust he assumed. The direct orbit losses are important only for r > 6 cm. howevGr .they are omitted in the estimation of the ambipolar Er. Only the diffusive tl'anSportof the fast beam ions is included. In this approach. the ambipolar Er (solid line) fitsrather well to the experimental data within the gradient region. the deviation at outel.radii is attributed to the omitted fast ion orbit losses (at very low plasma density andtemperature). These losses had been estimated from LIF measurements of sputterediron from the vacuum vessel and were found to be in good agreement with l\r‘Ionte~Cal-10simulations if a strong Er was assumed. Within the range of 4 to 7 cm. the fast beamion f‘lux dcuninatcs in the ambipolarity condition and determines the E. values, Thecorresponding particle flux balance shows a curious result within the gradient region(lower right plot): The outflux of fast beam ions and electrons is relatEd to an infill);of thermal plasma ions. For this ion inward pinch related with the strong E, (theequivalent ion heat pinch is only very small). the thermal ion transport coefficients arereduced by more than one order of magnitude (comp. also \E'eo in Fig. 1). As aconsequence, the thermal ion contribution to the, energy balance is negligible which isin full agreement. with the experimental results. Equivalent NBl discharges in “(T—ASwith almost tangential injection behave quite different: T,- < T6 with T,- typically lessthan 500 (‘V are found and the neoclassical ion heat conduction is a main loss Channel(see /5/),

Summary and Conclusions
The optimum ion confinement in the \V7—A stellarator is attributed to mnbipolar radialelectric fields ("strong ion root" with E,. > Ems) which reduce significantly the localion transport coefficients also in the plateau collisionality regime. This ”strong ionroot" is also responsible for the good ion confinement in ECRH discharges with higherdensities. High power NBI nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field and the resultingfast ion distribution drive the neoclassical Er to very large values. This is shown inneoclassical simulations where the fast ion distribution is included in the ambipolaritycondition where several roots can exist. Equivalent to toltamalt L»H mode transitionmodels /6/ the optimum ion confinement mode is attributed to the fast beam ion losses(the mathematical background is nearly identical). Within the NBl phase in VVT~A,however. no bifurcation (like the L-H mode transition) was observed. For the optimumconfinement. conditions the density fluctuation level within the plasma measured bymicrmvave scattering was significantly reduced (perhaps as a consequence of the strongpoloidal plasma rotation). The improved confinement in \VT—A, however. is attributedto the direct role of the strong radial electric fields on the ion loss channel and not tothe reduction of the fluctuation level.
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Introduction:
Ion temperatures as obtained from line integrated CX-llux measurements generally must be

corrected for systematic errors by a reconstruction technique /1/ which employs measured

71:: Te and Z!” profiles and a neutral density no profile which is calculated from a Monte

- Carlo transport code /‘2/. The reconstruction technique is an iteration which starts from

.the non corrected ion temperature profile as obtained from the line~averaged passive fluxes.

This non corrected ion temperature will be called passive ion temperature in the following

For the reconstruction technique the knowledge of the neutral particle density profile is very

important. Reliable estimates of the neutral densities in the toroidal section of the stellarator

W"-.—\S where the CK measurements are made, are not available from the DEGAS code /3/.

This is due to the poor knowledge of the neutral density sources, which in this region are

essentially determined by strongly asymmetric wall recycling.

By using a diagnostic beam of fast neutrals a space resolved measurement of the ion tempera

ture profile is obtained. This active ion temperature profile together with the line integrated

fluxes and the passive ion temperature allows an estimate of the neutral particle density and

its profile. For this analysis the following steps are required and will be described in detail:

1. Active measurement of the ion temperature profile.

10 . Measurement of the line integrated fluxes and the passive ion temperature profile,

3. Correction of the active ion temperature profile due to the calculated absorption of the

neutral particle flux by electron impact ionization and charge exchange collisions with

plasma ions (impurity ions are neglected).

4. Determination of the neutral particle density profile from a least-squares fit which

minimizes simultaneously for all lines of sight the deviations of the calculated fluxes at

different energies from the passively measured ones.

""""see Hartful} this conference
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Experimental Setup:
The Cxediagnostic on WPAS consists of 4 analyzers from Jofie institute /—l/. which are
mounted on a lift in such a way that their lines of sight are in one vertical plane. The lift
can be moved in the vertical direction. The plasma is observed at 40 degrees to the plasma
axis. The diagnostic injector injects its neutral beam. vertically, thus allowing space resolved
measurements at the crossing points with the lines of sight of the analyzers.

Evaluation:
Series of shots are required for complete temperature profiles. because onl_\r 4 ternperatui-e
points of a profile are measured per shot. The temperatures are separately. evaluated for eachanalyzer in the usual way /5/. The evaluation treats the following equation:

L —r£
*j‘nl<cfl YU>+n€<5-.“>_d‘lcast) = /gn;€ no < O’cxv > (THEME-e u ‘

0 Yr
C“ (A)

where g is a geometrical factor. < o’cxu > (71.1?) the rate coefficient. of charge exchange and < 47e >
the rate coefficient of electron impact ionization. The ion impact ionization can be neglected.

After the ion temperature profile is actively measured. the electron density 715 and tempera-ture profile Tc from the Thomson diagnostic and the Zen, value from the softrX diagnostic are
used to calculate the neutral particle absorption by electrons and ions. which is representedby the second exponential in (A). The cross-sections used are taken from Riviere /6/. A
constant Zeff over the plasma. radius is assumed.
After the neutral particle fluxes are corrected, the ion temperature can be evaluated along the
injected diagnostic. beam. With this corrected ion temperature prolile Ti, which represents
the true ion temperature. and the ion density profile n... the line-integrated neutral particlefluxes (D are simulated assuming a neutral particle density profile which has constant densities
on the flux surfaces. Then the assumed neutral particle density profile is varied to lit the cal,
culated neutral particle fluxes to the measured fluxes for all lines of sight and automatically
the passive ion temperature is fitted to the measured one.
The passive ion temperature is taken as the slope of the energy dependend neutral particle
fluxes ‘ME). The fluxes are the integral over a real temperature function weighted by the neu-
tral density no and the ion density n.- along the line of sight L (see equation (:ljj. Therefore
this passive ion temperature is a kind of ..line-averaged ion temperature“, which will gene-
rally be different from the real ion temperature. This passive ion temperature is used as an
indicator for the accuracy of the assumed an profile. which will be the result of the evaluation.

Results:
For all investigated NBleheated (400»800 kW) and EClbheated (120»3‘20 kW') plasma dischar-
ges neutral particle density profiles with edge densities and central densities of the order of
1010 cm‘3 and 107cnt‘3 respectively are observed The absorption of neutral particles by
electron, and ion-collisions are relevant only between plasma densities 0(1013 and 10” cm‘a.
For the active ion temperature correction at lower densities no influence is observed, and at
densities higher than 10” cm"3 active evaluation is not possible. because the signal of the dia-
gnostic injector cannot. be discriminated from the passive background signal. in this density
region the temperature corrections are up to »lO% of the temperature value. The correction
depends on the plasma. density as well as the diameter. which increases with decreasing L
values (0.3-0.5) and can be reduced by the limiters (re/Jr t: 12...18 cm). in a typical example
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"_ an NBI heated (TOO ltW) tliSChnrge (B : 2.5 T. l = 0.529. 11,. : T - llimcin’dh

energies of the neutral particles. With the proliles of ion density (Fig. ‘3). electron

(Fig. 3) and density and the calculated neutral particle density profile (Fig.

i] the line integrated fluxes and the passive ion temperature profile has been evaluated and
1
compared with the measurements. The neutral density profile has been varied iteratively

“Mil the calculated and the measured passive particle fluxes agree. Fluxes of high energy

channela‘ in which non thermal contributions are expected are ommitted in the fit procedure

- >dnced assive ion tern eratnre rofile anrees within ‘10 eV, i,e. iUV/{n with the measured
1119 L P a .

O

pt‘O

“e. A sensitivity study indicates the following impact of a variation of the neutral density

file: increasing; the minimum level olthe neutral particle density profile by 10% the calcu-

lated passive temperature increases about 5 eV' or 1.5% in the core. Changing the maximum

level by 10% leads quantitatively to the same result as changing the minimum level. but in

the Opposite direction. If the gradient is varied by 10% the passive ion temperature varies

about 6'2}. If the Steep gradient regions are radially shifted 10% outwards. the passive ion

temperature is drastically inreased (-55%). The neutral particle fluxes are similarly sensitive.

rerr/Gm

Fig. 1: [on temperature actively measu-
red (dashed) and the corrected ion ternpee

rature (solid line). Liiniters dotted in all

diagrams.

ten/Em

Fig, 3: Electron temperature measured by

Thomson diagnostic (points) and profile
tit (solid line).

Fen/CF11

Fig. '2: lon density approximated by
the averaged Z” i ‘7.

~20 O 20

ran/cm

Fig. 4: Neutral particle density profile
(solid line], which results in the best ap-

proximation for the passive ion tempera-

ture profile and neutral particle fluxes.
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The steep gradient regions of the neutral particle density profile coincide within 1 cm Withthose of the ion density profile. The spatial resolution of the measurements is also lcm_The decay length of no is 0.5 cm. This compares to a decay length of 1.3 cm as derivedfrom the DEGAS code simulations of limiter recycling for an equivalent discharge. The Shortdecay length observed seems to require the presence of a. neutral source strongly localiZed Atthe plasma edge near the port of the diagnostic injector (cold gas cloud from the injector},There are two analyzers showing fluxes in full agreement with the simulated ones (Fig. ,5).
The other two can deviate up to a factor of '2. The main reason is the insufficient aSSumptionof neutral particle densities beeing constant on flux surfaces A further reason in separatrjxbounded discharges is the lack ofinformation in the plasma edge on the ion temperature, theion density and electron density.

3
3

‘3 9 10‘U
C\ \x x3 2LL

|~D U 100
3’ fl.):3 E3 3.E .E 1m m

i lt 7000 105 1 1000Measured Flux/orb. unit Measured Flux/orb. unit

Fig. :3: Comparison of neutral particle lluxes between measurement and simulation [or twoanalyzers. The curvature is caused by llnx channels of higher energy because there are non-thermal neutral particles from the NET heating, These are mainly slowing-down particles.The. channels used for the temperature measurement are located on the straight line.

Conclusions:
The procedure described is a simple way, with simple assumptions. ofdetermining the neutralparticle density prolile with an accuracy of 10% to 20% in the gradients and a factor of '2 inthe absolute values. The plasma discharges investigated have typical neutral particle densitiesof the order of 10T cm’3 in the centre and lliwcm‘3 at the edge. The evaluation of neutralparticle density profiles is more accurate for steeper gradients of the ion temperature profilesand can be improved by CXRS measured ion temperatures which complete the temperatureprofiles at the plasma edge. Finally it can be concluded. that the CK diagnostic affords anadditional possibility of nu profile measurements. which can be compared with DEGAS codecomputations. if sufficient information about the neutral particle sources is available.
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/4/ V. V. Afr-osimov et al.. Sov. Phys. Tech. Phys. Vol. 20. No. 1.33 (1975)/5/ V. V. Afrosimov. M. P. Petrov, and V. A. Sadovniltov, JETP Lett.. 18. 300 (1973)/6/ A. C. Riviere. Nuclear Fusion. Vol. 11.36.3(1971)
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[NTRODUCTON

Electron cyclotron heating experiments at the second harmonic resonance in the

compact Helical System (CH3) have been carried out using the 53.2 Gliz. 200 kW gyrotron,

CHS is the i=2, m=8 heliotron/torsatron type device with the specific feature of low aspect

ratio ( Ap 5]/1/. The main objective of this machine is to establish the plasma confinement

database of helical systems at the low far end of aspect ratio. Especially, transport study is

the critical issue. For this campaign. it is of much importance to have well defined power

deposition and its controllability. This capability also enables the control of the

distribution function in the velocity space as well as the real one, which will provide a way

to clarify the effect of loss cone on the confinement. The density clamping or pumping out

phenomena has been reported during high power ECH experiments commonly in tokamaks V

/2/ and helical systems /3,4/ without substantial verification of the mechanism. One of

the possible candidates for the mechanism is the presence of loss cone into which electrons

are accelerated by ECH /5/ .

Here. the microwave complex to focus the power and control the polarization and the focal

point is described with the result from cold test and plasma experiment. Estimates of the

power deposition profile during on and off axis heating and finally, the particle

confinement degradation observed during ECl-I in CH5 and the effort to clarify its

mechanism are reported.

FOCUSING SYSTEM

In order to realize the local heating, the microwave complex for 53.2 GHz is installed on

the CHS. This system is composed of a stair cut Vlasov antenna. a reflecting mirror. a

reflecting corrugated polarizer. and a steerable focusing mirror as shown schematically in

Fig. 1 a). The focusing reflectorjust in front of the stair cut Vlasov antenna is designed so
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as to focus the total radiated power on the reflecting polarizer. The reflecting polarizer 01‘
in principle M4 corrugated plate is set to obtain a correct polarization for the Second
harmonic heating. The steerable focusing mirror transforms the incoming Elliptical
Gaussian beam into the circular one. Low power test of this system indicates more man
60% of input power of TE02 circular mode can be focused on the mid—plane of the CH8
vacuum vessel with the 2.5 cm 1/6 spot size and desired polarization. Fig. l b) shows the
contour plot of the focused power measured on the mid-plane of CIIS.

Fig, l, a) ECH focusing system on CH8.
b) BCtLill profile measured on the position of

CHS mid-plane. Contour lines are plotted
Circular by every 2 08 step.
TE 0: modea)

Plasma initiation Delay Time
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One of the good demonstrations for well defined beam would be the time delay of the
plasma initiation after the application of the microwave pulse, Fig. 2 shows this delay
time as a function of the focal position. The resonance points exist at the magnetic axis
(95 cm) and near the periphery of the confinement region (105cm) in this case.

POWER DEPOSITION PROFILE

Power deposition profiles are reduced from the change of electron temperature and
density profiles at the ECH power turn off. This method relies on the following formula

A130} — [8J2 1111(I,I)T(.(I,I)H
(ziuie,

here, AM") is the local input power difference at time T : it). Time interval 5 should be
sufficiently shorter than the local heat diffusion time scale. Since only single point
Thomson Scattering system is available for the electron pressure profile measurement at
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the moment. it is difficult to estimate the difference of time derivative for a short time

mierVflL Fig. 3 a) and b) show the change of kinetic plasma pressure profiles during ECH

and about 1 ms after the ECi—i power turn off for on and off axis heating. These profile

changes indicate that the power deposition profile is well controlled and is drastically

varied when the focal point is changed. although the time interval of I ms is not

5umciently short. The increase of the pressure at p = 0.2 — 0.5 for the off axis case may

Indicate the diffusion effect for this long time interval. The power deposition profiles

inferred from these data agree qualitatively with the ray tracing calculation which

includes the multirreflection effects on the wall. For more precise estimates of the power

deposition profile. fast response electron temperature diagnostic with high spatial

resolution. for example second harmonic ECE , is desired.

On axis heating Off axis heating
1200 1200 . . . r
1000 _ 1000 - b)-

o i F. 800 _
a 80 : 2"
E 600 j. g 600 —
a - 3 .v 400 ; A 400 _
c : r, 2
E 200 :— ‘l 200 :

0 1 0 .

Fig. 3, Plasma pressure profiles during ECHt‘ open circles) and
those at 1 ms after ECH power turn off for a) on axis and
[3) off axis heating case. Arrows indicate the equivalent
norniarized radius of the resonance point on the midplnne.
Closed arrows correspond to the focal poinl.

Transport analyses using these deposition profiles are underway. The estimate of the

electron heat conductivity gives roughly the same results as those reported previously /6/.

PARTICLE CONFINEMENT DEGRADATION DURING ECH

The degradation of the particle confinement during second harmonic ECH is

investigated by focusing the power on the resonance at about 1/3 of plasma radius. in order

to study the effect of loss cone, two configurations are chosen in which the heating position

is at the inside ( high field side] or at the outside [ low field side ] with respect to the magnetic

axis. In Fig.4 are shown the density profiles for the cases of inside and outside heating

with open and closed signs. respectively. Data points with circles and boxes correspond

to those from Thomson scattering for the core density and fast Li beam probing for the

edge density, respectively. The differences of the electron temperature profile for these
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tow cases were within error bar of the Thomson scattering measurement. It Sliculd be
noted that the density profile is more flat or even hollow and the edge denSity gradienL is
steeper in case of outside resonance heating than those of inside heating. The intensity of
the Ha line normalized by the averaged (tensity as a measure of the particle COnfinernent is
stronger in case of outside heating than that of inside one. These results indicate that the
degradation of the particle confinement or pumping out of the electron density is enhanCed
in the case of outside heating. These experimental results indicate that the degradation of
the particle confinement has close correlation with the confinement of liclically trapped
electrons produced at ihe second harmonic resonance region The particle Orbit
calculation and analysis of the loss region of helically trapped particles for CHS also
support the above statement /7/, More precise and quantitative study is under planing (Q
confirm these preliminary results and the model.

1 I . . . I . 0.1
_ , . _: Fig. 4. Electron dcnsny proiilc“F ‘13 Cluck —y . A measured by 'lliomson

mE '3 - 0.05 (‘9 scattering (circles),
"o 0-6 I ’ CF and fast Li beam probingC _ _ F0 (boxes J.c _ ‘—o 0 4 _ : Open and closed marksin - __i ._ , 1:! _ ... correspond to the case oig 0 2 ‘ El 3 outside and inside.: ‘ _— I u— .I-

- O
- resonance heating.

:3) 0 '. . . I . . l . l . I . . i. . 0.01 :41; respectively.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

SUMMARY

The microwave power from gyrotron at 53.2 GHZ is injected for second harmonic ECH in
CHS with linear polarized and Gaussian like focused beam. Well localized power
deposition profile is inferred from the pressure profile change at the ECl-I power turn off.
The particle confinement degradation phenomenon during ECH is investigated with this
local heating capability. Improved understanding of second harmonic ECI'I plasma and its
confinement is expected by making full use of this heating system.

/1/ K. Matsuoka. et at .Proc. IAEA conf. Plasma Phys, and Controlled Fusion_Nice(1988)_
/2/ D. C. Sing et a1.. 17th Eur. Conf. Cont. Fusion , ECAVol. 148 part 111 p.1133 (1990].
/3/ H. Zushi et a1. , PPLK report PPLK-R—27 (1988).
/4/ F. Sardei et at. 17th Eur. Conf. Cont. Fusion . ECAVol. 14B [161111111471 (1990).
/5/ K. Itoh et at. PPLK report PPLKeR—ZS (1988).

/6/ H. Yamada et al.,18lh Euro Conf. Cont. Fusion, ECA Vol, 15C part II p.137 (1991).
/7/ H. Sanukj, J. Todoroki and T. Kamimura, Phys. Fluids B 2 . 2155 [1990].
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DENSITY PROFILE AND PARTICLE TRANSPORT OF NBIAHEATED PLASMAS

IN THE LOW-ASPECTeRATIO HELIOTRON/TORSATRON CHS

nuchi, Ktlda. S.Morita, H.Yamada, S.Okamura. KMatsuoka, RAkiyama, H.Arimoto,

MHosokttwa. H.1dei, K.Itoh, O‘Kaneko, ’1‘.Kohmoto, S.Kubo, K.Nishimura, N.Noda,

T,Ozal\'iv A.Sagara, S.Sakakibara, H.Sanuki, Y,Takeiri, YrTakita, Cfl‘akuhashi, M.Ueda #-

I.Yamada

National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464701, Japan

*9 Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais, Brazil

and

K Uchino, H. Takenaga, K. Muraoka, M. Macda’f‘

Department of Energy Conversion, Kyushu University, Fukuoka 816, Japan

*Dcpartment of Electrical Engineering, Kyushu University, Fukuoka 812, Japan

1 lnII‘ltfliQn Transport phenomenon is the critical issue in a low-aspecbratio helical

device like CHS against its favorable MI-lD characteristics Much effort has been made to

evaluate local transport coefficients experimentally in CHS for neutral beam heated plasmas.

The electron thermal diffusivity was found to be higher than the neoclassical prediction in the

plateau regime by a factor of 20 to 50‘ The ion thermal diffusivity had less anomaly but had the

same order of magnitude (Xe = Xi : 5 10 mZ/s at l Tesla)rl) The parallel viscosity was studied

experimentally by observing toroidal rotation prolilefll in which necessity of introducing the

anomalous perpendicular viscosity ( momentum diffusivity ) of the order of the thermal

diffusivity was pointed out. The particle diffusivity so far has not been evaluated mainly due to

a difficulty in the determination of local particle sources. Especially in the magnetic

configuration with an inward-shifted magnetic axis, where global confinement time was

optimum in CHS,3) the plasma was wall-limited and strong recycling occurred on the inboard

well On the other hand, a peaked density profile was observed in the inwardeshil'ted magnetic

axis, while the density profile flattened in outward—shifted one.“ Two explanations for the

density peaking are possible; 1) The particle diffusivity is reduced with an inward—shifted

magnetic axis 2) The inward flow velocity is increased with an inward-shifted magnetic axis.

In order to clalify this point, it is necessary to study particle transport by determining the

particle diffusivity and the convective velocity separately. The first effort along the line is

described in this paper, where the relationship between the density profiles and the local

particle transport is examined for the steady state neutral beam heated plasma in a plateau

regime based on new experimental observations of neutral hydrogen density.“
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Fig.1 The electron density and temperature profiles for different magnetic configuration.

2, Dg‘nsilv profile Figure 1 shows a comparison of electron density and temperature
profiles for two different magnetic configurations. The data on the left hand side are for co,injection of the neutral beam tutd thOsc on the right hand side are for counter-injection. Densityprofiles were peaked for plasmas with an inwardshift ofthe magnetic axis for both co- andcounter- injection. The petedness partuneter, which is defined as central density divided byaverage density, was around 2 in this density regime. In contrast to the density profile, the
temperature profile changed little with the magnetic axis shift. In the case oftangential beaminjection, toroidal momentum input drove toroidal rotation. It was observed that the toroidalrotation was damped due to the neoclassical parallel viscosity in the configuration with an
outwardshifted magnetic axis?) Good coincidence between density peaking and the toroidal
rotation velocity was suggested. but there has been no model to connect these two parametersdirectly. Little difference was observed in both density profile and toroidal rotation velocitybetween co- and counter injection, which is different from tokamztk experiments. The densityprofile became less peaked even in inward-shift ofthe magnetic axis when strong gas puffing
was applied to obtain higher densities ( <nc> > 5 x 1013 cm‘3).
1: Neutral density In order to understand the particle transport, it is important to measurethe local neutral hydrogen density three-dimensionally and two diagnostic methods were used.A method of laser induced fluorescence tttned to Ha emission was used to directly measure thelocal hydrogen atom density inside the plasma. HB emission profiles were also measured using
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s arrays ( an it channel toroidal array and two sets of 34 cluutnel poloidal turays
fibre optic

observin‘.l
ved around tlte inboard wall where the vettically elongated elliptic plasma was in contact

poloidal cross sections vettically and horizontally). Strong local emission was

Obsen
with it. indicating that strong recycling occurred there. On the other hand, the emission

profiles were rather uniform at the cross section where the plasma is horizontally elongated.

This is because plasma was detached from the wall in this section, In order to measure the

toroidill extent Of the strong emission near the inner wall, a calibrated TV camera with an Ho.

optiCill filter \ 'as used. Details of these diagnostics and the experimental results have been

reported elsewherefi)

4 l’fll‘lit‘lfi transport The experimental data were extensively analyzed for the plasma with

a peaked density profile in etyinjection case (Fig. 2 (a)) using the particle simulation code

DEGAS. Since it is difficult to simulate the actual CHS vacuum chamber and plasma with

helicall)‘ rotating structure in a toroidal direction. we carried out simulation in two simplified

plasma and wall configurations. One was a simple torus with a vertically elongated elliptic

cross section and the other was one a with horizontally elongated cross section, Each

configuration simulated the neutral behavior at the corresponding plasma cross section. At the

vertically elongated cross section it was well simulated when we assumed that the local neutral

source from the position where plasma touched the wall was three times as large as that from

the uniform source at the entire wall. It was also found that the total neutral source at the

vertically elongated cross section was 2.5 times as large as that at horizontally elongated cross

section. The overall particle source from recycling was determined by the combination of these

two simulations. in which the weight of each was detennined using the data from the TV

camera observing near the inboard wall, In addition to this, the particle source from the neutral

beam was evaluated from tlte birth profile calculation by the use of the transport code PROCTR

NBItCo-tnjeetion) 9t 10 15 2.", Total Particle Flux Particle Dit‘t'usivity
déttHI'HIH'It'j 30010 _"'t'1t"l" t1" l0"'1"'| 'l"‘I

‘Y‘t'ro‘o t3=o.sa'r a E r (s' ) (b) : , .l,‘ .1 [C]
0% Ra.\=92.t em _ - I : LY (m S l 2

if?) . Rerycling+Nlll _

‘1 g . 5 b O Tievl " 20010“ :— """ Recyrling -
’ i V i Y} ‘ ' : ' .

i ' a i\ . I 1 ' _=
2 — t '- -' 100102” _- -: : T

nrt 10'" cm‘fl) ' 5 , g A _

0...t...t...t.t.t..'01015)...1.t.t.t.i...t... O] .tttttit..tit..i...
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Fig.2 (a) Profile data for the. transport analysis. (2) Total Particle flux as a function of minor

radius. (c) Apparent diffusivity D* calculated from (a) and (b).



-MOD The ncuu‘al source in the central region was dominated by the source from the beam. ;
At the outer hall’plasma radius. the particle source was dominated by recycling. The neutral
source from the gas puffing was estimated from the gas flow rate at the gas puffing port. The
recycling rate was higher than 0.9 in this experiment and the contribution from gas puffing was
neglected. The total particle source in the plasma was thus evaluated as a function of the
magnetic flux surfaces. The results tu‘e shown in Fig. 2(b). Particle U'anspot't processes are
often dcsCribed using effective diffusivity and convective inward flow velocity. However,
because we only have experimental data for steady state operation. it was impossible to
separate diffusivity and convective velocity. We define an apparent particle diffusivity D?k as

= ~D""’ grad nu. The radial profile of D”: thus evaluated is shown in Fig. 2(c). The cor bars
in the figure correspond to uncertainty in the profile fitting of the density. 111 these calculations
we assumed Zm- : 1. Even if we assumed only naked carbon in the core contributes to 2m: 3
of a typical value for NBl plasma in this density regime. which gave unreasonably high carbon
concentration, the error for Dr” was estimated to be not more than 50%. Similar measurements
have been carried out for an outwardshifted magnetic axis configuration. although the average
density was one half and the data set was still in a preliminary stage. q'ticic confinement time
was about halfot‘ that in inward-shifted case. When we consider the result and the flattened
density profile, the particle confinement seems to be degraded in the core region for an outward
shifted magnetic axis compared with the inward~shifted one We do not have any data of
neutral density for the countcr-injection of the beam. which is the subject of future work.
E. (Totiglpsion We have evaluated an apparent particle diffusivity Di" for the steady state
neutral beam heated plasma with peaked density profile. Although it does not correspond to a
real physical process. it is a good indication of the global particle confinement chiu‘actet'istics.
It is ticcesstuy to Ciu‘n' out time resolved measuremcnts to separate diffusivity and convective
velocity for the better understanding of the particle transport. which is under planning. The
effect of the radial electric field must also be considered btit is not included in this discussion,

Ag‘knowlgglgrcmgu] We also thank Profs. T. Ohbiki and S. Sudo of Plasma Physics
Laboratory. Kyoto University for giving its a chance to use the tunable dye laser. This work
has been carried out under the collaboration progrtun of National Institute for Fusion Science.
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TRANSPORT S'I‘UDIES ING MODULATION (”7 DIh‘IENSlONLESS

PARAMETERS IN THE ADVANCED TOROIDAL FACIIiI'l‘Yfi‘

M. Murakami. T. S, Bigelow. B. A. Carreras. R, A. Dory. J. B. Wilgen. L. R. Baylor.

C], R. Dyer. A. C. England. D. P. Hutchinson. R. C. lsler. T. C. Jernigan. ll. .li“,

C. H. Ma. S. h'lorimoto“. (f). Molojima“. D, A. Rasmussen. M. Sato“. W. R. Wing.

H. Yamada“. and the ATF Group

Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Oak Ridge. ’l'ennessee. USA.

lV‘lotlulation of dimensionless plasma variables in ECH plasmas in the Advanced

Tot-oidal Facility tATl") torsatron was used to explore anomalous transport mechanisms

underlying the behavior of the global energy confinement scaling. The energy confinement

sealing can be expressed by a leading term that characterizes the turbulence length scale and

a residual term describing the source of the turbulence [ l l. The leading term can distinguish

the short wavelength turbulence tct'irrespondtng to gyro‘reduced Bohm scaling) from the

long wavelength turbulence (Bohm scaling] for dominant energy loss mechanisms. The

earlier regression analyses [2| of the global energy confinement time (‘13. from data in a

mttlti-shot database representing diverse conditions with both NBl and ECH plasmas in

ATF. suggested that the gyro-reduced Bohm scalingi was more closely followed than the

Bohm-like scaling. although the discrimination was not strong. The detcnnination of the

remainingv terms. in particular, the dependences of collisionaltty \'. and beta [5. tended to be

less certain because of the problem of collinearitv of the control variables and also the

variation of other parameters leg. heating power profile shapel. To alleviate these

problems. new experiments were performed in which individual dimensionless plasma

parameters were modulated during single discharges. These experiments have utilized the

unique ATF capabilities of long pulses (up to El) sl anti external magnetic configuration

control.
In order to establish the leading term of the energy confinement. the magnetic field

dependence in the global sealing was studied using second-harmonic EC” (to produce

similar power deposition pt'ot‘ilest at B = 0.90 'l‘ and am T with two different gyrotrons

(53 and 35 GHZ. respectively). Figure | shows a comparison of the experimentally

observed stored energy with the predictions of gyroiBohm and Bohm scaling. The gyro

Bohm is a closer fit than Bohm scaling. as indicated by the smaller variance (by a factor of

" Research sponsored by the Office ol l-‘usinn Energy. US. Department of Energy, under contract DE-

ACTS-8401121400with Martin Marietta tinertt} Systems. Inc.

Ll Pennanenl address: National Institute for Fusion Science. Nagoya Jol-(lldapan
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two) for the gyrtohm scaling The data also show that the isotope effect on confinement
itt ATP is small. possiblt with a slightlv negatne dependence ofatomic mass Ai, in COIttrast
to tokamaks [3]. These l-L H experiments confirmed earlier results [2| that the leading term
of the confinement time is the gyro-Bohm scaling. which may result l‘rom short-wavelength
turbulence.

The second experiment was aimed at establishing the additional depettdences to the
gyroBohm scaling. IE 2 HBV’UBK in a fixed magnetic geometry where Other
dimensionless parameters such as rotational transform and key configuration parameters
leg. magnetic well and shear) remain constant. The experiment involved modulation of
one dimensionless variable t\‘.e: tn [5) u htl keeping the other constttttr This Was
accomplished by simultaneousl) modulating tlte l3(_‘H power and the electron density (“rim
gas feedback) such that fi/n : t 2/3tl'3/l’ lot' vi. modulation and fi/n : (4/9tlTJ/P for [3
[110(ltllill101L both based on the gyro Bohm scaling l’igure 2 shows the time evolution of

”loba] and local plasma parameters in the v, scan. Tlte modulation period (80the resulting
tttst was chosen to be longer than both the energy and particle confinement time. and the
modulation was applied [at U. lo st alter the tltlllslefilztllt)ll‘ttt'V clischargc was established. For
the given I (ll [)tHsLI modulationttP/P :2 25' it the amplitude and fill: tse ol the densitv
leedht'tck demand \tcte adjusted to L'We the specified linc average density modulation (ti/n —
15% it A polat diagram (f 1g. 3! based on Fourier analysis at the modulation lrequcncy

t lli Hz) shows that a mmlnlation amplitude of 50% in v, (at p 2/3) with a negligiblefi‘modulation {1"} ) resulted in a modulation of H5} iti the normalized confinement time.
implying that U, :7 71/0, An experiment \\as also carried out for [l modulation. Regression
analysts on both the v, and [5 scans yields (I. : ~(l. l .‘s‘ and y : +0.36 for the modification to
the gyroiBohm scaling. Using the dimensionless correction from these experiments
provides as good a lit to the ttttllltesltttt MK] and liCH data as did the regression, by
mitigating the ttsual problem of collinearitv of control parameters with "orthogonal”
'tu‘iation ot‘ the dimensionless parameters.

Of the theoretical models compared in Rel: [3] with tokamak data. dissipative trapped
electron mode (DTEM) models (developed for tokamakst give an opposite dependence on
\u to. : +0.4 ). implying that DTEM may not govern the global confinement. However, the
[)'l l\
protiles). A simple Icsislive Mll D ttttbulence model shows that the \t. dependence is close

‘I could plav other roles (ea. core conl'inement or constraining electron density

to the data tit : tl.-l t. but the [5 dependence is opposite to that trom the experiment.
However. a more favorable trend ol‘ confinement with increasing B may result from the
modification ol' the curvature term by [3 selllstabilr/ation. The magnetic configuration
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dill‘lm‘” cxpcriments [~11 Show that the cnergy confinement improves as the magnetic
[1'10 ‘ _ , ,. . . . , ,

ll r'ldlLH expands. as might hc cxpccleil lrom stabilization ot rcsrsnvc intcrchange
we .
turblllt‘mc'

The favorable V, and B dcpcndences (U. = 41.18 i (1.05. and Y z (1.36 '1; (11(1)

Obgerved in thcsc Experiments imply exccllenl prospects for improxing coiil‘inemcni by

”fining thc hauling power (implying higher 13 and higher tcmpt‘rnture) in ATP Long
in
Pu|§e§ and mixlulation tcchniqncs could 13c axed to estuhlish 1h: dcpendcnce oi confinemsnt

on critical stability factors: magnetic shcar. hill/well, and trappsd partit‘le fraction.

Flu-mgrniorc. comparisons with tokamakx and stcllarulors could lead to a bettcr

understanding of [I16 anomalous trunsport mcchunisins in toroidal (lcvices.
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FLuCTUATlON STUDIES OF ECH PLASMAS
IN THE ATF TORSATRON‘
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A principal goal ofexperiments on the ATP torsatron (R : ll nt. 5 : 0.27 m. t“ : mm =-

1 t in 1991 has hcen the study ol‘ tnt'hulent fluctuations in long pulse (1 20 9.10“»
0.3. t, =

: 477 -. l()13cm"l. ’l'm l c ). These plas-
cnllisiunality liCll discharges tB : (W-l T. E.

are macrosctitpically quiet. hut exhibit ‘illlOHlillUUS outward transport tgvt'o-Bohm scal-
mas

atnaks. niggesting that the underlying transport mecha-
jnu) \et‘)‘ tnuch like that seen in ink

nismx‘ in the two types ot‘ toroidal plilfimtm are similar I I I. The flexible magnetic

igut‘ation of ATF makes it possible to change (even during a single discharge) pl'ttpc‘t'r
conf

article confinement ithat are exv
ticswrotational transform. magnetic well. shear. trapped p

pected to influence tttrhulence and transpm't.
The fluctuation diagnostics installed on ATF include a ll

ave FCllCCl(')tttClCl‘. a l'axt reciprocating Langmuir probe tl‘RLP) and a Zrmtn micro
eavyAion beam prohc tHlBP). a

tnicrow
nave scattering div V

agnostic. Together. in

these diagnostics
make it possible to

measure lluctua»
tion amplitudes
and other characi “ ‘
terixticr: from the
plasma core to the
edge. During the
190] operating pee t '

riod. fluctuation “D. 1,} V , , ‘ .7 47].

data from the vari-
ous diagnostics FIG. /, lt’mliul [mime Ufrturmnllmi zlumity titatuunmtt in .-\/F'EL'/l plmmu

have been com-
bined to yield a picture of the turbulence as a l‘ttnction ol‘ normalized radiux (p) which can he

“It. LXS. Department ul Encrg} under Contract DE .~\("tl57.\‘—URZl-1tllt
*Rescarclt fipnnsnrcd h} the ()l'licc ttl' tnn En

\utlt Martin Marietta Energy Systenh, lnc.

‘L'nmputing and Teleemnntunrcations Divmnn. Martin MMllllit Energy Sync-ms. lnc.. ()t Ridge, 'l'N .‘w7tfll. L‘SA.
.
‘csselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY lllh‘ l. l‘S/\
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compared with theoretical concepts (Fig. l ),
The edge plasma fluctuations show characteristics sitntlar to those seen in tokamaks, Dre»

vided the radial position is nonnalized to the radius of the velocity shear layer [Zlv This sup.
ports the hypothesis that drive mechanisms that do not depend on plasma current, SllCl‘I as m-
diation, ionization. charge exchange. ete. are responsible for the observed edge turbulence

In the gradient region, 0.7 S p S (H), the fluctuations exhibit significant radial correlation
lengths LE : 275 cm and no radial propagation (kr "- ()). The measured fluctuation amplitudes
fi/n are smaller than those predicted by simple mixing length estimates by a factor of 240,
but are comparable to amplitudes predicted theoretically [3] for resistive interchange turbu~
lenee driven by the unfavorable average magnetic curvature in this region. Singlceshot con»
figuration variations which vary the magnetic curvature during a discharge indicate that this
region governs the overall energy confinement in A'l'F: global confinement improves as the
volume of the magnetic well region expands. This supports the conclusions of early high-[5
experiments on ATF [4| that demonstrated transient access to the SfiL‘t'HltlrSlllhllll)’ regime for
interchange instabilities.

In the plasma core. measurements using 27mm micrtinvave scattering [SI show features
like those expected for dissipative trappedelectron modes (D'l‘liM ), Signals from scattering
volumes on the smallemstjorradius side of the torus. where helically trapped particles are
well confined, show features in the density fluctuation spectrum for kup5 ~ I that are absent
in the fluctuation spectra measured on the large-majoriradius side of the torus. where helical»
ly trapped particles are poorly confined (Fig. 3!. Operation near the marginal stability condi~
tion for such instabilities could conceivably account for the persistence of llat and hollow
density profiles in stellarator experiments (including ATF) with ECH alone.

Shot 196W512 1:040057“
1
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FIG. 3. Scattering rig/tutti from [aboard and
tIlll/NMU'LI sputtering mitt/mu Ht .-\ H" [(‘II p/tls’mtr l (kHz)
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1 Introduction

.»\ lieavv 1011 beam probe llilBPl has been used to measure radial potential and densitt‘ profiles
in the Advanced Toroidal Factlitv l,»lTFI [t has also hevn used ti» measure densxty and poten-
tial fluctuations at multiple radial locations These measurements have been primariiy made
during ECH discharges. although some data hare been obtained during tieutral-beam-heated
discharges

2 Potential Profiles

Potential profiles have been obtained under a \‘arielv ofconditions during EClI discharges. Fig.
1 shows typical radial potential profiles obtained in ECH discharges With two different values
of the line-averaged densttr. Predicted profiles from a model are also shown. The potential
is measured relative to the ATF vacuum vessel. The lueli deitsitv case corresponds to a line»
averaeed densuv of 1.0 - 10” v‘m‘3: Whlll} thc ltut'»rlenstt'~‘ case corresponds to a Liiteeai'eraejed
densttv of 5.0 ~‘ ll)l2 rm‘3 The trend til the measured prntiles can be described as follows. .—\t
[outline averaged densnies. tho pntential is peaked in the center and is approximatelv 250 tri 300
\' above the pntetitial at the last closed flux surface .—\S the (lt‘tiSltV is increased. the central
potential begins to drop. both iit absolute magnitude and in relation to the edge pntetitial.
Finallv. during the high deiisitv EC'H discharges. a small potential well begins to form. lfsint;
the cxperirnentallv measured electron tlt‘l’tSllV and temperature profiles. a comparison has been
made With the predictions of neoclasstcnl tlieorv. Ihe model used is based on that of Hastings.
et al. 1' , where a self ruiiststcnt field is determined USII'tiZ an ambipolaritt’ constraint on

the nonratnbipolar particle fluxes. The results shown are those obtained using a three-species
model in which one spectes IS an Unett’llkE impuritv tort. lltC ion temperature and ClEI‘lSlIV
profiles needed to perfortti the analrsts are obtained from the PROCTR-MOD code ‘23. With
the central Ion temperature used bettig that determined from neutral particle analvsis. Two
features deserve emphasm. The first is that the overall trends of the measured and predicted
pOECnUal profiles are in agreement: at low tlensitv both have a central potential higher than
the edge potential. while at high densiiv. both have a central potential less than the edge
potential, The second is that the magnitudes of the measured and predicted values can dilier
l)\‘ a factor oftwo or more. This ElllTEt‘t’Ilt't‘ is well abure that ofthe estimated tiiiccrtaiiitv iii the
potential measurement of : '30 \'. An investigation of the sensttivit)’ of the model predictions
to uncertainties in the temperature and densitv ml each specxes and in gradients is underewav.
The trend of the measured putontial profiles as the magnetic configuration is varied is also
consistent Wlth the t’XpCt‘tattDt‘ls of neoclasstcal lllelifl'

3 Density Profiles

The densttv proiile is related tn the St‘t‘fltlrl'drV beam current iiv the equation



Sl‘ -F?I,“ , Balrnm.7:”2.\.tt.exp‘ 7/ mpmitpldl - / itijptrrzipidllFl .st'
where L1, is the detected signal. H is the st-condarv errnsstnn CUClfiE‘t‘lE'nl (if the detector. [mumis the primary beam current. as"? is the effective cross section for Cs" to Cs" electron impactionizatinn. n, is the Plectmn densitv at the sample vnhime. A, is the length at the Samplevnltunei Pi is the lllJECtIl point. 51' is lht‘ samplt‘ vnlume lucation, P2 is the detector point,a: is the total effertive rmss section hit ('5‘ to itFT charge states. 0': is the total CHECEH'Ecross section for (153‘ to other charge states. and 1,” is the arc length along the traJectoryThe subscript 5 indicates Values at the sample vnlumes and the effective crt'iss sections are theionization rates divided bv the \‘elitritv ml the beam runs in a radial sweep of the samplevolumes [4, is retarded as a lunctwn Hf time. which ran he transformed into a function rifnormalized ratiius p. This ECU—latit‘n can be used A" times Fur different locations of the samplevttlume. [living a svstt‘tn L .\' equattiins Since the ahsvilute t'aiue til [NMK is unknown, therelation

i
/ 'Iglilli/fl: ng
.H

is used to untquelv determine the eiet‘trvin v‘lettsttv profile. iviit‘re P is the ntirrnalized plasma,radius. mm] is the electr'm densut: and n, is the line average «lensitv measured bv the 27mmnucrmvave interferometer. Thus. the [irSt equation. applied .\' times. and the second relation.together with a knowledge til the electrzvn temperature prr~iile and the trajettmries of the heavyions allow a unique determination ‘\l the densitv prnrile from the l'llBP signal. using a simpleiterative method, An exampie «tithe densuv prnfili- ubtained Frnn the lllBP is shown in Fig, 2and compared With the prnfiles nhtatned from FIR interi‘ernmetrv and Thomson scattering. Thelargest errors in the HlBP densttv measurement are caused hv errors in the edge temperatureand in the trariectort‘ calculatiuns. The effective (THSS sections varv strongly as a functionof the electron temperature in the range lteluiv .30 EV. near the edge at the plasma Also,uncertainties in the ctmru‘inatvs ml the myritnn point and the detector IJUJI‘M ran introduceerrors in the measurement that appear as a shilt ui‘ the profile tn the p axis

4 Fluctuations

The iHIBP) has also liven llSL‘ti tit measure ilensuv and [JtDIE'ttllal fluctuations in the plasma
from the plasma edge tn near the center, The tvpicai tiensnv tltictuatmn level l'r-r a li'nv-tiensuv1ECU discharge is shown in Pie. 5 Near the vdee ul'the plasma. the rms densttv ilucttiatinn level
in the frequt‘tict‘ range wt ti-ni'itt RH? is apprnximatelv 'J. . H 7 It tzraduallv falls at lOCZtIlnnS
farther lllSlCle the plasma In a vaiue ni' almut ”6‘2 nvar 1hr- niasma center. :\ laree ptitentialfluctuation has been obserVPd d trine tllt‘ :lensttv ramp-tin phase when the neutral beams are
turned on, The llUCtllalliiI‘l is in lilL' Hrdr-r ul‘ litt'l p. inn \' Will} a. frequencv fit" 30 kHz. It ispresent CinlY in sample mlnrnes Insule wl‘ n:it,5 and is hielili‘ cttherent With the llirnm’ llJDp

where nne of
signals. The timertlepentlent hi‘llFH‘IHUT HI- this lint'iuati‘in [5 shown in Fitz.
the ratv HlBF detet‘ttir Signals is ttiutteti \tith the '_’~irLrn iiiteri‘ert‘meter Signal. The fluctuationappears in three distinct bursts aver a DPT'l'ttl «'ilTiil ms as the densnv IS ramped up
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Figure 1. Measured and modeied potential profiles for low-density

and hitdensnv ECH discharges.
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Figure 3. Density fluctuation level in a low-density ECH disharge.
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Figure 4, Potential fluctuation during density ramp-up after the neutral beam is turnedon.
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A GENERAL SOLUTION OF THE
RIPPLE-AVERAGED KINETIC EQUATION (GSRAKE)

(anagram. wD, nines-clean
‘1PPJH‘1L-1TOAlAssociation, in“: NET Tram

£t10.1‘— Planck—Insider! fiil‘ Ptrtsmap/zysik
”15046 Curehing bsz' Jlfftllflttfill. Germany

Abstrm‘t .A A General Solution of the Ripplt-»;\\‘erz1g9tl Kim-tic Equation, GSRAK 1C, is presentt-d

"nut ft>lllt5 are ohtainml for the simple model magnetic field of a sleilnrutor. No assumptions are made

“3101]“. relative sizes of the collision frequency, v. and poloidal ].>t‘ecessiuiiiil frequency. 52, so [hat the

solutifl“ is valid throughout tln- entire tntry-Hm:n-fltc—put/I regime. Tin: solution treats both localizcd

and non-lorulizad particles and thr boundary romlitions fully account for the intcraction between these

m0 classvs of particles. All drift terms prusunt within the framework of the ripple-averaged theory are

included: in particular. for localized particles (2 : 95+ QVH is comprised of both the E x B and VB

preCCESlonul frequencies. The solution is thus equally Valid in the 95 >> QVB and the QE : 0 limits.

A conipariou of the results is also undertaken with those ofthe FLOCS code (D'haeseleer, llilrhon and

Shohvt, J. Comp. Phys. 95, (1991) 117). GSRAK 1'2 results are in good agreement with those obtained

fromrliLOC'S and require only a tiny fraction of the computer time necessary for the latter codc.

The Ripple—Averaged Kinetic Equation for Localized Particles 7 Consider
the simple model for thc‘ magnetic tictd strength of a stellaralor

B/Bo : t— q costi — frt]‘)COSI},

where r, : r/Ho is the inverse aspect ratio. ‘11 is the magnitude of the stellarator‘s

helical ripple and n is the phasc angle of this local ripple. in the [0713ftIlt‘llll-fl'cti‘put/l
regimt‘, where J : '56 ti (It is an adiabatic invariant of a ripple-trapped particle‘s motion.
the guidingwcnter (lt'it-tiliiltt‘tlt‘ cquatiun may be time averaged over the bounce motion
of localized particles to yield the “hounce-averaged" kinetic equation

. 31“,“ . a] .3 of up (I 2 of
(")7 'l' MW + i W : .-t’(t‘i2) at? ("M lat-'3 >

where (I) and (0) are the boun«(Lareragcd radial drift velocity and poloidal preccsr
sional frequency. respectively, and wt” : 11/26}, where 1/ is the 90 degree detlm‘tion
frequcncy. This "‘etfectivc" collision frequency is the frequency with which localized
particles are collisionallyremoved from the hclical-ripple wells. r’t/(lrg) = tlx'tt') and
zttt'e) = StEt/c) 7 t1 — kzjlx'tt'n are functions of the complete elliptic integrals of the
first. 1\’(/.‘)‘ and second, [Ct/c), liinds with the argument being the pitchiangle variable.

t : (rc/nBU — 1+ 6, £059 + (U/t,

with If : mug/‘2 and p : mug/QB. Localized particles satisfy 0 S k2 < l, with tho
limits corresponding to particles trapped at the bottom of a helical-ripple well and to
those marginally trapped, respectively.

The constraint that the particle tlux he amhipoiar generally requires the formation
of a radial potential, (Mr). Given this assumption and the model magnetic field‘ the
ripplciaveraged drift terms for localized particles are given by

(1") = rd shit), (0) : Q}; + Q; cost! -t- 9;.(cos n), It") : —-‘k 3&1 sin 0,



where 0‘, = eT/(tflfli’) is the VB drift velocity (I being the particle‘s kinetic energy ine\'), (cos 7/) 2 QEH'J/Atl') —l and
(tIt/rlr) 154 NJ ()5; fr.0 :—5. Q:—‘ S!:—,“, 4.:V—Q.E I'BU ( r I' (t 571' l 2th h

The Ripple-Averaged Kinetic Equation for Non-Localized Particles aBloeked particles (executing tokamalohlte banana orbits) and passing particles llaVeleg > 1 and are referred to as non»lneu(i:ed particles. For such particles it is possibleto average the kinetic equation over the time it takes to traverse a slngle ripple Well;Le, quantities averaged in this way do not vary over a single ripple but do Change Overlonger scale lengths. The \‘zu‘iahle #1 is int‘onvenient to use for tiOIrlOt'aliZCLl partivlesbecause ol‘ its range 1 < t") «1 xi lusteeu’l. the variable g“, : 1/c will he eniploymLThe ripple-iu'ei'nged kinetic equation may then he expressed

L.
. ”IF,” - m '1 3/»‘1' V». ‘7 e t,_.. , 5'(I‘)( + (9):] t-L‘Kf : L ’1‘” ( (”HTML—j)Ur an ’ 51g?— A'tg) " I Jr!

with (3;; ‘1 a ‘30 NC}8‘:—*%"‘+c '27", i':cu.‘iut} l'—l*.
[130 t tt L) t) J» + e, [\(Ql

1/:
H‘ it 7r '_»7 ,7 q ('1 i -

(y, : + _. 7,: if, ~= “ ”fisniflfi,t) ()R<) M) t tum t)
where t is the rotational transform. Thie is really two equations 7 one 1171' each:ign ul' (0) *7 which will he rel'errerl to as the equatiom for the forward antl backwarddiatl‘lljtl‘llutl l'unt lions (the reason for thin ehoite ull nznnes will shortly heroine tleur),l\‘Iethod of Solution , , The poloitla] dependenee of j' is expanded in Fourier series3

1, an” (mt?) (wilt) r (NM-U): _i 1 + . .1 0 T > J cost) t --(but) “7' Z/JJQ‘J) )jttx‘l 5m -\'r,rxtL’) +
heinD assumed for the localized, l'orwzn‘nl :unl harluvartl clistrihntinn tnnrlions. res )ec-lively One then uhtatns the lolluwing sets (ll ('onpled mutations (llSSLlllllllg that thel‘i‘mriet‘ «nail: is terminated at the U terms)

nl _ 4 int!) ,, ,, int”) r,,'— :‘——¥1‘) = /e ‘ “j" a” .'2 )' a ,mu; ‘ ’f/(Z' “Hz
. , ll ('3) , , A k2 ,rd 7 ($21.: + Q}1<L‘DFII>)‘\, — “Vii/(M3711:Udj<hl+ 3%)”)

7 , , Atk") .[.05 + SZiL(CusI/))),; : Wu (A; + THE”)
for the localized distribution l'unrtion (where the primes t enote (1/(ltl'2) and

i"t A. q f ,(:hfirjfiafi :ttZ/t
3% EN) + , - t3 3 (t / , ,vd(l+Tm — -)Qt9.\j'l- I lL l ESQKVZfZCL31-l

(45);,” = (my)



z:(z,) : uc,,s(fl(2s — ch) — s) z} + mans? i0 2';KM) KG)
{or the forward distribution function with 09 = (ru/H)(7r/K(())‘/ch/25 (the primes
'n the forward equations denote d/dC2). The equations for the backward distribution
inaction are obtained by replacing the f subscripts with b and flipping the sign of all
terms in which (1) appears. These equations are solved by finite differencing (second—
order accuracy) on a mesh With nonuniform spacing. Non-uniform spacing is desirable
as the distribution function can become very localized about [92 = 1 at very«low 1/.
Boundary Conditions — The phase-space flux of particles must be conserved at the
k2 z 1 boundary, i.e. . . ‘

-J£k2f1 = 11(2)! + «745(s
where J: is the appropriate Jacobian. Defining forward as the direction in which
collisionless trapping can take place, the trapping probability, Pi, is calculated to be
consistent with the flow velocities on either side of k2 = 1, i.e. P, : —(Jgk2)/(Jf(2).
It then follows that .15 = —Jf(1 — Pt). To make use of these conditions the sets of
equations must be written in “flux” form; e.g. for the localized equations

W ’I + m[(35%], = C(21)
ud , (0E + mucus mm + wkz, + T5,?) [(17%] = 00?)

(”E + 9h(C°SU))Yr = C(Xe)

when: C(25) is shorthand for the collision operator and the tilde indicates that the
poloidal dependence of .1n has been factored out. Numerical differentiation at mesh
point 71 (where n is the mesh point just below 1:2 = 1 for localized particles and just
below C2 = 1 for forward and backward particles) is then possible using, for example,

{rift-2m] n+1 = [(sizjln + [NEW]
71

Results — The FLOCS code solves the time—dependent ripple-averaged kinetic equation
by central diiferencing on a 2D mesh (0,192) using a time-relaxation scheme. The variable
k2 is used for all particles; a multi-mesh approach (with successively coarser mesh
spacings) makes‘it possible to handle 0 S k S 100 when so desired. To investigate
low-u transport, dever, it is usually sufficient to consider the region 0 S k2 S 3 with
a single mesh. Results from FLOCS and GSRAKE are compared in the accompanying
figures for a stellarator'with q = 0.05 and 6}, = 0.063 in the limit 913 >> (that.
In Figure 1, plots of the sin (9 dependence of the distribution function are shown for
yen/OE = 0.1 (only the results for Y contribute directly to the particle and heat
fluxes); agreement for the other constituent parts of f is equally good. Note that this
excellent agreement is obtained even though the GSRAKE ansatz for f is limited to a
very small number of harmonics. Figure 2 gives FLOCS and GSRAKE estimates of the
monoenergetic diffusion coefficient

D = _;—: (iii/121,1 (a? Y((k7)K(k)+/01(1C2 (K(C)+ @no) (—Ylw) + (5131.2 Pt)yb(C2))}
as a function of collision frequency. Also shown are results from a guiding-center Monte-
Carlo code and from the DKES code (Hirshman, et al., Phys. Fluids 29, (1986) 2951).
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Influence of electric fields on the heating efficiency in the
W7AS Stellarator

A. Tegbsl and F.-P. Penningsfeld

Max-Planck-lnstitut ftir Plasmaphysik,
D-8046 Garching, FFlG

A r : A version of the neutral beam injection code FAFNEFl which now takes
into account a radial electric field is applied to the W7AS Stellarator. With
increasing electric potential (from —5kV to +5kV) the heating efficiency decreases
for co and increases for counter injection. This is different to the W7A Stellarator,
where the confinement of the fast ions was strongly enhanced by negative as well
as positive electric potentials.

luIIllflllQfl-i The presence of radial electric fields Erad can strongly influence the
confinement of fast ions as known from W7A /1,2/ where the ions were injected
nearly perpendicularly (] VII/V | <0.1). In W7AS however, the effect of Erad on the
heating efficiency 11h is expected to be less important because of tangential
injection (I VII/V | >O.75). However quantitative numerical results concerning nh(Erad)
and the heating profile are not available . For a proposed concept of injection in the
w7X Stellarator /3/ with | VII/V | =0.35-0.65 the investigation of this problem is also
of interest.
The 3-dimensional computer code FAFNER simulates the injection of fast neutral
particles into a toroidal plasma and the paths of the resulting ions. The global
efficiency, the losses (i.e. shine through, charge exchange, and orbit losses to the
wall and the limiters), the birth profile and the heating profile can be calculated for
actual discharges. The field configuration, calculated with a MHD code. the
measured density and temperature profiles, as well as the beam parameters are
taken as input parameters. Now a new version of this Monte Carlo code treats the
guiding centre part in magnetic coordinates (toroidal magnetic flux ‘i’, toroidal and
poloidal angle (1) and 6), respectively /4/). The use 01 these coordinates has several
advantages, mainly the separation of the slow motion across the field lines from the
fast motion along the field lines and the natural representation of quantities which
are constant on magnetic surfaces (e.g., the electric potential, densities, and
temperatures). Additionally the energy conservation is inherently fulfiled.

Electric field and guiding centre orbits: For simplicity and comparison with /1/ the
electric potential is assumed to be V(‘t’) = V0 - (1 — ‘l’ /‘t’b ) . ‘l’b specifies the
outermost flux surface (effective radius r=const - W , rb=22.30m). In thercase of
W7AS injection (full particle energy E0=45keV, ion species mix E0: E0/2: E0/3 =
0.5: 0.3: 0.2) it is found that even a relatively strong assumed electric potential



lV0|=5kV (|i=500V/cm) does not change the orbit topology of passing panjcjes_
This is different to the case of nearly perpendicular injection in W7A, where thetoroidal plasma resonance plays an important role /2/.
The orbits of fast ions shown in Fig.1 are the outermost closed orbits in the sensethat particles starting outside this region cross the plasma edge and therefore arelossed particles. With increasing VO (from ~5kV to +5kV) the loss region increases
for co injection and decreases for counter injection. Because of the largergyroradius this effect is stronger for smaller B—field strength. The presence oflimiters (rnm=180m<rb) additionally enhances the orbit losses.

co injection counter injection

(K. direction of direction atinjection injection
""" 5 kV
— 0 kV

+5 kV

Fig 1: Projection of last ion drift orbits onto a poloidal plane for different electric potentials, typical initialkinetic ion energy EO/2=22.5kev, vH/v = +0.85 and -0,8510r counter and co injection, respectively

£0; The dependence of shine through, charge exchange and
orbit losses (including limiter losses) on the line averaged electron density indrare shortly discussed. Taking the input quantities from shot series 13556
(indr=9-1015cm‘2) and scaling only the central density the following results are
obtained (Fig.2). Orbit losses are nearly independend (4%—8%) on indr for coinjection but increase from 5% to 30% with density for counter injection (outward
shift, see Fig.1). At high densities Indr>3r1 O15cm’2 the orbit losses are dominant for
counter injection whereas the heating for co injection is very efficient (nh>90%). in
the low density region indr<1~1015cm‘2 the heating is mainly limited by shinethrough losses. Also the charge exchange losses are enhanced (>10%). Thus theefficiencies for co and counter injection are approximately equal at low densities.

Influence of an electric field on the heatino efficiencv: The effect of an assumed
radial electric field is discussed for a shot series at full (50:2.56T1 shot series
13556 ) as well as at half magnetic field strength (30:1.26T: shot series 17916). As
known from measurements a positive VO can be excluded nevertheless these
results are presented for completeness also.
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dependence on fndr for V0=-5kv (Fig.2): For co injection with its inward

1mm the simulations for V0=-5kV yield approximately the same results as for
5 |
V ,OKV. A small deterioration of the efficiency from 75% to 65% is obtained in the
0'
”mar case for lndr>4~1015cm'2. In the low density region the co and counter

hiatirtg efficiencies are not affected by an electric field (more central birth of ions).

00 VD-=-5kV
GO V0: OKV

counter Vo= 0kV
Fi 2: Heating efficiencies as a

counter Va: 5W
junction of the line averaged

density Jndr with -5kV and
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Fig 3: Heating efficiencies in dependence on the electric potential for two shot series

2. dependence on V0 (Fig.3): For co injection at full field (80:2.56T) the heating

efficiency is nearly independent of V0 even at very high electric fields (jV0|=10kV).

For counter injection the efficiency increases nearly linearly with Vo‘ At half field

operation, is. shot series 17916 (Indr=4.5-10150m'2). the electric field has a much

stronger influence on nh. The efficiency increases from 30% to 70% for counter

and decreases from 95% to 60% for co injection. The dependence of the outermost

closed orbits on the electric potential gives an qualitative understanding of these

results (Fig.1). E.g., for co injection the area of the loss region increases with VO

causing a decreasing of 71h .
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3. Balance of kinetic energy: With the power Pneu of injected neutral . the heating
power Pheal , and the power losses Ploss the quantity gkin = (Pheal + Press) /Pneu -1
is a measure for the transfer of potential field energy to the kinetic energy of the fastions during their guiding centre motion (Ekm+Epm=Etot=const). For W7AS this
energy transfer is of less importance (e.g., shot series 17916: lgkml<12% for
|V0|=5kV and lgkml<3% for [Vois2kV).

4. Heating profiles for shot series 17916 (Fig 4): For V020 a comparison of the
birth profiles with the heating profiles clearly shows the inward shifting for co and
outward shitting for counter injection. The strongest influence of the electric field onthe heating profile is found for counter injection and negative potential. In this case
the loss region as well as the outward shift are enhanced. For co injection andV0=+5kV the increasing inward shift is dominated by the increasing loss region.

I5 ' l I 1,5 I I
a #17916 co #8 17916 counter
U

U — birth A birth—- O .—
E o heatVD:-SKV E o healVo:-5kvU U ‘ 72 iu—‘.‘\" E! D heat Vo= OkV , g 10 1‘\ D heatVoe NW
5 o A hea‘Vo=+5kV E n A heatVo=+5kV
; k e \
3 Q 2 0to {D ‘x
U A A \ ‘U A A \
h A ~ o,5~ \2 ”5 A A s D An
3 A o 8 U B eA n e 0 ° 0 o o o o a o

n0.0 I u t ' 0,0 I I I l '—'—'—rU 5 l0 )5 20 25 0 5 l0 i5 20 25
effective radius [cm] effective radius [cm]

Fig 4: Birth and heating proliles for ditterent electric potentials for co and counter injection
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CI-LANGE OF ADIABATIC INVARIANT IN TRAP—DETRAPING PROCESSES

IN STELLARATOR

S.V.BULANOV, S.G.SHASHARINA

General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,

Vavilov Street, 38, Moscow, Russia

Low—collisional transport in stellarator is governed by the

locally trapped particles and the so-called transition particles which

collisionlessly change their orbits from the locally trapped to the

toroidally trapped and vice versa /1/. To study the transport of these

particles we need to solve the drift kinetic equations which, in the

stel larator. case , are

dr/dt = vd(£ts1'n(9)+16ts1'n(l)), (l)

dB/dt = (vb/r)((dEh/dr)cos(9)+(d5t/dr)cos(1))+QEl+ u/qR, (2)

d¢/dt = u/Ry (3)

where v = HBO/Rx) is a gradient drift velocity, 0) is a gyro frequency,

Q: (dV/dr)/rw is an electric drift frequency, V=e¢(r)/m, with

u (HE—#3))”2 being the parallel velocity,

B = Bo (1-6tcos(9)—€hcos(16-Mb)) the stellarator magnetic field, d1 and

9 toroidal and poloidal angles, at and Eh the toroidal and helical

modulations, R = R0(1-Etcos(6)). This set of the equations is three

dimensional. That is why introducing the adiabatic invariant, J, which

eliminates one degree of freedom is of great help here,

J=R95ud¢. (4)



ThL‘ main difficulty arising at calculation of J is connected with the
finite rotational transform. l/q. through which the angles are related
to each other. 6 : (ii/L] + const.

This relationship makes the evaluation of J quite difficult. That
is tthfs the regular procedure to evaluate J wa-a propoged only for the
Case of negligibly small l/llq /2/. The other approaches /1.3/ used
approximations for B.

ll'c propow here a regular procedure to evaluate the correctiOns to
the invariant J (in comparison with that found earlier /2/) taking
into (lC-L‘OLll'lL the relationship between the toroidal and poloidal angles.

The main idea is to introduce new (fElSL and glow) variables. X and ,5.
no. longer related to each other.

1: i’U—Jfii. \ : {(Ifi/Lj)-U)/(1—l/\lq). (5)

touring- in B onl) the filNl. order ternm in //t‘/M. we reduce equation of
motion. R (lib/tit : n. In

(iii/tit V/J : 1—505 {,I’lflA-m', (6)

whis i: similar to the energy integral of the nonlinear oscillator
equation of motion. The Change of adiabatic intariant due to the
separatrix crowing has been evaluated in the cases of "fast" and
”slot-t" crossing in /-l.5.6/. and here we present the application of the
approach (le\eloped in /6/ to the case deacrihed by ((3).

in Eq.(6)

AA : A — l A mt . a :unlsinflv)! .

A = (E—uBOH—Etco.s(s))/u80£h , no: Et/qJEh t l )

,_ _ 1/.1_t — K —n . r — t (R/M) (#BOEh/ .
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The locally trapped particles satisfy AA > 7 JIM. We imply that

a 2 MA] << I which means that we are interested at near separalrix

behaViOY of the locally trapped particles in stellarator. Expanding

I +...
the solution in d. j' y + _\‘ . yields

0

3H.t
)3): 4 en‘ctgre l —

5“]: C(dyD/dt) + (dyO/dt ,1 f {/AA — ”(7 _1‘0)/(dr\'0,"tft )' ,Jdr

The alw'mptotes of [he solution at I -+ \ are

I
= : 110)l I” a +\\) (AA/S) J. )‘11’1 » —w —{(A:\+JIM/ a) v"

of pnrtmlu .u‘e (lg-final by

gOL'S IO “

The: Lurning point: the locally trapped

dr'VLJflAIA/m : 0 as T . Thib gives

41%)L 71 —11/:) [INJJ/IAHJIml )V(1/2.! 1n(.;J/|A.\| 2.1

Thu invariant then wilds

1/3 ,.7-RWHOC h) /‘ll} .5.J (

a
50:? (dyO/dt) dc 10.

r
7

Si: 4{ (dyD/dt/ ((IyI/drl (fr

‘1

(l3)3 A_l {1 3
"C - I1 1 40171

In the scparatrix (AA : 73101 ) Value of the immlanl.

J:J‘.
particular.

is

15 : (16 R (uBochfl/j/M) (I-(TICX/S) 1.). L [mm/1m. (l4)



Thus‘ we rigorously derived the longitudinal invariant for the locally
trapped particles in stellarator near the separatrix. We 3180
investigated the case of deeply trapped particles and found that the
effect of the finite a are not important there. With the help of
Eq.(15) we evaluated the trapping probability: /1,4/

2:h(dvyar) £h(dvydr) n no
p = ~ Q a +1 + ctg(s)(L+1) (1uBo(dth/Hr) uBO(arh/ur) srh ’ 5)

Q — 4 my 6 )I/Zm'e dr)/(E mm»: ) (16‘ 0 h h/ r h ' )
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1JARTICLE BEHAVIOUR OUTSIDE THE LAST CLOSED MAGNETIC SURFACE IN

a‘ DIVERTOR STELLARATORS.

F.Alladio, P.Batistoni, A.Mancuso

Associazione EURATOMsENEA sulla Fusione, C.R.E. Frascati

C.P. 65 - 00044 Frascati, Rome (Italy)

Reduction
.

The stellarator approach to controlled magnetic fusion offers the well known

antages of net toroidal current free, steady state operations as the rotational

uanSfDrm necessary for the magnetic toroidal confinement is provided by steady

currents flowing in external windings. Usually stellarators are characterized by high

aspec" ratios (A>10), however the exploration of more compact aspect ratios is

interesting due to the reduced winding size and the higher use of the magnetic field

Vomme. However, the combination of toroidal effects with the helical ripples of the

magnetic field raises concern about the alpha particles confinement, necessary for

steady ignition. Recently /l/, investigations have been made on the amount and the

spatial distribution of direct collisionless losses of alpha particles in stellarators

With varying aspect ratios 3<A<lZ. The studied configurations have been idealized

stellarators with l=2 poloidal winding number and with helicoidal surface currents

distributed on circular tori, flowing with constant pitch in toroidal coordinates, that

means a higher pitch in the outside and a lower pitch in the inside of the torus. The

choiCB of this winding law has turned out to be a rewarding one since it has allowed

a fully analytical treatment of the 3-D vacuum field and has permitted an easy

access to low aspect ratios. The parameters of one of the most interesting

configurations so far considered are: R*/a*:2.15 as the aspect ratio of the surface

current distribution, A=4.35 as the plasma aspect ratio, M19 as the toroidal winding

number, taxis = 0.108 and tedge = 1.15 as the values of the rotational transform at

the axis and at the edge respectively. The toroidal field has the usual ideal form

EURO/R. All the configurations are characterized by very low ergodicity of the

vacuum field, strong shear at the edge and pronounced separatrix features. The

modulation of the magnetic field strength due to the helical ripple is constant along

the field lines.

adv

Divertor Characteristics
Figure 1 shows the Poincare' plot of the magnetic structure of the A=4.35

stellarator configuration at ¢=0,Zrz/4M and Zn/ZM. The quite ordered structure of

the magnetic field lines around the X—points of the closed magnetic surfaces points

out that the so obtained configuration can be viewed as a stellarator endowed with a

divertor. Regions of chaotic magnetic field lines seem to be present, conversely,

outside the last closed magnetic surface far from the divertor region, in particular

on the outboard of the torus.

Orbit Calculation
A collisionless orbit calculation, based on the Boozer /Z/ coordinates (1y,00,_\‘),

(where Zmp is the toroidal magnetic flux, 60 is an angle which labels the field line, 3'

is the generalized magnetic potential) has been performed /l/. The use of Boozer

coordinates is particularly suitable for studying the drift orbits in the complex field

of a stellarator since the slow motion across the field lines is well separated from

the rapid motion along these lines, moreover it requires only the knowledge of the

magnetic field strength and of its derivatives. However the disadvantage is the

restriction to integrating particle orbits within the last closed flux surface since the
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Fig 1: Vacuum magnetic surfaces of the
A =4.35 stellarator configuration at t' :
0.2n/4M and 2n/2M. The circle marks
the toroidal surface upon which the
helicoidal currents flow.

Boozer coordinates are not defined outside this surface, while a correct evaluationof particle losses requires a realistic modelling of the boundary. The magnetic fieldstrength B is represented in Boozer coordinates by Fourier decomposition B=B0 2p_Spam) cos[p9—q¢]; 15 harmonics have been kept for this configuration. It has to beremarked that in the low aspect ratio cases the helicity coefficient is comparable_ with the toroidicity coefficients. So far only the vacuum field (Zero [1 case) has beenconsidered for the computation of alpha particle containment. In the ORBIT code,the particles are started with a random uniform distribution in pitch, toroidal andpoloidal angles and with a radial birth distribution given by (l‘ilJ/lyedgelz. To obtain areactor relevant estimate of the confinement capabilities of the studiedconfigurations, the normalized Larmor radius of 3.5 MeV alpha particles has been
fixed to pL/<a> = 0.02. which means Bo<a> = 14 T-m, where <a> is the average minorradius. Particle orbits are followed up to a preset time limit, typically 100 t, where[=2JIRD/V is the toroidal transit time of a passing particle, or until they cross theplasma boundary (1. e. the last closed flux surface). As a first step the aim of thiswork has been to determine the loss cone and to study the orbit behaviour outsidethe last closed magnetic surface. To do this, when particles cross this surface, theirorbits have been further followed by means of a Lorentz code.

Alpha Particle Orbits and Confinement
in a helical/toroidal field particle orbits can be roughly divided into threegroups: transit particles with vn/vi>max[(2€h)“2, {2591”}, toroidally trapped particleswith (Zchll‘QWH/Vid250W if E[(\y)>8h(lp), and finally localized particles withV||/VJ_<(ZEhll/21 where ch=(a2,M(w)/so,o), 8t=(8—1‘0(q;)/80'0). This classification is
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t artificial because of the possibility of transitions from one orbit type to
This is particularly true for high energy particles since their drift orbits

deviate from the birth flux surface and hence experience varing ripple
mplitudes along the orbits. in the A=4.35 configuration it has been found that

almost all the toroidally trapped particles become become helically trapped when
:10v in the external plasma region. Moreover in this configuration all the
helicalli’ trapped particles are lostY as well as the transition particles. With

mcreasmg aspect ratio the toroidally trapped particles tend to disappear, and the
localiZEd particles are better and better confined. Toroidally trapped particles may
be subject to helical ripple induced stochastic diffusion leading to significant

delaYEd losses. However this effect is not important for the configurations that we
have studied, with low to moderate aspect ratios, since the trapped particles are

rimarily lOSt by orbit conversion into helically trapped particles. The prompt

COllisionless losses are as high as 17% for A=4.35, yet the aspect ratio A27 is able

to provide an almost perfect containment with Em,m294%. For the A=4.35 case the

1055 region is almost symmetric around vu/v:0, while the same region becomes more
and more asymmetric towards the vH/v<0 (counter-streaming) side, as a result of the

fact that the deeply trapped particles are better confined than the marginally

trapped particles as discussed above.

50mewha
another.

largely

' Orbit Behaviour Outside the Last Closed Magnetic Surface
At the exit on the last closed magnetic surface, the escaping alpha particles are

found in narrow helical strips which closely follow the X - point path /l/, when it is

in the inner or upper side of the torus (n>9>n/Z), as the toroidal magnetic field B0>0
has been selected. This loss distribution depends on the constant minimum B

contours and is also a consequence of the fact that the trapping occurs in the inside

of the torus (since in the high field side the particles have smaller V'l)' The tori

Where the helical currents flow have been assumed as boundaries for the escaping
alpha particles and two different situations have been studied. In the first one the

surface CUrrents are very close to the plasma. In this case the escaping alpha
particles are strongly focused in the X-point region /1/ for all the aspect ratios
considered, i.e. far from the coils that would generate the corresponding torsatron
configuration. In the second case, the currents generating the configurations have
been moved far from the plasma (see Fig. l) leaving the closed magnetic surfaces
unchanged, and the space between the last closed magnetic surface and the currents

has become much larger than previously. Here the escaping particles emerge from
the plasma region as they are on the inner side with respect to the X-point and move
along the inner separatrix tails as in the previous case, but now have sufficient

space to be reflected, cross the X-point private region and reach the other
separatrix tail (Fig.2a). Here they remain trapped and start to drift following closely
the X—point, typically along one field period (Fig.2b), eventually jumping from one
separatrix tail to the other at a turning point. This mechanism is observed in the

majority of the escaping particles. Thus, although it remains to compute whether
these orbits are stable on longer time scales, they are observed to remain confined
in the X—point region without reaching the walls at least for a few bounce periods.
The particles which emerge from the last Closed surface in the inner side of the
torus (i. e. close to 631) also remain trapped in the X-point region, but their drift

motion is not toroidally limited to one field period (see Fig.3).

Implications for a Stellarator Reactor Design
The loss of a fraction of alpha particles in a fusion reactor has implications

both for the plasma power balance and for the wall loading. The total losses and the
spatial distribution of lost particles has been found to strongly depend on the
boundary location and in any case is affected by the presence of X-points. If the
boundary is close to the plasma, the particles which are not contained within the

last closed magnetic surface reach the wall with a strong focusing on one separatrix
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tail. This fact opens the possibility of
reducing the damage to the supercon-
ducting magnets and even the chance of
exploiting the charged fusion product
escape for direct electrical conversion.
The strong focusing of the escaping
particles implies that a limited space will
be required to collect the related flux.
However the computed direct losses are
rather large when compared to the
tokamak case, and increase dramatically
with decreasing aspect ratio. However the
fraction of lost trapped particles is not
direclty related to the aspect ratio, but
rather to the closing of the contours of Fig 3: Top view of the orbit of an alphacostant minimum B in the plasma region. particle trapped on one side of theThe approach of optimization of the mag- X-point, outside of the last closednetic configuration has been successfully magnetic surface
pursued by the Wendelstein VII-X design
team /3/. In the Wendelstein VII-X case the remarkable properties of the quasi-helical symmetry permit a strong reduction of the toroidicity coefficients 5-1’0(1y)/60‘0(1,u) with a corresponding improvement in the fast particle confinement.However this method seems successful only for A>10 because of the difficulty ofobtaining such optimized stellarators with coils that are sufficiently far from theplasma at lower aspect ratios. On the other hand, the results found in the presentwork show that in standard stellarator configurations with low aspect ratios andwith pronounced separatrix features, the alpha losses can be strongly reduced byconfining the escaping particles in the X-point region. Although many importantaspects still remain to be studied, such as the effect of finite B, the importance ofcollisions and of diffusion, these results could perhaps relieve the most critical issueon the road to low aspect ratio stellarator/torsatron devices, i. e. the losses ofcharged fusion products.
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MODE ACTIVITY AT HIGH PLASMA PRESSURE
IN THE STELLARATOR WENDELSTEIN W7-AS
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’T'f W7-AS Team" , ECRH Group”, NI Group***

Max-Planck—Institut fijr Plasmaphysik, Association EURATOM-/PP
0—8046 Garching, Germany

Introduction - W7-AS is a low shear modular stellarator (R : 200 cm, a 5 18cm),
in which low order rational values of therotational transform c are aimed to be excluded
from the confinement region. The stabilisation of ideal Ml—lD modes counts mainly on
the existence of a magnetic well In the vacuum configuration. Experimentally, coher-
ent mode activity is found in a wide parameter range by several diagnostics. The high-
est amplitudes are observed during NBI: i): beam driven modes [1,2] with frequencies
N 20 , 401cH: in the lower density and ,1‘3 regime (77C g 1 - 101407173, (13) S 0.5% ),
and ii): modes with frequencies S 10 kHz in the high density, high H regime (n5 2,
2.1014012‘3, (3) 2 0.8% ). The highest-,3 plasmas are achieved with boronized walls
at B : 1.25T by creating a target plasma with 2“” harmonic ECRH, which is then
heated by 1.5 M'Vl" NBI with balanced injection. The second type of mode activity
is presented in this paper and is discussed on the basis of stability analysis predictions.
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Fig. 1. Measured and simulated X<rdy modulation due to a low frequency
in = 3 made during NBI and high ,3 ((fi) 2 0.9%, PNBI 2 1.5 Jl/IVV).

Mode Characteristics - The experimental observations are based on X-ray fluctua-
tion measurements with the W7-AS X-ray camera system. The relative amplitudes of the
signal modulation reaches typically A/A : 20% from which modulations of the plasma
density and temperature of ,S 10% can be inferred. The observed rotation frequency of
f : 4 . . . SkHz can be explained by the diamagnetic drift in the direction of the electrons
(which is opposite to the beam driven modes). The excitation of these modes octurs

*,** ,*** see HartfuB. this conference



above a threshold of the plasma pressure corresponding to (/7) 2 0.8% in a narrow bandof the vacuum boundary rotational transform ((a) which isjust above the Value of a loworder rational value. One of the experimental aims of the X—ray imaging system is to iden—tify particular rational surfaces by radially localized measurements. The measurements,however, are not always consistent with predictions of the + profiles. if a close loealiza.tion of the MHD activity at the resonant surface is assumed. In contrast to the beamdriven modes at low density the modes discussed here are pressure driven, since they decamuch slower compared with the decay of the fast ion component after NBI switch—off.
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The highest ,3 values are obtained in the vicinity of r : 1/3, where m. = 3 modescould be identified, and in addition 777 : 5,2 and 3 are seen around a = 2/5,1/2 and 2/3.respectively. In low fl-plasmas characteristic phase reversals occur in the X—ray fluctuationsat particular locations in the plasma cross section. These nodes are the consequence of theline integrated measurement, by which the perturbed emission cancels out along the line of
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ht. The number and-location of thenodes is used for the determination ofthe poloidal
ode number m. At high {i’ the Situation is more complicated, since typically the signals

"L 595 are shiftEd continuously from one side of the plasma to the opposite (see left side
ofiig‘ 1) and no clear maxima or nodes are seen in the radial profiles.

sig

Mode Simulation with Inclusion of Equilibrium Effects - The observation of “slid-
'n phases” in the soft X—ray modulation has been explained as a consequence of the hor—
‘ontal outward shift of the inner magnetic surfaces against the outer surfaces fShafranov
shift)l3l' Although, resulting from a stellarator field optimization in W7<AS, this shift has
been reduced by a factor of ~ 2 compared With a conventional stellarato'r, the plasma center
can be shifted by ~ 5 cm at low rotational transform (-t ~ 1/3). .Tl'HE can be seen from
figures 2 and 3, in which the change of the eqmlibrium topology induced by the plasma
Pressure (Pfirsch-Schluter currents) as predicted for the vacuum configuration and the fixed
boundary equilibrium code VMEC [4] are compared with tomographic reconstructions of
the soft X—ray emissivity, which is expected to be constant on the magnetic surfaces.

Fig. 4. Topology of an
m = 3 mode assumed for
simulation of X-ray sig-
nals (5 rotation angles).
The straight lines indi-
cate the viewing chords
across the mode struc-
ture, which is squeezed
at the outside due to the
Shafmnov shift.

From flux conservation considerations the eigenfunction of the mode varies slowly in
poloidal direction, where the magnetic surfaces are compressed and vice versa. A simple
model, which uses model surfaces similar to the calculations, has been used for a simulation
ofthe measured X—ray oscillations. The mode structure is assumed to be localized between
two unperturbed surfaces and the lengths of the different line of sights through the mode
structure was taken as an estimate for the perturbed signal at different poloidal rotation
angles of the mode. Fig. 4 shows the mode structure used in the model for generating the
simulated signals shown in fig, 1 (right), which are in good agreement with the observed
signals (left). In particular. the structure in fig, 4 illustrates, that two signal periods (in
the case of an m : 3 mode) occur, as the mode propagates from top to bottom of the
plasma cross section. In addition, the direction of mode rotation can be deduced from
the simulations. At high rotational transform, where the Shafranov shift is considerably
smaller, the observed X-ray modulation shows again the characteristic phase reversals in
accordance with the expectations from the equilibrium surfaces.

Experiments with Relation to Stability Analysis Predictions - The global ideal
MHD stability has been investigated with the code CAS3D [5] for a few W7-AS 3D
equilibria, as calculated with the VMEC code. In the presence of a strong vertical field
(Bz/B ~ 0.02) the magnetic well in the vacuum configuration becomes marginal. In
this case the modes are predicted to be more unstable compared with configurations with
lower vertical field (Br/B ~ 0.015) corresponding to a magnetic well of 0.5%. ln both
cases the vertical field leads to a significant inward shift of the plasma column (~ 6 and
~ 4.5mm, respectively). For pressure profiles, which are similar to typical measured pro—
files, the m : 3, n = 1 mode was found to be unstable for equilibria with the resonance
of the rotational transform a : 1/3 inside the plasma volume. The unstable modes are
fairly well localized around the resonant rational surfaces. In most of the cases they are



also inside the region of violated Mercier criterion. The calculated perturbed. . . . Pressurecontours of the m : 3 mode In the marginal well case are shown In fig. 5. This mOdestructure exhibits similar features underlying the simulation calculations of the modulatedX—ray signals (fig. 4). In the unshifted configuration, the magnetic Well is of the Orderof 2%, but although this case has not yet been analyzed in detail, modes with low Ordermode numbers are expected to be ideally stable in the experimentally accessible fi-range,

//®

/ \\ Fig. 5. Perturbcd pressurep 1 = -P6E‘due to an m = 3 mode, calcu-ll [riled for (‘3) = 1.1%, 1» 21/3I
and marginal vacuum well withthe code CASS’D. ((5 .' scalar
displacement out of the mag-\
netic surface s). In poloidul\
direction contours represent 5‘maximu and J? minimo, respec-/ tiuely. In radial direction the’ made is usually localized Close\ to the rational surface («6 =
1/3).

The threshold of the MHD activity found in the experiments seems to be below thepredictions of the initial ideal stability analysis calculations. In order to study the effectof a varying magnetic well and varying shear on the mode amplitudes, the vertical mag.netic field was varied in the experiment in the range B:/B : 0.0015...0.0145 keepingall other controllable parameters constant (in particular {(u) and the plasma pressure).No significant change of mode characteristics was observed. The shear was varied by ap—plying toroidal currents (3 41:4) in both directions induced by the OH transformer, Byadjusting the vacuum rotational transform, +(u) was kept constant. Again, however, nosignificant dependence of the mode amplitudes was detected. Possibly, the effect of thesetoroidal currents on the i profile was too small. A reliable knowledge about this profileis an important issue in any case, since additional internal currents (usually bootstrap-and beam driven currents have to be compensated by small Ocurrents in order to geta configurationally stable situation) can lead to modifications with respect to the equi-librium and stability predictions. Therefore, further studies are required on the basis ofwell documented experiments and more realistic input parameters in the stability analysiscalculations. Although sometimes very pronounced mode activity is observed, this does notlead to any confinement degradation, and it is believed, that the present operational rangeis significantly below a hard stability ,5 limit.
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FINITE ION GYRO RADIUS STABILIZATION OF

AL MIID BALLOONING MODES IN OPTIMIZED STELLAItATORS
IDE

.J. Ntilrrenberg L.-J. Zhenu

Ma..\'-Planclt-Institut t'iir l’lasmaphysik

[PP—EITRA'I‘OM Association. D78Oklti Garehing bei NIiiuChen

The stabilizing (-tlects of a finite ion gyro radius (IVGR) have been known for a lon‘rjr

limC~ Since gyrokinetie theory and the ballooning representation were developed. an

cxpl'ESSiO” tor this cited in tokamak ('onfiguratious became available from the kinetic

appl'O'dCIl /l/. litter: similar results have also been obtained [mm the two-lluid approach

/2' 3/ whirh will be used here.

Optimized stellarators /-'l/ have low shear, the increase of l [mm the Centre to the

boundary being z 1/0. The ideal MIID ballooning modes tend to be localized in one

pel‘iOd' ot the configuration [rather than being toroidally extended) and the t3 limit. is

determined by the competition between the local bad-curvature drive and the average

curvature although this is smaller than the loral one. hi the lmv-frequency regime the

FGlt efICt‘t is non—oscillatory and norrnegligible compared with the averagecurvature

term so that one may expect. a stabilizing ell‘ect,

This problem is treated within the framework ot Braginsltii‘s twoilluid equations

/5/. In the louvtrequency regime. the continuity and momentum equations of the two

fluids , together with Maxwell's equations are used to construct an lYlRanodified energy

principle in general 3D configurations (a subsidiary largeiaspect ratio approximation is

only employed for the treatment of the gyroiviscous stress tensor) for localized modest

As a first application‘ the ballooning-mode equation with FCR modification is obtained

from this principle for 3D equilibria.

The basic set of equations is obtained Irom Braginfikii‘s two-lluid equations without

resistivity. in the zeroieleetronanass limit, and with the qi.1asi-neutralit_\' Condition instead

of Coulomb‘s law

a_\ +V (NV) # 0
0i ‘ ' ,

—VP + J x B — V-H. : Nari“
(11‘
V

—VP; + qN(E + V x B) — v .11 : Mild?
C

V x B — J
a

V x E = g
()t



where IL is the ion—gyrovisrtous pressure tensor. defined in [13]. r] the elementary Chargeand other symbols have their usual meanings. Those Without subscript denote the quan-tities ot' the single lluid. Here the energy equations are not included; instead thefluid responses will he obtained from
Various

B.VP,::U. B-Vi\":0
the first one ol~ which entails B - E : 0. The e<iuii|ihriuni [low is given by Via; : VD + VP7 the equilibrium diamagnetir and E X B flows with VD : BETEt/Di/U/GJVO)BU >< VS andVB : Bu’lrltiu >< Vs (’ : d/ds, t5 the tlux label) and V - VI) : 0. EnuililJriumweloritvrelated \‘isrosity and inertia are neglected. Perturbed quantities are denoted by l0\\'f‘r~casoletters rl‘he perturbation of the triagnetie field is expressed as b 2 V X (ft x BU) whichcorresponds to the gauge BU ~ a = 0 with a the perturbed vector potential /6/ Theresponses 6. [16‘ if). n are given by

e : 7g X B 7- VQ. pl. = 7f“/’(: (with E = E - VS)‘ If) : —f°(£’l. 11: 76°1V'.(
Here and later on 7 the subscript o for the erltnhhrium [lllfllltlllCS is omitted. The.relation between '0” and 1U. is obtained from the continuity equation

r 4:};5NB - V% : fivv .1v + Adda“? + V - V5“ — it - v.5).
Parallel momentum balance yields

t 9B - vpi : 41:3 . V5" 7 B . vm — Nit/jB - (7’7
With OtV - vi) v OtV - figé) (see below) ~ Qt £) (limitation on field emnpression forU!unstal'nle modes) L'H/Lp ~ Ottufi) is obtained so that 7 with OtB - V711 )fifltNilflB - ‘fl—zl’),,, : 7:517
is obtained for the ion pressure response in the low—trequeney regime a) < ZFl/E/Lp withd the plasma H. t; the ion thermal velocity. anrl LP the period length. The perpendicu-lar momentum balance is tedious and here greatly simplified with the approximation oflocalized modes [[Vsl’ltB X Vs) - Vfl ~ BIVsl‘IVs - Vfi > B - Vfi] which leadsto (B X V5) - V€_| : 7B X VS“, In the l0\\'»|‘requenc‘\" limit this yields

(75,1 B X V1); B X V6) 05¢: _ i—d“ L‘:g V-V im 0/, l ([i\‘B3 l B1 m + 5
With this result the inertia term in the momentum balance becomes J\Ul]i(% + V- V)QEi,which only leads to a frequency shift tor marginally stable modes. This shows that withouttaking into account the gyro—viscous stress tensor" the equilil’irium electric field and theHall effect make no contribution to the stability When the gyi‘o~\‘iscous effect is takeninto account‘ the situation Changes because ofv 'a ‘ vm w iii/iAun- _ V .v E nut/iv . K.=\ — -V-‘(ar‘L D l 9N3! + D V B3 qB‘evl ” m
for localized modes and (17%‘37B >< V(—'v - V131) + (V - Wilt = Otc)r\’d~]i%’~7 with 6 theinverse aspeet ratio.
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Tliel‘Pl-OI'LV when inve1‘sv—aspectrratio order contributions ol tho stross tensor are no-

wl‘pL‘IldiClllaf inoincnt um balance yields
aleded lilol .7 r

+1/JVD'V'lVE'Vl‘lMVD'Vl’IlEL = wet-VPHbuxB
.Villi ll ii!

that tlu‘ following Cnergjr relation rcsnlts
so a 1 "’ . , . ,

XM/ [(07 + SVD 'V 4* VB ' V) Ell ‘l" 3 ‘6” MHD ~ (”lion
. \‘ _ _

with Dll‘nHD the familiar MIID part and 6“"l : 1/.1;\"i\l;f‘»(VD - VELd the stal'm

11;n 176R contrilnition.

Deriving the ballooning-umde equation from the energy principle is a trivial extension

of pl‘L’ViOUS work /7/. The ballooninganodv equation for marginal modes can then he

“Title“ in lln“ form /5/

_ . d1“ _ V . ( '3 _ .
Ll:{a’1[l+(?fo+ that} + (1.) a + DH" + 0,. (L7) .r‘n + (as + (3)117 : 0

dc} (lC) l

, ”I ., -n 6'2 - . - .
will] (7.1:. : 1/1;\I;i\‘ fiflfi) - V)” Riv l/ZFE.‘lM'I—j:§:(.‘llpf—:)l; hero film. 15 the local .‘3 Value , xl

the aspt‘d ratio. a the plasma radius, and p; the local ion gyro radius.

Results for optimized :stcllaralors (see Fig. l) as well as tokamalts (sec Fig, '2) Show

that a significant stabilization of thc ballooning mode occurs for poloidal node numbers

Up with HP? R: 0.3.
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43
0.00 ' 0.02 ' 0.04 'Ym ’ 0.09 ' F10

Fig. 1: Ballooning solutions Without and with FGR stabilization in an n —» 00 ideallyunstable Helias equilibrium with bell—shaped pressure profile at L,- = %. a is the
normalized magnetic coordinate 0 S a S I on the closed field line. The localvalues all} and [3' are approximately 0.06 and 0.16 , respectively. Alp? R: 0.3 is
obtained from the definition of Cm.

Fig. 2: Ballooning solutions without and with FGR stabilization in an n a Do ideallyunstable Tokamak equilibrium at Lr = 41,1310: z 0.017331;C "NV 0.071, MP? 7% 0.4.
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LINEAR MHD STABILITY COMPUTATIONS IN 3D PLASMAS

. A. Cooper, Y. Nakzunura‘, M. Wakatani‘, R. Gruberl, S. Merazzil, D. V.
Anderson° and U. Schwenn”

Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas,
Association EuratomACOnfédération Suisse,
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale do Lausanne,
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W

The equations that govern the global and local magnetohydrodynamic (Ml—ID) stabile

itvPm-ties of three dimensional (3D) plasma confinement configurations constrained
[0‘ have nested magnetic flux surfaces With a noninteracting hot electron species are

resented In the absence of hot particles, the, model reduces to the ideal MHD limit.

SpeCifiC applications presented here will concentrate on the 10 field period LHD tor-
satron device and toroidal ripple effects in the JET Toliarnak within the ideal MUD

model- Applications to problems in which an energetic species plays an important role

will be deferred to future work.

The energy principle within a plasma with a noninteracting hot electron current layer

can be written as [1,2]

6Wp = é/f/im [02 + rplv . 512 _ Dig . V512], (1)

where the vector C corresponds to a modified perturbed magnetic field. the second term

describes the compressibility of the plasma, D constitutes the MHD instability driving

ternL E is the perturbed displacement vector and s is the radial variable the labels the

magnetic flux surfaces. 'We introduce a modified Boozer magnetic coordinate system [3]

(539.95) applicable to plasmas with anisotropic pressure and expand the perturbation

as S B x We J(s) .
5: WE vn‘fi+77? + [W77 * 4B) (3)

where fl is the Jacobian, a is the firehose stability parameter of anisotropic plasmas

[4]I KMs) is the equilibrium toroidal magnetic flux function and J(s) is the cfiective
toroidal plasma current function determined from K = VX(aB). The components of
the perturbation are {5 = 5 - Vs, r, and it. The perturbed magnetic energy contribution

is decomposed as fiC-‘Z : fiCSC, + fiCDCg + @0l where the the components

in the contravariant representation are

,, ,7” 6:“ ,SaefiC _ fiB-VE_[P(5)60+¢(.)8¢, (3)

a , 8e 1 ,. ImjpB , ,
fit?” = 3—; - ‘4' (fig — 55 [032W (5) +W+ap(5l‘1’(5)]y (4)

a a . J 5 ' 3
Jim : 73—: _ ‘H’la‘i — 22—, [a3%"(.) + —(_l)n|‘— topl(s)¢l(s):l. (5)

The poloidal magnetic flux and effective current flux functions are denoted by \I/(s) and
[(3), respectively. The prime denotes a derivative with respect to s. The components of
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C in the covariant representation are related to the contravariant components thrOUghthe metric elements ggj. The instability driving term is
7

B2 ' -B l 2 3 ' -fiI) : \l/Vi'2 (“:92 ) + filgisll _pl(:)6_\/S§ + [III/(3)“)!!(s) _ q”(’)“‘”(5ll (JPBQB) (a)

MENU) 1; u , fl the the .ip - B p’(s)B,+(“x/532) [WSW (5171(5)‘; (5)l+(\/.9_B'Vl{[1lulfi +Jlslfij ”IVSIZH'Z + ?}

Imposing the incompressibility constraint eliminates ,u algebraically from the PTOlJlem,The application of a Fourier decomposition to 455 and 17 in the Boozer angles and a finitehybrid element discretisation in the radial variable reduces the problem to a spacialblock pentadiagonal matrix eigenvalue equation that is amenable to solution with aninverse vector iteration technique, as implemented in the TERPSICHORE code [5]_

Applying the covering space concept [6], we derive the 3D ballooning equation

3{ [0p + 0309 _ a) + CM _ {Wig} + (1 _ ,\)[d,, + cw _ (ml/Y = o, (7)89 86

with eigenvalue /\ in the Boozer magnetic coordinates. The coefficients are
C 7 9—”. _ OBS

” ‘ «3 WWW (a)
, _ q'(5)‘1P'(3) J(5)B: _9;aC“ ‘ 2 Ms) [Mimi “it ‘9)

l J 5 2or, = LésR/gzilawsfi, (ID)

i, = —[;,:::,2l——”5 iwlll
i A ,B= diatom-V07) (12)

where q s = (1‘1) (11'. The Mercier criterion obtained from the as rmptotic anal 'sis isI) 3

1<hq >< dp>—</z.q ><dq>+<hqdq >+< hq ><hqd§> —< hqdq>2< 2‘ (13)

where hq = l/C‘q, dq : —q’(5)jp - B/B2 and < f > denotes the flux surface average of
f. A detailed derivation of this formulation will be published elsewhere [7].

The ideal MHD stability of an LHD torsatron configuration (once considered as the
standard operating configuration for the device, with its magnetic axis shifted inwards
with the poloidal field system by 10 cm) is summarised in Fig. 1. The pressure profile is
chosen as p(s) = p(0)(1 — s)2 and the toroidal current vanishes Within each flux surface.
The MHD stability stability imposed by the low 71 = 1, 2, 3 families of modes all yield ,3
limits close to fl '1 4.95%. In the LHD device, the rotational transform L : 1 surface lies
inside the plasma. In terms of ideal MHD behaviour, this constitutes one of the essential
features that distinguishes it from the ATF torsatron. As a result the low 7:. structures
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D are fully internal in nature‘ vanishing close to the plasma—vacuum interface (.‘ven
in LH
“lien
first 11

thr‘ conducting wall is placed at a great. distance. The Mereier stability indicates a
”stable domain bounded by 0.5% S If S 2.2%. A semnd Mercier 1.11 'Lable domain

compasses the. region where the magnetic shear vanishes in this tc: . atron devicethat en ' , .
.5 ”wag-pd at ,3 > 3.6%. The stable domain between the two unstable regions is not
i a» . . . . . , ~
,lcmflllv fully stable. Mermcr instability persmts but only very lcuzally about resonant, .
airfacet‘ With rational rotational transform values within one period (1;. : 1/1S. 1/17.

l 15. 1/15. etc). it could be argued, however. that local flattening of the pressure pro-
der tllllltty\\'1lll('ltlt altering significantly the t’mlnwflip about these surfaces would rt:

that could be achieved. Localised ballooning, modes become unstable at .7’ = 1.33": and
main unstable to if >- 5 . without any indication of second stability. The dominant

llc *- .
ballooning structures are localised about magnetic field lines that cross the outer edge
“f [110 prolate tip-down symmetrn' eross SPCHOIL The ballooning modes- on the more

P of the oblate Lip-down syntinetrie cross(.Um-triit.iniial field liners that. cro . the outer ed!r
st-t'tI’l l‘m‘ii'ollle unstable when ,3 > 347% and inn’iose the inner stilliility boundary at
3 > 4‘): in Fig. 1. The large variation of l'lflllufllllllg "tability i'i'tiin Iield line to field
line callE into question the applicability of ballot'iiiing stability predictions based on the
stellarator expansion method. The poloidal lield design in the LHD device permits~ a
gigniticant enhancement of the magnetic well through an outward shift of the magin‘tic
axial The magnetic well ‘an play a big iiiip;\<‘t in the stabilisatimt of loenliseil pressure
driven modes to improve the predictions of the SD ideal MHD model that we present
here. On the other hand. the outward axis shift deteriorates particle confinement and
erodes the quality of the outer magnetic flux surfaces. The flexibility of the [.HD dry
vice should allow a quantitative experimental evaluation ot the tradeoi‘t between MHD
stability versus particle confinement and flux surface fragility to determine the optimal
operational conditions in torsatrons.

The effects of toroidal field ripple on ideal XlHD l‘mlloonin: stability in .lliT are
investigated with a simplified model in which the toroidal coils are inliniielj; elliptical
[S]. Si:>lli:(,iiisistelit 3D tD equilibria are ralculated with the V.\ll:fi.(.' code l'll The
pressurt.‘ 1.>rolile is bell-shaped to model the l‘l—inode and the toroidal current profile is
prescribed as rounded box-like in shape. The magnitude of the ripple tlt‘ln‘lttls‘ on the

reteness and on the gap between the coils and the plasma. The critieal {1 value
(.5 in which the

coil d
as a function of the inverse number of mils is shown in Fig. 2 for ca
plasmaicoil gap is 20. 3t]. 40 and 50 cm. “lith 3'2 Coils, the «'3 value is virtually unaltered
when the coil plasma. distance exceeds 30 cm. “‘c 16 coils. the Critical ii degrades
when the gap is smaller than 40 em.

'lx'yoto Univ Japan; lGASS/ ‘ "'3', Manna. Switzerland. iIMHEF/EPFL. Lmh'anni‘. Sicily-Aland; °t§lilttL‘/LL3\‘I..
l)l\'L‘|'|nOX'L', USA; ‘MPIPP, (inl‘Clllng‘ l-‘IKG.
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STABILITY BOUNDARIES
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Figure 1: The MHD stability boumlarics in the LHD torsatron imposed by global low n mod-25, Mercier
modes and ballooning modes,
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INTERCHANGE MODES IN TORSATRONS AND HELIACS
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W
A stability condition for localized perturbations applicable in principle to torsatrons and

heliacs (but not excluding to extent it to other kind of stellarators as, for example, Helms) will
be developed | l].

The criterion is be obtained by expanding the equilibrium quantities around the radial
position where the second derivative of the volume is equal to zero (V“= 0). Then we evaluate
the Mercier criterion and solve the ballooning equation.

The reason to choose this particular point is the following. It is the transition point from a
mgion with magnetic well to a region with magnetic hill, and unstable stellarator configurations
have unstable regions around that surface. In this way it will be found in this region the
minimum of the Mercier criterion. That minimum must not be exactly where V": 0. This is the
reason we do the expansion and we do not evaluate just the criteria on the point where V" : 0.
With this approach we expect to gain insight on the unstablilizing mechanism for stellarators.

In contrast to other methods, like the stellarator expansion, no average is done in any
generalized toroidal angle.

After fixing the notation, we will determinate the quantities necessary to evaluate the
criterion and the algorithm to obtain them, We have tested the algorithm by applying it to
axisymmetric configurations in the large aspect ratio limit and to helically symmetric
configurations, where analytical calculations are possible. Next, we consider a general [=2
stellarator [2] with an undefined number of periods and an [:2 stellarator modelling the ATP
torsatron. In the last case, the analytical and numerical results were in good agreement up to a
<B> of 15% approximately. Current effort is devoted to heliacs.

Coordinates

We work in magnetic coordinates 0,9,6), where s is the flux label and (9,6) are
generalized angles. The contravariants components of the magnetic field are:

5 1 , 1 ,B :0 39::[Fp(x)—3¢AH] 35=W[F,(s)+a,/t,]
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We will assume Fourier expansions in the (9, c5) angles relating geometrical coordinates
(R,<D,Z) to magnetic coordinates (339,6)

Equilibrium

We assume the following equilibrium quantifies are known:
- Flux functions FT'(s), [3,:(3), [’(r), J’(s), p'(.s‘)
- Fourier coefficients Rm(s), Zm(s), (Emu)

From the condition J‘ =0 we obtain the following differential equation for 13(3, fig);

864% lgl+gm(8§5 ly)—2g0§(a;5 ag)+ A(s. 9,5)[aflafl + F;(i~)]+ Bo. (ADM/13 — FP’(3)]=0
as.aasffltaga)—%tmnnatal-7a;a)w/E
mag???(aw/E}gj;f((9§fi)+(ag gun—8025.5)

After resolving this equation it is possible to calculate all the quantities involved in theMercier and ballooning criteria.

Large aspect ratio Tokamak and straight heliac

As first example we consider the case of a tokamak with circular magnetic surfaces andlarge aspect ratio, with the Fourier coefficients ordered in terms of the inverse aspect ratioparameter:

R(S,6)=RO(J')+R1(J)C059 R0(J‘)=1/E R6(S)=‘\/E
Z036): R](.s)sin0 [310921 RII(S)=1

(1)::

- , R'(s) 16(3) AT d : ,0 EF . L— 'oor er VIE we obtain A“: ) T(§)[R,’(s) RoUJsmG

As second example we use an analytical helically symmetric equilibrium [3] with circular
flux surfaces in the 2 = const. planes. Assuming a Fourier representation for 13(5, 9) :

13(5. 6)=i 12'10) sin :16
n=l

we can obtain analytically all the Fourier coefficients,and we see that l$'(s)=0(l / n) .



Large aspect ratio [=2 stellarator and heliac

One of the simplest 3—D magnetic surfaces are those of an stellarator with 1:2 in the
winding law. In this case the parametrization is as follows:

R(.\‘,9, 5):Rn(s)+r(s)+rk(s)cos(9 ~ N5)

Z(s,6,!§)= r(s)—r,,(s)sin(9—N§)

and the correspondent ordering is an extension of the former mentioned for the Tokamak.

R0 “/3 N :1“: ”Re = 5 ’7‘ /"="/E N:number0fperi0ds
rzl R.,’=«/E r’=1 r/=«E EEr/R0<<1

A large aspect ratio is required for a fast convergence of the series but moderate plasma
aspect ratio devices, like ATF, are well described with few terms (taking into accountjust the
[:2 contributions to the total magnetic configuration). For this case, the equation for law, 0,§)
gives:

My,a,§)=A$’2’(s,9,zj)+ag’(s,6,.§)+...

2R3 ’—2R3 ’+V’ NR '— 'F’,(‘) R0R(,'rsin9+ 0"" “’2’“ 2 “)3 0W” rhr) sin(29—N§)
V (s) r N +4RD

ig’(s,9,§)=/tg’.,o(s)sin 6 + lg’t.(s)sin(0—N§)+/l(§)r.(s)sin(39~N§)+2.2).,1(s)sin(49—2N§)

12’”(S.9.§)=

We obtained all the equilibrium quantities from VMEC code [4] and they were used to
evaluate the integrals involved in the Mercier criterion by two methods, using the analytical
expressions and by numerical calculation. The quantities here compared are:

"" ’2 iii—53> ”" 4 = <§> <->= {$910235

The values given to the parameters for the last surface comes from a simplified border of
ATP in order to adjust to our parametrization requirements, that is, 12 field periods, a major
radius of 2.1 in. and average plasma radius of 0.27 m. At low B (0.2%) we obtain a good
agreement as seen in the figures.
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- °»" ‘ o 0.2 1.1.4 0.5 0.5 ‘Hldlul Rldtus
Fig. 1: Results for analytical and Fig. 2: ResuILs for integral
numerical calculations for the integral #4,The number of radial poia is
#1.A total of 50 Fourier modes were 31.Here they appear more
employed in the equilibrium calculation concentrated near the boundarywith VMEC. , because VMEC's surface label is the

toroidal flux.

But for <B> >1.5% both methods are increasingly different as we increase the plasmapressure. This happens because our parametrization of the surfaces is too restrictive (teesimple). For instance, we could release the condition that forces R and Z to share the sameFourier coefficients. This is the way to describe a heliac, increase the number of modes used inthe magnetic surfaces which leads inevitably to more complicated equations.

[1] A. Varias, J.A. Jimenez and N. Dominguez, APS Conference 1991,
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc, 36, 2R17 (1991) 2310.

[2] S.P.Hirshman, Private communication.
[3] P. Merkel and J. Niihrenberg, Comput. Phys. Commun. 31 (1984) 115.
[4} SP. Hirshman, W.I. van Rij and P. Merkel, Comput. Phys. Commun. 43 (1986) 143.
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IDEAL MHD STUDIES OF THE TJ-IU TORSATRON

C. Alejaldre‘ E. Ascasibar, L. Garcia, A. Lopez-Fraguas, A. Varins

Asociacion EURATOMVCIEMAT para Fusion

B. Carreras and N. Dominguez

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Introduction
The TJel Upgrade device is a 6 periods, [=1 torsatron with a total number of 5 coils.

The 6 turns, helical coil has a major radius RU: 0.6 m and a minor one of 0.24 m. The

helix pitch is not uniform, it follows the law:

2;: 1/6 ( 6+ 0.4 sin 0)

where Cand 9 are the usual toroidal and poloidal angles.

Figure l
T!-IU coil Cmifiguration

TJ—IU intents to fill up the gap until the main device of CIEMAT, TJ—II, becomes

operational. For this reason, very smngent conditions were imposed upon the device,

namely: simplicity of construction, it had to be built at CIEMAT workshops, it should

use all the available TJ-l tokamak systems (power supplies, hall, control and data

acquisition system, and therefore its name), it should be small and with a low magnetic



field (0.5 T) to lower the cost. Figure 1 shows the final coil configuration. Initialoperation of the device is expected in June 1992.

0.40:\F0‘02 The strong modulation0.38: —n— {It‘s/tail (3;?) of the helical coil produces036: '0-00 a deep vacuum magnetic0.34:
well that is the mainA 0.32—~ ' -0-02 A stability mechanism in the:3: 0.30 — E machine since its shear is5:; 0.28- --0.04 g almost negligible. See fig.0.26: 2 where the vacuum iota0.24 : -v0.06 and magnetic well profiles0.22

obtained from a field line0.20 -0.08 following code are shown
' I ' l ' I l l

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Radius (FL)

Figure 2
Vacuum magnitudesfor the reference case

for the configuration with
the magnetic axis at its
”standard" position,
0.58 m. For this referenceconfiguration the current settings are: Ihc = 280 kA, Ivl’aex = ~ 122 kA. IvLin : - 49 kA.

The average radius of the last closed magnetic surface inside the vacuum chamber is<a> = 10 cm. The average toroidal field at axis is 0.52 T with a magnetic ripple of7.6%.
Equilibrium and Stability Studies
Using the fixed boundary version of 40
the 3D code VMEC [l], cquilibria for
two different configurations of the 30 _
machine have been obtained and a
sequence of zeroinet current cquilibria ,

20- —D— Toroidal
—o— IHelicall

has been generated. Figure 3 shows

Sh
ift

(fi
t)

the equilibrium magnetic axis shift for
the standard configuration, and figure 10 _
4 shows the flux surfaces at four
toroidal positions for the standard
case and <B> = 2%. It can clearly be 0 2 4 6 3
appreciated the Shafranov shift of the 8(0)
surfaces and the helicity of the Figure 3

Torm'dal and helical shifts when the pressuremagnetic axis. The position at increases



Figure 4
F[wt surfaces of the standard cmzfiguratt’on at <j3> = 2%forfour toroidal

positions. M : ()9, 15", 309 and 459)

2;: 309 corresponding to the most triangular cross section is the chosen for microwave

injection. The pressure profile used is the usual p cc (14102 , where (I) is the toroidal flux

normalized to l at the edge. The two configurations considered are the “standard” one for

which the parameters such as plasma volume, magnetic well depth. etc., have been

optimized and the “inward" configuration, characterized for a position of the magnetic

axis in vacuum shifted 6 cm. towards the axis of the machine.

The equilibrium quantities obtained have then been used to evaluate the 3-D Mercier

stability criterion for local instabilities [2]:
DM=DS+Dw+D1+DG 20 _.

where DS gives the

0.10 contribution of the shear, I

a Dm (“=1 '0 Dw 15 the conmbutton of l

o Drn <f3>:1.5 90°00 the magnetic well, D1
. I Dm <t5>=2.022 °° . ‘ tj

o Dm <t5>=3.029°° 0 gives the contribution of f
A o . r
:5 °°°,° 0 net currents and D0 is the i.

3:, 0.05- 9 ° contribution of the l
L- o o

.3 ° 9" a geodesic curvature. A
I . . .

a“; ' .III' '5. ° posttive DM satisfies the
E III“. I i

.ooo.......~ . ° stability criterion for

Mercier modes. Figure 5
. l

summarizes the results ‘2‘

0.3 0.5 0.7 0-9 obtained for the standard .

Radius configuration. It shows l.

Figure 5 that it is stable to Mercier ‘

The Mercier criterion (BM) in arbitrary unitsfor several modes for the whole
values of the pressure versus radius.
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(b) Inward configuration
Figure 6

B-min contours for two TJ-IU
configurations

radius and pressures considered even
at <B> = 3%. The valley in the
criterion at average radius 0.4 is due to
the passing through a lower order
resonance of the iota profile that should
flatten the pressure profile. We have
chosen Mercier modes for our [3
studies since they have been shown to
give a limit to the pressure in other
torsatrons [3].Nevertheless an study is
under way to check the TJrIU stability
to ballooning modes. From the Mercier
studies we can conclude that the B-limit
in TJ-IU is well above the achievable B
value for the 200 kW available initially
of ECH heating power, although the
possibility to inject 600 kW of [CH in
a second phase will force the plasma
stability to its theoretical limit.

This stability picture changes
dramatically when we push the
magnetic axis inwards, toward the
center of the machine. The stabilizing
vacuum magnetic well is destroyed
and the configuration becomes unstable
to Mercier modes even at very low
values of the pressure. This strong
stability antagonism between both
configurations, will permit us to

experimentally check the influence, if any, on the stability of the machine, of the amount
of trapped particle population that as can be seen from figure 6 changes considerably in
both configurations.

REFERENCES
[1] Hirshman, S.P., Van Rij, W.l., Merkel, P., Compt. Phys. Commun. 43(1986) 143.
[2] Bauer, F., Betancourt, 0., Garabedian, P., Wakatani, M., The BETAEquilibrium, Stability and Transport Code, Springer-Verlag, New York (1987)[3] Carreras, B.A., Dominguez, N., Garcia, L., Lynch, V.E., Lyon, J.F., Cary,J.D., Navarro, A.P., Nucl. Fusion 28 (1988) 1195.



PROGRESS IN THE STUDIES OF URAGAN-ZM

STABILITY AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

N.T. Besedin, D,L. Greliov, LM. Pankratov, O.S. Pavlichenlx'o,
AvA. Shishliin, ArV. Zolotukhin

Institute of Physics and Technology, Kharkov, Ukraine

CDBeidler, J. liililinger, H, Maafiberg. F. Ran, H. Wobig

il‘lar—Planek-Ins/iiut fiir Plasmaphysik, Gare/Ling, Germany

B.Av Carreras, N. Dominguez, V.E, Lynch
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Construction of the new experiment URAGAN—‘ZM has been completed recently at

the Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology. (URAGANQM is an (7 : '2 torsatron

with H! = 4 field periods, 16 TF coils and (5 pairs of VF coils; the major radius of the

device is He : 170 Cm, the minor radius of the helical windings is ah : 114.5 cm and

the maximum value of the magnetic field strength on axis is Bu : ‘24 ltG.) Theoretical

efforts to support the upcoming experimental program have been continued and lead to

the new results described below (previous results may be found in References /l-3/).

(1) NIEI‘CiEI‘ Stability 7- Using a more accurate model of the URAGAN-‘ZM

helical windings (‘20 filaments for each of the two half poles which comprise a single

helical winding as opposed to the 3 filaments used previously) it is found that for

parabolic profiles h'lei‘cicr stability is improved up to peak beta values of ’30 : 3%

(instead of the 1.5% obtained previously /'2/) for the so—called “Thin" configuration

which has a rotational transform r > 0,5 and an average plasma radius of n : 23.3

cm. Reducing the plasma radius to it : 15 cm, 9'30 : 5% is limited by equilibriui'n

constraints By increasing the toroidal field it is possible to realize the soacalled “Fat”

configuration with 4: < 0.5 and with (1 : 94—29 cm. This configuration has access to the

‘2nd stability regime for Mercier modes at low (30 values when narrow pressure profiles

are realized, as is illustrated in the two frames of Figure 1‘ In the left-hand frame, the

Mereier Criterion is shown for several values of [30 as a function of normalized radius

assuming the pressure profile P : P0(l — s)“, where s is the normalized toroidal flux.

For .50 > 1.6% the configuration is Mercier stable at all radii and becomes increasingly

more stable as [3 increases. The rightahand figure shows the radially localized regions

of Mercicr instability (i.e. D,” < 0) for the pressure profile P : P0(1 7 s)2; the second

stability regime for Mcrcier modes is obtained for [30 > 5%.

(2) Variation of the Neoclassical Transport 74 Significant variation of the

neoclassical transport level in URAGANJZM configurations is possible using unbalanced

currents in adjacent pairs of toroidal field coils to produce a “Low Mirror” or “High

Mirror" in IB| on the magnetic axis. This was shown for the “Thin” configuration in
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Reference /1/ and is illustrated for the. “Fat" configuration in Figure ‘2 of this Paper,
This tigure compares the actual magnitude ol' the configurations helical ripplg (In With
its effective helical ripple for 1/1/ transport, <c1,> (the etl'ective helical ripple is definedso that c), :<ch> for an ideal singlehelical-harmonic stellarator). AS this figure Shows,it is possible to achieve large variations in <€h> among these configurationS, especially
on axis. This variation has a significant effect on the expected plasma parameters as is
indicated by results for the “'lliin” configuration from the 1-D transport code TEMPL’
given in Figure 3. The temperature profiles shown in this ligure were calculated f0].
a typical EUR-heating scenario under the assumption that electron transport may be
described as the sum 01' neoclassical and anomalous losses (the anomalous Contribution
being given by an empirical formula which has been found to describe W Vii-AS
discharges); ion transport is taken to he neoclassical. These results predict that the
peak electron temperature may be varied in the range 1.0 keV < 716(0) < 1.7 keV_

(3) The Bootstrap Current — As Figure 3 also illustrates, the bootstrap current
is strongly ail'ected by the choice of magnetic field configuration. For this particular
simulation with an FJCRH power input 01' P”, = 100 kW, peak values 01' the Current
density are found to be 25 A/cnr2 (total current a 1.8 ltA) for the Low Mirror Case and
-t A/cnr" (total current k 1.6 liA) for the High Mirror case. This analysis is based on
use ol' the Dl\' ES code /~i/, a numerical solution of the drift kinetic equation.

This control 01‘ neoclassical eil'ects (transport and bootstrap current) through
variation of the current ratio in adjacent pairs of TF coils has quite dill-erent properties
than the well~l<nown approach of using vertical field coils to shift the plasma column (a
method used successfully on the ATP and CH5 experiments). The latter method results
in a significant. change in the harmonic content 01‘ (BI which is accompanied by changes
in the global magnetic properties (cg. rotational transform, shear, vacuum magnetic
well) and thus the MHD properties of the device. In contrast, the redistribution of
TF coil currents in UltACiAN-ZJVI changes the magnitude of the magnetic field ripple
without altering the global magnetic properties of the device. As a consequence, the
Mercier and resistive interchange stability conditions in Low Mirror and High Mirror
configurations are found to be quite similar.

/1/. CD. Beidler, N.’1‘. Besedin, v.13. Bykor, et at, in Plasma Physics and Con-trolled Fusion Research 1990 (Proc, 13th lnt. Cont. Washington D.C., USA,1990),
Vol. ‘2, IAEA, Vienna (1991) 663675.
/‘2/, CD. Beidler, NT. Besedin, BA, Carreras, ct al., Proc. 8th Int. Stellarator
\i\°’orltshop, Kharkov, USSR (1991) 321338.
/3/. BA. Carreras, N. Dominguez, V13. Lynch, et at, in 18th European Conf.Controlled Elsion and Plasma Physics (Proc. 18th Int. Conf. Berlin, Germany,1991), Vol. 150132111 ll,(1991)1~19—15‘2.
/-1/. SJ). llirslu‘nan, KC. Shaing, Wl. van Rij, ct al., Phys. Fluids, 29, (1986)
2951—2959.
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FIGURE 2. The radial dependence of the magnitude of the helical ripple, 55 is shown in the left-hand

frame for three different cases of the URAGAN-‘ZM “Fat” configuration. In the right-hand frame, plots

of the effective helical ripple for l/u transport, <<h>, are shown for the same cases,
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r [cm] i [cm]
FIGURE 3a. Simulation results for an ECR-hcated plasma (Pi71 : 1100 kW) for the URAGAN—EMLow~Mirror configuration with I > 05 (the sr’rcallr—rl "Thin" case) are prcsentud, beginning in theupper—leftihand corner and prurfieding clockwise: (1) temperature profiles for Electrons (solid line) andions (broken line) determined by the TRMPL code; (‘2) the assumed dcnsity profile for both ions andelectrons: (3) the normalized collision frequency, 11', for each particle species; and (£1) the radial profileof the bootstrap current. (carried almost exrlusively by the Electrons) as calculated by the DKES coderOther parameters of interest are 30 : 19 'l‘ and Zeff = 4.0

HWWE

m a ' v . I t v v ..In I l . v ' I
r Tern] ‘ i r i[cm]FIG URE) 3b. The simulation of Figure 3a is repeated for the URAGANQM lIighrMirror configurationwith r > 05.
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DESTRUCTION OF ALFVEN MODES ON A TORUS

DUE TO LARGE NONAXISYMMETRY

Albert Salat

Mayf’lauck—Institut fiir Plasinaphysih. D5016 Garching bei Manchen

The spectrum of ideal MHD plasmas in axisymmetric toroidal geometry Contains

the coupled Alf"éll*510\\‘"lllOLlC continuum. Modes in a continuum are not square inte»

grablC which manifests itself in a. radial divergence of the displacement [5] ~ [14" # tool”

around a magnetic surface it,“ : li‘utU-‘l /l/ /'2/. This feature makes the continuum

attract“? for local plasma. heating. Within the resonant surface E is determined by

a System of ODES with the operator B - V : Bod/(10 + inB‘fl i.e. in the variable 0,

where (l and O are poloidal and toroidal angles. respectively. B” : B - V0, etcq and

E N 5"”. The aim of the paper is to point out qualitative changes in the spectrum

and the mode structure of 5 if the axisymmetry of the torus is sufficiently perturbed.

some model assumptions are introduced for simplification.

The equations of ideal MIID may be written in the form /3/

3)? = A's + C‘ R.

If - R : I\' - S ,

where R and S are vectors defined by R : (1‘9,1,"’"b0.li'i')ir, S = (v‘l',p')T and the

matrix operators A, C, II, Ii contain only derivatives within the magnetic surfaces.

v 2 mg and p' : p + B - b‘ with p and b being the perturbations of the pressure P

and magnetic field B. respectively. The continuous spectrum is given by those values

of ail for which
II - RtO‘gfi) = 0,

has a bounded solution with periodicity in 0 and a One possible representation of

ll-R:0is /l/
[BXWH}V+wWNtX:O, (n

where X : (u. MT contains the coefficients u, v of the tangential components 8 7

1113‘ +i'j‘. i:0. (I)! and

u (yPB-B/B. wPBj/Bt N B-B Bj

‘ vPBj/B, j-j—(B-jr/B. ’ B-j j-j

j : curl B and Be : ,‘P + BIZ. p is the mass density. and 5 ~ cm is assumed. In a.

coordinate system with straight field lines (1 : BD/B‘l“, the safety factor, is constant

on 'L‘ = 607151. Defining new coordinates :r,y hy

0:21.“ ¢=qr+y,
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one obtains B - V : B0 d/drwnsl , so that. equs. (1) become ODEs in 3:, Withcoefficients i\l(.r.</;r + 3/) etc. Assuming ergodic field lines q is irrational and the cogf,ficients M, N are quasiperiodic in .1'.
For small plasma ,iJ' the Alfven continuum decouples from the slow modes. Neglect.ing a first order term one obtains from equs. (1)

i + (E ~ t") {’(r) : 0d1? ' ' ‘ (2)

where E = [Mg/(Bo)? l" : —(3”)"(l[(IB‘7du'l/(lJ'J/dr. a : (VIMQ/B2 and U : “/0-This is the Schrodinger equation with quasiperiodic potential V : l"(.r,q.r) if E isconsidered independent of .i'. For ease of numerical evaluation a l\'1‘aniers~l\'1~omgmodel for l" is taken,

.x. m
l" = ~17 4: 6(.r — 277') — 6' +2: 6(.r — 2777‘/q),

so that equ. (2) goes over into a recursion from one. 6 function to the next.The spectrum of equ. (‘2) is given by those Values of E for which the windingnumber (L'(E) (devil's stair case type) is not constant /.3/ 1n : l|211<b(.r)/.r‘ tan (1) :@lr'rrt/F’tr).
[figures 1 ~- 35, beginning with I" : O (axisyminetric case) show a sequence of Alfréumodes {.7(0( o), 0 S 0,6) 5 277 at increasing nonaxisynnnetry (Fl 6' is a measure oftoroidicity and is kept constant at G = 0.8 throughout. (1 2 (\/§ , l)/2 is used.Fig. 2: F : 0.5. Fig 3: F : 0.57. Figures 1 7 3 refer to the "same” mode with fixedin : “'(mm) : (m +1111) ‘2, (711.11) = (6‘ —8). (m and n are also the number of nodes of(./'(.r) on toroidal and poloidal cuts of the torus. respectively.) At 1” : F0, slightly aboveF = 0.57, a coherent (ti-S) Alfven mode ceases to exist. The. continuous spectrum, inthe region around it) : ”(rt—s)» goes over into a point spectrum. This is in agreementwith the general theory of the quasiperiodic Schrodinger equation which, for suflicientlyirrational q and sufficiently large l’(.z:(q.r), permits both a continuous and a (dense)point spectrum /5/. Numerically. the continuous spectrum can be distinguished fromthe point spectrum by monitoring the Liapunov exponent At; of the winding numberequation /G/, /T/. Figure 4 shows a. section of the continuous spectrum at F = 04(upper trace) and the functions 10(E) (middle trace) and AME) (lower trace). Aq,vanishes in the. continuous spectrum outside the gaps w : wfmln) : const. In Fig. 5,at F 2 0.7‘ the continuous spectrum is empty, and Aq, ;6 0 outside w(E) = constalso. Modes in the point spectrum can be found by considering the boundary valueproblem U0 : UN“ : 0 of the recursion, where U; is the. value of L/(m) at the i-th(5 function pulse, and N is a sufficiently large number /6/, /7/. For F approachingF0 the continuum modes collapse onto a single field line, i.e. they become infinitelythin transverse to B. Along B they fall off to zero in both directions with a finite
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1, Fig 6 shows the result of this collapse of the Ll'((;,_3) mode, at I" = 0.7.

lead of infinitely thin ridges are an artcfact of the plotting routine.)

of the spectrum for O < E < l at ‘21 values of nona‘xisymmetry F
decay 1mg"!
(Needles ins

An overvmw

ven in Fig. 7.
filed by Vertically elongated bars. The transition at large nonaxisymmetl‘y

to a dense point spectrum with ensuing collapse of modes

a single field line is not limited to the 6-lunction model

. gi Continuous spectra are rendered as thin lines while point spectra
15
are jndlc
from a continuous spectrum

from a resonant surface onto

congidered here but occurs for smooth profiles as well.
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STUDY OF MAGNETIC SURFACES WITH ISLANDS
USING THE PIES CODE

A. Lopez Fraguas and A. Salas
Asociacion Euratom/Ciemat para Fusion

1328034 Madrid. Spain

A. H. Reiman, D. A. Monticello, and J. L. Johnson

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University‘

Introduction

The PIES code1 determines MI—[D equilibrium configurations by direct integration along the

field lines and does not assume the existence of good magnetic surfaces. Therefore it can be

used for systems with magnetic islands and/or stochastic regions. In the case of good magnetic

surfaces its predictions have been compared with known analytical solutions in some simple

test cases, and with the predictions of another well known equilibrium code for more complex

configurations? In both cases the agreement was very good.

The work presented here is an application of FEES to configurations with large magnetic

islands. For this purpose we use the TJ—II flexible heliac3, which is very appropiate due to its

versatibility and small shear. This provides a very stringent test of the code. because of the

complicated shape of the magnetic surfaces (the cross sections are strongly bean shaped and

have a helical magnetic axis). In the configurations studied the rotational transform per period

is equal to 1/3 somewhere inside the plasma, and is close to 1/3 over the entire volume of the

plasma (this is a consequence of the small magnetic shear). To be more specific, the rotational

transform changes from 4/302 at the magnetic axis to 4/292 at the plasma boundary (the

number of periods is 4). As should be expected, there is a large third order island.

The shape of the plasma boundary (it must be a good magnetic surface) is given to the code as

part of the input. The assumptions used for the islands are that both p and j/B are constant

inside them and continuous across the separauices. The net toroidal current is set to zero. The

pressure is taken to be proportional to the square of (I-w/wb), where W/Wb is the relative

toroidal flux (equal to l at the boundary). We have investigated the change in the magnetic

structure when the central pressure is increased

Zero pressure

First we study the zero pressure case. with no plasma currents. In this case the structure of the

magnetic field can be independently obtained by following the field lines of the magnetic field

created by the currents in the external coils. When this structure is compared with the

predictions of the PIES code, the agreement is good if the number of surfaces and of modes is

' Supported by the US. Department of Energy under Conuact DE-AC02-76-CHO-3073 with Princeton

University
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adequate”? For all the runs considered in this paper the number of surfaces is 30. and the
modes retained by the PES code are the following:

OSmSS, -lO+mSnSlO+m,

where n is the toroidal number per period. This non~rectangular mode selection takes into
account the approximate helical symmetry of the configuration. For inner calculations of the
code we take 0 S m S 10, .30 S n S 30. Without this factor of two padding for both In and n
the results were completely wrong (Poincare plot mostly stochastic).
In Fig.1(a) and Figt2(a) we show the Poincare plots for the vacuum run. The first figure
shows the true shape of the surface sections (for ¢=0), and in the second figure a mapping has
been performed so that the boundary section appears circular (There is a Change of phase
6 —> n: + 6, so that left and right are inverted. The reason for this is that we wanted the 6:0_
¢t=0 line to cross the magnetic island, so that we would get sufaces inside the island in the
Poincare plots.) In the first part of Fig.3 we show the rotational transform profile. The tut/3
resonance appears very clearly.

Finite pfiflllfl:

Once we were satisfied that the code was working satisfactorily with zero pressure, we started
increasing the value of the pressure. For each [30 we made a restart of the code from the
previous run (which had a smaller [30), so that the initial background coordinates for each run
were the quasi—magnetic coordinates for the last iteration of the previous run. In this way we
went up gradually from the initial value [3020 up to B0=6.e--1. The results can be seen in the
figures, specially in Fig.2 and Fig.4. As the pressure increases, the central width of the island

0.2 L 02 L
l

l
0-1 0.1 i

. ll
00 7 0.0

-o.1 '- ( ’ 15:: ’3’" at ,l
/i 4

.0: ml 1
09 10 1:1 I 1.2 1.3 0‘9 L0 1.1 1.2 1.3

(a) [30:0 (b) [30:65-4

Fig. l. Poincare plots at (11:0 (true shape).
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(c) Bo = 4.6—4 (d) {30 : 6.6-4

Fig.2. Poincare plots at ¢:0 (representation such that the boundary looks circular).

decreases, until the island seems to split around B0 = 6.e—4. However, since the maximum

value of the poloidal number retained by the code in these runs is m=5, Lhe m=6 modes. which

presumably become very important when the island is splitting, are not taken into account.

Therefore this result can only be considered provisional until more poloidaJ modes are retained.

At least m:6 modes are needed, and perhaps one must go up to m=12. We are currently

working on it.
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l. The PIES code is applicable to complex configurations with large islands.

Ix
) In the case considered (t/N=l/3 resonance for TLH), the third order island seems to split

when Bo increases. BUI the number of poloidal modes retained (O S rn S 5) is too low to
make a categorie assertion.

3. Work is in progress using more poloidal modes to confirm the splitting.
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Three types of modifications are investigated for-VVendelstein TAS by vacuum field

calculalionsv in order to broaden the range of accessible topologies for the experiment:

a variation of the magnetic field modulation (mirror ratio) near the magnetic axis, a.

superposition of quadrupole fields, and the compensation of magnetic islands. The first

ll’Pe is possible With different currents in the non-planar ‘Mular’ and the large ‘special’

coils, the second one requires certain current polarities in the axisymmetric coils (OH-

trausfol‘UlCI' and Bz—systeni), for the third type a system of inAvessel current loops is

posed. Magnetic field properties are analyzed from line tracing and with the use of
pro . . . .

harmonics of the magnetic field at a value of B : 2.5 T for ECR power input in
Fourier
the toroidal plane «,9 : 36”_

Vacuum fiux surfaces of W T-AS with r = 0.34 and increased mirror ratio on axis,

MR : (B(36") # B(0") )/(,B(36") + B(0°)) = 10 %, are shown in Fig. 1, obtained by a

coil current ratio CR = Isp/Imod = 1.6. One of the typical values of ‘good’ confinement

in W T—AS. CR = 1 and { near 1/3 at the edge, has AIR % —‘2.5%, see Fig: 2, left

data points. For this configuration the axis field in the ‘triaugular’ plane exceeds that

in the ‘elliptical’ plane of ECR input. A configuration with MR : 710% is obtained for

CR z 0.6, Trapped particle fractions f, : 0.25 to 0.30 are estimated at a minor radius

r : 3 cm for CR : 1 with + = 1/3 and 1/2, the values increase to 0.37 and 0.48 for

CR : 1.0 and 0.6, resp. Trapped particles influence neoclassical properties in the long-

meimefrce-path regime; neoclassical heat and particle losses scale with the effective ripple

521.2 This quantity is estimated from the Fourier harmonics of 1B]. Fig. 3 compares

four cases with increased mirror ratio and r m 1/3 at the plasma edge. The case with

MR : 15% has an inward shift of the magnetic axis. The largest effective ripple applies

for the ‘inverse’ mirror, 111R : —10 ‘70. The moderate drift optimization of W WAS

ensures Eéff < .MR for all cases. Except for MR : 10% the values increase towards the

edge Via. toroidicity and the. ‘modular’ ripple caused by the gaps between the coils. The

DKES code allows one to evaluate the Onsagcr matrix of transport coefficients. Results

without radial electric field have been obtained for a limited number of mirror ratios so

far. In comparison to W T-AS with CH : 1 and «s m 1/3, they indicate a reduction of

the particle transport F11 by a factor up to two when increasing the mean free path for a

moderate mirror ratio AIR : 3.2 (’0, whereas some degradation is seen at ll/IR = i10%.
The geometrical factor G1, and the quantity Gb»f,/(1—f,) of the bootstrap current in the

lmfp regime are derived from Fourier coefficients of the field. Fig, 4 indicates that the
increase of this current. at larger AIR stems mainly from the increase in 1‘}. Experiments

in W 7A8 at. AIR = 10% were recently initiated and continue earlier studies at lower

MIC—values. A maximum of TAO) is seen near B = 1.20 T on axis, similar as under

standard operation, see Fig. 5.
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Fig. 8: Perturbed magnetic surfaces with '6 : 1/3 in the plasma, volume (left) and
compensated case (right) with currents in compensation coils in two of the 5 field periods
((p : 216° 1.5 kA, L; = 288" 0.38 kA).
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A quadrupole field with stagnation point at R = 2 m can be introduced in W 7~ASby balancing the vertical fields of the two largest pairs of Bz-Coils with currents of 6and —3.76 kA, resp., yielding a normalized field gradient 1/R - d/dR = ——2 . 10—2T m'z. The field gradient can be doubled by utilizing all poloidal field coils. POSitivequadrupole fields introduce horizontally elongated (oblate) magnetic surfaces, negativeones vertically elongated (prolate) surfaces, accompanied by a change of the I‘Otationa]transform and the shear. Negative quadrupole fields introduce negative shear in a rangeof 0.27 < 't < 0.44, for example —7 % at -c = 0.34 on axis, whereas under Standardoperation of W 7~AS the shear is small. Simultaneously, the value of the PfirsCh-SchliitErcurrents changes by about 10 %, see Fi ‘. 6; positive quadrupole fields lead to increasedPS currents. This degradation can be reduced by an inward shift. Effects of quadrupolefields on the bootstrap current remain to be studied.

Vacuum fields in W 7—AS are associated at rational e : 5M/N with Chains of N ‘natural’magnetic islands and a radial corrugation of the magnetic surfaces in their vicinity. Theamplitude of the deformation and the size of the islands increase with t and the minorradius of the surfaces. For large t—values the configuration is bounded by a Separatrixwhich reduces the plasma radius. The deformation of the surfaces and the island sizecan be considerably reduced by superposition of appropriate harmonic field componentsproduced by an additional coil system, e.g. by using two current 100ps (compensationcoils) inside the vacuum vessel in each field period. For 0.35 < c < 0.55 rather smallcurrents between 10 and 26 kA-turns at B = 2.5 T, compared to typical currents ofabout 0.5 MA-turns in the module coils, are sufficient to smooth the corrugation and toreduce the island size, see Fig. 7 as an example. Larger currents in the coils cause somesurface deformation again with a poloidal phase shift and interchanged O and X pointsof islands. This feature allows one to sweep the position of the contact region betweenplasma and target plates at the edge, when energizing the coils with AC-currents.
Symmetry-breaking error fields, e.g. due to small construction inaccuracies of the device,can be largely compensated by a proper choice of currents in each coil. For t = 1/3Ythree rather large islands have been observed experimentally as the effect 0f m : 1 errorfields. In Fig. 8 this perturbation is simulated by the field of a tilted circular coil andcan be compensated with currents of 1.5 and 0.38 kA in the loops at {,0 = 216 and 288°,respectively.

Summary and Conclusion: 1) An increase of the mirror ratio of the magnetic field nearthe axis increases the fraction of trapped particles, and thus influences neoclassicalproperties in the long-mean—free-path regime. Such configurations could be useful toinvestigate the relative amount of anomalous and neoclassical losses, to analyze detailsof the bootstrap current and of ECR—induced currents. Experiments at 1.25 T wereinitiated for MR 2 10%, comparison to the case with MR : —10% appears to beinteresting. 2) Superposed ‘negative’ quadrupole fields introduce some reduction in theparallel current density and introduce negative shear. 3) The installation of additionalin-vessel coils would allow one to influence the harmonics of the magnetic field, andthus to improve the aspect ratio at large t—values by smoothing the existing corrugationnear the edge. AC currents in such coils allow for sweeping of the contact region ofthe existing limiters or of possible divertors, adjusted currents offer the possibility tocompensate external error fields. 4) Combination of the various modifications are alsopossible, and would broaden the range of experimental parameters further.
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OpTIMlZATlON OF COILS AND A SWEEP COIL SYSTEM FOR W7-X
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1' Optimization of coils for VVY—X

An extended version of the NESCOIL code /1/ has been applied to optimization

studies of the W7-K coil system. Modifications of the proposed W7—X coil system

are necessary in order to provide sufficient space between plasma and coils for

the recently proposed divertor concept /3/ and satisfy additional coil constraints: Not

pill the local coil curvature, but also an appropriately weighted average coil curvature

should not exceed prescribed values /4/ and sufficiently large coil—coil distance has to

be guaranteed; On an outer boundary a surface current is determined such that the

vacuum field B 0f the W7eX configuration is closely approximated. This is achieved

by approximate Solution of that Neumann problem which makes the normal component

of B on the prescribed plasma boundary vanish. Modular coils are then obtained by

discretizing the surface current into a finite number of filaments which represent the

centres of the finitevsize coils. This Neumann problem step is embedded in the nonlin-

ear procedure of Optimizing the outer surface, which is formulated as a minimization

roblem. The parameters determining the shape of the outer surface are the indepen-

dent variables, and the function to be minimized consists of a sum of terms describing

the accuracy of solution of the Neumann problem and several penalty terms introduced

in order to satisfy the constraints. Penalty terms control the filament—filament dis—

tance and the local and weighted average filament curvatures while the minimum and

maximum plasma—filament distances are prescribed by constraining tori (dashed lines,

Fig.1). The optimized current— carrying surface (solid line) is obtained by varying the

surface in the domain bounded by the constraining tori. In Figslavb the Poincaré plots

of the fields produced by 10 (Fig.1a) and 8 (Figlb) coils per period are shown. The

divertor concept /3/ depends on the transition between the closed magnetic surfaces

and the ergodic region, in which the field lines are not closed any more. The opti—

mization computations have shown that this change of the field topology at the plasma

boundary is more pronounced if the boundary value problem (vanishing normal field

component at the prescribed plasma boundary) is solved with high accuracy, but with

the consequence that the shape of the current filaments is then more complicated. In

the 10—coil case a field is realized with a chain of thin islands at L = 5/5 (not shown

in the plot) and with an ergodic region beginning slightly above L = 1. In the field

produced by 8 coils per period the islands at L = 5/5 are larger and there are no closed

surfaces outside these islands. In order to achieve a small field ripple it was necessary

to choose a larger plasma-coil distance for the N = 8 coil case than for the N = 10 coil

case. The ripple induced by the modular coils has to be sufficiently small (3 10—3 on

the magnetic axis) in order to make sure that the transport properties are not afiected

by the field variation. The principal ripple component BDN on the magnetic axis is

BUN/B00 = 4.4- 10'4 for the N : 10 case and EON/Boo = 1.3— 10—3 for the N : 8

case. As a consequence, also the average length of the modular coils is larger for the

8»coil case: LéN=8) : 9.7 In, L(N=10) = 8.6 m. The weighted average coil edge curva—

tures obtaine are F(N=8 = 0.3 , Fill/:10) : .33. For comparison, the corresponding

value for the W7AS coils is FW7AS = 0.4.
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Poincare? plots of W77X field configurations produced by 10 (Figla ) and 8filaments (Figlb ) per period are shown. The optimized surface (solid line) 7on which the filaments are determined, is obtained by varying the surface inthe region bounded by the constraining tori (dashed lines). Data of the cases:major plasma radius R = 5.5 In, aspect ratio A = 10, number ofperiods up =5, magnetic field B : 3 Tesla. Data of 10 coil case: rotational transform0.86 < L < 1., magnetic well 6V’/V’ : .0085, minimum filament 7 filament
distance d = 0.24 m, coil cross-sections q‘: 0.18 X 0.22 m2 and weightedaverage coil edge curvature F = .33 and data of8 coil Case: 0.86 < L < 1.,6V’/V’ = ,006, d = 0.285 m, g = 0.20 x 0.235 m2, F = .3.

/1/ P. Merkel, Nucl. Fusion 27 (1987) 867 and P. Merkel, In: Theory of Fusion Plasmas,Varenna, Italy, EUR 11336 EN, 25.
/2/ Wendelstein 7-K Proposal.
/3/ E. Strumberger, Proc. 18th European Conf. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Physics,Berlin 1991, Vol. 150, Part II, 173.
/4/ J. Sapper, priv. com. (1991).
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2 Sweep CO“ “Stem. sweeping the strike points of the outflowing plasma on the divertor target plates is

methOd to prevent excessive heat load on these plates. In Wendelstein 7-X, these

target plates may be located in those regions where the diversion of field lines is a

gximum' When large islands exist in the boundary region they are especially suited

I; divertor action. In this case control of island size and the position of O—points

and x.points is desirable. This can be achieved by superimposing a magnetic field with
Fourier components Bmm corresponding to the rational value of the rotational transform

5 172/71.
L In Wendelstein 7—X, a sweep coil system is considered which consists of two current

loops in each field period inside the vacuum tube. These loops (dimensions of about
03 by 2 n1) follow the helical edge of the magnetic surfaces and can be located behind

the target, plates (Fig.2, Fig. 4). Fig. 3b shows a Poincare plot of a configuration very
similar to that of Fig. 1, produced by a slightly different, smoother coil set. Closed
surfaces exist in a radial domain of a few centimeters outside the islands. The separatrix
and islands can be used for divertor application by locating the target plates in the
domain of the islands. DC currents in the sweep coils allow one to control the size and

phase of the islands and also to introduce an ergodic region at the plasma boundary. In

Fig. 3a, currents of 17 kA enlarge the existing islands and there are no closed surfaces

outside Of them. Feeding the sweep coils with the same currents in opposite direction,

causes the islands to shrink and to split into 10 smaller ones, corresponding to the next-

order rational of L : 10/10; see Fig. 3c. Larger currents in this direction again cause
an increased island size with interchanged locations of the O— and X—points (Fig. 3d).
An important quantity for divertor action is the length of a field line (inside an island,

near the separatrix), which connects two target plates. In the configuration without

currents in the sweep coils (Fig. 3b, standard case) this connection length is 10-12

toroidal transits. It varies with the size of the islands: in the case of Fig. 3a it is only

about 6 and in Fig. 3c it is about 20 toroidal transits.

Energizing the coils by AC currents introduces a sweeping effect; the strike points

oscillate on the target plates because of the time—dependent size of the islands. Another
type of sweeping is possible by holding the island size constant and shifting the position

of the islands in the poloidal direction. This is achieved by using opposite currents in
the upper and lower sweeping coils; see Fig. 4 as an example. Oscillating currents of
20 kA shifts the X—point about 5cm on the target plates. Since the X—points are included

in the equilibrium field and need not be generated by the sweep coils, only rather small

currents are necessary to obtain the desired shift of the strike points.

The magnetic field of the sweep coils preserves the 5-fold symmetry of the basic field

in the above cases. A further application of the sweep coil system is the compensation
of symmetry-breaking error fields, e.g. clue to small construction inaccuracies of the
device. This is achieved by an individual choice of current in each sweep coil. An
example is studied in /5/ . Combinations of the various functions of the sweep coils are
also possible.

/5 / J. KiBlinger, F. Rau, Modified Vacuum Field Topologies and Compensation of Mags

netic Islands in W 7~AS, this conference.
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ANISOTROPIC PRESSURE NUMERICAL 3D MHD EQUILIBRIA

S. P. Hirshrnan‘, W. A. Cooper, S. Merazzil, R. Grubert
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Association Euratom-Confédération Suisse,

Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausannc,
Lausanne, Switzerland

We introduce the energy functional

w;///d3x[—2BT:+%, (1)

and demonstrate that its minimisation can be used to determine three dimensional

3D) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibria with anisotropic pressure. we express

4 the parallel pressure as

1 + p s, Br ( ) r) (2)
(1 + p(s, B)>

where ANS) is the plasma mass function, (13(3) is the toroidal magnetic flux function,

I‘ is the adiabatic index and p(s,B) is the function that controls the anisotropy in the

pressure. We constrain the poloidal magnetic flux function \11 to be a flux surface quan

tity, thus the magnetic flux surfaces remain nested. We introduce a coordinate system

(5, UN) where s labels the magnetic flux surfaces, u is the periodic poloidal angle vari~

able and v is the geometric toroidal angle. We then vary W with respect to an artificial

time parameter t in such a manner that the plasma mass function, the magnetic flux

functions and the coordinates s, u and 1) remain invariant. The energy functional ac—

mememmmi

quires the form

51%]:_///dsdudvFRaa—I:—///dsduduFZ%;f

djf/dsdudvFAg—i (3)

.32 (9R BZ aZ 3R

‘JLF@+mNaaraal
The distance from the major axis is R and the distance from the horizontal midplane

is Z. The function A is a periodic stream function that iteratively renormalises the

poloidal angle to minimise the spectral width that is required to describe the MHD

equilibrium state [1] The perpendicular pressure is pl. The last term constitutes the

deformation of the plasma-vacuum interface boundary that vanishes by definition for

fixed boundary calculations. The coefficients FR and F2 correspond to the cylindrical

MHD force components FR : fiRVUfVZ-F and F2 = fiRVRXV‘U'F, respectively,

where
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F = ivfin + £3) + (B - V)(0B). (4)
These can be written as

FR = £ {a gB“(B . VR)] + 5—61, [afisvas . Via]
a 8Z B2 6 OZ 32“algim + all + a: [Rgflm + fill (5)

2+%§[(m + 5;) — MW],
FZ : £lafiB“(B . val + glafisvm , v2)]

0 as B2 a as 132mlRaii’i + all r a: Wat“ + 270” (6)
where B“ and B" are the poloidal and toroidal components of the magnetic field in thecontravariant representation. The eiiective plasma current density field is defined as K= VX(aB), where a > O is the firehose stability parameter that characterises Plasmaswith anisotropic pressure [2]. The vanishing of FA corresponds to the Condition thatK A Vs : O, which implies that the effective current density lines he on flux surfaces.To diagnose the quality and accuracy of a 3D equilibrium state computed through thesimultaneous minimisations of FR, F2 and FR, it is useful to evaluate the flux surfaceaverage of the radial MHD force balance relation given by

Fz—M Vs+KxB. (7)as B
The vanishing of this equation constitutes a form of the 3D Grad—Schliiter—Shafranovequation.

This formulation of the 3D anisotropic pressure MHD equilibrium problem lends it-self to an easy adaptation of the techniques that resulted in the development of thepreconditioned VMEC code for scalar pressure equilibria [3]. The internal MHD forcesand the preconditioning algorithm that is designed to improve the convergence proper-ties of the steepest descent energy minimisation method utilised in VMEC have beenappropriately modified to treat the condition p” gé 1);. A more detailed description ofthe derivation will appear elsewhere [4].

As an application, we consider a fixed boundary calculation in an ATF torsatron con—figuration [5]. To model an energetic trapped particle layer induced by radio frequencyheating or neutral beam injection, we choose the factor p(s, B) as

ms, B) = Ms) [%]S, (8)
with “(5) : pc53(1 — .5)? The hot particle pressure thus vanishes both at the origin
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.5, r27
dge. The radial variable 5 is proportional to the volume enclosed. The

ma mass function required to compute the thermal component is chosen as 114(3)

Phi-hm)“ a 5)? and the efl'ective toroidal plasma current is prescribed to Vanish within

; h flux surface. We consider two cases in which the peak ,6 value due to the energetic

eaccies remains fixed at 4.83%. The perpendicular (parallel) pressure component con-

Sgiutes 2/3 (1/3) to the fl values we quote here. Choosing M'(0) = 0.4 and Pa = 120,

m obtain an equilibrium in which the total B : 0.55%, the thermal [3 = 0.16% and the

we ular hot particle fl = 0.55%. Choosing M(0) = 3.67 and pE = 12, we obtain an

equilibrium in which the total fl = 1.79%, the thermal fl = 1.52% and the perpendicular

hot particle fl = 0.38%. The rotational transform profiles for these cases are shown in

i _ 1 and the differential volume dV/d‘I) profiles are shown in Fig. 2. In the low [3 case,

the hot particle pressure induces a weak magnetic well region in the middle third of the

135mg volume. At moderate [3, the thermal pressure gradient digs a magnetic well in

the centre of the plasma.

and at the 6

er?endlC
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CON'FINEMENT STUDIES OF A HIGH CURRENT DENSITY RFP
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S. Mazur, P. Nordlund,A. Welander and K.-D. Zastrow

Alfvén Laboratory, Royal Institute of Technology

S 100 44 Stockholm Sweden

Confinement studies have been carried out on the Extrap Tl device operated in the reversed

{151d pinch (RFP) mode. Extrap T1 is a small device with a major radius of R = 0.5 m and a

high aspect ratio. R/a = 8.9. For these experiments, the device has been operated with a

resistive shell with measured, toroidally-averaged flux penetration times of Tsv = 500 its

(vertical) and 15R : 300 its (radial). The pulse lengths are about 600 us, which is slightly

longer than the shell penetration time.

The purpose of these experiments is to study energy confinement in a high aspect-ratio.

high current—density RFP device with a resistive shell. The device can be operated with high

current densities which exceed 20 MAm‘2 on axis. For these discharges, the average electron

density is relatively high, <n> = 1x1020 m'3. Therefore, although the average current density

<j> exceeds 5 MAm'l, the important parameter <j>/<n> = TIN is maintained less than

1x10-13 Am, where N is the line density.

The plasma diagnostics for the device include a single chord C02 laser interferometer

(<n>), single point Thomson scattering (Te, no), VUV and visible spectroscopy (Te, Zeff)

surface barrier diodes for soft X-ray measurements (Tc), bolometry (Prad), surface probes (1“,,

T1) and comprehensive magnetic diagnostics for both equilibrium and magnetic fluctuation

studies.
The equilibrium vertical magnetic field for these discharges, with pulse lengths longer than

the shell time, is controlled by adjusting the current distribution in the inboard and outboard

primary windings, using passive elements in the primary circuit. The equilibrium position can

be controlled to within a few millimetres.

Plasma discharge pulse data are presented in Fig. l. The toroidal plasma current is

initiated at time zero. The current rises and reversal occurs at about 75 its. Bum—through of

impurities occurs at around 100 to ISO its and the current reaches 50 kA at lSOtts. There is a

corresponding decrease in the calculated resistivity and the ohmic power input after bum-

through. During the initial stage of the discharge. fluctuations are evident on <B¢> and

B¢(a). This type of activity is generally seen during the start of the discharge.
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Fig. 1. Plasma discharge pulse data. a) Plasma current. b) Loop voltage. 0) Average
toroidal field and toroidal field at the liner. d) F and 9. e) Line averaged density from
interferometer. f) Hydrogen Balmer alpha intensity. 9) Calculated resistivity. h)
Calculated ohmic power input. i) Horizontal Shalranov (flux surface) dlsplacement at
liner. j) Shafranov lambda.



In this discharge, about midway during the pulse, the character of the discharge changes.

There is an is an increase in the loop voltage and a corresponding increase in the calculated

msisfiVity and ohmic power input. There is also a decrease in the density at this time.
Funhem‘lore, there is an increase in the Hot intensity indicating that the the particle

f:‘mfinen-ient is temporarily degraded. However this event does not lead to a ten'nination of the

discharge. The discharge recovers and the plasma resistivity decreases again. Also, the
fluctuation activity seen on the pinch and reversal parameters decreases. The values of these

pal-ameters decrease slowly during the second half of the pulse. Typical values of the

pal-meters are F 2-0.4 and 8 =1.9.
The resistivity is calculated from the measured loop voltage. This calculation requires a

knowledge of the toroidal and poloidal current profiles to estimate the inductive component of

the loop voltage and to account for the helicity factor in the resistive component of the loop
voltagc- lntemal magnetic probe studies have been carried out and are described in a separate
paper presented at this conference [1]. The current profile information derived from the

internal magnetic probe data provide the basis for the models used to calculate the resistivity.
The electron temperature has been measured using Thomson scattering, soft X—ray

intensity ratios with different filters and vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectroscopy and the
spectroscopic Zen has been measured using calibrated VUV spectroscopy. The spectroscopy

measurements are described in a separate paper presented at this conference [2]. A typical

value of 24f: 3 can be used for the later half of the discharge. Assuming Spitzer resistivity

and Zeff = 3, the calculated conductivity temperature is 85 eV which is a lower limit on the

actual temperature. The electron temperature measurements give a value Tc = 120 eV during

the second half of this type of discharge. The discrepancy between the observed conductivity

and the Spitzer conductivity, assuming the same current profiles and Te : 120 eV,
corresponds to an anomalous loop voltage given by,

Va / V] = (1—1] (Spitzer)/T‘|(observed)).

For the parameters for these discharges, this ratio is about Va / V) = 0.40. The implication

is that of the total power input1 about 60% enters the Spitzer electron heating channel and 40%
is anomalous power input. At least a part of the anomalous power leads to ion heating. Ion
energies of 100 eV have been measured at the plasma boundary using surface probes [3].

The energy confinement for this discharge has been estimated using the temperature data

and the line-of—sight integrated interferometer data, assuming a flat temperature profile and a

parabolic density profile. The relevant parameters describing the confinement are presented in

Table 1.
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The T1 device has a small minor m
radius and a large aspect ratio and x
therefore it is of interest to compare the <n> 7" 1019 m'3energy confinement in this device with Te (1)20 eV
other, larger RFP experiments. An 113/; _ 7:1314Am
expression for the energy confinement Ip 56 kA
time, assuming ohmic heating with Vt, 120 V
11* 0: f(6)ZcffTe‘3/2 , where f includes 2e“ 3
profile factors and possible anomalous ”CE 17 us
heating factors, is given by [4,5]. 155/32 0.005 srrr2

R
"CE = 7><103 [Te/(Te+Ti)l3/2B95/Z H2 13/[f(9)ZcrrN3/2l

An aspect of RFP devices is that there is little variation in [39 for different devices and for
different currents [5]. The observed confinement parameters presented in Table 1 are in fairagreement with other RFP devices for a scaling law 125 cc 32 I3 /N3/'2 where Be is about 0.15.
These devices include a substantial range of aspect ratios and discharge currents.

This work is supported by Euratom through a contract of association between Sweden andEuratom.
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Reversed Field Pinch Equilibria and Profile Dynamics
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Introduction

The Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) magnetic field configuration is believed to result from a
dynamic balance between heating and diffusion, on the one hand, and magnetic relaxation on

the other [1-2]. The former tends to peak the current density distribution and shrink the

current channel, while the latter acts to restore a broader more stable current density profile.
Through the relaxation process poloidal flux, injected by the ohmic heating circuit, is
dynamically converted into toroidal flux and the RFP configuration is maintained.

Experimentally RFPs achieve their best performance in the low pinch parameter
regime (9 = Beta)/<B¢> s 1.6). At high 9 most RFP experiments report enhanced fluctuation
levels and increased plasma resistance. Often large coherent oscillations are seen on external
signals [3—5]. These oscillations have been found to result from macroscopic redistributions of
the current in the plasma [6—7]. In the low aspect ratio MST reversed field this behavior is
present also at low 9 [8].

In this paper high current density RFP equilibria for 6 = 1.8 and 9 = 2.2 in a very high
aspect ratio (R/a = 8.8) device with a distant resistive shell are presented. The time
evolution of the profiles, in these regimes, is compared and the behaviour prior to
termination is discussed. An estimate of the pressure profile is also presented.

Experimental

The magnetic field profiles were measured using an 8x3 coil insertable magnetic probe,
allowing simultaneous measurements of B¢, Be and B, at eight equally spaced positions over
the radius. The probe was inserted into sustained, high current density RFP plasmas,
typically 13—17 MA/m2 on axis, in the Extrap Tl-Upgrade machine. The device has a distant
resistive shell and the vacuum region is 15% of the minor radius. The global performance of
RFP plasmas in Tl-U are presented at this conference [9]. With the probe inserted there was a
somewhat shorter pulse duration and a significant increase in the plasma resistance.
However, the behaviour of edge field diagnostics (see) were similar to those of unperturbed
discharges and the pulse lengths were slightly longer than the shell penetration time.

Polynomials of typically tenth order are fitted to the probe data, using least square
fits. In estimating the mean field distributions, additional edge field diagnostics in the
interspace between the liner and the shell are used to improve the edge fit. The resulting
field profiles are shift corrected, including a first order toroidal correction, and expressed in
terms of a cylindrical coordinate p originating at the magnetic axis. The current densities are
then analytically differentiated from the shift corrected polynomials. By means of careful
calibration and alignment the estimated error associated with measurement of the magnetic
field could be reduced to S 4%. The error bars drawn in figs. 2, 5 correspond to the standard
deviation from the best estimates, calculated from the propagation of i4% systematic
perturbations of the calibration matrix.
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Time Averaged Field Profiles

In fig.1 mean magnetic field profiles for 6 = 1.77 (fairly standard operation in Ext-rap Tl-U)and for G = 2.22 (high 6) operation) are shown. The raw data are taken for several shots andaveraged over 60 us, which is longer than the typical relaxation/diffusion time period inthese perturbed discharges. This means that they represent the mean field configuratitmsabout which the plasma is maintained through the driven diffusion/relaxation process. Athigher 9, a more narrow B¢-profile with a deeper reversal is found.
The difference is more evident when examining the u =po(J-B)/B2 and q = flail/R58profiles shown in fig. 2. Note that a flat and broad mean u—distribution is obtained forrelatively high (9 (0 = 1.77). Forcing the configuration to very high 6 results in a peaking ofthe u—profile. However, indications are found that it starts to saturate in the regime of ”(0);.= 3.5. The result is that at G) = 2.22 the mean u~distribution becomes more narrow and peakedbut very flat or slightly hollow near the axis. As previously discussed [6-7], this may beinterpreted as indications for the presence of a lower limit for the on axis safety factor (1(0) =2/Ru(0). In our experiment, we find that the plasma tends to keep q(0) above 0.065,corresponding to q(0) R/ a = 0.57. Note that the reversal surface moves inward at higher (5).

Profile Dynamics

We now focus on the time evolution of the profiles in the G = 1.8 and G = 2.2 regimes. In bothcases it is possible to resolve a trend of peaking and narrowing followed by a flattening andbroadening of the pdiistribution. In other words the current channel narrows as the parallelcurrent density (1") in the central region increases followed by a suppression of J“ on axis andan increase in J” in the edge region. On the average the plasma remains at the meandistribution described above. In the 9 = 1.8 case, no dominant frequency in this currentredistribution is observed and the behavior is quite irregular. Here, no clear correlationbetween the fluctuations in q(0) and q(a) is found. In the 9 = 2.2 regime (fig.3) a higherfluctuation level is observed. The fluctuations are more coherent and cyclic oscillations witha time period typically ranging from it] to 30 us are seen. In this case the amplitude of thefluctuations in q and u is relatively larger in the edge region. Also, a clear negativecorrelation between oscillations in q(0) and q(a) is seen.
A common behaviour towards the end of these perturbed discharges is that thetoroidal plasma current decays faster than the toroidal flux ((5) decreases). During this timein the discharge there is a rapid increase in the plasma resistance and an enhancedfluctuation level. Here we find that the toroidal current density is strongly suppressed in thecentral region while there is a relative increase in the poloidal current density in the edgeregion resulting in a hollow u—profile (fig.4). This behaviour is often followed by loss of fieldreversal and a disruptive termination of the discharge.

Estimation of the Pressure Profile
By assuming zero pressure at the wall and integrating the equilibrium pressure balanceequation ( J XB = Vp),_~y1_ an estimate of the pressure profile may be obtained. As evidentfrom this equation the pressure is directly related to the difference between the I¢ Be andthe [QB terms, which is very small in low beta plasmas. Thus, pressure estimates based oninsertab e magnetic probe measurements are inherently sensitive to experimental errors in thefield profiles. However with the experimental technique adopted, we were able to estimatethe pressure profile with useful accuracy in the beginning of the sustainment phase where thebest reproducibility is achieved. The result, calculated from the (-3 = 1.77 mean distributionabove, normalized to the on axis magnetic pressure, is shown in fig.5. We find
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that the pressure profile, which appears close to parabolic, may be characterized by values

of [30 = 0.09 i 0.03 [39 = 0.19 i 0.07 and < [3 > = 0.09 i 0.03. Accordingly, the energy confinement

time is estimated to be r5 = fins 1 2us with the probe inserted.

As a confirmation of these results we note that at this time in the discharge,

interferometer measurements show that the chord averaged electron density is about 102°rn‘3.

The electron temperature obtained from line ratios of 0+5 in the VUV region [10] is about 55

eV- Assuming a parabolic density profile for which 119(0) = 3/2<ne> and taking Ti = Te, an

independent r0ugh estimate of the on axis betasvalue can be calculated. The resulting

estimaie of the central beta becomes fig = 0.082 for Zeff = 2.0, which is in good agreement

with the probe results.

Discussion and Conclusions

High current density RFP plasmas have been studied using an insertable magnetic probe in

the high aspect ratio (R/a=8.8) Extrap Tl—U machine. Mean field distributions for e = 1.8

and 9 = 2.2 are presented. It is found that flat and broad u-profiles can be achieved at

relatively high 9 (9 a: 1.8). At very high theta (6 = 2.2) the mean u—distribution becomes

more narrow and peaked, but slightly hollow near the axis. Indications are found thatuw)

starts to saturate at u(0)a = 3.5, corresponding to q(0)R/a = 2/u(0)a s: 0.57.

Turning to the time evolution of the profiles, a general trend of peaking followed by

flattening and broadening of the parallel current density distribution is found. The

fluctuations about the mean profiles were larger at higher 9, particularly in the edge region.

At 9 -= 2.2, a Clear negative correlation between oscillations in q(O) and (1(3) were seen which

was not evident for the 6 = 1.8 case.
Towards the end of these perturbed discharges, which generally last slightly longer

' than the shell penetration time, the plasma tends to develop a hollow u—profile. During this

time enhanced fluctuations and increased Vloop/Ip are observed. This behaviour is often

followed by loss of field reversal and a disruptive temiination of the discharge.

Estimates of the pressure profile consistent with independent measurements of the

central pressure have been obtained. Values of [39 = 0.19 i: 0.07 and < [3 > = 0.09 i 0.03 are found

leading to an estimation of the energy confinement time of r}; = 5115 i 2us. With the probe

retracted 1:5 is about 10 us. The difference is due to an increase in the power input needed to

sustain the toroidal plasma current when the probe is inserted.

This work has been supported by the European Communities under an association

contract between Euratom and Sweden.
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gTABlLITY OF KINK MODES IN A NONCIRCULAR Z PINCH SURROUNDED BY

A RESISTIVE AND A CONDUCTING WALL

Z. X. liang and C. Wahlbcrg

Dgpartment of Technology, Uppsala University, Box 534, S—751 21 Uppsala, Sweden

1. INTRODUCTION. A perfectly conducting wall is frequently used to improve the MHD

stability of plasma pinches. In particular, the presence of a conducting wall is crucial for

the RFP configuration. Without a wall an RFP is very unstable to current-driven and pres—

sure—driven external modes. However, experiments on Ol-ITE1 have demonstrated the p034

siblity of operating an RF? with a resistive shell, and in recent times thin»shell experiments

have aslo been performed on other devices. In the present work, the dispersion relation of

the freeAboundary m : 1 kink mode is" evaluated for a noncircular surface current pinch

surrounded by both a resistive shell and a conducting wall. The noncircularity is due to the

presence of a an external octupole field, simulating the proposed poloidal divertor RFP in

the Extrap devicez. The effects on the growth rate of the kink mode due to variation of the

proximity of the walls, the noncircularity of the plasma cross section, and the resistivity of

the shell are investigated.

2. MODEL. We use an equilibrium surface current model in which the plasma surface at r

= r5((p) is separated from a thin resistive shell at r = r1 by a vacuum regin 1. Moreover, the

shell is separated by a vacuum region 11 that extends to a radius r = r2, where a perfectly

conducting wall is situated. Denoting the mean radius of the pinch by RP = < rs(q)) >, the

total axial current by 1p and the (uniform) mass density by pm, the expressions appearing

in the following are written in dimensionless form, with all lengths given in units of RP,

magnetic fields given in units of Bp = uOIp/ZIERP, and the time scale given in units of the

Alfvén time TA = Za2/Ip(u0/pm)1/2. In the case of incompressible perturbations and a

uniform axial magnetic field inside the pinch, it can be shown3 that i) the induced current

density in the plasma vanishes (J1 E 0), and ii) the plasma motion is curl-free. In such a

case the dynamics of the pinch can be described in terms of the following five quantities: A

function n(cp,z,t) denoting the perturbed position of the plasma surface [rS = 1 + t](tp,z,t)],

a potential function $(r,q),z,t) describing the plasma flow (v : V¢), and the three potential

functions Qi(r,tp,z,t), 931(r,(p,z,t) and QC“ (r,qa,z,t) describing the unknown parts of the

magnetic fields inside the plasma, and in the vacuum regions I and [1, respectively. The full

magnetic fields inside the pinch, and in the vacuum regions, are then given by, respectively
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Bint : Bi cl 7 VQi,
(I)

ct 1,1] 2 Be 92. ‘ ez X V‘Y + T ’1 ez r VQeut- (2a.b)
The axial fields Bi and B6 are allowed to be different in order to be able to simulate the pa-
ramagnetism of the RFP. The octupole field is described by ‘l’ = Kr4cos(4tp), where A de-
notes the strength of the octupole field (compared with Bp) and is used as an expansion pa—
rameter of the problem. The solution of the problem then amounts to solving Vzd) = 0,
Wm : 0 and Vznem = O in the plasma region and in the two vacuum regions, reSpective_ly, and then applying the appropriate boundary conditions at the surfaces r = rs, r = r1 andr = r2. These boundary conditions are formulated in Ref.3. Furthermore, across the resis-
tive shell we use the thin~shell approximate boundary conditions formulated in Ref.4.

3. RESULTS. Considering the m = l kink mode perturbation n((p,z,t) = (8/3)leos(4(p) +
m x explpt + i((p — kz)] + 1153, where the first term represents the equilibrium noncircula-
rity of the plasma, and the term 1153 denotes the m : 3 and m : 5 "sidebands" generated by
the first order m = l, m : 4 interaction3, the dispersion relation, to leading order in 7k, is
obtained in the form

p2+D1(k)+7t2 or?ClC3 — E2 C2C4 =0 (3)P +D5(k) P +D3(—k)

where Dm(k) : (1:392 - am-ltt + [3mm — cfl] ([cxm = Im(k)/[kl’m(k)J and 1m (and Km
below) are modified Bessel functions] are the dispersion functions of the circular system
[(03 = Dm(k)], and the coefficients C0 - C4 are complicated functions of k, Bi, Be, r1,r2, pand s = Tw/‘EA, where I“, is the time constant of the shell. The quantities Dm(k) and C0 — C4
coincide with the corresponding quantities in Ref.3 (which deals with the same mode With-
out wall effects) except that the quantities [3m {= Km(k)/[kK'm(k)] in Ref.3] are now gi-ven by [3m = [vm(k,lcr2) + psUm(kr1,kr2)Wm(k,kr1)/r]] / [kvm(k,kr2) + kps Um(k,
kr1)Um(kr1,kr2)/r1], where vm = (r12k2 + m2)/(r13k2), Um(x,y) = I'm(x)K'm(y) —
l'm(y)K'm(x) and Wm(x,y) = I‘m(y)Km(x) — K'm(y)lm(x). In the case r112 —) 00, Eq.(3)
agrees with the corresponding result in Ref.3, while for the circular case (A = O) the dis-
persion relation obtained by Gimblett4 is recovered.

Fig.1 shows the destabilizing effect of the plasma noncirculan'ty (solid Curve; a cir—
cular pinch is marginal at k = 0) as well as the stabilizing effect of the conducting wall(dashed curve). A = 3/80 in the figure, corresponding to 10% noncircularity of the plasma
cross section. Furthermore, s = 0 so that no effect of the resistive shell at r = r1 is present.



In Fig.2 the parameters are chosen such that the pinch is stable with a perfectly con-

ducting wall instead of a resistive shell at r = r1, and unstable if the wall is moved to the

position r = r2. For a finite value of the shell resistivity, energy is dissipated in the system

and the problem is no longer self—adjoint, so that p is complex. The figure illustrates how

the relevant (m = 1) roots to Eq.(3) move in the complex p—plane as the shell resistivity is

varied It is seen that the transition from the two stable modes with purely imaginary p in

the case S = 0° to the two modes with real p in the case s = 0 takes place by interplay with a

third mode (curve c). This is the interesting mode which causes instability. The curves start

(5 2 on) from the points where the plasma is stable, and by decreasing the time constant of

the shell the stable modes become slightly damped, and, in addition, the purely growing

mode appears. Furthermore, the two damped, oscillating modes coalesce and transform

into two purely decaying modes at a critical 5 = 56, in the figure given by sC = 2.5. When 5

-) 0, one of the purely decaying modes moves to minus infinity and the remaining modes

transform to the two modes p = i p0 of the unstable pinch in the absence of the shell.

Fig.3 illustrates how the growth rate of the purely growing mode in Fig.2 varies

With the wave number k, and with the shell penetration time s. It is seen that the marginal

wave numbers are not affected by s, whereas the growth rate is reduced by approximately

50 % as sis increased from s = l to s = 100.
Finally, Fig.4 shows how the growth rate of purely growing mode is reduced by

increasing the internal field (Bi) and by moving both the shell and the conducting wall clo-

ser to the plasma. The difference between the curves a in Figs. 3 and 4 is that i) Bi is in

creased from 0.7 to 0.8, and ii) r2 is reduced from 2.0 to 1.5. The reduction in the growth

rate is about a factor four. Furthermore, with the other parameters remaining unchanged,

the shell and the wall are moved from r1 = 1.3, r2 = 1.5 to r1 = 1.25, r2 = 1.4 from curve a

to curve c in the figure, resulting in a reduction of the growth rate with an additional factor

eight.
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Fig.1. The dispersion relation for 5:0,
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Fig.2. Complex p-plane corresponding to
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of p move as the resistivity is increased.
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Fig.3. Growth rate versus k for different
long time constant of a shell with A=3/80.
Curve (a) corresponds to 5:100; curve
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Fig.4. Growth rate versus k for different
proximities of a shell and wall. Curve (3)
corresponds to r1=1.3, r2=1.5; curve (b) to
r1=1.3, r2=l.4; curve (c) to r1=l.25, r2=l.4.
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STUDIES OF EDGE PLASMA AND IMPURITIES IN EXTRAP T1
USING SURFACE PROBES. .

H- Bergsdkerl, I. Gudowskal, B.Emmoth1 and E. Tcnnfors2

1) Mamie Siegbahn Institute of Physics, 104 05 Stockholm, Sweden.

2) Alfvén Laboratory, Royal Institute of Technology, 5-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden.

Introduction. Dedicated plasma surface interactions studies is a necessary step to—
wards finding means of reducing impurities and improving the recycling properties of

the wall in fusion plasma devices. This is a report on surface probe measurements in

the T1 device in a series of reversed field pinch disharges with deuterium plasma. The

objectives have been to study the flux and energy of particles hitting the wall, in order
to identify which processes are responsible for impurity production and for the recycling

behaviour. For the T1 device, see also [1—3].

Experimental. The dimensions of T1 are R/a = 0.5 m/0.055 m. The wall consists of
316L stainless steel bellows. The device is operated at room temperature. The RFP

discharges had ~ 0.5 ms duration, 40 kA plasma current, density n6 : 1—2 - 10M cm’3
and central electron temperature ltTe = 50-100 eV during current flat top. The magnetic
field at the wall was mainly poloidal, Ba x 0.17 T.

Cylindrical graphite probes with 9 mm diameter have been exposed as shown in
figure 1. The exposure time has been from one to 220 discharges. The front surface of

the probes has been parallel to the wall, and probes have been exposed with the front
surface at minor radii rangeing from 55 mm to 89 mm. Probes exposed at 55 mm are

subjected to the same flux of particles as the wall, whereas retracted probes receive a

more collimated flux, eventually only neutrals, since it is expected that the gyro motion

of ions prevents penetration into the portholes. After exposure the probes were taken

to a, surface analysis facility, where retained deuterium and impurities were measured

with ion beam analysis techniques.

Results. Figure 2 shows the areal density of deuterium and stainless steel components

(Fe,Cr,Ni and Mo), collected on the front surface of the probes versus exposure time.
The data are from probes at r = 55 and r : 79 mm. It can be seen that the trapping

rate of deuterium on the probes at wall radius is constant up to about 20 shots exposure
time. At higher fluence there is saturation. The composition of the steel deposits was

in good agreement with the composition of $3316.

lllBe

Figure 1.
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Figure 2. Figure 3.

The collection rate of metals was roughly constant and 1~2% of the deuterium trappingrate. In addition to the steel components, oxygen, silicon, chlorine and tungsten weredetected on the probes. Figure 3 shows deuterium and metal deposition on the frontsurface of probes which were retracted into the port holes. Deuterium and impuritieswere also measured on the cylindrical side of the graphite probes which were exposedwith the front surface at r : 55 mm. A maximum in the deposition was consistentlyobserved on the right hand side, as seen from the plasma, where the deposition rate wassimilar to the front surface. An example of this is shown in figure 4.
Discussion. At wall radius, 7 - 10lG D/cm2 was retained in graphite after exposureto 220 discharges. For monoenergetic implantation this corresponds to an implantationenergy in excess of 300 eV [4] . To relate the retention of deuterium in graphite probesto the incident flux and energy, We apply the phenomenological local saturation model[4,5]; the retained areal density of deuterium

00
‘I’ret 2/0 c(a:)dx (1)

is then obtained from the depth profile C(33):

C(z) = max[ns, (1— R)N<I)OS(z)], (2)
where N is the exposure time in number of discharges, (130 is the incident fluence per dis-charge, and where the reflection probability R and the implantation range distribution8(a) both depend on the angular and energy distribution of the incident particles. Forgraphite 725 = 0.42nc at room temperature. The incident flux can be derived from (I’mat low fluence if the probability of reflection is known, and at high fluence <I>m(N) givesinformation on the energy distribution through the energy dependence of 8(1). Weapply the procedure recommended by Wampler [5], approximating S(:z:) as exponentialfor Maxwellian energy distribution and cosine distribution of angles of incidence. Thebest fits, indicated with dashed lines in figure 2, are obtained for kT, = 105 i 10 eV ,and (1)0 = 3.3 - 1015 D/cm2 incident per discharge at wall radius, and IcT, z 30 eV and0.5 - 1015 D/cm2 per discharge at r = 79 mm.
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If the electron temperature at the edge is high, the energy of ions hitting the wall

may be dominated by acceleration in the electrostatic sheath. In the present case, in

order to have a reasonable fit to saturation with near monoenergetic ions it is necessary

to assume an implantation energy above 300 eV, consistent with lcT,2 N 100 eV at the

plasma edge, which seems excessive. _

Since the gyro radius of 100 eV D“L at the plasma edge is 12 mm, ions with energy

less than 100 eV can not penetrate further than N 20 mm into the ports, and the

deuterium which was collected beyond r z 75 mm should have been exclusively neutrals.

The solid line in figure 3 shows the reduction of the transmission of isotropic neutrals

through the port which is expected from the geometry.
The maximum in deuterium implantation and impurity deposition at the sides of

the graphite probes (figure 4) can be explained either as a result of rapid ion drift in

toroidal direction, or with a gyro radius effect. The deposition pattern can also be due

to neutrals which originate in a plasma region with rapid toroidal drift.
If we first consider the case of ions or neutrals with Maxwellian velocity distribution

drifting with velocity v : wt/ZkT/m in toroidal direction, then the flux density to a

cylinder surface oriented as in figure 1 can be written:

00 ‘ z
2kT f ue—(u—wsmw) du

«on —a—.
m J‘ 61(u—wsinw)7du

—co

_ kT #w’sin’dv ' '— nylfik + fierfd—wsm go)wsmgo] (7)

How this relation compares with the distribution of deuterium from figure 4 at r256
mm is shown in figure 5. There is a reasonable fit for w:0.2. If kT is in the range 10
to 100 eV, this means a drift velocity of 0.6 - 10“ to 1.8 - 10‘ m/s. A toroidal drift can
occur due to the density gradient in combination with ion gyro motion [diamagnetic

drift) or to grad B and curvature. In either of these cases w = 0.2 fo'r D‘l" corresponds
to kT m 100 eV. A rapid curvature drift could also explain why a lower ion temperature
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is derived from the retracted probes, since the fastest particles would have the highestdrift velocity, and consequently reduced transmission through the port.The effect of ion gyro motion on the angular deposition on cylindrical probes hasbeen assessed in more detail through Monte Carlo simulation of i0n orbits. The dotsin figure 5 represent the deposition pattern of ions with isotropic Maxweliian velocitydistribution, kTi : 100 eV and an axial density gradient with 10 mm e—folding lengthThere is qualitative agreement. 'However, the asymmetric deposition could in principle also be diie to an E x B driftof cold ions. For [CT = 10 eV this would require a radial electric field of 12 V/cm inorder to attain w : 0.2. It is expected that langmuir probe measurements in the PlaSmaedge will resolve this ambiguity. The probes collect particles without time resolutionand the resulting energy distribution may be due to the time evolution rather than tdan instantaneous distribution of energies.

Conclusions. Particle fluxes to the wall have been inferred from trapping on Surfaceprobes during RFP operation in the T1 device. A total flux density at the wall of~ 1019 D cm‘2 s‘1 can be inferred. From the retention versus fluence characteristic 0ngraphite probes at wall position an ion energy distribution corresponding to l- m 100eV is derived. The spatial distribution of deuterium and impurities collected on probecylinders can be interpreted either as a toroidal E x B drift with velocity of the order10“ m/s, or as a Larmor radius effect for ions with kT z 100 eV. The deposition rateof stainless steel components on probes at the wall position is ~ 1% of the deuteriumflux, which is compatible with uniform physical sputtering [6].
References.
[1 ] J.R. Drake et al. this conference.
[2 l P. Nordlund, S. Mazur et al. this conference.
[3 ] K.-D. Zastrow et al. this conference.
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Plasma spectroscopy at the Extrap—Tl RFP experiment

K.—D. Zastrow, P. Horling, J.H. Brzozowski‘ and E. Kallne

Department of Physics I, ‘The Alfvén Laboratory,

Royal Institute of Technology, 5710044 Stockholm

The reversed field pinch (RFP) experiments performed on the Extrap-Tl device[1] are the

subject of several papers presented at this conference[2,3,4]. In this paper, we concentrate on the

spectroscopic measurements in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and visible wavelength region from

a series of reproducible discharges in deuterium. From the spectra we derive electron temperature,

carbon and oxygen concentration, Z5“ and particle confinement time.

1 VUV spectroscopy

Instrumental

Spectra in the wavelength range 100 - 1100 A are recorded with a McPherson 251 grazing incidence

spectrometer [5], equipped with a toroidal grating of 450 f/mm and an open microchannel plate as

detector. The spectral resolution is z 3.3 A over the whole wavelength range. The integration time

of the spectra is 30 psecs‘ The instrument has been absolutely calibrated using the branchingeratio

technique To this end we have performed discharges with up to 50 % helium added to the normal

hydrogen filling gas. In addition, line ratios from naturally abundant impurity ions have been used

to obtain the calibration.

Fig. 1 shows a typical spectrum from the RFP sustainment phase. The strongest lines stem

from oxygen in ionisation stages 03+- 05+. Spectra are analysed by means of a least squares fit[6],

with wavelengths for the observed ions as input. The time history of line intensities is studied

from spectra taken at different times during discharges from a series with reproducible plasma

parameters. (Deuterium filling gas, plasma current 50 kA, discharge duration 0.5 msec)
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Figure 1: Typical VUV spectrum from the RFP sustainment phase. The solid line is the fit to the

experimental values. Spectral lines of O5+and those used in this paper are labelled.



Electron temperature, impurity concentrations and Z3“
During the RFP sustainment phase We observe mainly line radiation from 0“. From this ionisationstage we may infer the electron temperature by means of line ratio measurements[7]. During thebuild—up phase we use 0‘”. This result is presented in figure 2. In the analysis we have considered,that line ratios in O5+are both a function of the electron temperature and the electron density atthe typical level for CT; (50 , 100 eV) and 71C (0.5 , 3 10” cm‘a) in these discharges. The line ratiosof 05+line are density dependent, since the first excited state (212 2P) has an excitation energy ofonly 12 eV. Thus, the populations of higher excited states will be determined by excitation notonly from the ground state but also from the first excited state.

The particle confinement time for these discharges is z 20psec (see figure 3), which means thatthe particle diffusion coefficient should be of the order D x 112/77: R: 106 c/sec, The radialprofiles of He-, Li- and Be-likc carbon and oxygen ion densities should thus be rather broad, andthe shell like structure of the emission is not expected to be pronounced. For this reason, wecan measure electron temperatures far above the temperature of maximum fractional abundancefrom the lines emitted from 05‘“. This also permits the measurement of line average impurityion densities using, a 0-dimensional model. The numerical lineeof-sight integration in the model issimply replaced by the multiplication with the observed plasma column length. When the emissionstems from a narrow region, the derived electron temperature from 05+will be close to 30 eV [8]The line average concentrations of the most abundant ionisation stages C“, 03+, O‘Hand05+are derived from absolute line intensity measurements based upon the electron temperaturepresented above and the electron density from interferometry. For CE+WC use the intensity ofthe line at 977.0 A , for C3+we use 419.6 A , for O‘Hboth 629.7 A and 7581-7620 A are used,and the concentration of 05+is based upon the observation of 10320103713 A . Typical oxygenconcentrations are {#6 %, whilst carbon concentrations are below 0.5 %. Thus, Zen is dominatedby oxygen, and is typically in the range 273, In figure 2 we present the result for Zen togetherwith the concentrations of C3+and 05+. The atomic data for the analysis have been collected byHP. Summers, J. Lang and R.W.P. McWhirter[9],
It should be pointed out, that Z”! calculated in this way represents a lower limit, since C4+and06+are not observed, though certainly present given the electron temperature, and other impuritieslike nitrogen, chlorine and silicon are not included in the calculation.
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Figure 2: Time evolution of the electron temperature obtained from line ratio05+150.1/(1032.0»1037,6) (o) and from O4+192.8/(758.7—762.0) (El), line average concentrationof 05+and Ca+and Zen calculated from the measured concentrations of C“, (33+, O‘Hand 05+.The apparent decrease in Z5” after 0.3 msec is probably due to the production of 0'”, which doesnot emit line radiation in the wavelength interval observed by the VUV spectrometer. Each pointin the figures corresponds to a spectrum taken during 30 ysec in a series of reproducible dischargesin deuterium (# 24081 - #24197)
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2 Visible spectroscopy

Instrumental

Several instruments are used in the visible wavelength region. Time evolution studies on the

”sec scale are performed with narrow band filters and small monochromators, equipped with

photomultiplier tubes. For spectroscopy, a 1/2 m and a 1 111 spectrometer, equipped with an

optical multi channel analyser (OMA), are used to cover 400 A and 100 A respectively, with 1024

channels. Light is transported to these instruments by optical fibres. All instruments have been

absolutely calibrated using a standard tungsten lamp. The 1/2 or spectrometer has been used for

the branching ratio calibration of the VUV spectrometer.

Particle confinement time

Hydrogen influx and particle confinement time are derived from the intensity of Ha+D01 and

Hfl+DB (see Fig. 3). The number of photons emitted per ionisation event depends on the electron

density, and this dependence is considered. The atomic data for this analysis stem from the classical

paper of Johnson and Hinnov[10]. In the mode] that relates the particle influx to the hydrogen

line radiance, we assume electron density and temperature to be constant up to r = 0.60, and then

drop towards r = a, For the calculation of no from the particle influx, we have assumed a fraction

of 4 % 05+, constant in time (see figure 2).

From the observation of Hfi and DB with the 1/2 m spectrometer, we find the fraction of

hydrogen in these discharges to be n(D)/(n(H) + n(D)) : 90%i 5%. We note, that the results

obtained from Hfi+DB during the RFP sustainment phase are in agreement with those obtained

from Ha+Da. During the buildup phase, however, the calculated flux is generally higher. A

comparison of the particle influx with the particle flux to the wall measured by surface probes is

presented in another paper at this conference[4].
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Figure 3: Observed intensity of Ha+Da in 1017 cm‘2 sr'l s‘l, intensity of Hfi+Dfl in 1016 cm”2

sr‘1 s”, calculated hydrogen influx Fin in 1020 cm‘ 5‘1, and particle confinement time Tp in

psec for a typical discharge (#24088). The frequency of oscillations in 'rp resembles that seen in

the local external magnetic diagnostics and in the radial magnetic field profiles[3].

Visible spectra

We have performed a scan of the emission in the wavelength range from 2400 A to 7000 A with the

1/2 m spectrometer both during RFP start-up and sustainment phase, The spectrum is dominated

by 01+to 03+, but also carbon, nitrogen, chlorine, silicon, sodium and calcium have been identified.
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In the analysis, we make use of the assumption, that all j~sublevels of excited states are populated
according to their statistical weight. This procedure is very fruitful, and helps in the resolution of
even the most crowded spectra. However we have observed a few multiplets, where this assumption
failsv One such multiplet is presented in figure 4, together with the shape it should have according
to statistical weights.

As can be seen, the lines from the lowest j-sublevel are not observed. Of the three sublevels,
it is only j=2 which may decay to 1D states, and thus there is the possible explanation, that the
rate of these transitions is enhanced by collisions or electromagnetic fields.
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Figure 4: Multiplet 02+(3d3F° —v 3p3D) as observed with the 1/2 m spectrometer ( - . ~) together
with the shape of the multiplet expected from statistical population of the j-sublevels (—) The
transitions from j=2 are not seen. This indicates, that the depopulation to other, possibly singlet,
states is faster than the equilibration between j—sublevelsi
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RFPSEI‘UPANDCONFINEMENTINSWIP-RFPDEVICE
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LI Qiang, ZHANG Shiyou, YI Ping, XU Ying

Southwestern Institute of Physim

P.O.Box15, Laban, Siehuan, China

1. INTRODUCTION

Great progresses have been made on reversed field pinch study at present

time[1,2]. SWIP——RFP is a reversed field pinch device of Southwestern Institute

of physics[3]. It has a thin stainless steel liner of vacuum chamber (R/a=0. 48m

/0.1rn). The set—up RFP has been studied in different conditions of gas filling

pressure, initial toroidal field, aided reversal field and plasma current. RFP have

been realized in three cases of time matched operation of self—reversal effect

and toroidal field control. In this paper, the experiment results of RFP

configuration are given. RFP configuration can be established with a passive

crowbar and the aids of self—reversing of plasma and a slow control of toroidal

field, the plasma current duration over 300113 is obtained and plasma current

value ranges from 15 to BOKA.

2. ELECTROMAGNETIC AND PHOTOELECTRICITY MEASUREMENTS

In SWIP—RFP device. magnetic evolution is measured by magnetic probes

inserted inside the liner and external pick—up coils. A poloidal single loop is

used to measure poloidal voltage of plasma V, and toroidal magnetic flux. Another

toroidal single loop is used to measure toroidal voltage V6. Plasma current In

is measured by a Rogowski coil. Currents of poloidal magnetic field circuit I“

and toroidal magnetic field circuit In are both measured by current divider.

Electrostatic probes give ion saturation current signal I_. H“ Signal In“ and visible

light signal IVL are also measured.

3. SET UP RFP

The conditions of the set—up RFP have been studied in different cases for

H2 filling pressures 130:0. 3—2Pa, charging voltage of poloidal bank (Vg)=12. 6

—14.4 KV, charging voltage of initial toroidal field bank (V.)=0‘ 68~1. 02

KV, charging voltage of reversed field bank (V')=0. 56—0. 83 KV, with a passive

crowbar.
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Table 1, Reverse time of BaW and (B9) for Pa, (V.>r “1.)! (V)

H2 filling pressures, Pu(Pa) 0. 8 0. 8 I 1
initial toroidal, (V1) (KV) 0. 68 0. 68 O. 77 0. 77
reversal toroidal, (VI) (KV) 0. 74 0. 56 0. 56 O. 56
poloidal bank. (VF) (KV) 12- 6 12. 6 l2- 6 I4. 4
reverse time of BM, AIOJS) 60 210 127.5 112. 5
reverse time of (Ba), Atom) 210 360 285 ‘ 270

The set—up RFP configuration has been establishedEd] under PU(H2) =0_ 3
—2Pa in different conditions for plasma current, initial toroidal field and reversed
toroidal field. The set—up RFP discharge have been realized by three methods:
(a) Reversed field is supplemented by the control of toroidal field circuits after
the plasma self—rencrsal effect. (b) The toroidal field at outside wall B“ is
reversed before the reversion of toroidal field at inside wall B“. (c) The toroidal
field at inside wall B” and the toroidal field at outside wall B6c reverse nearly
at the same time.

4.RFP CONFIGURATION EXPERIMENTS
Fig.1 shows RFP configuration for the condition, PO(H2)=1Pa, (V1,):

12. GKV, (V‘)=0. 68KV, (V,)=0. 56KV.. From this figure, following conclusion
can be reached: B"w (Poloidal field at inside wall) , I_, In and IVL are consistent
mutually. Fig.2 is obtained in the same conditions as above but P0(H2) =0. 3P3,
it shows that the sustained time of RFP configuration becomes shorter and In
is smaller.

Table 2. vi), 1.» Tn for (VD>=14.4KV, (Vl)=0.68KV, (Vl)=0.56KV

ppm!) (Pa) 1. 5 o. a 0.5
v, (V) 202 242.2 222.2
1, (KA) 15.5 21 15
In (its) 280 320 280

The distribution of RFP configuration is shown in Fig. 3, the profiles of
Bi and B‘ are given at tl=100us and t2=160us. The F—G curve is shown in



FiE- 4 in which maximum 9:1. 85 corresponds to F=—0. 25. The time between

the breakdown of gas and the set up of RFP configuration is 160us. The horizontal

displacement of plasma column has been measured, it varies from a few mm

to 12mm, it is below 10mm usually. The conductivity temperature Teo of plasma

is roughly estimated to be 206V. Theoretical study points out that the necessary

condition of stability requires ®<2.1 [5] or @<2 [6] and the sufficient condition

requires @<1.73 [5] when 6:11.]. The research of Robinson[7] about MHD

stability indicates that a stable region exists.

5. CONCLUSION

Time of set—up RFP ranges from 60us to 210115 under different conditions.

The set—up RFP discharges have been realized in three cases of matched time

between selfireversal effect and toroidal control.

IF, I”, V, and the time of the set—up RFP configuration are all different,

when the coordination among P9612) , (VF), (V), (V) changes. Bigger value

of ID and longer 1‘1 can be obtained when better coordination is chosen. 19, B“,

Ivu 1H“ and I“ can all be consistent mutually. Furthermore, RFP configuration

can be sustained more than 300us with a passive crowbar.
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ION TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN

THE REVERSED FIELD PINCH PLASMAS

A. Schiavi, A. Buffa, S. Costa

Istituto Gas Ionizzati del CNR, EURATOM-ENEA-CNR Association

Cotso Stati Uniti 4, 35020 PADOVA, ITALY

INTRODUCTION In this paper are presented ion temperature measurements in the

Reverse Field Pinch ETA BETA II obtained by a neutral particle energy analyser.

previously ion temperatures of the plasmas were obtained by Doppler broadening of the CV

2271A radiation line / 1/. Recently the ion temperature measurements are achieved from the

energy spectrum of the neutral atoms which are born inside the plasma by charge exchange

reactions with a time of flight neutral particle analyser.

THEORY Supposing cylindrical symmetry and maxwellian velocities distributions.

characterized by local temperature, for each ion species, the charge exchange neutral atom

and energy outflux are /2/:
i a

£1; _ (Fe, a _pn_ .
AQdE — J’ng(r)no(r)G(E) 2m[rtT3(r)]3 E (1(1') €Xp(- T'.(r))dr [mzeVster sec] in

‘3

(11"
PCX=41tJ’E —’dE (2)

a

where E is the atom energy; a(r) = exr{- Ini(r')o(E)dr'] represents the attenuation for the

I’

outgoing neutrals due to ionization or re-charge-exchange; 0(E) is the charge exchange

cross section; the other symbols have their conventional interpretation.

EHERDVIENTAL SETU? AND TESTING A time of flight neutral particle analyser is

used to measure neutral atom fluxes from ETA BETA II plasmas. This instrument observes

the plasma through two 0.15mm wide slits: the one is fixed, the other is moveable. A wheel

; with 48 radial slits rotates in front of the fixed slit at

8000 rpm. The flight distance is 4.45 m; the

detector is an electron multiplier Hamarnatsu R595,

without the window and with Cu-BeO dynodes.

The vacuum inside the instrument is about 10'7 torr.

During the two slit overlap a stream of radiation and

particles goes into the instrument. The overlapping

interval is about Spsec and the light spikes specify

Su
b-u

cu
!)

m It!

Fig 1: Output signal
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the opening instants. The atom fluxes become voltage signals, due to the current produced
by the multiplier (Fig.1) and particle energy is obtained from the arrival time

,2
(5% in eV). With our time of flight we observe particles with energy from 1500 eV to
30 eV (the lower limit is fixed by the efficiency of the Cu—BeO).

In our description we can distinguish two methods in the signal analysis: in the first We
determine ion temperature of the innerest plasma regions and make a rough power losses
evaluation employing the relation (2) with suitable simplification; in the second one, more
complex, we find radial ion temperature profile and global particle emission power losses
fitting the experimental energy spectrum of the neutral atoms with numerical codes.

The simplified equation used for the ion temperature evaluation in the rough data
analysis is /3/:

_17 dF(E)_ e L
cr(E)E <15 ““2 2an1(0)n0(0) \j 2m[nr.(o)]3 mime] <3)

and represents the experimental neutral particle fluxes for energies greater than about three
times the axial temperature.

3OOIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIII _ 300IIIIIII III III IIIII

9 701: = 3 3 9U - _ ~ : ,v 200 ' s - .._ g 200 _.. .....a : (tail 1 - a W -5 - Q -s- Q " 1 J; - 5' " Dowier i0} ‘H 1.. ' ' ' — 100E [00: Doppler. — :5: — _

O:LIIIIIIIILIIIIIIIIII _llllll Illlllllllll~0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1,8 8-6 0-3 1. 1‘2 1-4 1-6 1‘3time (msec) time (msec)
Fig 2: [on temp. in a "standard" shot Fig 3: Ion temp. in a "high theta" shot

We have at first compared theTOF with 300 111.111,..ilinl
the spectroscopic ion temperature Q — Doppler _ - - —
measurements for plasmas obtained in 3:200 ..........—.. ' ..........................._. . . . a- -different conditions. Fig. 2,3,4 are 1011 E - Q TOF -
temperatures of shots where we have g [00
measured neutral fluxes simultaneously with H '

. 0 I l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l I Imeasurements of Doppler broadening of the 0.6 0.8 . 1 12 1.4 1.62271 A CV radiation line. The results "‘1“ (“15“)
obtained with the two diagnostics are within F115 45 10" 'emp' "1 a ”10‘” densm’" 5““
the error bars. These ion temperature values are not comparable with those of next graphs
because of modifications made on the ETA BETA H experiment,
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS We present here TOP measurements obtained utilizing
the rough technique of signal analysis in three different RFP plasma conditions of ETA
BETA H. We report either the results obtained by a single shot analysis and the results
obtained from the signal average of many shots. Fig. 5,6,7 show, with the plasma current,
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5 miner—r ‘1 . - 1 - 1 ' - - - 1 1 - 10° experimental total fluxes, ion temperatures

4‘ 5; _ 3 and power losses for 12 shots produced in

g4 ‘0 E 1 \ ....__~_ _ 333% "standard" condition (plasma current 2 130

a: ' I ‘1: 6 7 2 kA, theta value :1 2 and filling pressure : 0.45

a 5 .
:9 w . 3 mtorr) and their average value (marked line).

“5 i 3 E The dispersion of the single signal around

3.0 to" ' 1.1'10" ' 1.9 10‘3 V the average value is mainly due to the

Time (sec) discharge not—reproducibility,
Fi 7: Power emission ,

g Fig. 8,9,10 show the measured total

fluxes, ion temperatures and power losses for the average signal values of 12 shots

produced in "standard" condition, of 10 shots produced in "high theta" condition (plasma
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produced in ”low density" condition (plasma current : 150 kA, theta value : 2.2, filling

pressure : 0.37 mtorr). On comparing the three results, we can observe that in low density

plasmas there is the lowest attenuation for escaping particles, so there are the largest power

losses and the lowest temperatures; we can

observe furthermore for all kind of plasmas STANDARD

- - - - A : -1

that in the reversed field pinch formation 3 mGHntETA

phase there is a large loss of neutral particles d

with low energy; during current flat-top El LDWDENS.

neutral flux has a minimum whereas the §

average single particle energy increases. Ion

temperature reaches initially its maximum 3-0 10 ”.1” L9 10‘
Time(sec)

Fig 9'. Mean ion temperatures
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Fig 8: Mean global neutral fluxes Fig 10: Mean power losses
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CODES I! l HAZATION A more detailed
and complete neutral flux analysis can be
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. _ meow-(cm)obtaLned by numerical codes. These codes, Fig 13: Electr. and mum density radial profiles

on the basis of the knowledge of neutral
influx, radial profiles of electron and ion densities and temperatures, give radial profile of
neutral density and temperature and evaluate neutral atom outflux spectra through eq (1) /4/.
We have used a code with the Monte Carlo method (AURORA /5.6/') and two codes
solving the neutral particle steady-state equation (FRAN'I'IC [7/ and TOFFIT /8/), to fit
experimental neutral atom flux spectra. Fig. 11,12,13 are an example of the results
obtained. These three codes are in good agreement and have given a good fit of neutral flux
spectrum.Global flux and power losses obtained with codes are greater than those obtained
by the rough analysis (about 20%). because our time of flight analyser detects particles
within a limited energy range.

CONCLUSIONS We have reported the results of the analysis of neutral atom fluxes
observed with a time of flight analyser which allows a careful measure of ion temperature
and power losses. On such test basis we are going to employ a similar instrument on RFX,
together with a E II B neutral particle analyser which is adequate to measure the neutral
particle flux in a higher energy range.
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GENERATION OF FAST ELECTRONS BY MAGNETIC
RECONNECTION PROCESSES IN RFP PLASMAS

M. ERBAl, P. MARTINZ, S. ORTOLANI, A. ROSSI3

Islituta Gas Ionizzati del C.N.R.,
Associazione EURATOMvENEA-CNR,

1-35020 Padova, Italy

1. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of partially relaxed magnetic field profiles such as the Reversed Field Pinch
(RFP) is well described within the framework of MHD theory. In particular a stable, relaxed
field distribution immersed in a dissipative plasma departs from this state by resistive diffusion
thus becoming subject to resistive instabilities whereby it then relaxes back again and the process
is cyclically repeated.
It is generally recognized that the magnetic relaxation phenomena also affect plasma transport.
In fact, transport is likely to be dominated by parallel diffusion in magnetic field structures
stochasticized by the vigorous broad spectrum of perturbations, Two intriguing pieces of
experimental evidence have been clearly brought out by recent measurements:
a) the ion temperature sometime exceeds the electron temperature and it is generally higher than
the value expected from equilibration with the joule heated electrons (see Ref. [1] and those
quoted therein);
b) a population of energetic electrons with energies corresponding to the core hot region is
observed in the outer region of the plasma [2,3,4].
The most widely accepted interpretations of these two evidences are that:
a) a direct and anomalous ion heating channel is present through which magnetic energy,
released during relaxation, is transferred to ion kinetic and thermal energy, this process
involving viscous dissipation of velocity fluctuations.
b) electrons from the core travel unconfined in the stochastic magnetic field and substantially
contribute in the edge to the parallel current density profile (the so called Kinetic Dynamo
Theory - KDT [5]).
Thus, if the anomalously strong ion heating still may find an explanation within the MHD
theory, the energetic electrons due to their non—collisional nature have been generally described
by a kinetic model, although their presence has been still indirectly related to MHD processes in
that they are originated by stochastic magnetic fields which are a result of resistive
instabilities.
In this paper we propose that also the observed energetic electrons are due to magnetic
reconnection processes which take place during relaxation. As pointed out by Taylor [6],
reconnection proceeds via thin resistive layers characterized by high current densities. We think
that the drift velocities associated with these current densities can explain the presence of the
observed fast electrons. Thus magnetic reconnection, related to resistive MHD instabilities,
would be the basic mechanism determining both the magnetic field dynamics and the whole
thermodynamic properties of confined plasmas in driven partially relaxed magnetic
configurations.

2. MAGNETIC RECONNECTION MODEL
As a starting point we assume that the evolution of MHD instabilities characteristic of the RFP
profile dynamics can be described in its nonlinear saturated regime by a stationary Sweet Parker—

] Scuola Normale Superiore Pisa, Italy.
2 Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita‘ di Padova, Italy
3 Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita‘ di Ferrara, Italy.
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like reconnection model [7,8]. The basic features of an elementary reconnection process invOlving a
magnetic field 13* are shown in Fig. l.

Fig. 1

The incompressible flow continuity equation and pressure balance give:
t21 2 BVL=u¢S and 2pu K2110 (1, 2)

where L and 5 are the length and the width of the reconnection layer, V and u are the inflow and
outflow fluid velocities respectively.
From these we obtain:

31'
u =—=V(Pliofl/Z A (3)

where p is the mass density and VA the Alfvén velocity; therefore:
EVA

V = T <4)
LThe reconnection time, defined as 1: 2 V can then be estimated as:

L2
1 =fi (5)EVA

Writing Ohm‘s law in the simple form:
VB+ = n JR (6)

where “n is the plasma electrical resistivity, and expressing the current density in the layer with
its ordereofimagnitude form:

t
BI“ = — (7)
“0

gives:
L5 = L= T]— 8

“0V LLoaVA ( )
or:

5 = 15-1/2 (9)
LuDVA

where the Lundquist number 5 is defined as 5 :fi.

ll L2The reconnection time, after defining the global resustive diffusxon time as IR 2T and the
L

Alfvén transit time as TAz— can final] be estimated as:VA y
”(Tan)“ (10)
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an expression already found for RFP [1] by means of dimensional arguments. This scaling for I,

whiCl‘ is that typical for the Sweet—Parker reconnection, has an experimental confirmation when

one plots the experimental values of relaxation times for various RFPs experiments vs. the

experimental value of (IR IA)1/2 [l]. A slightly different scaling, still compatible with that

re rted in Eq. (10), has also been found in MST [9].

ln order to estimate L for the actual RF? experiments it is useful to remind that in the Sweet-

Parker model L is the maximum length that the resistive layer can occupy compatibly with the

geometry of the system. In the present case the reconnection layer extends along the direction of
n

the wave vector k of the perturbation, whose module for the poloidal wave number m=l is k ~ E'

Where R is the major radius of the toms and n the toroidal wave number. Recalling that the most

_ 2R . , .
unstable linear modes in the RFP have n = —a— , where a is the plasma colurrm minor radius, we

get:

L~#=1ra (H)

3. CURRENT DENSITY ESTIMATE AND COMPARISON WI I H EXPERIMENTS

Using the reconnection model described in the previous section it is possible to calculate the

electric current density in the reconnection layer IR, but a quantitative comparison with the

experimental observations would require an estimate of the magnetic field 8+ annihilated in the

reconnection process. In fact, while in Tokamaks for the rn=l, n=l mode which nearly totally
9 Q

reconnects, B+:B , where B is the magnetic field perpendicular to the m=1, n=l helix, the

picture in the RFT’ reconnection is not so clear, since multiple modes with different helicities are

simultaneously present. For our order of magnitude estimates we shall use a fraction 5 of the

poloidal magnetic field at the wall B, Le. B+=eB. This choice allows us to express all the results

in terms of quantities characteristic of the macroscopic global behaviour of the plasma and of the

parameter s. B
Expressing the average equilibrium current density ]M as JMTl a and considering that L=rta, we

0

find:
BJRZJSi/ZZEIMSi/z (12)

l-loa

Recalling that we have assumed the density to be uniform and considering the definitions of the

drift velocities VDREJR/ne and vDMEIM/ne , we can write, introducing the electron streaming

parameter Q:
VDRzgsl/Z VDMzegSUZ m (13)

where Vth is the electron thermal velocity. Eq. (13) shows that the electrons associated to the

current in the reconnection region are typically faster than those which carry the average

equilibrium current density. The acceleration of electrons to velocities of the order of vDR, which

takes place in the resistive layer, can then be an explanation for the presence of fast electrons in

RFPs. The observation of fast electrons in the edge region should then be related in general to the

presence of resonant surfaces (and resistive layers) throughout the plasma. For RFP profiles this

is particularly the case in the neighbourhood of the toroidal field reversal surface where there

is a high spatial density of resonant surfaces.
In an attempt of obtaining a quantitative estimate of an average electric current density due to

reconnection we can conceive that reconnection processes and the associated current sheets are

present in the plasma only during the cyclical relaxation phase of duration proportional to I

while the period of the oscillation scales with the diffusion time TR. This means that, on the

As
flg

cv
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average, during the discharge the density of electrons carrying the current density JR is not that
istantaneous during the process, n, but rather a lower time averaged density which can be
expressed as :

<nR>=nTI—=nS-1/2 (14)

where the factor t/TR represents a sort of duty-cicle of the relaxation process and accounts for the
time interval during which fast electrons can be produced. The above estimate is therefore in
agreement with the experimental observation of a small population of fast electrons.
Using <nR> we can also define a time averaged current density in the reconnection layer, (JR),
which can be directly compared with experimental observations, as

<IR> = <nR> e VDR : n S’T/Ze VDR = SIM (15)
The parameter a can vary between a lower limit of =10’2, which is the measured background
fluctuation amplitude and an upper limit of 1. Taking 5:10’1 for an order of magnitude estimate,
we obtain, using experimental data typical of three machines, ZT40-M [2], TPElR-M [3] and ETA.

R
vD <nR> <IR>

BETA II [4] where fast electrons have been detected,V—= 1 T = 1% and M = 01, values
th 1

which are in reasonable agreement with the measured quantities.

4. CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the interpretation proposed in this paper the generation of fast electrons would be
a phenomenon present in almost every configuration for plasma magnetic confinement although
perhaps more evident in RFP plasmas, where there are many resonant surfaces and a
correspondingly active magnetic field dynamics In the KDT model [5] the fast electrons produced
in the central hot region of the plasma would reach the edge where they can be measured; this
would be possible because the magnetic field lines become stochastic under the action of magnetic
reconnection, degrading the confinement properties of the configuration. On the other hand in our
model fast electrons and slochasticity of field lines are different problems, although they have
the same origin: the reconnective modes which destroy the magnetic field surfaces are also the
cause of the generation of fast electrons in the resistive layers. Moreover since the drift velocity
and the fluctuation amplitude scale in opposite ways with S, the presence of fast electrons is not
necessarily a symptom of bad confinement.
While the model presented here allows to describe qualitatively a mechanism for the generation
of fast electrons, for a more quantitative comparison with experiments further developments are
necessary. In particular a better definition of the reconnecting magnetic field and of the effective
time duration of the generation process as well as of the number of simultaneously occurring
reconnection processes is required.
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Relaxed states for a driven Reverse Field Pinch

R. Paccagnella

Istituto Gas Ionizzati, EURATOM<ENEA~CNR Association
1-35020 Padova, Italy

Some years ago a "minimum energy" principle[l] has been
proposed by 1.3. Taylor to explain the main properties of a magnetic
fusion device: the Reverse Field Pinch (RFP). Later it has been pointed

out [2] that relaxation theory can also be applied to other devices
such as multipinches, spheromaks etc. In the case of RFP, Taylor's
relaxed state can be considered a sort of zero-order description of the
magnetic field profiles. In fact. experimental observations show a

-deviation from the predicted state. In particular the condition of flat
p. = J-B/B2 profile, is not satisfied, especially in the external plasma
region near the conducting wall.
Many relaxation theories have been proposed [3,4,5,6,7] to overcome
the limits of the Taylor's theory.
In this paper a modification of the Taylor's theory is discussed, which
takes into account the fact that the RFP is a driven system.

I. Relaxation theory for a driven system

As it is well known, the Taylor's relaxed state [1] is obtained after

minimisation of the magnetic energy under the constraint of constant
total magnetic helicity. The relaxed state is shown to be force-free.
Taylor's theory is very simple but has some difficulties when
compared with experimental observations of magnetic fields.
In the attempt to improve the agreement between theory and
experiments it is useful to reconsider Taylor's basic assumptions.
One of the crucial points is the conservation of total magnetic helicity.
In fact magnetic helicity is exactly conserved only in the case of an
ideal plasma, i.e. for n =0. However in that case, total magnetic
helicity is not the only invariant, there are in fact infinitely many
conserved quantities [1,2]. Taylor's hypothesis of the existence of a
single invariant can be considered reasonable only in the limit of
very high (but finite ) plasma conductivity. He overcame this
difficulty using the argument that total magnetic helicity could
possibly vary on a longer time scale than magnetic energy. No
rigourous proof has been given in order to justify this statement. For
a driven system the time variation of magnetic helicity is given by:
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§=2vqp 2f ni-BT dv (2)

where V is the toroidal loop voltage, (I) is the total toroidal flux. in
deriving (2) explicit use of Ohm’s law has been done. Therefore in adriven system magnetic helicity can be conserved also in presence ofdissipative effects when the rate of helicity input balances the rate ofhelicity consumption. From the observation that experimentallysteady state conditions can be obtained and maintained in a driVenRFP, the assumption of helicity conservation appear to be reasonable,Now in a system in which the total toroidal flux is preserved, if thetoroidal loop voltage is held fixed (this is the case during the currentflat-top) it follows from eq. (2) a constant rate of helicityconsumption.
It is quite obvious at this point to suggest the minimisation of energysubject to this new constraint. Note that :1 Similar constraint has alsobeen used and justified in Reference [7].
It is easily shown, considering a constrained variation with 68:0 at
the plasma edge, that the relaxed state is given by:

VXfi=Efi V—n><l§+Vt (3)Tl Tl
-L

2

where t1: const., T1 should be considered as a normalized resistivity
and t is an arbitrary scalar function. It is interesting to note that for
constant 11 and t, equation (3) gives the Taylor relaxed state. Whereas
in the more interesting limit, 1] = n (x), the relaxed state is non "force-
free”, which is consistent for a driven system with a non-zero
Poynting vector at the plasma boundary. The final state should be
also an equilibrium state, therefore, assuming that the gradient of t
has no component parallel to the magnetic field, the perpendicular
component of equation (3) can be rewritten in terms of pressure
gradient, which determines together with the function u/n the final
state. A more complete relaxation theory would be necessary in order
to find the relaxed state without arbitrariness. However we observe
that the perpendicular terms in equation (3) are of order [5: 2a., p/BZ,
with respect to the parallel terms, therefore resistivity largely
determines the magnetic field profiles.
In order to complete the study of the relaxed state given by (3) it
should be also necessary to find the solutions of (3) corresponding to
the minimum energy content. Due to the lack of analytic solutions of
(3) for arbitrary n and pressure profiles, a numerical linear stability
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study can be done. In Ref.[8] an extensive study has been performed

of states described by a particular choice of J/B ratio, and it has been

shown that MHD stable cylindrically symmetric solutions of the force—

free part of (3) exist.

11. Comparison with experimental results

n regimes two parameters are very useful
In defining RFP operatic

and widely used:
Brw 9:},3fl
fl' (3,)

are the toroidal and poloidal magnetic field at the

e toroidal field over the plasma cross—

F:

where BM and Bow

wall, and < B‘> is the averag

section.
In Fig.1 the F—8 plot 5

11 compared with Taylor‘s states

from (3) (cylindrical symmetric

hows the experimental points from ETA—BETA

(BFM) and with the model obtained

force—free solutions are considered).

-o.4 —

-0.5

Fig.1

"classical" dependence of n on temperature has
In solving (3) the

e temperature profile has been
been assumed 1'] = T‘m and a suitabl

chosen

T0) = T(0) (1 - AT r“)

&
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where r is the normalized radial position, 25a 5 6 and AT is related tothe normalized difference between central and edge temperature(usually AT: 0.8 - 0.9) .
It is clear from Fig.1 that the experimental points are quite Wellapproximated by the curve obtained with the model presented here.It is clear that an even better approximation of the experimentalpoints can be obtained assuming a non zero pressure.
To conclude this section I want to make some comments concerningOhm's law. It is well known that in cylindrical symmetric RFP modelsa "classical" Ohm's law is not compatible [9] with the sustainmem of asteady state field reversal. Therefore the presence of a dynamoelectric field is invoked. Now in deriving (3) explicit use of Ohm's law
has been done. It is therefore clear that (3) holds only if the dynamo
electric field can be assumed to conserve helicity. This has beenrigourously proved [10]. Hence making a direct reference to amodified Ohm's law (containing a dynamo electric field), projecting itparallel to B and taking into account (3), for a steady state cylindricalplasma, it is obtained:

Ed"; swell
B2 B2 (4)

Note that in (4) the constant EZ is determined from the condition thatEd preserves helicity. From (4) it is quite easy to estimate the pOWerdissipated by fluctuations in a RFP plasma [11]. The interesting pointis that, in our model, this power does not depend on the resistivityprofile (at least in the force—free limit) and for typical RFP profiles isin the range 20 —30% of the total input power.
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Introduction Plasmas confined in a Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) configuration exhibit a

turbulent behaviour characterized by a relatively high amplitude of the magnetic fluctuations

(b/B~1% in experiments with plasma current I~100 kA, where b is the fluctuating field and B

the mean field) /1/. As a consequence a wide stochastic region takes place into the plasma,

resulting in an enhanced electron energy loss. A theoretical model, the Kinetic Dynamo

Theory (KDT) l2/, has been proposed to couple the diffusion of energetic electrons with the

sustainment of the configuration. In this paper the main experimental results of the ETA

BETA II device (a=0.125m, R=O.65m) /3/ supporting this model are summarized. A

numerical code, solving the KDT model equations in cylindrical coordinates, is presented and

the results are compared with the experimental data obtained on ETA BETA 11 at differev"

reversal parameters.

Egpefimental results An important feature, common to most RFP experiments /3,4,5/, is a

flow of energetic electrons in the edge region along the magnetic field lines, in direction

opposite to that expected from the externally imposed electric field. On ETA BETA H, by

taking the difference between the energy flux densities on the electron and on the ion drift side

of a limiter inserted into the plasma ((1,3 and qi respectively), the energetic electrons

contribution has been derived (including non-linear effects and thermal response of the

equipment /6/). The difference qe-q.‘ is reported in fig.1 as a function of the parameter (E) =

Be(a)
<B>

2

related to MHD stability and magnetic fluctuations properties fll. The fraction of power

carried by energetic electrons over the total power lost by transport, fee = $71: /3/, is
i

reported in fig.2. It is worth nothing that fee decreases from 90% at standard 6) down to 60%

at high 9. By equating the energy loss to the wall to the energy flux density intercepted by a
x

(where <....> is the volume averaged value), which has been shown to be strongly

limiter inserted into the plasma /8/: flqe‘qimx' = fee g Leq (where V1 is the ohmic input

0

and S is the plasma surface), an equivalent collection length Leq can be obtained for a limiter
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insertion x. Thus the magnetic diffusion coefficient Dm=<Ar2>/L, where <Ar2> is the mean

square radial excursion of a field line in a longitudinal distance L, has been derived by the
approximation D"1 : x2/Le':l /8/. The O dependence of the magnetic diffusion coefficient Dm at

x=2 mm is reported in fig.2: the increase with G) is due to the larger amplitude of magnetic
fluctuations, as, in quasi-linear approximation /9/, Dm : (b/B)2A, where A is the longitudinal

autocorrelation length of the magnetic fluctuations (A : a for a RFP).

KDT modelling of RFP configiirations The KDT model /2/ is based on a drift kinetic
equation for the electron distribution function, with a Spitzer-like electron-ion collision term
/10/ and an additional term describing the diffusion due to the magnetic field stochasticity /11/

3f 1 [loaf [afl ) (afl )
= +a? In4W a? can “a? M

(where E// and v” are the electric field and the velocity parallel to B). This equation is solv¢d
in stationary conditions for a small perturbation fl of the maxwellian f0, self-consistently with

Ampere's law in force-free approximation /2/. The model assumes a isothermal and isodense

plasma, and is solved in cylindrical geometry instead of slab geometry with the same
boundary condition 3f1/3: = 0 as in ref. /2/. It is worth noting that the solutions are odd in the

cosine of the angle between velocity and magnetic field, leading to the absence of particle
density perturbation and of particle and energy radial fluxes, whereas there is a radial flux of
parallel current density /2/. The numerical code requires as input parameters the applied
electric field E0, the on-axis magnetic field B0, the average temperature (1'0) and the average
density <n0> of the background fo, the minor radius a of the vessel and the magnetic

diffusion coefficient Dm(r), The main outputs of the model are the perturbed electron

distribution function f1, the magnetic field Bz(r) and Be(r), and from them the parallel current

density j”(r), the plasma current I and the. pinch and reversal parameters (9 and F

(F=Bz(a)/<Bz>). The fast electrons energy flux at the edge parallel to the magnetic field q/fe,

as well as their temperature Tce and density it”, have been calculated according to the
expressions

ee ee 3 1 1 2 3q =J‘l—mv21fv v n=J.fdv T°e=—J.—mvfdv// #131 nee 2 1
where the high energy portion of f1 is integrated over the velocities forming an angle with the

magnetic field less than 1t/2. In this way the contribution of energetic electrons flowing on
one side has been taken into account. The experimental conditions of the (3 scanning

described in the previous section have been reproduced by imposing the experimental values
of the electric field and of the plasma current 1. Moreover <TO>=70 eV, constant, and

<no>~3+5-1019, varying linearly with I, have been assumed. Finally a radially uniform Dm,
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3.5 times the edge value and varying with G) as shown in fig.2, has been used. In this way,

magnetic field profiles as shown in fig.3 (for two cases of standard and high (9) have been

obtained The parallel current density profiles relative to these two cases are shown in fig.4

and compared with the profiles which would be expected from a purely local Ohm's law with

Spine! resistivity.

Wu Substituting the experimental values of the parameters into the code, different

configurations are obtained. In figj the F and 9 parameters of these configurations are

compared with the experimental values, and the Bessel Function Model (BFM) curve is also

mported as a reference. F and G) are systematically lower than the experimental values and the

discrepancy can be accounted by pressure profile and toroidal equilibrium effects. The energy

flux density is reported in fig.6: it decreases with G) and the absolute values are of the same

order of the experimental ones (a better agreement at higher 6) could be obtained taking into

account a lower (1‘0>). In the same figure are also shown the temperature Tee and the density

nee of the energetic electrons: T"e exhibits a tendency to increase with (-3 whereas nee shows a

. Tee rtee . .
tendency to decrease. In terms of relative values, do) : 5 and <n0> : 2%, confirming

previous estimates based on the assumption of a half-maxwellian perturbation f1 /12/.

In conclusion the KDT is widely supported by experimental results of ETA BETA II. Solving

the equations of the model in cylindrical coordinates and taking the experimental values of E0,

Dm, I, an) and <n0>, the profiles of the magnetic field in RF? configuration at different 6

have been obtained. It is confirmed that energetic electrons carry most of the current density at

the edge in opposition to E//.'I‘he resulting energy flux density is in fairly good agreement

with the experimental values, and it is found that Tee and nee are weakly dependent on the

parameter 6).
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Self-similar Solutions for Trapping and Diffusion of Magnetic Flux During
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A field-reversed configuration is formed in a 9-pinch through the application of an initial

axial magnetic field which is frozen in a preionized plasma. The external 9-pinch field is

Subsequently raised in the opposite direction to the initial field, and the outer forward field

lines connect to the inner reversed field lines forming a closed magnetic field configuration.

The stability in the final phase of the PRC strongly depends on the amount of the magnetic

flux that has been trapped during the previous phases of the PRC formation. Particularly,

increasing the fraction of the trapped magnetic flux should result in structures that are

amenable to wall stabilization. It is the reason why the study of the dynamics of (9-pinch

plasma during the PRC formation is one of the most important / 1/. Experimental results /1-4/

indicate that the diffusion of the magnetic flux depends on the plasma motion and radial

structure of the column during the phases of expansion and implosion. We present analytical

self—similar solutions describing the phases of compression and expansion for nonmagnelized,

and for fully magnetized classical and turbulent plasma. These solutions allow to estimate

trapping and losses of magnetic flux in course of plasma motion before the magnetic field

lines reconnection.
The plasma magnetohydrodynamic (NEHD) transport equations to be solved are

%’%+V -(nu)=0, (1)

2—1:=Vx[uxB—%%], (2)

p(%%+(u~V)u)=%i-VP, (3)

%n(al+(u-VT))+P(Veu)=—V-(qg+q;)+'%+j::T. (4)
at

Cylindrical geometry is used in this model with variation in radial direction only. The radial

velocity ur an and axial magnetic field Bz E B are the only nonzero components of u and B

respectively. Eqs.(1) - (4) together with the corresponding boundary conditions determine the

plasma dynamics. .
The figure of merit for the diffusion of the magnetic field due to finite plasma conductivity is

the magnetic Reynolds number eI = uL/vm. More accurate estimate is the ratio of the

characteristic time for the magnetic flux losses to the characteristic implosion or expansion

time
. R(t)

Rmcff = (<1) / Ion)” / (R / | R(t) ”. where CD =a B(r.t) rdr is the trapped magnetic flux.
0
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For a classical nonmagnetized plasma ((237,; << 1), the themial force is negligible comparedwith the Ohmic heating, and the ratio of thermal conduction heating to Ohmic heating is Small
of order flare . Thus, only the Ohmic heating tennis responsible for diffusion of the magnetic
field. Since we consider essentially subsonic flow according to the experimental COHditions,
the equation of motion (3) is reduced to the condition of uniformity of total pressure_
We seek self-similar solutions of the system of Eqs.(1)-(4), using the method [7/]

introducing self-similar coordinate i; = r/R(t), where R(t) corresponds to the outer boundary
of the plasma column, and assuming that the hydrodynamic variables are separable functiOns
of fiandt

U(r,t)=R(t)§, n(r‘t)=noa'2(t)N(§), B(r.t)=Booc“(t) 130;), B(r,t)=Boa“(t)B(£). (5)
Separation of variables in Eqs.(1) - (4) implies the following time dependence for thedimensionless radius

0t(t)=(1+2xt/io) (6)
where, p = — (45 + 5)/(2§+ 3) and A = 2(5 + l)/(2§ + 3) are the self—similar exponents, X
and UX are separation constants.
For the magnetic Reynolds numbers and magnetic flux we find
RmofiXQC + 3)/C, RmctFQC + 3) ,

iris/x

l
<D:<I>o(l + 2x marl”? ‘I’0=2N Bo Raj He) id: (7)

0
Typical experimental conditions during the main time of the FRC formation correspond to the
fully magnetized plasma. Using for the Eqs.(1) « (4) the asymptotic expressions for the kinetic
coefficients in the limiting case 9512;: >> 1, (211:, >> 1, one can see that the Ohmic heating is
not the only important dissipative mechanism. Terms accounting for the transverse ion heat
conductivity and for thermogalvanomagnetic effects are of the same order. The self~sirnilar
profiles N63), H(<‘°;), @(fi) can be obtained from the system of equations for both cases
unmagnetized and fully magnetized plasma /6/
The time dependence of the self-similar solutions is determined by the dimensionless

parameters )5 and Q. The case of negative )5 corresponds to solution which describes the
process similar to the ”explosion" or collapse, when the radius, magnetic field, magnetic flux
and other variables tend to zero or to infinity within a finite time interval. Here we shall
consider solutions for a positive )5 > 0, which for particular values of parameter ; are listed in
Table I. Regimes of self-similar dynamics of ("D-pinch plasma with classical
transport coefficients.
1; < —3/2 Heating and compression with flux trapping with increase

of the external magnetic field.
—3/2 < C < —5/4 Heating and expansion with flux trapping with increase of

the external magnetic field.
—5/4 < C < —1 Heating and expansion with flux trapping with decrease of

the external magnetic field.
—1 < C < 0 Cooling and expansion with flux trapping with

decrease of the external magnetic field.
C > 0 Heating and compression with flux losses with

increase of the external magnetic field.
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From the self-similar ansatz it follows that all of MHD variables are proportional to the radial

compression. It means that these solutions do not describe the very first phase of plasma

motion, particularly because this phase is not self—similar. However, the time interval during

the formation of the self-similar motion is much less then the characteristic time (half - period)

of the external magnetic field. Magnitude of the magnetic field B0, when the plasma motion

amacts to self-Similar solution, can be expressed in terms of the experimentally observed

magnitude of the maximum radial compression. Using Eqs.(5)-(7) we find

R0 “(4:1 +5)/(2C1 +3)

Rm ' (8)B0 = Bmax‘

where C1 < —3/2 corresponds to the first phase, and Bmx can be chosen as amplitude of the

external magnetic field ignoring the small variation of the external field during the second

phase. The magnitude of the magnetic field B = B], when the plasma is converted towards the

discharge tube walls in course of the expansion phase from R = Rmax and the total trapped

flux are

R0 ,[(2§2+3)(4§l+5)2(2Cl+3)]/ one)”
, ¢=¢oi (10)

RmaxB. amt R0 five/aw
max

where —5/4 < £2 < 0 corresponds to the expansion phase.

It follows from Eq.(10) that the main part of the magnetic flux is trapped during the

expansion phase.
The possibile reason for magnetic flux losses during the (-3-pinch evolution before the phase

of the FRC formation is the anomalous diffusion of the magnetic field due to anomalous

resistivity of a turbulent plasma /2—4/. If plasma becomes turbulent during the first stage of

compression it may be significant for the trapping and diffusion of magnetic flux. Using the

self-similar solutions for turbulent plasma one can estimate the possible magnetic flux losses

in course of FRC formation in this case.
We assume that the hydrodynamic equations retain their form, but the transport coefficients

are changed. The classical collision frequency is to be replaced by some effective frequency

Veff depending on the type of instability, which is responsible for turbulence. If the Buneman

instability dominates the effective collision frequency is Veff = const-mpe. Thus. we return to

Eqs.(1)-(4) with the new expression for V”, .Using self-similar variables we obtain the

following expression for the time dependence of the radial implosion

a(t):1—x 25—13;. (11)
to .

while Eqs.(5)—(7) retain their form. Eq.(ll) demonstrates that the time dependence of the

radial implosion is linear and it is independent of the time evolution of the external magnetic

field.
Analysis of the possible regimes depending on values of the parameters ,1; and I: is

represented in Table II. It demonstrates that if plasma becomes turbulent with Buneman

transport, loss of magnetic flux may occur during the expansion phase before the plasma has

reached the discharge tube walls (these solutions correspond to C, < —1, x > 0). The

peculiarities of the plasma dynamics for the case when plasma becomes turbulent with the

Buneman transpoflarevanishingoftheplasma density,andcreatinn ofhotplasma nearihe
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axis at g —) 0 , while the energy density N, G) remains regular near the axis 5 = 0.
The model of the Bohm transport corresponds to the following expressions for the effectivecollision frequency, conductivity and electron heat conduction
Veff = constflc, o = eZn/meverr. K = “T/meveff . (12)

Taking into account Eq.(12) and introducing the self-similar variables, we find the time
dependence for the dimensionless radial implosion and for the magnetic field in the following
form

4+5_xc_lC to (13)

(2i;+3 )/(4§+5)

i C t"

—1
0t(t)=[:l , B(t)=Bo[1—x Mi]

Eqs.(5) for the time dependence of n(t), T(t) and (I)(t) remain valid. The conclusion about the
possible regimes depending on the value of the parameters Z and C remain here about the
same as for the case of Buneman transport. Thus, for the Bohm transport loss of magnetic
flux may also occur during the expansion stage.

Table II. Regimes of self-similar dynamics of @—pinch plasma with turbulent
transport coefficients.

X > 0 x < 0

C < —3/2 Collapse, infinite increase of the Expansion and flux losses
external magnetic field and the with decrease of the external field
trapped flux.

—3/2 < C < —5/4 Buneman transport: Buneman transport:
expansion with flux trapping Collapse and flux losses with
with increase of the external field decrease of the external field.

Bohm transport: Bohm transport:
infinite expansion and flux losses Compression and flux trapping
with increase of the external field with decrease of the external field.

—5/4 < §< 0 Expansion and flux trapping with Collapse and flux losscsvwith in-
decrease of the external field. crease of the external field.

C > 0 Collapse and flux losses with Expansion and flux trapping with
increase of the external field. decrease of the external field.

The obtained solutions show that the magnetic flux is trapped during the implosion phase
when the external 9-pinch field is subsequently raised and than it is about constant. The
efficiency of the flux trapping is determined by the magnitude of the effective magnetic
Reynolds number Rmeff (C). During the expansion phase flux trapping is possible if the
plasma is classical, and flux is lost during this phase if the plasma becomes turbulent. The
amount of the trapped magnetic flux can be expressed in terms of the time of external magnetic
field variation and the plasma column radial compression.
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/4/ J.C. Dooling, T.M. York, M. Niimura , J. Plasma Physics 43, 419 (1990).
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161 A. B_Bud'ko, ET.Karlson., M.ALiherman, to he published.
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The gun-injected spheromak SPHEX has been described in [1], in which

it was shown that the plasma could be divided into the central column

extending along the geometric axis between the central gun electrode and

the pole of the flux-conserver. and the toroidal annulus surrounding it.

The gun drives the central column directly; power is transmitted to the

annulus by a coherent global oscillation at as 20 kHz with n=1 symmetry. The

e1ectric field in the column is much larger than could be supported by the

plasma resistivity alone; we shall show that the additional field is

involved in driving the n=1 mode. In [1] we presented measurements of the

associated Poynting vector, showing that the power flow reaches 10 MW/m at

the interface between column and annulus.

In the present paper we present probe measurements of the "dynamo"

current drive <vxb> and the particle flux 1‘ = <nv> associated with the n=1

mode; we also present results suggesting that there are significant

temperature fluctuations correlated with those of density. The probe used

for the dynamo and particle flux measurements is a development of that used

for measurements of the Poynting vector described in [1]; the present probe

contains three orthogonal magnetic pick—up coils and five standard Langmuir

tips, arranged so that all three components of the electric field can be

measured; alternatively, one pair can be used as a double Langmuir probe to

measure the particle density. The arrangement of coils and tips is shown in

fig.(1).
~ ~ We seek to determine only the parallel component of the dynamo, DII =

<vxb>.b0, where bO is a unit vector parallel to the mean field BO: Only the)

normal component of velocity v then enters, so we may substitute v = ExB/B”

to obtain to second order~ ~ _ ~ ~

D“ = («ll»— (EHbH>)/BO = (<ELbL>+<Erbr>)/BO (1)
where J. denotes a component normal to B0 and in the plane locally tangent

to the flux surface. To determine the particle flux due to fluctuations.

the four tips in the end face of the probeare used. one pair as a Langmuir

probe biassed at about 2.2 Te (which minimises the effect of temperature

fluctuations [2]). and the orthogonal pair as an electric field probe

oriented to determine the E‘L component.
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Fig.(3) shows the measured particle flux along the equatorial radius
of the flux-conserver (see fig.2). The fluctuations are large, but there is

22 . 2ions/m sec from theclear evidence for an outward flux of about 6 x 10
central column into the annulus, and some evidence for an outward flux near
the flux-conserver wall.

Fig.(4) shows the profile of DH along the equatorial radius. Each
point is determined from averaging over a period of 400 usec in the
sustainment phase of the spheromak plasma and over 6 successive shots. The
main feature is a strong peak in the central column, which is of Opposite
sense to the applied electric field. It derives principally from the second
term in eq.(1); the first term is small everywhere except very near the
axis. where by symmetry the two terms must be equal.

It has been shown [2] that temperature fluctuations correlated with
those of density may be determined from the variation with bias of the
current fluctuation level in a double Langmuir probe. A typical result is
shown in fig.(5), where the experimental points fit well the theoretical
curve for n = —O.25, where n = (Te/TeO)/(n/no) and subscript 0 denotes
average quantities. (For comparison, a curve for the isothermal case n = 0
is also shown.) Thus, the temperature fluctuations are anti-correlated with
the density.

In discussing these results we first consider the particle flux
measurements. If we assume that the plasma content of the annulus is
maintained entirely by the flow from the central column, we have dN/dt =
PA, or in the steady state N/w: : FA where N is the total ion content of the
annulus, 1 is the particle confinement time, and A is the area of the
interface between column and annulus. Taking the column to be a cylinder
0.15 m in radius by 0.4 m long, and a mean density in the annulus of 4 x
1019 m_3, we obtain a particle confinement time of 200 usec, similar to the
observed decay time of the density after shorting the gun electrode.

The potential difference between the column and the annulus implies
that the column is rotating [1]; as a result, the outward plasma flow will
also carry angular momentum across the interface, contributing to the
observed slow rotation of the annulus also described in [1]. The torque
exerted on the annulus is given by T = FAmiazo where a is the column radius
and (0/21: is 40 kHz is its rotation‘frequency. From the observations we
estimate 1‘ = 0.23 Nm. This may be compared with the estimate of “11‘ = 0.03 Nm
obtained in [1] from the observed spin-down time of the annulus after
shorting the gun and removing the current drive.
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In the central column, the dynamo DH is about 350 V/m and directed

Jposite to the applied electric field E= -475 V/m; the net current drive

' —125 V/m is comparable to the —40 V/m estimated from the Spitzer

isistivity [1]. Evidently the central column is acting as an electric

gtor. with DH representing its back e...;mf as described in [1], the

ginning central column radiates power through the n= 1 mode to drive

irrent in the annulus

It is of interest to examine whether the mode also provides a "dynamo"

1 the annulus to drive the current there, where the DC. electric field

ust vanish. However, present results are not sufficiently accurate 2to give

clear answer; with Te :3 16 eV and current density j as 6 x 105 A/m2 in the

nnulus, the required ecurrent drive is about 10 V/m. The results _in fig. (4)

re of this order, but the level of correlation between E and b is only

bout 0.1,and so both random and systematic errors must be considered

efore we can be certain of the mechanism of current drive.

In any case, it seems unlikely that the n= 1 mode can provide the

urrent drive throughout the annulus, since [1] the power flow is totally

bsorbed within a few. cm of the interface. We have therefore considered an

lternative possibility: as we have seen, there are temperature

luctuations and therefore also, fluctuations of conductivity :1. We also

ubserve a large parallel component of the fluctuating electric field EH due

0 the 11: 1 mode in the interface, with an amplitude reaching 2000 V/m.

Thus, if these fluctuations are correlated they will drive a D..C current

given by j = <oE|.[> While this is at present speculative, we hope in future

experiments to measure the effect definitively

In conclusion, we have definitely observed the dynamo process which

arovides the back e. m. f. necessary to oppose the large electric field along

:he geometric axis, confirming the speculation in [1] that this large field

drives the n=1 mode and thus radiates power into the annulus; we have also

observed a substantial flux of plasma from the column into the annulus, and

have shown that this flux is more than sufficient to maintain the observed

toroidal rotation of the annulus; and we have shown that there exist

temperature fluctuations in the plasma and have proposed a mechanism of

rectification of the n=1 mode power based on their existence.

References:
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the particle flux and dynamo probe
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TOROIDAL CURRENT ENHANCEMENT WITH STRONG POLOIDAL PLASMA CURRENT DRIVE

IN PBX—II SPHERICAL TORUS

Masaru IRIE

WASEDA UNIVERSITY

3-4—1 0hkubo .Shinjuku.Tokyo 169. JAPAN

1 INTRODUCTION The PBX is designed to study an ultra—low aspect ratio plasma

Spherical Torus. The current device FBX - II /1/ has a spherical

vacuum chamber / shell with 1.6 m in diameter and can accommodate a plasma with a

cross section of 60 mm x 60 mm and aspect ratio of 1.6. The plasma current can be

driven both toroidally and poloidally with mechanicaly simple Split Coil " system

which also supply toroidal multipole field with local average minimum field ,Min-B

This plasma dimension is virtually the same as the largest spheromaks. However

mainly because of the existence of toroidal field coils - even though they are slim

enough to be accommodated within a flux hole of a spheromak plasma - she is free

from major spheromak instabilities against tilting and shifting

A small magnetized plasma gun injects a seed plasma into this toroidal multipole

field and settles down in MineB region. In this way initial plasma density has

strong spatial dependence. After this phase. a main plasma is activated solely

inductively . This start up method does not allows a plasma to contact to any

materials inside the plasma chamber

2. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS Experimentally obtained plasma profiles are analysed

and classified with an aid of Grad - Shafranov

equation in cylindrical coeordinates in a form reported by Kondoh et,a1 /2/

82 1 6 02
---'— *#r---- +. ----- )¢:*3flu0R<J’ + i )
0R2 R BR 622 ' Lt Ht
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When a plasma is operated in far slower time scale than Alfven transit time," a force free partially relaxed state model " are often used for simplicity , which
neglects the effect of pressure

Because of this strong localization of the seed plasma. ordinary selection of
current flux function has some difficulty. In order to solve this problem we adopted
a current profile configuration including a region of plasma outside the separatrix/3/. unlike some idealized equilibria which require a cutoff of a plasma at
the separatrix . Throughout our experiment looking for toroidal current driveefficiency. we reached simple and efficient model for a current flux for our plasma
configuration. This model is

I = Jn(1- l(¢ - ¢ )./"’¢ l )
max max

where in is a value of l ( current flux function ) on (1)....»
Here a current profile itself is defined and the shape factor a is effective todominate flux profiles and not too sensitive to minor exper imental errors. Theoperation window is established with a guideline obtained from these analysis, whichwill be published elsewhere /4/

3. EXPERIMENT In the process of experiments , new operation window is found
for toroidal plasma current drivre, where toroidal-current is moreefficiently driven under strong poloidal plasma current condition, rather thanunder steady toroidal field condition like TOKAMAK type operation. An experimentalyfound optimum " Poloidal " plasma current is over 400 kA in its peak and toroidalplasma current is nearly doubled to reach 100 kA

in Fig 1. time history of current ( in A T ) in toroidal and ohmic heating /multipole coil current (Ion) as well as a peloida] plasma current(lpr) is shownIn this mode of operation, toroidal field coils and ohmic heating coils areinterconnected in series and toroidal coil has 4.5 times larger AT to drive poloidalplasma current
A plasma current starts 0.3 ms after the poloidal field flux swing. and ramps upfor 0.6 ms. After this stage. the toroidal plasma current decreased with a timeconstant of 0.2 ms when e. m. f. activated by ohmic heating coils in the reversedirection to drive the toroidal plasma current



The poloidal profiles of the plasma is shown in Fig.2 with two different shape

factors ( a = 2 on the upper side and a = 3 on the lower side ). In these figures

equilibrium field coils which makes the spherical shell surfaces as the main

separatrix even after the shell skin time , are abbreviated to avoid complexity

FBX- H is symmetrical to its horizontal axis. Four internal coils which is used

as both multipole field coils and ohmic heating coils . are installed vertically

In the figure, two sections of six toroidal field coils / rods are displayed

parallel to the symmetric axis as welL

In Fig 2.a. vacuum field is shown at 0.25 ms after the flux swing. Typical

quadrupole field is seen here. After this stage a toroidal plasma current (lpT) ramps

up‘ to the nominal value. In Fig.2.b. at 1.0 ms, the plasma suffers strong field

reversal caused by both toroidal and poloidal coil currents . The effect of the shape

factor is fairly clear especially in the posotion of the magnetic axis of the plasma

4. CONCLUSION Global characteristics of the FBX - II plasma is classified with

the help of newly developed current flux model in this field

Typical operation regime is introduced and the validity of the shape factor is

demonstrated. In this way new operational window for FBX experiment is found which

has helical plasma current with high sheaL
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PARAMETRIC INVESTIGATION OF THE ROTAMAK

DISCHARGE IN A 10-LITRE SPHERICAL VESSEL

N. Donaldson, RI Hahnheuser, LR. Jones, G. Staines and S. Xu

School of Physical Sciences, Flinders University

G.P.O. Boar 2100, Adelaide 5001, AUSTRALIA

The Rotamak Apparatus and Experimental Procedure

The rotamak is a compact torus device in which a rotating magnetic field (RMF) is

used to generate and maintain the toroidal plasma current. Descriptions of prior work

undertaken in the area of rotamak research, both experimental and theoretical, can be

found in /l/ and the references contained therein.

The rotamak device used in the experiments consisted of the following components:

0 a spherical Pyrex vessel of 28 cm inner diameter fitted with side arms, a vacuum

system and access ports for probes,

e a 2—channel RF system capable of producing 40 msec duration pulses of 0.5 MHZ

oscillations. The waveforms of the pulses were programmable and the oscillations

in the two pulses were dephased by 90°. The RMF was produced by feeding these

two pulses to a pair of orthogonally oriented coils,

a pair of circular coils and a suitable DC power supply to produce the required

equilibrium magnetic field. In this paper, this field is characterised by its amplitude,

B”, at r = z = O in the absence of plasma (cylindrical coordinates (r, ¢,z) with the

origin at the centre of the discharge vessel).

The characteristics of the plasma/field configuration produced in a rotamak device are

determined by the filling pressure of the working gas, 17 ', the amplitude of the equilibrium

magnetic field, B, ; the total available RF power, Pm”. For these experiments, p : 4— 16

mTorr H2 and B1, = 0 — 110 gauss. RF pulses having a large power for the initial 5 msec

of the pulse followed by a lower, constant power output for the remaining 35 msec were

used. The expectation was that the initial high power level would assist in the ionization

of the fill gas. Three levels of Pm” were used for the 35 msec, constant power portion

of the RMF pulse: 111 kW, 165 kW and 232 kW. Note that each RF channel provided

just half of this total available power. The two RF channels were connected to the RMF

coils by the circuit shown in Fig 1. Here, L (N QZOnH) is the vacuum inductance of one

of the RMF coils, Rc(= 2.59) is its resistance, C is a series capacitor used to tune out

the inductive impedance and R11 represents the antenna loading due to the presence of

plasma. The coils marked M are decoupling coils which are used to cancel out the small
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amount of mutual inductance which inevitably exists between the nominally OrthOgOnal
RMF coils.

The presence of the plasma introduces the loading HP and decreases the Value of L
from its vacuum value by an amount AL, say. Both HI) and AL VariEd from the time
at which the RMF was triggered (t = 0) until the steady~state discharge was attained at
about 15 insec. In all rotamak experiments undertaken to date, the tuning capacitor C'
has been used to cancel the inductive impedance presented by (L — AL) at t = 20 msec.
i.e. the tuning of the circuit has always been made for the steady-state situation.

The circuit and plasma parameters presented here were all obtained at the fixed time
of t : 20 msec i.c. for the steady~state discharge.

Current Drive in the Rotamak Discharge

The values of driven toroidal current L1, (at t = ‘70 msec), obtained for a large selection
of 01,13”, Pm”), are plotted versus B,, in Fig 2. This diagram shows that Ia is primarily
determined by Bu and that, to a good approximation, [4, varies linearly with BU.

We observe that for a given PM“ it is not possible to establish a rotamak discharge
if Bu exceeds a certain critical value, Bye. The reasons for this is not yet understood.

Fig 3 shows a plot of PF, the RF power dissipated in the plasma (Le. in the two
resistors, 12?, of the equivalent circuit) versus 194,. Two features are worthy of note. Firstly,
by increasing the value of Pm”, it is possible to increase EM and the corresponding
maximum driven current, 14’5"”. It is also possible to increase BM by increasing the filling
pressure at a fixed value of Pm“; this trend is especially noticeable in the change from 4
to 8 mTorr. From the current drive viewpoint, the scaling of 15‘” with PP is pessimistic ;
the fitted curve is parabolic. Secondly, it is clear that, provided FF is larger than a certain
minimum value, a range of discharges can be generated which have the same driven current
but widely different RF power dissipation.

The Rotamak Discharge as a Circuit Element

Fig 4. shows the equivalent circuit for one RF channel at t = 20 msecr The maximum
available power (for one channel), P”)maxi IS:

A2
P(1)_Prnaz_ V0

"M‘ 2 ‘839
The corresponding values of (Pflnljr (watts); RG (0)) for the three levels of Pmar used are :
(55,000 ; 20.0) ; (82,500 ; 20.4) and (116,000 ; 22.8).

The measured peak values of the coil current, i, are plotted versus the measured values
of RF in Fig 5 for discharges having different (p,Bu,Pmr) combinations. Circuit theory
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yields the following relationship between i and R1,:

\/ sagP533:
(Ra + RC + HP)1':

The calculated curves obtained using the above three combinations of 17,333, and R3 are

Shown in Fig 5 ; there is good agreement between theory and data.

The measured RF power deposited in the plasma from one channel, Pg”, is plotted

versus i in Fig 6 for a variety of discharges having different (1), By, Pmflr). Circuit theory

yields the following relationship between P31) and i :

Pg” : 31/ 212913221- — it—LG : R“).

Curves calculated using the above three combinations of PS“): and HG are shown in Fig 6

and, again, there is a good agreement between theory and data. This agreement between

circuit analysis and data leads us to believe that we have measured the important RF

quantities, i, RI, and Pp, in an accurate and self-consistent manner.

Fig 7 sheds some light on our inability to obtain rotamak discharges for Bywalues

larger than a critical value, B“; (for a given value of Pm”). In this graph, the ratio J

is plotted Versus I¢ for a large variety of discharges. Here, Bw is the amplitude of the

applied RMF, calculated from a knowledge of i and the geometry of the RMF coils. We

see that rotamak discharges cannot be maintained if the ratio F” drops below ~0.45.
u

Rotamak Plasma Parameters

Fig 8 shows the line-averaged electron number density, < 71,.3 >, measured across a di—

ameter in the z 2 0 plane by means of a 4.3 mm microwave interferometer, plotted against

the total RF power dissipated in the plasma, Pp. < 11,: > is seen to be approximately

proportional to Pp, regardless of the initial values of p and B“.

The electron temperature, measured using a double Langmuir probe, was found to be

spatially uniform and it increased only slightly with increasing values of Pp. T,E lay in the

range ll :l: 2 eV for all the discharges investigated.

/1/ LR. Jones, Small Plasma Physics Experiments [1 (World Scientific, Singapore,

1990) pages 3-51.
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AN ALTERNATIVE CONFIGURATION OF AXIALLY

PINCHED SPHERICAL TORUS
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*Nuclear Fusion Laboratory, Nuclear Research Center,

Turkish Atomic Energy Authority, 06100
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INTRODUCTION

The spherical torus is a very Small aspect ratio (A<2)

confinement concept obtained by retaining only the

indispensable components such as the toroidal field coils

imboard to the plasma torus. The general class of spherical

tori which includes the spherical tokamak (q>1), spherical

pinch (l>q>0) and spherical RFP (q<0) have magnetic

configurations unique in comparison with conventional tokamak

and RFPs.
In this study, a conceptual design developed for a new

spherical pinch system is presented. The numerical model at

that of the design is the composition based on the methodes

and principles of such as z—pinch, shock heating and the

Peng's and Taylor‘s papers on the features of spherical torus

plasma [1] and the current drive by helicity injection [2].

DESIGN CONSIDERATION

In order to generate compact toroids (CT), together with

the conventional system components such as spark gap switches

and capacitor bank etc., the different types of magnetically

driven plasma guns are used. For this conceptual design of

spherical torus the C-gun is very convenient.

The C—gun is a novel and alternative version of

conventional magnetically driven plasma gun with a very high

helicity injection efficiency. The vertical two electrodes

placed on the toroidal plane of flux conserver facing each

other and the back strap at the outside of it are the main

structure of the C—gun and it has successfully been used on

our previous experimental studies on CTs [3]. In principle,

this system proposed is composed by 20 C—guns placed around

the flux conserver symmetrical with respect to the z axis.

The pre—determined system parameters are as follows: for

strongly paramagnetic configuration, the pinch parameter of

F=<Bt>s/<B > is about 0.3—0.42; the toroidal magnetic

helical pitch T=<B >s/<Bt>v is in the range of 1.2—1.4; the

aspect ratio A=l. ; the safety factor at the edge q(a), is

between 0.6—0.8; the energy level of capacitor bank per gun

is 226 kJ; the charging voltage is 95 kV; the loop current

per gun is 500 kA; the form factor of elliptically shaped

plasma at the center is 6.25; the aspect ratio of pushed

plasma belt is 4.67; the overall efficiency is 0.28 and the

radius and height of flux conserver are 35 cm and 50 cm

respectively. This values have been selected for the

operating gas of He at the pressure range of 0.1—0.3 Torr.



Therefore, all of pre—determined system parameters are Veryrealistic.

FORMULATION

The magnetic field configuration at the model ofconceptual design combined with our previous experimentalresults [3] are very complex.
The toroidal and poloidal current components of the beltspushed toward the center (see next paragragh) are translatedinto poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields. After thereconnection, the closed magnetic surfaces are formed inaxial and radial directions.
In this study; a generalized analytical model is notconcluded, but as it is seen at the results of numericalmodel, phases and the phenomenon of the belts pushed toward

guns are very different. In this procedure, the analyticalmodel must be time varying. On the other hand, the mentionedphases depend on the self organization process.For this reason, the numerical model of conceptual designis a composition of some well known principles. The givenexpressions are in drived forms.
The electron temperature of plasma belts produced by theC—guns and pushed toward the center of flux conserver, as isevaluated in Ref. [4], is given by the alternative form of

Te=[eM/3K(3Mm) 1/2) l { (E/p) /PC[1+(2-405/w) /Pcp1}
where T is shock heated electron temperature, e is theelectronic charge, m and M are the electron and ion masses,k is Boltzmann constant, E is the electric field of C-gun atpoloidal frame, p is operating gas pressure, PC is thecollision probability and b is the distance between thebelt and wall of the flux conserver.The helicity injection [2,5], can be applied to theC~gun. In this case, the helicity existence rate is
dK/dTp=2[VCg(Bs)ex—E.B]
where T is operating half period of the C-gun, VC is thevoltage applied to the C—gun, (Bs)ex is net flux onl%he areaframed by the plasma belt and flux conserver. The first termrepresents the injection of helicity and the second term isits resistive dissipation.

From the pressure balance, for the plasma columncompressed at the center, the plasma temperature may bewritten as

Ti(0)+Te(O)=(reduced beta)Bt2(O)/4C0Ne(0)k
where the reduced beta=<beta>vt<beta>vp/(<beta>vt+<beta>vp),Bt(0) is magnetic field density of 20 C—guns at the center,CO is permeability of free space, Ne(0) is the centraltotal electron density and k is Boltzmann constant.
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At the system proposed; in the flux conserver, one of the

operating gases of He, D and H in the pressure range of 0.1—

0.3 Torr are used and the C—guns are triggered all together

in this neutral gas medium. Thus the Axially Pinched

spherical Torus (APST) which has produced at the center of

flux conserver will be surrounded by a gas mantle. On the

other hand, the E—layer produced by the energetic helical

electrons, will transform into a concentric geometry with the

APST. Because of the reconnection, due to the pinch current

and the poloidal field of E—layer are parallel each other,

APST will be translated into the Taylor's force free mode.

For this reason, this system is very different from the

conventional z—pinch.
In the stability and equilibrium parameters of FRC, using

the transformation of current and flux vectors, one can write

<beta> =1—1/2(rS/r ) As it can be seen in this expression,

the voiume averaged beta is independent from the pressure

profile. Here, r and rw are the radia of seperatrix and flux

conserver respecgively.
The energy confinement time can be written in the form of

tE=W3/ [P12+P4—(dWlZ/dt12+dW4/dt4)]

where W and W2 are the plasma storage energies in the belts

by shoc and ohmic heating respectively, W3(W1,W2,W4) is the

plasma storage energy in central plasma column at equilibrium

mode by axially pinching, P 2 is the input power, P4 is the

additional heating powerlby current drive, t12 is the

replacement time and t4 is the sustainment time.

RESULTS

By means of spark gap switches which are triggered at the

same time, the plasma belts containing the shock and ohmic

heated electrons (l.24.kev and 5x10 cm_3) are pushed toward

the center all together by the Lorentz forces. The shock and

ohmic heated thermal electrons, interacting with the self

generated toroidal magnetic field, under different angles

with respect to the magnetic field vector, move on the

alternative helical orbits having various pitches. Thus in

the first 5 us which is the half period of the C—gun , the

system arrives into equilibrium state and the current channel

confines itself by reconnecting the toroidal field of helices

and the poloidal field of the long pitches. The rise time of

the guns' loop current are about 2—3 us and the operating

half period of the guns are between 10 us and 12 us. After

6-7 us from the triggering of spark gaps, hot belts come

together at the center of flux conserver and hence the

central cylinderical current channel of 4 cm in diameter and

25 cm in length which is composed by 20 guns' loop currents

(10 Rev, 10-12 MA and 2.86x1018 cm— ) are collapsed by the

self generating toroidal magnetic field and then it converts

into an elongated hot and dense spherical torus.



CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main points achived on this study have been: i) Theenergies and densities of thermal and mono energeticelectrons in the belt produced by the C-gun are veryimportant parameters for the reconnection phase. Expecfedvalges mgst be in the ranges of Ue=25-100 eV and <n >=10 6—10 cm . In this case due to the self organization procesSthe reconnection probability is about 80 %; ii) It has beensupposed that the self generated toroidal and poloidal

this purpose in that model, the transformation between theazimuthal and axial current densities are necessary; iv)Selecting the geometry of flux conserver (radius and height)and the distance between the electrodes and the electricalcharacteristics of C—gun, to control of the elongated plasmais possible; v) The volume averaged beta is about 0.78—0.98and the global energy confinement time is 4-5 us; vi) As thebelts are pushing towards the center, the D shapes willchange. In the equilibrium phase, the toroidal flux at theinside of toroid will become CN Iz Ln(RO+a/RO—a) where C is ashaping constant, N is the gumber of C—guns, IZ is theclosed axial loop cuirent of toroid, R0 is the major radiusto magnetic axis of the elongated plasma and a is value of rat plasma surface. As it is clearly seen here, the strongparamagnetism at the pinch phase will be demonstrated with anon linear property.
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CENTRALLY PEAKED TEMPERATURE PROFILES DUE TO THE ETTINGHAUSEN
EFFECT
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Abstract

A two temperature one-dimensional Z—pinch plasma is modelled close to

equilibrium. A full set of transport coefficients is employed which includes both the

Ettinghausen heat flow (the inward radial electron heat flow in the direction of 1 x g )

and the Nernst term in Ohm's law (where a radial temperature gradient can affect the

axial current distribution ). One of these effects is almost always important, and together

they cause any positive radial temperature gradient (e.g. caused by a skin effect ) to nbe

reduced or reversed. Centrally peaked temperature profiles can the occur. These effects

‘are also instrumental in the preferential inward drift of the coliisionless high energy tail,

and the subsequent formation of a runaway electron beam with singular orbits on the axis

of the Z—pinch.

1 .Introduction J

It is very usual for the cross phenomena that are contained in the full Ohm's law

and electron heat-flux equations of Braginskii (1957), especially those orthogonal to the

driving force and the magnetic field, to be ignored in theoretical models. Two of these

terms are present even in a one—dimensional description of a magnetically confined

plasma. and exist purely because of the velocity dependence of the collision frequency.

One term describes the inward electron heat—flux in the direction of l x g (the

Ettinghausen effect) while the other is a term in the direction of VI‘ x E in Ohm's law

(the Nernst effect).

2. One —dimensional transport

Employing the notation of Braginskii, the radial component of electron heat—flux for

a symmetric Z-pinch with only radial dependence of variables is

are Te
qer : ' Kie —— “ — fiAJZ (1)

ar e

where the transport coefficients are given by the more accurate results of Epperlein and

Haines (1986). The term with coefficient 5A is the Ettinghausen effect. The ratio R] of

this term to the cross-field thermal conduction in the limit of titer —; w is

JzBefli
R1 : —— (2)

neTeC 74'

where LT is the scale-length of the temperature gradient. For an ionic charge of 2:1

Epperlein and Haines give 6:: 1.5 and 71‘: 4.66. If furthermore there is pressure

balance, and if the scalelength LT is equal to the pinch radius a, the ratio of terms, R1,

is approximately 2/3. Under such conditions the Ettinghausen effect cannot be neglected.
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Of course, the cross-field ion thermal conductivity is larger by the ratio (mi/me) i.but if the electron and ion temperature temperatures are sufficiently decoupled the electmntemperature distribution will be determined significantly by the Joule heating, by theelectron heat—flux, and hence also by the Ettinghausen effect. In a Joule-heatedZ—pinch under pressure balance at constant radius Haines (1982) showed that thisdecoupling depends only on the line density N; the decoupling is stronger at low N.Ohm's law can be written as

vn (Xi 6A 6T9EZ + = .I2 + — — (3)c nze2 e 8r

where we note that the coefficient for the Nernst effect is identical to the Ettinghamencoefficient in Eq(1), i.e. it obeys Onsager's relation.The ratio R2 of the Nernst term to the perpendicular resistivity term is

neTec 6:
R2 = %

(4)
LT JZBO

for Cub? ~> 4». We can see that R2 depends inversely on the parameters in Eq (2) farR1. Indeed R2 is approximately 0.5/R1. It follows therefore that if the Ettinghauseneffect is small (R1 < 1) the Nernst term is large (R2 > I). In a situation where LT z aand there is pressure balance we have R1 and R2 of order 1, and neither term can beneglected.
We noiv consider a one dimensional simulation of a Z-pinch with and without thesetwo effects

3. Numerical simulation

A one—dimensional, time-dependent, two-temperature MHD code was employed,and run in time until an almost self—similar set of profiles was obtained. The examplespresented here are for a relatively high line density N of lOZDmT‘ where it might haveseemed a good approximation to put T6 = Ti and to neglect the cross—phenomena beingconsidered here. Figure 1 shows radial profiles of electron and Ion temperature for thetwo temperature model without the [SA terms. We note that Te is very stronglydecoupled near the surface of the pinch where the density is low. (The density profile isapproximately parabolic, and goes to zero at r/a = 1.) Elsewhere in Fig.1 we find Te isalmost exactly equal to Ti, and that both temperatures increase with radius.Figure 2 illustrates the same case but with the [3A terms included. There is aremarkable difference. The almost singularly high electron temperature at the surface ofFig.1 has almost completely been eliminated, and both Te and Ti have maxima at theaxis, albeit rather weak for this high line density. These results will have a profoundeffect, reducing the onset of micro-turbulence markedly.
The current density distribution under the same two conditions is shown in figure 3.Without the cross—phenomena there is an almost singular skin effect, though not arisingfrom the usual electromagnetic skin effect because there is only a weak skin effect for theelectric field for an evolving Joule—heated equilibrium (Haines, 1960). This high surfacecurrent density arises essentially because of the high electron temperature: Indeed eachdrives the other in a thermal instability. With the cross—phenomena included we findthat not only is the current density reduced near the surface because of the reduction ofelectron temperature, but Ell/Br actually becomes negative because of the effect of theresidual positive electron temperature gradient (Fig.2) in the Nernst term. In both casesthere is a local rise in JZ near the axis where titer becomes less than 1, with aconsequent reduction of perpendicular resistivity.
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inunaway electrons

The essential physics behind the Ettinghausen effect is that the relatively hot and

collisionICSS clecuons experience the axial electric field EZ (set up to drive the axial

current). In the presence of the azimuthal magnetic field B0, these electrons have a

gHiding—centre drift, cEz/Bg, radially inwards towards the axis. On arriving within one

Lam-0r radius of the axis they will change their motion to singular orbits (Haines. 1978).

and move along the axial direction with their full velocity. In the presence of the axial

electric field they will be able to run away if the Dreicer condition for them is satisfied.

The off—axis electrons that are magnetised are unable to run away, but instead the high

energy tail is preferentially filtered to the axis by the drift motion described above.

5_Conclusions

We have shown that the combined effect of the Ettinghausen and Nernst

cross—phenomena is to drastically reduce the high electron temperature and current density

in [he low—density coronal plasma near the surface of the Z-pinch, and instead a

maximum temperature occurs on the axis. This is because of the inward heat—flow in

the direction of l x E. The Nernst effect causes a reduction in current density near the

surface where there is a weak positive temperature gradient.
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VISCOUS EFFECTS ON EQUILIBRIUM

STATES OF ISOLATED Z—PINCIIES

T. M I Y A M O T 0

Atomic Energy Research Institute, Nihon University

Kanda-surugadai, Chiyoda—ku, Tokyo. Japan

1. INTRODUCTION

Various steady states of Z—pinches have been investigated by many au—

thors/l—6/. The Bennett pinch/l/ corresponds to a Z—pinch with infinite

viscosity and thermal conduction/2L The solution appropriate to convene

tlonal, isotropic Zepinches is obtained for zero viscosity and infinite

thermal conduction/2/. The temperature and current density are almost

constant/4,5/ at Pease—Braginskii current/2,3l. It corresponds to the

assumption of the latter solution. In the parabolic density profile ob—

tained under this assumption, the electron drift velocity is infinite at

the plasma periphery. In the gas embedded Z-pinch, this difficulty is re—

moved because of the thermal conduction at the plasma periphery/5L Re-

cently, Robson studied the steady state of an isolated Z—pinch under the

assumption that the electron drift velocity is limited to the ion acoustic

velocity by anomalous resistivity/6/. which has observed in a transient

phase of Z~pinches. It is not clear whether the anomalous resistivity

must always exist in the steady state of the isolated Z—pinch. It is

noticed that the viscous effect is not negligible at the periphery where

the density falls zero. The viscous effects are examined in this paper.

2. CANCELLATION OF APPLIED FIELD BY VISCOUS EFFECTS

We examine the steady state of an isolated Z—pinch. which is cylindre

ieally symmetric and infinite in length. All quantities depend only on the

plasma radius r. The radial and azimuthal motions are neglected. The ap—

plied field Ez and temperature T are assumed to be constant. Then. the

momentum conservation equations for hydrogen plasma are given by

0=-Vp5-V-xiienJ(E+v;xB)n_LR forj=i,e. (2.1)

where z ‘s and R are stress tensors and the momentum transfer from ions

to electrons by collisions ( see Ref.7 for the detailed form ), and the

upper sign is chosen for ions. The radial pressure equilibrium and the

azimuthal field B are given by

l d
d—(ni + ne)T = a Er — 1B , — — (rB) = u Di : e(n;vi — Ila-Va) , (2.2)
dr r dt

where a is charge density, which is not negligible at the plasma periph—

ery. Equations (2.2) give a parabolic density profile, if the electric

force term is neglected. The axial momentum equation are written as
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where 7: jar : — at if,(wir ,ldvj/dr and a), = eB/m, for) =1, e, and re= (me/m,)1/E(n,/ne) r i. The electron Larmor frequency increases steeplywith the radius, so we? 6 >> 1 except the vicinity of the axis. On theother hand, war ( is not much greater than unity in most region. Even ifwit, >> 1, fe/i‘r ~ mE/m,. if (an, ~ 1, the inequality holds fe/fi <<me/m;. The ratio of electron stress to ion's satisfies new/r; in <<(me/m,)3/E(dv,,/dr)/(dvl/dr). The electron drift velocity magnetic field isof order of ion's one, so the ratio 7: e.ZF/ir .zp is extremely smallquantities. Thus, we can neglect the electron stress term.On the contrary, if the charge density 0 is neglected in Eq.(2.3), theion viscous force must be compensated by the electron's one. This meansthat the electron Larmor radius must be finite as well as ion's, and alsothat the radial gradient of the electron drift speed must be so high thatthe electron viscous force is comparable with the ion's one. The paraboucdensity profile is obtained under this assumption.
The axial component of the generalized Ohm's law is obtained fromEqs.(2.l), and rewritten using (2.3) as

d m mE7zi=Ez+ 7—r(nez.-~en.2,)~(i— -\)E=, (2.4)ener dr mi ene m;
where 71 = mE/neeF-re is resistivity. and electron viscous term is alsoneglected. The ion density n; exceeds substantially He at the plasmaperiphery, because of large ion Larmor radius. At the radius given by
(m — nel/ns ~ ni/ne = mi/me , (2.5)
the externally applied field is completely canceled by the effective fieldthat results from the ion viscous effect. Even if the resistivity isconstant, the current decreases near the periphery of the column, andvanishes with the density. The ion and electron densities must vanish atthe plasma surface. satisfying Eq.(2.5).

3. VISCOUS—NONVISCOUS HYBRID MODEL
We will approximately solve the problem, instead of solving it exactly.When the effective electric field resulted from the ion viscous termincreases steeply, especially in Z—pinches in which the ion Larmor radiusis much smaller than the plasma radius. Therefore, we divide the plasmacolumn into two regions (1) zero viscosity region ( 0 < r < r1 ) and (ii)infinite viscosity region ( r. < r < rs ).
In the region (1), Eqs.(2.2) give the parabolic profile n = no(l — rZ/az),where a is the plasma radius for the uniform current at which n = 0. Theline density and the total current in this region ( r < r. J are given as N1
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= Nn(rz/a)2( l - (ru/a)E/2 ) and I. = 10(r1/a)2. where N0 = no” 32/2 and i0 =

197: a2 are the line density and the total current for the Z—pinch in which

the Whole column is consisted of the region (1). and in which the Bennett

relation is given by u 0102 = 167: NOT.
In the region (ii). the electron and ion drift velocities are constant.

The density is obtained as

C(1‘/I'1)A_2
n=2nn (2(ri/a) — 2+ (a/rl) ) m . (3.1)

solving Eqs.(2.2) under the boundary conditions that n, dn/dt and i =

e(n;v: - nave) are continuous at the radius r.. The constant C is given by

C = l + D i [(1+D)2 - 1]”2, where D =[2(rI/a)2—l]2/[(ri/a)3(l—(r1/a)2)]. and

where the plus must be chosen for ri/a > 1/2”? and the minus for ri/a <

1/2”2 due to physical reasons. The density and current profiles are

shown for several values of ri/a in Fig.1. The line density N2 and

current 12 in the region (11) are obtained. integrating from r1 to the

plasma radius r; ( —. co ), which does not equal a in general. The line

density N = N. + N2 and the current I = Ii + 12 are expressed as

(N/Na)!/2 = 1/10 = [l—(ri/a)2+(2(r|/a)°-2(r:/a)2+l}"‘2] . (3.2)

The line density N and the total current I versus ri/a are drawn in Fig.2.

Equation (3.2) shows that the Bennett condition also holds in this model.

Next. we must determine the characteristic radius r1, where the

viscosity is significant. The viscous force vanishes for the parabolic

density profile. if were >> 1 and wit; >> 1. However. a: (Ti increases

only gradually with the radius. The ion viscous effect increases with rae

dius, but decreases rapidly as well as the electron's after a) ; r i exceeds

unity. If the ion viscosity is important at the plasma boundary. a) .r a must

be less than unity or not exceed greatly unity. The electric field

resulting from the ion viscous force becomes dominant with decreasing

electron density under this condition. In other words. the plasma

boundary will appear within a radius at which a) .r i is not much higher

than unity. Hence. we assume that (1)51 a ~ 1 at the radius r:. Using the

the parabolic density profile, we obtain

e u 010 z m2 1/2 __ ___
1: am. ) 1 47: am. ' (3'3)

1 611010110_= 1 _____.
a [ +( 4

where 1: x0 is the ion—ion collision time at r = 0. Equation (3.3) is approx-

imated as ri/a - 1 = 6;: slot .o/(Sn am) at the periphery. This is reasona—

ble results. The present model also holds. when the resistivity is assumed

to be anomalous at the plasma periphery/6/. The radius r, is determined

from the condition, however, that the electron drift speed can not exceed

the ion acoustic speed. It gives the questionable result that the
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resistivity is anomalous at the whole column in the Bennett pinch.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The difficulty of the parabolic density profile obtained in the simplilfied model of the isolated Z—pinch is removed by the viscous effect with-out Introducing any anomalous effects. The viscous effect generates theeffective electric field that cancels the externally applied field. Theeffect is consequence of the finite ion [,,armor radius effect. The relatedion orbits were discussed in detail by Haines/8/. The present resultsseem to support the recent experimental result/W, which denied the exis-tence of the anomalous resistivity in a steady state. The Characterisucplasma radius is determined by a) i r r~ l at both gas-embedded Z-pinch andisolated Z—pinch. It is determined by the radius of maximum thermalconduction in the former, and of maximum Viscosity in the latter.
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FIGARO: A Large Larmor Radius Stability Code
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Abstract

}ARO is a linearized initial value code for studying large Larmor radius stabilization

cylindrical geometry. It is based on the Vlasov fluid model and uses integration

ng equilibrium ion trajectories to determine the time evolution of the perturbed ion

tribution function. The method and its implementation are described and preliminary

ults for the m = 0 mode in the z—pinch are presented.

Introduction
e availability of high current (~ 1 MA) generators for the zepinch [173] has rendered

3 collisionless regime accessible experimentally. In this regime ideal MHD is inapplica~

2 and cannot be used to evaluate the stability properties of the device. The theoretical

preach to be adopted depends on the size of the ion Larmor orbits, which, in turn,

pends on N, the pinch line density

1;?
l

x :aN-l/Z (1)
6;.

.Q

rerc E; is the average ion Larmor radius, a is the pinch radius, and the constant (I is

71 X 108 In”2 for hydrogen, and 8.08 X 105 ml/2 for deuterium.

If the line density is greater than about 7 x 1019 in”, the value of e is sufficiently

12111 that a fluid like approach is possible. Studies [4—6] using the Chew—Goldberger~

)w (CGL) [7] equations have shown that a very large enhancement of linear stability is

ilikely for small Larmor radius. In terms of pinches formed from cryogenic fibres (for

hich N o< T}, where 7'; is the fibre radius) this means that a dramatic improvement in

rear stability is probably not possible if the fibre radius is above about ‘20 pm.

The collisionless, finite or large Larmor radius stability of the z—pinch is therefore

1 important theoretical issue of experimental relevance. It is also an extremely difiicult

ie to solve. Previous work has concentrated on various simplified subsets of the total

roblem. For instance, betatron (or singular) orbits have been neglected [8] or they have

sen treated, but all other particle types have been neglected [9]; approximate solutions

it the finite Larmor radius (FLR, 6 ~ 0.1) but not the large Larmor radius (LLR, 6 ~ 1)

1se have been found [10], and the simple case of a skin current equilibrium has been

)lved exactly [11]. In this paper we describe a linearized initial value code, FIGARO7
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which is designed encompass all aspects of the problem. It includes all classes of Particle
it is applicable in both the FLR and LLR regimes, and it can treat arbitrary equilibrialAt present the code is restricted to m = 0, fixed boundary modes.

2. Method
FIGARO is based on the Vlasov fluid model [12], which treats the ions fully kinetically)using the exact Vlasov equation, and the electrons as a cold background fluid maintainingquasineutrality. Instead of solving the Vlasov fluid eigenvalue equation, which invOIVeEa non-Hermitian operator and formidable trajectory integrals, We use an initial Value
formulation. A perturbation is applied and its time evolution is followed. After a fewgrowth times the fastest growing mode (i.e., the one with the highest value of Im(w))will dominate the behaviour.

The method used in the code is based on integrating the first order Vlasov equaticmalong the unperturbed ion trajectories of an ensemble of particles to obtain the timedependent values of the first order ion distribution function, at the time dependent
positions of the particles in phase space. Moments are taken from these Values of f1 toadvance the perturbed fluid variables and fields.

For the equilibrium We malre the standard Vlasov fluid assumption that f0 : fo(H)
where H : émgvz + sin, is the particle energy. Thus the equilibrium is isotropic invelocity space, implying an isotropic equilibrium pressure. Vlasov fluid equilibria satisfyVPO = in x 30, like ideal MHD [12]. For equilibrium distribution functions of this form
We can write the linearized Vlasov equation as follows

%_ Cfiafo

dt' — —m.- 1‘35" (2)
where d/dt'is the time derivative, and 0/617 is the velocity space gradient, following the
unperturbed trajectories. Moments are taken of f1 to obtain to obtain 7L1 and 27,-] (the
perturbed ion number density and fluid velocity), and the other perturbed fluid and field
variables can be calculated from the following equations

_. _, TL ‘ 7as = Us ~ are — L1 (3)n 7206

“' — 1 v x 1? (4)J1 — #0 1

E] = “1720 X 3.1—2?“ X go
(5)

as a6—151 : —v x E]. (6)
Notice that Eq. (5) is the linearized electron fluid equation.
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’lan of Code

gral to the numerical scheme is a one dimensional (radial) configuration space grid.

D formulation is possible because we consider only a single Fourier mode (for m = 0,

urbed variables are proportional to 8”” and are independent of 9).

An ensemble of N particles is moved across this grid following equilibrium ion tra—

iries. Each particle carries with it values of f0 and f]. The particles f0 is a constant

1c motion (from the zeroth order Vlasov equation). The value of fl is time dependent

is calculated by advancing the first order Vlasov equation (2).

One cycle of the calculation therefore basically proceeds as follows:

Advance both the particle equations of motion (using EU and E0) and the first order

sov equation (using E1) for all N particles. A fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme is

l for these particle integrations.
Values of f1 are now known at the N new particle positions in phase space. Moments

taken to obtain ion fluid variables 11] and 77.1 at the grid positions by averaging over

particles in each cell. For cell j the calculation is as follows [13]

L1}: 4‘ __ 1 fit-s ..
:17?”02—f0A ”i1 ’ Ki 2:31 E” m

are k is the label for the individual particles in cell j, and Ki is the total number of

ticles in the cell.

The ion fluid variables are used to update 1321, E1 and E1. Since a two step method

eendrofi) is used to advance 131, each cycle of the calculation is composed of a

:‘timestcp followed by a full timestep.

The following boundary conditions are imposed on the fluid variables and fields

T=03 uilr:uelr=§l:E1r:Elz =0 (8)

rza: uglrzue1r:§1=Elz:0 (9)

:ice that Eq. (9) applies only to a fixed boundary. The particles are reflected from

outer boundary.

Preliminary Results

test the code we need to reproduce a known result. In the collisionless regime the

y point of contact with previous theory is the zero Larmor radius limit, where we

vuld recover the CGL result. Because the code needs to resolve Larmor orbits, this

it is actually not accessible. The minimum value of e which we can use is 10—3.

Another difficulty arises when we try to choose a suitable equilibrium. In principle

require one with a very high CGL growth rate, so that the code will converge quickly.
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Strangely enough, this is impossible to find. Because of the form of f0 USGd in the Vlasov
fluid model, we must assume a uniform equilibrium temperature. It can be ShOWn [14]
that fixed boundary m. = 0 modes do not exist if the equilibrium density falls to Zero at
the edge. Thus we must impose a non—Zero equilibrium edge pressure. However, making
Po(a) finite significantly reduces the CGL growth rate (if it is sufficiently large, the pinch
can be absolutely stable to m = 0) [5]. Preliminary tests of the code have been carried
out using an equilibrium with uniform jg and P0((Z) : 0.1130(0).

We use Isa = 10, again because of the relatively large CGL growth rate. For the
limiting case 6 : 10-3 the code gives a growth rate which is about 20% lower than CGL_
The eigenfunction structure is qualitatively similar to the CGL one (i.e., the inner 70%
is essentially unperturbed) but the peak in the eigenfunction is shifted by about 10% in
radius. Increasing e to 10—2 causes a reduction in the growth rate by about 90%. Thus
it would seem that the instability properties depend sensitively on e in the small Larmor
radius limit. This would explain the discrepancies with CGL. The growth rate appears
to increase with 5 beyond 6 = 0.1 for Ice = 10.
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THE INTERRUPTED Z - PINCH DYNAMICS MODELING

P. Kubes, J. Kravarik, J. Hakr, P. Kulhanek, J. Pichal

C7ech Technical University. Faculty of Electrical Engineering
Technicka 2, 166 27 Praha 6. Czechoslovakia

The z-pinch had been formed in the discharge between two cone-shaped copper

electrodes (top angle 90" and diameter 10 mm each, interelectrode distance 10 mm)

placed in a glass vacuum chamber filled with the air under the pressure 5 kPa - see Fig. l.

The used energy source . 3 uF condenser battery - was charged to a voltage of 18 kV and

the discharge current reached its maximum 50 KA at a time lps after the breakdown.

Q - SWITCHED RUBY LASER
DlAGNOSTlC BEAM

j

SPARK GAP

ELECTRODES ’“M

CONDENSER BATTERY (3 ttF. 18 kV)

Fig. 1.: Experimental apparatus

The discharge was studied by the Michelson interferometry and Schlieren methods.

The Michelson interferometry enabled average the electron density calculations under the

assumption of z-pinch cylindrical geometry. The Schlieren method [1] with variable

diameter of the focal point disk screen was used to study the small scale concentration

gradients in the filaments of the discharge.

Both methods, the Michelson interferometry and the Schlieren method, comprise a

ruby laser switched in the Q«regirne as the light source. The laser light pulse duration was

0.04 us. Due to the synchronization and the delay of the light pulse from the discharge

ignition, there was a possibility to get a series of experiments. The experiments were

carried out every 0.1 us during the 1 us time interval after the discharge ignition. the

results were registered with a camera. During every discharge there was taken one snap

only, but the sequence of measurements was very well acceptable for the discharge

evolution study due to the discharge good repeatability (25% variance about a mean). For

the discharge evolution obtained from the Schlieren diagnostics see [2].

The densest part of the discharge - the z—pinch - has cylindrical shape during the first

0.2+0.3 tts after the discharge ignition. Later, by the discharge current some 30 kA, the
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z-pinch disrupts in its central part. where the current channel is largest and the electricand magnetic fields relatively weak, into two parts. These parts are connected with theelectrodes and turn to the plasma jets throwing plasma in opposite directions towards thedischarge center - see Fig. 2. The plasma jets are stable from the moment of their
formation (0.4 us after discharge ignition) to their disintegration at the end of the first
current halfpen'od (2 us).

ELECTRODES /
DISCHARGE

/ BOUNDARY

__— CENTRAL PART

PLASMA JET

Both plasma jets have filamentary structure. The filaments are oriented along the axisof the device, that is parallel with the electric field. Every filament has length 1+3 mm.
diameter about 10 ttm and electron density (6+9)X10 24 n‘1'3 zuid creates the plasma jet
densest part. The filaments are visible during the whole plasma jets existence and stableduring the Schlieren photography exposition.

The electron density n as a function of distance r from the z - pinch axis is in steadystate given by

Fig. 2.: Schema of the discharge

ll(l‘)=1-(é—)2 , (1)
where R is the distance between the discharge outer boundary and the axis. The measuredunsteady profiles "(7') for various moments after the plasma ignition are presented on theFig. 3 - see [2]. The convex shape (maybe 1/ r ) could be caused by the plasma transportfrom the discharge boundary towards the discharge center.

There are no interferometric contours at the interferograms of the plasma flows andthe discharge center, hence there is no possibility of direct electron density calculations.In this case, the density lower limit can be defined by the electron density in theneighborhood of the current layer. The results of measurements indicate excellentstability of the plasma jets as well as the filaments. Using the MHD equations for their
life time estimation. one obtains for the plasma jets values of the life time 10‘9 s and for
the filaments about 10'11 s. We suppose, that the radial plasma flow from the dischargeboundary to the plasma jet region through the filamentary interspace is the dischargestabilizing factor.

The force density accelerating the plasma ions with the mass m and the fluid velocity vtowards the discharge axis is

f:mn%=t+Vp , (2)
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= pe + pi being the plasma pressure, j the discharge current and B the plasma internal

magnetic field induction.

n [102‘ m's]

1-0.1tts

5
2-0.2us
3- 0.3 as
4-0.4}.15

4 5-0.5;15
6-0.6].t5
7-0.7tts
8-0.8us
9-0.9].15

2 10-1.0us

4————#_k——)I—-—i—a——#

O 2 4 6 8 r [mm]

Fig. 3.: The electron density n as a function of distance r from the z—pinch axis in

various moments after the plasma ignition

Assuming cylindrical geometry. isothermal process," T6 = Ti , rte = ”i = n and plasma

transport described by density

n(r) = n(R) 1% (3)

one obtains
‘

dp _ kTe
E—-2n(r)7 (4) ‘

current layer of the l

accelerated plasma l

Fig. 4: Model geometry and variables destination
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Simplifying the z-pinch geometry see Fig. 4 and assuming jz = const, 1] = 0.2 1'
the Eq. (2) can be rewritten in the following form

f=fl01211+I10j§(r2"'12)_’1mkz 52r ‘T r . < )
After the integration and simple algebraic manipulations of the Eq.(5), the fluid velocity vis given by

’l ’I
#0 . .2 o= _ I d + 2- -dv \/;x(R)mRH121 ’ £120 r1) r

Magnitudes I = [1 +12. n(R ), R and r1 are known from the experiment - see [2].The velocity dependence v(r.t) is presented in Fig 5 .

4kT R' 71—21% (6)

time [115]

W velocity contours
1000 8 [km/S]

6

800 4

10 // 2
600

12 O

400 .

200

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 radius [mm]
Fig 5.: Velocity contours dependence on time and radius
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Stabilization of Long Wavelength Sausage and Kink Modes of a
Z-pinch by Nonlinear Radial Oscillations.

A.B.Bud‘ko, E.T.Karlson and M.A.Liberman
Department of Technology, Uppsala University,

Box 534, 5—75121, Uppsala, Sweden

A number of experiments with fiber-initiated dense Z-pinches/1/, with compressional

/2/, and gas-embedded Z-pinches /3/, with imploding gas-puff vinches /4/ and the

straight Extrap configuration /5/ performed in the last decade demonstrated sufficiently

improved stability of Z-pinch configurations. The striking stability with respect to the

sausage modes can be explained, in principle, by ideal MHD theory /6/ as well as by finite

plasma conductivity effects [7/. The global kink mode can not be stabilized by the

appropriate choice of the unperturbed profiles neither within the scope of the ideal MHD /8/

not taking into account finite ion Larmor radius and viscous damping effects /9,lO/.
In this report we shall demonstrate that stabilization of the global kink modes can be

explained by the assumption that pinch in not in a stationary but in a dynamic equilibrium.

The dynamic equilibrium of a screw pinch subject to nonlinear radial oscillations is

described by the self-similar solutions obtained by Kulikovslcii /l l/

um) = Rom . 90.0 = mam-Wm) , Per) = Foam-”mm ,

B¢(r,t) = Bloom)“ Ban) . Blot) = 1320 cam-2 B201), (1)

riot + (fl — [ml—27 — bet"3 = 0 .

Here N(n), P01), Bmm), BZ(T|) are dimensionless functions of the selfvsimilar variable

t] = r/R(t) representing the self-similar profiles; u,(r,t) is the radial velocity; 0t = R(t)/Ro is

the instantaneous normalized pinch radius with minimal and maximal values a1 and 0:2 ;

R0 is the pinch radius in stationary equilibrium; ‘yis the adiabatic index; IA = ROW/84,0

is the Alfven transit time; [3 : 41tPg/B3’po and b = Bio/Bite are dimensionless parameters.

Small perturbations of the dynamic pinch equilibrium are described by the linearized

equations of the ideal MED

ap’lat + V-(p'ii+pfi’) = 0 , (2)

Ely/BI + u-VP’ + _i1'-VP + 'yP’V-u—‘+ 71’ VI? = O , (3)

a§'/at-VX(ax§')—VX(a'xfi)=0. ' (4)

p’lBfi/Bt + (h-Vfli + p afi’xat + (”u-V)? + (ii’-V)E
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'_l *, ’Ll * w:+VP 47E(V><13)><B 4n(VxB)xB 0, (5)

where primes denote the perturbed variables.
Since the unperturbed variables in Eqs.(2)-(5) are time-dependent the perturbation

evolution is not exponential and can hardly be traced analytically in the general case. We
assume that the oscillation period is small compared with the perturbation growth time,
what is correct for the long-wavelength sausage and kink modes. Under this assumption
we can average the linearized equations over the oscillation period neglecting the slow time
variation of the perturbed variables. Introducing the particle displacement l; = EV/Bt the
result can be written in the form

(p) 8233? = l5 (E) . where is (E) =l50 (E) + WVEJrE‘ <Vp>) <afi/at + mvm>

Here hog) is the force operator corresponding to the stationary pinch stability problem /8/
but with the averaged zeroth order functions. In spite of the modification the force operator
RE) conserves the self— adjointness property that simplifies numerical and analytical
analysis of the problem.

The crucial point in the subsequent analysis is that the averaged values of particle
acceleration dU/dt and force acting on a particle pdV/dt are not equal to zero and enter into
the force operator 1%). In a certain sence this is equivalent to the presence of an effective
gravitation field E: —dU/dt in the local frame of reference associated with a moving
particle. This effective (nonuniform) gravitation field produced by radial oscillations is
described by the following parameters:

(12

Q2(r)- (_l_ Po (1‘2 tx(a)N(r/Root) dot 2==1§§2 AMI ix_(a)d
Yip) ripF dta) ’ a, d(a)don

Assuming fie: §(r) exp(0‘t + imq) +ikz) after some straigthforward algebra one can
obtain the following second-order equation for g,

_d_. (lair) d(rE;r) _ =dr Go __rdr + Gl rdr G2§r ‘ (6)

f2

p02 + I 1 2 f2 2 2G0=T411 p62 7P+B—:iii-YP G]:A 96 p6 +47% {21+AW—92Fr
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_ 3 int
G2_pol+41t+27tdr

Bl +Q§rdm(p) +r§ Piaf—2 2 53 iiI dr 2nx-‘ZA p“ (We: +Yp41: \_
.
/

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
—%[[m2+k2f2][l302+% (INA-«9.2 92+%f230(91+/\¢.z+ 92

_k2 2 2 22_di]2 )22 2314n2r2AiBiPf1+po B ii rdr ‘A QI+AW p 0 pa +41: 1 ,

where the following designations have been used: 1?.2 = B% + 83', f1 = m? Bq, + s,

f2=%BZ—kBq,, A=p204+ p02

41:1tz 11391131390» _ <13" diq,
rdr

B_2
Yp+41t

2m_+ k2
r2

l 2+ 4n 7%] ,

>+<Bz>d<az>_<Bdz>_
d dr1'

Here and below (excepting the expression for AM) by all the zeroth»order variables we

mean their average values and omit the averaging brackets for the sake of simplicity.
The boundary conditions are usual and follow from the requirement that the velocity

perturbation is regular on the axis and that the total pressure and the normal component of

the magnetic field are continuous on the outer boundary.
The boundary value problem was solved numerically by the shooting method. We

chose the following shape of the self-similar profiles

2

N(n)=1—nz.P(n)=i1—n2 .B¢(n)=n L——nz,Bzm)=0.4 2 3

In Figs.1,2 the dispersion curves for the sausage (m=0) and kink (m=1) modes are plotted
for the oscillation amplitude 0.24R0 (curves 2) and 0.42Ro (curves 3) in comparison with

stationary equilibrium case (curves 1). The numerical solution demonstrates that the

suppression of the kink mode by the effective gravity produced by the oscillations leads to
the total stabilization of this mode in the long—wavelength limit. Reduction of the growth
rates corresponding to the m = 0 mode is much less and does not exceed one-half of its

value corresponding to a stationary equilibrium even in strongly nonlinear regime.
The growth rates of the kink modes in the long-wavelength limit for a weak

gravitational field can be obtained analytically with the aid of the perturbation theory
(weakness of effective gravity does not imply small oscillation amplitude). Expanding

. . . . 2 2
Eq.(6) together With the boundary conditions in the small parameters (211% , {221% , k2 we
obtain
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02 =im Ina/k) Brslz) + £23. (7)
where M is the mass per unit length and the terms of order of unity are ignored Compared
with the logarithmic term. The first term in the right-hand side of Eq.(7) represents the
growth rate of a stationary pinch / 12/ and the second one corresponding to the gravity
effect predicts a stabilizing correction for Q§< O (opposite to the Rayleigh—Taylor
instability condition). The correction obtained is independent of k, thus providing m=1
mode stability for small It in agreement with the numerical results. The wavenumber k0
corresponding to the growth rate vanishing is obtained as the solution of the equation

1% 1n(1/k0) = — 4MQ§I<aiB$<az>> .
The values of k0 given by this expression are very close to the ones obtained by the
numerical solution of the boundary value problem even for oscillation amplitudes
comparable to the pinch equilibrium radius.

01A 3 /
O 5 j ‘1//

0.4 J ’ / /
i /'?/ g”0 3 1 2 /
jJ / / /

Fig.1 Fig.2
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IDEAL AND RESISTIVE MHD ANALYSIS OF

ROTATIONAL INSTABILITIES IN FRC

P. H. Sakanaka. M. Machida. R. Y. llonda. E. A. Aramaki. L. A. Berni

M. A. A. Santiago‘. l{.-H. Tsui'. and M. Tavares AzevedoJ

Physics Department. L'NICAMP. (.‘.l’. 616:”). 13081 Campinas. SP. Brazil

Abstract

A global ideal and resistive one dimensional MHD model is used to study the

. rotational mode in the field reversed configurations. We have developed codes

to calculate complex eigenvalues (oscillation frequencies and growth rates) for m—

modes in one dimensional field reversed configurations for the ideal and resistive

MHD theory. We have found that the growth rate as function of rotation rate

presents a maximum. for any value of m; also it is larger for larger m. up to m

7 11. and then it decreases quickly as m increases beyond this value. We have

also found that the resistivity dependence is not large on the growth rate. These

results agrees qualitatively with experimental data obtained from TC—l machine

at 1‘11iversidade Estadual de Campinas.

1 Introduction

The prospect of field reversed configurations (FRC) to be competitive with other

fusion devices relies on the understanding of the stability properties. Current. machine

performance indicates a confinement time far better than the ideal MHD value [1.2] due

to finite Larmor radius (FLR) stabilization [3.4]. However FLR effects are not expected

to be significant in high field and large dimension FRCs where MHD descriptions will

prevail when resistivity is taken into account. It. is well known that FRCs usually

have inherited some rotational velocity for peculiar reasons. The resistivity is only

considered in the singular layer r0 where the magnetic field vanishes. Ideal MIID

solution on both sides are matched across r0 with the local resistive solution. Here,

we use a global scalar resistivity to study the FRC rotational stability and compare it

with the results of the UNlCAMP experiment 25.6}, TC~1. where under some discharge

parameters the m : 4 mode are observed.

llnstitulo de Fisicn. llniversidade Federal F‘Iuniinense. 24024. Niteroi. RJ. Brazil.



2 Basic Equations

We ronsider a reversed held (drl’inrb tonlieuration with angular rotation ii II] the
H direction and field lines in the : direction. The general equations to describe the
equilibrium and stabilit} are

ii: 1 . .
l ' g ‘ T .r d! 1”(V / l B P (1)
QB . - [If2 s(j, V . (7- , a) tn v - (V . B). (3)

V . B \‘ - 17 (J. (3)

Here the resistivity 7) is assumed to be constant and small in the sense that the diffusion
time 75: . Jariifmj is larger than the inverse growth rate of instabilities. Linearizing
the basic equations to the llrst order in 7/ and using the condition V - f : 0 We obtain
the perturbed equations in the variables E” _. and its second and third order derivatives
7 .

In the limit of zero resistivity. these equations reduce to the perturbed ideal Mlll)
equations. such as the one given by Freidberg (I970) fl .

These equations are solved numerirally and the results are used to interpret. the
l'NlCAM P‘s T(.‘-l experiment.

3 Comparison with Experimental Data and Con-
clusions

We observe in the experiment that the m -1 mode grows always at a rotation
around 0 ~ 0.41. The time associated with the numerical m 4 growth rate is about
0.53}L5 which is close to the experimentally obserted time of 0.4;15. It is also observed
that the mode stabilizes. and stays with non~linearly large amplitude. when the rotation
vanishes. in numerical calculations for Q : (J the growth rate is zero in both m ; .1
modes. resistive and ideal. The growth rate increases with (2 as we can see in figure
I. This figure shows the imaginar} part of the growth rate against the rotation (I. for
the resistive m r 4 mode (1] r (l). The stabilization of m 4 mode is interpreted as
due to the non-linearity (large amplitude mode). This stabilization is observed for a
time of the order of 1.5;“ whirh is (lOse “ith our results for Q 0 (Lips). Around
9 7 0.40 we obtained the growth rate A, '3 - l()' A which corresponds to n? N 0.5,us.
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We can conclude that the numerical code calculates the growth rate ol‘ x the m '4. -1

mode. consistent with the experimental data. We will be calculating the eigenvalues for

other modes to compare them with different experimental conditions for the machine.

The rotation may be responsible in determining the behaviour of the plasma in the

UNICAMP‘S machine.

Finally we must study the case of fl 0.45 because this behavior is still not

understood properly by us.
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DISCRETE ALFVEN WAVES IN REVERSED FIELD

PINCHES

P. ll. Sakanalta. H. Shigueokal. C. A. Azevedoi'i. and A. S. Assisl

l’hysics Department. LiNlCAMl’. Cl’. 6165. 1308] Campinas. SP. Brazil

Abstract
This paper presents an analysis of the spectrum in the stable branch of the mag—

netized circular plasma column under the ideal magnetohydrodynamics point of view.

There are two continua. slow and Allvén. with improper eigenvalues. and discrete points

of proper eigenvalues outside these continua. These continua are due to two singularities

of the linearized stability equation for the ideal MHD plasma . Hain—Liist equation.

We present an analytical solution for discrete modes; we show that an accumulation

point of these discrete modes occurs at the lower edge of the Alfvén continuum. There

is no accumulation point found at the upper edge of the slow continuum nor on the

upper edge of the Alt'vén continuum. according to our calculations.

1 Introduction

The spectrum of a cylindrical magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium has been studied

by many authors. Appert et al. (1974) l]|. Goedbloed (1975) l‘Zl. and others. The

conclusion is that there should be two continuous spectra. slow and Alfvén. separated

by discrete spectra.

In this paper we show an analytical solution for discrete Alt-vet) modes. We. (lemon—

strate that the discrete modes accumulate at the lower edge of the Alfvén continuum.

However. we have found that there is no accumulation of the discrete modes at the

upper edges of the slow and Alfvén continua.

2 Discrete Spectrum of Cylindrical Plasma

Our starting point is the liainsLiist equation. derived by Hain and Liist (1958) [4}:

i<>i<>
where the coefficients t and g are defined as in Azevedo (1991) l3].

lliniversidade Federal Fltiminense, 24024. Niterc’vi, RJ, Brazil

gllniversidade do Estado do Rio de Jaueiro. Ill. Brazil.
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The equilibrium is obtained by solving the equation written in the form

l (l 8,. (1;)
’* Bu ’ B: 7 if *2.r drlr ) "M 131:7 B; dr

in. B. I‘7‘ 7 “trim 7:3”dr B; — B; dr

\x’here ;t(r) represents the coefficient Ol equation V - B ,, i1(r)B such that Mr] 7,
j - Bil/.33. In the ease in which p'tr) 2 0. it is the force~lree equilibrium where V | 1';
is parallel to B Equations (2) and (3) are solved upon specifying two profiles. such
as. Mr) and ptr).

Equation (1) is the eigenfunction equation for the r—component ol the Fourier anal-
ysed plasma displacement €00.21) : Sunk; E(r)e.rp(tm() + My: 7 m). where m is
the azirnutal mode. I": is the wave number in the axial direction. and w is the frequency
of Oscillation.

We have obtained an analytical solution for the discrete eigenrnodes [Shigueoka
(199]) is” We have assumed the independent profiles of the equilibrium equations
(2) and (3) to be ptr) ~ p..(] 7 PQTL)’ 1147-4 7 17.7")“ 7 1’0 7‘ [111'2 7 and ,u(r) :
u.v.(l 7 air: (14,712.,1flt1y) 7 it“ 7 #172 + where pl : 7d,.pnp3 and [11 : 70/1.‘,a-_,_
The Coefficients b... b] and 13:, which provide the magnetic field profiles. b(r) r 5:7" 2
(20711.7'2 ‘--.and.b’:(r) ; 1 7‘7 Bur2 7: are obtained by introducing p(r) and Mr)
into equations {2) and (3)

We now assume a limiting case in which US: is small. Ir: La. p’ [LUBUIIZ and
profile of p(r) such that wA : is 7:“ (onst.

The Hain-Liist equation can then be rewritten

q d2 d ,. ., -7r‘i. r‘, + r— r‘, 7: [AW‘ — m'] TC, : O. 4(It'll R l drl s l s l l

where X3 : —h27772/(u.i2 7 tug). One can recognize the Bessel‘s equation of order 771
whose solution is the Bessel’s function of the first kind. r5. 2 J,,,(Ar) for w: c 9.1;}. If
the plasma is limited by a conducting wall at r : a, then aE,(a) : (J and the eigenvalues
are zeroes, p,,,,,. of Bessel’s function. that is, An : pm"; 711.11 : 1.2. 3. ‘ ~ -. The solution
with u : 1 is named first radial mode and its corresponding eigenfunction has no zero
in the interval 0 < r < a. Other solutions with higher Ll correspond to solutions which
have u 7 1 zeros in the same interval.
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311.3177 . Midi—- fii1ai"_ju111 7min, 71" _Num. 1

1* O. 003209 10. 00'5911‘.‘ (J 007 280 U 0087'”) 1 0 010013 0.012904 1

0.000973 T0.70011 ‘ 0.00'27l0 0.0032J.JWOO—01.311 OOO’JJO

' 3_iO(JO-£4 (J. 000530 0. (J(J14".2' 0 001093; (J. 00233OJ 0.00.5123 1

Table 1: Ad: analytically (/72771'11';H,) and numelicalh calculated ( i1 7 tug/m]

31"" -. rl'he din-erenre
Thus. one obtains an expression (or the eigenvalues Q" 7 a:

between the eigenfrequency and the Alfvén frequency is given by Ate: i ("W- which

goes to zero as 1/ increases. that is an accumulation.

As an example we take the l'ollowing values to calculate to": m : l. l: 1 0.1, 17., 7

0.02. (1 7 l. 1011 Lu], W l. u: , l. [)3 .. l. {111 : 1. 11.. 7 0.-t . We obtain

h : 0.02006 and the eigenvalue results in w: 7 0.038317

This simple solution. however 111atl1ematically precise. is the first analytical solution

for the discrete All’ven waves. The solution found in ('31 shows the nature of the global

discrete Alfvén modes from which we can draw some conclusions: these solutions are

Sturmian and that they lie below the lower edge of the Alfvén continuum.

From these results one can also observe that the perturbations are essentially

transversal. however a small longitudinal component exists in discrete modes. This

component is proportional to the plasma pressure ([11,) and the current density (111.).

in table 1 one sees a list of Am”. the diiference between the square of discrete

eigenfrequencies and the square of the Alfvén frequency. as calculated analytically and

numerically.

3 Conclusion

We have studied the discrete spectra of cylindrical magnetohy‘drodynamic plasmas.

The discrete eigenvalues lie outside the two continua. slow and Alfvén. in the stable

branch of the MHD spectrum. We have shown that there is an accumulation point at.

the lower edge of the Alfvén continuum. but we have not found accumulation points

at the upper edge of the Alfvén continuum. nor at the upper edge of the slow wave

continuum,
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Analytical solutions for discrete Allven waves were determined. From the analyr.
ical expression {or the eigennmde. one can draw many relevant conclusions. such as,
the discrete modes are quasi—transversal waves with a small longitudinal componem
proportional to the plasma pressure and the current density; for low radial modes, ([9,)
small. and low azimuthal modes. (In) small. the modes are global. however as m grows_
it berornes more and more like surface waves; and, for a low m—mode. as the radial
modes increases, it becomes more and more arentral mode. restricted to perturbations
around the magnetir axis.

The longitudinal component of the discrete modes is small. but it plays an im—
portant role in the solar arc prominence plasma heating as shown in Azevedo (1991).
the tokamak plasma heating. and for the magnetosphere plasma oscillation (Shigueoka
(1991)).
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Introduction
Hot spot (micropinch) formation in plasma focus devices depends strongly on

proper admixing of appropriate amounts of heavy gases to the standard

hydrogen/deuterium filling. Rapid radiative collapse is essential for such hot spots

(Le. strongly localized high density/temperature plasmas) to be formed. Plasma focus

devices are intensive sources of high energy particles (accelerated electrons and

ions,neutrons) as well as radiation from the microwave to the hard X-ray region.

Intense X-ray argon line emission from hot spots occuring in the DPF—78 plasma

focus ( 28 kJ, 60 kV, r/4 ~ 1.5 ps) was studied using 1) a transmission grating

spectrometer, 2) a quartz crystal spectrometer, 3) an X-ray streak camera and 4) a

pinhole camera equipped with an X-ray PIN—diode array.

Angular resolved measurements of the p-wave emission in the X-, Ft-, and E—

band (8 - 90 GHz) - mostly from discharges in pure D2 - revealed the expected

strong temporal correlation between the HEB and p—wave pulses.

X-rav spectroscopic measurements
X-ray spectra of n—>1 transitions in multiply charged ions of Ar represent an

important channel for obtaining information on compressed plasma in pinch devices.

Spectral lines of interest ( 3 A s 7» s 4 A ) were detected with a high~quality quartz

( 2d: 6.68 A and 8.5 A, resp.) bent crystal spectrograph of the Johann type. The
measured line widths - mostly due to plasma broadening - were greater than the

spectral resolution of the spectrometer (ANA < 10‘3 ). Spectra of resonance

transitions in He—like and H-like argon from single discharges with a spatial resolution

in the mm range could be recorded on Kodak DEF film.

Spectra (from single and multiple discharges) with low spectral but about the

same spatial resolution of 1 mm were recorded with a transmission grating

spectrograph using a grating with 10" lines/mm and an additional slit of 60 pm near

( 70 mm) to the source. The grating was positioned 600 mm from the source and

920 mm from the film (-> dx : 10.8 A/mm). Numerous spectra with various

amounts of noble gas admixtures (argon, krypton, xenon) confirmed that high

intensity lines of highly ionized argon are predominantly emitted from the

micropinches and not from the surrounding long (25 - 30 mm) pinched plasma

column (see Fig. 1).
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Fig.1: Spatially resolved spectrum (310 Pa DZ , 20 Pa Ar,5 shots; transmission grating
spectrograhp). The 4 A radiation is emitted by plasma points inside the plasma column.

The percentage of heavy gas admixture strongly influences the final pinch,
especially the probability of micropinches to occur, which was found earlier in various
plasma focus devices [1,2].|n the DPF-78 argon admixture above 10 Pa (to 300 to
500 Pa D2 ) results in the appearance of micropinches in the plasma column with
dimensions of 200 to 500 um. Increasing the argon filling above about 20 Pa and
especially by adding small amounts of heavier gases (2 to 4 Pa Kr or 0.1 to 0.5 Pa
Xe) one cam observe micropinches with dimensions of 26 to 50 pm. There exists an
upper limit for the heavy gas admixtures. This limit is found because heavy gas
admixture may also strongly influence the intial (breakdown) phase of the discharge,
which again influences the final ( pinch) phase. The appearance of the obsen/ed
highly compressed micropinches seems to be caused by strong radiation energy
losses through multiply-charged ion line emission [3]. In Fig.2 examples of two
enlarged pictures taken with a quadratic pinhole (450 um) are shown. From
densitograms one can determine the dimensions of the micropinches using the
shadow techniue.

Fig.2: Pinhole pictures from two discharges, upper: (D2 ,Ar, Kr) : (250,15,5)Pa, lower: (D2
,Ar,Kr) = (250,20,3)Pa; electrode left. In the upper picture only one micropinch region at the
right can be seen, whereas in the lower picture multiple micropinch activity is recorded.

The most prominent diagnostic features in the range n=2 -> n=1 transitions
are the dielectronic sattelites. i.e. the transitions of type a (1l - 2l’2l) and b (1 s2|2|‘
~ 1322l' (see Fig.3 for case b). The ratio of the intensity of these lines to the intensity
of the parent line |mr (ts-2p and 1s2-152p) is a function of the plasma temperature
TS in stationary conditions [4]. Investigating a highly transient plasma we can only
interpret measured ratios lSmllpar in terms of some mean temperature. Intensity ratios
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Fig.3: Space resolved spectra of three 3‘9” 3'96; 3'9“ “-003

single micropinches taken during one

discharge, together with two pinhole

pictures ( filter 10 tlm Al and 25 pm Al

resp.).The axial scales of the pinhole

pictures and the spectra are equal. The

brightes micropinch occurs nearer to the

electrode. [Hjlines are seen as well in the
spectra (but not shown in the presented
range).

of He-like sattelites to Ly

Fig.4: Ar[He]-transitions with [LU-sattelites.

Dashed line: experimental spectrum; Solid line:

Model simulation. The discrepancy between
the two spectra on the right wing of the
resonance line (W) is due to 1s2/3l'-1sz3l’

transitions which are not included in the
modelling program. Parameters from the

simulation: T5900 eV, ne=9-102’ cm'3

man a can be measured rather accurate. The case of Li—like

sattelites needs a special deconvolution procedure in order to separate the

dielectronic pan and the collisionally excited part [5]. An example of the comparison

d an experimentally recorded spectra from a single

micropinch is presented in Fig. 4. Finally the ratio of the intensities of Lyman o. to the

resonance line gives the ionization temperature Tl, Le. a temperature which would

exist in the case of equilibrium conditions. The value of T6 for 200 to 500 um

micropinches measured both by He-like and Li-like sattelites is in the range of 0.9 to

1.4 keV. TZ is not higher than 0.7 keV. So we can conclude about the ionizing

transient character of the plasma.

between a simulated an
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In some spectra Doppler shifts between lines emitted from separatedmicropinches occuring during the same discharge could be measured, correspondingto relative velocities perpendicular to the column axis of the order of 107 cm/s.Some micropinches reveal an interesting spectral feature in the region of theHe-like/Li-like n=2 -> n=1 transitions: The dielectronic pan of the sattelite transitions1s2l2l' - 1322l‘ is less broadened than the intercombination line. A comparison withthe intercombination line is substantial, because the resonance line can bebroadened due to optical thickness of the emitting plasma. Having in mind thetransient character of the micropinch plasma we can conclude that the process ofincreasing of the temperature T3 is accompanied by increasing of the plasmavelocities (radial or turbulent) which cause the line broadening.

Micropinch Dynamics
An X-ray streak camera [6] was used to determine the lifetime of singlemicropinches. For this purpose the whole (horizontal) pinch column is imaged bymeans of an oblique positioned slit (200 pm) to the vertical ’slit’ of the streak camerawhich consists of a 300 pm wide strip of Gel on the photocathode. Measuredlifetimes range from 200 to 400 ps.
With a ten channel PIN-Diode array [7] the times of appearance of variousmicropinches along the pinch column could be identified in comparison with pinholepictures. There is a tendency that micropinches which are formed more distant fromthe anode occur at later times relative to the ones formed nearer to the anode.

Microwave emission
From extensive angular resolved measurements ofthe p-wave emission in theX-, Fi-, and E-band (8 - 90 GHz) - mostly from discharges in pure D2 - it was foundthat 1) a strong temporal correlation exists between the REB and ”wave pulses(FWHM: 3 - 10 ns) measured (minus)end-on, 2) p-waves are also emitted +end-on,but about a factor 100 less in intensity and only 10 - 20 ns after the onset of theelectron pulse, 3) heavy gas admixtures reduce the p-wave intensity but do notinfluence the time correlation, 4) no correlation between neutron yield and tit-waveintensity exists.
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THE RELATIVE ROLE OF THE MACROECOPIC AND MICROSCOPIC PHENOMENA

IN THE PLASMA FOCUS PERFORMANCE

V. Zambreanu and V. Zoita

Institute of Atomic Physics

IFTAR, L22, P.O.Box MG-7, Magurele, Bucharest, R—76900, Romania

The last stages of the plasma focus device (PFD) operation

was investigated using a broad set of diagnostics with the aim

of finding a correlation between the characteristics of the

neutron emission and the macroscopic plasma dynamics and of

evaluating the importance of the macroscopic phenomena in the

neutronic performance of such a device.

The experiments

carried out on the IPF—2/20 - ‘

plasma —»v v V flflfi 5:-

energy is ZOkJ at ZOkV; 450 kA « -

/1/. h

The electromagnetic quantities

were

focus device (stored

peak discharge current)

were measured by the following

devices: the time derivative

of the

(dI/dt)
located between the collector

discharge current L

by a magnetic probe

plates;

(U)
voltage

the collector voltage

fast

divider;

derivative of the

resistive

the time m) ‘ (H
by a

magnetic

field (dB/dt) due to the

plasma current by a magnetic

probe placed in front of the

Fig.1
Two sets of electromagnetic
signals for (a) low (5x105) and
(b) high (10“) neutron yields
(in neutrons/discharge).

coaxial electrodes. The evolution of the plasma configuration in

the collapse, pinch and post—pinch phases was investigated using

an image converter streak camera and a four—channel refracto-

metric system (interferometry, schlieren, shadow) based on pulsed

(2ns duration) UV TEA nitrogen lasers /2/. The plasma focus

neutron yield and fluence anisotropy were measured by means of
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a five-channel, Ag activation
system. Four activation Lam/:11)...“detectors were placed in the 12L

' Logfdfixflflm
horizontal plane containing
the PFD electrode axis at
various angles with respect to

this axis: the experiments
reported here were performed
with the four detectors at
angles 0", 30", 60" and 90"

I LogWim

with respect to the electrode
axis. The absolute calibration
of the activation system was
done using a PoBe neutron
source, while a relative ! I

10

8

6

l.

2

0 iancalibration of the four 7 a
anisotropy detectors was also Log".

done by placing them at
. . Fig.2locations that were equivalent Correlation between maximum

to each other from the neutron a m p l i t u d e s o f t h e
electromagnetic signals andfield point of View and neutron yield

irradiating all detectors
simultaneously by the same plasma focus discharge. A fifth
activation detector placed at 2700 was used as a monitor. The
neutron emission rate was recorded by a scintillator—photomulti—
plier detector placed axially at 3.5m from the electrode end.

The electromagnetic measurements have shown that in dis—
charges with high neutron yields the electromagnetic signals are
systematically characterized by large peak amplitudes and high
frequency oscillations (See Fig.1 where the time scale is
100ns/div. and the amplitude scales —one div.—are: 1.39xlonA/s
for dI/dt, 11.3kV for U and 4.33X107T/s for dB/dt). The existence
of a correlation is clearly seen in Fig.2 where the maximum
amplitudes of the three electromagnetic signals are plotted
against the corresponding neutron yield as measured over a large
number of discharges on the IPF—2/20 PFD.

The streak camera measurements showed no correlation between
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the radial velocity of the gm

plasma rsheath at the end of '*sa\
9.00 “N.“

the collapse phase and the

neutron yield for this PFD. On

the other hand the refracto—
3.00

mu
tto

n
wa

ft)
ne

w

metric studies pointed out

very clearly that high neutron

yields are correlated with 1m,,

high rates of change of the “W”
Fig.3
Neutron fluence factor measured

pinch and post—pinch phases. at 0", 30°, 60" and 90" for six
discharges of increasing yield:
2.4XlOB (bottom) and 8.9x10“

another importance fact: the (top) (neutrons/discharge)

plasma structures during the

These studies evidenced

presence of well developed

macroscopic instabilities does not necessarily lead to high

neutron yields.

The measurements of the neutron fluence at various angles

with respect to the electrode axis pointed out not only the fact

that the fluence anisotropy increases with increasing neutron

yields, but also that higher values of these quantities

correspond to higher rates of change of the pinch and post—pinch

plasma structures (as seen in the interferometric and shadow—

graphic measurements). Fig.3 shows the neutron fluence measured

at four angles for six discharges of increasing yield. on the y-

axis it was represented a neutron fluence factor proportional to

the product of the neutron yield by the fluence anisotropy. The

neutron emission rate was also recorded during the yield and

fluence anisotropy measurements and in Fig.4 the peak emission

rate is plotted against the end-on/side—on anisotropy for a

series of discharges with increasing’ neutron yields (lowest

point: 1.9x10‘; highest point: 9.4x10“).

The correlated use of the information provided by the

electromagnetic and optical diagnostics methods shows that the

electromagnetic behaviour of the plasma focus configuration

during the last phases is dominated by resistive rather than

inductive effects. Moreover, it turns out that higher rates of

change of the electromagnetic quantities systematically lead to
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better neutronic performance. flm‘

During the collapse phase 23““
any significant transfer of § mm: . ’

‘5! . w
electromagnetic energy to the g mm;
plasma particles should be E G,_,_,: ‘
prevented by the high value of §11m§
the magnetic Reynolds number, 3 am; ,
a2uoav,, where a is the plasma km; ......................... , V“

L1!) I21] [x lit! 1:0 'electrical conductivity and vr ””w“”m“5m
Fig.4

15 the radial collapse Peak neutron emission rate
velocity. However at the end versus end—on/side-on A(EO/SO)
of the collapse, when vx ——>0 fluence anisotropy
and RE becomes less than one, a fast magnetic field diffusion
starts accompanied by energy transfer to the plasma particles.
This process is obviously dominated by the plasma electrical
conductivity rather than by the plasma sheath velocity. v: could
however play an important role in the energy transfer process
during the pinch expansion phase through the “JR field /3/.
Actually, in /4/ it was found that a pulse of accelerated ions
is produced during the explosive expansion of the pinch column
confirming the role of field—particle interactions in the energy
transfer process.

The neutron diagnostics results clearly show that high
neutron yields are associated with stronger neutron anisotropies
and higher peaks in the emission rate. Combining the results of
Fig.2 with those in Fig.4 it follows that the dominant processes
in the neutronic performance are those which govern the power
(not energy) flow in the system. Since the electromagnetic power
flow turns out to be dominated by resistive (known to be highly
anomalous) effects we may conclude that the microscopic processes
are the important ones in the neutronic performance of the PFD.
/1/ Nuclear Fusion Special Suppl. 1991, p. 232
/2/ I. Baltog et al., Beitr. Plasmaphys. 2;, 263 (1985)
/3/ P. Choi et al., Phys. Letters A 128, 80 (1988)
/4/ V. Zambreanu and C. Doloc, "An electrodynamic model for the
ion behaviour in the last phases of the plasma focus discharge",
accepted for publication in Plasma Phys. and Contr. Fusion,(1992)
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INVESTIGATION OF CHARGED PARTICLE AND X-RAY PULSES

EMI'ITED FROM PF-TYPE DISCHARGES

M.Sadowski, A.Szydlowski, J .Zebrowski, E.M.Al-Mashhadani

Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies,
05—400 Otwock-Swierk n. Warsaw, Poland

High-current plasma discharges of the PF-type are pulsed sources of different

energetic particles, e.g. fast deuterons /1-3/, accelerated impurity ions /4-S/, fusion

reaction products /6/, as well as high-energy electrons /7-8/. Such discharges are also

sources of intense X-rays /9-10/. In order to understand physical processes occurring

within the plasma region there are necessary detailed studies of those corpuscular and

X-ray pulses.
The main aim of this paper is to report on recent studies of intense corpuscular

beams and X—rays emitted from a large PF-360 facility /8,11/. These studies have been

performed with the device equipped with coaxial electrodes made of 300-mm-long

copper tubes of 120 and 170 in diameter, respectively. The facility has been operated

under initial pressure charged from 3.0 to 10.0 torr (D2 +admixtures) at the energy

levels ranging from 120 kJ/30 kV up to 164 kJ/35 kV.

In order to performed ion measurements use was made of nuclear track

detectors of the CN— and CR- type. To measure the angular distributions the detector

were placed at different angles at a chosen distance from the PF region. To investigate

the ion emission along the z-axis there was applied an ion pinhole camera. Using

different absorption filters in front of the track detectors it was possible to perform a

rough energy analysis of the registered
ions. The ion measurements have

. . . T'“ [LL—filter
shown that angular distributions, as g.” E, 30pm

obtained at higher operational energy, ,‘~:"‘° * 50”"
g ' . 3 no 0 80pm

are Similar to those observed in em

experiments performed at lower E‘”
energy /5/. Ion pinhole pictures taken F ,o.

along the z-axis have also '“
demonstrated similar features to those a,

a.observed in the previous experiments :3 a.“

/12/. In general, the ion angular distri- 9 [deal

butions have revealed a distinct Fig. 1. Angular distributions of high-energy

anisotropy, but they can be ap- ions emitted from PF-360 facility, as measured

proximated by relatively smooth for 30 shots performed at p0=5 torr D2,

curves, as shown in Fig.1. Uo=34 kV, W0=144 kJ, Yn=1.7x10“.
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The space-resolved ion pinhole pictures taken end~on have confirmed thatamong numerous low- and medium-energy ions there are emitted narrow bunches ofhigh~energy ions, as shown in Fig.2.
During the described ion studies particular
attention has been paid to fusion reaction
protons. Using SO-um-thick Al-foils and CR-
39 detectors it was possible to eliminate all
the ions except for very fast deuterons of
energy > 3.9 MeV and fusion protons of
energy > 2.9 MeV. Analyzing dimensions of
etched craters one could determine the
number of registered protons. It has been
found that at the distance of 340 mm there
are registered about 4.3x103 fusion protons
per cmz per shot. A comparison of thisFig. 2. Ion density map from a pinhole number with the fusion neutron yield, aspicture taken end-on for a PF~shot measured with separate neutron counters,performed at p0=4 torr D2, U0=34 kV, shows that

WD: 166 kJ, Yn=7.3x109.

1.9mm“
ISJE

//Ifirrsu

CN W
@
“$94;

|I:- of “in m. />—1

efficiency of the proton
registration has been very low. To verify the
data a calibration experiment with varioustrack detectors has just been started.

Fusion neutrunsThe measured angular distributions 3%:
of deuterons have been extrapolated to 3
small and large angles. Taking into g
account deuterons of energy ranging from :2
10 keV to 1 MeV, and using the beam- :2,
target mode], corresponding energy 3
spectra of fusion neutrons and protons 22 u 25 2_o :w :2 3!. £"[MCV]
have been computed, as shown in Fig.3. It ffi’ _ ,

Fuum protons ‘can be seen that, if the theoretical model ‘5
is adequate, the neutron energy spectrum g:
(observed at ®=Il/2) should be around :12.5 MeV, while the maximum of the if:
proton energy spectrum (observed at 22 u 25 25 10.3214 15 1a 14.0 admit]
(9:0) can be shifted to about 4.0 MeV.

Simultaneously with the ion studies
there were performed detailed investiga-
tions of REBs emitted through the hollow

Fig. 3. Energy spectra of fusion neutrons
and protons, as computed on the basis of
the beam-target model.

inner electrode in the up-stream direction. Time-integrated measurements have been
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Fig. 4. Energy spectra of REBs, as measured for W0=154 1d shots: A - po=4

torr D2, 6 pm Al-filter; B - po=,3.8 torr D2 + 0.25 torr Ar, 26 um Al-filter.

carried out with a magnetic spectrometer /8/. The

REB energy spectra have ranged from about 50

keV to above 800 keV, as shown in Fig.4. With 6-

um—thick Al-filters, eliminating electrons of

energy <36 keV/even one shot gives a strongly

saturated REB picture. With thicker (>30 um)

Al—filters and using AI admixture, one can obtain

unsaturated pictures which correspond to lower

REBs yields. It has been found that with an

increase in the neutron yield there is also

observed an increase in the REB emission.

Time resolved REB measurements have

been performed with the Cerenkov-type detectors
’8/. It has been observed that there appear
usually 2 groups of REBs pulses shifted by 80-200

us, as shown in Fig.5C. The FWHM value for

individual REB pulses varies from 20 to 100 ns.

Using different Cerenkov radiators‘and filters it
was possflnle to perform a rough energy analysis.

It has been found that the population of REBs >

A

Fig. 5. Voltage and current
waveforms, and comparison of

neutron and rmin signals with REB
pulses for 132 k] shot at 4 torr D2.

360 keV is usually 3-5 times smaller than that > 215 keV (detected with plastic and

diamond radiators placed behind a 30—um-thick Cu filters).

Simultaneous X-ray measurements have been performed with different pinhole

cameras and scintillation detectors. Hard X-ray signals appearing before the neutron»

induced signals, as shown in Fig.5B, could be identified. Side‘on observations of soft—

and hard-X—rays have confirmed close correlations of those pulses with the current

peculiarity and the REES emission.



Particular attention has been paid to
studies of a fine structure of the X-ray
emitting plasma region. On the basis of
numerous observations, as carried out with
different X-ray pinhole cameras equipped
with very thin (<10 um) Be—filters. it has
been proved that the PF pinch column has a
complex nricr'ostructure. The continuous
quasi-axial filaments. as observed for very
high current PF discharges /lO/, have not
been found in the PF-360 device, but it has
been shown that even with the pure D2 filling Fig. 6. X—ray pinhole pictures showing
numerous hot spots can appear. as presented hot spots, as observed for PF-360 shots:
in Fig.6A. Using an additional heavy gas, eg, A - pn=4 torr D1. W0=138 kJ,Ar admixture (up to 30 percent). one can Yn:l.4x10m; B - p,,=3.9 tor‘r' D2 + 0.2
easily increase amount and intensity of the torr Ar. Wn=15at kJ, Yu=lr8xlO”.
X-ray hot spots. as shown in Fig,6B, .

The experimental results presented above can be summarized as follows:
l - The charged particle emission characteristics are similar to those obtained for other

medium-scale experiments, although some quantitative differences are observed.
The REBs emission demonstrates the multi-spike character, while for FF shots with
higher neutron yields there is observed also an increase in the REBs yield , in the
maximum electron energy, and in the FWHM of the spectrum.

[Q r

3 - The rnicrostructure of the PF pinch column is confirmed and the operational
conditions are found when numerous X»ray hot spots are generated in the PF-360
facility.
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FUSION REACTION YIELD IN FOCUSED DISCHARGES WITH VARIABLE ENERGY
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Summary. The same linear correlation between the distribution

parameters(AT and Max AV) of the radial current density J between

electrodes and the fusion reaction yield per pulse, Y, in he plasma

focus (PF) pinch was quantitatively determined from different PF

machines. Contact prints of gurrent—sheath fragments (CSF) ejected

from the pinch are obtained from 2.5—HeV7D' ions. CSF's show the same

submillimetric fine structure of the pinch.

Introduction. The DeD fusion reaction yield, Y, per pulse of

focused discharges is monitored by changing the capacitor bank voltage

V by a factor 2 without any change in construction parameters of two

plasma focus machines PFl (C 2 50 “F, L 2 20 nH)

and PFZ (C = 1.2-C , L2 : Z-L ) with Maiher's geometry. The interval

A = l + (d&)/W of t e capacitor bank energy W on which the scaling

Y ~ W applies, is greater for PFZ, where the corresponding variation

AI of the peak electrode current I is smaller (in agreement with

L ;C > LZ/CZ) than for PFl. Suitagle figures of merit (in terms of

hi, iv, L, C, etc.) are used for determining the relative importance of

(i), the induced variations of the fine structure of the current sheath

(and its fragments), and of (ii) the variations of the insulator

surface at the breech, with hearing on the initial stage of the current

sheath formation. Magnetic probe data monitor the current sheath

structure and propagation speed /1/. The D—ion emission from the pinch

is monitored in a wide energy interval from 50 keV to 25 MeV+for

clarifying the links between the pinch fine structure and the set of

leading macroscopic parameters of the PF discharges.

The Mevedeuteron induced radioactivity (6+) in the plasma was

measured when the PF chamber was filled with deuterium and doped with

HZ—nuclei (carbon or nitrogen): This method can differentiate fusion

reactivity and spectral characteristics for low energy ions, E a 0.1 ,

MeV (D+D fusion), medium energy ions, 0.5 MeV < E < 3 MeV (HZ+D H

reactions)/2/. The results are assessed in terms of high—reactivity

plasma domains (hotespots).

Current Distribution. The radial current J_ is determined from

the magnetic probe signal of the time variation“ B (m J_)) of the

azimuthal magnetic field between the electrodes /l?. For the

discharges (> 90% of the total) in which a multiplicity of current

sheaths form we determine the bearing on Y (D+D reactions) of the time

spacing AT between the first two current sheaths. Two current sheaths

are considered as time resolved if the B signal changes sign between

the two leading continuous peaks, both with the same amplitude sign.

Fig. 1(A) reports the PF geometry and the location of the h probes and

of the CR739 targets on which D+ tracks are etched. The values of the

linear correlation coefficient r for (Y,AT) from different groups of N

discharges under different pressure and voltage conditions, are

Work supported by AFOSR, Bolling AFB, DC (USA) and MURST, Roma (Italy).



Schematic View of PF, magnetic probe MP and target T in (A).MP signal of two probes with opposite orientation, inside thesame pyrex case, in (B).
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reported in Table IeA. These data were obtained from two identicalmachines PF(I) and PF(II) with the above PF—l characteristics andclearly indicate that the smaller is the time spacing AT between
leading current sheaths, the higher is the fusion yield Y. The value
of r and its confidence level, 1—P(r,N). are affected by thecapacitance coupling of the probes with the plasma via boiledeoff
material from the pyrex case of the probes, a pyrex capillary tube of3 mm to 4 mm in diameter. The determination of this capacitance
coupling and of its bearing on the B signal from the inductive
coupling was carried out with two probes in the same pyrex case. Thetwo identical probes (each with a 1.2 mm diameter loop, and an
anti«inductive shielding connection to the H.P. signal monitor) haveopposite orientations. The two Fig. 1(B) signals from these two probesof opposite—orientation had a different amplitude reduction [x1/lOefor(a); x1/12.5 for (b)] before entering the H.P. digitizer/display
system. Consistently, the maximum amplitude Max AV(+) of the leadingcomposite peak 1 in (a), is higher by a factor 1.25 than the absoluteamlplitude of peak 1 in (b). This means that no plasma/probe
capacitance coupling is affecting the B signal for at least the first100 nsfromthe time t the leading current sheath starts to sweep theprobe. The trailing current signal has a peak 2 with absolute value in(b) equal to that of 2 in (a). This means that the plasma/probecapacitance coupling is a function of time, with an appreciablecontribution to the probe signal of about 25% of its amplitude at thetime t + 230 ns of the peak 2. A conclusion is that for single—probe
data, he value of r and of its confidence level l—P can be modified byrotating the plane of the probe loop by 1800. The probe 3 of Table Iis the same as probe 2, but for a 1800 rotation of the probe loop. Thecorresponding data are consistent with the above conclusion and providean assessment of the capacitance coupling effect on r. The overvoltagesurges and restrikes at the PF breech(from the resistive surge [of
amplitude IL(plasma)] of the radially imploding current_sheath)are thedirect cause of the dip of absolute value Max AV(7) in Be signal
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between peaks 1 and 2 of Fig. 1. Table 178 reports the linear
correlation coefficient (and its confidence level) for Y, Max lV/SV,

where Max AV = Max AV(+) + Max AV(7) and 3V is the mean value of Max AV

for all discharges at the same voltage. This is consistent with the

View that a too high velocity of radial implosion of the leading
current sheath (note position of probe) will induce a detrimental

restrike at the breech which crowbatethe pinch. We also find that the

correlation coefficient [or the number 0[ peaks w(l) in the ldI/dtl

signal and that v(B) oi the B signal from the same shot, in a series of

N discharges is r : 0.32 with l—P(r,N) : 90%. The time spacing between
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peaksof the B signal is systematically smaller than the time spacingbetween corresponding peaks of the dI/dt signal of_the same discharge.This indicates that the trailing current sheaths after rolling—off theinterelectrode gap, may linger from 45 ns to about 150 ns in the regionafter the probe before pinching on the axis.

Contact Prints. Fragments of the PF current sheaths areforwardly ejected in the axial direction from the pinch region afterthe pinch disintegration. A CR—39 target (T) is axially located at adistance D (10 cm or 25 cm) from the end of the positive centerelectrode, with orientation orthogonal to the elextrode axis. A mylarfoil of thickness 50 pm (or 25 pm thick, in other tests) covers theT—surface and screens out all D ions of energy E < 2.5 HeV(or E < 1.5 MeV). The distance between screen and target is < 1 mm.The contact print of the impinging current sheath fragment (orplasmoid) with sharply—defined boundaries is formed from thenonfuniform distribution of etched D—tracks on the CR—39 surface.Optical photographs of the plasmoid image formed on the CR—39 byions withE > Z-MeV are reported in Fig. 1 (D = 10 cm). Equally sharp images areobtained for D = 25 cm with both 50 pm or 25 pm thick screens. A clearplasmoidcontact print is not formed in all discharges. Table 2summarizes the results from 120 discharges. Each target (5 cm x 10 cm)is exposed to only a single shot. A new Screen is used for each targeteven though no detectable damage was observed on the screen after theexposure. If N(C.P) is the number of discharges in which a contactprint is formed, out of N (Total) discharges under the same conditions,we find that the occurrence ratio R i N (C.P.flN(Total) with the 2550 pmscreen does not appreciably depend on the PF filling pressure P in theinterval 3 Torr = P = 8 Torr. With the 50 pm screen we also find thatR does not depend on D in the interval D = 10 cm/25 cm.The majority of the contact prints from > 2.5 MeV ions shows clearlythe same filamentary structure and the same hot spot abundanceofthe pinchpreviously described in the literature/3/. Contact prints are formedindependently on the Y(D+D) value of a discharge. In the last columnat right (of Table II) we indicate the range of the Y values (in termsof the mean value Y) for the set of discharges (at one pressure value)which exhibit the broadest range.

Nuclear Reactivity. The nuclear reactivity data of Fig. 3 havebeen obtained by following the same method we have reported in /2/.The data provide further confirmation of the hot—spot structure of thepinch, and of the concentration of the nuclear fusion reactions inthese regions of high density.22A 19EEY bound for the density in thehot spots was and is set at 10 cm

Conclusions. The same fine structure on a submillimetric scale isobserved in the self—field dominated plasma of a variety of PFexperiments. Both ion—filter and nuclear reactivity data indicatedthat the energy spectrum of D ions in the plama extends from 0.5 MeVto>2.5 MeV and that the localized regions of acceleration andconfinement have linear extension substantially smaller than 1 mm.
'25 Mev D-ions from collective field acceleration of the PF electron beam are detected at 130° .References.

l. V. Nardi, et a1, IEEE Transactions of Plasma Science, Vol. 16,3, p. 368, 1988.
J. Brzosko & V. Nardi, Physics Letters A, Vol. 155, p. 162, 1991.V. H. Bostick, et al, J. Plasma Physics, Vol. 8, p. 7, 1972.Nudear FUSiOHISUPp-Nol. 3, 109 (1974).
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The feasibility of the plasma based neutron source for

the testings of the fusion reactor materials and fusion

nuclear engineering has been requested for the decision of

the construction of the neutron source in very near future.

We have been working on the design study of the mirror

plasma based neutron source, FEF1’. Recently, design study

of the new version of the neutron source FEF—H has been

started, aiming early constructionz). One of the charac—

teristics of FEF-H is introduction of sloshing ions of

deuterium, which is injected by NBI into the mirror confined

plasma, so that larger neutron flux is expected in the sur—

rounding area of the turning point of the sloshing ions.

In this paper, we describe the results of the investigation

of the dependence of the 14MeV neutron flux on the

parameters of the plasma, magnetic field and heating power

of the FEF—H to find the optimum plasma parameters.

FEF-H is the two component systems for the plasma, and

use of multi—pole field (Version 1) or RF plugged cusp



(Version 2) for MHD stability. Version 1 of FEF—H is
shown in Fig.1. In FEF-H , we consider ne 2 n1 = 4X 1014
cm'3, Te = 3 kev, Ti = 20 kev and central cell length is 330
cm, respectively. Details of major plasma and reactor
parameters are shown in Ref.2 except those of the sloshing
ions.

5c MAGNET
A4 >2A

TEST SEND” A MULTI POLE FIELD

Fig.1. Schematics of FEF-H (Version 1).

Configuration of the magnetic field of FEF~H is basi—
cally long solenoid with mirror field at both end. The
target plasma is produced by pellet injection of fuel and RF
power in the mirror. The sloshing ions are generated by
the oblique injection of NET. The neutrons are producted
by the fusion reaction between the sloshing ions of
deuterium and the target plasma ions and among ions of the
target plasma. The distribution function of the sloshing
ions in the velocity space fs(v,C ,t) is obtained by the
Fokker—Planck equation3) to find the axial dependence of the
neutron flux on FEF—fl , where E is the cosine of the pitch
angle. In Fokker—Planck equation, we include the term of
the charge exchange loss of the sloshing ions and the
production of the sloshing ions beside the Coulomb collision
term. We assume the charge exchange loss as fs/T cx and
the production term as

I V‘Vo 2 Z —§ u 2
exp[—( )-(——)],neAvvoznzv AV A:
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where I is the NBI current, V is the volume of plasmas, Va

is the velocity of producted sloshing ions, C o is the

cosine of injection angle and T ex is the charge exchange

time. In the first calculation of the temporal variation

of the sloshing ions, we set I = 100 A, V = 9.4x 104 cm3,

mDVoZ/Z = 100 keV. mn(A viz/2 = 1 keV. A t : 0.01 and mirror

ratio R = 3.4 as constant.

The sloshing ion density around the turning point is

higher than that of the midplain since peaked angular dis—

tibution is formulated near the loss-cone angle. We obtain

the axial distribution of the neutron production rate and

study the dependence on the injection angle and the inje—

ction energy of NBI. The dependence on C o of the neutron

production is found to be small as shown in Fig.2, so we can

choose the optimum injection angle as 45° for R = 3.4. The

dependence on NBI energy of the neutron production rate is

shown in Fig.3. We can see that the neutron production is

higher at higher NBI energy. This is due to that the charge

exchange loss of the sloshing ions is smaller in the case of

the higher energy injection so that more sloshing ions is

trapped in the mirror. It is found that the selection of

the NBI energy is the trade off with the engineering

feasibility of NBI.
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Fig.2. Neutron production rate versus C o.
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Direct conversion of a fusion energy into an

electric one in the DRAGON—trap

V.M.Glagolev, B.N.Kuvshinov, M.A.Proshin, A.V.Timofeev

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, Russia

The fusion reactor with direct conversion of thermal charged par—

ticles energy into an electric one has essential advantages over the

reactor with a thermal cycle. The direct conversion is desirable,

in particular for the reactors with D —3 He plasma. The develop—

ment of the D —3 He reactor based on DRAGON has been started in

[1] (Fig.1). The possibility of direct conversion (recuperation) of a

plasma energy outflowing from such a trap, according to the block-

diagramm proposed in [2], is analyzed in a given paper. The usage

of such a block-diagramm is possible without a bundle-divertor and

the plasma energy recuperation can be started at the plasma column

perephiry in the DRAGON magnetic field.

In the block—diagram [2] the recuperation occurs under drift in the

cross fields (electric and magnetic), and, in this case, the magnetic

field should decrease in its magnitude in the direction of the electric

drift. Due to conservation of transversal, it, and longitudinal J“,

invariants the drift in the crossed fields should result in a reduction in

transversal and longitudinal energy components (6i o< B ,6” oc 32).

The kinetic energy of particles transits into the electric field energy,

since ions are displaced counter—electric field and electrons, co-field.

The fraction of kinetic energy which makes transition into the electric

one (recuperation efficiency) is given by the expression

77(F) = 1 — b(f")sin290 — b2(F)c05260, (1)



where 60 is the pitch-angle of a particle at the entry to the recu—
perator, b(f") : B(F)/B(f0), i" and F0 are the current and initial
coordinates of a particle. From (1) it follows that, for example, at
60 = 450 the efficiency 80% is attained with an about three times
reduction in the magnetic field within the recuperator.

Due to a transversal inhomogenety the DRAGON magnetic field
is acceptable for recuperation according to the block—diagram given
in [2], and for the required electric field production in the mirrors of
curvilinear pieses (CRELS) in DRAGON at the plasma column pe-
riphery the sectioned electrodes with sustained contributed electric
potential should be installed. The electrodes should have an electric
(non thermal!) contact with the plasma. For sustaining an elec—
tric contact the electrodes should freely receive electrons from the
plasma and emit them into it. An electric current passing through
the electrodes, when the recuperator is in operation, transfers theenergy released in it to the powerload [2] As noted above, in the
process of recuperation the drift trajectories of electrons and ions
diverge. In that part of the recuperator, where ions enter, the elec~
trodes should emit electrons (these electrodes should be heated to
increase the emission). Hot electrons enter another part of the re—
cuperator. In order to provide the obstacle-free sink of a negative
charge through the mirrors a cool plasma should be introduced into
this part of the recuperator. The opportunity to sustain the elec-
tric contact of the plasma confined in the adiabatic trap with endelectrodes was demonstrated in [3]

In the process of recuperation hot particles should not be in the
direct contact with electrodes. Installing electrodes in the CREL—
mirrors, this condition is satisfied for the particles trapped in the
DRAGON mirrors, as well as for the particles which are reflected
from the CREL-mirrors. At the same time, passing particles, dif-
fusing outwards could enter the electrodes. However, the modes ofoperation, in which the main contribution into a diffusive flux is doneby the particles trapped between the CREL~Inirr0rs, are character-istic for DRAGONS. The diffusion coefficients of such particles arerather high due to the fact that their toroidal drift is not copmen-sated by the rotational transform. A small fraction of the energy flux
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transferred by passing particles can be received by narrow ring-like

limiters separating the plasma column from the recuperation region,

or removed through divertors.
In the process of recuperation the charged particles are removed

from the plasma. At rather long distances from it the magnetic field

of a DRAGON transits, in a natural way, into a magnetic field of

the recuperator discussed in [2]. The general view of the proposed
device is shown in Fig.2.

We have also considered another. modification of recuperation ac—

cording to the block-diagram [2] with the usage of a divertors, see
Fig.3. A given modification is more compact. However, due to the

presence of a zero magnetic field point in the divertor the particles

trapped between the CREL-mirrors can realize transitions into the

passing ones, the energy of which will probably be removed by a ther—

mal cycle, see above. The probability of transition can be found only

on the basis of numerical calculations for an ensemble of particles tra-

jectories entering the divertor. The analysis of separate trajectories,

made by us, allows to hope that this probability is not great. The

recuperation efficiency equal 0.9 was achieved in the motion along

these trajectories.
The proposed direct conversion techniques of plasma thermal en-

ergy into the electric one is possible, in principle, in other closed

traps too. The necessary condition for this is the presence of trapped

particles the drift of which (super-banana drift—type in stellarators)
determines the losses from a trap.
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ELECTRODYNAMICS OF PLASMArMOLECULAR SYSTEMS WITH

DRIFT MOTION OF CHARGED AND NEUTRAL PARTICLES
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Lately, the great attention has been drawn to the deve—

lopment of the statistical theory of the combined plasma-

molecular systems, i.e. the theory in which the free (plasma)

and bond (atoms and molecules) particles are treated at the

common methodological basis as equivalent dynamical subsys-

tems taking an active part in different electrodynamical and

gasdynamical processes in total (plasma—molecular) system. The

reason for this is found both in the general theoretic consi—

derations and in an extremely wide spreading of plasma—mole-

cular systems in nature and laboratory. In order to estimate

the spectrum of possible applications of this theory it is

enough to mention far and near cosmos, controlled fusion

devices, working medium of gas lasers, dusty plasmas, etc.

However, for such estimation it is necessary to have the

clear and conclusive evidences of an active and (or) definite

role of molecular subsystem in the physical processes procee—

ding in plasma-molecular systems. In a number of recent papers

(see, for example, the book /I/ and references placed therein)

such evidences have been given in a variety of cases of

equilibrium and nonequilibrium plasma—molecular systems. At

the same time a very interesting class of plasma—molecular

systems with directed motion of charged and neutral particles

have not been considered in these papers. Here, we study the

electromagnetic properties of the systems of such kind.

Let us start from the general expression for the dialect—

ric permittivity tensor describing a plasma-molecular system



at the linear level of approximation

£(Kw)= I+ZY(KQ)+Z]("Q) (I)
where ya- (K) (4.)) and X (K (4)) are the susceptibilities of
the subsystems of free ( 6 ) and bond (/4. ) charged par—
ticles. The former one is determined in the standard way /2/
whereas the molecular susceptibility is calculated in the
case of atom-oscillator model as /3/

L@+LV“ R'WL g eXfléw mm are 96‘)= J I 42 fl” (2)1

.‘T
8 1l 1‘ h o m ‘8 T} \ \3 \8 V T, VI 5 E

9:
01 I-‘cos T+mwFsin ’CP “/16 /' /“ ‘9" a

P' = cased/1373: + (Mm, w,)si.nw To? .
, y and ”14 are the eigen—frequency, dissipative

constant and averaged number density for the molec ar sub-

3

at f — ' ° = ' = - e .—.-. - e 'szlsq'e 3-0- }: species, "3, , Cl 5 , PM flat I; ,
,4 -+m,¢/m:' mg)m“m€:/M =m: +mf.X '=' (F, ii) and X_=(§P he variables descri-

bing the internal degéees of freedom and the motion of atoms
as a whole; 120 (X P) are the unperturbed distribution
functions for the neutral particles of fi-species.

Choosing the function {of (x P) in one or another
was, one can investigate the electromagnetic processes in cor-
responding equilibrium or nonequilibrium plasma-molecular
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system. In particular, in case of "cold" molecular system

with drift

¥ofl(x,'P’)= 5(F)5(§)5(13—‘r;°>, game (5)
II

withen . 2

x (2 w>=-°—°e ") 2 *‘0 ' ’°/‘ w (wqcuf )2+L\}.(w—F-Ufl)-CL},2 (4)

{(w-WJZ‘I‘ +(w-E-D°)(EL7°+U°E)+MU;7}
2 2

where the molecular "plasma" frequency COP/u 7—1111?“ gu/m/u

has been introduced.

Using the general electromagnetic field equations /2/

[swig-(‘1’- iii-HEW = D (5)k

together with the expressions for the susceptibilities of

such type as it is given by Eq.(ll-) we can study all eigen—

modes in the system under consideration and their stability.

For example, as far as pure transverse excitations they can

exist only in such geometry that U; 'E = 0 . Other—

wise, the small but finite (of order, u; /C ) longitudi-

nal component takes place of necessity. owever, in all

cases these excitations (pure or quasi-transverse ones) tend

to be stable.

Contrary to this, the longitudinal excitations exibit

the instability of very interesting and nontrivial type. To

show this let us substitute the dielectric permittivity

tensor (1) in the standard- dispersizon equation for longitu—

dinal excitations k- E (mag-MK = D and use the molecu-

lar susceptibility (1+) and analogous expression for an

electron susceptibility 907,0» (by the way, it has

the form of Eq.(4) at a)": O and fl —-e ). As a result,

we obtain the equation



(c5 2- 64.)s + LVewfl)(CD+w/‘- EV°+ i”): «alum: (5)
—~ -. awhere (:3 = (0— EU; ) V0: Uflo— U: I 3?“: )fi/Z} ofi=wF:/2&J/J.This equation gives one the possibility to analyze the stabi—lity of the system under consideration with respect to thelongitudinal excitations.

Omitting the details of this analysis we list here onlyits final results: (i) plasma—molecular system with directedmotion of charged and neutral particles is unstable in thedomain of anomalous Ibpler effect /4/ (i.e. at the condition(.3. '§.U°c—wfl); (ii) this anomalous Dopler instabilityis realized if the threshold condition

“(f/55¢) 7 {Ve/wre) (7)is fulfilled.
These results clearly demonstrate the definite role ofmolecular subsystem in certain class of electromagneticphenomena in plasma—molecular media. For example, the thres—hold condition defined by Eq.(7) essentially depends on themolecular parameters Cf); and 271 while in a numberof previous papers /5,6/ the latter one has not been takinginto consideration at all.

/I/ Yu.L.Klimontovich, H.Wilhelmsson, I.P.Yakimenko, A.G.Za—gorodny. Statistical Theory of Plasma-Molecular Systems,MoScow Univ., Moscow, I990
/2/ A.G.Sitenko. Electromagnetic Fluctuations in Plasmas.Academic Press, New York, I967
/3/ G.F.Goryunova, I.P.Yakimenko. In: Proceeding of theInvited Papers I987 Intern.Conf. on Plasma Physics, ed.by A.G.Sitenko, vol.2, p.755, World Scientific, Singapore,I987
/4/ V.L.Ginzburg. Theoretical Physics and Astrophysics,Nauka, Moscow, I981
/5/ J.Neufeld. Phys.Rev. II6, 785 (I959)/6/ V.N.‘I'sytovich, V.D.Shapiro. Z.Tech.Fiz. 2, 875 (1964)
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D-3He FUSION REACTOR BASED ON A DIPOLE MAGNETIC FIELD

A.Hasegawa
Department of Communication Engineering,

Osaka University, Osaka 565, Japan

T.K.Fowler
Department of Nuclear Engineering,

University of California, Berkeley CA USA
and

M.E.Mauel
Department of Applied Plysics, Columbia

University, New York, USA

In view of considerable difficulty that a D-T based fusion reacter is expected to face in

' obtaining public acceptance by simultaneously satisfying environmental, safety and ecor

nomical issue, interests in fusion based on advanced fuel are increasing rapidly. Recent

discovery of relatively abundant 3H6 deposition on the moon surface has stimulated such

interests even further.

Although for ignition it takes approximately four times higher density and temperature

than a DvT based fusion, the D«3He fusion is attractive from the point of view of safetyand

environmental impact because of much reduced (to afew percent) level of neutron emission

and negligible level of tritium inventory (both of which are consequence of a D—D reaction).

Reduced level of neutron flux in a D—JHe fusion reator provides inherent safety from possible

melt—down of the reactor structure in case of accidental stoppage of coolant circulation

It also provides much longer life time for the wall material, reduces radioactive waste

substantially and reduces operational and consructioncost which may over balance the fuel

cost.
.

In addition the significantly reduced level of neutron flux allows reconsideration of al—

ternative concepts which wereabandoned for D-T reactors such as a confinement using a.

floating- superconducting ring.

A D—alie fusion reactor requires:

1. a high beta plasma (fl 2 0(1)) to suppress synchrotron radiation loss,

2. a semi-open geometry to take advantage of direct conversion of high energy charged

fusion products,

3. stationary operation due to a large start up energy and

4. inherent plasma stability.

The dipole plasma confinement using a floating superconducting ring current as shown

in the figure satisfies these requirement.
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The plasma which is confined in bad curvature is made stable by providing pressuregradient slower than dlnp/da: —'y where V is the flux tube volume given approximatelyby V 2 r4. The magnetically floating ring is made of a superconducting core surroundedby layers of thermal and neutron shields with builtin refrigerator driven by radiation powerfrom the fusion The fuel plasma is produced by neutral beam injection and inward diffusioninduced by RF which breaks the third adiabatic invariant. The charged particle fusionproducts diffuse out to the X point by the break down of the first adiabatic invairantand guided out by the axial field for direct conversion. The plasma beta is limited bythe ballooning instability and preliminary calculation shows stable confinenment to betaexceeding unity. Anomalous plasma diffusion toward the floatingring is unlikely to occurbecause the plasma should climb up the steep magnetic hill. The detail of the design willbe published elsewherel'2

Reference

1 E.Teller, A.J.Glass, T.K.Fowler, A.Hasegawa and “1.17‘.stantarius7 “Space Propul-sionby Fusion in a Magnetic Dipole ”, Fusion Technologies, to be published.
2 A.Hasegawa, L.Chen, M.E.Mauel, H.Warren and S.Murakami, “A Description of D—

He3 Fusion Reactor Based on a Dipole Magnetic Field ”, Fusion Technologies, to bepublished.
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PROPOSED EXPERIMENT WITH INJECTION OF A SMALL ANGULAR

SPREAD BEAM IN THE OSCILLATED REE REGIME

V.Piffl, P.Sunka, M.Clupek, J.Raus

Institute of Plasma Physics CSAV, Prague, Czechoslovakia

The problem of the effective energy deposition of the

injected relativistic electron beam (REE) in a plasma

remains traditionally in the focus of the experimental

investigations, especially at GOL (Novosibirsk) and REBEX

(Prague) devices. Recently the experimental way to the dense

(1015cm'3) bulk plasma heating by the microsecond intensive

(50—70 kJ) REE was paved [1]. The generation of the

overthermal electrons is the other interesting phenomenon

experimentally demonstrated in REE—plasma systems. Ten per

cent of the injected REB energy can be transformed into the

high current density, low impedance (lOOkA, lOkV) electron

stream applicable in further for classical collisional

heating of a dense plasma.

Search for the optimal conditions of the overthermal

plasma electrons generation in REB‘plasma system is one of

the aims of the proposed experiment at REBEX machine.

Consequently the relatively small experimental devices with

the injection of a nanosecond REB (1—10 kJ) into

a magnetized plasma could be used for heating of dense

gaseous targets or very thin foils to study the matter in

extremal conditions (high ionized states of ions) in the

future.

Though, the physical mechanism of the overthermal plasma

electrons generation remains in many features open, the

basic picture of the beam-plasma interaction in propagating

regime is relatively well described. If a REB with small

angular spread is injected into a homogeneous magnetized

plasma, the two-stream instability results in excitation of

the small—scale Langmuir turbulence.It is generally accepted
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that the turbulence is responsible for observed transfer of
the beam energy to the plasma in most experiments. The
distribution function of the plasma electrons being
non-maxwellian with a high—energetic tail which carries
a considerable part of the plasma energy. The energy
deposition is non-uniform along the plasma column with
a maximum located near the beam entrance, as the angular
spread of the beam electrons is continually growing along
the interaction path [2]. The heating efficiency did not
exceed 30 per cent.

surprisingly a comparable heating efficiency was
demonstrated at the REBEX experimental facility for the case
of an inhomogeneous plasma column and a reflected
relativistic beam with a larger angular spread ( 20°).

In our experiments [3] the oscillating high-current
relativistic electron beam (350 kV, 2—4 kA.cm_2, 110 ns,
ZOum Al anode foil) was used. Longitudinal plasma density
profile can be controlled. The plasma column
(ne=1014— 5x1015cm_3, Tezl eV) is terminated at both ends by
thin conducting foils. Behind the exit foil there is
a section of a vacuum chamber without plasma. Using
a movable collector, two regimes of REE—plasma interaction
can be realized. If the collector is far enough from the
exit foil, most of the REB electrons are reflected back into
the plasma from a virtual cathode created near the
foil—vacuum boundary. Putting the collector close to the
foil, regime with purely propagating REB is established. In
our experimental conditions the results of extensive
multichannel measurements of plasma diamagnetism can be
summarized as follows:
a) The heating efficiency is always 2—3 times higher in the
reflected regime than in the propagating one. About 30% of
the beam energy was deposited in plasma in the reflected
beam regime.
b) In an inhomogeneous plasma the highest energy deposition
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rate is observed in regions of reduced plasma density,

independently on their location along the system. Thus the

desired distribution of the beam energy deposition can be

controlled by initial plasma density profile.

To put the REBEX experiment to a new way we attempt to

increase the energy deposition above 30 % by application of

a beam with smaller angular spread (e<1o°) in the OREB

regime.

The aim of the proposed experiment is the following:

1) To prove the possibility to achieve a heating efficiency

higher than 30 per cent.

2) To distinguish the role of the angular spread caused by

pitch angle and by scattering in the anode foil.

3) To get new information on the role of the reflected beam

in enhancement of the heating efficiency.

DU. 012 D13 D14 D15 Dlé : dlmns. coll-

}__F———m-—————"

Fig.1
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The Schematic of the renewed experimental REBEX facility
is shown in Fig.1. The main features of the new arrangement
are the following :
a) The pitch angle of peripheral beam electrons is
substantially reduced (O<100) also for the beam with a high
current density (5 kA,cm'2), by increasing the external
magnetic field (1,5 T) in the diode region.
b) The ultrathin anode Al/mylar foils (down to 60 nm/1,5
um) will be used to reduce the angular velocity beam spread.
c) The role of the reflected beam in enhancement of the
heating efficiency will be studied by varying the thickness
of the terminating foil and by the magnetic field strength.

The modified REBEX facility will start to operate in
summer 92.

References:
[1] A.V.Burdakov, V.S.Koidan, V.Piffl at al.: Bulk plasma

heating by a microsecond E-beam in the GOL—3 facility
INP Novosibirsk, preprint 92—8, February 92

[2] A.K.Arzhanikov, A.V.Burdakov, V.S.Koidan at al.: Physics
of the REE-plasma interaction
Physica Scripta, Vol.T2/2, 303—309,(1982)

[3] V.Bahicky at al.: New results on REB plasma heating in
the REBEX machine
Proc. of the 8th Int. Conf. on High—Power Particle
Beams, Novosibirsk, 1990, 225-232
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CONFINEMENT OF LASER-PRODUCED PLASMA BY
A STRONG EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD

R.Miklaszewski, A.Farynski, H.Fiedorowicz, M.Mroczkowski,

P.Parys,T.Pisarczyk and M.Szczurek

Institute of Plasma Physics and Laser Microfusion

00-908 Warsaw 49, P.O.box 49, Poland

Abstract

First results of a novel experiment with magnetically confined laser-

plasma are presented. The laser plasma is Created by irradiating solid

target with a focused Nd-glass laser. The target was placed on the axis of

the two, singleeturn magnetis coils which provided a magnetic field up to

500 s in the target region. The expanding laser plasma is confined by the

magnetic field and an elongated plasma column is formed along the axis. The

plasma column emitts strong soft X-radiation. The pinhole photographs show

that the plasma column is at least 5 mm long. To study the interaction of

the expanding laser plasma with a magnetic field the laser interferometry

was used.

1. Introduction

The interaction of the expanding laser plasma with an external

magnetic field is a problem interesting from several points of

view. Firstly the plasma column formed by a magnetic field of

the laser plasma seems to be a promising method of Creating a

lasing medium for soft X—rays generation. Secondly an external

strong magnetic field should reduce the energy losses in the

indirect heated targets (cavity targets). And last but not least

several interesting physical phenomena can be observed and

investigated.

2. Experimental arrangement and results

The experimental setup consists of three main parts: magnetic

field generator, plasma chamber and Nd—glass laser system. The

magnetic field (up to 500 s) is generated by two, singlerturn

magnetic coils which are located inside of the plasma chamber.

The coils with internal diameter of 6 mm are supplied by the

high current pulse produced by a condenser bank. The scheme of

the experiment is shown in Fig.1.

The laser targets (plastic or glass foils) are placed between

the coils on their axis. The laser system produces the laser

heating pulses with energy up to 30J in 1 ns pulse.

To study the interaction of the laser plasma with external

magnetic field we have used two kinds of plasma diagnostic

methods: laser interferometry and X-ray imaging. The X-ray

images of the plasma have been obtained using the pinhole camera

equipped with two pinholes of about ZZO—pm and covered with

beryllium filters (thickness of the filters lO—pm and 20—pm).

To probe the laser plasma we have used a fraction of laser

heating pulse converted into second harmo—nic (in the KDP



crystal). The laser
§3§Pm [ASER1ARGET probe pulse could

be delayed accor—
ding to the laser
heating pulse from
1 ns to 40 ns and

l—_Ig€mm it was possible to
make oneframe

awar “RE interfe—rograms of
Edf~—-— the plasma for

determined time
moment of the
plasma expansion.
Time duration of
the probe pulse was
about 0.8 ns.
The interfero-

grams of the plasma
have been processed
using the computerfoazaokv . - '

LMEQGMA digitise system.
Typical X-ray

. . . images of theFig 1. The scheme of the experiment expanding plasma

for magnetic
induction B=O and B=18T are presented in Fig.2(a) and 2(b)
respectively. From the images [Fig.2(b)] one can see that the
laser plasma is confined by the magnetic field and an elongated
and uniform plasma column is formed at the distance of about 2mm
from the laser target surface. A diameter of the column is less
than 1 mm. Close to the target surface the plasma is of
ellipsoidal shape.

The density distributions of the expanding laser plasma
without (8:0) and with external magnetic field (B=18T), obtained
from the interferograms for time delay At = 20ns are presentedin Fig.3(a) and 3(b), respectively.
It is seen that characteristic plasma blob of semi—ellipsoidalshape is created at the distance of about 0.5 mm from the target

surface. The elfictrgn density of the blob reaches the maximum
value of 3.5-10 cm . In the same place and for the same time
moment the electron dfnsify of the plasma expanding without
magnetic field is 6110 cm [Fig. 3(a)]. For larger time delays
At=30ns and At=40ns the electron density of the plasma decreases
but the characteristic shape of the plasma blob remains.

3. Numerical simulation

2—D numerical code based on the single fluid, two temperature,
MHD equations was prepared for modelling of a laser plasma
expansion into external magnetic field. The complete set of MHD
equations with the Braginski transport coefficients and
supplemented with equation for a laser light absorption (via
inverse Bremsstrahlung) was solved for initial and boundary
conditions corresponding to the experiment described above.

The isodense contours obtained by numerical simulation of a
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Fig 2: X-ray images of the laser plasma expanding (a)

without (B:O) and (b) with an external magnetic field
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Fig 3: Spatial distribution of plasma density (a) without

(B20) and (b) with an external magnetic field

laser plasma expansion are presented in Fig.4. From these

preliminary computations several conclusions can be drawn out:

1. The radially expanding laser plasma is confined by external

magnetic field from the very beginning of the phenomena.

2. Due to higher plasma density in the corona area, the

absorption of laser light occurs on the distance much longer

then in the case without external magnetic field.

3. Distortion of a magnetic field lines, caused by radial

motion of a hot plasma results in appearance of radial

component of magnetic induction. This is the reason why an
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Fig 4: Isodense contours of the expanding plasma (a) without

(B=0) and (b) with an external magnetic field (B218T)
obtained from numerical simulation for At=1ns (labels
correspond to logarithm of the plasma density)

initially axial magnetic field can hamper axial flow of a

laser plasma.

6. Conclusions

We have presented preliminary results of the experimental

investigations of the interaction of a laser plasma with an

external strong magnetic field. The most important finding of

these investigations is that the elongated and uniform plasma

column is formed on the axis of the magnetic coils.
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